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PREFACE 
 
 
Sea transport of goods and passengers is constantly undergoing a meaningful rise due to 
the globalisation of economy, thus provoking a trade speeding up and the specialization 
of ships and port terminals, with the support of the concept of comodality and its 
environmental face ecomodality. 
 
Ports, are the decisive and needed node in the transport chain, must serve the maritime 
transport as an infrastructure providing a smooth change between modes of transport. 
These aspects shall be framed by the quality and environment-friendliness criteria that 
administrations and society require. 
 
In this regard, protection of the port environment, safety and security have become key 
points for the development of modern maritime transport. In addition, the influence of 
human factor on board the ships has to be strongly considered as a decisive element for 
safe, secure and clean operations. 
 
The MT'14 Conference is the last edition of a successful saga of congresses initiated in 
the year 2001 ibn its first edition, followed by further editions in 2003, 2006, 2009 and 
2012. This event is an opportunity to meet researchers, scientists, academics, 
professionals, entrepreneurs, and all people involved in shipping and also in maritime 
training from any country. In its 2014 edition, administrations, institutions and 
companies will find a forum to meet, to exchange and to discuss their own 
achievements. With the back scenario offered by the Barcelona city and its enormous 
offer in touristical, cultural and gastronomic issues. 
Welcome to the 6th International Congress on maritime Transport  
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Abstract 
North Adriatic ports (hereinafter NA ports), namely the ports of Koper, Rijeka, Trieste, 
Venice and Ravenna could be considered as a single port system due to their 
geographic proximity and operation particularities that differ somewhat in respect to 
other European ports. In fact, these ports operate in a moderately closed system within 
which at the same time cooperate and compete among each other. However, these ports 
are located in three countries that have witnessed different socio-economic progress 
and thus have diverse developmental possibilities. In addition, these countries have 
distinct attitudes towards ports and their significance and consequently their 
development. Being the only international cargo port in Slovenia, the Port of Koper 
plays an important role in Slovenian economy as it contributes significantly to the 
national GDP.  It is thus of extreme importance to fully understand the factors that 
influence the port’s performance and to create a detailed investments plan, with a 
special focus given to container throughput development as containerized cargo is 
considered a strategic cargo for the Port of Koper.  
The paper gives a brief outline of a fifteen year development of container throughput in 
NA ports and it presents opportunities and risks of these ports’ further development. 
Special attention is given to the hinterland railway connection of the ports as this is 
identified as one of the most important developmental factors. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
North Adriatic ports, container traffic, railway infrastructure 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Ports are complex entities that play an important role in the transportation of freight, 
given the fact that around 90 % of the world’s commodity trade is transported by sea. 
However, ports around the globe are not equally important for the international trade; in 
fact, about 4,600 commercial ports are in operation worldwide, but only less than one 
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hundred ports have a global importance (Rodrigue, Comtois and Slack, 2013). Smaller 
ports therefore often form strategic associations in order to gain more competitive 
market position. One of such associations is NAPA – North Adriatic Port Association 
(hereinafter NAPA) which was formed in 2010. 
 
Table 1 – Key factors in SWOT analysis of ports 
Strengths and weaknesses Opportunities and threats 
Location 
Nautical constraints 
Hinterland connections 
Assets 
Port and distribution costs 
Manpower 
Performance and efficiency 
Experience and know how 
Adaptability and resourcefulness 
Value added services 
Market identification 
Assessment of port customer’s value 
chain 
Technological assessment 
Legal and regulatory assessment 
 Source: (Bichou, 2009) 
The performance of the port is deeply dependent on port’s policy and management, 
however external factors like location, economic concentration in gravity area as well as 
hinterland connections are equally important. The existing studies indicate that when a 
port or its hinterland facilities are more strongly congested than is the case for 
competing ports, the quality of that port’s service may be lower in that it takes more 
time to access and egress the port and the reliability of service declines, and this 
weakens its competitive position (OECD/ITF, 2008). 
In the present paper the authors assess the influence of hinterland connections on the 
performance of the North Adriatic ports (hereinafter NA ports), especially on the the 
growth of container traffic this is considered as a startegic goal of all NAPA ports. 
1. THE NORTH ADRIATIC PORTS 
The north Adriatic port zone is composed by five geographically and strategically 
connected ports, namely Koper, Rijeka, Trieste, Venice and Ravenna. These ports 
cooperate to attract cargo flows to the north Adriatic area, but at the same time they 
compete among each other to attain strategically and financially important cargos as 
they share very similar gravitational area. The gravitational area of north Adriatic ports 
includes north Italy, western Balkans as well as countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe. This is an area of high economic potential and the northern Adriatic ports 
control a moderate share of total overseas services for these countries.  
The association of NA ports – NAPA was founded in March 2010. Its main function is 
to promote the northern Adriatic route as a time and cost saving alternative to the 
northern European route (Twrdy and Stojaković, 2012). In fact, the route through the 
NA ports provides the cheapest naval route from the Far East via Suez to Europe with a 
distance that is about 2,000 Nm shorter than other North-European ports (NAPA, 2014). 
At first the association consisted of all the five above mentioned ports, but the port of 
Ravenna abandoned NAPA in 2013.  
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1.1. OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF THE NORTH ADRIATIC PORTS 
In 2012 the total traffic throughput of the NA ports amounted for almost 122 million 
tons, which compared to the year 2011 represented a 4.7% drop. A comparison to the 
year 1998 shows a modest 7.6% increase in total.  
Figure 1 – The throughput of NA ports in the period from 1998 to 2012 
 
Source: Authors, based on (Port of Koper, 2014), (Port of Rijeka, 2014), (Port of Trieste, 
2014), (Port of Ravenna, 2014), (Port of Venice, 2014) 
 
The computation of Average annual growth rate (hereinafter AAGR) and Compound 
annual growth rate (hereinafter CAGR) can clarify the picture on NA ports performance 
in the fifteen year period from 1998 to 2012 as can be seen in Table 2. 
𝐴𝐴𝐺𝑅 = 1
𝑛
∑ �
𝑥𝑖+1−𝑥𝑖
𝑥𝑖
∙ 100�𝑛−1𝑖=1        (1) 
𝐶𝐴𝐺𝑅 = �𝑥𝑛𝑥1𝑛 − 1          (2) 
The port of Koper has outperformed all other NA ports during the analysed period 
(AAGR of 5.8% in comparison to NA ports average of 0.7%) and even during the latest 
global economic and financial crisis (AAGR of 3.7% in comparison to -1.7%). CAGR 
yields similar results. 
The port of Venice and the port of Rijeka are mainly focused on project and general 
cargos. The port of Ravenna is concentrated on dry bulk cargo and raw materials. 
Liquid cargo represents more than 70% of throughput in the port of Trieste, while port 
of Koper is giving advantage to vehicles and containers. So, although all of the NA 
ports are international multipurpose ports they have certain specialization and do not 
affect each other’s business considerably. This can be proven also by a small and 
statistically insignificant correlation among the throughputs patterns in the NA ports. 
However, all of these ports see a large business opportunity in container traffic and are 
determined to attract as much as possible container flows to the north Adriatic region. In 
this segment of containers the NA ports will compete among each other. 
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1.2. CONTAINER TRAFFIC IN THE NORTH ADRIATIC PORTS 
In 2012 the container throughput in NA ports amounted to 1,746,492 TEU, which was a 
decrease of 3.3% in comparison to the year 2011. However in the fifteen year period 
these ports registered an increase of 175 % when it comes to number of TEUs handled. 
While all NA ports registered an annual growth of around 9% during the analysed 
period, which is still huge in comparison to annual growth of total throughput, the port 
of Rijeka and port of Koper recorded even much better performance, as can be seen in 
Table 2. In fact, small port of Rijeka registered a 13-fold increase in the fifteen year 
period, while port of Koper needs to be satisfied with 7-fold increase and pretty painless 
passing through the crisis in comparison to other NA ports. 
Table 2 – Indicators of NA ports TEU throughput in the period from 
1998 to 2012 and in the period from 2008 to 2012 
 AAGR 
(1998—2012) 
[%] 
CAGR 
(1998—2012) 
[%] 
AAGR 
(2008—2012) 
[%] 
CAGR 
(2008—2012) 
[%] 
Container 
traffic in 
2012 [TEU] 
Port of Koper 16.5 15.8 14.1 12.7 570,744 
Port of Rijeka 25.1 20.9 -5.4 -6.4 129,680 
Port of Trieste 8.3 6.3 6.9 5.0 408,023 
Port of Venice 5.6 5.4 3.6 3.2 429,893 
Port of Ravenna 1.8 1.3 -0.1 -0.7 208,152 
NA ports 9.4 9,0 6.4 5.6 1,746,492 
Source: Authors, based on (Port of Koper, 2014), (Port of Rijeka, 2014), (Port of Trieste, 2014),                                       
(Port of Ravenna, 2014), (Port of Venice, 2014) 
The graphical presentation of NA ports’ performance in terms of TEU throughput can 
be seen in Figure 2. 
Figure 2 – Container traffic of NA ports in the period from 1998 to 2012 
 
  Source: Authors, based on (Port of Koper, 2014), (Port of Rijeka, 2014), (Port of Trieste, 2014),                                      
(Port of Ravenna, 2014), (Port of Venice, 2014) 
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 Container traffic represented around 11.7% of total cargo throughput of NA ports in 
2012*. This share has doubled since 2005 and the growing importance of container 
traffic is visible from the investments into the expansions of container terminals. 
Current characteristic of container terminals in NA ports are presented in the Table 3. 
Table 3 – Main characteristics of container terminals in NA ports 
 
Koper Rijeka Venice* Trieste Ravenna* 
Terminal capacity [TEU] 750,000 250,000 500,000+ 300,000 600,000 
300,000+ 
200,000 
Terminal area [m2] 300.000 150.000 300.000+ 135.000 400.000 
300.000+     
10.000 
Length of quay [m] 600 460 850+1,060 770 640+608 
No. of cranes 8 4 6+3 7 5+7 
Max sea depth [m] 11,4 11,7 10,6 17,4 9,6 
Approx. capacity utilization of the 
terminal in 2012 [%] 76 52 54 67 42 
*The data for the port of Venice and Ravenna include the characteristics of two terminals (Venice: Vecon, Terminal 
Intermodale Venezia; Ravenna: Terminal container Ravenna, Stermar). 
Source: Authors, based on MDS, 2012 (2012), (Port of Koper, 2014), (Port of Rijeka, 2014), (Port of 
Trieste, 2014), (Port of Ravenna, 2014), (Port of Venice, 2014) 
While Italian ports have good terminal capacities (and some further expansion is still 
planned, e.g. a new container terminal on the Montesyndial site in Marghera (Venice) 
and a new offshore terminal outside the Venice lagoon, Molo VIII in Trieste and two 
smaller container terminals at Chioggia and Porto Levante for barge traffic to/from the 
offshore terminal) they at the moment do no record impressive throughput statistics on 
their container terminals. On the other hand, port of Koper and port of Rijeka utilize 
their capacities very well and plan extensive expansions in near future. 
Luka Koper, plc., the manager and the only concessionaier in the port of Koper had  it 
ambitious expansion plan confirmed by the Slovenia’s National Spatial Plan in June 
2011. Once finished, the extensions of the existing piers and the construction of a new 
pier, should add around 1,500m of quayside to port’s container terminal and increase its 
capacity for a 1,000,000 TEU. 
Rijeka port authority plans the expansion of the existing container terminal with 
additional 328m of quayside with a sea depth of 14.5 m and with additional storage 
areas, ending up in a total terminal capacity of 500,000 TEU. By the end of the 2016 the 
construction of the Zagreb Pier, which will include 680 meters of quayside with a 
maximum draft of 18 meters, 25 hectares of terminal area, terminal gate facilities and 
five 420 meters rail sidings should be completed. Plans have also been made for the 
* Calculation is based on the average net weight of the containers handled in the port of Koper. 
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high capacity container terminal on the island Krk, which should have the annual 
capacity of 1.5 MTEU. 
The NA ports currently serve large hinterland area as can be seen from Table 4, but 
despite the marketing efforts to promote the North Adriatic route, many countries in 
close proximity to NA ports still prefer the usage of north European ports (see Figure 3).  
Table 2 - NA ports strategic container markets 
Port Markets 
Port of Koper Slovenia and Croatia (served mainly by road) 
Austria, Slovakia, Czech r. Hungary, Serbia, southern Germany, Romania 
(served mainly by rail) 
Port of Rijeka Croatia, Hungary, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Port of Trieste Northern Italy, Austria, southern Germany, Hungary, Czech r. 
Port of Venice Northern Italy 
Port of Ravenna Northern and Adriatic Italy 
Source: Authors, based on (MDS, 2012) 
For example, Austria, a country which has significant international import and export 
activities imported a total of 8.0m tonnes of goods and exported 6.4m tonnes in 2009 
through the largest European sea ports. But only 32% of these goods were transported 
via NA ports, more precisely 23% via Koper, 7% via Trieste and 2% via Rijeka and the 
remaining 68% were transported via north European ports, mainly via Rotterdam, 
Hamburg and Antwerp with 28%, 17% and 13% respectively (OECD, 2011). In such 
conditions, the total TEU throughput of NA ports reaches barely 10% of port of 
Rotterdam’s container traffic. 
 
Figure 3 – The share of NA ports and north European ports in servicing European countries (in 
2010) 
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   Source: (MDS, 2012) 
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2. CONNECTIONS OF THE NORTH ADRIATIC PORTS 
2.1. MARITIME CONNECTIONS OF THE NORTH ADRIATIC PORTS 
NA ports have been recognized by many ship operators as reliable and ships belonging 
to around 50 ship operators call to NA ports both on regular basis or occasionally.  
The ports of Koper, Trieste and Venezia are currently connected with direct calls from 
deep sea container services, as well as with short sea intra-Mediterranean services and 
deep sea feeder services, while the port of Rijeka has only deep sea services and deep 
feeder services. The port of Ravenna has no calls from deep sea container services and 
is connected to the other ports only with intra-Mediterranean and feeder services (MDS, 
2012; Port of Koper, 2014; Port of Rijeka, 2014; Port of Trieste, 2014;                                       
Port of Ravenna, 2014 and Port of Venice, 2014).  
2.2. LAND CONNECTIONS OF NORTH ADRIATIC PORTS 
Just as port’s maritime connections are important for the port’s performance so are also 
the links with the hinterland. None of North Adriatic ports has a connection to the 
hinterland through the inland waterways therefore they entirely depend on the 
permeability of road and rail infrastructure.  
While all of the north Adriatic ports have a direct or at least good connection with the 
national highways, and all of them have rail tracks within the port, the condition of the 
railway system that connects the ports with their hinterland differs somewhat. 
2.2.1. RAIL CONNECTION OF THE PORT OF KOPER 
The Slovenian railway system has been neglected for many years, and the port of Koper 
is connected to its hinterland by a single track line constructed back in 1967. The track 
than connects mainline at Divača; from there the double track access is available 
westwards towards Sežana and Trieste and eastwards towards Ljubljana. The Slovenian 
capital Ljubljana acts as a hub for rail services towards Hungary, Austria, Slovakia, the 
Czech Republic, Serbia and southern Germany.  
The Slovenian rail system which was mainly constructed in the 19th and 20th century is 
currently characterized by severe problems that are reflected in speed and axle load 
limitations even on the main routes passing across Slovenia. In addition, the current 
port’s single track railway connection between Koper and Divača requires 21 minutes 
time span between two consecutive freight trains with gross weight of 1,750 tons. The 
same applies to trains with the gross weight of 1,450 tons that use two traction 
locomotives (Damjan, 2012). This consequently means that cargo trains travel with 
approximate speed of 40 km/h over Slovenian territory and operate with huge delays as 
priority is given to passenger trains (Slovenian railways, 2013). Furthermore, maximum 
trailing length of trains leaving the port of Koper is 500 m (excluding locomotives). 
Nevertheless, the port of Koper manages to transport around 60 % of cargo by rail 
which is far beyond the European average. This means that approximately 470 waggons 
per day arrive or depart from the port of Koper (Port of Koper, 2014). 
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2.2.2. RAIL CONNECTION OF THE PORT OF RIJEKA 
The modal split of the land transportation of port of Rijeka is significantly in favour of 
road, as only around 10 % of cargo is transported by rail (MDS, 2012). However rail 
services towards Hungary and Serbia exist and are mainly single track with the 
exception of the section between Novska and Serbian border at Tovarnik. Maximum 
trailing length and weight of trains from Rijeka is 500 m (excluding locomotives) and 
1,300 tonnes respectively (MDS, 2012).  
2.2.3. RAIL CONNECTION OF THE PORT OF VENICE 
Although the port of Venice is directly connected to electrified double track high 
capacity railways connection which connects the port with all of its hinterland markets, 
the utilization of railways is fairly small. Inland transportation is mainly done by road, 
although there is a twice weekly rail service to Milan, which provides access to the 
international markets across the Alps. Maximum trailing length and weight for trains 
from Venice is 550m and 1,600 tons respectively. The modal split of container land 
transportation is estimated to be only 3% (MDS, 2012). 
2.2.4. RAIL CONNECTION OF THE PORT OF TRIESTE 
Rail access of port of Trieste towards hinterland is provided by double-track electrified 
routes. Maximum trailing length and weight of trains departing from Trieste varies 
according to the inland destinations: towards northern Italy, Germany and Austria, the 
maximum length is 550m, while towards Hungary is only 505m. The trailing weight for 
Italian services is 1,300 tonnes in both directions, while it is 1,100 tonnes northbound 
and 1.300 tonnes southbound on international services (MDS, 2012). 
2.2.5. RAIL CONNECTION OF THE PORT OF RAVENNA 
Rail access to the port of Ravenna is provided by a double-track electrified lane to the 
mainline between Ancona and Bologna. Maximum trailing length and weight of trains 
leaving the port of Ravenna is 530m and 1,300 tons respectively. The modal split for the 
rail is estimated to a low 7% (MDS, 2012).   
 
3. THE DISCUSSION – HOW BRIGHT THE FUTURE IS FOR NA PORTS 
European economy is recovering, but the recovery is uneven. 17 out of 28 European 
Union (hereinafter EU) countries had a positive GDP growth in 2013, and some of these 
countries form the hinterland of NA ports. Furthermore, a modest recovery is expected 
in all important markets of NA ports in 2015 and this recovery is expected to increase in 
later years especially in new member states. The potential market of NA ports will thus 
expand. 
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Figure 4 – New TEN-T corridors that can affect NA ports’ performance 
 
 
                       Source: (NAPA, 2014) 
 
EU has recently proposed two new TEN-T corridors, namely Baltic-Adriatic and 
Mediterranean Corridor that pass near the NA ports. This means that EU still counts on 
NA ports to take over some traffic from north European ports and in such way to 
disburden very saturated land connections that connect north European ports with the 
Central and Eastern European countries. In this way the hinterland of NA ports would 
expand further. 
Damjan (2012) predicts the changes in cargo flows structure as well; container flows 
should increase on the expense of decreasing importance of dry bulk and liquid cargos. 
According to (MDS, 2012) the throughput of NA ports should reach 6 million TEU in 
2030. This would mean an increase of around 350% since 2010, while the TEU 
throughput of north European ports should increase by a modest 52%.  
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Figure 5 - The forecasted share of NA ports and north European ports in servicing European 
countries (in 2030) 
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Source: (MDS, 2012) 
This means that the investments into container terminals in NA ports are economically 
viable, even more, in order to achieve the predicted throughputs the ports should be able 
to accommodate larger ships; in 2020 they should be able to accommodate 8,000 TEU 
ships and 11,000 TEU in 2030 (MDS, 2012). 
However, without improvement of railway system the forecasted throughputs are 
unapproachable no matter what the improvements within the ports are. The standard 
length of freight trains for the TEN-T is 750m in length, while at the moment the 
maximum trailing length of trains in NA ports hinterland is 550m. This is in most cases 
economically inefficient, because of the high fixed costs of rail freight. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
While Italian ports Venice, Ravenna and Trieste have rather good connections with rails 
and roads to the main European transport corridors, the port of Koper and port of Rijeka 
lack good railway connections with their hinterland. Nevertheless, the port of Koper 
recorded by far the best operating results among NA ports both in terms of container 
throughput as in terms of total throughput increase. Furthermore in comparison to other 
NA ports, the port of Koper uses the existing railway connection very intensively. It 
thus can be stated that at the moment, the existing railway capacity does not hinder the 
performance of the NA ports. 
However, the ships and shipments are getting larger and the storage areas within the ports 
are limited (and will remain limited even after terminal expansions) so in order for the 
ports to continue to deliver high quality services it will be necessary to provide better 
inland connections with the hinterland zone. In regards to EU goals on internalisation of 
external costs the majority of long distance cargo flows from the ports should be 
accommodated by rails. It is well known that the ports provide multiplicative benefits to 
the national economy (e.g. every euro earned  through  port of Koper operations  
generates  1.12  euro  of  value  added  at  the  state  level,  and  each employment  post  
within  the  company  engenders  1.6  private  sector  jobs (Luka Koper, 2011)) the port of 
Koper and on the other hand, the future of NA ports is largely dependent on national 
governments and their willingness to modernize or construct a better railway system. EU 
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definitely wants that and is willing to co-finance the projects as they have proposed the 
two important corridors in the North Adriatic area.  
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Abstract 
The main topic of the article is the analysis and assessment of hinterlands of intermodal 
terminals in Polish seaports. The article presents the results of research conducted in 
three container terminals, one Ro-Ro and one ferry terminal, which are located in 
Polish seaports: Szczecin, Świnoujście, Gdynia and Gdańsk. The research was based on 
questionnaire survey of over 1 thousand drivers, who deliver consignments to/from 
Polish terminals and information obtained directly in the terminals. This paper deals 
with the ports hinterlands structure covered by road and rail transport, the range of 
captive and contestable hinterlands. The analysis presents the average distance of pre-
haulage. The research presented in he article allow to specify the shape of the land-sea 
transport chains operating in the European transport system. Ratio of the pre-haulage 
distance to the sea distance has a significant impact on how short-sea shipping 
contributes to the internal and external costs of transport. The study may therefore be 
helpful to assess the role of short sea shipping in sustainable transport. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The role played by ports in the land-sea transport chains, results from a port being lo-
cated right on the border of two different natural environments (the sea and the land), 
due to which the transport process needs to be stopped to change the means of transpor-
tation. (Misztal and Szwankowski, 2001). Port as a link in the land-sea transport chain 
pays an important role in creating hinterland connections. A number of port studies 
have dealt with ports and theirs hinterland (Wang, 1998; Tan, 2007; Lechao and Gyei-
Kark 2011; Notteboom, 1997). Traditionally, the hinterland of a port was physically 
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captive (Wilmsmeier, Bergqvist, Cullinae, 2011). Currently, most ports do not have 
their own captive hinterland, where the loads are destined directly, but must fight for the 
loads on the so-called contestable hinterland (Verhoeven, 2010). To increase the influ-
ence on the contestable hinterland, ports improve their hinterland connection (Van den 
Berg and De Langen, 2011). Rodrigue and Notteboom (2010) indicate the strong inter-
dependency between a port’s foreland and hinterland. This is due to the fact that one of 
the most important factors of ports competitiveness, besides frequency of ship calls, 
geographic location, port characteristics, availability of quays, the type and cost of ser-
vices offered by the port, quality of port infrastructure and equipment – also quality and 
frequency of port’s hinterland connection (Tabernacle,1995; Fleming and Hayuth, 1994; 
Baird, 1996; Malchow and Kanafani, 2001; Chang, Lee, Tongzon, 2008; J. L. Tongzon 
and Sawant, 2007; Tang, Low, Lam, 2011; Wiegmans, Hoest, Notteboom, 2008; Suy-
kens, 1988; Wiegmans et al., 2008). 
Constantly striving to increase the efficiency of the European transport system, while 
the pressure to reduce harmful impacts on the environment, has become the main objec-
tive of the EU transport policy. The primary task towards this goal has become a trans-
fer of freight from road to other modes of transport, whose degree of negative 
environmental impact is lower. An increase in maritime transport, which, according to 
the assumptions, generates lower external costs of transportation, is one of the policy 
objectives of the European Union (Kotowska, 2013). 
Unfortunately, sea transport of cargo is never a direct shipping process. Shipping com-
panies, apart from scarce carriage of bulk cargoes, is always an element of combined 
transport process, which uses at least one type of land transport. Seaport is therefore 
land-sea link in the transport chain. According to the definition of combined transport, 
the road distance to sea ports should not exceed 150 km (Council Directive, 1992). If 
the destination or origin of the goods is further away from the port, they should be de-
livered by rail or inland waterway. 
Development of port’s hinterland connections can have a positive effect. Frémont and 
Franc (2010) convince that intermodal rail or inland waterway connections can extend a 
port’s hinterland, enabling it to compete with another port’s immediate hinterland. The 
development of land-sea transport chains depends on several factors connected with 
port hinterland: the hinterland infrastructure, location of sea terminals or hinterland in-
termodal terminals, and an IT connection between all participants of the logistic chains 
(Beškovnik, 2013). 
Maritime container terminals operate hinterland reaching up to several hundred kilome-
ters inland. A closer hinterland which is in the area of direct impact of ports is mainly 
serviced by road transport, areas located further away from the port – by rail or inland 
waterways. Gradually, the share of environment-friendly transport branches operating 
sea ports’ hinterland is increasing. (Notteboom and Rodrigue, 2009). In this process, 
significant is the contribution of the shipping companies that take responsibility for the 
organization of the entire supply chain including forwarding in the hinterland of the 
seaports by rail and road, and it is them that determine the number of links in the land-
sea transport chain. (Gouvernal, 2003; E. Gouvernal and Daydou, 2005). 
In spite of that most of the unitized cargo handled in sea ports is shipped from/to 
hinterland by road transport (Grzelakowski, 2010). The share of road transport in 
shipment to/ from the hinterland is determined by the size of the port (smaller in hubs 
and much bigger in local ports). For example, in the Port of Rotterdam road transport 
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forwards 54% of container shipment related with the hinterland. In Hamburg 50% of 
shipment from/to the hinterland is operated by the road transport with the share of over 
80% of container shipment in the area of the direct economic impact of the port 
(Gaffron et al., 2007; Källström). On the other hand, about 70% of cargo forwarded to 
the hinterland for over 150km from the port of Hamburg is transported by rail. The 
research carried out within ECHO program (Envois-Chargeurs-Opérateurs de transport) 
showed that in France the share of road transport is more than 90% (Gouvernal et al., 
2010). So far, in Poland there have not been carried out any research concerning the 
volume and structure of the Polish terminals’ hinterland, operating intermodal 
container, ferry and Ro-Ro units.  
2. THE OBJECT OF RESEARCH 
In Poland there are four major ports, where five container terminals are located (the 
sixth one shall be completed and ready for operation in 2014), two ferry terminals and 
one Ro-Ro terminal operating non self-propelled units (semitrailers). 
In 2007 was put into operation the biggest container terminal - Deepwater Container 
Terminal (DCT), located in Gdansk and operating Maersk’s AE10 (Ningbo – Shanghai 
– Kaohsiung – Yantian – Hong Kong – Tanjung Pelepas – Zeebrugge – Gdańsk – 
Gothenburg – Aarhus). In August 2013, m/v Maersk Mc Kinney Moller, the largest 
container ship in the world, called at the port. The terminal functions as a hub port for 
the East Baltic ports, inter alia, Klaipeda, Tallinn, Kaliningrad, Kotka, connected with 
the port via Seago Line ‘Baltics and Finnish Gulf Service’. In 2012 the terminal 
operated about 896 962 TEU (Klein, 2013), over half of which (515 221 TEU) was 
‘transshipment’ (Matczak et al., 2013). Weekly, the terminal operates about 30 
intermodal trains, among others, to Poznań, Wrocław, Sławków, Łódź, Radomsko). In 
2012 the share of rail way transport in operating the hinterland shipment was 35%. 
The container terminal that operates most freight of Polish foreign trade is Baltic 
Container Terminal in Gdynia (BCT), which in 2012 handled 408 722 TEU (terminal 
BCT, 2013), out of which only 4,4 thousand TEU was ship-to-ship transshipment 
(Matczak et al., 2013). The terminal is equipped with 800m long and 12.7m deep quay 
(can handle vessels of up to 6 thousand TEU). Weekly the terminal operates 10-12 
feeder vessels of, among others, MSC, Team Lines, APL, Unifeeder, OOCL. The feeder 
lines connect the port with the ports of Hamburg, Bremerhaven and Rotterdam. Weekly 
the terminal operates over 40 container trains connecting the port with the terminals of 
Poznań (Gądki, Kobylnica), Warszawa, Wrocław (Kąty Wrocławskie, Brzeg Dolny), 
Kutno. Due to the intermodal terminal in Sławków the connections with Viena, Ostrava, 
Koper, Zylina, Budapest and to Ukraine are possible. In 2012 the share of rail transport 
in hinterland operations was 42%. 
The other terminal located opposite BCT is Gdynia Container Terminal (GCT), which 
in 2012 operated 277 thousand TEU. The 366m long quay has the depth similar to BCT 
and services over 10 feeder type connections with West European hub ports such as 
CMA CGM, Team Lines, Hapag-Lloyd, APL, Unifeeder. In the terminal, also SSS 
Gdynia – Hull line is operated by Euroafrica and MacAndrews. In 2012 the share of rail 
transport in hinterland operations was over 13%. 
The only container terminal in Western Poland is Terminal DB Port Szczecin. The port 
of Szczecin is located about 70 km from the estuary of the Odra River and entering the 
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container terminal lasts 4 hours, which determines its position among other container 
terminals. The parameters of the serviced vessels are not impressive, either. The 
terminal can service vessels with a draft of 9.15 m and length of 215 m (with a capacity 
of about 1,000 TEU). In 2012 the terminal handled only 56.5 thousand TEU. The 
terminal operates feeder connections with the ports of Hamburg, Bremerhaven, 
Rotterdam, shipping companies like: CMA CGM, Unifeeder, Team Lines and SSS 
connections with the ports of Finland, Great Britain, Estonia and Lithuania. It does not 
operate any regular container trains. 
Figure 1. Location of sea intermodal terminals in Poland  
 
 
 Source: own drawing. 
 
 
The biggest ferry terminal in Poland is Świnoujście Ferry Terminal (SFT) with 5 berths, 
which can handle vessels of 130-185m long and with the draught of up to 7m. Daily it 
can operate several connections to Trelleborg and Ystad in Sweden. The terminal is 
adjusted to the operation of car-rail ferries. Good location of the terminal enables 
shipment by ferry to the main port cities of Scandinavia within 6-8 hours, which allows 
the ferry to cover the round route within 24 hours. The terminal operates first of all 
trucks (accompanied carriage). In 2012 in the terminal were serviced 284 thousand 
trucks and only 9.3 thousand semitrailers. 
Most unaccompanied transport is realized by the Ro-Ro Baltic General Cargo Terminal 
Gdynia Ltd (BTDG), which can operate vessels of up to 8 m draught. The terminal 
operates Ro-Ro links to Finnish, Russian, Belgium (Antwerp) and Spanish ports. In 
2012 were operated nearly 20 thousand trailers. 
The ferry and Ro-Ro terminals, in question, play the major role in servicing self-
propelled units (SFT) and non self-propelled (BTDG), however, they do not service any 
regular intermodal trains and all hinterland shipment is realized by means of road 
transport. The container terminals of Gdynia and Gdańsk operate numerous trains 
to/from the inland intermodal terminals. Some of them are located within the distance of 
150 km from the port (Terespol Pomorski). Container trains operate 14%-40% 
hinterland freight and each year their share is growing. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
The analysis of the hinterland operated by road transport was developed on the basis of 
questionnaire research by means of PAPI (Paper and Pencil Interviewing) technique 
conducted in the four described Polish container terminals, one ferry and one Ro-Ro 
terminals in June 2013. Each of the terminals apart from DB and BTDG was visited one 
time between 10:00 and 21:00. Due to very scarce information collected in DB and 
BTDG terminals, the research had to be repeated. 1031 drivers forwarding goods 
to/from intermodal terminals were interviewed. They answered questions concerning 
the place of cargo origin or its destination at the hinterland. 1220 shipments were 
identified, of which 79.2% was the carriage of full cargo units. The questionnaires 
helped to develop database enabling the analysis of the depth of the Polish hinterland 
operated by means of road transport including the distance from the port, province and 
district, as well as the information concerning the issue of where the intermodal units 
operated in Polish ports come from or where they are destined. The analysis of the 
hinterland operated by means of rail transport was developed on the basis of the 
container terminals’ own materials and based on direct interviews with employees of the 
analyzed cargo handling companies. 
4. RESULTS 
The terminals of Gdynia have the biggest share in the operation of the Polish foreign 
trade. In 2012 BCT and BTDG, jointly, serviced about 60% of containers transshipped 
between land and sea transport modes in Polish sea ports. Their hinterland actually 
reaches the whole territory of Poland including the area, which is traditionally treated as 
the captive hinterland of the port of Szczecin. About 15% of freight operated by road 
transport is forwarded to the Wielkopolskie and Lubuskie Provinces, and 3% to West 
Pomerania. This is due to the fact that both terminals operate most shipowners, 
including those who do not operate the liner services to Szczecin (e.g. MSC, ZIM). The 
average distance of the cargo carried by road transport is around 280 km; only a little 
over 30% of road freight is carried at a distance of up to 150 km. 
The Deepwater Container Terminal in Gdansk is not much different. The area of the 
hinterland serviced by means of rail transport is much the same as of the terminals of 
Gdynia, whereas the hinterland operated by road transport is mainly the area of 
immediate port impact (30% of freight originates from, or is destined to locations of the 
Pomeranian Province) and the area of Warsaw and surroundings. 
The terminal operates one ocean line, thus, mainly the containers of Maersk are 
serviced. Since Maersk containers are operated by feeder lines in Szczecin, the research 
has not shown any container freight forwarded to locations in the vicinity of the port of 
Szczecin (West Pomeranian Province). The average distance of the cargo transported by 
road is around 260km and just like in case of the terminals of Gdynia, only a little over 
30% of road freight is carried at a distance of up to 150km. 
Quite differently is shaped the terminal hinterland located in Szczecin. It is the smallest 
of the discussed terminals and its position is determined by several factors: 
− poor technical equipment of the terminal (only 2 low capacity gantry 
cranes) and its minor transshipment capabilities 
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− weak infrastructure parameters (too low admissible parameters of 
vessels to be operated by the terminal) 
− lack of storage areas in the immediate vicinity of the waterfront 
− distance from the open sea (it is crucial for shipping operators, who 
treat an eight hour journey to and from the port as an unnecessary 
waste of time). 
 
Those facts inluance also on shipping operators policy. In spite of the fact that the 
distance from China ports to port of Szczecin is shorter than to Gdynia and Gdańsk, the 
freight cost is higher (table 1). In fact the terminal plays a regional function. Nearly 
50% of containers shipped from/to the hinterland come from the immediate port vicinity 
(the West Pomeranian Province), and over 40% from the area of Poznań and Gorzów 
Wielkopolski. The average distance of the cargo transported to/from the port of 
Szczecin is only 140 km. 
 
Table 1. Freight costs of  FCL on China-Poland route (USD). 
route 20' 40' 40'HC 
Ningbo-Hamburg 1700 3300 3400 
Ningbo-Szczecin 2150 3900 4000 
Ningbo-Gdynia 2150 3650 3750 
Ningbo-Gdańsk 2080 3650 3750 
Shanghai-Hamburg 1625 3150 3250 
Shanghai-Szczecin 2175 3750 3800 
Shanghai-Gdynia 1925 3600 3650 
Shanghai-Gdańsk 2100 3750 3800 
 
Source: own research based on: http://en.shippingchina.com (12.01.2014) 
 
 
Totally different is the hinterland of ferry and Ro-Ro terminals. Through the Ferry 
Terminal of Świnoujście are transferred loads originating from or destined to far 
hinterland. About 30% of freight comes from abroad. Thus, there are cargoes mainly 
from central and south Europe, e.g. Czech, Slovakia, Hungary, Germany, and even 
Greece, Turkey and France. The average distance covered by road transport to reach the 
terminal is 550km and thus, it much differs from the maximum 150km road distance of 
combined transport. The destinations of the freight are Sweden and Norway, away from 
the terminal even 1750km. The average distance of the cargo transported from the 
Swedish terminals is 450km. In spite of regular road link, shippers choose ferry mainly 
because they can spend the mandatory rest period during the sea voyage in comfortable 
environment. In connection to this, the voyage from Świnoujscie to Trelleborg takes 8-9 
hours, although the ferries could cover the distance much faster. Interesting seems the 
phenomenon to be observed, that among the researched shipping links were the freights 
from e.g. Hungary, Czech, Bulgaria to Stokholm, Upsali or Norkoping in spite of the 
fact, that for this direction there is a definitely much more convenient Gdańsk-
Nynashamn link. The disadvantage of the voyage via Gdańsk is the time of the journey 
of approximately 20hours. And although the freight of this line is only 20% higher than 
of Świnoujście-Treleborg with much shorter distance, it, however, does not compensate 
twice longer time of the voyage. 
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Similar are the hinterland freights of Ro-Ro terminal in Gdynia. Although a significant 
number of trailers come from immediate port area (about 40%): Pomeranian, Kujawy-
Pomeranian Provinces and the area of Warsaw, the average distance of the trailers 
transported to the terminal is not short and reaches up to 500 km. A number of the 
trailers are transported from abroad: Czech, Hungary, Romania and even Croatia 
(Kotowska, 2014). 
Figure 2. Hinterland of container terminals. 
 
a)      b) 
 
c)     d) 
 
e) 
road (a) and rail (b) hinterland of container terminals in Gdynia 
road (c) and rail (d) hinterland of container terminal in Gdańsk 
road (e) hinterland of container terminal in Szczecin 
 
Source: own drawing based on (Kotowska, 2014). 
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Figure 3. Hinterland of Polish ferry and Ro-Ro terminals 
 
 
Source: own drwing based on (Kotowska, 2014).  
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Figure 4. Structure of road pre-haulage in polish sea intermodal terminals 
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Source: (Kotowska, 2014). 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Significant amount of containerized cargo passing through the Polish sea ports 
originates from the area in their vicinity. In case of the Gdynia and Gdańsk terminals, 
most freight (30%) operated by means of road transport comes from the Pomeranian 
Province, considerable part from big and relatively close (up to 350km) industrial 
centers such as Warsaw and Poznań. However, the analysis of the hinterland has proved 
that the more significant the terminal for the operation of the Polish foreign trade 
freight, the bigger is the hinterland territory operated by the road transport. Containers 
to BCT Terminal are transported by road from the whole country and the share of the 
nearest hinterland (up to 150 km) is the smallest (about 30%). In case of the feeder port 
of Szczecin, 60% of the cargo is carried at a distance not longer than 150km. 
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The numbers and significance of the serviced shipowners directly translate into 
transshipment volume and the area of the operated hinterland. Most cargo handling 
operations in relations with the hinterland are realized in BCT terminal, which, unlike 
the DCT, operates only feeder connections. In spite of that, the terminal has more 
shipping lines and reloads containers of a larger number of shipowners, which translates 
into much bigger volume of handled cargo and larger hinterland. It results in a 
disappearance of a captive hinterland, which is manifested by the fact that containers 
from Szczecin and surrounding areas are often forwarded to the terminal of Gdynia, and 
not operated in the DB Port Szczecin. 
The centers located in the further distance from the ports of Gdynia and Gdansk, i.e. 
Wroclaw and Katowice, are operated mainly by rail. The number and direction of 
regular container trains translate directly into the share of rail in the operation of the 
hinterland. The share of rail in operation of the further hinterland (over 150 km) of 
Gdynia and Gdansk terminals reaches 40-45% and increases each year. 
The hinterland transport of terminals operating Ro-Ro units (semi-trailers and trailers) 
looks different. The hinterland analysis shows that the average distance to/from the 
ferry terminal, is by far greater than in the case of container terminals, that is about 500 
km. Moreover, the distance covered by ferries is not long, from about 100 Nm, in case 
of Świnoujście – Trelleborg link, up to 300 Nm for Gdańsk-Nynashamn connection. 
Higher is the occupancy rate of the lines, where transit time is close to the required 
mandatory rest period for drivers. As a result, shipping connections of Polish ferry and 
Ro-Ro terminals are treated as road bridges, whose task is on the one hand, to shorten 
the transport way (for example, the road from Wrocław to Norrkoping by Świnoujscie - 
Trelleborg is nearly 40% shorter than in the case of direct road transport, and from 
Warsaw to Stockholm by the ferry from Gdańsk to Nynashamn - by nearly half), on the 
other hand, it enables to spend the mandatory rest period. 
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Abstract 
In the year 2009, a new system called IMC (Integrated Magnetic Compass) was 
developed by researchers at the University of the Basque Country. This new compass 
obtains, in real time, all the deviations at all the compass courses that the vessel steers. 
In other words, it calculates all the deviations and can print a deviation card with the 
latest deviations of the compass. Patents have been obtained for this invention both by 
the University of the Basque Country and by another American patent, and a PhD 
dissertation has been completed on this new system. 
This paper begins by introducing a simplified compensation system, which the authors 
are developing based on the proposals put forward in the dissertation mentioned above, 
and using the data provided by the IMC. This new device will allow us to substitute the 
old compensation system based in standard spheres, magnetic bars, heel magnets and 
Flinder’s bar, by a simple adjustable disc with magnets bars. The aim is to define how to 
use it, and to be able to compensate properly the deviations at any moment with minimum 
knowledge. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
Magnets, Magnetic Compass, Compensation System 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Ever since the magnetic compass started to be used at sea, it has always meant a lifeline 
for seamen. Seafarers started to feel safe since the magnetic compass could show them 
where they were going, and therefore, where the mainland would appear. 
Nevertheless, as time went by, the safety provided by the magnetic compass has gradually 
became secondary, since nowadays high technology devices have far more relevance for 
finding our way at sea. Technological advancements have brought relaxation in all 
professional areas, especially in the navigational area. Undoubtedly, technology has 
produced very important improvements as far as location and position are concerned but, 
what happens when all this sophisticated technology fails due to, for example, a black-
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out? Or what will happen, if the satellites system fails, and all the people in charge have 
not become aware of this? 
2. A QUESTION OF TECHNOLOGY 
The magnetic compass is still compulsory in all ships. But as the time has gone by, the 
officers and probably the captains, fortunately not all of them, have even forgotten that 
they have in the monkey island a binnacle with a magnetic compass. Instead, the 
technology has superseded the original navigation systems. We can see everywhere all 
the bridges full of technology, electronic, digital etc. even thought the officers still take 
in the log book the magnetic courses, just in case, together with the gyro or satellite 
compass. Probably there are officers and captains, who do not even know how to 
compensate a magnetic compass. In addition, if we try to find some technician to adjust 
our magnetic compass, it will be very difficult to find any because the magnetic is 
something obsolete and unless, the compulsory repairs and adjustments are carried out, 
nobody will think about that. 
If we find deviations bigger than 3º, the compass should be compensated again before 
living the port of operations. But this is an expensive operation, considering the time 
needed for a compensation operation carried out in due order. That is why many times 
the deviation cards are not totally legal issued. Taking the differences between the 
magnetic and gyro courses, written in the log book, the card can be issued. Otherwise the 
vessel has to be brought out of port and balanced her in order to find the deviations at 
different courses and compensate them as much as possible. This operation can be quite 
time-consuming, and the companies do not agree with it, so it has to be solved in some 
way. 
What we should do is find some system adapted to modern times that could be used as 
well as the new technologies. Our aim is thus update the magnetic compass, and adapt it 
to the new times. We intend to find new systems not dependant on the electric power or 
depending minimally on that, and become as reliable as the electronic devices. We have 
already made some progress in this direction: the IMC, which continuously takes the 
deviations as the ship is navigating. Those deviations, at different courses, are saved into 
a memory and kept until they become necessary. This avoids having to balance the vessel 
in order to know which deviations we have to compensate. 
The second part is the compensation itself. All standard binnacles have cells at different 
distances from the magnetic compass. This cells are fix in the binnacle thus depending of 
their position, the corrector magnets, can only compensate a certain error, but maybe not 
as accurate as it should be. We will try to solve that inaccuracy. The first step is to build 
a system which permits place the corrector magnets at any distance from a compass, to 
compensate exactly the deviations. This is precisely what this research is trying to 
address. 
3. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE TIME AND CARGOES 
Our magnetic compass shows the right course, as traditionally do, and guarantees the 
safety of the crew, the ship and the cargo. But, will current seamen remember the 
correction to be applied to the compass in case of an emergency? Will they remember 
when the latest compensation was made? Will they remember what the cargo condition 
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was when the latest compensation was made, or how the current cargo affects the correct 
performance of the magnetic compass? 
We must also take into consideration the fact that container ships carry many different 
types of cargoes, with a plethora of different metallic elements not only in the boxes 
themselves, but also in the merchandise contained in them. Very often this merchandise 
has an important content in metal, so important that it may severely affect the orientation 
of the magnetic compass. The deviation generated by these metals must be added to the 
metal of the vessel itself. 
The same happens with specialized vessels devoted to transporting huge elements, 
especially if we compare them to the ships’ dimensions. It is important to remember how 
electrical storms1 affect the ship and consequently, the magnetic compass. Lightning is 
well known to affect the metallic structure of a vessel and to produce a subsequent effect 
on her magnetic compass. If the lightning strikes on board the vessel or close to her, it 
causes substantial alterations on the magnetic compass, whose poles suffer big deviations 
and may even be inverted. 
If we consider the speedy pace of loading and discharging operations in modern ports, it 
is obvious that a merchant ship cannot devote part of her valuable time to balancing and 
compensating of the magnetic compass.  
Figure 1. Magnetic compass in the monkey island 
 
 
Therefore, we question the correct work of those magnetic compasses, which provide 
risky results due to the alterations generated by their environment and the deviations 
caused by the cargoes to be transported. If we depend only on the magnetic compass, in 
case of a general blackout we should take into account that the gyro will need a couple of 
hours to get stability, thus, what will the accuracy of that compass be? How will we 
possibly know whether we are sailing the right course or not? 
In recent times there have been several maritime accidents, but only a few have had media 
impact due to their consequences. In addition we know that the GPS can malfunction.2 
However, we do not know much about those other accidents and incidents occurred to 
leisure boats or small fishing boats due to the relaxation in the maintenance of the 
magnetic compasses or even to their misuse. And quite often they result in cargo, crew or 
Source: Amee &Co. Marine Survey& 
Compass Adjustment 
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ship losses. We are not usually informed about them, but they happen and will continue 
to happen.3 
Figure 2 Over reliance on electronic navigation aids con lead to 
trouble 
 
 
Instead of ranking the use of the new electronic aids first, we should improve the systems 
that do not depend on the electric power generated on board and this would be far more 
effective. In addition to this we are over-relaying on electronic navigation aids that are 
giving us an excess of reliance on new technologies which are not as reliable as they 
show.4 Of course, we can still use magnetic compasses, which are compulsory in all 
merchant ships because nobody has called their utility into question. 
However, we should improve their effectiveness and simplify their handling, because, 
even having enough professional knowledge to handle them correctly, new technologies 
make us forget how to do it properly and when we need them, we may not remember how 
to use them.  
Basically in all vessels we have a magnetic compass, which is compensated and put in 
proper working condition when the ship is launched. We also have a deviation chart, 
originated from the magnetic compass, which helps to read and steer the different courses 
defined for every voyage correctly. This deviation chart has to be updated in periods 
stated by the current legislation, which makes it necessary to ask for an adequate 
maintenance service by a compass compensator. This technician is essential for the 
correct maintenance of the magnetic compass. But hiring this service is gradually 
becoming more complex, since finding good technicians who supply this service is 
increasingly more difficult. 
Having in mind all the above, what can we do if is almost impossible to find a technicians? 
Currently, and thanks to the tremendous research work carried out by Seamen, a new 
device called IMC (Integral Magnetic Compass) has been developed and the problem 
described above can be quite easily solved. The IMC is a system that can be connected to 
the magnetic compass itself, and will provide its deviations in real time in addition to the 
Source: Amee &Co. Marine Survey& 
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deviation chart, which can be printed and validated, in the same way as the one issued by 
a compass compensator technician.  
This will save the time needed for balancing the compass to the different courses as the 
ship gets the data from the different courses while navigating. The IMC will also save the 
job of swinging at anchor when the vessel is close to ports and thus, minimize the danger 
of collision. 
Furthermore, in case of having to compensate the deviations generated by the IMC, the 
technician will only have to take the deviations generated by the system and compensate 
them as a common compensation. This operation should take a short time, a 50% less 
than usual balancing time, avoiding delays and dangerous maneuvers in port areas. 
Therefore, this would enable higher safety as well as important cost and time savings in 
the trade operations of the vessel. 
The ships most affected in their magnetic condition by the different cargoes, could have 
all the deviations calculated in advance. This would enable them to compensate the 
compass in each voyage and ensure its correct working status, so as to use it as the last 
and safest resort in case of malfunction of the electronic devices usually used. 
4. THE IMPROVING SYSTEM FOR COMPENSATION 
In addition to all this, we could add an SCS (Simplified Compensation System), in order 
to be able to compensate the compass at any moment during the voyage. This way, we 
would have an improved version of the old system which could enter in direct competition 
with any of the current electronic navigation systems, with the only difference that the 
magnetic compass would not depend on other devices or electrical sources. 
At present, we are working with a new SCS, with the possibility of connecting this to an 
IMC, which has been proved to be very effective. This way any ship would be able to 
make her own adjustments at any moment. This system should be very simple to operate 
and understand, permitting any compensation to be calculated easily. It would not be 
necessary to perform all the usual calculations for the compensation of the magnetic 
compass. 
To put in work the SCS we are trying to change from the old system based in soft and 
hard irons, to a new one based only in four magnets which can supply the correct 
compensation to the magnetic compass. Instead of calculating the compensation based in 
a relative power, we are analyzing the effect of the magnetic field of each compensating 
magnet together with other three of them placed on a plate that can be placed at an exact 
distance depending on the effect of all the four magnets. 
In order to analyze the magnet, we first need to know, at least, the magnetic moment of 
one of the compensating magnets. Having done this, we will apply this value to the 
formula below to calculate the magnetic field generated with the four magnets, with 
different combined positions of them. First we will do the calculation to find out what 
will be the effective distance of the total combined field. Thereinafter we place the plate 
with the magnets at proper distance, with the magnets turned to the effective place for the 
compensation. 
We prepared one goniometer to measure the magnetic moment of one of the magnets. 
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Figure 3 A magnet in the center of goniometer 
 
After that, a fluxgate was placed in a proper position to measure the different moments 
of the magnet at different angles. To get the values of fluxgate a special program is 
prepared and run out. 
Figure 4 A magnet in front of the fluxgate, in a center of coils of 
Helmholtz 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Our measuring experiment at University of Basque Country 
 
Source: Our measuring 
experiment at University of 
Basque Country 
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After carried out the measurements at all angles from 0º to 360º by 10º and at different 
distances from the fluxgate the final result was that the magnetic moment of the magnets 
we will use for the experiment was m=0,38 Am2 
Once calculated the moment m we insert all the values we need into the formulae 
calculated for four magnets and the magnetic field generated by them at different 
operation angles. 
First of all we calculate with a formulae5 the moment of each compensating magnet, and 
latter with another formulae calculate the total amount of magnetic field generated with 
all magnets. 
𝐵𝐵�⃗ = 𝜇𝜇0
4𝜋𝜋
�
𝑚𝑚���⃗
𝑟𝑟3
+ 3(𝑚𝑚���⃗  .𝑟𝑟)𝑟𝑟
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𝐵𝐵�⃗ = 𝐵𝐵1����⃗ + 𝐵𝐵2����⃗ + 𝐵𝐵3����⃗ + 𝐵𝐵4����⃗  = = 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 �− 𝑚𝑚 sin𝜗𝜗1[(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2]3 2� + 3[𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗1 + 𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦 cos𝜗𝜗1](𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎)[(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝚤𝚤̂ + + 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 � 𝑚𝑚 cos𝜗𝜗1[(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2]3 2� + 3[𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗1 + 𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦 cos𝜗𝜗1]𝑦𝑦[(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝚥𝚥̂ + + 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 �3[𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗1 + 𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦 cos𝜗𝜗1]𝑧𝑧[(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝑘𝑘� + + 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 � 𝑚𝑚 cos𝜗𝜗2[𝑥𝑥2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑧𝑧2]3 2� + 3[−𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 cos𝜗𝜗2 + 𝑚𝑚(𝑦𝑦 − 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗2]𝑥𝑥[𝑥𝑥2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝚤𝚤̂ + + 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 � 𝑚𝑚 sin𝜗𝜗2[𝑥𝑥2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑧𝑧2]3 2� + 3[−𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 cos𝜗𝜗2 + 𝑚𝑚(𝑦𝑦 − 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗2]𝑦𝑦[𝑥𝑥2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝚥𝚥̂ + + 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 �3[−𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 cos𝜗𝜗2 + 𝑚𝑚(𝑦𝑦 − 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗2]𝑧𝑧[𝑥𝑥2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝑘𝑘� + + 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 � 𝑚𝑚 sin𝜗𝜗3[(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2]3 2� + 3[−𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗3 − 𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦 cos𝜗𝜗3]𝑥𝑥[(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝚤𝚤̂ + + 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 � −𝑚𝑚 cos𝜗𝜗3[(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2]3 2� + 3[−𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗3 − 𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦 cos𝜗𝜗3]𝑦𝑦[(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝚥𝚥̂ + + 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 �3[−𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗3 − 𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦 cos𝜗𝜗3][(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝑘𝑘� + + 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 �− 𝑚𝑚 cos𝜗𝜗4[𝑥𝑥2 + (𝑦𝑦 + 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑧𝑧2]3 2� + 3[𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 cos𝜗𝜗4 − 𝑚𝑚(𝑦𝑦 + 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗4]𝑥𝑥[𝑥𝑥2 + (𝑦𝑦 + 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝚤𝚤̂ + 
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+ 𝜇𝜇04𝜋𝜋 � 𝑚𝑚 sin𝜗𝜗4[𝑥𝑥2 + (𝑦𝑦 + 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑧𝑧2]3 2� + 3[𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 cos𝜗𝜗4 − 𝑚𝑚(𝑦𝑦 + 𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗4]𝑦𝑦[𝑥𝑥2 + (𝑦𝑦 + 𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝚥𝚥̂ + + µ0
4𝜋𝜋
�
3[𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚cos𝜗𝜗4−𝑚𝑚(𝑦𝑦+𝑎𝑎) sin𝜗𝜗4]𝑧𝑧[𝑚𝑚2+(𝑦𝑦+𝑎𝑎)2+𝑧𝑧2]5 2� � 𝑘𝑘�   (2) 
Once the field is calculated, we convert it in distance with a program which calculates it. 
We place the plate in adequate level, and turn the magnets in adequate angle to 
compensate the different deviations. 
As example we can see in the next Figure 5 the position of the corrector magnets pointing 
West, generates a maximum field of 30µT (microTesla) at approximately 10cm from the 
magnetic compass. We have to have in mind that a closer distances of the double of the 
length of the correctors; we can enter in sextantal deviations and that situation in not 
recommendable at all. The minimum effect occurs at approximately 60cm from magnetic 
compass. In between we can choose any distance accordingly to the correction we want 
fix. 
Figure 5 Graphic representing the magnetic field against distance 
from corrector magnets to magnetic compass. All magnets pointing 
west. 
 
In the next Figure 6 can be seeing that at a distance of 23cm the correction is maximum 
and is of a quantity of 10 degrees correction. Going down from this position the effect of 
the correction tends to decrease until 0,5º close to 70cm from magnetic compass. On top 
of the graphic can be seen the terrestrial field with a value of 50µT being this an 
approximate value. 
The study of the different combinations of the corrector magnets position as well as the 
distances to the magnetic compass will give us the system to compensate all the deviations 
to different steering courses. 
Source: Our 
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 Figure 6 Graphic representing the quantity of degrees that can be 
corrected against the distance of the magnets from the magnetic 
compass. 
 
 
Figure 7 Prototype showing the compensation prototype with 
magnetic compass, at top, connected to an IMC 
 
 
 
Source: Our 
 
 
Source: Our 
 
 
Source: Our 
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 Figure 8 Another image of the prototype, support tube with the 
corrector system, and the place for fix a magnetic compass connected 
to an IMC 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9 Another image of the prototype in the lower part of the tube 
and with magnetic compass at top 
 
 
Source: Our 
 
 
Source: Our 
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 5. CONCLUSIONS 
This probably will avoid to the ship officers to make the different calculations as previous 
seamen. And mainly, today the most of the officers they have forgotten how the magnetic 
compass can be adjusted, even the captains, due to the excessive use of the electronic 
aids. 
The IMC will calculate the deviations at all courses, and it will transfer to the SCS in 
order to compensate it even without any touch of the crew. 
If all the above mentioned is successfully accomplished and we can provide a set of IMC-
SCS, it will be a very interesting solution, specially for companies owning or operating 
ships magnetically affected by their cargoes, such as container ships, car carriers, etc. 
They will improve their ships with these systems and be, at any time, confident in their 
voyage in any circumstance, even if by any reason the vessel loses power. 
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Abstract 
Globalization has been supported by improvements in transport technology and massive 
investments in transport infrastructures (Rodrigue, 1999), having repercussions on ports. 
The objective of this paper is to present the current situation of Venezuelan ports La 
Guaira and Puerto Cabello within the globalization process and facing neighbor ports 
considered as direct competitors because of their geographical location, as the ports of 
Cartagena, El Callao and Santos.   
 
The methodology used was documental and the main result was that although 
modernization works are been performed at Venezuelan ports, once they are finished, are 
not going to bring the ports to the position of their nearest competitor yet, El Callao, 
reason why ports master plans in Venezuelan should continue in order to impulse them 
to the level of their geographical competitors, in volume and equipments, looking to 
impulse Venezuelan ports to the position they had in the 1996 worldwide and regional 
port ranking. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
Maritime Transport Globalization, Port Investments, Port Competition, South American 
Ports Efficiency 
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 1. INTRODUCTION  
It has been proved that transport, and specifically the maritime one, is a key element in 
globalization promotion. In fact, maritime industry has transform its technologies, 
national registries and working resources in the last few decades, only to accomplish the 
globalization demands (Corbett & Winebrake, 2008, p. 4).  
Among the technological advances are those shown by the each time bigger vessels, 
looking for economy of scale, transporting more volume at lower energy consumption, 
less damage to the environment and final costs reduction.  
By 1987, the total TEU´s moved worldwide was 1.215.215, while in 2010 was 12.824.648 
TEU´s, which represents a remarkable increase in quantity and volume (Salama Benazar 
& Martinez Marin, 2013). By 2013 the total TEU´s movement was of 17.750.729 TEU´s 
(Alphaliner , 2013). 
Regarding  the number of vessels, between 1980 and 2010, bulk carriers increased in a 
rate of 145,6% and cellular ships  in 1.436,4%, which clearly shows the widely and 
remarkable increased of container ships in the last decades (Salama Benazar & Martinez 
Marin, 2012) 
 
For this reason, improving port efficiency or productivity has become a critical yet 
challenging task in the development of many countries (United Nations, 2012) 
Facing such situation, it has been necessary a higher investment in ports infrastructure, 
seeking to adapt its installations to the market demands.  Some South American ports 
such as Colon and Balboa in Panama, Santos (Brazil), Cartagena (Colombia), Buenos 
Aires (Argentina), El Callao (Peru) or Guayaquil (Ecuador), have opened investment 
opportunities to private and foreign entities, fallowing the Landlord port management 
model. Other ports as Puerto Cabello and La Güaira, in Venezuela, have changed from 
Tool port model to a Service port model, centralizing operations and not allowing private 
investments. 
The main objective of this paper is to present the current situation of Venezuelan ports 
La Güaira and Puerto Cabello within the globalization process, comparing them to some 
neighbor ports that could be considered as direct competitors because of their 
geographical location, as the port of Cartagena (Colombia), El Callao (Peru) and Santos 
(Brazil). 
To accomplish the main objective of this work, the following specific objectives are to be 
fulfilled: 
To show the relation between globalization and transport, causing a demand for port 
changes  
To present the main characteristics of the ports considered as competitors for Venezuelan 
ports because of their geographical location.  
To analyze the Venezuelan ports situation facing its main competitors in the region.  
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 2. GLOBALIZATION 
 
Globalization has been defined by different authors such as Giddens, Rodner, Soros and 
Annan, depending on their points of view. Some of those concepts are shown below. 
According to Giddens “globalization started with commerce and international finances, 
but year ago surpassed this limited field and has reached culture and religion, starting to 
influence over personal aspects of everyone live” (Giddens, 2000, p. 30).  
Rodner says that “it is a dynamic process of commercial, financial, cultural, political and 
technological interconnection that is been produced in all the world inhabitants” (Rodner, 
2001, p. 11). 
Taking into account the economic area, Soros consider that globalization consists on free 
capital movements and the national economies dominium increased by financial markets 
and multinationals (Soros, 2002, p. 7). In this aspect, globalization could be related to 
regular shipping lines (Maersk Line, Hapag Lloyd, Mediterranean Shipping Company, 
among others) for been multinational companies.   
According to Annan, Globalization has been made possible by the progressive 
dismantling of barriers to trade and capital mobility, fundamental technological advances, 
steadily declining costs of transport, communications and computing. Technology is 
maintained in its definition, adding communications, computing and costs of transport 
(International Maritime Organization IMO, 2007), starting to show transport as part of 
globalization. 
Rodrigue relates even more transport and globalization, saying that “it is well 
acknowledged that globalization has been supported by improvements in transport 
technology and massive investments in transport infrastructures”.  He assures that the 
concept of economies of scale have been applied to transportation and indeed, the ability 
to transport increasing amounts of freight and passengers at lower costs, has improved 
considerably the capacity and efficiency of transport systems (Rodrigue, 1999, p. 256). 
2.1.  GLOBALIZATION OF MARITIME TRANSPORT 
Referring to the globalization of maritime transport, “the world is well along the road to 
an economically integrated global economy (maybe 60%) and shipping has played a 
crucial and highly effective part in the process”….  Although “shipping has a 5000 year 
documented history, it has been during the last two centuries  that sea transport has 
acquired a special place through its central role in the globalization of the world 
economy” (Stopford, 2010, p. 6; 1) .  
Even more, if the trade growth trend of the last 150 years continues, by 2060 the 8 billion 
tons of cargo will have grown to 23 billion tons (Stopford, 2010, p. 6), reason why 
maritime transport will continue to be crucial for globalization.  
Globalization is the process that allows the world inhabitants and companies of various 
sectors to relate each other through the information interchange, capital, goods and 
services transferences by a main participant, the containerized maritime transport, offered 
by regular shipping lines (Salama Benazar, 2009) 
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Maritime transport globalization could lead to think about global port operators, but also 
to a variety of maritime transport elements, such as alliances, fusions and agreements to 
share spaces. In this sense, an example is the initiative of three big shipping lines to form 
an alliance called the P3, estimated to be consolidated by May 2014, with 255 vessels and 
27 services, to transport 2.6 Millions of TEU´s 
Regarding port sector, big changes caused by globalization process are leading 
commercial sea ports to design strategies in the field of innovation, allowing them to take 
on present and future challenges in a sector where deregulation and competition are 
increasingly present (Blanco, et al., 2011, p. 75).   
Furthermore, innovation is fast becoming a major driving force in the improvement of 
social welfare a crucial factor in the long term growth and survival of companies and a 
key element in achieving the sustainable development of economies (Blanco, et al., 2011, 
p. 75). 
2.2.  MARITIME TRANSPORT WORLD TENDENCY 
World tendency points to vessels each time bigger, looking for transporting more 
merchandise volumes at lower costs.  During several years, since its inaugural voyage in 
2006, the Emma Maersk was considered the biggest container ship in the world, together 
with its 7 sister ships (Edith, Ebba, Eleonora, Elly, Estelle, Eugene and Evelyn), with a 
capacity of 15,500 TEUs, including 1000 reefer plugs, 397 meters long and 56 meters 
wide and a draught of more than 14 meters (Port of Antwerp, 2012). 
 
Figure 1: Eugene Maersk 
 
 
Source:  (Eugen Maersk Images, 2013) 
 
Nowadays, these container ships are no longer the largest in the world, since currently 
there are 20 Triple-E ships ordered (Port of Antwerp, 2012). These ships will be phased 
in gradually over the next couple of years on the existing route between Asia and Northern 
Europe (A.P. MOLLER - MAERSK GROUP, n.d.) 
The first of the Triple-E series was named in June 14, 2013, in a ceremony at the Daewoo 
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering (DSME) shipyard in Okpo, South Korea. It bears the 
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name of the late Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller, who passed away in April 2012 at the age of 
98 (Churchill, 2013). 
 
 
Figure 2. The first vessel in series - Maersk Mc-Kinney Møller – 
crossing  under the Storebaelt bridge in Denmark 
 
 
 
Source: (A.P. MOLLER - MAERSK GROUP, n.d.) 
 
The Triple-E class is 400 m long, 59 meters wide and has a capacity of 18,000 TEU´s, 
making it unique in her kind and, which is 20% more than the capacity of the Emma 
Maersk class. The three E's stand for Economy of scale, Energy efficiency and 
Environment.  
Vessels new dimensions reflect the economy of scales, transporting more volume with 
significant reduction in fuel consumption, dropping it by 35%, as well as dropping CO2 
emissions by 50% (Port of Antwerp, 2012), thus, reducing also final transport costs.   
Regarding worldwide container fleet and orders, Table 1 reflects there are 86 vessels 
orders with a capacity between 3.000 and 5.000 TEU´s; 90 vessels orders with a capacity 
between 8.000 and 10.000 TEU´s and, 64 vessels order with a capacity between 12.500 
and 16.000 TEU´s.  
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 Table 1: Worldwide Container Fleet as of March de 2013 by vessel 
capacity range in TEU´s 
Nº TEU´s Nº TEU´s Nº TEU´s Nº TEU´s
0 - 1.499 1.796 1.470.008 25 21.209 12 12.880 2 2.200 39 36.289
1.500 -2.999 1.214 2.648.592 47 99.932 16 33.740 4 8.800 67 142.472
3.000 - 4.999 953 3.910.309 67 284.434 11 50.736 8 29.500 86 364.670
5.000 - 7.999 606 3.686.379 26 160.868 18 95.500 2 13.800 46 270.168
8.000 - 9.999 284 2.432.948 42 368.178 39 343.156 9 81.400 90 792.734
10.000 - 12.499 52 568.028 10 104.800 12 120.000 3 30.000 25 254.800
12.500 - 15.999 119 1.601.293 23 305.916 31 412.686 10 139.350 64 857.952
Over 16.000 1 16.020 7 122.040 10 176.000 11 190.000 28 488.040
Total 5.025 16.333.577 247 1.467.377 149 1.244.698 49 495.050 445 3.207.125
In service todayTeus  Size 
Range
Tota l  
Ship on 
order
Tota l  
TEU´s  on 
order
On Order 
2013 On Order 2014
On Order 
2015
 
 
Source: (Informa PLC, 2013, pp. 18-19) 
 
According to Table 1, there are many orders for ships of more than 3.000 TEU´s, and in 
the meanwhile, the vessels that Venezuelan ports could received are of not more than 
2.000 TEU´s.  According to information from La Güaira´s Port, Venezuela´s port Master 
Plan will allow the port to receive vessels of 6000 TEU´s, but to achieve better economies 
of scale ships are nowadays of 18.000 TEU´s.   
Due to the above, South American ports will need relevant inversions in order to be able 
to received bigger ships, since if modernization is not made, their capacity will be over 
fit (their capacity will be too short for the demand) by the year 2020 (United Nations, 
2011).   
According to ECLAC (Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean),  it 
is estimated that between 2016 and 2019, vessels of about 13.000 TEU’s will arrive to 
South American coast and until now, vessels that arrive to those coast are not bigger than 
8.000 TEU’s. (United Nations, 2011). 
2.3. GLOBALIZATION AND PORTS  
Port tendency, within the globalization process, points toward mega hubs, global hubs 
and regional hubs.  Nevertheless, this paper is focused on port competition in the 
globalized world.  
Escorsa Castells (2008), cited by (Blanco, et al., 2011, p. 77) considers that the port sector 
needs to develop innovations that enable it to adapt to the new world situation that it faces, 
characterized mainly by a high level of competitiveness. Ports, to be competitive, must 
be able to handle (load, unload and process) large quantities of merchandise quickly, to 
incorporate new activities and logistic services that add value. In order to do this, they 
will have to adapt and make investments such as building new infrastructures, acquiring 
new equipment, creating telematics platforms, developing ICT, improving managements 
systems, etc (Blanco, et al., 2011, p. 77) 
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Port competitiveness is now focused on the hinterland war, mainly in European ports, 
where it is said that if you win the hinterland, you win the competition (Hailey, 2013).  
Due to this, efficiency of South American ports is essential to gain vessels calls and 
merchandise distribution to the region.  
The presence of such level of competition has been caused by commerce and maritime 
traffic liberalization, where transport companies look for a bigger market share. The 
ability of the maritime lines, to negotiate prices based on the high volume of movement, 
generates to the client attractive offers highly competitive, which affects the final price of 
the contract of carriage (Martínez Marín, 2011). 
Competitiveness increase among maritime transport companies has great impact over 
ports, its organization and regional role (Cole & Villa, 2006, p. 19).  Nowadays, ports 
have turn into activity axes confronting maritime company´s demands. Companies that 
compete for cargo´s expeditors, looking to offer a door to door service, which is more 
rapid, safe and lower in costs (Cole & Villa, 2006, pp. 19-20) 
Even more, cargo expeditors also compete among them, and ports should recognized the 
economic and social impact that they caused over their nearest areas and hinterlands (Cole 
& Villa, 2006, p. 20). 
3. PORTS OF CARTAGENA, EL CALLAO, SANTOS, PUERTO CABELLO 
AND LA GUAIRA 
Ports chosen for this study are those that compete directly with the Venezuelan ports due 
to its geographical position, covering the Caribbean (Cartagena), the Pacific (El Callao) 
and the Atlantic (Santos).  Those ports, by the 90´s, received their cargo through vessels 
that first called Venezuela, nevertheless, the situation nowadays is the contrary, i.e. ships 
go first to neighbor ports.  
 
3.1.  PORT MANAGEMENT MODELS 
Referring to port management models and private or public functions, in the service port 
model, the infrastructure construction, equipment and superstructure provision and, 
services to the cargo and vessels are in hands of the public sector; in the tool port model, 
services to the cargo and vessels are in private´s hands and, in the landlord port model, 
only the infrastructure construction is in public hands. See Table 2. 
Table 2: Port Management Models 
 
Model Infrastructure construction 
Provision of 
Equipment and 
Superstructure 
Services to the 
Cargo and Ship 
Service Port Public  Public Public 
Tool Port Public Public Private 
Landlord Port Public Private Private 
 
Source: Santos (1998, p.1162) cited by (Laxe González, 2002) also adapted from (García Bernal, 2007, p. 
4)  
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 In Puerto Cabello and La Güaira ports, the port model passed from tool port to service 
port in 2009 (González M, 2012), with the reversion to the State of all port assets 
infrastructures, as well as the roles to maintain, administrate and obtain its profits (Gaceta 
Oficial, 2009) 
Bolivariana de Puertos (BOLIPUERTOS) S.A. is in charge of the management, 
administration, exploitation and control of all operations concerning port warehouses, 
depots and silos in both ports (La Guaira and Puerto Cabello), and they are manage under 
a centralization figure (González M, 2012). 
Cartagena (CTG), El Callao (CAL) and Santos (STS) port´s have a Landlord port Model, 
which concedes them the following characteristics regarding its management:  
They are manage in a decentralized way; have a high percentage of foreign investments; 
are ports divided and segmented into independent terminals and each operator is in charge 
of the investment and maintenance of the infrastructure and equipment.  
Once presented the port management models of the studied ports, below are showed some 
port efficiency variables of such ports. See Table 3  
3.2.   PORT EFFICIENCY VARIABLES OF CARTAGENA, EL CALLAO, 
SANTOS, PUERTO CABELLO AND LA GUAIRA 
 
Table 3. Characteristics of CTG, CAL, STOS, PBL and LAG ports 
 
Charact/Port Cartagena El Callao Santos PBL/LAG 
Draught 
14.6 m  and 
17m in 
2017 
Maximum draught of 14 m  
North Quay  and  16 m  South 
Quay 
13,5 m 
and 14.80 m. 
17m in futur 
12 m and 16m in 
futur/ 10.5 m and 
15.2 m. in futur 
Maximum 
capacity of 
ships in TEU´s 
TEU´s : 
14.000 
2013 
TEU´s: 9.200 2011 and 15.000 
in futur N/A 
/TEU´s 2000 y  
6200 in future both 
Nº of gantry 
cranes (quay 
cranes) 
12 
2 North Quay  APM Terminals , 
4 more in 2013 and 3 more in 
future/  6 Muelle South Quay 
DPWorld Quays:N+S =15 
13 only in 
TECON 
terminal 
None and  6 in 
future each one. 
Nº yard cranes 55 2 North Quay and 12 in 2014/ 18 RTG South Quay (2013) 
46 only in 
TECON 
/none. Lifters: 1 for 
full ctnrs and 2 for 
empties. 15 in future 
Discharge per 
hour per ship 50 ctr x h 
150 ctr x h 2013 North Quay /30 
ctr x h South Quay 
80.38 mov x h 
2011 
10 ctr x h/ 11 ctr x h  
and 75 in future 
TEU´s Moved 2.2 m  2012 
1.8 m 2012 
2 m (2014) 
3.1 m 
2012 0.0008m / 0.0005m 
 
Source: Own elaboration base on data from each port. 
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 According to table 3: 
• CTG draught is 14,6m and will be 17m in 2014; CAL draught is, 14 m in North 
Quay and 16m in South Quay ; in STS draught is 13,5m and 14,80 m and will be 
17m in future; in the meanwhile, in PBL draught is 12m and in LAG 10.5m, and 
will be 16 and 15,2 respectively in future 
• Maximum Capacity in TEU´s of vessels calling the ports are: in CTG 14.000 TEU´s 
(2013); in CAL 9.200 (2011) and 15.000 in future; in the meanwhile, in LAG and 
PBL is 2.000 and 6.200 TEU´s in future. 
• The number of gantry cranes in CTG is 12; in CAL it is 15 and in STS it is 13 only 
in TECON terminal. In PBL and LAG there are not gantry cranes and will be 6 in 
future in each port. 
• The number of yard cranes (RTG) in CTG is 55; in CAL: 14 in 2014 North Quay 
and 18 in South Quay in 2013; in STS there are 46 RTG just in TECON terminal. 
In PBL and LAG none and 15 in future, which mean that Venezuela´s port 
modernization plans will not equal the number of RTG that already exists in the 
neighbor ports.  
• Referring to TEU´s moved in 2012, in CTG the movement was of 2.2 million; in 
CAL 1.8 millions; in STS 3,1 millions an in PBL and LAG, 0,0008 millions and 
0,0005 millions, that is, 800 thousand TEU´s  and 500 thousand TEU´s respectively. 
As a reference to a better view of the existing differences between Santos and La Güaira 
regarding its cranes, the following photos of crane types in Santos port are shown in 
figures 3 and 4. Then, ahead, is shown the crane of La Güaira port (Figure 9). 
Figures 3 and 4: Cranes in Santos port; Brasil 
 
           RTG Cranes  (Yard)                                            Gantry Cranes (Quay)  
         
Source:  (Santos Brasil, n.d.)  
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4. SITUATION ANALYSIS 
In reference to the Venezuelan situation, in May of 2008 there were news announcing the 
investment of a Portuguese consortium to expand La Guaira port and it was said that the 
plan was to install 11 gantry cranes (Ultimas Noticias, 2008).  
According to the real port expansion plan there will be installed 6 gantry cranes in not a 
certain date provided by port authorities. See Figure 5. 
Figure 5: La Güaira´s port expansion mockup 
  
Source: (Salama, 2013) 
 
La Güaira´s port expansion works, as of June 2013, are shown in Figure 6 
Figure 6: View of the expansion works in La Guaira port as of June 2013 
 
Source: (Salama, 2013)  
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 In the case of Peru, in 2011 was announced that the bottle neck in Callao port was 
eliminated, making possible to received vessels of 6.500 TEU´s by that year (Mundo 
Marítimo, 2011)  
While in 2011 Peru achieved to solve the bottle neck problem, in Venezuela, the ports 
situation in 2012 was as presented in figure 7 
Figure 7. Vessels Anchored in a Venezuelan port in 2012 
 
Source: (Denis, 2012)  
In 2011, Santos port announced 80.38 movements per hour per ship (MPH), compared to 
58.05 MPH registered in 2010, that means, an accumulate growth of almost 40%. In the 
meanwhile, the discharge rate of a vessel in Venezuela nowadays is 10 MPH 
In some images showed below can be observed and compared some characteristics of the 
ports of this study, such as the existing cranes to charge and discharge the ships and the 
containers organization in yards. 
Figure 8. Containers location in La Guaira port, 2013 
 
Source: (Salama, 2013) 
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 Figure 8 shows how the containers are organized, by 2013, in La Guaira port  
Figure 9. Crane to discharge containers in La Güaira port 
 
Source: (Salama, 2013) 
 
Figure 9 shows the available crane in La Guaira port to charge and discharge container 
ships when they are not equipped with their own cranes  
   Figure 10. Gantry cranes at El Callao                    Figure 11. Gantry cranes at El Callao 
 
                 
 
Source: (RPP Noticias, 2012)                               Source:(RPP Noticias, 2012) 
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Figure 12. Gantry Cranes at the Port of Santos, Brasil 
 
 
         Source: (Flickr, 2012) 
 
 
Figure 12 shows the Cosco Vietnam vessel operation at the port of Santos. Discharge with 
portainers doble-hoist portainers that move 2x40´ FEU´s or 4x20´ TEU´s simultaneously. 
Regarding container movement evolution during 2000 – 2012, Venezuelan ports have 
shown a poor increase comparing it to neighbor ports.  The container movement increase 
in Venezuelan ports is as far under the increase experimented by the ports of Cartagena, 
El Callao and Santos, as it could be appreciated in Figure 13 
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Figure 13. Comparison of containerized port movement 
during 2000 – 2012 
 
 
Source: Own elaboration based on statistics from (Comunidad Económica para la América Latina, CEPAL, 
2013).  
 
The specific data corresponding to figure 13 is presented in tables 4, 5 and 6, as fallow: 
 
Table 4. Movements in TEU´s period 2000 – 2005 
Puerto 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Santos 800.898 1.047.685 1.230.599 1.560.957 1.882.838 2.267.921 
Callao 413.646 480.706 521.382 553.138 727.840 887.035 
Cartagena  256.216 365.326 234.490 295.233 397.186 549.860 
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Puerto Cabello 550.807 620.523 506.523 380.039 597.930 746.810 
La Güaira  237.782 304.119 215.555 150.844 261.036 269.114 
Source: Own elaboration based on data from (United Nations, CEPAL Boletín FAL Nº 252, 2006)   
 
Table 5. Movements in TEU´s period 2006 – 2009 
 
Port  2006 2007 2008 2009 
Santos 2.855.480 2.532.900 2.677.839 2.555.862 
Cartagena  711.529 795 380 1.064.105 1.237.873 
Callao 938.119 1.022.246 1.203.315 1.089.838 
Puerto Cabello 844.952 831.732  809.454  750.000 
La Güaira  341.846 341.846 436.911 378.311 
Source: Own elaboration base on data from (United Nations, CEPAL Boletín FAL Nº 252, 2006) for the 
year 2006  
Source: Own elaboration base on data from (Comunidad Económica para la América Latina, CEPAL, 
2009) for the years 2007 y 2008 
Source: Own elaboration base on data from (Comunidad Económica para la América Latina, 2010) for the 
year 2009  
 
Table 6. Movement in TEU´s period 2010 – 2012 
 
Port 2010 2011 2012 
 Santos  2.715.568 2.985.922 2.961.426 
Cartagena 1.581.401 1.853.342 2.205.948 
Callao  1.346.186 1.616.165 1.817.663 
Puerto Cabello 629.895 721.500 845.917 
La Guaira  333.539 467.300 542.710 
Source: Own elaboration base on data from (Comunidad Económica para la América Latina, CEPAL, 
2013)  
 
It is remarkable in tables 4, 5 and 6, the minimum container movement growth in Puerto 
Cabello and la Guaira during the period 2000 – 2012, while the movement in Cartagena, 
El Callao and Santos ports, have had a significant growth. 
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 Table 7. La Guaira and Puerto Cabello facing Regional Competitors 2010-2012. 
Movements in TEU´s 
Year La 
Guaira 
Puerto 
Cabello 
Venezuela 
LAG + PBL 
Cartagena Callao Santos 
2010  333.539  629.895  963.434  1.581.401  1.346.186  2.715.568  
2011  467.300  721.500  1.188.800  1.853.342  1.616.165  2.985.922  
2012  542.710  845.917  1.388.627  2.205.948  1.817.663  2.961.426  
Source: Own elaboration based on (Comunidad Económica para la América Latina, CEPAL, 2013).  
 
In Table 7 is observed that even adding TEU´s movements from Puerto Cabello plus 
TEU´s movements from La Guaira ports, the result does not equal or approach the 
container movement of their nearest competitor in volume, El Callao port. 
In regard to port competition, in 1996 Venezuela entered to the worldwide port ranking, 
with Puerto Cabello occupying the 88 position among 129 ports. Cartagena port was not 
in that ranking by that year. 
Since 2003, Venezuela disappeared from the worldwide port ranking and by the year 2013 
Santos was in the 41 position, Cartagena in the 61 and El Callao in the 76 at a worldwide 
level. 
From the year 2000 to the year 2012, the studied ports have changed its position in the 
Latin American port ranking as shown in table 8. 
 
Table 8. Regional Port Ranking, years 2000, 2006 y 2012 
Port Ranking 2000 Port Ranking 2006 Port Ranking 2012 
Santos 1 Santos 2 Santos 3 
Callao 8 Callao 8 Cartagena 4 
Puerto Cabello 9 Cartagena 13 Callao 6 
Cartagena 13 Puerto Cabello 19 Puerto Cabello 17 
La Guaira 24 La Guaira 24 La Guaira 29 
Source: Own elaboration based on (Comunidad Económica para la América Latina, CEPAL, 2013) 
 
At a regional level, Santos was in the first place by the year 2000; passing to the second 
place in 2006 and to the third place in 2012. 
El Callao was in the eighth place during the period 2000 – 2006; even thought in the year 
2012 passed to the sixth place, it was surpassed by Cartagena that occupied the fourth 
place in 2012. 
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It is important to notice that by the year 2000, Cartagena was under the position of Puerto 
Cabello, but even though it maintained its 13th position during 2000 – 2006, it was Puerto 
Cabello the one that descended from the 9th position in 2000 to the 19th position in 2006.  
La Güaira passed from the 24th position in 2000 to the 29th position in 2012.  
Once described the situation in the ports of Puerto Cabello, la Guaira, Cartagena, El 
Callao and Santos there is just a simple question: Decentralization and Privatization is 
equal to port development and container movement growth? 
This is not a question that will be directly answered by the authors of this paper, but an 
example of Santos port is shown in order to make each lector think about its own opinion. 
In 1993, 21 year ago, Brazil government recognized that Santos port centralization, 
diminished the port efficiency and competitiveness, reason why it authorized private 
companies to pre qualify for charging and discharging goods from vessels, breaking up 
the monopoly in the operational services.  
Today, more than 60 terminals in Santos port are managed by the private sector, and 
Santos occupies the 41st place in the worldwide port ranking. (Puerto de Santos, n.d.) 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Port investment is decisive to be inserted into the globalizing process and satisfy the 
increasing demand of the regional and global market.  
In time, Puerto Cabello and La Guaira ports have lost competitiveness facing its neighbor 
ports, partly because of their slow growth and late, or none, infrastructure inversion. 
At ports of remarkable growth, it is emphasize a port authority every time more 
autonomous with bigger participation of private companies  
Venezuelan ports, in order to be at the level of its main neighbor competitors, should 
continue with the nowadays expansion projects applying benchmarking and amplifying 
the project dimensions, since as the project is establish until now, once the modernization 
works are finished, will not bring Venezuelan ports to the level of its nearest competitor, 
El Callao. 
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Abstract 
Shipping is a risky occupation and because of ship operations’ being complicated, 
seafarers’ situational awareness should be high in order to have a safety navigation. 
While analyzing the marine accidents occurring today, it is known that the accidents 
are generally caused by human factor and in our study, it is tried to determine the 
situational awareness of seafarers by measuring the cognitive level which is one of the 
most crucial factors of human error and commanly used in aviation sector. Cognitive 
sicence is an interdisciplinary branch of science that investigates mind, intelligence, 
efficiency in various areas of the brain and the individuals’ mental processes such as 
thinking, feeling, learning, memory, decision making, language, problem solving, 
reasoning, judgment. In this sense, cognitive science researches the structure and 
dynamics of the system. Situational awareness can be summarized as a state having the 
information of the status, quality and quantity of all elements in a certain position and 
in a certain time interval. 
Our aim is to develop a mobile software application that determines the situational 
awareness in real environment defining the cognitive sufficiency efficiently for 
seafarers. Cognitive Performance SeaTest (CoPeS) which has been developed for being 
used effectively in maritime sector, is an Android based mobile application running on 
tablet computers and it is composed of tests measuring the cognitive abilities which are 
executive functions, visual, memory, attention and arithmetic. 
Keywords 
situational awareness, maritime, android, cognitive, human factor 
1. INTRODUCTION
Human factor and human psychology are of great importance in maritime. Not only 
does know-how accumulation of all personnel have an important place for safety of 
navigation, but also psychological and mental performances of seafarers and other 
vessel personnel play an important role during navigation. For that reason, seafarers 
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should have high awareness towards their situations in order for navigation to run 
safely. Situational awareness is the status of having a command of situation, quality and 
quantity information of all surrounding elements in the environment one is present in a 
certain location and a certain period of time.; that means, it is a concept that may be 
defined as being aware of oneself, the status of situational consciousness, being present 
there as oneself [1,2]. Situational awareness may be determined by measuring 
cognition. Cognition on the other hand is a scientific term used for several mental 
processes including memory, using and comprehending language, attention, reasoning, 
learning, decision-making and problem solving  [3]. Our purpose here is to strive to 
determine situational awareness of seafarers by measuring cognition which is one of the 
most effective factors of human error, presupposing that maritime accidents occurring in 
our day results from human error to a large extent. A test battery consisting of 8 tests 
was developed, which may be applied on Android-based tablet computer to help 
determine qualifications such as managerial functions, visual, language, memory, 
attention, abstraction, orientation and arithmetic designated by expert people in 
measuring cognitive levels of seafarers, as one may be understood from the definition of 
cognition. 
Software of the test battery named CoPeT (Cognitive Performance Test) was originated 
from the tests SkyTest which is the DLR test commonly used in commissioning phase 
of pilots in aeronautic sector, and MBT (Mobile Cognitive Scanning) developed as to be 
used for making differential diagnosis of dementia disease. During the phase of 
preparing the tests, we drew on the tests Montreal Cognitive Assessment – MoCa and 
Automated Neurophysiological Assetment Metrics – ANAM4TM.Standardization, 
validity/reliability studies of these tests were conducted for out country. The software 
was developed on Packard Bell brand, Windows 8 based laptop computer with Intel(R) 
Core(TM) i5-3210M CPU @ 2.50GHz Processor and 8.00 GB RAM. The paper was 
organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides information on neuropsychological tests and 
cognition which is one of the need-to-know significant terms in our study. In the 
following chapter, development processes of CoPeS are discussed. Chapter 4 mentions 
SkyTest and MBT Test which provided an insight for us even though they are studies 
conducted on different fields. Our final chapter states our future plans while bringing 
our study to completion. 
2. IMPORTANT TERMS  
2.1. COGNITION                                                                              
Cognitive abilities are the capacities of being able to get input from external 
environment in order to produce information, interpreting the information and turning 
these results into action while cognition is the system composed by these capacities [4]. 
In other words, “cognition” may well  be anything known or perceived. Coded into 
memories, cognitive abilities are largely dependent on previous experiences and may be 
defined as the process containing stimuli related to learning [5,6]. Cognitive abilities 
may be defined by associating with for abilities:  
• Individuals’ ability to get information 
• Individuals’ ability to learn fast 
• The ability to adapt to unfamiliar situations 
• The ability to structure information in order to make use of it in future [7]. 
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Accordingly, environmental, psychological and physiological changes that may emerge 
during displaying the cognitive abilities specified in these four articles will affect 
cognitive process as well. 
Cognitive processes are the ones enabling the information to be transferred from 
sensory record to short-term memory, and used to transfer the information kept in short-
term memory to long-term memory. These processes are the ones such as 
i. Attention  
ii. Perception  
iii. Coding 
iv. Repetion [8]. 
2.2. NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS 
Neuropsychological evaluation is the whole of activities containing exposure of the 
relations of disorder and diseases emerging in the brain with mental and behavioral 
situations. Including the measurement of memory, attention, managerial functions, 
visual-spatial functions, language and daily life activities, neuropsychological test 
assigns points to cognitive disorders emerging as a result of functional disorders in the 
brain [9,10]. Neuropsychological tests may examine regions remaining outside the 
movement and sensory function of the brain by evaluating changes in cognitive 
functions [11]. 
During the phase of preparing the tests we used in our study, we took as an example the 
tests Montreal Cognitive Assessment – MoCa and Automated Neurophysiological 
Assetment Metrics – ANAM4TM. 
2.2.1. MONTREAL COGNITIVE ASSESSMENT - MOCA 
MoCA is a scanning scale developed as to evaluate the first phases of cognitive 
disorder. The test evaluates memory, tasks requiring visual – spatial skills and related to 
executive functions, attention, concentration, abstract thinking, orientation function as 
well as the functions regarding language. The test last 10 minutes on average. Visual 
structuring test is 5 points, naming test 3 points, attention test 6 points, language test 3 
points, abstract thinking test 2 points, delayed recall test 5 points and orientation test 6 
points. Any participant who gets 21 or over out of 30 points is considered in the normal 
group [12]. 
2.2.2. AUTOMATED NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL ASSESMENT METRICS-
ANAM4TM 
Automated Neuropsychological Assessment Metrics, ANAM4™ is a test library in 
which cognitive, computer-based evaluations may be carried out, such as attention, 
concentration, reaction speed, memory, mathematical ability, managerial function and 
decision-making. ANAM4™ applications have been used in literature for many times 
especially for military and clinical practices. 
ANAM4™ helps collect data in order to evaluate individuals’ cognitive performances 
and changes in cognitive situation within a certain period of time. ANAM4™ consists 
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of 22 different performance evaluation tests which are pretty sensitive in terms of 
cognition. Researchers build up batteries choosing appropriate ones out of 22 different 
tests and considering the properties of the cognitive situation and environmental 
conditions they wish to evaluate.   
ANAM4™   test library examines cognitive changes with following parameters: 
• Attention 
• Concentration 
• Reaction Speed 
• Memory  
• Process Speed 
• Decision-Making 
• Managerial Function 
• Mathematical Ability 
ANAM4™ covers forms such as symptom evaluation test and emotional situation 
determination in addition to 22 cognitive tests. These forms are applied before the 
cognitive tests aimed at determining the existence of external obstacles to affect 
individuals’ momentary emotional situations and cognitive performance. [1] 
3. METHODOLOGY 
The tests were developed on Java Android Developer (ADT) software for tablet 
computer with Android-based operation systems. In the pilot study, the whole battery 
was determined as 22 total points as 1 point for each test. The tests included in the 
battery are explained in details as follows: 
Trail Making Test: Monitor displays numbers from 1 to 5 and letters from A to E. 
Participant is expected to combine the numbers and the letters displayed on monitor by 
first clicking on the number and the letter. The time granted to complete the test is 10 
seconds. The directions provided to the participant to apply the test are as follows: 
“Please put the numbers and the letters on the monitor in a combined form on a line by 
first pressing the number and then the letter button, in way that the numbers and the 
letters line up from the first to the last. (For example: 1→A→2).” Here, the ability to 
complete a task by changing sets is evaluated beyond maintaining attention. This kind 
of tests are very sensitive to early disorder in forebrain functions. 
Shape Matching Test: A 4x4 figure appears on monitor. Participant is asked to observe 
the appearing figure carefully. The directions provided to the participant to apply the 
test are as follows: “Please observe the figure on screen carefully. Press “Ok” button 
after comprehending the figure thoroughly. 4 second time period is granted after 
pressing the “Ok” button. Out of the new figures appearing on screen, please press on 
the one which is identical to the first figure” Participant needs to complete 2 different 
figure matching tests.  The test evaluates learning and recalling skills as well as visual – 
spatial processing ability. 
Visual Test: A mannequin and an object in the mannequin’s hand appear on screen. 
Provided that he or she takes into consideration the mannequin’s location, participant is 
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expected to find in which hand of the mannequin the object is located; and press the 
appropriate one of the buttons designated as right and left. The time granted in this test 
is 4 seconds. The directions provided to the participant to apply the test are as follows: 
“Please press the button indicating under which hand the object is located, taking into 
consideration the mannequin’s location.” Participant needs to complete 4 different 
visual tests.  Adapted from ANAM4TM, this test evaluates visual structuring. Rather 
than a primer visual perception test, it evaluates frontal function as well since it 
evaluates structuring.  
Story Recall Test: A story appears on the screen of tablet computer. The story appearing 
on screen is read aloud by the tablet computer at the same time. After participant listens 
to the story, questions concerning the story appear on the next screen, and 3 different 
questions come to 3 different screens. The questions are multiple-choice questions, and 
the participant is expected to answer the questions by making the right choice. The 
directions provided to the participant to apply the test are as follows: “Please listen to 
the story that appears on the screen, and tick the answers to the questions to appear 
afterwards.” The story test evaluates participants’ memory functions and the ability to 
understand audio-visual language. 
Attention Test: 30 different groups of letters, 9 of which are “DZG”, appear on screen 
with 1-second intervals. Participant is asked to tick target letter by pressing the 
designated button when he or she sees “DZG” letter group. The directions provided to 
the participant to apply the test are as follows: “Soon, different letters will appear on the 
screen, please press the PRESS button on the screen whenever you see a “DZG” letter 
group.” In this test, the warning “Please press the ‘PRESS’ button only when you 
“DZG” letter group” comes to the screen after the first direction. This test evaluates 
participants’ sustainable attention performance. 
Proverb Test: On the screen with a proverb, there are also pictures related to abstract, 
concrete meaning of the proverb, or having no meaning connection with the proverb. 
Participant is asked to find and choose the picture corresponding to (abstract) meaning 
of the proverb. The directions provided to the participant to apply the test are as 
follows: “Please choose the picture most suitable to the meaning of the proverb, and 
press on it.” Participant needs to complete 3 different figure proverb tests.  This test 
evaluates participants’ ability to semantic association in abstract terms. 
Color Test: Screen displays names of color written in different colors, and 2 color 
options under the names of the colors. Participant is expected to choose the color option 
same as the color of the text he or she sees at the top out of the 2 options at the bottom. 
The directions provided to the participant to apply the test are as follows: “The screen 
will display various color names written in different colors. Please choose the color the 
same as the color, not as the name you see at the top, out of the 2 options seen at the 
bottom within 4 seconds. Participant needs to complete 4 different color tests. This test 
evaluates participants’ momentary attention performance. 
Arithmetic Test: Participant is expected to solve a mathematical procedure on the tablet 
screen within 10 seconds and tick the result. The directions provided to the participant 
to apply the test are as follows: “Please answer the result of the mathematical procedure 
to appear on the screen by touching the appropriate number” Participant needs to 
complete 2 different arithmetic tests. This test evaluates basic calculation, concentration 
and memory processing skills. 
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Being an Android application, software of our cognitive test battery has just been 
completed and has not been tested on seafarers yet. For that reason, we are not able to 
include any test result in our study. CoPeTv1.2 version of our application is used after 
several preliminary studies conducted. The language of the application is Turkish. The 
interfaces of some of the tests in our battery are as follows: 
 
Figure 1 - Trail Making Test 
 
Figure 2 - Attention Test 
 
Figure 3 - Visual Test 
 
 
Figure 4 - Arithmetic Test 
 
 
Figure 5 - Proverb Test 
 
 
Figure 6 - Color Test 
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2. RELEATED WORKS 
4.1. SkyTEST 
SkyTest is a highly effective and competent test applied on THY pilot candidates in our 
country and Lufthansa pilot candidates abroad, and measuring candidates’ knowledge, 
skill, ability and behaviors on matters such as cognitive, psychomotor, language, 
psychological, mathematical, physics, visual perception and memory skill [13]. 
4.2. MOBILE COGNITIVE SCANNING (MBT) TEST 
MBT Test is a neuropsychological test battery suitable to our country’s culture, which 
will operate on tablet computers to be used as a scanning test in making diagnosis of 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and other dementias [14].  
5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Our test battery named CoPeT is of great importance as it is first mobile cognitive test 
battery designed for selection of seafarers and suitable to use on tablet computers. 
CoPeT is a pilot study; studies on tests’ standardization and validity/reliability have yet 
to be conducted. Studies concerning this situation will be initiated as soon as possible. 
The tests will be utilized in follow-up of experts and on seafarers, and they will be 
standardized.  Afterwards, our study’s validity/reliability will be provided by reaching a 
sufficient number of seafarers. English version of the application will also be developed 
for the future works. 
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Abstract 
Bulk carriers are ship types designed to carry dry cargo in bulk form. Especially 
concentrate cargoes, iron ore and nickel ore affect ship stability negatively.  
International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes Code (IMSBC Code) divide bulk cargoes 
three categories.  First category is cargoes which may liquefy. Cargo liquefaction is a 
serious problem for solid bulk cargo carriers. Liquefaction problems causes loss of 
lives, total loss of ships and high cost insurance matters. M/V Mega Tars,  M/V  Sea 
Prospect, M/V Jian Fu Star, M/V Nasco Diamond , M/V Hong Wei and lastly M/V 
Vinalines Queen are totally lost ships and 94 lives are lost during 1988- 2005. Besides 
loss of lives and total loss of ships; near missed accidents, cargo and ship structural 
damages often occur due to cargo liquefaction. During voyage; motion of ships 
especially rolling, engine and deck equipment’s’ vibrations cause cargo liquefaction 
more because of the moisture content of the cargo. In this paper authors investigated, 
the reasons of total loss of bulk carriers and loss of cargoes, the reason of loss of 
stability due to cargo liquefaction and Master and his crew responsibilities loading and 
during voyage under the IMSBC Code and SOLAS 74 Regulations 
 
Keywords 
 Bulk Carrier, Cargo Liquefaction, Loading, SOLAS 74.   
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) Code; defines solid bulk cargo; is 
any material, other than liquid or gas, consisting of a combination of particles, granules 
or larger pieces of material, generally uniform in composition, which is loaded directly 
into the cargo spaces of a ship without any intermediate form of containment [1]. 
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974 (SOLAS) Chapter IX; the 
defines bulk carrier as, a ship which is constructed generally with single deck, topside 
tanks and hopper side tanks in cargo spaces, and it intended primarily to carry dry cargo 
in bulk, and includes such types as ore carriers and combination carriers [2]. According 
to Maritime Safety Committee 70/4/Add.1; bulk carrier is a ship designed, constructed 
and/or used for the carriage of solid bulk cargo [2]. Most popular  bulk cargoes in the 
world trade are iron ore, coal, grain, bauxite/alumina, petroleum coke, steel, ores, 
cement, sugar, quarts, salt, fertilizers, sulphur, scrap, aggregates and forestry products 
[3]. Besides very much demand for bulk carrier trade exist on, the biggest drawback is 
carrying solid bulk cargoes involves serious risks. These risks include reduced ship 
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stability, and even capsizing, due to cargo liquefaction; fire or explosion due to 
chemical hazards; and damage to ship structures due to poor loading procedures [4]. 
According to International Association Society Class (IASC) researches show that 
insufficient loading plan and improper handling of heavy and high density cargo during 
loading and unloading cause dangerous situation for ship structure and create excessive 
stress [5]. Poor ship to shore communication, ignoring and deviation from loading 
plans, inadequate pre- loading plans, improper load distribution between holds, 
asymmetric load and ballast distribution, overloading by high capacity systems, 
partially filled hold and ballast tanks, physical and structural damage during discharging 
also cause fatal structure damage to ship hull [5]. The main legislation for safe carriage 
of solid bulk cargoes is the International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) Code, 
which became mandatory on January 1, 2011, under the SOLAS Convention [4]. The 
primary aim of IMSBC Code is to facilitate the safe stowage and shipment of solid bulk 
cargoes and to give detail information about the intended cargo to the ship for solid bulk 
cargoes and give instructions about dangerous and risks of cargo [6]. The IMSBC Code 
categorized cargoes into three groups. Group A, cargoes which may liquefy. Group B, 
cargoes which possess a chemical hazard which could give rise to a dangerous situation 
on a ship. Group C, cargoes which are neither liable to liquefy (Group A) nor possess 
chemical hazards (Group B) [4]. The goal of this study is to make aware of seafarers 
especially for the master about cargo liquefaction and try to highlight the risks of cargo 
liquefaction as an overview. 
2. CARGO LIQUEFACTION 
The general definition of liquefaction is the process of converting a substance from its 
solid or gas state into its liquid state. In more scientific terms, in its solid state the 
particles of a concentrate are held together by friction [7]. Certain cargoes, particularly 
nickel ore and iron ore fines, first they look dry and their characteristics are solid during 
loading to the ship. But during voyage, concentrate cargo like nickel ore or iron ore are 
exposed to agitation under certain conditions like ship’s rolling, wave impact and 
engine vibration and resulted as compaction of cargo [8]. Due to sufficient moisture in 
the cargo, external agitation can increase water pressure inherent within the concentrate, 
pushing particles apart as shown in the figure 1. The material suddenly starts to 
transition, friction is lost and the cargo begins to behave like a liquid resulted with free 
surface effect and creates sudden and major stability problems for the vessel [7]. The 
cargo starts to shift in one direction with the ship’s rolling and does not return to the 
center. Further rolling of cargo causes  listing. This situation may generate loss of ship 
stability  and  potentially  capsizing [9].    
 
Figure 1 - Liquefaction as a result of cargo compaction. [8]    
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 The main reason of cargo liquefaction start with most mines locations are very far from 
loading /port facilities. Also very rudimentary and limited loading equipment and 
methods take time to load the cargo on board. Cargo is stock-piled, uncovered, on the 
beach. During rain and monsoon causes the cargo wet and moisture levels in the cargo 
increase but this could not be seen visibly [10]. Due to remoteness of the mines, it is 
hard for independent surveyors/experts to take samples of the cargo to be loaded [11]. 
Figure 2 - Iron ore fines before and after liquefaction [12]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1. ACCIDENTS and TOTAL LOSS DUE TO CARGO LIQUEFACTION  
There have been a series of total losses and near misses caused by cargo liquefaction. 
This may result in serious stability problems as loss of lives and total loses of ship like 
shown in the table-1. 
 
 
Table 1 - Accidents due to cargo liquefaction [7]    
 
Vessel 
 
Vessel            
Details 
 
Date 
 
Loss of   
Life 
 
Voyage 
 
Mega Taurus 
 
1988 
 
16/12/1988 
 
20 
Hinatuan Mine (Philippines) – 
Japan 
 
Oriental Angel 
 
1990 
 
09/06/1990 
 
0 
New Caledonia (capsized at 
anchorage) 
 
Jag Raghul 
 
2005 
 
Dec-07 
 
0 
Tanjung Buli (Indonesia) – 
Ukraine (nr miss) 
 
 
Asian Forest 
 
 
2007 
 
 
17/07/2009 
 
 
0 
Sank In The Arabian Sea 8 
Miles Southwest Of Mangalore, 
India 
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Jian Fu Star 
 
 
1983 
 
 
27/10/2010 
 
 
12 
Sank In The South China Sea 90 
Miles Southwest Of Cape 
Eluanbi, Taiwan 
 
Nasco Diamond 
 
 
2009 
 
 
10/11/2010 
 
 
20 
 
Developed list to port, took 
water and sank In The Pacific 
Ocean. 
 
Hong Wei 
 
2001 
 
03/12/2010 
 
10 
Capsized and sank in the South 
China Sea. 
 
Vinalines 
Queen 
 
 
 
2005 
 
 
 
25/12/2011 
 
 
 
22 
 
Developed 18 degree list and 
eventually sank In the Philippine 
Sea. 
 
 
M/V Jian Fu Star, M/V Nasco Diamond and M/V Hong Wei sank and totally forty four 
seafarers loss their life. Their cargoes were nickel ore the ships were sailing from 
Indonesia to China [13]. The cause of the sinking has not yet been definitively known 
but nickel ore is known as cargo may liquefy, if the moisture content of the cargo 
exceeds the transportable moisture limit (TML) when loaded. It is very possible that all 
three vessels were capsized and lost as a result of cargo liquefaction [13]. In 2009, two 
bulk carriers, The Asian Forest and the Black Rose sank while carrying iron ore fines 
during the monsoon season. Indian Directorate General of Shipping investigated that the 
sinking, the reason was liquefaction as a consequence of excessive moisture in the cargo 
[14]. 
One of the main cause of the casualties and near misses is poor compliance of some 
shippers with the testing and certification requirements about moisture test of cargo that 
are required under SOLAS and the IMSBC Code [8]. If the cargo is loaded and moisture 
content in excess of its transportable moisture limit, the cargo reaches its flow moisture 
point and turns into a fluid state. Liquefaction which reduces ship’s positive stability 
and metacentric height (GM) may cause possible loss of the ship [14].  
                                
                                    Figure 3 - Liquefaction effect on ship stability [15].   
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3. INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS, RESPONSIBILITES and TESTS for 
AVOIDING CARGO LIQUEFACTION  
3.1. DEFINITIONS  
The definition of flow moisture point is the maximum water content, expressed as a 
percentage, at which a sample of cargo will begin to lose shear strength. If the moisture 
content of the cargo beyond flow moisture point may liquefy [16]. According to IMSBC 
Code definition, transportable moisture limit (TML) of a cargo which may liquefy 
means the maximum moisture content of the cargo which is considered safe for carriage 
in ships. Transportable moisture limit is determined by the test procedures, approved by 
a competent authority [6].    
3.2. SHIPPER and MASTER RESPONSIBILITIES 
According to IMSBC Code, Regulation 4; the shipper has to provide the master or his 
representative with appropriate information about the cargo.  Adequate and appropriate 
information should be provided by shipper in advance. By providing this information, 
ship will be able to take necessary precautions for proper stowage and safe carriage of 
the cargo on board. This information should be presented prior to loading to the Master 
and confirmed by officially prepared documents [6].     .  
The most important subject for the ship operators and master is actual TML value 
determined by laboratory. SOLAS requires that the average moisture content of a Group 
A cargo in any cargo space must not be higher than the TML [16]. To find the TML 
with using the Flow Table Test, FMP should be determined by laboratory. Loading a 
cargo above, at or near its FMP represents an unacceptably high risk for vessels. The 
cargo is safe to load when moisture content of the cargo sampled is below the TML 
[16]. 
The master should ensure that moisture content of the cargo is not more than TML. As 
per the IMSBC Code, a certificate of moisture content must be declared by the shipper 
to the master. Interval between testing moisture content and loading current moisture 
content should not be more than seven days [9].   
Masters and officers should check and inspect the cargo moisture content visually 
before commence of loading possible undertake a visual inspection of the cargo before 
loading. If Master believes in the necessity, additional testing should be done to 
determine moisture content [9]. If there is any doubt about the validity of the signed 
certificate of average moisture content, or the cargo moisture content is excessively high 
moisture, the master should stop or refuse to load the cargo until Master is sure that the 
cargo is safe for carriage. Also independent surveyor should take samples of the cargo 
for testing true moisture content [9].   
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Fig 4 - Flow Table Test [9].   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Due to improper loading of solid bulk cargoes, cargo liquefaction effects and 
insufficient communication between the shipper and master and disqualified master and 
his crew are resulting   number of accidents. Master always monitors the weather 
condition before loading commence for iron ore, nickel ore and other concentrates 
cargo. The master should not be forget he has an overriding authority under SOLAS. If 
he is not sure for the safe of cargo, he should refuse and stop loading if any risks exists. 
SOLAS and IMDG Code have very strict rules for avoiding cargo liquefaction. The 
transportable moisture limit that IMSBC Code suggest must be done before the cargo 
loading commences and it should be certificated by an appropriate laboratory. 
Familiarity of IMSBC Code and SOLAS regulations should be enhanced by bulk carrier 
crew. Qualified and experienced ship crew is essential for solid bulk carriers to prevent 
loss of lives and total loses of ship.  
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Abstract 
Despite that maritime transport makes about 90% of freight internationally, and the 
world fleet has maintained a growth rate of around 1% per annum over the last decades, 
increasing labour demand in the sector, the last study on supply and demand for 
worldwide mariners published by BIMCO and ISF, shows that already in 2010 there was 
a shortfall on the number of available officers to approximately 14.000. Also, the lack of 
trained seafarers, apart from having negative consequences for the safety of navigation, 
also results in gradual lack of staff with the expertise and experience at the professional 
level, and qualified for cross ground activities related to the maritime domain, such as 
inspection of ships, surveillance, management and routeing, rescue and pilotage. 
In the particular case of Spain, Spanish shipping companies are reporting an increasing 
difficulty to recruit Spanish experienced seafarers in the last years. It seems clear that 
there exists a series of determinant factors in the reduction of the number of persons who 
follow the maritime career:  the slightly attractive image of the merchant marine, the 
complexity of the seafarer professional career, and the increasing hardness of life on 
board. 
The objectives of this article are to study the current maritime labour market condition 
and the current on board living and working conditions. With such a purpose a 
questionnaire on working and living conditions on board was designed and distributed 
among graduates from the Higher Technical College of Nautical Science and Marine 
Engineering from University of A Coruña. The results of this questionnaire give us the 
professionals’ main reasons to follow or to abandon a maritime career at sea. 
 
Keywords 
seafarers shortfall, working and living conditions, labour market  
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The current shortage of 14.000 ship officers (BIMCO2010) was announced one decade 
ago when the International Shipping Federation (ISF) and BIMCO published the report 
“Manpower 2005 update” on the evolution of maritime workforce (BIMCO  and ISF are 
publishing these surveys from 1990 with updates every 5 years) on a worldwide basis. 
Then such a study estimated a very serious deficit of 10.000 officers. 
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In 2008 the IMO entrusted Drewry Shipping Consultants (IMO 2009) with a report on 
this matter. The report estimated the seafarers’ shortage in approximately 34.000, and 
predicted that in 2012 this deficit would have increased approximately up to 83.000 
(providing the fleet growth and assuming that the officers’ demand will continue 
increasing to the current rates). 
In view of the seriousness of this information, the IMO secretary -general announced the 
launch of the campaign “Go to sea!” in November 2008, taking into account that the 
shortage of trained seafarers, apart from having negative consequences for the safety of 
navigation, also results in gradual lack of staff with the expertise and experience at the 
professional level, and qualified to perform shore activities related to the maritime 
domain, such as inspection of ships, surveillance, management, rescue, and pilotage. In 
this campaign IMO, ILO, ICS/ISF, BIMCO, INTERTANKO, INTERCARGO and ITF 
have collaborated with the clear aim to attract new seafarers to the profession and to keep 
the in-service seafarers in the Merchant Marine, to make known the nature and scope of 
the problem of world seafarers shortage, as well as to coordinate the efforts to approach 
this concerning matter (Mason 2008; IMO 2008) 
Likewise this problem concerns to the European Union in such a way that in 2006 the 
European Commission agreed the Communication to the European Parliament, the 
Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the 
Regions Reassessing entitled “Regulatory social framework for more and better seafaring 
jobs in the EU”. This Communication is related to the harmonization, amongst member 
states, of a common policy towards sea work (European Commission 2007) and presents 
the several aspects to deal with the aim of improving attractiveness of sea work. 
Furthermore the International Maritime Organization agreed the topic “Year of the 
Seafarer " for the 2010 World Maritime Day with the aim of highlighting the seafarers 
contribution to the society and in recognition of the risks to which they are exposed in the 
fulfilment of their duties. The growing problem of ship officers shortage was also stressed 
(Mitropoulos 2010). 
Also in January 2009 the European Commission adopted the Communication on 
Maritime Transport Strategy, 2009-2018. The Commission highlights the need to support 
EU world leadership in the maritime transport (it controls 41% of the world fleet in DWT) 
and the shortage of European seafarers which implies "the risk of losing the critical mass 
of human resources that sustains the competitiveness for the European maritime 
industries in General" (European Commission 2009). For that reason there is a genuine 
interest on the part of the EU to reinforce the attractiveness of maritime professions for 
European citizens. This interest is nowadays reflected in the set up of a task force 
entrusted to identify ways to strike the right balance between the employment conditions 
of EU seafarers and the competitiveness of the European fleet (European Commission, 
2010). 
Despite the research on seafarers’ labour conditions is not a new issue (Hafez, 1999; Lane, 
2000; ILO, 2001; ILO, 2002; Thomas, 2003; Ellis and Sampson, 2003) the number of 
studies on this matter has significantly increased in the last ten years. At an international 
level, we could highlight the publications and researches carried out by several 
International Organizations such as Shiptalk Life At sea Survey (2008), “The Global 
Seafarer” published by the International Labour Office in collaboration with the Seafarers 
International Research Centre (ILO, 2007), the  Nautilus International survey of 
seafarers’ living and working conditions (2010), the European Transport Workers 
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Federation  project on Enhancing recruitment and training in the shipping industry in 
Europe(2010), the European Community Shipowners Asssociation Report on the Project 
on Enhancing Recruitment and training in the maritime sector (2010), and the European 
Commission Study on EU seafarers employment (2011). 
Also at national level, we should mention the Doctoral Thesis of Oyaro (2008) and Gould 
( 2010) on shipping labour market in UK, the Thesis of Zhao (2011) and research article 
of Wu (2007) on experience of Chinese seafarers, and the publications of Lobrigo and 
Pawlik (2012), Thai et al. (2013), Suban et al. (2011) and Haka et al. (2011) on seafaring 
labour market in Brazil, Singapore, Slovenia and Denmark respectively. Another very 
extensive report is the Calderon one (2011) on Ecuador seafarers supply and demand.                    
With regard to the Spanish on board workforce, there are not official, public and accurate 
statistics of Spanish seagoing personnel, neither on foreigners employed on Spanish 
flagged vessels, nor on how many Spanish seafarers work in non-Spanish flagged ships. 
In any case the Spanish shipping companies are reporting an increasing difficulty to 
recruit Spanish experienced seafarers in the last years, especially regarding graduates of 
engine room department, who disappear of the labour market, in many cases, even before 
beginning a professional maritime career (Basurko, 2007). 
Moreover and in spite of the fact that Nautical Studies have a great tradition in Spain (it 
is considered that the most ancient educational Spanish institution of Nautical Studies is 
the Biscayan Pilots College of Cadiz founded at the end of the 15th century) there exists 
a series of determinant factors in the reduction of the number of students who follow 
maritime career. We can find among these factors the slightly attractive image of the 
merchant marine that is offered by the mass media in general, the complexity of the 
seafarer professional career, and the increasing hardness of life on board. 
The objectives of this article are to study the current maritime labour market conditions 
and the current on board living and working conditions. With such a purpose a 
questionnaire on working and living conditions on board was designed and distributed 
among graduates from the higher technical college of nautical science and marine 
engineering from university of A Coruña. The results of this questionnaire give us the 
professionals’ main reasons to follow or to abandon a maritime career at sea. 
 
2. SURVEY JUSTIFICATION  
The training of merchant seafarers has an intermittent history of almost 500 years in the 
city of A Coruña. Nowadays this maritime transport education and training is done at the 
Higher Technical University College of Nautical Science and Marine Engineering of A 
Coruña University (HTUCNSME), one of the seven Nautical Faculties in Spain. This 
Univeristy College provides almost the 25% of Spanish cadets who will develop their 
professional duties on board worldwide flagged ships. 
Merchant Marine Education and Training has a University Studies consideration in Spain. 
Nowadays the education and training systems of these studies are adapting to the 
European Space of Higher Education with the aim to reach a final structure of graduate 
and post-graduate degrees. 
In the University College object of this study, there are students of nautical sciences and 
marine engineering specialities. A very important decrease in the demand of this kind of 
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studies has been observed in the last 30 years, with a decrease in the number of students 
enrolled from 100 first course students in the 80s to hardly 40 new enrollments per year 
in the last 10 years. But it is even more worrying to verify how the percentage of students 
who reach the maximum professional certificates, carrying out a maritime career, is 
alarmingly low compared with the number of students who enroll in these studies. In the 
last ten years (2000-2010), 79 % of nautical science speciality students who hold the 
needed academic qualifications, obtained the second officer certificate, while only 50 % 
of the students who hold the needed academic qualifications, obtained the captain 
certificate. This means that only 42 % of the enrolled students obtained the captain 
certificate. These data are shown in Figure 1. 
In Figure 2 we can see the data corresponding to the marine engineering speciality to the 
same ten-year period. In this case only 65 % of the students who hold the needed academic 
qualifications obtained the second engineer certificate. On the other hand the chief 
engineer certificate was obtained by 33 % of the students with the needed academic 
degree. This means that only 11 % of the enrolled students obtained the chief engineer 
certificate.  
Figure 1. Academic-professional path of Nautical Sciences Students 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Academic-professional path of Marine Engineering Students 
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3. POPULATION, SIMPLE, QUESTIONAIRE DESIGN AND DISBRIBUTION.  
Population are graduates of HTC of Nautical Science and Marine Engineering of 
University of A Coruña, , from  1990 to 2010.  
Key issues of ETF project Enhancing recruitment and training in the shipping industry 
in Europe, and data of Kahaveci (2007) study on port based welfare services for seafarers 
were taken into account to design the questionnaire used in this study. Such a 
questionnaire elicited information related to the next four categories: Respondent 
identification, career knowledge and study motivations, current labour condition and 
labour market. The 32- item questionnaire used in this research is shown in detail in 
Annexe 1. 
Due to respondents localization difficulties a web page was developed and used as main 
mean of questionnaire distribution and data recompilation.  
The sample consists of 136 respondents. 52% of sample are of marine engineering 
speciality and 48% of nautical sciences.  
77% of respondents are male and 23% female. The mean age of sample is 34,93.  
Academic qualification is degree in 30% of cases and post degree in 70%. Figure 3 shows 
us professional qualifications.  
44 respondents (32%) have an additional academic qualification. 
 
Figure 3. Professional qualifications 
 
 
 
4. RESULTS 
4.1. CAREER KNOWLEDGE AND MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY 
Asked on how they knew these maritime studies, the most usual sources of information 
were family (61 %), friends (34 %) and the own College (17 %). Informative talks (7 %) 
and Internet (2 %) were the less well-known means of information.  
87 professionals (64 %) said these studies were their first option, though 88 of them (65 
%) said to have little or no knowledge on this professional field before beginning the 
studies.  
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As for the reasons of participants to follow these maritime studies, 77 of them (57 %) 
quoted the existing job opportunities, and 74 (54 %) put forward the liking for all related 
to the sea. Also 46 of them (34 %) declared to feel motivated by the desire to travel. 
Likewise the possibility of sailing was valued by 44 participants (32%). Finally the 
interesting subjects and the possibility of having a high income were also important 
reasons to follow these studies for 38 professionals (29%). 
Asked in relation to the studies difficulty, 90 respondents (66 %) said these studies were 
as difficult as they expected, while 24 (18 %) said the career was more difficult than 
expected. 
The respondents’ experiences as students, with relation to the information received, the 
contents of the educational programme and its usefulness for the professional future, are 
shown in Figure 4.  
Asked on what they would do if they had the opportunity to choose a career again, 107 
(79 %) asserted that they would return to choose the same studies, 19 (14 %) would 
choose other university studies, the rest of them would choose other not university studies 
or would look for a job. 
Figure 4: Career knowledge and motivation for study 
 
 
4.2. CURRENT LABOUR CONDITION 
28 respondents were unemployed (21%), 30 (22%) were working on board, 41 (30%) 
were working ashore in maritime sector and 28 (21%) were working ashore out of 
maritime sector.  
1 Unemployed: 24 unemployed participants (86% of them) are in unemployment 
condition for less than one year and 4 (14%) are long duration unemployed. This is a 
forced condition for 75% of them, while 7% are studying for public examination. 61% of 
unemployed respondents were previously working on board and 7% were working ashore 
in positions related to maritime industry. Also 7% were previously working ashore in 
positions out of maritime sector while 25% were students. 
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Finally in this section 13 unemployed respondents (47%) wished to work on board, 11 
(39%) of them prefer to work ashore in maritime sector and 2 (7%) wanted to work ashore 
out of maritime sector. 
2 Working ashore in and out of maritime sector: Table 1 shows a comparison of the 
results corresponding to respondents working ashore in the maritime sector and those 
working ashore out of maritime sector  
Table 1: Characteristics of ashore workers 
 Working ashore in the 
maritime sector 
Working ashore out 
of maritime sector 
Total number of respondents 41 28 
Working ashore for less than 10 years 26 (63%) 15 (28%) 
Main reason to abandon career at sea 
to achieve better living conditions 15  (37%) 13(46%) 
family reasons 9 (22%) 6(23%) 
the wish to obtain better labour conditions 7 (17%) 6(23%) 
To obtain a higher income 1 (3%) 0 
Professional background 
have a working on board background 32(78%) 14(52%) 
were working on board immediately before their 
current job 
18 (44%) 9 (31%) 
Were students immediately before their current 
job 
6(15%) 7 (24%) 
 
Those respondents that are working ashore in maritime industry are mainly engaged in 
maritime education and training (30%), vessel traffic services (17%) , and ships’ 
inspection (17%). The other 36% are divided into maritime administration, pilotage and 
maritime maintenance. 
3 Working on board: this group consisted of 30 respondents that are currently working 
on board (22% of sample) and 48 that have a previous working on board experience (35% 
of sample). These data show us that only 78 respondents (57%) have on board 
professional experience.  
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4.3. WORKING ON BOARD IN DEPTH STUDY 
4.3.1 RESPONDENTS IDENTIFICATION 
Position on board: Figure5 shows the position occupied on board by respondents. 
Figure 5: Position on board 
 
 
 
Kind of navigation: 27 respondents (35%) were engaged in international coasting trade, 
26 (33%) were engaged in national coasting trade and 20 (26%) were enrolled in high-
sea navigation.   
Kind of ship: respondents showed to work in almost all kind of ships: ferries, tanker ships, 
bulkcarries, container ships and tugs were most common ones. 
Flag: 61 respondents (78%) said to be enrolled on board Spanish flagged ships.  
Company nationality: although 10 different nationalities are mentioned, Spanish is the 
most common (70%). 
Years of on board experience: the average of on board experience is 4.85 years. Only 9% 
of participants had more than 10 years of on board experience. 
Kind of contract: most respondents were in a temporary condition (53%). Only 38% were 
steady workers. 
4.3.2. LABOUR CONDITIONS 
Wage: 38 participants (49%) said that their wage was “nor low neither high”, 18 (23%) 
said it was high, 11 (14%) said it is was low and wage was very low for 4 respondents 
(5%). None of participants said to have a very high income. The net monthly wage is 
shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Net Monthly wage 
 
 
On board/holiday ratio: 18 participants (23%) had a 1:1 onboard/holiday ratio. Everybody 
else had a worse ratio, being the most common 2:1 (18%) and 3:2 (10%).  
Labour conditions offered by the shipping company: items were referred to, paid holiday, 
contribution for medical assistance, retirement and unemployment, continuous training, 
possibility of embarking relatives, job stability, short term promotion, educational 
scholarship for workers’ children and employment possibilities for workers’ descendants. 
Affirmative answers are shown in Figure 7.  
 
Figure 7. Labour conditions offered by shipping company 
 
 
4.3.3. SHIP CONDITIONS AND WORKING CONDITIONS 
Figure 8 shows the opinion of respondents with regard to several ship conditions:  hull 
and machinery condition, technological equipment, ergonomics, occupational safety 
policies, work organization, work and rest hours’ distribution and ship route.  
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Figure 8. Opinion about ship’s conditions 
 
 
Workload: being 0 a little workload and 10 too much workload, 25 participants (32%) 
said they had a mean workload (scoring 5) while 37 (48%) said their workload was high 
or very high (scoring 8 to 10). Only 1% of respondents said their workload was low 
(below 5).  
Continued hours for sleeping: the importance of this item resides in sleeping is essential 
for physical and mental health.  41 (52%) participants had less than 8 continued hours for 
sleeping; this shows that most seafarers have no enough rest time. Average continued 
sleeping hours is 7.60. 
Continued hours of free time: this item is related with previous one, as it is important in 
the same way. This study shows that 57 (73%) respondents had less than 8 continued 
hours of free time. Average free time hours is 5.57. 
Stress frequency:  being 0 never stressed and 10 always stressed, 59(76%) declared a 
mean-high stress frequency (scoring 5 to 8). 
4.3.4. SOCIAL AND PERSONAL LIFE ONBOARD 
Figure 9 shows the opinion of respondents with regard to several items of social and 
personal life on board: communication with relatives, internet availability, cabins and 
personal hygiene facilities, leisure places, number of crew members from a social point 
of view, turnaround and social environment. 
Figure 9. Opinion about social and personal life on board 
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4.3.5. CREW CONDITIONS 
40% of crews were Spanish, 23% multicultural and 3% multilingual. 
The most common working language on board was Spanish (63%). English was on board 
working language in 12% of cases. 
Figure 10 shows the opinion of respondents with regard to several crew conditions items: 
academic qualification, professional experience, common language, religious and cultural 
interests, and command style. 
 
Figure 10. Opinion about crew conditions 
 
 
4.3.6. JOB SATISFACTION 
Table 2 shows the participants’ level of satisfaction with regard to labour conditions 
offered by the company, ship conditions, workload, personal and social life conditions, 
crew conditions, and the on board working life. Being 0 absolutely nothing satisfied and 
10 completely satisfied, the Table shows maximum and minimum values, mean and 
standard deviation. 
Table 2: Job satisfaction values 
 Minimum 
value 
Maximum 
Value 
Mean Standard 
Deviation 
Satisfaction with the labour conditions offered 
by the company 
0 10 5.56 4.74 
Satisfaction with the ship condition 0 10 5.94 4.69 
Satisfaction with workload 0 10 5.22 4.41 
Satisfaction with social and personal life 
condition 
0 9 5.55 4.89 
Satisfaction with crew conditions 1 10 5.52 5.53 
Satisfaction with on board working life 2 10 5.24 5.72 
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4.4. THE MARITIME PROFESSION 
Figure 11shows the opinion of respondents with regard to maritime profession aspects.  
 
Figure 11. Opinion about profession aspects 
 
 
4.5. LABOUR MARKET 
In this section participants were requested to prioritize the most important aspects in 
maritime work and life. Such aspects are those related with labour conditions offered by 
shipping company, the ship conditions to achieve the optimal ship operation, ship 
conditions to allow an adequate social and personal life, crew conditions to obtain an 
adequate labour and social life, and several worrying areas that currently concern 
maritime transport.  
With regard to the  labour conditions that a shipping company should offer to workers, 
respondents pointed out as the most important ones: competitive wages, a 1:1 
onboard/holiday ratio, paid holiday, and medical, retirement and unemployment 
contribution. The less valued aspects were the possibility of embarking relatives and the 
provision of ongoing training. 
Regarding ship conditions, participants pointed out in first place to have hull and engine 
in good maintenance conditions, followed by the adequate distribution of working and 
rest hours. The aspect valued in third place was to have modern and updated technological 
equipment, and in the fourth place was the clear organization of working system. The less 
valued aspects were to have a safe and secure commercial route, and to have an ergonomic 
workplace. 
The most valued aspects with regard to ship conditions for personal and social life were 
to have individual cabins equipped with facilities for personal hygiene, the possibility of 
communication with relatives, and to have leisure facilities. Also the professional 
experience, the academic qualification, and to have a common language were the most 
valued aspects as regards to crew conditions. 
Participants considered personal and occupational safety as the most worrying aspect of 
maritime trade, followed by ships’ safety, the lack of job stability and the spreading of 
minimum manning. Also fatigue and isolation are very worrying aspects, together with 
commercial pressure and the excess of paperwork. Spreading of mixed crews and the 
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ships’ detentions due to inspections were considered the less worrying aspects of 
maritime transport.  
Finally in this section, with regard to current labour market and employment 
opportunities, respondents considered difficult or very difficult to find a job in this sector 
in a general basis.  
Also 65% of respondents said that it is necessary to reinforce or increase the training of 
subjects such as English language (39), electricity (12), onboard training (10), electronics 
(9), automation (6), maritime law (6), and information and communication technologies 
(5). 
 
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Despite female insertion in maritime labour market, seafarers profile shows that maritime 
transport is still a strongly masculine setting.  
Family was the main source of information about these studies. Most participants chose 
the maritime studies as first option and 79% of them would choose these studies again. 
This research states that maritime studies are highly demanded due to its several job 
opportunities. 
With regard to academic experience and its applicability to professional setting, it is 
observed a general dissatisfaction about professional information received and the 
technological resources used during the academic stage. Participants pointed some kind 
of disengagement between academic and professional spheres. 
Concerning current employment condition, it seems surprising that 21% of participants 
are unemployed. However they are in this condition for less than 6 months. Also taking 
into account that 18% of them are voluntarily in this condition and 7% are preparing for 
public examination, we can conclude that graduates have good labour prospects. 
Moreover, results shows that these graduates are employed in a large variety of jobs.  
In relation to labour conditions offered by shipping companies, although continuous 
training is pointed as very important, barely half of respondents obtain such training by 
the part of their shipping company.  
A competitive wage is considered the most important labour condition; however 
respondents think their salaries are not high. Most of them believe that seafarer have not 
a high income, nevertheless wage was not the main reason to abandon work at sea. 
A 1:1 on board/holiday rate is also considered a very important labour condition, but only 
23% of participants have such a rate. 
The third request of sea workers is to have paid holiday. This request is satisfied in 76% 
of cases. 
To a certain extent preferences with regard to ship conditions for professional 
development, social and personal life on board and crew conditions are observed, 
however it is interesting to highlight the request of longer turnarounds and the lack of 
new technologies (Internet) to personal use. 
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As regards to the most worrying areas in maritime transport, those related to occupational 
and ship safety are the most important ones. In this point only 51% of respondents 
consider that the shipping company shows commitment with occupational safety. 
Lack of job stability is also a very worrying area. Only 51% of participants confirmed to 
have jog stability, and only 38% of respondents are steady workers. 
Fatigue is the third in the ranking of most worrying areas. Only 49% agree with hours of 
work and rest distribution. 
On the whole maritime work and life barely passed workers examination. This moderate 
satisfaction with the maritime profession results in the fact that more than half sea workers 
quit on board career to achieve better labour and living conditions working ashore. 
This lack of motivation and enthusiasm with maritime work and life is also due to the 
lack of information about professional matters and the limited contact with work 
environment experienced during academic stage. This fact is reflected in the high 
percentage of graduates that have no on board professional experience. 
As a result there is a generalized sense of professional lack of social status and the clear 
failure in labour insertion and retention which deteriorates the image of Spanish maritime 
transport sector. 
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ANEXXE 1 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON WORKING AND LIVING CONDITIONS ON BOARD 
IDENTIFICATION 
1. Speciality:   Marine Engineering   Nautical Science 
2. Gender:     Man    Woman 
3. Age: 
4. Academic qualification:  
5. Professional qualification: 
 Bridge Officer Class II   Engine Officer Class II 
 Bridge Officer Class I   Engine Officer Class I 
 Captain    Chief Engineer 
 Cadet      I have no professional qualification 
6. Do you have another academic qualification? 
 no 
 yes,  …………………………… 
 Cadet 
  
CAREER KNOWLEDGE AND MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY 
7. How did you know these maritime studies? 
 Family   Internet   Informative leaflets 
 Friends   Informative talks  Own Collage/ University 
 Other ………………………………. 
8. It was this career your first option?   yes  no 
9. Did you have some knowledge on this professional field before beginning the studies?  
none  a little  a lot very much 
10.  Why did you choose these maritime studies?   
 Job opportunities 
 Subjects seemed interesting 
 I like all related to the sea 
 Travelling possibilities 
 High income 
 Interest of the family 
 Collage is near to my home 
 I like sailing 
 To promote in my current job 
 It seemed easier than other engineering studies 
 I had not enough admission mark to follow other studies 
 The possibility of complementing my previous studies 
 To do something different 
 Another ………………………..In relation to studies difficulty, this career was: 
 More difficult than expected 
 Easier than expected 
 As difficult as I expected 
11. Give your opinion with regard to the next statements  
 Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree agree Strongly 
agree 
Don’t 
know/ no 
answer 
I received enough information about academic 
matters 
     
I received enough information about professional 
matters 
     
In a general basis, the contents of the academic 
programme were useful for my professional life 
     
I had the chance of knowing the professional area      
The technological resources used during the career 
were the suitable ones 
     
I learnt the necessary matters to be a good aseafarer      
I think ongoing training is necessary      
12. What would you do if you had the opportunity to choose a career again? 
 I would choose the same studies 
 I would choose another university studies 
 I would do not university studies 
 I would look for a work 
 Other ……… 
 
CURRENT LABOR CONDITION 
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13. My current labor condition is: 
 Unemployed (go to question 15) 
 Working on board (go to question 32) 
 Working ashore in maritime sector (go to question 19) 
 Working ashore out of maritime sector  (go to question 24) 
 Retired  (go to question 29) 
14. I am unemployed: 
 for less than  6 months 
 more than 6 months and less than 1 year 
 more than 1 year but less than 2 years 
 more than 2 years 
15. This is a condition: 
 Voluntary because i don’t want to work 
 Voluntary because i am studing for public examination 
 Forced because i don’t find an employment 
16. Where do you want to work again: 
 On board  ashore in maritime sector  ashore out of maritime sector 
17. My previous labor conditon was: 
 Working on board (go to question 32) 
 Working ashore in maritime sector 
 Working ashore out of maritime sector 
 Student 
If you didn’t work on board go to question 44  
 
18. I am working ashore in maritime sector:  
 less than  6 months 
 more than 6 months and less than 1 year 
 more than 1 year but less than 4 years 
 more than 4 years but less than 10 years 
 10 years or more 
19. My current job is related to: 
 Maritime traffic control  
 Ships inspection 
 Maritime industrial maintenance  
 Maritime  Education and training  
 Other in public administration, specify…. 
 Pilotage 
 Other, specify …. 
20. Did you work on board previously?  
 no    yes, but i abandoned the career at sea because  
    higher income  
    better labor conditions other than income 
    better living conditions  
     family reasons  
     other reasons, specify …. 
21. My future expectation is : 
 to continue in the same job 
 to change for other job ashore in the maritime sector 
 to change for other job ashore out of maritime sector 
 to work on board 
22. My previous labor condition was: 
 Working on board (go to question 32) 
 Working ashore in maritime sector 
 Working ashore out of maritime sector 
 Student 
If you didn’t work on board go to question 44  
 
23. I am working ashore out of maritime sector for: 
 less than  6 months 
 more than 6 months and less than 1 year 
 more than 1 year but less than 4 years 
 more than 4 years but less than 10 years 
 10 years or more 
24. Which kind of job are you developing? ……. 
25. Did you work on board previously?  
 no    yes, but i abandoned the career at sea because  
    higher income  
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    better labor conditions other than income 
    better living conditions  
     family reasons  
     other reasons, specify …. 
26. My future expectation is : 
 to continue in the same job 
 to change for other job ashore out of maritime sector 
 to change for other job ashore in the maritime sector 
 to work on board 
27. My previous labor condition was: 
 Working on board (go to question 32) 
 Working ashore in maritime sector 
 Working ashore out of maritime sector 
 Student 
If you didn’t work on board go to question 44  
 
28. I am retired for: 
 less than  6 months 
 more than 6 months and less than 1 year 
 more than 1 year but less than 4 years 
 more than 4 years but less than 10 years 
 10 years or more 
29. Your retirement is due to: 
 Common retirement  disability due to: 
      Occupational accident   common accident 
      occupational illness   common illness 
30. My previous labor condition was: 
 Working on board (go to question 32) 
 Working ashore in maritime sector 
 Working ashore out of maritime sector 
 Student 
If you didn’t work on board go to question 44  
 
31. Currently post on board or post on board in your last campaign 
 cadet      3rd officer    2nd officer    1st officer    Chief Engineer  Captain 
32. Kind of navigation 
 national coasting trade   international coasting trade   high-sea navigation 
33. Kind of ship: 
34. Flag: 
35. Nationality of shipping company: 
36. Years of on board experience: 
37. Kind of Contract: 
 steady   temporary 
38. In relation to wage condition 
38.1  In your opinion, your wage is/was: 
 very low   low   nor low neither high   high 
  very high 
38.2  Your net monthly wage is/was? 
 less than 1500 euros    from 1500 to less than 3000 euros  
 from 3000 to less than 4000 euros  4000 euros or more 
38.3  What is/was your onborad/holiday ratio?  
38.4  Point to the labour conditions offered by your shipping company 
 YES NO 
Paid holidays    
Contribution for Medical assistance    
Contribution for unemployment    
Contribution for retirement    
Posibility of continuous training    
Posibility of embarking relatives    
Job stability    
short- term promotions   
Educational scholarship for workers’ children   
Employment possibilities of worker’s descendants    
38.5  Point in a 0 to 10 scale your satisfaction with the labour conditions offered by your company (0 
absolutely nothing  satisfied  and 10 completely satisfied):   
39. In relation to ship conditions and working conditions 
40.1 Give your opinion about the next ship conditions 
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 Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
agree 
Hull and engines are in good condition of maintenance     
The technological equipment is modern and updated      
I have an Ergonomic workplace      
Labour risk prevention policies are followed and well 
established  
    
There is a well established working system organization      
There is an appropriate distribution of working and rest hours      
The commercial route is safe and secure      
I think that my company shows commitment with occupational 
safety  
    
 
40.2 Point in a 0 to 10 scale your on board workload (0 a little workload and 10 too much workload):  
40.3 When the ship is moored, and I’m not on watch:   
 I can leave the ship until my next watch 
 I cannot leave the ship because minimum crew 
 I cannot leave ship because short turnaround 
 I don’t need to stay on board until the ship departure 
 I don’t need to stay on board in holiday or weekend 
40.4  How many hours for sleeping do you have? 
40.5 How many hours of free time do you have?  
40.6 Pont in a 0 to 10 scale how often do you feel stressed (0 never stressed and 10 always stressed) 
40.7 Point in a 0 to 10 scale your satisfaction with the ship condition (0 absolutely nothing  satisfied  and 10 
completely satisfied):  
40.8 Point in a 0 to 10 scale your satisfaction with the workload (0 absolutely nothing  satisfied  and 10 
completely satisfied): 
41 In relation with social and personal life on board  
41.1 Give your opinion about the next  statements   
 Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
I have several means for communication with home     
I have Internet availability for personal use     
There are individual cabins with personal hygiene facilities      
I have leisure places (library, gym, cinema, etc.)     
The number of crew members is adequate for the promotion 
of social relations  
    
Time in port is enough      
There is an environment of trust      
 
41.2  Your cabin is located 
 below the main deck     on the main deck  
 below navigation bridge  Over main deck but not inmediately below 
bridge 
41.3 Point in a 0 to 10 scale your satisfaction with social al personal conditions (0 absolutely nothing  
satisfied  and 10 completely satisfied):  
42 In relation to crew conditions  
42.1 Crew is/was:  
 national   multilingual  multicultural 
42.2  The working language is/was:  
 spanish   english  other: …….. 
42.3 Give your opinión about the next statements  
 
 
Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
agree 
Crew have an adequate academic qualifications      
Crew have an adequate professional experience     
There is a common language     
There are cultural common interests      
There are religious common interests      
Command style is adequate       
 
42.4  Point in a 0 to 10 scale your satisfaction with crew conditions (0 absolutely nothing  satisfied  and 10 
completely satisfied):  
43 Point in a 0 to 10 scale your satisfaction with life and work at sea  (0 absolutely nothing  satisfied  and 10 
completely satisfied):  
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44 Give your opinion with regard to the next statements   
 Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree agree Strongly 
agree 
Don’t 
know/ no 
answer 
Sailing is/was a positive experience to my 
professional life 
     
Working on board provides with an experience that 
is difficult to attain working ashore 
     
On board experience makes it more likely to find a 
job ashore 
     
Seafarer profession has a high social status      
Seafarers have a high income      
Seafarers have a position of authority by working 
on board 
     
Seafarer profession allows team working      
 
 
LABOUR MARKET 
45 Arrange the conditions that a shipping company must offer to the crew members according to the 
importance they have to you (1- the most important, 10- the less important) :  
 Competitive wages     
 Paid holidays 
 1/1 proportion between on board working/vacation 
 Contribution for Medical assistance 
 Contribution for retirement  
 Contribution for unemployment  
 Posibility of continued training 
 Posibility of embarking relatives 
 Job stability 
 short- term promotions 
46 Arrange the conditions of ship and on board work organization for an adequate professional carry out (1 – 
the most important, 7 – the less important)  
 hull and engines are in good condition of maintenance 
 Modern technological equipment 
 Ergonomic workplace 
 Well established labour risk prevention policies  
 Well established working system organization   
 Appropriate distribution of working and rest hours 
 Safe and secure commercial route 
47 Arrange ship conditions to allow a suitable social and personal life ( 1- the most important, 5- the less 
important) 
 The possibility of communication with home 
 Internet availability 
 Individual cabins with personal hygiene facilities 
 Leisure places (library, gym, cinema, etc.) 
 Adequate number of crew members for the promotion of social relations  
48 Arrange crew conditions to allow a suitable labour and social life ( 1- the most important, 5- the less 
important) 
 Crew adequate academic qualifications  
 Crew adequate professional experience  
 Common language  
 Cultural common interests  
 Religious common interests  
49 Arrange the most problematic areas of maritime transport  (1- the most problematic, 14 – the less 
problematic)  
 Piracy  
 Personal and labour Safety  
 Ship safety  
 captain criminal offence 
 Commercial pressure  
 Lack of job stability  
 Fatigue  
 Seafarer isolation  
 ship detentions derived from inspections  
 Dangerous goods transport risks  
 Crew abandonment  
 Excess of paperwork  
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 Mixed crews spreading  
 minimung manning spreading  
50 Give your opinion with regard to the next statements:  
 Very 
difficult 
Difficult Easy Very 
easy 
Don’t 
know/ no 
answer 
To find a job on board Spanish flagged 
ships or managed by Spanish companies 
is … 
     
To find a job on board foreign flagged 
ships or managed by foreign companies 
is … 
     
To find a job in maritime sector ashore 
… 
     
To find a job out of maritime sector 
ashore 
     
51 From your current professional experience, Do you think it is necessary to increase or reinforce the 
education and training of any particular subject?  
 no   yes, specify: … 
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Abstract 
Leadership is a subject which have been investigated by scientists and companies for a 
long time. The leader is defined as the person who can find out the potential of others 
and guides them correctly for having the maximum efficiency among them. Nowadays in 
the global world, an effective leadership has a very important role in the success and 
the continuity of the companies. The significance of the leadership is much more 
prominent in maritime sector because of the fact that hierarchy is more predominant in 
the management of maritime sector compared to most inland based businesses. The 
multifactorial leadership survey used in our study is relevant in many sectors, and it is 
aimed here to underline how important the leadership approaches are in maritime 
industry. The aim is to provide information and research about leadership in the 
maritime sector, and to discern whether a transformational or a transactional 
perspective is better. The data is collected from 87 Turkish managers in lower-level, 
middle-level and upper-level, whom are all in different age groups.  As a result of the 
surveys, it is concluded that the transformational approach in leadership approaches is 
likely to be more predominant. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The term “leadership” is accepted as one of the terms most studied on but still least 
comprehended due to the fact that it has a very wide area of use and appears in very 
different fields [1,2]. Therefore, there is no definite consensus with regard to what 
leadership means and being able to come up with a single definition related to this term 
[3]. Leadership is the art of influencing people’s actions and behaviors. And being a 
leader means the ability to make other people accept his or her own wish and will by 
gaining their respect, trust, obedience and loyalty. 
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Management is (i) a process comprised of interrelated social and technical functions and 
activities (ii) that accomplishes organizational objectives, (iii) achieves these objectives 
through use of people and other resources, and (iv) does so in a formal organizational 
setting. In the literature managers and leaders are distinguished based on the view that 
managing is more caretaking and maintaining status quo (transactional) whereas leading 
is more visionary and dynamic (transformational) [4]. 
2. TRANSFORMATIONAL AND TRANSACTIONAL LEADERSHIP                                                                                
As a general thing, leadership is discussed in literature within two different approaches 
as transactional and transformational. 
2.1. TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP                                                                              
A transformational leader applies Inspirational Motivation on organization’s employees, 
provides intellectual stimulation, and creates energy in them. The leader generates a 
vision and mission awareness in the group, making sure that other individuals in the 
group get more interested in objectives. The individuals go beyond their own interest 
and benefits; they rather prioritize the group’s benefits [5]. A transformational leader 
takes notice of existing tendency, requirement, wish of a follower or a potential 
follower, and makes use of this requirement in order to motivate that follower, ensures 
that they take action by appealing to their wishes [2]. A transformational leader 
accumulates within him those behaviors such as idealized influence, inspirational 
motivation, intellectual stimulation and individual contribution beyond daily 
organizational transactions [6]. 
2.2. TRANSACTIONAL LEADERSHIP 
 
Transactional leadership model is a model developed through social exchange. An 
exchange transaction takes place between leader and his or her followers. In this 
transaction, the leader provide benefits as to cover followers’ basic requirements, safety 
requirements and respectability requirements such as assuring reputation [7,8]. 
Transactional leadership imposes on the follower an active role with the potential to 
perceive and influence the leader in a bidirectional interaction as well as obeying the 
leader compulsorily. In this bidirectional interaction, determinant of the mutual 
influence is power ratios of leader and followers compared to each other. Leader makes 
sure that works are carried out by fulfilling his or her subordinates’ expectations and 
requirements. Leader’s effectiveness is synonymous with his or her effectiveness in the 
exchange. Leader covers the requirements such as higher wages, reputation and 
promotion for those who have a good performance. Those who underperform are 
punished. Effectiveness of this exchange depends on the subordinates’ degree of 
wishing rewards and being wary of punishments as well as the leader’s power and his or 
her ability to control awards and punishments [5]. Properties of transactional leadership 
may be examined in three dimensions as contingent reward, management-by-extension 
and Laissez-faire leadership. [9,10]. 
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3. MANAGEMENT 
Fundamentals of management depend on relations between humans which are social 
beings. In this sense, everyone is a sort of manager in different areas of his or her own 
life. To exemplify, a parent in a family or a “captain” of a local football team has 
“manager” status. For this reason, any organization should be “managed” in order to 
achieve its goals [11]. In a similar way, what the managers do at public or private 
institutions is to manage organizational efforts aimed at different purposes at the 
organization/institution. The management here requires organizing any resources such 
as labor force, capital, equipment etc. in line with the organization’s objectives in an 
effective way [12]. The more successfully this organization (i.e. management) may be 
carried out, the more successful the organization will be.  “Management” function 
affects the whole society as success of individual organizations results in successful 
management of the society. Therefore, management has been discussed as a subject of 
scientific research for a long time. There have been developments in management 
techniques and prominent elements in management science in the direction of recently 
emerging requirements and as a matter of changing times. In this context, management 
science used to attach importance to rationality of organizational structure earlier 
whereas it began to concentrate on the human element later. Those approaches stressing 
that one should predominantly take account of the environmental conditions in which 
organizations are present are rather recent [13]. 
3.1. LEADERSHIP’S IMPORTANCE IN MANAGEMENT 
Even though leadership and management seem to be close to each other, in fact they are 
two terms quite different than each other. The difference between a leader and a 
manager should be clearly presented.  
Management is a set of rules determined to govern a system and its absence within a 
system is even unthinkable. A manager may well be a leader at the same time. By this 
means, deficiencies of a classical management mentality may be eliminated and a more 
suitable management environment may be established.  
The greatest problem of a manager is to carry out in some way the works he or she is 
responsible for. The manager may have a thinking that may allow him or her to act with 
the reasoning “let’s carry out the works in some way, but I do not care how they are 
carried out” most of the time. Because in most instances, the manager too will have to 
account to other persons holding a position hierarchically superior to him or her.  Now, 
here is the point a large part of managerial inconvenience is experienced.  If the section 
the manager is accountable to is not serious, the management will not perform straight, 
and as a result of this, the whole system will not perform straight and productive due to 
managerial problems.  
On the other hand, a leader holds influence, not authority. His job is about change and 
innovation. In fact, it would be more accurate to discuss the leader as the process of 
“influencing” persons and groups in order to execute common purposes rather than 
thinking the leader as merely a person.  
A leader is the person who motivates and encourages individuals in the organization to 
execute common purposes by exercising his or her influence. A leader drags his group 
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after himself. A leader holds to his or he vision whereas a manager keeps to principles 
and protocols.  
A leader does not work towards emotional objectives impossible to execute, but strives 
to do everything feasible and recoverable. Not only does he analyze his or her restraints 
well, but also he or she manages his or her resources well.  
A leader person has a high motivation at all times. Leaders do not have “the 
sluggishness after executing the works” present in classic managers. Continuous effort 
to reach better and the best results from leaders’ joy of life.  
Humans are not merely entities having social qualities and living in groups, they are 
also beings in need of leaders who will manage those groups and lead them to their 
objectives. Individuals need a group to reach their own personal objectives and carry out 
a part of their own desires and requirements, and feel it as an obligation to act within 
groups. A single human is weak, powerless, spiritless in a position his or her desires and 
energies decrease, and his or her abilities shrink. For that reason, any institution or 
organization having persons with a leader personality in its managerial staff will get 
through classic way of administration and attain a more effective, more productive 
status [14]. 
4. LEADERSHIP APPROACHES IN MARITIME SECTOR 
4.1. RESEARCH METHOD 
This study conducted aims to determine leadership approaches of engineers, captains, 
officers and pilots having a leader position in maritime sector. This survey conducted 
have been applied on various occupational groups and sectors in many locations of the 
world as multi-factor leadership survey with international validity. In evaluating the 
survey, it was evaluated on 7 basic factors, and it was determined according to obtained 
results that which of the transformational or transactional leadership types defined in the 
second chapter is dominant. It was applied on overall 87 Turkish nationals actively 
serving at sea as captain, officer and engineer.  
The purpose is to reveal leadership style of participants. “Multi-factor leadership 
survey” was only applied to those in a managerial position. Evaluations of surveys were 
more realistic under natural working condition as surveys were applied in vessel 
environment and on managers and employees still serving at sea. In leadership 
evaluation, recognition process is shorter compared to other sector on land as the 
persons in working environment and social environment of individuals are the same and 
they always spend time with the same people due to the fat that social life in a vessel is 
limited even though it is necessary to spend a long period of time with an employee in 
order to identify leadership properties. 
4.2. EVALUATION 
4.2.1 Point Evaluation for “Multi-Factor Leadership Survey” 
This survey is applied in order to reveal leadership style. It includes 21 definition 
sentences totally. How well every definition accords to survey responder is decided. 
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Key: 
0 = Never 
1 = Rarely 
2 = Sometimes 
3 = Often 
4 = Most of time if not always 
“Multi-factor leadership survey” measures seven factors related to leadership. Points for 
each factor is determined with total of points of expression prepared to measure those 
factors in the survey. Results of the survey are to research on which of the 
transformational or interactionist approaches is more dominant in leaders. First four 
ones of those factors are related to transformational leadership, and the last three ones to 
interactionist leadership. 
1st Factor: Idealized influence determines whether you have gained trust, belief and 
respect of your subordinate employees, you have set them an example, the loyalty you 
show for them, and your interest in their hopes and dreams. 
2nd Factor:  Inspirational motivation shows how much vision you have provided, 
whether you have used right the symbols and images/depictions to help others focus on 
their jobs and how well you make others feel that their job is important.  
3rd Factor: Intellectual stimulation measures how well you have stimulated what to be 
generated in the matter of others’ viewing their problems from new perspectives, how 
well you have created a tolerant environment against extreme conditions, and how well 
you have encouraged others to question others’ beliefs in the institution and themselves.  
4th Factor: Individualized consideration determines how well you have cared about 
other’s well-being, and whether you have assigned individualized projects, and paid 
attention to those who seem to be less interested in the group. 
5th Factor: Contingent reward shows whether you have told others what they need to do 
in order to be rewarded, whether you have stated what you expect from them and how 
well you have cared about their achievements.  
6th Factor: Management-by-exception evaluates whether you have told other job 
requirements, you have been satisfied with standard performance and how well you 
have adopted the view “do not fix unless broken”. 
7th Factor: Laissez-faire measures whether you have had lower expectations from 
others, you have let things run by themselves and you have set others at liberty in their 
jobs.   
4.2.2 ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND THE FINDINGS 
Graph of survey results applied on 87 Turkish manager for the survey are as follows. 
Considering these survey results, it may be said that transformational leadership 
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properties are more dominant in our sample group. Graph acquired in consequence of 
survey results evaluation of 7 factors in the multi-factor leadership survey are as follow. 
Figure 1 - Multi-factor leadership survey results for Turkish managers 
 
 
In evaluating this graph, it may be said as a summary that transformational leadership 
properties have dominated rather than transactional leadership properties the leadership 
approaches of Turkish nationals. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The surveys conducted involve a leadership approach to the maritime sector. It was 
possible to carry out healthy evaluations depending on survey results as the surveys 
conducted were applied on those persons serving in managerial and managed positions 
in their working environments. Conditions on a vessel are a bit more different while it 
takes much more time for employees to form an opinion about their leaders’ approaches 
while researching leadership approaches in a land sector under normal conditions. 
Because the time is much more shorter for seamen to recognize each other and their 
occupational approaches, as they live in the same environment with the same people all 
the time, and due to the fact that their social environments and working environments 
are common. 87 survey results were obtained from the people with manager or 
employee positions still under service.  
We may well say that transformational leadership properties are more effective 
according to survey results conducted in sample cluster, while evaluating multi-factor 
leadership survey. Even though one may observe the effects of transactional leadership, 
it has been observed that leadership approach of maritime sector is transforming from a 
traditional structure to an innovational structure. 
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Abstract 
On the 20th of August 2013, the ILO’s Maritime Labour Convention 186 entered into 
force in the first 30 countries to ratify it. A few months after this milestone, now is the 
time to assess the degree of implementation of the most important regulations and 
standards in this Convention, which has aroused such high expectations in the sector, 
leading it to be commonly referred to as the fourth pillar of international maritime law. 
For this reason, this article will analyse one of the regulations with the greatest impact 
on the physical and psychological wellbeing of sailors, namely Regulation 4.4 of Title 4 
of the Convention on access to shore-based welfare facilities, and its corresponding 
code. 
The analysis will be based on a statistical-descriptive study whose frame of reference 
will be the port of Barcelona, an example of an “appropriate” port – in the 
Convention’s terminology – given that in Spain it has the rank of Port of General State 
Interest, a category given to the ports which, among other factors, perform 
international maritime activities. This paper concludes with the need for states to show 
a greater willingness to implement the non-binding part of the code. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is a fact that ships’ ports of call times anywhere in the world are decreasing drastically 
in length due to an increase in the speed of loading and unloading operations.  
Another fact is the rise in the physical size of ports, and in consequence an increase in 
the distance between the quays and the city centres. 
Yet a third fact is that the drop in the number of crewmembers per ship caused by 
automation has increased the workload of the remaining crewmembers. 
If we add together these three factors it results in a huge problem of less free time for 
crewmembers and a corresponding rise in their fatigue and physical and psychological 
exhaustion coming from the monotony of life at sea, which may well be the cause 
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behind workplace or maritime accidents. [1] Unfortunately, few studies analyse and 
quantify the impact of crewmembers’ living conditions on the efficient management of 
a shipping company. 
The purpose of this study, which is divided into three parts, is to underscore the 
importance for ports to achieve the highest possible degree of implementation of 
regulation 4.4 of the Maritime Labour Convention – henceforth the MLC – for the sake 
of greater maritime safety. 
The first part of this paper surveys the evolution in ships’ port of call times from the 
1970s until today, with mention of the technical and operational advances that have 
spurred these changes. 
After examining the evolution in the needs of seafarers as a result of these advances, the 
second part examines how international regulations have addressed the issue of sailor 
wellbeing in ports from the earliest days until the most recent legal framework which 
we shall take as a reference, namely regulation 4.4 of the MLC. 
Finally, the third section will survey the consequences of so-called “lightning” 
stopovers on crewmembers’ quality of life, enjoyment of their free time on land and 
personal and navigational safety, using the port of Barcelona as the framework of 
reference for the implementation of the Convention. 
2. SHIPS’ PORT OF CALL TIMES 
Over the years, even though ship tonnage has been steadily rising, paradoxically port of 
call times have followed the opposite trend; that is, they have dropped drastically, 
perhaps contrary to expectations. And these times have particularly dropped since the 
1970s, after a long period when there was no appreciable decrease in these times. [2] 
The reason can be sought in the second half of the 20th century and in shipbuilders’ 
increasing desire to lower the share of ports of call in the overall ship operating costs, as 
sometimes they accounted for 50% of all costs. At that time, engineering started 
focusing less on improving ships’ efficiency at sea and more at adapting the maritime 
transport subsystem to the overall system of the production process. 
This led to the specialisation of both ships and terminals. [3] 
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Figure 1 
 
 
 
As an illustration, see the table above (Figure 1), which shows how port of call times 
evolved from 1970 until 1998 in Kahveci’s study of an unknown British port whose 
identity he concealed with the name of Sandhaven. [4] 
Worth highlighting is the column showing the percentage increase in GT and the 
percentage decrease in hours spent at ports of call. This numerically proves what we 
claimed above: that while GT rose considerably, the number of hours spent at ports of 
call dropped even more dramatically. 
Therefore, the author stresses that in 1998, 27% of ships had ports of call lasting up to 
12 hours, compared to 11% which had ports of call lasting up to 24 hours in 1970. 
Today, as we shall see below, times have stabilised. 
To ascertain in advance the status of ships’ port of call times today in order to study the 
repercussions of these times below, we drew a sample of 1077 stopovers corresponding 
to 453 different merchant ships which moored in the ports of Barcelona and Valencia 
over the course of  2014. Once we eliminated an entire set of traffic that is not very 
representative because of the small size of the sample (refrigerator ships, sea tugs, cable 
ships and other ships for special operations), we noted that, bearing in mind that the 
frequency of ports of call varies considerably depending on the traffic for which the ship 
is used (53.4% of the vessels in the sample were container ships, 16.4% general cargo 
ships, 17% Ro-Ro/Ro-Pax, 4% tankers, 6.4% car carriers, 1.5% bulk carriers and 0.6% 
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Cargo/Ship 
 
1970 
Average 
GT 
 
1998 
Average 
GT 
 
Increase 
in % of 
GT from 
1970-
1998 
1970 
Average 
hours 
Spent 
(h/m) 
1998 
Average 
Hours 
spent 
(h/m) 
Decrease 
in % of 
hours 
from 
1970-
1998 
All ships 3444 14812 430 138h 30m 15h 49m 892 
Dry Bulk 2306 12488 541 150h 37m 48h 36m 310 
Cars 7983 31076 389 207h 13h 19m 1569 
Liquid 
Bulk 2517 4752 88 58h 22m 17h 07m 341 
Petroleum 
Products 5852 4206 -28 35h 04m 20h 48m 58 
Forest 
Products 
2441 16885 691 263 28h 38m 944 
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cruise ships), the overall port of call times showed good fit with a 3-parameter gamma 
distribution for a Trust Index of 95% (Figure 2), resulting in 33% of the ports of call 
lasting under 12 hours and 64% of them under 24 hours, figures that are quite similar to 
the latest data from Kahveci’s study. 
Figure 2 
 
 
If we stop to study the times according to the different kinds of traffic for which the 
ships were operating, we can see (Figure 3) that bulk carriers are the ships that remain 
the longest time in port, with a 95% interval for a mean of between 56.1 and 108.2 
hours. They are followed by multipurpose or general cargo ships, with an interval of 
between 31.2 and 41.8 hours, gas tankers with an estimated mean of between 25.6 and 
46.5 hours, cement carriers (21.6 – 34.6 hours), petrochemical ships (22.3 – 33.1 hours) 
and finally container ships, cruise ships and Roll on-Roll off ships, all with quite precise 
estimations (21.3 hours for container ships, 7.8 hours for cruise ships and 16.6, 11.6 and 
4.1 hours for Ro-Ro, car carriers and Ro-Pax, respectively.  
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Figure 3 
 
 
 
3. ACCESS TO SHORE-BASED WELFARE FACILITES IN THE MARITIME 
LEGISLATION 
BACKGROUND 
Aware of the special psychosocial requirements aboard ships, the International Labour 
Organisation (ILO) has been addressing the issue of marine welfare for years. Thus, in 
1936 it adopted the Seamen’s Welfare in Port Recommendation [5] in an attempt to 
provide places to facilitate sports and recreational activities. The next recommendation 
was adopted in 1970, namely the Seamen’s Welfare at Sea and in Port [6], which was 
much more far-ranging in terms of the inclusion of provisions to set up a fund for 
welfare, services, recreational and cultural activities and training. Despite the fact that 
they were not legally binding in the member states, these two recommendations were 
extraordinarily successful in terms of acceptance of increased awareness of the welfare 
of seamen. 
In 1987, the ILO adopted two new instruments in this vein: the notable Convention 163 
and Recommendation 173. This Convention was not very successful in terms of the 
number of ratifications it received, as only 18 states ratified it, Spain being the second in 
the world and the first EU member state to do so in 1989. 
To implement it, the International Committee on Seafarers’ Welfare (ICSW) was 
created. Worldwide, the ICSW is an umbrella for numerous organisations aimed at 
improving seafarers’ quality of life and their relationship with their families, the rest of 
the crew and the community at large. 
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 In 2006, the new MLC reworked all the maritime labour Conventions to date and turned 
163 and its recommendation into the new regulation 4.4 of the MLC, without adding 
anything substantial to the original. The major difference in terms of shore-based 
welfare facilities, however, came intrinsically linked to the extraordinarily high number 
of ratifications – 57 to date, accounting for more than 80% of the GT in the world fleet 
– turning this Convention into a promising framework in which implementation by 
countries might be significantly higher than that of its predecessors. 
In accordance with its past actions, Spain was once again the first EU country to ratify 
this convention in 2010, which conferred on its ports – and the one we are concerned 
with in this paper, the port of Barcelona – into a good framework of reference for 
studying the implementation of some of its regulations. 
REGULATION 4.4 ON ACCESS TO SHORE-BASED WELFARE FACILITIES 
The Maritime Labour Convention contains three main parts: first the articles, which set 
forth the general principles and obligations; followed by the more detailed provisions of 
the regulations; and finally the code, which is, in turn, divided into mandatory standards 
(part A) and non-mandatory guidelines (part B). 
Both the regulations and the code are integrated and organised into topics of general 
interest broken down into five titles. Regulation 4.4 is part of Title 4 on “Health 
protection, medical care, welfare and social security protection”. 
This regulation, according to the purpose of the norm, says that states “have to ensure 
that seafarers working on board a ship have access to shore-based facilities and 
services to secure their health and well-being”. However, later in the articles it becomes 
clear that having these facilities is not a strict legal obligation, since it is conditioned 
upon these facilities existing, in which case states must ensure that they are easily 
accessible. 
Standard A4.4.1 requires that each Member shall require, where welfare facilities exist 
on its territory, that they are available for the use of all seafarers, irrespective of 
nationality, race, colour, sex, religion, political opinion or social origin and 
irrespective of the flag State of the ship on which they are employed or engaged or 
work. To achieve this, it specifies that each Member shall encourage the establishment 
of welfare boards which shall regularly review welfare facilities and services to ensure 
that they are appropriate. 
So far this is the binding part, a part that is excessively lax, so the success of the 
implementation of this regulation will necessarily have to be based on its guidelines.  
These guidelines, which are broken down into six points, are the target of the study in 
the next section, with the port of Barcelona as the framework of reference. 
4. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CREWMEMEBERS’ SHORE BASED FREE 
TIME 
The use of increasingly large ships has come hand in hand with a change in the location 
of ports. 
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In the past, ports were built very close to the zones they served; however, today, 
environmental and logistical concerns which arise from the increase in the size of  
vessels has led ports to be built in remote locations, usually far from the centres of the 
traditional coastal cities and towns. [7]. The distance and quick rotation times in modern 
ports even further hinder – or render totally impossible – permits to go ashore for 
crewmembers, who are further limited by the cost of transport between the quay and the 
urbanisation, since they are too high for the seafarers to afford access to any kind of  
 
Figure 4 
 
 
facility located some distance from the ship. For example, after seeing the time that 
ships spend in ports like Barcelona and getting an objective figure on the supposed time 
that crewmembers of these ships would have to reach land by foot, the following figure 
(Figure 4) shows the distances from the location occupied by the ships on their 
respective quays to a specific point in the city of Barcelona. This specific point is the 
Columbus Monument, the site closest to the port from which one has immediate access 
to two sites that can be considered welfare centres in the port of Barcelona (Casa del 
Mar and Stella Maris), as well as to different facilities such as supermarkets, shops, 
bars, restaurants, etc. These places closest to the commercial port are basically located 
in the Old City, specifically on Las Ramblas and Maremágnum. 
The time by car to reach this point in the port of Barcelona ranges from 10 to 30 
minutes depending on the quay and assuming an ideal situation of no traffic congestion. 
In any event, it should be borne in mind that in the intermodal choice (car + walking or 
bus + walking), the walking distances can be up to 500 metres, especially in the 
Quay 
Distance 
to town 
by foot 
Time to 
town by 
foot 
Dist. to 
bus stop 
 
Time 
to bus 
stop 
 
Taxi 
fare (€) 
Container 
ships 
M. Prat Begining 
8600 m 1h 43 min 2100 m  25 min 14-18  
End 10000 m 2h 00 min 800 m 10 min 16-20 
M. Sur -Norte Begining 2800 m 34 min 500 m 6 min 
9-10 
End 3150 m 38 min 850 m 10 min 9-11 
M. Sur -Este Begining 3150 m 38 min 850 m 10 min 
9-11 
End 4000 m 48 min 1700 m 20 min 10-12 
Car 
Carriers 
Dársena interior A 6150 m 1h 14 min 450 m 6 min 12-15 
Dársena interior B 6300 m 1h 16min 450 m 6 min 12-15 
Dársena sur  A 5400 m 1h 5 min 450 m 6 min 11-14 
Dársena sur C 6100 m 1h 13 min 450 m 6 min 12-15 
Liquid 
bulk 
M. de la Energía Begining 7200 m 1h 27 min 450 m 6 min 
13-16 
End 8500 1h 43 min 1800 m 22 min 14-18 
M. Nuevo Contradique 
(centro) 8900 1h 47 min 2300 m 28 min 
15-19 
Solid bulk 
M. Contradique 2100 m 25 min 500 m 6 min 8-9 
M. Alvarez de la 
Campa 
Begining 4600 m  50 min 350 m 4 min 10-12 
End 5200 m 55 min 950 m 12 min 11-13 
General 
cargo M. Adosado 0 3500 m 41 min 350 m 4 min 9-11 
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container ship terminals, where for security reasons the crewmembers have to walk 
around the entire premises to reach the exit, or the 2,300 metres from the centre of the 
Nuevo Contradique quay to the closest bus stop. Therefore, to ensure the premise of 
easy access as stipulated by the regulation, it is essential for ports to have good urban 
transport frequencies (guideline B 4.4.5), and each crewmember should have an 
informative map of how to get there (guideline B 4.4.1). Otherwise, due to the short 
stopover times, accessing the welfare centre or city in question would be unfeasible for 
most crewmembers. 
In a survey conducted with 181 crewmembers in Barcelona [8], 71.4% said that they 
had no information about the port. Of those who did have information, 59.2% said that 
they received it at Stella Maris, 38.8% said their shipping agent gave it to them, and 2% 
said they got it from the pilots. A full 97.7% of the respondents considered this 
information useful. 
Regarding the question on how the port could improve (Figure 5), of the 160 responses, 
56% suggestions revolved around improving the public transport (the bus runs Monday 
through Friday from 6 am to 8:45pm  with an average frequency of 25 min and a ticket 
price of € 2,15) and 50% were related to the lack of information about the port and the 
welfare services available to sailors. Finally, it was noteworthy that 24.3% mentioned 
telephone and Internet communications. On this last point, even though ports like 
Barcelona have telephone booths at distances of around 500 metres from the majority of 
quays, today the crewmembers’ needs are not so much to have telephone booths nearby 
as to access places where micro-cards for mobile phones are sold. 
 
Figure 5 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These difficulties are compounded by the recent changes in security, which have not 
significantly lowered seafarers’ freedom in Spain but have restricted access to land in 
many countries around the world based on the measures implemented as a result of the 
9/11 attacks. 
What should the port offer to seamen? 
  
  
  
Public transport 90 
Information guide on the port 80 
Telephone and Internet  39 
General signage 8 
Better public services  7 
Free-time venues 6 
Visits to Stella Maris 5 
Greater port protection 5 
Sports facilities 2 
Bank branches 2 
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Since the International Ship and Port Security Code (ISPS) was implemented, seafarers 
have been subjected to strict security regulations in ports. Seafarers’ movements around 
the ports – even to search for telephone booths and welfare centres – have been severely 
restricted under the ISPS, and in many countries foreign sailors without a valid visa 
have been denied shore leave. Article 6 of the ILO’s Convention 185 on Seafarers’ 
Identity Documents aimed to solve this issue. This Convention entered into force on the 
9th of February 2005 with ratification by a mere 25 countries. 
 
“Article 6 
6.4. “ Each Member for which this Convention is in force shall, in the 
shortest possible time, and unless clear grounds exist for doubting the 
authenticity of the seafarers' identity document, permit the entry into its 
territory of a seafarer holding a valid seafarer's identity document, when 
entry is requested for temporary shore leave while the ship is in port.” 
6.6. “For the purpose of shore leave seafarers shall not be required to 
hold a visa”” 
 
In fact, we can find reports published in Lloyd’s List and The Sea on the arbitrariness of 
the port authorities in Japan when banning shore leave for sailors coming from ships 
which have been involved in cases of stowaways on previous trips to Japan. 
Likewise, the British union for maritime professionals (NUMAST) recently stressed its 
concern over the “alarming” number of incidents in which foreign crews are denied 
shore leave in the United States. 
As we can see, this factor, coupled with the new concepts of security, affect seafarers’ 
access to port welfare services, further contributing to their isolation and thus damaging 
their physical and emotional security. 
“…Some of the crew on my ship hadn’t been ashore in months. ‘I’ve been 
to New York, Hong Kong and Tokyo,’ a chief engineer said, ‘and they all 
look like my engine room.’ 
Plenty of seafarers I meet tell me their job is like being ‘at prison with a 
salary’. Wrong, wrote the Maritime Charities Funding Commission, 
which found that ‘the provision of leisure, recreation, religious service 
and communication facilities is better in UK prisons than on many 
ships’…“ / Tommy Molloy (Liverpool ITF Inspector) [9] 
Shore leave gives seafarers the chance to change their routines at sea and perform 
activities that are not possible while sailing. 
In ports, sailors can socialise with their colleagues in a relatively normal atmosphere. 
What is more, those with particular problems on board, such as a sense of isolation, can 
seek the help of a local social assistance service through the figure of an impartial social 
worker. 
According to the ILO’s Recommendation 173, contained today in guideline B4.4.6.5, 
shore leave should be guaranteed as soon as possible after the ship reaches port, and an 
appropriate means of transport between the quay and these areas should be assured. 
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Obviously, the lack of shore leaves granted has an impact on the physical and mental 
wellbeing of sailors because [10-11], firstly, the fast pace of life on board limits the 
chances for social contact beyond the ship’s community, and secondly, a reduction in 
crew size has raised the workload and lowered the quality of social interaction among 
the crewmembers on board. The fact is that shore leave is not a luxury; it is essential for 
sailors, who spend many weeks enclosed in their workplaces with their colleagues and 
superiors. And since cargo ships are not built primarily to accommodate their crew, 
many daily activities (such as working, sleeping and socialising) take place in a limited 
environment where the ship’s vibrations, noise and movement mean that the lack of 
shore leave is vital to many sailors who are trapped in this setting.  
Those who work at sea need to set foot on land so that they can get in touch with their 
families either by telephone or Internet [12]; seek a moment of wellbeing; access social, 
medical or psychological support, if needed; and especially get away from the 
atmosphere on board, which is usually made up of highly disparate people who may not 
have known each other previously.  
The testimonial below stresses the effects of little contact with society on land on 
sailors’ health and wellbeing. 
An Australian ex seafarer: 
“It's a major problem, there's no social life when you go to sea, it's total 
isolation. You might say that the cabin crew of an aero plane do 
something similar, but a seafarer might go from - for example I've done 
runs from say Singapore to Philippines to New Zealand and back to 
western Australia, so for maybe fifteen weeks you get no mail, you do not 
go ashore, and by the end of it there's a certain madness that attacks 
some crew. Very small things become very big things. Things like 
insomnia - many of the crew will be pacing the alleyways at 3 0’clock in 
the morning, alcoholism can rise a great deal if alcohol's available. Many 
seafarers are on different types of medication, valium and that kind of 
thing and anti depressants - much higher than the regular 
population.”>> [13] 
It is clear that in order to offer the means needed for crews to satisfy their basic human 
and social needs, it is necessary to seek the right information which enables one to act in 
consequence by offering the services required by people who are crucial to port 
operations and their associated activity. 
Port authorities have thorough knowledge of each container and each tonne of goods 
moved through their ports. They earmark vast sums of human and material resources to 
track the cargo and deal with the agents who operate with it. However, there are 
considerable gaps in their knowledge and attention to the elementary needs of the 
crewmembers. 
To remedy this, standard A4.4.3, which is broken down in guideline B4.4.3, refers to 
welfare boards and reads as follows: “Each Member shall encourage the establishment 
of welfare boards which shall regularly review welfare facilities and services to ensure 
that they are appropriate in the light of changes in the needs of seafarers resulting from 
technical, operational and other developments in the shipping industry”.  
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Welfare boards “should include among their members representatives of shipowners’ 
and seafarers’ organizations, the competent authorities and, where appropriate, 
voluntary organizations and social bodies.” 
In the case of Barcelona (Figure 6), the welfare board is presided over by the Port 
Authority, and its members include the public administration (Harbourmaster and Social 
Marina Institute), representatives of the shipbuilders (Association of Shipping Agents), 
representatives of the main sailors’ groups (Association of Captains and Chief 
Engineers), unions mostly grouped into the ITF, the Apostleship of the Sea, and finally 
companies operating in the port which have the greatest contact with crews, such as 
pilots, tugboats and stevedores. The board meets periodically, usually at the request of 
Stella Maris. 
 
      Figure 6 
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In short, seafarers work long hours in a difficult, dangerous profession. They are human 
beings who are the breadwinners for their families and often have to overcome obstacles 
to access services that are taken for granted on land, such as phoning their loved ones, 
leaving their workplace to go shopping or having contact with people who are not part 
of the crew with whom they live and work. 
In some cases, shipping companies have agreements with their maritime agents to 
supply their ships with newspapers from the crewmembers’ countries, along with books 
and videos, and to help them reach the city centre. In the majority, since this obligation 
is not imposed by their flag states, there are seafarer assistance centres – most of which 
are operated by the Catholic Church and other Christian denominations – which 
perform that role. Today, the importance that they receive financing (guideline B4.4.4) 
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and that the port community gets involved by creating welfare boards is essential to 
defend sailors’ human rights. 
The member states’ degree of implementation of the non-binding part of this regulation 
depends on this. 
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Abstract 
E-maritime can be considered as an extension of the e-Navigation concept currently 
being discussed at the International Maritime Organization (IMO). It can be construed 
to include e-Navigation and promotes the use of all maritime data and information, 
distributed by way of information and communication technologies, to facilitate 
maritime transportation and provide value added services.  This paper investigates 
possible e-maritime services related to safety, security and environmental protection of 
shipping and for interaction with class. The paper reviews a number of existing services 
and current initiatives and relevant research projects and discusses if and how the 
value of such services could be increased if they could be offered as e-Maritime services 
to the industry. Based on this survey, it can be suggested that there are great potential 
for offering a number of existing and future services related to safety, security and 
environmental protection as e-Maritime services. However, standardisation of the 
framework and of specific maritime data types, messages and codes might be necessary 
to facilitate a development towards widespread adaptation of e-Maritime solutions.  
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1.1. e-NAVIGATION 
The concept of e-Navigation was initially introduced by the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) to increase safety and security in commercial shipping by way of 
improved organization of data and improved data exchange and communication 
between ship and shore. The scope of e-Navigation as defined by the IMO and 
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formulated by IALA (International Association of Lighthouse Authorities) is the 
harmonized collection, integration, exchange, presentation and analysis of marine 
information onboard and ashore by electronic means to enhance berth to berth 
navigation and related services for safety and security at sea and for protection of the 
marine environment. Hence, the strategic vision of e-Navigation is related to the 
utilization of existing and new navigational tools, i.e. electronic ones such as ECDIS [1], 
in a holistic and systematic way.  
One main motivation for the initiative was studies that indicated that the combination of 
navigational errors and human failures was increasingly contributing to ship accidents. 
A number of ship- and shore-based technologies have been developed and are available, 
including AIS (Automatic Identification System), ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display and 
Information system), IBS/INS (Integrated Bridge Systems/Integrated Navigation 
System), ARPA (Automatic Radar Plotting Aids), radio navigation, LRIT (Long Range 
Identification and Tracking) systems, VTS (Vessel Traffic Services) and the GMDSS 
(Global Maritime Distress Safety System). It is believed that such technologies may 
contribute to significantly reduce navigational errors and failures, and simultaneously 
reduce the burden on the navigator, but that they need to be co-ordinated and integrated 
in order to reap the full benefits of such technologies. Hence, e-Navigation aims at 
integrating existing and new navigational tools, in particular electric tools in an all-
embracing system that will contribute to enhanced navigational safety [2]. 
Even though e-Navigation is essentially meant to improve safety and security aspects of 
maritime transportation, it also has the potential to increase efficiency of ship operations, 
a main concern for ship-owners, operators and their service providers. The Marine 
Electronic Highway system in the straits of Malacca and Singapore is a trial project 
where possible e-Navigation solutions can be tried out [3, 4] (URL: 
http://www.mehsoms-sg.com/). 
An extensive list of possible e-Navigation solutions was proposed by IMO in [5], and it 
was found necessary to focus on a limited number of generalized and prioritized 
solutions. Hence, the correspondence group on e-Navigation to NAV 59 prioritized the 
following five main potential e-navigation solutions [6]: 
• Improved, harmonized and user-friendly bridge design 
• Means for standardized and automated reporting 
• Improved reliability, resilience and integrity of bridge equipment and 
navigation information 
• Integration and presentation of available information in graphical displays 
received vie communication equipment 
• Improved communication of VTS service portfolio 
These solutions have been subject to risk and cost-effectiveness assessment according to 
the Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) which has been used as basis for proposing 
various risk control options for implementation at IMO. 
Central in the e-Navigation concept is reliable and automated communication and 
information exchange, which rely on a common maritime data structure (CMDS). When 
relevant, it will make use of the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) 
standard for hydrographical data [7, 8]. 
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1.2. THE e-MARITIME STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK (EMSF) 
e-Navigation is not intended to cover commercial interests, but commercial users may 
expect services and capacity for carrying additional information to improve operational 
efficiency of shipping as well as improving the safety and security of navigation. Such a 
system for adding maritime commercial interests to e-Navigation is often referred to as e-
Maritime. E-Maritime thus includes e-Navigation and promotes the use of all maritime 
data and information, distributed through ICT, to facilitate maritime transport and provide 
value added services. Hence, e-Maritime aims at both reducing costs for shipping and 
coastal states and at delivering benefits for the commercial shipping industry. 
The e-Maritime Strategic Framework is a target model for maritime transport pertaining 
to common industry interests and business benefits to be realized in short or long term. 
It includes a description of processes, actors, rules, information flows and other domain 
entities. In particular, it will describe information exchange requirements for different 
user communities and explain how these can be achieved through appropriate processes, 
standards and policies. The specification of the e-Maritime Strategic Framework is 
addressed in the eMar deliverable D1.3 [9]. 
The e-Maritime Strategic Framework is used by an e-Maritime Ecosystem which 
supports the execution of various e-Maritime applications built up from elementary e-
Maritime services. The interrelationships between the main e-Maritime components are 
shown in figure 1. The EU-funded research project eMar has been initiated to support 
the development and specification of the e-Maritime Strategic Framework (Project 
website: www.emarproject.eu/).  
 
Figure 1 - e-Maritime components 
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1.3. THE eMAR ECOSYSTEM 
The eMar Ecosystem should support the implementation of the e-Maritime Strategic 
Framework, utilizing existing technologies and components. It should provide a 
repository for e-Maritime application and services, a run-time environment that supports 
the operation and interaction with the e-Maritime applications and a software 
development environment for producing additional applications and to integrate with 
existing ones. The eMar architecture and base software platform are outlined in the 
eMar deliverable D2.1 [10]. 
A Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) will be adopted to support functional 
reusability and independence of technology. An e-Maritime service is an elementary 
piece of software that may be used as building blocks for e-Maritime applications. It is 
interoperable software which translates directly from the e-Maritime Framework.  
The eMar Ecosystem will provide connectivity and security services to support different 
categories of users and application developers. Furthermore, shared information and 
knowledge will be provided and semantic services will be developed within the eMar 
project to give all actors a common understanding of relevant concepts, processes and 
object within the e-Maritime system. This includes an e-Maritime ontology with the 
formal terminology of all information exchange between all stakeholders as specified by 
the e-Maritime Strategic Framework, support for semantic annotation of e-Maritime 
web services, support for run-time interoperability among different platform users and 
maritime transport specific interface-based mechanisms for automated discovery and 
integration of suitable services. 
The e-Maritime applications consist of software components and data feeds that 
perform meaningful functions in maritime transportation. Reference e-Maritime 
applications will be developed for improved business, supporting port operations, ship 
operations and transport logistics, and for interfacing with administrations and 
regulatory systems. 
1.4. A MARITIME COMMON REPORTING SCHEMA (CRS) 
In order to support semantic interoperability in information exchange, there is a need for 
agreeing on data types and code lists. Hence, the development of a common reporting 
schema (CRS) for maritime was initiated in the EU-project e-Freight (Project website: 
http://www.efreightproject.eu/) and is being continued and extended in the eMar project. 
The e-Freight project focused on promoting a standard framework for freight 
information exchange, and important components are a single European transport 
document for carriage of goods, a single window concept for all forms of reporting to 
all authorities and the e-Freight connectivity infrastructure. A common reporting 
schema was developed, and it was strongly recommended that this CRS should be 
accepted as standard interface for the national single windows. Standardization is 
deemed important for industry take-up of the framework [11]. However, even though e-
Freight is Eurocentric, the inherent international nature of shipping makes global 
standardization an important success factor and it is recommended to aim for a common 
standard in the international communities.  
The common reporting schema is a single, standardized, electronic reporting document 
that includes all information fields that are necessary and sufficient for reporting to 
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Authorities in all member states; it defines the structure and content of information that 
must be reported. It could be extended to include elements other than freight-related 
information, which is currently being investigated within eMar.  
1.5. eMAR APPLICATIONS 
The SafeSeaNet (SSN; URL: http://emsa.europa.eu/operations/safeseanet.html) is 
important for the development of e-Maritime. SSN is a vessel traffic monitoring and 
information system established as a centralized European platform for maritime data 
exchange between maritime authorities across Europe. Maritime authorities may 
provide and receive information of ships, ship movements and hazardous cargo through 
the SSN, where information are collected from AIS-based position reports and 
notification messages sent to designated authorities in participating countries. The 
overall objective is to enhance maritime safety, port and maritime security, marine 
environmental protection and the efficiency of maritime traffic and maritime transport.  
The SSN architecture includes a European Index Server (EIS) which acts as a secure 
and reliable index system within a network where users can provide and/or request data. 
The EIS is able to locate and retrieve information on vessels related to one member state 
upon a request made by another. The main notification reports submitted to SSN are 
Ship Notification (ships’ voyage and cargo information), Port Notification (ships bound 
for a specific port), Hazmat Notification (ships carrying of hazardous materials) and 
Incident Report (information on a specific incident). Users may exchange messages 
through two different interfaces, i.e. an XML-based interface allowing applications of 
member states to communicate programmatically with SSN (automatically between 
systems) and a browser-based web interface that enables users to visualize the 
information stored in EIS. 
The National Single Window (NSW) is a means to provide operators with a single point 
of contact for all reporting requirements relating to vessel movement and cargo and that 
the relevant information is transmitted automatically to the various national authorities, 
SSN, e-Customs etc. National Single Windows by different nations are being developed 
with different national approaches and is influenced by developments in SSN, e-
Customs and output from research projects. For example, e-Freight is developing a 
National Single Window for Latvia as well as a common reporting interface to link 
businesses to NSWs and this will serve as a baseline for the work in eMar.   
2. e-MARITIME SOLUTIONS FOR COOPERATION IN SAFETY, SECURITY 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT  
In the following, some suggestions of potential e-Maritime services based on current 
services and on-going and recent research projects will be briefly outlined. It is 
emphasized that this selection of possible services is not exclusive; the intention is 
merely to give some examples of possible e-Maritime services to demonstrate its 
attractiveness for the maritime industries. 
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2.1. EMERGENCY RESPONSE SERVICES (ERS) 
Many classification societies offer voluntary emergency response services to aid ships 
in distress, although the ERS is not a part of the core class services. A brief discussion 
on the role of classification societies in casualty management is presented in [12] and 
the description below pertains to the DNV ERS (URL:  
http://www.dnv.com/industry/maritime/servicessolutions/consulting/ers).  
The main idea of the emergency response services is to provide advisory on appropriate 
actions in case of an emergency. Calculations regarding stability, residual strength, 
ground forces and residual buoyancy in damaged conditions, as relevant, are performed 
and situations where the vessel’s survivability is at risk may be evaluated. The ERS 
communicates directly with the client through dedicated communication lines, and may 
share information with other parties involved, e.g. classification services, the port state 
or the flag state, upon request from the client.   
Upon subscription of the emergency response services, 3D computerized models 
(NAPA-model) of the vessel should be prepared in advance and submitted to the 
onshore emergency response centre. If damage occurs, the ERS need to receive damage 
reports and the loading condition of the vessel. As an option, the loading conditions 
may be reported upon every departure and archived at the ERS so that the actual loading 
condition at the time of an accident can be estimated without delay. This information is 
combined with up-to-date information about local weather conditions and tides as well 
as AIS data for nearby vessels that may be called for assistance. 
Typically, emergency response services provide advice based on stability and strength 
calculations and may determine whether a damaged ship will survive the actual 
damages. The need for partial or full cargo discharge or re-stow can be evaluated and 
advice on time to capsize can be given to support decisions of the safest action. In case 
of fire, the effect of fire fighting water on the strength, stability and residual buoyancy 
of the vessel can be evaluated to advice on the amount of water that can be used in the 
fire fighting.  
The emergency response service can also provide services in the post-emergency phase 
by performing calculations to support salvage operations and calculations to support 
transit to repair yards. Moreover, loading conditions for docking the ship after damage 
may be prepared.   
The actual information that needs to be exchanged during an emergency situation 
depends on the ship type and specific ship particulars as well as on the accident scenario, 
and this information needs to be combined with the digital ship models and other 
relevant information and imported into the ERS tools and software.  
The emergency response service involves critical information exchange between the 
ship and shore and between different shore-based stakeholders during emergency 
situations and also exchange of information prior to and following an incident (e.g. 
digital ship models upon subscription, possibly regular reports on loading conditions 
and post-accident information related to repair and docking operations). Hence, it is 
believed that such services could benefit from integration within the eMar Ecosystem 
and that it is a prospective e-Maritime service for cooperation in safety and 
environmental protection.   
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Emergency preparedness services are a related set of services for gap analyses and 
assessments of incident response plans and procedures for ensuring safety and 
preparedness in advance of en incident. Typically such emergency response plans are 
based on training, exercises, resource management, personnel qualifications and 
standardized systems as well as a well reflected implementation structure. Possibly, 
such services could also be provided via the eMar Ecosystem.   
2.2. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SERVICES 
Environmental performance has recently become important for maritime transportation 
and the shipping industry is offered a wide range of environmental services for 
demonstrating environmental performance and promoting this as a competitive 
advantage.  
The triple-E rating scheme provides a rating from 4 to 1, with 1 being the highest, based 
on an independent verification of the environmental performances of a ship (URL: 
http://www.dnv.com/industry/maritime/servicessolutions/consulting/triple-e/). The key 
elements in this scheme are  
• Environmental management system in place and implemented 
• Energy efficient operation is a part of policies, action plans and daily operations 
• Energy efficient ship design 
• Verifiable monitoring, measurements and documentation schemes.  
The steps involved in a triple-E rating of a ship are typically the establishment of a 
contract, the ship owner’s self-assessment, third party verification and issuance of a ship 
specific triple-E rating declaration. Guidelines, supporting documents and tools are 
provided upon signing of the contract. The triple-E rating is published on the internet 
and voluntary renewal and upgrading may be requested at any time.  
The Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) has been made mandatory for new ships 
with the aim of promoting the use of more energy efficient, and hence less polluting, 
equipment and engines [13]. The EEDI is non-prescriptive and dictates performance 
requirements in terms of grams of CO2 emission per capacity-mile. Three important 
guidelines have since been adopted related to EEDI, i.e. the guidelines on the method of 
calculation of the attained EEDI for new ships [14], the guidelines on survey and 
certification of the EEDI [15] and guidelines for calculation of reference lines for use 
with the EEDI [16]. 
At the same time, the Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) was made 
mandatory for all ships, and guidelines for the development of a SEEMP were adopted 
[17]. The SEEMP is an operational measure that establishes a mechanism to improve 
the energy efficiency of a ship in a cost-effective manner. The Energy Efficiency 
Operational Indicator (EEOI) may for example be used as a monitoring tool for ship 
performance over time [18]. This indicator enables operators to measure fuel efficiency 
of the ship in operation and to assess the effect of any changes in operation such as 
improved voyage planning or the introduction of technical measures.   
In order to assist in structured reporting of emissions to air, en environmental 
accounting system – Nauticus Air – has been developed by DNV. Nauticus air provides 
a method for ship owners and operators to monitor their emissions to air. It is a system 
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for registration of fuel consumption, transported cargo and the distance sailed. The 
EEOI can then be calculated on a day-by-day basis or for a selected period, e.g. for each 
voyage leg, and displayed in graphical charts. Air emissions such as SOx, NOx, PM and 
CH4 will be reported.  
Using this tool, the computed indicator values can be compared for a fleet, for sister 
ships or for specific periods of time (e.g. voyages). In this way, it may be used to 
minimise the emissions and help drive the industry towards higher energy efficiency 
and lower emissions.  
The Nauticus Environment is an extended environmental performance system that 
covers additional environmental aspects of the operation beyond air emissions. In 
addition to the EEOI it includes aspects such as discharges to sea, ballast water, 
chemicals and waste handling. It hence provides a more complete overview of the ship’s 
environmental profile, which can be benchmarked against industry best practices to 
document and profile environmental performance internally and externally.  
Environmental monitoring services, such as the triple-E rating scheme and the Nauticus 
Air and Nauticus Environment tools involves exchange of operational data between the 
ship, a shore-based service provider and the ship operator’s shore-based offices. 
Furthermore, documentation may need to be shared with charterers, authorities and 
other stakeholders upon request. It is therefore believed that these types of services 
could benefit from integration within the eMar Ecosystem, and that these could be 
examples of e-Maritime solutions for cooperation in maritime environmental risk 
management. 
2.3. VOYAGE OPTIMISATION SERVICES  
NavTronic is a recently completed EU-funded research project that developed a novel 
routing optimization system for safer, more efficient and environmental friendly 
maritime trade [19]. It aims at providing a holistic routing optimization taking safety, 
time of arrival, fuel consumption, air emission, comfort and fatigue into account. It 
would involve on-board dynamic and static sensors, utilize forecasted and measured 
metocean data such as waves wind and currents and have self-learning capabilities by 
way of neural networks. 
The NavTronic service has a onshore control centre with access to different data sources 
and the ability to communicate with the ships, where there will be an offshore 
integration platform and on-board sensors. The offshore integration platform will be 
located onboard the ship and can access data from the vessel data recorder (VDR) as 
well as communicate with the onshore control centre, for example over the internet. The 
NavTronic system will integrate local ship borne real-time sensor data and near real-
time remote sensing observations with numerical weather prediction data delivered 
through the onshore control centre. Locally collected sensor data may include 
measurements of waves, wind, surface current, fuel consumption and other parameters.  
The route optimization includes a sail planning module coupled with evolutionary 
algorithm software that generates different candidate sail plan solutions. These 
candidates are evaluated iteratively until converging to a set of recommended routes. An 
estimated time of arrival and the expected fuel consumption will be associated with 
each route. The sail planning module will be run on the onshore control centre and will 
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be initiated whenever a request for a sail plan is received, either directly from the ship 
of from the operating company. It utilizes several sub-modules such as the metocean, 
hydrodynamic and propulsion (propeller and engine) sub-modules.  
The metocean sub-module continually assesses the performance of a number of 
numerical weather prediction models and the most consistent model in the period 
preceding a ship passage will be selected as initial input to the sail planner. The 
hydrodynamic sub-module predicts hull performance under the forecasted metocean 
conditions for the passage. The propulsion sub-module includes the propeller and 
engine models and required propulsion will be calculated based on the ships resistance 
and the selected speed, to determine the expected engine operating characteristics and 
fuel consumption. In addition, various constraints might be set, e.g. not allowing 
unrealistic sail plans due to higher speeds than the engine can provide in the relevant sea 
states or avoiding hazardous areas (no-go areas e.g. due to shallow waters, ice or 
forecasted extreme weather condition). 
Another main module of the NavTronic system is the monitoring and analysis module, 
and this will constantly monitor the sail plan performance and the sub-module 
performances. Different post-voyage analyses, comparing expected and measured 
performances, will be used to automatically improve the sail plan model. Moreover, an 
optimization module will provide multi-objective optimization of the sail plans based on 
some optimizing strategy. The modular construction of the system will permit inclusion 
of additional modules and sensors in future developments, and a set of secondary 
modules are identified for future improvements of the system, e.g. the emission model 
and the hull fatigue model.  
The NavTronic system, offering route optimization services from a control centre 
onshore to sailing ships based on various onshore, onboard and remote data sources, is 
believed to be an obvious candidate for integration with the eMar Ecosystem. It 
involves a significant amount of information exchange between ship and shore, with 
respect to data exchange as well as service requests, negotiations and delivery.   
2.4. OBSERVATION AND PROTECTION OF CRITICAL MARITIME 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
Parts of the functionality of the NavTronic system outlined above are based on 
functionality developed in the previous EU-project SecTronic (Project website: URL: 
http://www.sectronic.eu/). SecTronic is a security system for ships, other maritime 
infrastructure, ports and coastal zones, exploiting communication lines between an 
onshore control centre and remote sensing systems of critical maritime infrastructures. 
The main idea is to network all accessible means of observation, from offshore, onshore, 
air and space, of the infrastructures under surveillance via the onshore control centre. 
End-users and permitted third parties should be able to access a composite of the 
observations in real-time so that the protective measures can be taken in security-critical 
situations. It is believed that such a system for cooperation on maritime security could 
benefit from integration within the eMar Ecosystem. 
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2.5. SHIP REPORTING SERVICES 
The DNV Navigator service is a software service aiding the mariners with information 
exchange between ship and shore. It simplifies the port clearance procedures and helps 
ensure that the crew on board a ship has the right information whenever it is needed.  
The port manager is the core of the DNV Navigator service, providing vessels with 
timely and correct information and forms according to the Port State Authorities’ 
requirements. The main aim is to reduce paperwork on the bridge, simplify and speed 
up the ship to shore reporting, ensure smoother port clearance procedures, reduce delays 
and possible penalties during port calls and ultimately to ensure safer navigation by 
allowing the master to focus on his main navigational tasks. The information is 
structured and combined in a way to make it easily accessible through port entry and 
departure checklists.  
More than 1200 port clearance forms are currently available, covering 10 000 ports, 
terminals and pilot stations in more than 180 countries. These are programmatically 
linked to the logs and the databases of the vessel. In this way, pre-filled forms with the 
relevant data automatically appear as soon as they are opened, reducing the time needed 
for preparation of such reports to a minimum. Included are inter alia eNOAD 
(Electronic Notice of Arrival/Departure. URL: https://enoad.nvmc.uscg.gov/) reporting 
to the US Coast Guard as well as electronic reporting to many other countries.  
In addition to the port state reports, the DNV Navigator report generator may generate 
company specific forms, environmental reporting forms and daily reports meeting 
requirements from the charterers. Some examples of generated reports are shown in 
Figure 2. Standard xml-based data interfaces are used for data sharing and integration 
with other software systems. 
Figure 2 - Some forms generated by the report generator 
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The core service is supplemented with different optional modules. The passage planner 
module is a tool designed to assist the navigation officer in the voyage-planning process. 
The work and rest hours module is a tool for registering planned and executed work 
hours and provides a cost-effective way of demonstrating compliance with relevant 
regulations on seafarers’ rest hours. The fleet manager module facilitates data exchange 
between vessels via the office and distribution of information from the office to the 
vessels. It consists of two parts, one for the vessel and one for the office. Data is easily 
exported to Excel for transfer to the office and all ship data is stored and maintained in 
the office for use in planning for individual ships or the fleet as a whole.  
In particular two parts of the DNV Navigator service are relevant for interfacing with 
the eMar Ecosystem and hence being offered as e-Maritime services. These are the on-
board data base (‘Data Entry and Logs’) containing ship specific data and the port 
papers and forms used for reporting and communication from ship to shore.  
Depending on requirements defined by the authorities or other parties, completed forms 
and reports may be submitted electronically in different formats. If Internet is available 
secure online data submission is possible, otherwise the electronic files may be 
submitted by e-mail. In either case, the DNV Navigator is identified as a potential e-
Maritime service that could gain added value from interfacing with the eMar Ecosystem.  
2.6. DYNAMICAL NAVIGATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT 
A dynamical risk model with the aim of reducing the risk of coastal oil spills from ships 
has been developed in previous research projects [20, 21]. The model is intended to be 
used at a shore-based VTS centre (Vessel Traffic Service) for assessment of risk levels 
of individual oil tankers sailing along a specific coastal stretch. Comparison of ships in 
the relevant area can support decisions on which ships to focus attention on. It is 
suggested that this will make ship traffic monitoring at a VTS more intelligent by 
differentiating between vessels in terms of the risk of environmental pollution. 
The model is based on linking AIS data such as position, course and speed, identity, 
ship type and dimensions, destination, cargo and keel depth with other sources of data 
in order to indicate the vessel risk level. The risk in each case is estimated based on 
information from a number of sources. A particular focus is given to drift grounding 
where the risk is estimated based on real-time ship position, ship drift modelling and 
real-time tug position data. 
The model is extended to include dynamic information about the ship’s immediate 
surroundings and operating environment in order to provide real-time risk assessment 
and also short-term risk forecasts [21]. An environmental sensitivity index and an oil 
type significance index are introduced to describe the vulnerability of an oil spill.    
Operational procedures may utilize this risk model for dynamical prioritisation of ships 
and divert most attention to high-risk ships. For example, various attention thresholds 
could be established based on this model dictating either a heightened level of 
monitoring or even initiation of risk reduction measures, e.g. rerouting of vessels, 
deployment of escort tugs and positioning of contingency resources. With the extension 
of the vulnerability of the coastal areas, different geographical locations can also be 
differentiated. Thus, the system combines information about high- and low-risk ships 
with vulnerable and less vulnerable areas and hazardous and safe weather conditions. 
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A screenshot from a demonstrator of this service is shown in figure 3: High risk vessels 
are identified and can be given special attention at the VTS centre. 
 
Figure 3 - Web-based demonstrator for a dynamical 
risk management service at a VTS centre 
 
 
This service involves real-time data exchange between ships and shore, combined with 
information from other data sources to enhance coastal safety. Hence, it is believed that 
this and related services could benefit from integration with the eMar Ecosystem. 
2.7. e-CLASS SERVICES 
Classification of ships is conducted according to the classification rules (see e.g. [22]) 
and any other standards to which reference therein are made. Furthermore, classification 
societies are often delegated the certification of ships according to IMO conventions, in 
addition to issuing class certificates and keeping track of survey status. Classification 
societies are increasingly making use of e-services and the potential for integrating such 
and related services within the e-Maritime Ecosystem seems obvious. For example, for 
ships classed by DNV, most of the required information can be shared with the clients 
through the Internet web-based service DNV Exchange (URL:  
http://www.dnv.com/industry/maritime/dnvexchange/).  
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e-class or electronic classification is used to describe a possible future classification 
system where all documentation and required information are exchanged electronically 
between the classification society and its clients. It is easy to imagine a development 
towards electronic certificates and documents.  
However, future e-class services may extend beyond this and possibly include 
systematic collection of data. For example, reported defects may be kept in a central 
database and used in trend analyses, developing inspection strategies and for 
highlighting defects. It may help the classification societies issuing safety alerts and 
corrective actions when necessary. With an electronic system, the ship owners may be 
granted access to the in-service inspection program and may add data and use the 
electronic tool for their own follow up on the hull. A full overview of inspection results 
including e.g. cracks and other findings may be provided. In practice, the DNV 
exchange tool already fulfils much of this, and is an important step towards e-class.  
Future e-class services may also include condition monitoring of the hull and of 
machinery and critical components. This yields the advantage of monitoring and 
exchange of information between the ship and shore and may reduce the burden of 
surveys and improve the quality of inspections. Such a future classification regime 
could presumably benefit from being integrated with the eMar Ecosystem, which might 
provide a useful framework and interfaces in this regard. 
2.8. EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES 
The competence of seafarers and shore based personnel is important to ensure safe and 
environmental friendly shipping, and there are international regulations in force to 
ensure that seafarers are trained and qualified to carry out their duties on board [23, 24]. 
In response to these requirements from the maritime industry, there are a number of 
training facilities and programmes offered to shipping companies to ensure that 
prevailing regulations are always complied with and that the officers and other crew are 
qualified for their duties as seafarers. Services related to training include classroom, 
onboard and distance learning courses as well as supplementary services such as 
electronic libraries and services related to the administration of required personnel 
competence, training and career planning, keeping track of training profiles and records, 
monitoring and reporting of training and competences and screening and recruitment 
processes.  
Such services involve a notable amount of communication and data need to be 
exchanged between the ships, land based offices and training centres. It is therefore 
believed that these types of services could effectively be offered via integration within 
the eMar Ecosystem. 
3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has presented a survey into possible e-Maritime services related to 
information exchange for safety, security and environmental protection. Both existing 
services and current research initiatives have been investigated and a number of 
potential services are identified. These could benefit from exploiting the e-Maritime 
concept and added value can be obtained by offering the services within the e-Maritime 
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framework. This indicates that once such a framework is in place, it might be populated 
with relevant services and applications serving the maritime industry.  
However, agreement of common standards is deemed important for realizing the 
potential benefits from e-Maritime and for example the Common Reporting Schema 
could be accepted as an international standard to facilitate and speed up the 
implementation of e-Maritime services. 
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Abstract 
 
Helicopter operations are a vital part of search and rescue (SAR) operations, 
transportation of personnel and materials in offshore and military operations, etc. 
which is an important part of maritime system. Characteristics of safety procedures, 
crew capabilities and helicopter performance have important effects on the aviation 
safety management system (SMS). Aviation safety assessment based on conventional 
methods (e.g. probability risk assessment) may not be well suited for dealing with 
maritime systems having a high level of uncertainty. Nowadays, about ten percent of 
maritime accidents are caused by human related activities. Defining and evaluating the 
effecting factors could be a base for risk mitigation and/or reduction strategies 
development. This paper details possible caused factors related to human factor, 
helicopter type, weather conditions, heliport lighting and other surface conditions, etc. 
A fuzzy logic approach may be more appropriately used to carry out risk analysis in the 
initial design stages by providing proactive measures for reducing risks. Defined 
factors were modeled by the fuzzy logic approximation in order to develop a computer 
program for the risk assessment in helicopter maritime operations. Obtained results 
present efficient and practical methodology to assess factors related to humans and 
aviation organizations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Helicopter safety during the maritime operations has been constantly improving over 
the years. Even if the helicopter technology and pilot training have been improved over 
the years, accidents are still present. The environment and the specific requirements for 
piloting are strongly determined by the conditions and water closeness and/or closeness 
to coast. Nowadays, helicopter maritime accident frequency has increasing trend. 
Contemporary studies operations1 and reports2,3 show that the four risk factors are 
crucial in understanding helicopter safety: pilot, helicopter, environment and operations. 
Helicopter maritime operations present special way of flying over the water surface. It 
could be observed through several categories: for offshore platforms purposes, for 
surveillance close to shores, bays and close to land side, for emergency situations, 
specially search and rescue over the sea, for commercial public, private flights close to 
sea shore and military operations. Irrespective of the type of activities, several models 
could be provided for offshore helicopter transport flight accident data collection for 
risk estimation model development.4 
The following model is recommended for the risk estimation model: 
Individual risk (IR) per journey = In-flight IR + Take-off & landing (TO/L) IR 
In-flight IR = Accident frequency in-flight (per hour) × Flight time (hours) × Probability 
of fatal accident × Probability of death in fatal accident 
TO/L IR = Accident frequency in TO/L (per flight stage) × No of flight stages per 
journey × Probability of fatal accident × Probability of death in fatal accident 
Table 1 shows particular probabilities of fatal accidents, based on region and flight 
phase. The frequency is calculated based on number of occurrences per flight hour. 
Table 1 – Offshore helicopter transport flight accident data for risk 
estimation model 
 
Region Flight phase Frequency Unit 
Probability 
of fatal 
accident 
Probability 
of death in 
fatal accident 
North Sea 
In-flight 8.5x10-8 per flight hour 0.20 0.85 
Take-off and 
landing 4.3x10
-7 per flight hour 0.17 0.48 
Gulf of 
Mexico 
In-flight 8.5x10-8 per flight hour 0.33 0.59 
Take-off and 
landing 2.7x10
-8 per flight hour 0.24 0.49 
Rest of world 
In-flight 8.5x10-8 per flight hour 0.74 0.87 
Take-off and 
landing 2.7x10
-8 per flight hour 0.24 0.49 
Source: OGP (2010) 
2. HELICOPTER MARITIME OPERATIONS SAFETY 
Aviation industry defines hazard identification and safety risk management as the core 
processes involved in the management of safety. Traditional system safety is based on 
the consequences and the safety implications of technical aspects and particular 
components of the system under considerations whilst contemporary safety 
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management recognizes system safety based on hazard identification and safety risk 
management as a key driver in aviation system design and operation issues which also 
includes the role of human factor.5 
The importance of safety improvements could be seen on the sample of offshore 
helicopter operations comparing with other forms of transport used in the UK (e.g. car, 
train, pedal cycle).6 Table 2 shows average passenger fatality rates per billion passenger 
kilometers by transport mode from 1992 to 2001. 
Table 2 – Comparison of average passenger fatality rates per billion 
passenger kilometers by transport mode 1992-2001 
 
Transport mode Average passenger fatality rate per billion passenger kilometres 
Offshore helicopter 4.33 
Air transport 0.01 
Rail transport 0.4 
Car transport 3 
Motorcycle 106 
Pedal cycle 42 
Pedestrian 58 
Source: Burt (2004) 
The mitigation/elimination of risk is not only the issue related to the productivity of 
operations. It is also a meter of saving lives, staff, equipment and other resources which 
could bring the loss of system protection. Balancing productivity and protection requires 
depth cost-benefit assessment related to direct and indirect accident costs.7,8 
Furthermore, it presents a management dilemma for all aircraft types operations (large 
aircraft, general aviation, helicopter operations, etc.). Therefore, all aviation companies 
are forced nowadays to provide safety management system based on risk assessment 
building blocks. 
Risk assessment is a decision step based on combined severity and likelihood. Is the risk 
acceptable? The process may be complete when severity and likelihood are low and 
well controlled.9 Safety risk assessment is the analysis of the safety risks of the 
consequences of the hazards that have been determined as threatening the capabilities of 
an organization.10 
3. HELICOPTER SAFETY OCCURRENCES ACCIDENTS STATISTICS 
European Aviation Safety Agency11 provides annual safety report based on the statistics 
from 2002 to 2012. EASA provides statistical data related to helicopter operations. 
Before that helicopter's accidents were observed within the larger group as statistical 
data related to accidents which involved aircraft of take-off mass (MTOM) over 2,250 
kg in general aviation and aerial work operations.12  
Figure 1 shows the number of fatal accidents involving helicopters with maximum take-
off mass above 2,250 kg compared between operators in EASA MS and those in other 
regions (third country operators). EASA MS operators did not have any fatal accidents 
in 2012. For third country operators the number of fatal accidents in 2012 is equal to the 
3-year average for the period 2010-2012. 
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 Figure 1 – Number of fatal accidents in EASA MS and third country 
operated CAT helicopters, above 2,250 kg MTOM 
 
Source: EASA (2012) 
3.1. ACCIDENTS BY OPERATION TYPE 
Figure 2 shows the number of accidents by operation type in the period 2003-2012. The 
category “Passenger” has been further broken down to HEMS (Helicopter Emergency 
Medical Services), Air Taxi and Sightseeing. Conventional Passenger operations have 
the highest number of accidents in the 10 years period, closely followed by HEMS 
operations. 
Figure 2 – Number of accidents by operation type, EASA MS 
operated CAT helicopters, all mass categories, 2003-2012 
 
 
Source: EASA (2012) 
10% of the number of fatal accidents and 21% of the total number of fatalities happened 
in offshore operations compared to non-offshore operations in the period 2003-2012. In 
general, offshore operations are carried out with large helicopters which, when an 
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accident occurs, could give a larger number of casualties. So, although offshore 
helicopters have experienced fewer fatal accidents and fatalities, the ratio of fatalities to 
fatal accidents is higher for this type of helicopter operation (8.67 fatalities per fatal 
accident) than for non-offshore operations (3.63 fatalities per fatal accident). 
3.2. ACCIDENT CATEGORIES 
A fatal accident is defined as an accident that results in fatal injury to people and totally 
destroyed or damaged and not repaired helicopter. On the contrary, non-fatal accident is 
characterized by substantial damage and serious injuries, but not with fatal results. In 
order to assist in the identification of particular safety issues, one or multiple occurrence 
categories were assigned to helicopter accidents involving EASA MS operators. Figure 
3 shows that the category with the highest number of accidents is Loss of Control - In 
Flight (LOC-I) followed by System/Component Failure or Malfunction – Non-
Powerplant (SCF-NP) and System/Component Failure or Malfunction – Powerplant 
(SCF-PP). The category of SCF-NP includes accidents related to a malfunction of the 
gearbox. Accidents in the category “Collision with Obstacles during Take-off and 
Landing” (CTOL) include all accidents during take-off and landing where the main or 
tail rotor collided with objects on the ground. This category tends to apply to helicopters 
when the aircraft operate in confined areas close to obstacles. The highest number of 
fatal accidents involved the occurrence categories LOC-I, CFIT and LALT. 
Figure 3 – Occurrence categories for fatal and non-fatal accidents 
EASA MS operated CAT helicopters, all mass categories, 2003-2012 
 
 
Source: EASA (2012) 
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Categories (Fig. 3): 
USOS – Undershoot/Overshoot; RAMP – Ground Handling; ICE – Icing; GCOL – 
Ground Collision; EXTL – External Load Related Occurrence; AMAN – Abrupt 
Maneuver; ADRM – Aerodrome; FUEL – Fuel Related; LOC-G – Loss of Control - 
Ground; TURB – Turbulence Encounter; ARC – Abnormal Runway Contact; CTOL – 
Collision with Obstacles during Take-off and Landing; UIMC – Unintended Flight in 
Instrument Meteorological Conditions; SEC – Security Related; MAC – Airprox/TCAS 
Alert/Loss of Separation/Near Midair Collisions/Midair Collision; EVAC – Evacuation; 
OTHR – Other; UNK – Unknown or Undetermined; WSTRW – Windshear or 
Thunderstorm; SCF-PP – System/Component Failure or Malfunction (Powerplant); F-
POST – Fire/Smoke (Post-Impact); SCF-NP – System/Component Failure or 
Malfunction (Non-Powerplant); LALT – Low Altitude Operations; CFIT – Controlled 
Flight into or Toward Terrain; LOC-I – Loss of Control - Inflight. 
 
 
For the 5 occurrence categories with the highest total number of accidents, Figure 4 
shows the number of accidents for light (MTOM 0-2,250 kg) and heavy (MTOM above 
2,250 kg) helicopters. It is only in LOC-I that the number of accidents is higher for the 
light helicopters, in the other 4 categories there are a higher number of accidents with 
heavy helicopters. 
Figure 4 – Top 5 occurrence categories of fatal and non-fatal 
accidents in helicopters above and below 2,250 kg MTOM, 2003-
2012 
 
 
Source: EASA (2012) 
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Table 3 – Helicopter accident statistics by EASA 
 
Aircraft 
category Period 
Total 
number of 
accidents 
Number of 
fatal 
accidents 
Number of 
fatalities on 
board 
Number of 
ground 
fatalities 
Helicopters 
2007-2011 
(average per 
year) 
56.2 8.2 18.0 0.6 
2012 37 6 15 1 
Source: EASA (2012) 
4. HELICOPTER MARITIME OPERATIONS SAFETY - FUZZY LOGIC 
MODELING 
The aim of hazard identification and risk assessment is to have a level of risk which is 
tolerable and as low as reasonably practicable. A hazard is an event that has the 
potential to result in damage or injury whilst a risk is the likelihood that damage or 
injury will result from the hazard and the severity of its consequences.10 It is 
responsibility of all helicopter operators to perform hazard identification and risk 
assessments. 
There is a prevailing opinion in the research community that the safety risk assessment 
based on conventional methods often is not reliable enough for complex processes 
characterized with numerous uncertain parameters. In such situations, the risk models 
using fuzzy logic approach with fuzzy if-then rules can show the qualitative aspects of 
human knowledge and reasoning without the need for precise quantitative analysis.  
The fuzzy logic theory is used to carry out the analysis presented in this paper for 
estimating the level of risk associated with daily offshore helicopter operations. These 
operations are usually concerned with providing flight services (transportation of 
personnel and material) to offshore installations like oil-rigs, research platforms and 
vessels. However, on any given day performance of the offshore helicopter operations is 
a function of many factors that can cause potentially hazardous situation. 
The factors that are taken into account for the fuzzy logic approximation of specific and 
general risk level which may be imposed in order to ensure adequate helicopter 
performance and to ensure that the risk exposure period is kept to a minimum, as well as 
their precise and expertly defined values, are as follows: 
1. Offshore helicopter type. The offshore helicopter types are categorized into the 
following Maximum Take-off Weight Authorized (MTWA) groups6: 
• Light twin < 2,730 kg MTWA (e.g. Bo 105); 
• Medium twin 2,730 to 5,700 kg MTWA (e.g. Dauphin and S76); 
• Heavy twin > 5,700 kg MTWA (e.g. S61 and Super Puma); 
• Extra heavy twin > 20,000 kg MTWA (e.g. Chinook). 
This categorization is used for defining the relevant fuzzy sets to present the existing 
types of helicopters performing the offshore activities (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 – Membership functions of fuzzy sets “Light twin”, 
“Medium twin”, “Heavy twin” and “Extra heavy twin” for defining 
offshore helicopter types 
 
 
 
2. Offshore distance. It is considered that higher risk level can be result of increasing the 
distance flown by helicopter from the shore. This distance is conditioned by the 
helicopter activity and its average value is 100 NM. Table 4 shows criteria used to 
evaluate distance from the shore. 
Table 4 – Offshore distance evaluation criteria 
 
Linguistic variable Fuzzy number 
Short (-50 0 50 100) 
Medium (50 100 150) 
Long (100 150 200 250) 
 
 
3. Meteorological conditions. Factors to be considered in determining the 
meteorological conditions when dealing with offshore helicopter operations mainly 
include speed and direction of wind and restrictions to visibility.  
The Beaufort Wind Scale served as the basis for defining the membership functions of 
the corresponding fuzzy sets (Figure 6), while the visibility is defined through the 
linguistic variables “very low”, “low” and “good” that support the VFR weather 
minimums for helicopters expressed in statute miles (Figure 7). 
Figure 6 – Membership functions of fuzzy sets “Breeze”, “Gale” and 
“Storm” for defining wind speed 
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Figure 7 – Membership functions of fuzzy sets “Very low”, “Low” 
and “Good” for defining visibility 
 
 
 
4. Helideck motions. The motions of the helideck are the dominating factors for 
helicopter operations offshore. The measure for motion severity to be established for the 
helicopter landing and stability on deck is strongly dependent on the ship size, loading 
condition and stability as well as on the location of the helideck.13 The motion limits 
have been specified in terms of a maximum pitch and roll (+3°) and heave amplitude (1 
m/s),14 which were used as criteria to assess their acceptability (Figures 8 and 9). 
Figure 8 – Membership functions of fuzzy sets “Acceptable” and 
“Unacceptable” for defining limit of pitch and roll rate 
 
 
 
Figure 9 – Membership functions of fuzzy sets “Acceptable” and 
“Unacceptable” for defining limit of heave rate 
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5. Human factors. Due to high percentage of helicopter accidents caused by human 
factors, it is extremely important to consider this issue when assessing the level of 
risk.15 In this paper, human factor is considered to be the experience of a pilot 
performing the helicopter operations offshore expressed through his flight hours. Table 
5 shows criteria used to evaluate pilot experience. 
Table 5 – Human factors evaluation criteria 
 
Linguistic variable Fuzzy number 
Weak (-3000 0 1500 3000) 
Average (1500 3000 4500) 
Good (3000 4500 6000 9000) 
 
 
After identification of all factors that can generate hazard in offshore helicopter 
operations, risk level can be determined as fuzzy linguistic variable which can take one 
of the categories shown in Figure 10 (i.e. “very low”, “low”, “moderate”, “high”, 
“critical”). 
Figure 10 – Membership functions of fuzzy sets “Very low”, “Low”, 
“Moderate”, “High”, “Critical” for defining level of risk 
 
 
 
Thus, the fuzzy logic system developed in this paper is based on seven fuzzy input 
variables and one fuzzy output variable (Figure 11). 
Figure 11 – Fuzzy logic system for risk assessment of offshore 
helicopter operations 
 
 
This model assumes 1296 fuzzy rules describing the dependency between the defined 
input factors and output variable. For each rule, fuzzy inference system gives relevant 
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output indicating level of risk associated with offshore helicopter operations. For 
example, one of the obtained results of the presented model for fuzzy risk assessment is: 
IF Offshore helicopter type is 12,500 kg AND Offshore distance is 100 NM AND Wind 
is 30 kts AND Visibility is 3 SM AND Pitch and roll rate is 2° AND Heave rate is 1 
m/s AND Pilot experience is 3000 flight hrs THAN Risk level is Very high. 
Following two graphs presented in Figures 12 and 13 depict the influence of the 
combination of offshore distance and helicopter type on the risk level and the 
correlation between meteorological conditions (wind and visibility) and risk level, 
respectively. As it can be seen from Figure 12, the risk level increases with increasing 
both, the distance from the shore and helicopter maximum take-off weight (used for 
offshore helicopter categorization). In addition, it was demonstrated that risk level is 
highly dependent on the weather conditions as well (Figure 13). The enhancement of 
wind speed (from calm condition to 60 knots) and reduction of visibility expressed in 
statute miles on Figure 13, result in increasing the level of risk of an offshore helicopter 
operation. 
Figure 12 – Influence of offshore distance and helicopter type on risk 
level 
 
 
Figure 13 – Influence of meteorological conditions on risk level 
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 Authors decided to analyze variety of parameters related to recorded casual factors 
through several categories: helicopter, geographical positioning, environmental and 
human factors. Therefore, the model consists of 1296 fuzzy rules which finally provide 
risk level. The obtained result presents basis for safety risk tolerability matrix, and 
generally shows diversion of parameters mutual influence and their classification by 
tolerability (intolerable, tolerable or acceptable region). Furthermore this is the first 
fundamental of safety risks in aviation – safety risk management. 
Safety risk management is a generic term that encompasses the assessment and 
mitigation of the safety risks of the consequences of hazards that threaten the 
capabilities of an organization, to a level as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP). 
The objective of safety risk management is to provide the foundation for a balanced 
allocation of resources between all assessed safety risks and those safety risks the 
control and mitigation of which are viable. Safety risk management is therefore a key 
component of the safety management process. Its added value, however, lies in the fact 
that it is a data driven approach to resource allocation, thus defensible and easier to 
explain.16 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The model which is presented in this paper imply the use of fuzzy logic approach in 
estimating the level of risk of an activity (here offshore helicopter operation). This 
approach approved to be very useful for obtaining the overall picture of the factors 
which affect the risk. The main advantage of the approach is that, in principle, all 
aspects relevant for the risk can be visualized and taken into account, relying on 
approximate human reasoning. Bearing in mind the increasing trend of helicopter 
maritime accident frequency, it is becoming extremely important to analyze and access 
all factors that have threatening effect on safety of these operations. It is demonstrated 
that the risk assessment model based on fuzzy modeling approach is a practical tool for 
describing major sources of risk, and it provides rough predictions for the risk reducing 
measures. 
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Abstract 
A collision takes place when a succession of errors results in two vessels coming into 
contact with each other. A certain period of time elapses from when such a situation 
commences until the collision actually happens. A particular moment will be reached 
when, no matter what either vessel does, it will not be possible to prevent the collision. 
That moment is designated as Reaction Limit Situation (RLS). The objective of the study 
is to determine the SLR to prevent collision between two vessels. 
The expected results will be obtained by running simulation tests for cases involving two 
vessels. The principal results will be to determine the RLS for models of simulated vessels 
in different conditions; to demonstrate that, with knowledge of this datum by both vessels, 
a collision could be avoided; and to determine the appropriate evasive manoeuvres to be 
taken if both vessels knew the RLS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Since the 1960's there have been many studies and technical advances on the avoidance 
of collisions between vessels. Various different lines of research are pursued in these 
studies, principally: 1. Assessment of the risk; 2. Studies to avoid collision; and 3. 
Trajectory planning1, 2. 
To date, the problem of preventing collisions between vessels has not been satisfactorily 
resolved by any of these lines of research. There are two main reasons for this failure 
(excepting the cases of ‘force majeure’ due to technical faults in situations where risk of 
collision exists): 
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1º Human error:  the responsibility for taking decisions in complicated situations 
always rests with the Officer of the Watch (OOW), and like any other person, 
the OOW can make mistakes3. 
 
2º Unreliability of automated systems: it is still not possible to have total 
confidence in those technical advances that allow a vessel to be steered 
automatically, without human intervention in the decision-making4, 5. 
2. FACTORS TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT IN A SITUATION OF RISK OF 
COLLISION 
Having reached this point, the question to ask is: What are the factors for those on board 
to take into account so that collisions do not occur?  
• Firstly, the person with the most responsibility is the OOW. What are the 
characteristics needed in an OOW for the officer to be prepared to act effectively 
in a compromised situation that might result in a collision? On this point we 
consider that there are three basic elements: adequate training6 familiarization with 
the equipment and navigation aids of the vessel, and experience in using them. 
• Secondly, the specific regulations that instruct the OOW how to act in those traffic 
situations in which two or more vessels may be involved: Collision Regulation 
Convention (COLREG)7 
• Thirdly, the information about what is happening, obtained either by the visual 
perception of the OOW, or from the equipment on board, such as the ARPA, GPS, 
AIS and ECDIS, with quantified data, such as the situation, the CPA, TCPA, DCPA 
and ROT. 
• The fourth point is the alarms: There is one type of alarm that gives warning of the 
malfunctioning of any part of the system, thus providing knowledge of the 
reliability of the system. There is another type that indicates the existence of a 
conflict that might become dangerous if the situation is not analysed and/or if 
appropriate action is not taken8 
• The fifth point is the communication between vessels by means of VHF, which 
enables the OOW to request direct information on the status and/or intentions of 
the other vessel. 
• In sixth place is the manoeuvrability of the vessel: knowledge of this will determine 
the capacity of response available to the OOW faced with a situation of risk.  
• Lastly, but no less important, are climatological conditions prevailing at the time 
when the potentially conflictive situation occurs (intensity and direction of the 
wind, direction of the sea, height of waves, visibility, strength and direction of the 
current). 
All these elements and factors will influence the decisions that the OOW must take. The 
OOW makes an analysis of the situation visually and by means of the available navigation 
aids; the OOW is warned and perceives the risk through the alarms; the OOW knows the 
rules that allow the correct action to be taken; and the OOW knows the evolving 
characteristics of the vessel and the environmental conditions of the moment.9 
We have now considered the diverse factors that influence the action possible when a 
situation of risk occurs, and we have seen that all, except for Force Majeure, have 
significant impact on the action finally taken by the OOW. 
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3.  SEQUENCE OF DECISION/ACTION BY THE OOW IN A SITUATION OF 
RISK OF COLLISION 
In continuation we consider the sequence of activities or duties undertaken by the OOW 
faced with a conflictive situation that may or may not end in a case of collision. The 
normal periods of the procedures carried out by the OOW would be the following: 
1. Period of vigilance on duty watch: Tracking of targets. 
2.  Detection and tracking of potentially dangerous targets. 
3.  Tracking of dangerous targets. 
4.  Decision-making and action-taking, the result of which may be: 
4.1. Correct action: Problem resolved. There is no collision. 
4.2. Incorrect action: Problem not resolved. Increase of risk. A collision situation 
will exist in function of the time remaining to be able to react with 
effectiveness. The outcome depends on a second correct action, on the 
capacity of the vessel for manoeuvring, and on the climatological conditions. 
4.3. No action is taken. Problem is not resolved. The risk increases exponentially. 
Even though finally the outcome may not be a collision, this always leads to 
a situation of danger. 
The studies carried out to date have considered the situation up to phase 4.11, 4, 10-12 .The 
object of these previous studies is that the correct action should be taken to prevent vessels 
fouling or colliding with each other, by whatever system is proposed. However, currently 
only the technical advances available in relation to the improvement and reliability of the 
data provided to the OOW by the equipment on board offer any effective assistance for 
collision prevention. However, the situations that may arise from the moment that an 
incorrect action is taken, or from no action being taken, have not received sufficient study. 
Figure 1 – Steps before a collision 
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4. CONCEPT OF THE REACTION LIMIT SITUATION (RLS) 
Generally a collision occurs due to a succession of errors or undesired events that result 
in both vessels coming into contact. By definition, a certain period of time elapses from 
when such a situation commences until the collision actually happens. However, a point 
in time will be reached when, whatever one or both vessels do, it will not be possible to 
avoid the collision. That moment is designated as Reaction Limit Situation (RLS). The 
RLS is defined as that instant in time after which, once passed, it will not be possible to 
avoid the collision between two vessels. The RLS will depend on the distance that exists 
between the vessels and their respective speeds, on the evolving capacity of the vessels 
to turn or stop, and on the prevailing climatological conditions. 
4.1 INFORMATION REQUIRED TO AVOID REACHING THE RLS 
To prevent a collision, the OOW has to avoid reaching the RLS for the vessel. The actions 
that an OOW can take so as not to reach the RLS are essentially actions on the steering 
and the propulsion of the vessel to execute an evasive manoeuvre. Currently, on the 
information possessed by the OOW it is not possible to determine the value (i.e. the 
precise timing) of the RLS. Indicated in the following part is the information that is 
currently available on board, and then the additional information that is required for the 
determination of the RLS. 
Currently the data available to the OOW to enable an analysis of a situation of the vessel 
with respect to another in the same vicinity are those represented in Table 1. 
Table 1 – Data currently available ti the OOW 
Data of the vessel itself Data of the other vessel Climate data 
Dynamic data:  
- Speed 
- Course 
- Situation 
Dynamic data: 
- Speed 
- Course 
- Situation 
- Bearing 
- Distance 
- CPA 
- TCPA 
- Wind, direction and 
strength 
- Sea, direction and 
strength 
Capacity of manoeuvre: 
- Restricted 
- Not restricted 
Capacity of manoeuvre: 
- Restricted 
- Not restricted 
 
Information of evolution: 
- Turning circles:  
a) Shallow waters 
Curves according to 
speed and angle of 
rudder. 
b) Deep waters Curves 
according to speed and 
angle of rudder. 
- Emergency manoeuvre 
- Stopping tracks  
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This information, however, does not provide anything new to the knowledge of the RLS.  
To be able to determine, or at least to approximate knowledge of the RLS, the OOW 
needs to know more, to have more data. What will these data comprise? 
The OOW knows what his own vessel is doing and can determine how it will react to 
action intended to prevent the vessel coming into contact with another. The OOW also 
knows what the other vessel is doing. But what the OOW does not know is how the other 
will to the situation of potential danger. For the OOW to have better know knowledge of 
when the RLS will be reached, more information is required. This information consists 
of knowing what each vessel will do, and of knowing how each vessel will react to a 
specific and imminent event. Therefore the new data that the OOW of a vessel should 
have on the other vessel are the data concerning the evolution of the other vessel's 
movement (i.e. its turning circles).  
As this study is being carried out in a situation of imminent collision, knowledge of the 
RLS is not in itself the determining factor. What is essential for the OOW to know is how 
to avoid the collision; in other words, what evasive manoeuvre must be taken so as not to 
collide with the other vessel, whether or not in conformity with the COLREG. 
It should be recalled that the new information to be provided to the OOW is knowledge 
of the evolution of the other vessel. But within this evolution we have to look for 
something that would serve as a tool for avoiding the collision. Being in a situation of 
imminent risk, the possible manoeuvres that the two vessels could make would need to 
be as effective as possible and taken in the shortest time possible; that is, each vessel 
should follow the particular turning circle at its current speed and with full rudder to either 
port or starboard as decided; with the purpose of managing to execute the manoeuvre in 
the shortest possible time and within the least space possible. 
If the OOW has knowledge of these data for his own and for the other vessel, this would 
be extremely valuable information for deciding the correct manoeuvre that must be 
executed. In short, this would be a useful tool for decision-making.  
With this information, the following would be the line of reasoning: 
If, for given conditions of wind and sea, the minimum turning circle of a vessel A were 
“X”, and that of the other vessel B were “Y” (both to port and to starboard), then: 
a) Danger of collision would exist if the two curves, one for each vessel, crossed or 
intersected. 
b) There would be no collision if the curves did not cross or intersect.  
Therefore, the correct manoeuvre to be executed by each vessel would be to follow the 
turning circles that did not intersect. 
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5.  CASES THAT MAY OCCUR 
The three kinds of collision situation that arise in navigation are:  
1. Vessels in a cross situation. 
2. Vessels in a overtake situation. 
3. Vessels in a head-on situation. 
For the three cases COLREG has clearly defined rules, stipulating what manoeuvre the 
vessels must execute and how they should do it, so as not to reach the situation with risk 
of a collision. However, it should be recalled that, in our case, this situation has already 
been reached and passed, and the two vessels are now at a moment in time when the risk 
of collision is very high.  
5.1. VESSELS IN A CROSS SITUATION 
In the situation of two vessels on trajectories that cross, figure 3, according to COLREG 
the vessel that sees the other vessel on its starboard side has to steer towards its stern, and 
the second has to maintain its course and speed. The supposition in this case is that, if 
neither vessel alters course, a risk of collision exists. Looking at the possible results 
previously stated, the following cases could apply: 
a) With sufficient advance notice vessel A goes hard to starboard and the vessel B 
keeps to the same course. Correct action. There is no risk of collision. 
b) One or both vessels execute an incorrect action, or generate doubt in the other 
vessel by not making a clear manoeuvre, even though it may be correct. The 
following cases can apply: 
b.1)  Vessel A goes hard to port and vessel B keeps to the same course. In this 
case in function of the new kinematics between the two vessels, the risk of 
collision may or may not disappear. What is certain is that, if the risk does not 
disappear, the RLS remains. So as not to reach the RLS, the OOWs have to take 
decisive action when their turning circles cross. In this case the cross would 
happen between vessel A's turning circle to starboard and vessel B's turning circle. 
Therefore, vessel A should make its turning circle to port, and vessel B to 
starboard. The RLS is not reached and both vessels stay clear of each other. 
b.2) Vessel A goes hard to port and vessel B keeps to the same course. Evidently 
the situation of collision risk is increased since the CPA is maintained and the 
TCPA diminishes. In order not to reach the RLS, vessel A must execute its 
minimum turning circle to port and vessel B to starboard, at the moment when 
vessel A's turning circle to starboard and vessel B's curve to port cross each other. 
b.3) Vessel A goes hard to starboard, and vessel B goes hard to port. This is 
perhaps the most complicated situation, since the trajectories can pass from 
potentially crossing to potentially meeting head-on. In this case, before having 
passed to the situation of meeting head-on, vessel A's turning circles to starboard 
will cross vessel B's curve to port. Therefore the correct evasive manoeuvres will 
be for vessel A to go hard to port and vessel B to go hard to starboard, since the 
two curves clear each other. 
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5.2. VESSELS IN A OVERTAKE SITUATION 
In section II of COLREG, Rule 13 makes abundantly clear the actions that two vessels 
must take in a overtake situation. However, it has been demonstrated that, in reality, 
vessels do not always comply with this Rule. Except in the extreme cases in which the 
faster vessel continues on the merging trajectory until it reaches and fouls the slower 
vessel, both vessels will be able to avoid reaching the RLS by attending to the crossing 
of their minimum turning circles, and manoeuvring to the turning circle that clears the 
other vessel's curve, figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 – Overtaken situation 
Figure 3 – Situation of 
trajectories that cross 
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5.3. VESSELS IN A HEAD-ON SITUATION 
This is perhaps the least conflictive situation since the manoeuvre of going hard to 
starboard by both vessels will resolve the problem. However the supposition in all the 
cases is that, after such action by the OOWs the risk of collision remains, figure 5. This 
means that one or both vessels will have executed an incorrect action. In that case the 
situation would change from head-on to cross each other. Therefore the correct evasive 
manoeuvre to avoid reaching the RLS would also be clear for both vessels, by executing 
the turning circle that leaves each vessel clear of the other. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
With the objective of determining the RLS, and what would have been the correct 
decision for the OOWs to take in the above three cases, we have proceeded in the 
following way: 
1.  Three real cases of collision have been taken, one in the situation of crossing 
trajectories, one in the situation of merging trajectories, and the third of trajectories that 
meet head-on.  
2.  Each case has then been simulated using the Navi-Trainer Professional 5000 simulator, 
Version 5.20. The simulation has made reproducing the steps followed by the vessels, 
maintaining the real times and speeds, and the same conditions of wind and sea stated in 
the official reports. It was not possible to simulate the actual vessels involved in these 
real cases because these were not included in our database of vessels. However vessels of 
similar characteristics have been used. 
Figure 5 – Head–on situation 
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3. For each vessel, we determined the turning circles with rudder put hard to the 
corresponding side – port or starboard – in accordance with the headings, speeds and 
climatological conditions prevailing in each case. 
4.   The RLS has been calculated for each case. 
5.  Having calculated the RLS the final stage was to analyse and determine the correct 
decisions that the OOWs should have taken, if they had had available the correct 
information on the manoeuvrability of the vessels. 
 
7. RESULTS 
7.1. CASE 1. CROSS SITUATION 
Brief description of the case 
In this case the situation simulated is the collision that took place between the high speed 
ferry MILENIUM DOS (vessel A) and the bulk carrier NEW GLORY (vessel B) in the 
Strait of Gibraltar on 13 January 201215.Vessel A was sailing at 25.4 knots on course 166, 
and turned to port 15 seconds before the collision. Vessel B was sailing at 15 knots on 
course 070 and turned to starboard approximately one minute before the collision. Since 
the models ships of the simulator were different from the real vessels, the variables have 
been adjusted so that the collision occurs at precisely the same time. The data of the two 
vessels have been recorded at intervals of 10 seconds. Thus in figure 6 the first symbol 
for each vessel is shown at its position 80 seconds before impact and the second symbol 
is at its position after 10 seconds have elapsed, and so on. 
Figure 6 – Collision trajectoiy – case 1 
 
 
- Situation 70 seconds before the collision, figure 7. With the information presented 
in the figure the following analysis can be made. Vessel A's turning circle to port 
is clear, so the vessel's OOW would be able to execute that manoeuvre to avoid 
the collision, even though vessel B may turn hard to port. Vessel B's turning circle 
to starboard is clear, so that vessel's OOW would be able to execute that 
manoeuvre to avoid the collision, even though vessel A may turn hard to 
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starboard. If vessel A turns to starboard and B turns to port the curves of evolution 
cross each other; however due to the difference of speed of the vessels and the 
vessels' different positions on their curves, a  collision would not have taken place. 
Therefore, 70 seconds before the collision any of the previous actions would have 
prevented the collision.  
Figure 7- Case 1- 70 seconds before the collision 
 
 
- Situation 60 seconds before the collision, figure 8. With the information presented 
the following analysis can be made. Vessel A's turning circle to port is clear, so 
that vessel's OOW would be able to execute that manoeuvre for avoid the Vessel 
B's turning circle to starboard is clear, so that vessel's OOW would be able to 
execute that manoeuvre to avoid the collision, even though vessel A may turn hard 
to starboard. If vessel A turns to starboard and B turns to port the curves of 
evolution cross each other; however due to the difference of speed of the vessels 
and the vessels' different positions on their curves, a collision would not have 
taken place. Therefore, 60 seconds before the collision any of the previous actions 
would have prevented the collision. 
Figure 8 - Case 1- 60 seconds before the collision 
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- Situation 50 seconds before the collision, figure 9. With the information presented 
the following analysis can be made. Vessel A's turning circle to port is clear, so 
the vessel's OOW would be able to execute that manoeuvre to avoid the collision, 
even though vessel B may turn hard to port. Vessel B's turning circle to starboard 
is clear, so that vessel's OOW would be able to execute that manoeuvre to avoid 
the collision, even though vessel A may turn hard to starboard. If vessel A turns 
to starboard and B turns to port the curves of evolution cross each other; however 
due to the difference of speed of the vessels and the vessels' different positions on 
their curves, a collision would not have taken place. Therefore, 50 seconds before 
the collision any of the previous actions would have prevented the collision.  
Figure 9 - Case 1 - 50 seconds before the collision 
 
- Situation 40 seconds before the collision, figure 10. With the information 
presented the following analysis can be made. Vessel A's turning circle to port is 
clear, so the vessel's OOW would be able to execute that manoeuvre to avoid the 
collision, even though vessel B may turn hard to port. Vessel B's turning circle to 
starboard is clear, so that vessel's OOW would be able to execute that manoeuvre 
to avoid the collision, even though vessel A may turn hard to starboard. If A turns 
hard to starboard and B hard to port, the curves of evolution cross and a collision 
takes place. Therefore, 40 seconds before the collision, the correct manoeuvres 
for avoiding the collision would be for vessel A to turn to port and vessel B to 
starboard. 
Figure 10 – Case 10- 40 seconds before the collision 
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- Situation 30 seconds before the collision, figure 11. With the information 
presented the following analysis can be made. Vessel A's turning circle to port is 
clear, so the vessel's OOW would be able to execute that manoeuvre to avoid the 
collision, even though vessel B may turn hard to port. Vessel B's turning circle to 
starboard is clear. However if vessel A holds its course a collision would take 
place. This indicates that whether vessel B goes hard to port or to starboard there 
could be a collision. In other words, vessel B has reached its RLS since the 
outcome no longer depends on any manoeuvre it may make, but on what vessel A 
may do. Therefore, 30 seconds before the collision only vessel A's turn hard to 
port would have prevented the collision 
 
Figure 11 – Case 1- 3 seconds before the collision 
 
 
- Situation 20 seconds before the collision, figure 12. With the information 
presented the following analysis can be made. As indicated in the previous figure, 
vessel B has reached its RLS, but vessel A has not. Therefore, 20 seconds before 
the collision, only vessel A's turn hard to port would have prevented the collision. 
Figure 12- Case 1- 20 seconds before the collision 
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- Situation 10 seconds before the collision, figure 13. With the information 
presented the following analysis can be made. Both vessels have reached their 
RLS. Whatever manoeuvre was executed at that instant by either vessel would not 
prevent the collision.  
Figure 13- Case 1- 20 seconds before the collision 
 
 
Summarising the preceding analysis we can state: 
1.  When the vessels are 40 seconds away from the collision, the manoeuvres 
required to prevent it would be for Vessel A to turn hard to port, and vessel B 
to turn hard to starboard. 
2.  When they are 30 seconds away from the collision, the fate of vessel B does 
not depend on itself, because it has reached its RLS. Only the manoeuvre of 
vessel A turning hard to port would prevent the collision. 
3.  When only 20 seconds remain before the collision happens, the vessels are in 
the same condition as when 30 seconds remained. That is, only the manoeuvre 
of vessel A turning hard to port would prevent the collision. 
4.  When the vessels are 10 seconds away from the collision, both vessels have 
reached their respective RLSs. In other words, the collision cannot be 
prevented. 
 
7.2. CASE 2. OVERTAKE SITUATION 
Brief description of the case. 
In this case, figure 14, the collision simulated is that which took place between the high-
speed ferry AVEMAR DOS (vessel A) and the ropax ATLAS (vessel B) in the Strait of 
Gibraltar on 28 November 200616. Vessel A was sailing at 25.4 knots on course 166, and 
turned to port 20 seconds before the collision. Vessel B was sailing at 15 knots making 
small changes of courses to starboard, but 15 seconds before the collision it turned sharply 
to starboard. Since the models ships of the simulator were different from the real vessels, 
the variables have been adjusted so that the collision occurs at precisely the same time. 
The data of the two vessels have been recorded at intervals of 10 seconds. Thus in figure 
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14 the first symbol for each vessel is shown at its position 120 seconds before impact, and 
the second symbol is at its position after 10 seconds have elapsed, and so on. 
Figure 14 – Collision trajectory – case 2 
 
 
- Situation 70 seconds before the collision, figure 15. With the information 
presented the following analysis can be made. Vessel A's turning circle to port is 
clear, so the vessel's OOW would be able to execute that manoeuvre to avoid the 
collision, whether vessel B turns either to port or starboard. Vessel A can turn to 
port or to starboard to avoid the collision, independently of the manoeuvre 
executed by vessel B. However if both vessels turn hard to starboard their curves 
would cross but due to the difference of speed of the vessels and their different 
positions, a collision would not take place. Therefore, 70 seconds before the 
collision, any of the previous actions would have prevented the collision. 
Figure 15 – Case 2- 70 seconds before the collision 
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- Situation 60 seconds before the collision, figure 16. This situation is similar to 
the previous one. It can be observed that if vessel A holds to its courses, as did 
in fact happen, there is a collision. 
Figure 16 – Case 2- 60 seconds before the collision 
 
 
- Situation 50 seconds before the collision, figure 17. At this moment, if vessel A 
turns to port or to starboard, the collision would be avoided. If A maintains its 
course and B turns to starboard the collision would take place. However, if B turns 
hard to port the collision would have been avoided. 
 
Figure 17- Case 2- 50 seconds before the collision 
 
 
- Situation 40 seconds before the collision, figure 18. Similarly the collision would 
be avoided if vessel A turns hard either to port or starboard. The collision only 
takes place if vessel A holds to its course and vessel B turns hard to starboard. 
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 Figure 18 – Case 2- 40 seconds before the collision 
 
 
- Situation 30 seconds before the collision, figure 19. Vessel A can turn hard to port 
or starboard and prevent the collision. If vessel B turns to starboard and vessel A 
holds to its course the collision takes place. If vessel B turns hard to port the 
collision will be avoided. 
Figure 19- Case 2- 30 seconds before the collision 
 
 
- Situation 20 seconds before the collision, figure 20. If vessel A turns hard to port 
independently of what vessel B may or may not do, the collision would take place. 
The only manoeuvre possible for vessel A independently of what  vessel B may 
do is to turn hard to starboard to avoid the collision. For vessel B the outcome no 
longer depends on its own actions: it has already reached its RLS. 
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Figure 20 – Case 2- 20 seconds before the collision 
 
 
- Situation 10 seconds before the collision, figure 21. For both vessels the outcome 
no longer depends on their own actions: both have reached their RLS. The only 
possibility of avoiding the collision would be if vessel A turns hard to starboard 
and vessel B to port. 
Figure 21 – Case 2- 10 seconds before the collision 
 
 
Summarising the preceding analysis we can state: 
1.  When the vessels are 40 seconds away from the collision, the manoeuvres 
required to prevent it would be for vessel A to turn to starboard, and vessel B to 
turn to port. 
2.  When 30 seconds remain until the collision, if vessel A turns hard to port or 
starboard the collision will be avoided. If vessel B turns hard to port the collision 
will be avoided. 
3.  When 20 seconds remain until the collision vessel B has reached its RLS, since 
whatever it does will affect the outcome. It depends on the manoeuvre that vessel 
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A may execute.  The only manoeuvre that would prevent the collision is for vessel 
A to go hard to starboard. 
4.  When the vessels are 10 seconds away from the collision, both vessels have 
reached their respective RLSs. In other words, the collision cannot be prevented 
independently. 
 
7.3. CASE 3 -  HEAD-ON SITUATION. 
Brief description of the case. 
In this case, figure 22, the collision simulated is that which occurred between the ropax 
CIUDAD DE CEUTA (vessel A) and the ropax CIUDAD DE TANGER (vessel B) in the 
Strait of Gibraltar on 16 July 200017. Vessel A was sailing at 19.4 knots on the course 
164, turning to starboard, with only small changes of courses until the moment of the 
collision. Vessel B was sailing at 15.4 knots, making small changes of courses to port 
until the moment of the collision. Since the model ships of the simulator were different 
from the real vessels, the variables have been adjusted so that the collision occurs at 
precisely the same time. The data of the two vessels have been recorded at intervals of 10 
seconds. Thus in figure 22 the first symbol for each vessel is shown at its position 60 
seconds before impact, and the second symbol is at its position after 10 seconds have 
elapsed, and so on. At the moment of the collision the wind was light from the east and 
the visibility was reduced by fog. 
Figure 22 – Collision trajectory – case 3 
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 - Situation 50 seconds before the collision, figure 23. Any evasive manoeuvre to 
port or to starboard executed by the vessels would have avoided the collision. 
Figure 23 – Case 3- 50 seconds before the collision 
 
 
- Situation 40 seconds before the collision, figure 24. Vessel A's turning circle to 
port, and vessel B's turning circle to starboard cross each other. If both vessels 
take this option the collision takes place. If vessel A executes the evasive 
manoeuvre of going hard to starboard and vessel B goes hard to port the collision 
is avoided. 
 
Figure 24 – Case3- 40 seconds before the collision 
 
 
- Situation 30 seconds before the collision, figure 25. The two vessels are in a 
similar situation. To avoid the collision vessel A must go hard to starboard and 
vessel B to port.  
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Figure 25 – Case 3- 30 seconds before the collision 
 
 
- Situation 20 seconds before the collision, figure 26. At this instant the collision 
could have been avoided if the vessels turned hard to different side. However both 
have already reached their RLS: the manoeuvres required to avoid the collision 
do not depend on just one of the vessels.  
 
Figure 26 – Case 3- 20 seconds before the collision 
 
 
Summarising the preceding analysis we can state: 
1. When 30 seconds remain until the collision, if vessel A turns hard to port or 
starboard the collision will be avoided. If vessel B turns hard to port the 
collision will be avoided. 
2. When 20 seconds remain until the collision, each vessel has reached its RLS, 
since whatever it does; the outcome will not depend on itself, but rather on the 
manoeuvre that the other vessel executes. 
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8.  CONCLUSIONS 
This study assumes that the information currently available for the OOWs is insufficient 
for the correct process of decision making when involved in a critical situation of 
collision. To solve this problem, the paper proposes which information should be 
accessible for the OOWs of ships in critical situation of collision. By testing simulators, 
this new information allows the calculation of the RLS of each vessel and the minimum 
turning circle, either hard to port or hard to starboard, in periods of 10 seconds for the 
three cases analyzed. The results indicate that providing both vessels with a system of 
instantaneous representation of minimum turning circle could avoid reaching the RLS 
and making the correct avoidance maneuver. The results open a new research line for the 
development of the proposed representation system. 
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Abstract 
This paper shows the changes that have occurred to the Manila Amendments to the 
International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for 
Seafarers Code (STCW 2010 Code). In the School of Maritime Engineering of the 
University of Cantabria with the degrees in Nautical Engineering and Maritime 
Transport (Deck Officers), Marine Engineering (Engine Officers) and Maritime 
Engineering (Naval Engineering), we have taken into consideration all these changes 
and have adapted them to the academic training of the STCW 2010 Code. We recognize 
the need to train our maritime protection students (future officers, Captains and Chief 
Engineers of the Spanish Merchant Marine) with the latest and most effective tools and 
protocols. 
Thanks to the Maritime Collaborative Website of the Spanish Navy (ENCOMAR) we 
can complement and ensure the theoretical and practical training of our students to 
improve their knowledge on Maritime Security. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
The Manila Amendments to the International Convention on Standards of Training, 
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers Code (STCW 2010 Code) have promoted 
highly significantly the maritime safety and Security, establishing basic training and 
advanced training in these sectors [11]. Basic training in Safety and Security is a 
requirement to navigate for all Seafarers. In the School of Maritime Engineering of the 
University of Cantabria, with the degrees in Nautical Engineering and Maritime 
Transport, Marine Engineering and Maritime Engineering (Naval Engineering) we have 
adapted to the changes proposed by Manila and the 2010 STCW Code [11]. We 
recognize the need to train our students (future officers, Captains and Chief Engineers 
of the Spanish Merchant Marine) in Maritime Safety and Maritime Security with the 
latest and most effective tools and maritime security protocols [6] [21] [22]. 
 
The practical part of Maritime Security is complemented with the participation of 
students on an online MARSEC exercise prepared by the Spanish Navy, held every year 
in mid-May. The Spanish Navy has created, for this purpose, a Web portal called 
"Maritime Collaborative Website of the Spanish Navy (ENCOMAR)" [26]. In this 
website the Spanish Navy maintains relevant information on security for the merchant, 
fishing and recreational (yachts) communities [6]. 
The new virtual environment [7] has innovative opportunities for collaboration, 
communication and creation of knowledge. Without doubt, this increases the chances of 
cooperation and teamwork learning virtually, so far we are limited to a face to face 
environment [9]. This aspect of education has been able to encourage and facilitate the 
development of skills and attitudes that stimulate collaborative learning [2][3]. Using 
personal computers can [8] distance exercises in real time and create learning platforms 
[27]. These virtual platforms allow us to provide on-line teaching and learning. This 
method allows students to take courses when they have time and it also allows us to use 
this system anywhere. Using this, students see their attitudes, autonomy, organizational 
skills, discipline and group decision making reinforced. 
To ensure our objective (better learning of students) to the Likert surveys carried out by 
the students, we have processed them according to the Rasch technique [23]. The 
software used for data processing and the extraction of results was Winstep 3.75 [15] 
[16]. The results assured us [24] the better learning of our students to perform in 
practice with the Spanish Navy MARSEC Security exercise. 
 
2. MANILA AMENDMENTS TO STCW CODE 
The safety and security needs in the maritime activities are in a continuous change. The 
“Manila Amendments” were adopted at a Diplomatic Conference in Manila, 
Philippines, held in June 2010, and are aimed at ensuring that the necessary global 
standards will be in place to train and certify seafarers to operate technologically-
advanced ships for some time to come [11]. New requirements are issued by IMO [2] 
[10], international and national organizations in order to cover as much as possible all 
dangerous situations which can be met during operation of the ships, boat and sports 
crafts. These requirements will be reached through an adequate training. 
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The important changes of the “Manila Amendments” to each chapter of the Convention 
(STCW Code) are: 
- Improved measures to prevent fraudulent practices associated with certificates 
of competency and strengthen the evaluation process (monitoring of Parties' 
compliance with the Convention). 
- Revised requirements on hours of work and rest and new requirements for the 
prevention of drug and alcohol abuse, as well as updated standards relating to 
medical fitness standards for seafarers. 
- New certification requirements for able seafarers. 
- New requirements relating to training in modern technology such as electronic 
charts and information systems (ECDIS). 
- New requirements for marine environment awareness training and training in 
leadership and teamwork. 
- New training and certification requirements for electro-technical officers. 
- Updating of competence requirements for personnel serving on board all types 
of tankers, including new requirements for personnel serving on liquefied gas 
tankers. 
- New requirements for security training, as well as provisions to ensure that 
seafarers are properly trained to cope if their ship comes under attack by 
pirates.  
- Introduction of modern training methodology including distance learning and 
web-based learning. 
- New training guidance for personnel serving on board ships operating in polar 
waters. 
- New training guidance for personnel operating Dynamic Positioning Systems. 
Maritime Safety and Security is one of the activities where a specific level of 
knowledge and understanding is required, to be able to react and minimize any possible 
threat on safety or security of the ship. 
The Manila Amendments to the International Convention on Standards of Training, 
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers Code (2010 STCW Code) design an 
adequate training scheme and are based on specific competencies among which they 
maximize security and maritime security.  
In the second year of Nautical Engineering and Maritime Transport, Marine 
Engineering and Maritime Engineering (Naval Engineering) degrees of the School of 
Maritime Engineering of the University of Cantabria, students have a subject in the 
second quarter of the academic year named “Maritime Safety and Security I”. This 
subject has 60 ECTS credits (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System). 
This subject has the same load in theoretical classes as in practical classes (30 hours of 
theory and 30 hours of practical work in the Maritime Safety and Security laboratory, 
in the Sea, in the fire training center and in the computer room). Similarly, it has 7.5 
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hours of academic tutorials and 15 hours of evaluation, namely 22.5 hours of follow up 
class. Complemented with 15 hours of group work and 52.5 hours of autonomous work 
of each student. All of which amounts to 150 hours of this subject. The part of 
Maritime Safety is common to 100% to Degree in Nautical Maritime and Transport 
Engineering and Degree in Marine Engineering.  
Therefore, based on Chapter VI of the 2010 STCW Code [11] about Standards 
regarding emergency, occupational safety, security, medical care and survival 
functions in Section A-VI/1 with the requirements for safety familiarization, basic 
training and instruction for all seafarers, we conducted safety familiarization training. 
Based upon Section A-VI/6 we completed the part of Maritime Security in the 
Standard of competence for security-related familiarization training.  
 
2.1. BASIC SAFETY TRAINING (BST). 
Basic Safety Training (BST) is actually four courses. These courses are: Personal 
Survival, Basic Firefighting, Personal Safety and Social Responsibility, and Elementary 
First Aid (this part is conducted in the subject "Health Training and Quality"). This 
course has to be renewed every 5 years, or under certain conditions, and the mariners 
have to show that they have at least 1 year of service on board vessels of 200 GRT. or 
more within the last 5 years. 
Now with Manila Amendments to International Convention on Standards of Training, 
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers Code (2010 STCW Code) [11] all 
certificates expire after five years. In Table 1 we summarize the theoretical, practical 
training and evaluation of knowledge of the course on personal survival techniques 
course OMI 1.19 [12] [13] 
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Table 1 - Specific competencies in personal survival techniques. 
Competence Theory  (10 hours) Practices (12 hours) Criteria for evaluation 
  
Su
rv
iv
e 
at
 se
a 
in
 th
e 
ev
en
t o
f s
hi
p 
ab
an
do
nm
en
t. 
Types of emergency 
situations which may 
occur, such as collision, 
fire and foundering. 
Types of life-saving 
appliances normally 
carried on ships. 
Equipment in survival 
craft. 
Location of personal life-
saving appliances. 
Principles concerning 
survival, including: 
1. Value of training and 
drills 
2. Personal protective 
clothing and equipment 
3. Need to be ready for 
any emergency 
4. Actions to be taken 
when called to survival 
craft stations 
5. Actions to be taken 
when required to abandon 
ship 
6. Actions to be taken 
when in the water 
7. Actions to be taken 
when aboard a survival 
craft 
8. Main dangers to 
survivors 
Assessment of evidence 
obtained from approved 
instruction or during 
attendance at an approved 
course or approved in-
service experience and 
examination, including 
practical demonstration of 
competence to: 
1. Don a lifejacket. 
2. Don and use an 
immersion suit. 
3. Safely jump from a 
height into the water. 
4. Right an inverted liferaft 
while wearing a lifejacket. 
5. Swim while wearing a 
lifejacket. 
6. Keep afloat without a 
lifejacket. 
7. Board a survival craft 
from the ship and water 
while wearing a lifejacket. 
8. Take initial actions on 
boarding survival craft to 
enhance chance of survival. 
9. Stream a drogue or sea-
anchor. 
10. Operate survival craft 
equipment. 
11. Operate location 
devices, including radio 
equipment. 
 
 
 
 
Action taken on identifying 
muster signals is appropriate to 
the indicated emergency and 
complies with established 
procedures. 
 
 
The timing and sequence of 
individual actions are 
appropriate to the prevailing 
circumstance and conditions 
and minimize potential 
dangers and threats to survival. 
 
 
Method of boarding survival 
craft is appropriate and avoids 
dangers to other survivors. 
 
 
Initial actions after leaving the 
ship and procedures and 
actions in water minimize 
threats to survival. 
 Source: authors based in STCW2010 Code and course OMI 1.19. 
 
 
In Table 2, we summarize the theoretical, practical training and evaluation of 
knowledge of the course on Basic Firefighting OMI 1.20. 
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Table 2 - Specific competencies in fire prevention and firefighting 
techniques. 
Competence Theory (15 hours) Practices (7 hours) Criteria for evaluation 
M
in
im
iz
e t
he
 r
isk
 o
f f
ir
e 
an
d 
m
ai
nt
ai
n 
a 
st
at
e 
of
 re
ad
in
es
s t
o 
re
sp
on
d 
to
 e
m
er
ge
nc
y 
sit
ua
tio
ns
 
in
vo
lv
in
g 
fir
e.
 
Shipboard fire-fighting 
organization. Location of 
fire-fighting appliances, 
emergency and escape 
routes. 
Fire triangle. Types and 
sources of ignition. 
Flammable materials, fire 
hazards and spread of fire. 
The need for constant 
vigilance, actions to be 
taken on board ship. 
Fire and smoke detection 
and automatic alarm 
systems. Classification of 
fire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessment of evidence 
obtained from approved 
instruction or attendance at an 
approved course. 
 
 
Initial actions on becoming 
aware of an emergency 
conform to accepted practices 
and procedures. 
 
 
 
 
 
Action taken on identifying 
muster signals is appropriate to 
the indicated emergency and 
   
 
 
Fi
gh
t a
nd
 e
xt
in
gu
ish
 fi
re
s 
Fire-fighting equipment 
and its location on board. 
 
Instruction in: 
1. Fixed installations. 
 
2. Fire-fighter’s outfits. 
 
3. Personal equipment. 
 
4. Fire-fighting appliances 
and equipment. 
 
5. Fire-fighting methods. 
 
6. Fire-fighting agents. 
 
7. Fire-fighting procedures. 
 
8. Use of breathing 
apparatus for fighting fires 
and effecting rescues. 
Assessment of evidence 
obtained from approved 
instruction, including practical 
demonstration in spaces which 
provide truly realistic training of 
the ability to: 
1. Use various types of 
portable fire extinguishers. 
2. Use self-contained breathing 
apparatus. 
3. Extinguish smaller fires. 
4. Extinguish extensive fires 
with water, using jet and spray 
nozzles. 
5. Extinguish fires with foam, 
powder or any other suitable 
chemical agent 
6. Enter and pass through, with 
lifeline but without breathing 
apparatus, a compartment into 
which high-expansion foam has 
been injected. 
7. Fight fire in smoke-filled 
enclosed spaces wearing self-
contained breathing apparatus 
8. Extinguish fire with water 
fog or any other suitable fire-
fighting agent in an 
accommodation room or 
simulated engine-room with 
fire and heavy smoke. 
9. Extinguish oil fire with fog. 
10. Effect a rescue in a smoke-
filled space wearing breathing 
apparatus. 
 
 
 
 
Clothing and equipment are 
appropriate to the nature of the 
fire-fighting operations. 
 
 
The timing and sequence of 
individual actions are 
appropriate to the prevailing 
circumstances and conditions. 
 
 
 
Extinguishment of fire is 
achieved using appropriate 
procedures, techniques and fire-
fighting agents. 
 
 
 
Breathing apparatus techniques 
and procedures. Comply with 
accepted practices and 
procedures. 
  Source: authors based in STCW2010 Code and course OMI 1.20. 
 
In Table 3, we summarize the theoretical, practical training and evaluation of 
knowledge of the course on elementary first aid OMI 1.13. This part is conducted in the 
subject "Health Training and Quality”. 
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Table 3 - Specific competencies in elementary first aid techniques. 
Competence Theory (10 hours) Practices (6 hours) Criteria for evaluation 
 
 
Ta
ke
 im
m
ed
ia
te
 a
ct
io
n 
up
on
 e
nc
ou
nt
er
in
g 
an
 a
cc
id
en
t o
r 
ot
he
r 
m
ed
ic
al
 e
m
er
ge
nc
y.
 
Assessment of needs of 
casualties and threats to 
own safety. 
Appreciation of body 
structure and functions. 
Understanding of immediate 
measures to be taken in 
cases of emergency, 
including the ability to: 
1. Position casualty. 
2. Apply resuscitation 
techniques. 
3. Control bleeding. 
4. Apply appropriate 
measures of basic shock 
management. 
5. Apply appropriate 
measures in event of 
burns and scalds, 
including accidents caused 
by electric current. 
6. Rescue and transport a 
casualty. 
7. Improvise bandages and 
use materials in the 
emergency kit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessment of evidence 
obtained from approved 
instruction or during 
attendance at an approved 
course 
 
 
 
 
 
The manner and timing of 
raising the alarm is appropriate 
to the circumstances of the 
accident or medical emergency. 
 
 
 
The identification of probable 
cause, nature and extent of 
injuries is prompt and complete 
and the priority and sequence  
of actions is proportional to any 
potential threat to life. 
 
 
 
Risk of further harm to self and 
casualty is minimized at all 
times. 
Source: authors based in STCW2010 Code and course OMI 1.13. 
 
In Table 4, we summarize the theoretical, practical training and evaluation of 
knowledge of the course on personal safety and social responsibilities, OMI 1.21. 
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Table 4 - Specific competencies in personal safety and social 
responsibilities.  
Competence Theory (10 hours) Practices Criteria for evaluation 
 
C
om
pl
y 
w
ith
 e
m
er
ge
nc
y 
pr
oc
ed
ur
es
 
Types of emergency which may occur, such as 
collision, fire, foundering. 
Knowledge of shipboard contingency plans for 
response to emergencies. 
Emergency signals and specific duties allocated 
to crew members in the muster list; muster 
stations; correct use of personal safety 
equipment. 
Action to take on discovering potential 
emergency, including fire, collision, foundering 
and ingress of water into the ship. 
Action to take on hearing emergency alarm 
signals. 
Value of training and drills 
Knowledge of escape routes and internal 
communication and alarm systems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessment of 
evidence obtained 
from approved 
instruction or 
during attendance 
at an approved 
course. 
 
 
Initial action on becoming 
aware of an emergency 
conforms to established 
emergency response 
procedures 
 
 
 
 
Information given on 
raising alarm is prompt, 
accurate, complete and 
clear. 
T
ak
e p
re
ca
ut
io
ns
 
to
 p
re
ve
nt
 
po
llu
tio
n 
of
 th
e 
m
ar
in
e 
en
vi
ro
nm
en
t. 
Basic knowledge of the impact of shipping on the 
marine environment and the effects of 
operational or accidental pollution on it. 
Basic environmental protection procedures. 
Basic knowledge of complexity and diversity of the 
marine environment. 
 
Assessment of 
evidence obtained 
from approved 
instruction or 
during attendance 
at an approved 
 
 
Organizational procedures 
designed to safeguard the 
marine environment are 
observed at all times. 
 
O
bs
er
ve
 sa
fe
 w
or
ki
ng
 
pr
ac
tic
es
. 
Importance of adhering to safe working practices 
at all times. 
Safety and protective devices available to protect 
against potential hazards aboard ship. 
Precautions to be taken prior to entering enclosed 
spaces. 
Familiarization with international measures 
concerning accident prevention and occupational 
health.  
 
 
Assessment of 
evidence obtained 
from approved 
instruction or 
during attendance 
at an approved 
course. 
 
 
Safe working practices are 
observed and appropriate 
safety and protective 
equipment is correctly used 
at all times. 
C
on
tr
ib
ut
e 
to
 e
ffe
ct
iv
e 
co
m
m
un
ica
ti
on
s  
on
 b
oa
rd
 
sh
ip
. 
Understand the principles of, and barriers to, 
effective communication between individuals 
and teams within the ship. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective 
communications. 
 
Assessment of 
evidence obtained 
from approved 
instruction  
 
Communications are clear 
and effective at all times. 
 
C
on
tr
ib
ut
e t
o 
ef
fe
ct
iv
e h
um
an
 
re
la
tio
ns
hi
ps
 
on
 b
oa
rd
 sh
ip
. Importance of maintaining good human and working relationships aboard ship. 
Basic team working principles and practice, 
including conflict resolution. 
Social responsibilities; employment conditions; 
individual rights and obligations; dangers of drug 
and alcohol abuse. 
 
Assessment of 
evidence obtained 
from approved 
instruction or 
during attendance 
at an approved 
 
 
 
Expected standards of work 
and behaviour are observed 
at all times. 
 
U
nd
er
st
an
d 
an
d 
ta
ke
 n
ec
es
sa
ry
 
ac
tio
ns
 to
 co
nt
ro
l 
fa
tig
ue
. 
Importance of obtaining the necessary rest. 
Effects of: Sleep, schedules, and the circadian 
rhythm on fatigue. Physical stressors on 
seafarers. 
Environmental stressors in and outside. .the ship 
and their impact on seafarers. Changes on 
seafarer fatigue. 
 
Assessment of 
evidence obtained 
from approved 
instruction or 
during attendance 
at an approved 
 
 
Fatigue management 
practices are observed and 
appropriate actions are 
used at all times. 
Source: authors based in STCW2010 Code and course OMI 1.21. 
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The practical work for personal survival techniques are done in the  Maritime Safety 
Laboratory of the School of Maritime Engineering of the University of Cantabria and in 
the Bay of Santander. The practical work for fire prevention and firefighting techniques 
are done in the Maritime Safety Laboratory of the School of Maritime Engineering and 
the  fire training center used by the Santander Firefighters. The Maritime School of 
Engineering of the University of Cantabria is approved by the General Directorate of 
Maritime Affairs for these IMO courses (1.19, 1.20, 1.13 and 1.21). 
 
2.2. STANDARD OF COMPETENCE FOR SECURITY AWARENESS 
After the terrorist attack on the twin towers in New York on September 11, 2001, new 
safety and security systems and procedures for the global maritime traffic have been set. 
These controls and procedures were put in place to help ensure the security of shipping 
[10]. The security situation in the maritime world changed this horrible day. It created 
an international standard requiring shipping companies and vessels to have a safety and 
security plan [1]. These Maritime Safety and Security requirements imply that the 
captains and officers of the Merchant Marine, the skipper of the Fishing Marine and 
also yacht users, must know all security protocols. Piracy has existed as long as 
maritime trade  in the last decade maritime piracy is associated with international 
terrorist movements of a religious nature [18] [19]. The Rise of Piracy in shipping is a 
global problem for humanity [19]. Maritime piracy acts are related to international 
terrorist. Nowadays, many people know this problem because of the bloody events in 
Somalia. Now maritime piracy is rising in the Gulf of Guinea. Piracy is a problem for 
maritime traffic, fishing and pleasure boating, it is a problem which threatens the 
maritime business globally [18]. When navigating hostile waters there is a tool called 
NCAGS (Naval Cooperation and Guidance for Shipping) which is essential for the 
protection of the ship [21] [22] [26]. 
The requirements for security-related training and instruction for all seafarers are in 
Section A-VI/6 of the Manila amendments to STCW Code [11]. The General 
Directorate of Maritime Affairs has established as standard of competence in security 
awareness the IMO model course 3.26. This training is given to the three degrees in the 
subject “Maritime Safety and Security I”, the degrees are: Nautical Engineering and 
Maritime Transport, Marine Engineering and Maritime Engineering (Naval 
Engineering) of the School of Maritime Engineering of the University of Cantabria.  
In Table 5, we summarize the theoretical, practical training and evaluation of 
knowledge of the course of competence in security awareness, OMI 3.26. 
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Table 5 - Specific competencies in competence in security awareness. 
 
Competence Theory (9 hours) Practices (3 hours) Criteria for evaluation 
 
C
on
tr
ib
ut
e t
o 
th
e 
en
ha
nc
em
en
t o
f 
m
ar
iti
m
e s
ec
ur
ity
 
th
ro
ug
h 
he
ig
ht
en
ed
 a
w
ar
en
es
s. 
Basic working knowledge 
of maritime security terms 
and definitions, including 
elements that may relate to 
piracy and armed robbery. 
Basic knowledge of: 
International maritime 
security policy and 
responsibilities of 
Governments, companies 
and persons. Organization 
of Spanish Navy. 
Maritime security levels 
and their impact on 
security measures and 
procedures aboard ship 
and in port facilities. 
Security reporting 
procedures. NCAGS. 
Security-related contingency 
plans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessment of evidence 
obtained from approved 
instruction or during 
attendance at an approved 
course. 
 
 
 
 
 
Requirements relating to 
enhanced maritime security are 
correctly identified. 
 
 
Writing and sending the 
formats Alpha and Bravo 
NCAGS. 
 
 
R
ec
og
ni
tio
n 
of
 se
cu
ri
ty
 th
re
at
s. 
Basic knowledge of: 
Techniques used to 
circumvent security 
measures. 
Enabling recognition of 
potential security threats, 
including elements that 
may relate to piracy and 
armed robbery. 
Enabling recognition of 
weapons, dangerous 
substances and devices 
and awareness of the 
damage they can cause. 
Handling security-related 
information and security-
related communications. 
 
 
 
 
 
Assessment of evidence 
obtained from approved 
instruction or during 
attendance at an approved 
course. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maritime security threats are 
correctly identified. 
U
nd
er
st
an
di
ng
, 
ne
ed
, m
et
ho
ds
 o
f 
se
cu
rit
y 
aw
ar
en
es
s 
an
d 
vi
gi
la
nc
e.
 Basic knowledge of 
training, drill and exercise 
requirements under 
relevant conventions, 
codes and IMO circulars, 
including those relevant 
for anti-piracy and anti-
armed robbery. 
 
Assessment of evidence 
obtained from approved 
instruction or during 
attendance at an approved 
course 
 
 
Requirements relating to 
enhanced maritime security are 
correctly identified 
Source: uuthors based in STCW2010 Code, course OMI 3.26 and manual NCAGS ATP-2(B) Vol II. 
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The Maritime School of Engineering of the University of Cantabria is approved by the 
General Directorate of Maritime Affairs for this IMO course (3.26). 
 
The practical part of this course is complemented by the participation of all students of 
the subject “Maritime Safety and Security I” in the exercise on Maritime Security that 
takes place every year by the Spanish Navy MARSEC in mid-May. The participation of 
students is carried out online [3] [8]. The Spanish Navy, on its institutional Web page, 
has a link called "Maritime Collaborative Website of the Spanish Navy (ENCOMAR)" 
see Figure 1. In this website the Spanish Navy has maritime traffic information 
compromised by terrorist areas and piracy [4]. They make several scenarios for 
collaborative NCAGS training [8] [9], to train units of the Spanish Navy and the 
merchant navy to familiarize themselves WITH collaborative procedures and 
establishing cooperation [3] [25] [26]. 
 
Figure 1 - ENCOMAR, Spanish Navy Web. 
 
 
  Source: Spanish Navy (ENCOMAR). 
 
 
The Maritime Collaborative Website of the Spanish Navy (ENCOMAR) is staffed every 
day of the year, continuously by The COVAM (Maritime Surveillance and Operations 
Centre). It is the tool used by the FAM (Maritime Action Force of the Spanish Navy) to 
fuse and analyze the data received through a wide variety of different sources, and by 
means of which is able to obtain a near-to real-time image of what is happening within 
the Spanish waters of interest [26]. This activity is known as Maritime Situation 
Awareness. The product resulting from this continuous merging and analyzing process 
is known as Recognized Maritime Picture (RMP). The RMP is the final product that the 
COVAM offers to all Spanish Navy vessels at sea and, under specific request, to those 
national state-owned agencies with competences at sea [26]. 
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Figure 2 - Students of the School of Maritime Engineering of the 
University of Cantabria participating online in the exercise of 
Maritime Security (MARSEC) of the Spanish Navy. 
 
 
Source: authors 
 
In this experience the Spanish Navy will design various scenarios for MARSEC 2014. 
The Spanish Navy will design a specific scenario for students of the School of Maritime 
Engineering of the University of Cantabria. Students will practice with a similar 
scenario that can be identified in reality. 
A scenario of this kind is located in the Gulf of Somalia (GOA), or in the Guinean area 
[17] [20]. With this scenario the students will practice with the ship security tool 
NCAGS [21] [22]. The Spanish Navy from its institutional website will also create an 
access to the exercise for students. The scenario will develop in the Mediterranean 
waters south of the Balearic Islands (Figure 2). From this platform, the Spanish Navy 
will receive requests for traffic of students and will simulate cases of ship security. This 
information is presented in the NCAGS formats Alfa and Bravo, tools to ensure the 
operation of maritime traffic are guaranteed by a naval force if necessary [21] [21]. 
Each student will participate in the maritime security exercise operating a vessel with 
characteristics defined by them. Students will participate in this exercise by performing 
a simulation of a navigation corridor that ensured their security in navigation, with 
speed parameters depending on their ships. 
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Figure 3 - Maritime navigation corridors for School of Maritime 
Engineering with ENCOMAR. 
 
 
 
Source: Spanish Navy (ENCOMAR). 
 
 
To give more realism to the participation of students, the Spanish Navy will send by e-
mail navigation instructions and notices to mariners. This dynamism will serve to 
reinforce their learning [11] [14] as well as to reinforce the concepts and methods of the 
ship security tool. In addition, each day the students will visit the NCAGS center of the 
Naval Command of Santander, where they will receive further explanation of the 
exercise MARSEC 2014 by naval officers on the data being processed (see Figure 3). 
Naval officers will answer students’ questions on Maritime Security and the 
competencies of the Spanish Navy.  
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Figure 4 - Students of the School of Maritime Engineering of the 
University of Cantabria in NCAGS center of the Naval Command of 
Santander 
 
 
    Source: authors. 
 
After the teaching experiment carried out in 2013 in the MARSEC exercise, all students 
had a Likert poll. After processing it according to the Rasch technique [23] we obtained 
some interesting results for our educational planning. The software used for data 
processing and extraction of the results was Winstep 3.75. The results assure [5] [15] 
[16] [24] us better learning of our students to be complemented by the Security practical 
work in the Spanish Navy 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
- Basic training in Maritime Security has to be part of the Nautical Engineering and 
Maritime Transport, Marine Engineering and Maritime Engineering (Naval 
Engineering) degrees. 
- Participation in the exercise of Maritime Security (MARSEC) of the Spanish Navy in 
the training of students serves to improve knowledge on Maritime Security. 
- The Maritime Collaborative Website of the Spanish Navy (ENCOMAR) is an ideal 
tool to combat piracy and terrorism, as it helps the merchant, fishing and recreational 
(yachts) communities ensure maritime protection. 
- Students who have participated in the MARSEC 2013 exercise have learned to contact 
with the Spanish Navy (COVAM) if their ship has a Maritime Security problem. 
MARSEC is a clear enrichment in the training of students and serves to improve 
knowledge on Maritime Security. 
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Abstract 
Swinoujscie Ferry Terminal is the largest and most modern of the four Polish ferry 
terminals and is also one of the most modern ferry terminal on the Baltic Sea. In recent 
years, the largest number of ferries that departured from Swinoujscie proceeded in the 
direction of the Swedish port of Ystad. There are three routes intersections with heavy 
ships traffic crossing the examined route between Swinoujscie and Ystad of ships 
proceeding from the direction of Arkona in the direction of Gdansk, with direction 
Arkona -the North of Bornholm and from the Danish Straits towards the North of 
Bornholm. The density of vessel traffic in areas of route intersections may be associated 
with the decrease in the distance between passing vessels which is particularly 
important because of the large number of ferries departing from Swinoujscie to Ystad. 
This paper aims to analyze the route from Swinoujscie to Ystad in terms of the passing 
distances between passenger vessels and other ships. The analysis is based on a 
probabilistic ships domain designated on the route and the amount of incidents which 
are understood as an close encounter between two vessels, during which the designated 
ships probabilistic domain is exceeded. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
Navigational safety, ship domain, incident analysis, navigational risk management. 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Baltic Sea is closed water area in which an accident may have serious 
environmental and financial consequences. Due to the large number of narrow straits 
and shallow waters the Baltic Sea has always been a difficult area for ships to navigate.  
It is an area of heavy maritime traffic which has grown remarkably during recent 
decades increasing risk of vessel accidents [5]. Despite of huge investments in the 
protection in  form of improved technical equipment and the training of navigators, on 
the Baltic Sea the lack of downward trend in the number of navigation accidents is 
observed which is quite alarming. Ship collisions are now about 40% of all accidents at 
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sea. Their number is closely correlated with the limitations due to the available 
maneuvering area, vessel traffic density, the number of ships routes intersection and 
navigational conditions. Most vessels accidents in the Baltic Sea occur along the coasts 
of Sweden and Denmark, the Gulf of Finland and in particular in the Danish straits. 
This paper attempts to assess the safety of navigation on the basis of the analysis of 
navigational incidents (close encounters) on the route between Swinoujscie and Ystad. 
Due to the fact that on the route movement of passenger vessels is mainly observed, an 
analysis of ship passing distances during an encounter with a passenger vessel was 
additionally carried out. For the purposes of this work, each  encounter during which 
ship probabilistic domain in a given sector is exceeded, is called a navigational incident. 
Based on the AIS monitoring data within the period of one month (July 2011) two 
probabilistic domains were designated, one for all vessels in the study area, second 
domain designated for passenger ships. The location of the largest number of 
navigational incidents is called potentially dangerous for navigation. The intended result 
of the study is to increase the awareness of the navigators of the potentially dangerous 
places for navigation which shall result in keeping a sharp lookout in those places which 
finally will result in the reduction in the number of accidents on each route analyzed in 
such a manner. 
2. THE STUDY AREA 
The study area is covering the route between the Port of  Świnoujście  and the Port of 
Ystad (Figure 1) starting from latitude 55° 19,24’N  longitude 013° 49,43’E and ends at 
latitude 54° 08,79’N, longitude 014° 12,63’E. Vessels proceeding on the chosen route 
are mainly ferries which belong to one of these operators Unity Line or Polferries. The 
main objective of the work is to analyze the safety of ships in an open sea area, the 
study did not include approaches to the ports. 
Figure 1 - The route between The Port of Ystad and The Port of 
Swinoujscie, ship traffic intersections. 
Ystad
1
2
3
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The study area is shown in Figure 1 by red line, along the route between Ystad and 
Swinoujscie. There are three main intersections numbered in the figure, with heavy 
vessel  traffic crossing the examined route from the direction of Arkona in the direction 
of Gdansk, with direction Arkona – the North of Bornholm and from the Danish Straits 
towards the North of Bornholm. It is assumed that the density of vessel traffic in areas 
of route intersections is associated with the decrease in the distance between passing 
vessels. It is particularly important because of the large number of ferries proceeding 
between  Swinoujscie and Ystad.  
2.1. FERRY TRANSPORTATION IN THE BALTIC SEA 
In the years from 2000 up to the recession in 2009  Baltic maritime transport was 
growing very strongly. Container shipping had the highest growth rates of 14 percent, 
followed by ro/ro goods and liquid cargoes with growth rates of 7 percent. Cargo 
handling of ports from 2000 to 2007 showed an overall annual growth rate of 4,7 
percent. Baltic ferry transportation in 2011, was still under the influence of unfavorable 
market environment. It is true that there has been the improvement in the economic 
situation of the Baltic states, which was reflected in the trade and thus in a trade flows, 
but sill most of the services did not reach pre-crisis levels. Also, passenger traffic has 
not increased in comparison with the previous year. 
 
Table 1 - Ferry transportation statistics for two Polish operators 
(Polferries and Unity Line). 
 
Operator Year Passengers Passenger vehicles Trucks 
General In Poland 
2011 1 062 001 314 535 386 853 
2010 1 040 568 292 367 348 454 
Świnoujście – Ystad 
Polferries 
2011 151 561 62 497 35 340 
2010 142 004 60 859 31 348 
Świnoujście – Ystad 
Unity Line 
2011 329 078 123 647 141 740 
2010 290 591 99 453 122 524 
Świnoujście – Trelleborg 
Unity Line 
2011 18 230 7 789 105 886 
2010 22 581 8 986 96 057 
 
2.2. RO-PAX FERRIES ON THE ROUTE BETWEEN SWINOUJSCIE AND YSTAD 
Ystad is a city located in the South of Sweden and also is one of the ports located on the 
coast of the Baltic Sea. The city was more strongly associated with Poland since 1990, 
when it became the city partner with Swinouscie. The port of Ystad (55°26'N, 13°50'E) 
with ferry terminal from which ferries to Ronne and to Swinoujscie leave. It is therefore 
an essential part of the transport infrastructure in Sweden, because along with function-
ing there sea crossing creates a very important central European transport system. Is 
connecting through the marine and terrestrial connections through Scandinavia with 
Central Europe and Southern Europe, and the Baltic States with Western Europe. Worth 
of mentioning is that the ferry connection Swinoujscie-Ystad has existed since 1964.  It 
has since been rapidly developed, and the owners of the Polish introduced newer ferries 
on the line. The port of Swinoujscie (53°55’ N,  14°15’E) is a Polish seaport at the Bal-
tic Sea located at the Swina strait, on two islands Wolin and Usedom. The port has pas-
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senger terminal, it is the youngest and dynamically developing Polish port at the estuary 
of Swina river to the Baltic Sea. The Port of Swinoujscie and the Port of Szczecin are 
managed by one authority and they are one of the largest port complexes at the Baltic 
Sea. Both ports are located in the top twenty among ro-ro/ferry ports in the Baltic Sea 
because of the number of transported freight units[1]. There are two ferry operators be-
tween the port of Swinoujscie and the port of Ystad. One of them is Unity Line and the 
other Polferries. Unity Line is a Polish company that operates RoRo and train ferry ser-
vices between Swinoujscie and the Swedish ports of Ystad and Trelleborg. Unity Line 
operates a fleet of seven ferries: 
• between Swinoujscie and Ystad - MF Skania, MF Polonia, MF Jan Śniadecki, 
MF Kopernik.  
• Between Świnoujście and Trelleborg- MF Galileusz, MF Gryf and MF Wolin  
Both these routes overlap in a small part. For the purpose of this work, the first four will 
be presented closer: 
• MF Skania  (LOA = 173,5m / Breadth = 24m / Passenger No. 1400) 
• MF Polonia  (LOA = 169,9m / Breadth = 28m / Passenger No. 1000) 
• MF Jan Śnidecki  (LOA = 155,1m / Breadth = 21,58m / Passenger No. 67) 
• MF Kopernik  (LOA = 125,61m / Breadth = 17,02m / Passenger No. 360) 
Under the operating name Polferries, the company runs ferry routes across the Baltic 
Sea between Poland and Scandinavia. Two of them operates between Swinoujscie and 
Ystad: 
• MF Wawel   (LOA = 163,96m / Breadth = 27,63m / Passenger No. = 1000) 
• MF Baltivia  (LOA = 147m / Breadth = 24m / Passenger No. = 250) 
2.3. ACCIDENTS OF PASSENGER VESSELS ON THE BALTIC SEA. 
In the south western part of the Baltic Sea in years: 2004-2011 there have been 23 cases 
of collisions between vessels, involving a passenger vessels [6]. Most of them occurred in 
the area of approaches to ports, where available maneuvering area is restricted (Figure 2).  
 
Figure 2 - Passenger vessels collisions location between 2004-2011.  
Own made based on the Helcom data.  
 
 
3 
1, 
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In authors previous work [7]  three of those accidents involving passenger ships were 
chosen, that took place between or close to the traffic separation schemes on heavy 
traffic routes: 
• In position 54° 24,0’N and 11° 55,9’E, date 29.05.2007 in eastern entrance to the 
TSS South of Gedser.  
• In position 54° 30,0’N and 12° 13,0’E, date  13.11.2005 in the TSS South of 
Gedser. 
• In position 55°18,0’N and  12°40,0’E, date 31.01.2005, in TSS in TSS off 
Falsterbo. 
Each of the locations were analyzed for incidents of navigation. The study used a factor 
of  amount of incidents per 1 accident in order to assess the safety of navigation in TSS 
areas, where the accidents occurred. 
On the route Swinoujscie Ystad there were 4 minor collisions between ships involving 
passenger ships: 
• On 27th of March 2006 in position 55°25.002’N 13°00.0’E in the Swedish port 
of Ystad there was a harmless collision between the passenger vessel „Villum 
Clausen" ferry and belonging to  Polish operator Unity Line ferry „Gryf”.  
• On 2nd of  August 2007 in position 55°02.0’N 14°16.98’E MF “Galileusz” had a 
minor collision with a tanker „Bukowiec”.   
• 26th of October in position 55°22.08’N 13°09.0’E MF “Galileusz” had a minor 
collision with a passenger vessel „Nils Dacke”. 
• On 17th of Jun 2011 in position 53°58.92’N 14°15.54’E a Unity Line’s MF 
„Gryf” an hour  after departure from Swinoujscie had a minor collision with a 
container vessel proceeding from Gdansk to Szczecin.  
For the purposes of this study it should be noted that in the past 10 Years on the waters 
of the south western Baltic Sea collision accidents involving passenger vessels occurred 
and despite the fact that these incidents took place in restricted areas or adjacent to their 
borders, there is a real risk of accidents on the open waters, particularly where intersect 
shipping lanes marked on Figure 1. 
3. RESEARCH DESCRIPTION 
The first stage covers a wide range of activities, primarily selection and compilation of 
the relevant datasets. To perform substantive analysis large amounts of diverse risk-
related datasets are required, but the most important data are marine incidents. Similar 
studies are also carried out in other branches of transport [8]. The approach presented in 
this work of risk analysis in coastal areas consist of several steps such as: 
1. Selecting waters with similar navigational characteristics and high-
density traffic.  
2. Hazard identification and Navigational incidents analysis in selected areas. 
3. Construction of probabilistic domain for the three types of 
encounter situations between vessels subsequently analysis of their 
shape and size. 
4. Risk analysis mostly on the basis of the incident statistics, comparison of a 
domain designated for all vessels with a domain designated on the basis of the 
encounter situations in which passenger vessels participated. 
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5. Designation of the areas with the highest number of navigational incidents on 
the route Swinoujscie – Ystad, which hereinafter will be called potentially 
dangerous places. 
 
The reason for using incidents data for risk assessment is relatively small number of 
navigational accidents in such areas (few per year). This makes impossible to assess the 
risk by analyzing accidents only due to low statistical significance. The risk can be 
assessed on the basis of incidents to accident ratio which is established with use of 
presented incident model and historical data of accidents in the given areas.  
The concept of the ship domain for the first time was proposed by Japanese scientists 
[3]. A ship domain shall be understand as a certain area around the vessel which the 
navigator likes to keep clear of other fixed and movable objects. In order to construct 
the statistical domain around the ship, assumptions are used as described [4]. These 
involve searching for a range constituting a maximum distance over which most of the 
navigators passes other vessels while encounter on a defined relative bearing. As 
a navigational incident ("statistical incident") has been defined a meeting of two vessels 
with the distance less than average statistical ship domain border corresponding to a 
given encounter situation that occurred. Such concept is often defined by other 
researchers as “close encounter”. Navigational situation can be considered safe as long 
as any other vessel or navigational obstacle does not exceed the domains area. To 
determine ships domain shape, area around the vessel has been divided into 8 sectors 
(every 45 degrees starting from 0 degrees) due to relative bearing at the approaching 
vessel (Figure 3). 
  
Figure 3 - The concept of ship’s probabilistic domain [4]. 
 
 
 
The border a probabilistic domain is assessed by the distribution of vessels passing 
distance. It was assumed that the distribution of passing distances achieve a maximum 
around the point which is the distance over which most navigators will proceed clear of 
other vessels.  
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 3.1. NAVIGATIONAL INCIDENTS ANALYSIS 
 
Figure 4.   Probabilistic domain for all ships. 
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Table 1 - The statistics of probabilistic domain for all vessels. 
Encounter Number of encounters 
Total length of 
domains boundaries 
Number of 
incidents 
Crossing 544 5.25 NM  59 
Overtaking 686 3.95 NM 55 
Head-on 364 4.15 NM (5 sectors) 33 
 
In Figure 4 and Table 2 the numerical information about the vessel encounters in the 
study area are presented. On the basis of the shapes of vessels domains are determined 
and the amount of incidents of navigation, i.e. meetings between the vessels for which 
the limit was exceeded domain, are calculated. The shape of the domain for crossing 
situations is the closest to circles, due to the fact that the length of the boundaries are 
comparable to each other. This shows that either vessels while crossing ahead of the 
other ship (generally action by stand-on vessel), but also while crossing astern 
(generally action by give way vessel) kept the same passing distance. Most of the 
crossing encounters took place in sector VII (270°-315°) with a total number of 270 
encounters and 20 navigational incidents. Most of the overtaking encounters (78%) took 
place in sectors forward of the beam I, II and VII, VIII (270° - 90°) with a number of 40 
navigational incidents. The shape of the domain for overtaking situation is narrowed on 
the beams because that is where the CPA are the smallest. For vessel on opposite 
directions the majority of CPA’s occurred abeam, from which over 80 percent on the 
port side. Astounding is the number of 48 CPA’s on the starboard side, in particular 
because COLLREGS Rule 14 about Head-on situation indicates that: „(a). When two 
power-driven vessels are meeting on reciprocal or nearly reciprocal courses so as to 
involve risk of collision each shall alter her course to starboard so that each shall pass 
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on the port side of the other. “ 
 
 
Figure 5 - Probabilistic domain for passenger vessels. 
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Table 3 - The statistics of probabilistic domain for passenger vessels. 
Encounter Number of encounters 
Total length of 
domains boundaries 
No of 
incidents 
Crossing 460 5.30 NM  48 
Overtaking 188 5.45 NM 25 
Head-on 364 4.10 NM (5 sectors) 27 
 
 
The number of encounters, where passenger vessels were taking part in is about 60 
percent of all encounters in the study area. Probabilistic Domains designated for 
passenger ships are larger than those designated for all vessels. It means that the 
distance at which passenger ships passes each vessel are larger than those on which 
other vessels pass each other. The largest difference occurs for overtaking where the 
total length of the domain boundaries differs by 1.5 NM, it may be associated with a  
high-speed of passenger ships which generally are the overtaking vessels. Domains 
associated with crossing encounters  differ slightly because of the 1 percent. 
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 Figure 6 - Navigational incidents in the study area, the location of 
navigational incidents for three encounter situations. 
 
 
Figure 6. indicates the locations where the incidents occurred, additionally they are 
divided by colors due to the type of encounter. Head-on incidents occurred at the 
beginning and end of the route, near the ports, where vessels traffic flow is narrowed, 
and therefore the passing distances for vessels proceeding in opposite direction are 
reduced. Navigational incidents while crossing situation occurred primarily at the 
intersections of routes, especially where there is heavy traffic (1,2,3). The incidents 
during overtaking occurred mainly at the intersection of routes and at the approaches to 
ports. 
• 55° 10.170’N - 55° 14.598’N  and  13° 48.138’E - 13° 53.712’E 
• 54° 57.732’N - 55° 03.306’N  and  13° 52.926’E - 13° 58.086’E 
• 54° 06.678’N - 54° 21.342’N  and  14° 05.394’E - 14° 14.160’E 
These coordinates define the places of the concentrated number of incidents that are 
identified as potentially dangerous for navigation. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
The article presents the results of the analysis of navigational incidents on the route 
between the Polish port of Swinoujscie and the Swedish port of Ystad, research period 
01.07.2011 - 01.08.2011. Incidents of navigation determined on the basis of the 
probabilistic domain around the ship, where by navigational incident each exceeding of 
domain boundaries was understood. In addition, due to heavy traffic of passenger ships 
on the route a probabilistic domain was designated also for ferries.  An analysis of 
incidents, both in terms of their number and locations of occurrence was performed. For 
places potentially dangerous to navigate were considered those in the number of 
navigational incidents was one of the highest. For the examined route places with an 
increased risk of collision are route intersections. Based on vessel domains shapes it 
should be noted that the passenger ships CPA’s are at greater distances than for the other 
vessels. In the examined area three locations with a high density of incidents were 
determined which are places potentially dangerous for navigation. 
The total length of the examined section of the route between the ports is 84 NM, in this 
section three locations considered as potentially dangerous to navigate were designated. 
This shows that the Baltic is a sea of high vessel traffic density both at the intersection 
of ships routes and the restricted water areas at ports approaches. Navigators 
approaching these locations should be taking into account the COLREGS regulations, 
especially speaking of the proper observation. Every vessel on the Baltic Sea shall at all 
times maintain a proper look-out by sight and hearing as well as by all available means 
appropriate in the prevailing circumstances and conditions so as to make a full appraisal 
of the situation and of the risk of collision. 
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Abstract 
Humanity system of life is highly supported by maritime transport when circa 8 
thousand million people require about 8.800 million tons of merchandises by sea, going 
in some 105.000 merchant ships of over 100 GT, sailing every thinkable dangerous 
waters 365 days year 24 hours day. All that Enormous activity plus others different 
factors produce accidents, as is shown in an ascendant 1.7 rate related to ships lost 
with big number in life, cargoes losses, and pollution. That is why this study pretend to 
detect causes factors of maritime accidents, to try to reduce them, and with that target 
in mind it was tested the new theory of Induced Maritime Accidents, crossing its 
proposals with relevant sinister of different times and circumstances, as Andrea Doria, 
Torrey Canyon, Costa Concordia, among others. Those cases were re evaluated to 
establish the key points of such theory, as they are the Production Pressure, the Risk 
Homeostasis, technological advances and the rupture of safety margin. Cases studies 
gave as result the existence of referred key points, in a manner combined that the chain 
of events derived to the fatality, and more than that highlights the possibility that been 
suppressed to acceptable limits the production pressure or the risk homeostasis, a 
permissible safety margin were been maintained, avoiding catastrophe 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Resolution MSC.255 (84) of International Maritime Organization, IMO, (OMI, 2010) 
establish that a marine casualty means an event, or a sequence of events, that has 
resulted in any of the following which has occurred directly in connection with the 
operations of a ship:  
1. The death of, or serious injury to, a person;. 
2. The loss of a person from a ship; . 
3. The loss, presumed loss or abandonment of a ship; . 
4. Material damage to a ship; . 
5. the stranding or disabling of a ship, or the involvement of a ship in a collision; 
6. material damage to marine infrastructure external to a ship, that could seriously 
endanger the safety of the ship, another ship or an individual; or  
7. Severe damage to the environment, or the potential for severe damage to the 
environment, brought about by the damage of a ship or ships.  
 
However, a marine casualty does not include a deliberate act or omission, with the 
intention to cause harm to the safety of a ship, an individual or the environment. 
This match with Babylonian Hammurabi Code wrote between 1955 1912 BC when 
stabilising that the accident is not an intentional act: In the sentences meted out to each 
offense, the code distinguishes whether or not there is intentionality, and also: The 
penalty is increased if it has been done deliberately. (clasica, n.d.)  
2. DISSEMINATION OF ACCIDENTS 
In regard to the public knowledge of these accidents, previously, cases as Titanic, took 
more time to be disclosed, however at the present time, cases such as Prestige or Costa 
Concordia, among others, they do so in real time, which promotes a reaction of the 
public opinion more swift and forceful, and that, joined with the maritime transport 
system supports to a large extent the life forms of humanity, whose international trade is 
transported by more than 90 %, by sea (IMO, 2012, p. 7) some 8408 million tons of 
various loads transported in 2010 (UNCTAD Review of Maritime Transport 2011, p.7) 
on board of 104304 = >100 GT merchant propelled ships, highlights the fact that this is 
not a system of which we can dispense with, and therefore it is essential to know the 
causes that motivate the marine casualties to minimize its recurrence. 
This core activity of the maritime transport has been adapting to commercial and 
technological requirements, transforming what it in the past it was considered by society 
as a safe activity, to an insecure and high-risk in the present. The modest size of the 
vessels of the past, in contrast to the enormous today, in themselves represent greater 
risk potential, either by the loss of lives and/or goods, environmental pollution, etc. 
Upcoming major technological advances to the ships to reduce the consumption of fuel, 
the use of liquefied gas as fuel, the hull lubrication by air to decrease the friction with 
the sea, in the bridge is already normal the use of integrated systems, Automatic 
Identification System, Long-range identification and tracking of ships, to electronic 
navigational charts, among others. 
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These technological advances assumptions to improve maritime safety probably are 
activated, as they did in the past, the adaptation and balance of the safety margin 
accepted by the operator (Homeostasis of risk) which could compromise for a period of 
time, the safety. (Montes de Oca & Martínez Marín, 2013, p. 42)  
3. FATAL STATISTICS & CASUISTRY 
The maritime accidents have left huge amounts of dead, in 1820 during the North Sea 
winter, more than two thousand ships foundered with the consequent loss of the lives of 
more than twenty thousand people (L., Boisson, 1928, p. 10), by then the United 
Kingdom (UK) adopted the Passengers Act, which led to the English Parliament to 
research on the causes of shipwrecks, focused on ten determinants, as the inadequate 
equipment, failures of construction, excess load or its inappropriate assurance, 
inadequate maintenance, incompetence of the Captain, etc. (Boisson opcit, p50). Later 
during 1848 France and the UK agreed to in writing the first regulating navigation at sea 
on the navigation lights, continuing with regulations to avoid collisions at sea. However, 
the reiteration of maritime accidents and multiple actions or regulations to minimize 
them, gender in the global maritime community, the need for their research and to 
identify causes and avoid as far as possible its recurrence. This has helped the 
international cooperation and the advent of the common ways to investigate them and in 
January 2010 came into force the Resolution MSC 255(84) that imposes mandatory 
internationally, the Code for the Investigation of Marine Casualties. 
In spite of these efforts, however, the rate of losses of vessels has increased, from 1.3 in 
2006 to 1.7 in 2010 (relation of ships lost/total number of vessels =>100GT) (IMO 
document CWGSP12/3)  and the index of spills to the sea from 1970 to 2011, indicates 
that the 2% are product of fires or explosions, 2% due to collisions, groundings 3 %, 
hull failure 7 %, equipment failures 21%, and surprisingly 64% of the causes of such 
spills, it is for another reason or the cause is unknown (annual statistics from the 
International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation, ITOPF's) and even more, from 1989 
to 2010 were lost (totally) 4443 ships and 18189 lives as a result (UPC, 2012). (R. 
Montes de Oca, O.Marquez, Jesús Martínez, 2012) 
4. ANALYTICAL REVIEW & PROPOSALS 
Faced with this concern in various branches of industry, the scientific world has 
produced alternating thoughts, among them as indicated by Charles Perrow in his book 
NORMAL ACCIDENTS (Living with High-Risk Technologies) (Perrow, 1999) which 
presents the theory of why accidents occur and some of them inevitably due to the fact 
that the productive systems that builds society, are too complex and their components or 
parts can interact in unexpected ways, thus leading to the accident. He also claims that 
with this new approach, it could be finalized with charges to persons and/or wrong 
factors, as commonly happens in the present, and also stop the attempts to repair the 
systems in a way that only make them more risky. (Montes de Oca & Martínez Marín, 
2013, p. 43) 
It is based on the fact that there isn't a good management of high-risk technologies, 
which the patient research of many disasters proves that in a certain time no one knew 
what was happening in reality, and even though they acted with the best practice, the 
results were worse. Highlights the gap between the human being and the technology 
(where the operator is left behind in the understanding of the given system). Perrow 
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concludes, that the true cause of the Normal Accident is the complexity of the system 
because all the failures may be small in themselves and each to have a backup, but on 
the whole, it is their interaction (complex coordination of failures) that explains the 
accident, and these occur because the system is complex. (Montes de Oca & Martínez 
Marín, 2013, p. 43) 
According to our interpretation of Perrow, (adding the risk homeostasis) develops this 
Figure representing a possible sequence toward the accident. (Figure 1)  
 
Figure 1: Normal Accidents Sequence 
 
Source: Author Reynaldo Montes de Oca 
Another production of the scientific world that we might consider, are failures of design 
raised by Henry Petroski (Design paradigms, case histories of error and judgment in 
engineering) (Petroski, 2010) or modifications to the original design that might 
influence the failures, and negatively impacting on the couplings of some of the parts of 
the system pointed out by Perrow, making them strongly bound or rigid, what would 
facilitate the generation of unexpected or unknown interactions. So, we can assume the 
matrix of Perrow, enhanced by the vision of Petroski and this lead to the wrong mental 
construction of the operator and then take the wrong decision (although the operator 
was thought to be correct) and consequently detonate the sinister. (Figure 1) 
Recalling the collision in July 1956 of passenger ships Stockholm and Andrea Doria, it 
might be clear to us that if the ships had not had radar, the Andrea Doria has sailed at a 
slower rate in the dense fog prevailing, and none of the two has produced such changes 
of course. In the meantime the presence of radars and detection one each other, then the 
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speed remained high, and in ships approximation both operators, generated mental 
images erroneous to the reality and consequently manoeuvred toward the collision, 
although they tried to avoid it. 
In considering the sinister of the oil tanker Torrey Canyon in March 1967 that ran 
aground and break his hull with the consequent total loss of the ship and its cargo spill, 
generating this dreadful pollution in the waters around the semi-submerged reef Seven 
Stones, with Dietrich Dörner´s theory (The Logic of Failure, Recognizing and Avoiding 
Error in Complex Situations) (Dörner) we could consider that there was the decisions of 
the Captain of the oil tanker, when taking an unusual route and not recommended in 
defeat toward the port of Milford Haven, besides accepting as true the position given by 
bridge Pilot in the approach to the reef, as the cause of the catastrophe. 
With Henry Petroski´s theory, we might want to consider that was the modification of 
the physical characteristics of the ship's hull (lengthening for greater load capacity) 
leading to the loss of manoeuvrability due to that the rudder is not restructured for the 
new size of the vessel, which in the end caused the incident to not be able to fall on the 
port side quickly and avoid the reef. 
With Charles Perrow´s theory, we would consider that still so many commercial 
pressures and inaccuracy of the equipment that you've set up a gap in the dynamics of 
navigation that concluded in disaster.  
It should be noted that in all theoretical scenarios of this case, the mental image wrong 
was present. 
We can also infer that the bridge operators in the luxurious and ultra-modern passenger 
ship Costa Concordia, generated, believed and decided according erroneous mental 
images, which allowed his ship will contact the submerged rock. (Montes de Oca & 
Martínez Marín, 2013, p. 44) 
Just thinking in the last exposed cases, allows us to glimpse something prior to the act 
itself, had accumulated and inter linking with the consequent reduction of the 
appropriate margin of safety, to the point of inducing decisions that led to the accident. 
(Table 1) 
If focussing on this final phase (decision) we can get closer to Dietrich Dörner theory in 
which he said that we are so prone to make mistakes; our brains are not fundamentally 
defective; quite simply, we have developed bad habits. When we fail to solve a 
problem, we do so by the tendency to make a mistake here, a small error beyond, and 
these accumulate, thus contributing to fail. Although he further maintains that the 
violation of safety standards by the operator is due to the fact that frequently has already 
violated before (negative reinforcement) it is well that Dorner postulates the complexity 
and operational intelligence. So in summary, the causes of our mistakes when handling 
complex systems are: the slowness of our thinking and the small amount of information 
that we can process in a given time, our tendency to protect our sense of competence, 
the limited capacity of income flow of information to our memory, and to our tendency 
to focus only on the immediate problems. 
We have so that the human being is to some extent lags behind in the technological 
advances, and as a possible reaction the operator acts to balance its area of conformity / 
satisfaction (risk´s homeostasis) which to my way of seeing is not another thing that 
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modify the Risk (increasing), by the way of the Margin of Safety (downwards) 
(formerly did not have radar on board and maintained highly careful attitude, while 
having them, increases the speed, or changes in direction).  To this end, the proposal of 
the Slow Shipping to retrieve a greater margin of safety, lost through the rapid 
technological progress, the homeostasis of risk in combination with the pressures of 
production, or in other words, keep the previous preventive attitudes (when the risk was 
greater without present technology) in conjunction with the positive technological 
advances in the decline of the risk.  In this way avoiding failures (increasing the margin 
of safety by lowering the pressure of production with the Slow Shipping) could be 
generated sufficient time to adapt persons and systems to avoid errors in complex 
situations, which require that the design of such systems taking advantage of our natural 
talent of perception, presenting our attention to the precise information that we require 
at the exact moment. 
 
5. THE THEORY OF THE INDUCED ACCIDENTS 
This leads me to try to launch the configuration of a new theory, initially named as 
Induced Accidents, (Montes de Oca, 2013) based on the fact that accidents occur 
motivated to the infringement, decrease or absence of an acceptable margin of safety, 
generated among others due to the pressures of production, technological progress and 
the risk homeostasis (Figure 1 & 2) in an at least two of three combination.  
As seen in Figure 1, human being (individual part of a ship crew) is doing his job on 
board to reach target production with safety. What happens (first stage) is that in a 
particular moment these production pressures arise, pushing to more risky decisions, as 
per example to change a route with plenty room for a dangerous path because of 
thinking in an early arrival to profit the tide, or to don´t reduce speed, or to don´t make a 
clear change of bearing with enough time because of trying to maintain the schedule, or 
to don’t use in parallel generators or helm mechanism in some special circumstances 
because thinking in save paying fuel payments or overtime, or because of the fact that 
these equipment were not 100% available due to poor maintenance. But what reason 
allows a person agree to take these risky decisions? Well, because each person 
(Routinely the Master, Chief Engineer, personnel in watch) have his own individual 
capability to accept risk, ICRSR (Figure 1, Second stage), what we shall call individual 
comfort safety range to accept risk, or just: Comfort to the Risk, being that ICRSR in a 
normal situation in a well-trained crew is maintained within a range of preventive and 
precautionary. This range of comfort to the risk, it can be disturbed by both the 
pressures of production such as the sense of greater safety generated by technological 
advances, for example when the advent of radar, also appeared the super power of the 
vision even in thick fog or seeing through darkness.   
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 Figure 1: Homeostasis of Risk 
 
Source: Author Reynaldo Montes de Oca 
 
After receiving the influence from one or both of these factors (production pressure, 
technological advance) we arrived at the stage two. This variation of comfort to the Risk 
range is so called Homeostasis of the Risk (Balance before the feeling of risk). 
When in this second stage, the individual comfort to the risk range became bigger (so 
person accept more risk in a comfort way), it means to that person he will accept a 
smaller operational margin of risk (Third Stage), which will take us closer to the risk 
with the consequent increased likelihood of the occurrence of the incident. (Figure 2) 
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5.1 HOMEOSTASIS 
The concept of homeostasis was created by Claude Bernard, often regarded as the father 
of physiology, and published in 1865. 
It is a characteristic of a system, either open or closed, attributed to a living organism, 
(biological or social). This trend to balance allows them to regulate the internal or 
external environment to maintain a stable condition and constant that in our case of the 
proposed theory of induced accident we shall call as an individual comfort zone 
(Comfort to the Risk). The multiple adjustments of dynamic balance and self-regulating 
mechanisms make the homeostasis possible. (Bransiforte, 2009) 
5.1.1 PSYCHOLOGICAL HOMEOSTASIS 
The term was introduced by W. B. Cannon in 1932, appoints the general trend of any 
organism to the restoration of internal balance each time it is altered. These internal 
imbalances that can occur both in the physiological level and psychological, are 
produced by a timely damage or because of a need. In this way, an organism's life can 
be defined as a constant search for balance between his needs and his satisfaction which 
we have named in this proposal of theory of (Induced Accident) as the individual range 
of comfort to accept risk. Any action aimed at the search of the balance is, in the strict 
sense, behaviour. 
Interaction between animal and environment: responses to changes: Normally, to 
alterations in the environment, an animal responds with one of the three possible 
answers: avoidance, conformity or regulation. This last is the one that has received more 
attention; in fact, one of the main themes of the physiology is the study of the 
mechanisms that are used by the organism to maintain a stable internal environment.  
Avoidance: minimize the internal variations using some behavioural escape mechanism 
that allows them to avoid environmental changes, either space (looking for 
microhabitats not stressful like caves, burrows; or on a larger scale, migration) or 
temporary (hibernate, drowsiness), As example from our case, when watch at the bridge 
avoids issuing contrary to the opinion of the captain when he commands the manoeuvre. 
Conformity: the internal environment of the animal changes in parallel with the external 
conditions. There may be a functional compensation with the acclimation or the 
acclimatisation, recovering from the previous functional speed to change. Regulatory: a 
disturbance triggers compensatory actions that keep the internal environment relatively 
constant. 
5.2 Risk: 
Risk is defined as the combination of the probability of occurrence of an event and its 
negative consequences. The factors that compose it are the threat and vulnerability 
(CIIFEN, 2010) 
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 Figure 2: Induced Accidents / Risk and Safety Margin 
Source: Author Reynaldo Montes de Oca 
 
Margin of Safety up and down (See Figure 2): Increase and decrease of margin of 
safety, because of technological progress and the risk´s Homeostasis of the operator, 
who perceive the higher margin due to technological progress, then decreases with his 
more risky actions. (Montes de Oca & Martínez Marín, 2013, p. 45) 
a: Reduction of the Margin of Safety by homeostasis of the operator with the 
consequent increase of the Risk  
b: Reduction of the Margin of Safety by the increase in the production pressure with the 
consequent increase of the Risk 
In cases 1 and 2, the safety margin was enough to make the system will recover, while 
in case 3 the operator´s risk Homeostasis in combination with a production pressure 
increase, decreased the margin of safety to the point of deleting it thereby undermining 
the system, causing the disaster. 
There are many causes that could lead to the disaster; show as blue rectangles (See 
Figure 3). It could be failures of design or redesign (D(R)), ones so called immediate 
cause (I), proximate cause (P), root cause (RC), etc. (Figure 3) 
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Figure 3: Induced Accidents 
 Source: Author Reynaldo Montes de Oca 
 
The ones we are talking about are from Production Pressure (PP), Technological 
Advance (TA), Homeostasis of Risk (HR), circumstances or events not very tied 
(NVT), or very strong united (VSU).  As told before HR can be generated by the PP 
and/or TA, so in a first consequence HR vary to accept an individual wide range of 
comfort to the risk, and in a second consequence, to a shorter operational margin to risk, 
that in some cases lead to the disaster. (Figure 3) 
The technological progress makes us feel safer and then the operator actuates until that 
feeling reach to the level of previous risk, with catastrophic consequences already 
known. 
5.3 GIVING BASES FOR THE THEORY PROPOSAL 
The study within the three theories of accidents of the authors Perrow, Petroski and  
Dörner, have been carried out with a vision for epistemological to establish a specific 
structural base on the applicable concept to all of them. The same validation will have to 
be done with the theory proposal (Induced Accidents). 
As planned, on the methodology of scientific research programs, from Imre Lakatos, in 
which there is a structure composed of: Strong Core, where reside the basic assumptions 
or general hypotheses of the theory, centre from which rotates the mentioned theory. 
Protective Belt, with hypothesis assistants, definitions, basic conditions that serve to 
describe the uniqueness of the situation, since the basic assumptions contained in the 
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nucleus are insufficient to predict or explain details. So that the belt is responsible for 
defending the core to be distorted.  Positive Heuristics, which represents the operational 
techniques, mathematics with which one can develop the research program on a 
methodology to enable it to explain and predict in cases before the reality of the 
proposed scenario.  Negative Heuristic, which puts the framework of what not to do 
because it is in conflict with the strong core (Lakatos, 1978 pp. 13, 66). 
Subsequent to that part of the filter parameters of Lakatos, which made it possible to 
accept or not theories, then selected contrast them; we take cases of marine casualties 
for based on them, begin to experience the search for causes.  
The disaster of TORREY CANYON, in which after a sequence of events that inter 
reacted unexpectedly, bridge operators (we assume) generated an unrealistic picture of 
the reality that once they realized and tried to correct, it was already too late. By 
applying the principles set forth in these theories we perceive that the incident is 
interpreted differently, depending on the precepts of the theory used. Not excluding 
each other, but rather, in my view, complementing each other. And so going deepen in 
these theories and begun to build and to propose one of our own, as has been outlined in 
this study, the theory of induced accidents, motivated to the treatment given (or not 
given) to the margin of safety, in which not necessarily the factors involved are in the 
order plotted, these can happen or interact or interconnect, in a different order, free.       
(Figure 4), as well as infer that the erroneous image was present as a factor, through the 
theory proposal, we can also observe how was violated the safety margin to a point to 
be unrecoverable and the accident occur (in spite of the effort, in extremis, carried out 
by the captain to evade the obstacle). 
Graph 4: Induced Accident / Costa Concordia  
 
Source: Author Reynaldo Montes de Oca 
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For validation, the theory proposal of the induced accidents, suggests that: 
5.3.1 STRONG CORE:  
That the accidents are built hard by its protagonists (and/or predecessors) without them 
being truly aware of this; 
That this construction of the accident is based on the decrease of the margin of safety 
desirable; 
That accidents happen because the margin of safety decreases to an intolerable point that 
enables us to reach the strip of risk, materializing the sinister (or quasi-sinister, if a 
successful last second action); 
Such a reduction of the margin of safety is product mainly (not exclusively) of the 
interaction of the pressures of production, the homeostasis of the risk, and 
technological progress (two of three at least). 
5.3.2 PROTECTIVE BELT:  
The events or actions (that weaken the safety margin real or that increase the real risk) 
(not the actors still truly aware of this) will occur before or during the phase between 
the conceptual and the regular operations of the case which is concerned; overwhelming 
and entering a stage of sudden emergency that leads to the quasi-sinister (if mediate any 
providential action last second) or irreversibly the accident; 
The existence of a network of faults (factors that undermine the safety margin) that 
accumulated tuned violate suddenly the safety margin; 
The safety margin does not appear as a primary factor of decisions, in the chained 
actions toward the accident. 
5.3.3 POSITIVE HEURISTICS:  
The scope of calculation and determination of the level of risk in setting the margin of 
safety associated with a given scenario; 
The actions/decisions, training, skills, abilities, capabilities, environment, production 
requirements, health, fatigue, etc. Method: 1. -establish risk level 2. -establish wide 
safety margin 3. -set normatively 4. -set them on the conscience of the protagonists 5. -
set them in the culture of the company; 
Set the safety margin as a primary factor of priority in operational decisions. 
5.3.4 NEGATIVE HEURISTICS:  
When the intervening events or actions that lead to sinister are carried out with the 
intent to cause harm, may not be considered in this theory of induced accidents. 
Looking at the foundations of the induced accidents theory proposal, you can highlight 
the concrete fact that the decisions taken in the approach to the sinister have arguments 
or databases that of undesirable and unconscious way, thus denying the reality that 
decision makers are living and coming increasingly. For this reason this theory points to 
a specific rationale, firm, and accurate for those decision-making in such circumstances 
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of much information and time restricted to decide; as it was to rely on the safety margin 
built, or set it to play previously. 
As well it should never Costa Concordia have such a degree of proximity to the coast, 
or Andrea Doria wait so approximation to decide its route, or Torrey Canyon will lead 
through the restricted passage, or Titanic maintain speed. 
6. CASE STUDY  
Ship: CS Costa Concordia - Details of the incident: 4229 people were on board – Event 
Type: Contact, Break, Loss of all Power – Hour/Date: January 13 2012 to 9:45:07PM 
(VDR) – Accident Location: contact against rock "Le Scole", Giglio´s Island, 
Mediterranean Sea – Italy – Position: LAT. 42 ° 22 ' 20N - LONG. 10 ° 55' 50E – 
Weather/Sea conditions: ROUGH - NE4; Wind 17Knts E-NE, Visibility Partly cloudy 
to good. - Operations: In Navigation from Civitavecchia to Savona – Ship Affected 
area: Hull´s left side at the stern - Implications: very serious accident, 32 people were 
killed or missing, 157 injured, of whom 20 required medical care in hospital, total loss 
of the Ship. (MIT, 2012) 
This report, summarizes the human element (whose key members of the crew showed a 
poor technical expertise) is the root cause in the accident, both in its first phase, as 
determined by the non-conventional actions that led to contact with the rock, as well as 
in the 2nd part of the management of the overall emergency later. (For Induced 
Accidents theory, we will only take into account the 1st phase of the sinister, "contact 
with the rock') 
According to the verified evidence, it is established that Costa Concordia on the 13 
January 2012 at the time of his departure from the port of Civitavecchia, fulfilled 
completely with all of the safety of life at sea international convention requirements 
applicable. During the crucial phase prior to impact, in which successive actions that 
gave rise to the incident when the captain who guided the ship toward restricted shallow 
waters, and then a very small space in a parallel path to, and in a perpendicular too close 
to the coast by changing the course of navigation in a way very soft with the rudder to 
generate a small variation and leisurely pace of the course, but at the same time very 
wide. 
• So it can establish that the ship had sailed with all its margin of safety (figure 2 
yellow stripe). However, it is observed the soft manoeuvre of Captain.  
• a – View from induced accidents theory (IAT): it involves the ignorance of the 
danger that was stalking and which subsequently is expected to converge. These 
actions assist to decrease the margin of operational safety. 
6.1 IN REGARD TO THE ORGANIZATION, IDENTIFIES THE FOLLOWING 
PROBLEMS: 
• While the ship is heading quickly toward the coast, the Captain took the helm with 
sufficient time to enable it to have corrected the dangerous course on which the ship 
progressed, (not having corrected the manoeuvre represents an aggravating factor in 
his nautical conduct); 
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• b- (IAT): allowing the ship forward toward the danger without any action to counter 
it, this is consuming the safety margin up to decrease it to an intolerable point. 
The difficulties of the captain to read the radar (because at the time the lack of the 
reading lenses); c - (IAT): if he does not know with precision (but assume that he knew) 
the location of the intervening elements (Ship/coastline) sailing now by his own image 
(unreal) of the scenario. Here we are in front of the decline of the margin of safety due 
to two reasons: 1. - ignore locations and 2. - Homeostasis of risk in the Captain 
overrating his control over the situation and continue with his navigation route. 
• The use of navigational charts totally inadequate and the inappropriate use of the 
navigation systems;   d - (IAT): Not knowing with precision (but assume that he 
knew) the location of the intervening elements (Ship/coastline) sailing now by his 
own image (unreal) of the scenario. We can see now the decline of the margin of 
safety by: 1. - which is, or represent homeostasis of risk in the Captain when 
overestimated his capacities and feeling in control of the situation ignoring to verify 
positions. 2-Allow this condition reinforces the idea of the presence of risk 
homeostasis in the Captain to sustain decisions only in the belief of his expertise (by 
perhaps feel comfortable with an individual range of increased risk accepted and a 
safety operational margin declined) and did not corroborate ship position with its 
team of bridge. This certainly puts yet another link in the progressive reduction of 
the safety margin. 
• Captain distraction due to the existing presence upon arrival at the bridge, people of 
the department of hospitality and the telephone conversation sustained by one of 
them with a colleague from ashore; e. -(IAT): Allow this situation implies the 
assumption that it had already happened before and it looks normal to them, also that 
the approximation to Giglio was not considered a restricted manoeuvre but a 
navigation at open sea. Both of these considerations contribute to the decline of the 
operational margin of safety that should be, due to waste of precious moments to 
realize the true situation, on the other hand the condition of normal navigation 
instead of manoeuvre conditions did not promoted the best attention from the staff of 
navigation on the bridge. In our view because of an increased comfort to risk range 
of the Master and perhaps of all the bridge team on watch (Homeostasis of risk). 
• Captain orders given to the helmsman, assigning a course to follow, instead of telling 
the angle of the rudder. f. -(IAT): Implies that the helmsman seek (to his own 
knowledge and understanding, at their own pace) to follow the course dictated by the 
Captain, while that of the Captain having ordered by position of the rudder, was 
direct order in condition for manoeuvre to be made directly and without any delay, 
which would place the ship on the course quickly. It also notes that the captain did 
not earn greater danger and therefore sailed comfortably. So the safety margin is 
diminished with this form of sailing in these conditions and reveals the possible risk 
homeostasis in the Captain showing serenity when facing the facts and his control 
over them. 
In regard to the specific requirements learned of the procedures of the international 
safety management code, it is clear the failure of: 
• The conduct of the attention to the watch on the bridge on the distraction of the 
motivated staff to the presence of strangers in the bridge; g. - (IAT): Above-
mentioned as promoted by the captain to navigate as if it were in the open sea, 
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which, however, did not prevent bridge´s human team, to maintain a conduct to a 
great deal of attention to the navigation environment (perhaps the avoidance, as one 
of the three possible answers in the physiological homeostasis: avoidance, 
conformity or regulation); Coupled with the aforementioned distraction. This helped 
a lot to allow the gradual decline and increasingly alarming of the margin of safety. 
• In addition the fails in regard to the verification of the position of the vessel, which 
was never done; h. - (IAT): Exposed reflects the attitude of confidence of the 
Captain in the knowledge of the area and control of the situation (he supposed to 
have) generated by the possible risk homeostasis that he was invaded with. 
In this context looks clear anomalous the attitude of the Master not to check the original 
navigation plan (already failed as a result of the rapprochement to half nautical mile (0.5 
nm) using a navigational chart totally inadequate) and go beyond the point of rotation 
provided without checking the actual distance to the coast (despite that was supported by 
the navigational equipment and bridge team). The audio recordings in conjunction with 
the collected evidence (2nd/3rd/1st deck officers, do not match) show the differences of the 
human team of navigation with the government of the ship. Their passive attitude is 
reprehensible, and even the greater authority (after the Captain) the first mate (still in his 
watch) alerted or urged the captain to close/speed up the turn of the ship, nor did he give 
information of the imminent danger in spite of the fact that before the arrival (of the 
Captain) to the bridge had been sharply criticized and defined as a true madness the 
decision to follow that route so close to the coast. (IAT): In regard to the attitude of the 
first mate, it is clear that for this manoeuvre it was not a open sea case, however did not 
make any warning to the Captain, the reasons for such attitude we do not know (perhaps 
the avoidance, physiological homeostasis answer), but the fact of silent entity not 
contradicting the captain, the owner of command, can be between them. This contributed 
to the subsequent decline of the safety margin. 
It is also reprehensible the bad use of the three decks officers on the bridge, during the 
phase of the watch of the first officer, such as when the Captain arrived at the bridge 
and took command of the vessel. Even if in the latter scenario, the first officer could 
have used the staff of the bridge to warn of the dangerous rapprochement to the coast, 
rather than simply repeat the commands of the captain at the helm, or change the speed 
(perhaps the conformity, physiological homeostasis answer). 
Figure 5: Costa Concordia / Safety Margin 
 
 Source: (MIT, 2012) & the Author 
  
 
COSTA 
PP+HR 
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The Costa Concordia were complying her normal production activity but in point (A), 
instead of turning to starboard and maintain its margin of safety, she decided to continue 
straight ahead approaching Giglio coast (risk area) and reducing the acceptable safety 
margin in search of the previously calculated new turning point (B) (now located in a 
small safety margin) and not respectful continued her navigation up to another turning 
point (C) extremely close to the coast which totally violated the safety margin; After 
this, and with the failure of last second reaction to avoid the catastrophe, this became 
inevitable. (See Figure 5) 
The production Pressure and Homeostasis of Risk (PP+HR) cone represents the 
combination of factors which possibly led to the crew in charge of navigation to take 
those very wrong decisions. When production pressure push to salute Giglio it turn to a 
bigger individual risk comfort range accepted by the Master, and as a consequence to a 
smaller operational safety margin (SM). Then after the breakdown of the SM the 
catastrophe befell (See Figure 5). 
Figure 6: Costa Concordia sequence of the loss of the margin of safety 
 
Source: The Author: R Montes de Oca 
Figure 6 show a sequence of how the operational safety margin is loss when the 
decision maker (crew in charge of navigation) changed for a bigger than normal their 
individual comfort range of acceptance of risk, possibly as a result of the pressure of 
production by greet Giglio (homeostasis of risk), and as a result allow a safety margin 
very small to unacceptable limits (See point 2 of Figure 1) 
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Table 1: Induced Accident Analysis 
Case 
Study 
Production 
Pressure 
Technological 
Advance Risk Homeostasis Results 
Induced 
Accident 
Costa 
Concordia 
Approach to Giglio 
coast  
(Yes) 
Ultramodern 
vessel 
(Advantages 
Not  used) 
Decide upon a individual intuitive 
navigation type of the open sea without 
use of ship´s modern facilities, nor 
order condition of restricted 
manoeuvre, do not require support of 
staff at the bridge, accept excessive 
proximity to the coast. 
Two of 
three 
(PP & 
HR) 
YES 
Torrey 
Canyon 
To profit tide on 
arrival march 18th 
or must wait till the 
24th to enter 
Milford Haven – 
Much time on 
board without 
vacations – 
Lengthening of ship 
(Yes&Yes&No) 
Automatic 
steering 
(Yes) 
Change from a plenty room navigation 
route to a dangerous path 
Three 
of three 
(PP&T
A&HR) 
YES 
Andrea 
Doria / 
Stockholm 
To maintain arrival 
time  - To take a 
destination shorter 
route (Yes & (Yes) 
Presence of 
Radar on both 
vessels 
(Yes) 
Both parties acceptance of an 
inadequate passing distance (too close) 
-   Do not consider two ships 
navigations as a system -  Do not slow 
speed - Do not make a clear change of 
bearing  with enough time 
Three 
of three 
(PP&T
A&HR) 
YES 
Source: (Cahill, 1992, p. 197)  (Richard A, 2002, pp. 3,4)  and analysis from authors 
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Abstract 
Paper describes questions connected with collecting, processing and exchange of 
the Maritime Safety Information (MSI) in the process of e-navigation. It presents 
the idea and scope of MSI, information transmitted and institutions and organisa-
tions participating in the exchange of this type of data and suggests Maritime As-
sistance Service (MAS) defined in IMO Resolution A.950(23) as a single point of 
contact for collecting and dissemination of this type of data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Presented during 59th session of  the IMO Sub-Committee on Safety of Navigation in 
September 2013 report of the correspondence group on e-navigation established by this 
sub-committee, contains in annex 2 concept of the general arrangement of the technical 
infrastructure of a single window for Maritime Safety Information (MSI) [1]. MSI is lim-
ited in this report to the navigational warnings, meteorological services and warnings and 
danger messages, described in chapter V, regulations 4, 5, 31 and 32 of the International 
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS Convention), 1974, as amended. Ac-
cording to the description, there are different onshore services involved in the production 
of MSI: NAVAREA and METAREA coordinators, hydrographic and meteorological ser-
vices, vessel traffic services (VTS), maritime rescue coordination centres (MRCC) and 
counter-piracy and security services. Authors of the report did not indicate what institu-
tion or service shall be designated as a point of contact for collecting and dissemination 
of this type of information. As it is mentioned in the report, to enhance MSI into digital 
messages, it is necessary to format MSI into a comprehensible and consistent language in 
order to [1]: 
 
• Secure the interoperability of data, the integration, the automation, the exchange 
and the interconnection of the systems; and 
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• Develop within International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) and World Mete-
orological Organization (WMO) nautical and meteorological information within 
the IHO S-100 format in order to achieve the formatting of MSI. 
General arrangement of the technical infrastructure of a single window for MSI prepared 
by the correspondence group on e-navigation and accepted by the Sub-Committee on 
Safety of Navigation is presented in Fig. 1. It shall make possible introducing of the fol-
lowing five accepted by IMO so called main potential solutions of e-navigation [1, 7]: 
• S1: improved, harmonized and user-friendly bridge design;  
• S2: means for standardized and automated reporting; 
• S3: improved reliability, resilience and integrity of bridge equipment and naviga-
tion information;  
• S4: integration and presentation of available information in graphical displays re-
ceived via communication equipment, and  
• S9: improved communication of VTS portfolio. 
 
Figure 1. General arrangement of the technical infrastructure of a sin-
gle window for MSI. 
 
 
Development of an e-navigation strategy implementation plan, Report of the 
Correspondence Group on e-navigation to NAV 59. NAV 59/6. 
 
 
Elaboration of the general arrangement of the technical infrastructure of a single window 
for MSI and its acceptance on 59th session of the IMO Sub-Committee on Safety of Nav-
igation (NAV Sub-Committee) is a success of this sub-committee and, particularly, of the 
correspondence group on e-navigation and significant step forward in developing of the 
practical application of the e-navigation idea. But it creates questions: 
 
1. Does information mentioned in SOLAS chapter V regulations 3, 4 and 31 include 
all types of safety related messages required by international regulations to be ex-
change between ships and shore? 
2. Is IHO Standard S-100 adequate for all types of maritime safety information? 
3. What service or institution shall be designated as a single point of contact for MSI? 
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4. Are proposed arrangements and solutions sufficient? 
Suggestion to designate MAS as a single point of contact for collecting and dissemination 
of MSI and its justification was presented in [7]. This paper describes modified proposal 
taking into consideration results of discussion conducted during 59th session of the IMO 
NAV Sub-Committee, discusses four above mentioned questions and contains some con-
clusions regarding implementation of the proposal. 
 
2. TYPES OF THE MARITIME SAFETY INFORMATION (MSI) 
According to the most comprehensive definition of e-navigation elaborated by IALA and 
accepted by IMO, e-navigation means automatic creation, collection, management and 
exchange of maritime information at an adequate level of secrecy of the information, and 
minimal user intervention, using electronic means, on board and ashore, through the one 
contact point, in order to increase the level of safety of navigation, improved navigation 
and the wider marine environment [4]. It means, e-navigation shall enable MSI collecting 
and dissemination. 
Maritime Safety Information (MSI) means information essential for the safety of naviga-
tion, protection of maritime environment and prevention of accidents at sea. According 
to the Circular 1288 “Amendments to the Resolution A.706(17): World-Wide Naviga-
tional Warning Service” (MSC.1/Circ.1288) issued by the IMO Maritime Safety Com-
mittee (MSC), MSI covers a large scope of information including information about nat-
ural phenomena (cyclone, tsunamis, etc.), health advisory information as recommended 
by the World Health Organisation (WHO) and security related information. In particular, 
MSI is not limited to the danger message and meteorological and navigational warnings 
mentioned in SOLAS regulations V/4, V/5, V/31 and V/32. As it was mentioned already 
in [7], minimal requirements for its contents and principle of dissemination are defined 
in the following conventions, codes and resolutions adopted by IMO: 
 
1. International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS Convention), 1974, 
as amended [2]: 
• Regulation V/4 (Navigational warnings), Resolution A.706(17): World-Wide 
Navigational Warning Service and MSC Circular 1288; 
• Regulation V/5 (Meteorological services and warnings) and Resolution 
A.528(13): Recommendation on weather routeing; 
• Regulation V/9 (Hydrographic services); 
• Regulation V/11 (Ship Reporting System - SRS) and Resolution A.851(20): Gen-
eral principles for ship reporting systems and ship reporting requirements, includ-
ing guidelines for reporting incidents involving dangerous goods, harmful sub-
stances and/or marine pollutants; 
• Regulation V/12 (Vessel Traffic Service - VTS) and Resolution A.857(20): 
Guidelines for vessel traffic services; 
• Regulation V/28 (Records of navigational activities and daily reporting); 
• Regulations V/31 (Danger messages) and V/32 (Information required in danger 
messages); 
• Regulation VII/6 and VII/7-4 (Reporting of incidents involving dangerous goods) 
and Resolution A.851(20); 
• Regulation VIII/12 (Accidents to nuclear ships); 
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• Regulation XI/2-3 (Obligations of Contracting Governments with respect to secu-
rity); 
• Regulation XI/2-4 (Requirements for Companies and ships); 
• Regulation XI/2-6 (Ship security alert system); 
• Regulation XI/2-7 (Threats to ships); and 
• Regulation XI/2-9 (Control and compliance measures). 
 
2. International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL 
Convention), 1973, as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto, as 
amended: 
• Article 8 (Reports on incidents involving the discharge or possible discharge of 
harmful substances); and 
• Protocol I (Provisions concerning reports on incidents involving the discharge or 
possible discharge of harmful substances (in application of article 8)). 
 
3. International Convention relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil 
Pollution Casualties, 1969 (Intervention Convention), Article III (a) and (f) (Con-
sultations and notifications). 
 
4. International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-opera-
tion, 1990 (OPRC Convention) and Protocol on Preparedness, Response and Co-
operation to Pollution Incidents by Hazardous and Noxious Substances (OPRC-
HNS Protocol): 
• Article 4 (National and regional systems for preparedness and response); and 
• Article 5 (International co-operation in pollution response). 
 
5. International Code for the Safe Carriage of Packaged Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plu-
tonium and High-Level Radioactive Wastes on Board Ships (INF Code), Chapter 
11 (Notification in the event of an accident involving INF cargo). 
According to these international regulations, each government and ship shall [2, 7]: 
 
1. Government: 
• Take all steps necessary to ensure that, when intelligence of any dangers is 
received from whatever reliable source, it shall be promptly brought to the 
knowledge of those concerned; 
• Carry out meteorological arrangements: 
- For transmission and reception of weather messages to and from ships, 
using the appropriate shore-based facilities for terrestrial and space radio-
communications services; 
- For examination, dissemination and exchange of ship’s messages in the 
manner most suitable for the purpose of aiding navigation; 
- To warn ships of gales, storms and tropical cyclones by the issue of infor-
mation in text and, as far as practicable, graphic form; 
- To issue and transmit, at least twice daily, in text and, as far as practicable, 
graphic form including charts transmitted by facsimile or in digital form 
for reconstitution on board the ship's by data processing system, weather 
information suitable for shipping containing hydro-meteorological data, 
meteorological analysis and prognosis, warnings and forecasts of weather, 
waves and ice; and 
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- To prepare and issue such publications as may be necessary for the effi-
cient conduct of meteorological work at sea and to arrange, if practicable, 
for the publication and making available of daily weather charts for the 
information of departing ships; 
 
• Make hydrographic and nautical information and its upgrading available on a 
world-wide scale as timely, reliably, and unambiguously as possible; 
• Promulgate notices to mariners in order that nautical charts and publications 
on board ships are kept, as far as possible, up to date, and to provide data man-
agement arrangements to support these services; 
• Ensure that vessel traffic services established on its territory or on its request 
by IMO outside its territorial waters broadcast in proper manner information 
indispensable for efficient work of information, maritime assistance and traffic 
organisation services; 
• Ensure the provision of security level information to port facilities within its 
territory and to ships operating in its territorial waters or having communicated 
an intention to enter its territorial sea and provide a point of contact through 
which such ships can request advice or assistance and to which such ships can 
report any security concerns about other ships, movements or communications; 
• Ensure that ships’ reports transmitted according to the international, regional 
or national regulations or agreements are received by authorised receivers in 
proper manner and without unfounded time delay; and 
• Exchange information with ships’ flag states and neighbouring countries as re-
quired by the international, regional and national regulations and agreements. 
 
2. Ship: 
• Communicate by all means at its disposal to ships in the vicinity and to the 
competent authorities, the information about met dangerous ice, a dangerous 
derelict, or any other direct danger to navigation, or a tropical storm, or en-
counters sub-freezing air temperatures associated with gale force winds caus-
ing severe ice accretion on superstructures, or winds of force 10 or above on 
the Beaufort scale for which no storm warning has been received; 
• Report without delay and to the fullest extent possible to the nearest coastal 
state the particulars of: 
- An incident involving INF cargo or the loss or likely loss overboard of 
dangerous, hazardous and noxious goods in packaged form or in solid 
form in bulk into the sea; 
- Observed oil spill. 
 
• Participate in ship reporting systems (SRS) and transmit required reports (sail-
ing plan, position report, deviation report, final report, etc.); 
• Transmit results of the ship’s weather observation at the main standard times 
for surface synoptic observations (i.e. at least four time daily and at more fre-
quent intervals when in the vicinity of a tropical cyclone, or of a suspected 
tropical cyclone), using ship’s terrestrial or space radiocommunication facili-
ties; 
• Receive MSI transmitted by shore stations and other vessels; 
• Transmit required security related information to the officers duly authorized 
by the government of the port of call; and 
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• Be fitted with proper security alert system. 
In order to make transmission and receiving of the MSI possible governments and ships 
shall [2, 7]: 
 
1. Governments - according to Chapter IV Part B Regulation 5 “Provision of radio-
communication services” of the SOLAS  Convention - undertake to make availa-
ble, as it deems practical and necessary, appropriate shore-based facilities for fol-
lowing space and terrestrial radiocommunication services to cover the various sea 
areas: 
• Radiocommunication service utilizing geostationary and polar orbiting satel-
lites in the Maritime Mobile-Satellite Service; and 
• The maritime mobile service in the bands: 415 - 535 kHz, 1605 - 4000 kHz, 
4000 - 27500 kHz and 156 - 174 MHz. 
 
2. Ships - be equipped with radiocommunication facilities as required by the Chapter 
IV Part C of the SOLAS Convention. 
3. INFORMATION TRANSMITTED AND PARTIES PARTICIPATING IN THE 
EXCHANGE OF MSI 
As it was already mentioned, MSI comprises wide scope of information: navigational, 
hydrographical, meteorological, traffic related, ship and port security related, etc. It is 
collected and transmitted by ships and many shore institutions and services in different 
formats using various means of broadcasting. MSI may be transmitted from shore by: 
ship’s flag state administration, coastal state administration, hydrographic office, 
NAVAREA and METAREA co-ordinators, different governmental and private meteoro-
logical services, Maritime Assistance Service (MAS), Maritime Rescue Coordination 
Centre (MRCC), counter-piracy service, coastal and harbour Vessel Traffic Service 
(VTS), security port service, port authority, harbour master’s office, etc. It may be broad-
casted using voice communication (preferable in English), or in digital form for reconsti-
tution on board the ships by data processing system (e.g. NAVTEX) and in graphic form 
including charts transmitted by facsimile. 
SOLAS Convention defines types of information required in danger messages transmitted 
by ships according to the regulations V/31 and V/32 only. The form in which they are 
sent is not obligatory. They may be transmitted by terrestrial and space radiocommunica-
tion services either in plain language (preferably English) or by means of the International 
Code of Signals (ICS). Information required in particular types of these messages is de-
scribed in details in [2, 7]. Additionally, SOLAS Convention presents samples of such 
messages, e.g. [2]: 
“TTT STORM. APPEARANCES INDICATE APPROACH OF 
HURRICANE. 1300 UTC. SEPTEMBER 14. 2200 N, 7236 W. 
BAROMETER CORRECTED 29.64 INCHES, TENDENCY DOWN .015 
INCHES. WIND NE, FORCE 8, FREQUENT RAIN SQUALLS. COURSE 
035, 9 KNOTS”. 
Figure 2 shows, as a sample of MSI transmitted by internet, information on wind distri-
bution in association with cyclonic storm “Lehar” over Bay of Bengal on 28th of Novem-
ber 2013 broadcasted by India Meteorological Department [3]. 
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Correspondence group on e-navigation mentioned only one international standard regard-
ing collecting, dissemination and broadcasting of the MSI - International Hydrographic 
Office (IHO) Geospatial Standard S-100 for Hydrographic Data. S-100 is a framework 
standard intended to allow development of data models and associated product specifica-
tions including new spatial models to support imagery of time-varying 3-D (x, y, z, and 
time). S-100 comprises multiple components that are aligned with the ISO 19100 series 
of geospatial standards [6, 7]. It means this standard is suitable for dissemination of in-
formation required by SOLAS regulations V/4, V/5, V/9, V/31, V/32 and, may be, reports 
connected with incidents and accidents as required by SOLAS regulations VII/6, VII/7-
4, VIII/12 and MARPOL, Intervention and OPRC Conventions and INF Code, but is not 
convenient for collecting and transmission of the non-geospatial data, e.g. data on dan-
gerous cargo carried on board, even in bulk or for exchange of information needed by 
medical assistance service. As it will be mentioned in the conclusion, other standards may 
be more adequate for these purposes. 
4. SINGLE WINDOW FOR MSI 
The main tasks of the maritime administration and shore institutions and organizations 
responsible for transmission of MSI to ships are [7]: 
 
1. Collecting, exchange and processing of hydrographic, meteorological, nautical, health 
advisory and safety and security related information delivered in different format and 
using different methods of transmission by ships (including danger messages) and 
many already mentioned shore stakeholders. 
 
2. Broadcasting of the MSI to ships in different manner allowed by the international reg-
ulations. 
Figure. 2. Information on wind distribution in association with cyclonic 
storm “Lehar” over Bay of Bengal on 28th of November 2013 transmit-
ted by India Meteorological Department using internet. 
 
 
http://www.imd.gov.in/section/nhac/dynamic/cycwindfc.htm. 
 
A single window for MSI shall facilitate the exchange of information between all stake-
holders and integrate computerized flow management systems. Implementation of the 
IHO Standard S-100 to convey and share MSI will create a good opportunity to modernize 
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the World Wide Navigation Warning System (WWNWS) and the functional requirements 
for the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) introduced by IMO ap-
proximately twenty years ago. The broadcasting infrastructure shall utilise present com-
munication systems as required by chapter IV of the SOLAS Convention and shall have 
the capacity to introduce of new communication systems and technology for broadcasting 
and addressed transmission of MSI, like INMARSAT Fleet Broad Band, digital HF, 
NAVDAT and VDE [1, 7]. NAVDAT is already a solution available by the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU) to broadcast digital information, but other radio systems 
identified by ITU compatible with GMDSS requirements should be tested and added to 
the infrastructure if relevant. The infrastructure should integrate the formatting of MSI 
under suitable formats, not only S-100 format, a single window for MSI and a transmis-
sion network to broadcast MSI to ships. Exchange protocols between the single window 
for MSI and ships should be developed. To enhance MSI into digital messages, it is nec-
essary to format MSI into a comprehensible language in order to secure the interopera-
bility of data and the integration, automation, exchange and interconnection of the sys-
tems [1, 7]. An international MSI exchange standard is necessary to [1, 7]: 
 
1. Develop within IHO and World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) a nautical and 
meteorological information S-100 format in order to achieve the formatting of MSI 
geospatial data. 
2. Develop within IMO and other interested organisations standards suitable for MSI 
non-geospatial data. 
3. Modernize MSI transmission from shore to ships (actually based on telex messages). 
4. Integrate and display MSI on bridge systems. 
5. Transmit and share data between onshore services involved in the collection and in the 
processing of the MSI and those interested by the knowledge of the nautical situation. 
MSI under S-100 and other accepted formats transmitted to a ship shall be integrated and 
display in automatic manner on ship’s navigational bridge monitor. 
It should be possible for a ship to feed back a competent authority onshore. The single 
window for MSI should integrate standard messages from ships to consolidate a general 
overview of safety information [1, 7]. 
 
 
5. MARITIME ASSISTANCE SERVICE (MAS) AS A POINT OF CONTACT 
FOR MSI  
Maritime Assistance Services (MAS) are introduced according to recommendations of 
the IMO Resolution A.950(23) adopted on 5th of December 2003 in order to help the ships 
in danger other than danger to the human life at sea. It means the circumstances of a ship’s 
operation that involve MAS are not those requiring rescue of persons at sea. Assistance 
of MAS may be needed when the ship [5, 7]: 
1. Is involved in an incident (e.g., loss of cargo, accidental discharge of oil, etc.) that does 
not impair its seakeeping ability but nevertheless has to be reported. 
2. According to its master’s assessment, is in need of assistance but not in a distress sit-
uation requiring the rescue of persons on board. 
3. Is found to be in a distress situation and those on board have already been rescued, 
with the possible exception of those who have remained aboard or have been placed 
on board to attempt to deal with the ship’s situation. 
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The functions of the MAS could, at the discretion of the maritime administration, be dis-
charged by an existing organization, preferably an MRCC, or alternatively a coast guard 
operations centre, VTS centre, a harbour master’s office or another body. The allocation 
of MAS functions to an MRCC could be an advantageous and effective solution but 
would have faults. The MRCC will have to distinguish circumstances causing a ship to 
find itself in a distress situation and circumstances placing a ship in a difficult situation 
but not in distress as defined in the SAR Convention and procedures arising there from. 
The MRCC concept entails co-ordination of search and rescue operations and MAS is 
responsible for receiving and transmitting communications and monitoring the situation 
only [5, 7]. 
Other effective solution may be allocation of MAS functions to a VTS or a coast guard 
operations centre which cooperates with MRCC in the event of commencing a search and 
rescue operation and is a point of contact for ships operating in the area of its responsi-
bility. 
According to the IMO recommendation MAS is a contact point and shall perform follow-
ing functions [5, 7]: 
 
1. Receiving reports, consultations and notifications provided for by the relevant IMO 
instruments in the event of an incident involving a ship. 
2. Monitoring the ship’s situation if a report discloses an incident that may give rise to a 
situation where the ship is in need of assistance. 
3. Serving as the point of contact between the master and the coastal state if the ship’s 
situation requires exchanges of information between the ship and the coastal state other 
than a distress situation that could lead to a search and rescue operation. 
4. Serving as the point of contact between those involved in a marine salvage operation 
undertaken by private facilities at the request of the company and the coastal state if 
this state considers that it should monitor the conduct of the operation. 
National regulations, instructions and procedures shall indicate to the organization per-
forming the MAS functions at a minimum [5, 7]: 
 
1. The authority or organization to which it shall transmits particular types of information 
obtained from a ship. 
2. The authority or organization from which it shall receive instructions concerning its 
action and the particulars to be transmitted to the ship. 
As soon as information indicates that the ship’s situation might subsequently require a 
rescue operation, the MRCC if the MAS function is not discharged by it, must be in-
formed so that it can make preparations to respond if necessary [7]. 
MAS should be operational on a 24-hour basis seven days per week including Sundays 
and holidays. It should be possible for the English language to be used in communication 
between a ship in need of assistance and MAS. MAS should be authorized by its respec-
tive government to exchange with each other information concerning reports received and 
situations involving ships which may be in need of assistance [7]. 
Due to the described functions dedicated to the MAS, it may be designated as a point of 
contact for collecting and dissemination of the MSI. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
The single window for MSI infrastructure shall meet present and revised conventional 
requirements for means and methods of communication between ships and between ship 
and shore and fulfil requirements defined by the working group on e-navigation as so 
called e-navigation solution mentioned in the introduction [7]. 
As proved in chapter 1, information mentioned in SOLAS chapter V regulations 3, 4 and 
31 does not include all types of safety related messages required by international regula-
tions to be exchanged between ships and between ships and shore. Presented in Figure 1 
concept of the technical infrastructure of a single window for MSI elaborated by working 
group on e-navigation and accepted by IMO Sub-Committee on Safety of Navigation and 
Maritime Safety Committee does not include some types of MSI like security related, 
port related and health advisory information. 
The open question which has to be solved is usefulness of the IHO Geospatial Standard 
S-100 for Hydrographic Data for exchange of non-geospatial MSI like health advisory 
information according to the recommendation of the World Health Organisation (WHO) 
and some kind of the security, cargo and port related information. Other standards may 
be more adequate for these purposes. Standards series 28005 developed by the Interna-
tional Organisation for Standardisation (ISO), e.g. ISO 28005-1 Ships and marine tech-
nology - Electronic port clearance (EPC) - Part 1: Message structures (Implementation of 
a Maritime Single Window System) and ISO 28005-2 Security management systems for 
the supply chain - Electronic port clearance (EPC) - Part 2: Core data elements may be 
more suitable for exchange of this type of data between ships and port authority. 
Designation of the Maritime Assistance Service (MAS) as a point of contact for radio-
communication between ships and shore will simplify MSI infrastructure and facilitate 
the introducing of one common standard for exchange of information. 
VTS should comprise at least an information service and may also include others such as 
a navigational assistance service or a traffic organization service or both of them. Trans-
mission of the VTS traffic picture could help navigator to have a better overview of the 
surrounding traffic. Mandatory reporting from ships to VTS and centre of the ship report-
ing system (SRS) could be automated into standard messages to be process to a single 
window. Due to that, the allocation of MAS functions to a VTS centre could be an ad-
vantageous and effective solution. 
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Abstract  
 
The paper presents feasibility of implementation of the GMDSS subsystems in the 
architecture of data transmission systems in inland navigation and maritime and inland 
harbours. Standards of navigational data transmission and communication in the RIS 
(River Information Services) system are presented. 
New radio communications technology introduced in the management systems for the 
safety of harbors and inland vessel traffic are described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Advanced information and radio communications technologies play a considerable role 
in inland navigation. Radio communications equipment with Internet access is being 
installed on board inland vessels, and satellite positioning systems and electronic 
navigational charts are being developed and deployed. Satellite positioning systems, 
electronic navigational charts and AIS receivers ensure stability and reliability of the 
navigation process.        
The European countries have adopted the EU directives concerning the integrated 
telecommunications systems, to be implemented on their inland waterway areas. One of 
the objectives is the deployment of harmonised River Information Services (RIS).  The 
RIS system has been developed to ensure safety and support the planning and 
management of inland waterway traffic[7].    
Safety of navigation in variable meteorological and traffic conditions, navigation in 
poor visibility, and high vessel traffic density give rise to the necessity of vessel traffic 
monitoring and reliable navigational data transmission. A RIS centre archives and 
processes navigational data and makes them accessible to masters of inland vessels.        
This paper presents the feasibility of implementation of the GMDSS subsystems in the 
architecture of data transmission systems in inland navigation and maritime and inland 
harbours. 
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2. GROUND-BASED AND SATELLITE DATA TRANSMISSION 
TECHNOLOGIES IN MARITIME AND INLAND RADIO COMMUNICATION 
[10,7]  
 
Modern radio communications systems used in harbours and inland navigation utilize 
ground-based and satellite radio communications transmission technologies[9]. 
The development of analogue and digital radio communications systems has made them 
suitable for use in inland navigation. The Digital Selective Calling (DSC) and VHF 
communications systems ensure reliable ship-to-shore and ship-to-ship communication 
between vessels on inland waterways.       
Satellite technologies differ in certain aspects from ground-based technologies. The 
major difference is the existence of an intermediary station, located on a geo stationary 
or polar earth orbit. The satellite systems used for vessel positioning and 
communication in maritime and inland harbours include [10][12]:  
• GNSS: GPS, GLONASS,  
• EGNOS,  
• Inmarsat, 
• Irydium, 
• COSPAS/SARSAT. 
Subsystems of the GMDSS are presented in Fig. 1. 
 
Figure 1. GMDSS subsystems. Source: Own work, based on [12]. 
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navigational status. On-board AIS devices continuously transmit the ship’s 
identification and position to other nearby vessels.  
 
Inland vessels, on the other hand, use the Automatic Transmitter Identification System 
(ATIS) [7].  This radio communication system automatically transmits the identification 
signal of the ship’s VHF radiotelephone. The ATIS device works with the ship’s VHF 
radio and transmits the ATIS code at the end of each radio transmission. Rapid and 
reliable identification of the ship’s station facilitates the communication and enhances 
the safety of inland waterway transport logistics. 
 
The communications system architecture used in harbours and inland navigation is 
presented in Fig. 2. 
 
Figure 2. Communications architecture used in harbours and inland 
navigation. [10] [7] 
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3. NAVIGATIONAL DATA TRANSMISSION IN THE RIS SYSTEM [6] 
The RIS communication structure is based on two information levels:     
1. Traffic information services:   
• Fairway Information Services – FIS, 
• Traffic information, traffic management and monitoring, and calamity 
abatement support. 
2. Information services for inland waterway transport management, voyage 
planning, harbour and terminal management, cargo and fleet management, as well 
as statistical information and waterway charges and port dues.   
The above services are provided by means of notices to skippers and electronic ship 
reporting.  
Fairway Information Services (FIS) provide geographical, hydrological and 
administrative data that are used by skippers and fleet managers for the planning, 
execution and monitoring of a voyage. FIS provide dynamic (e.g. water levels) and static 
(e.g. navigational marks, regular operating times of locks) information regarding the use 
and status of inland waterway infrastructure, thereby supporting tactical and strategic 
navigation decisions[8]. 
In an emergency, Fairway Information Services are provided over radiotelephone (e.g. 
information on changes of lock operating hours, obstructions in fairways, restricted 
navigation due to ice, etc.). Information published on a daily basis (e.g. current and 
predicted water levels, ice situation or flooding) is provided online.  
Numerous technological innovations related to the autonomous data transmission have 
been introduced in the inland shipping industry. Here are some of them[13][11]:    
1. Electronic Navigational Charts (ENC), used to visualise the data on fairways and 
vessels’ positions;  
2. Online applications and the Electronic Chart Display and Information System for 
inland navigation (inland ECDIS), where notices for skippers are published;   
3. Electronic ship reporting systems to store voyage-related information (vessel 
and cargo); 
4. Vessel tracking and tracing systems, such as the Automatic Identification 
System (AIS), for automatic ship position reporting;  
5. The Automatic Transmitter Identification System (ATIS), used for identification 
of vessels’ calls, e.g. on approach to a lock in a computer-assisted vessel traffic 
control system. The signal identification is generated automatically at the end of 
each radio transmission, using frequency modulation frequency-shift keying 
(FSK) between the frequencies of 1,300Hz and 2,100Hz. The ship’s ATIS code 
contains the country code, identification and vessel number. 
4. DATA TRANSMISSION STANDARDS IN INLAND NAVIGATION [8]  
 
According to the Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and 
Transport (EDIFACT) standard introduced in the EU countries, data is transmitted in 
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the XML (Extended Mark-up Language) format. XML-formatted navigation messages 
contain the following information sections[1][14]:   
• Identification of the message, 
• Fairway and traffic related message, 
• Water related messages, as: 
• Water level messages, 
• Least sounded depth messages, 
• Vertical clearance messages, 
• Barrage status messages, 
• Discharge messages, 
• Regime messages, 
• Predicted water level messages, 
• Least sounded predicted depth messages, 
• Predicted discharge messages. 
• Ice messages. 
 
The fairway and traffic related section contains data on limitations for a fairway and an 
object.  
5. DATA TRANSMISSION IN ELECTRONIC SHIP REPORTING [6][3]. 
 
The standards of data transmission and signal processing for electronic reporting in 
inland navigation have been developed by the Expert Group Electronic Reporting 
International (ERI) in order to: [5],[13] 
• Facilitate electronic data interchange between competent authorities of the EU 
Member States and partners in inland navigation; 
• Ensure the standardised contents of notices in the communication between ships 
and the RIS Centres, in compliance with the applicable standards;    
• Ensure the use of recognized international code lists and classifications; 
• Ensure the use of unique European ship identification numbers. 
The processing of navigational data for electronic reporting by the RIS Centres, which 
operate in the EU Member States under the provisions of the applicable EC directives, 
is performed with the following objectives[4][2]:  
• To enable the transfer of data packages in compliance with the adopted 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) standards;  
• To facilitate the sharing of information among inland shipping partners;  
• To send dynamic data on the voyage to multiple recipients simultaneously; 
• To ensure consistent use of the standards set forth in the United Nations rules for 
Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport 
(UN/EDIFACT), in accordance with the enacted EU directive adopting the data 
transmission procedures published in the United Nations Trade Data Interchange 
Directory (UNTDID); 
• To manage inland traffic; 
• To transfer comprehensive data on locks, bridges and calamities; 
• To manage the loading and unloading of cargoes and monitor the operation of 
container terminals;  
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• To control border crossing;  
• To provide services to passengers of inland ships.  
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
Navigational data processing and transmission systems dynamically improve the quality 
and reliability of data transmission and collection. Indispensable in inland navigation, 
advanced radio communications technologies enable communication between shore-
based stations and ships’ reporting systems with interlinked databases.  
In the architecture of date transmission in inland navigation perform an important role 
following subsystems took into consideration: GMDSS: RTF VHF, Inmarsat, COSPAS-
SARSAT. 
The effectiveness of data transmission in the VTS and RIS control and decision-making 
centres enable skippers to receive up-to-date and complete data on navigation and traffic 
conditions on the fairway. 
Efficient sharing of logistical and transport management data in inland shipping supports 
skippers in their decision-making processes., thus increases the safety of inland 
navigation.   
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Abstract 
The main task of the management system on marine areas is to increase the level of 
safety in the restricted and open sea areas. Presented system is based on scientific 
research which focused on reasons of sea accidents' occurrences as well as the 
favorable factors. As the result the set of main factors responsible for safety 
improvement was obtained. 
Presented model of optimal technical solution choice is the result of a range of research 
led within management on marine areas safety project. It includes array of analysis and 
algorithms which can indicate the areas and factors influence in a negative manner. On 
the basis of performed simulations of new designed marine areas the model can 
estimate and optimize the safety level in order to minimize the risk of sea accident. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The safety management system in marine areas should be so designed that it should 
include all shipping areas. Accordingly, for the purposes of the system it was necessary 
to separate restricted water areas (approaches to ports and port waters) and coastal (open 
Baltic Sea) due to other risk assessment criteria. This allowed the use of appropriate, 
relevant to the area of navigation, navigational risk assessment models. 
For this reason, the safety management system of maritime transport in the Polish 
waters of the southern Baltic Sea is divided into two subsystems: 
1. Security management subsystem on the open waters of the southern Baltic Sea 
dedicated to coastal waters of the (open) southern Baltic Sea contained in the 
Polish economic zone. 
2. Security management subsystem on the restricted areas of the southern part of 
the Polish Baltic Sea dedicated to the approach channels and ports of the 
Pomeranian Bay and the Bay of Gdansk. 
As a part of the first subsystem, a model for estimating the risk of navigation was built. 
The model was designed as a tool for making decisions regarding the safety of 
navigation in the offshore waters (open). Built risk model allows for temporary control 
of safety at sea areas. Then it is compared to an acceptable level and predict the 
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behavior of the system through simulation.  It leads to make the decision process easier 
in the light of safety of navigation in the offshore waters (open). The model includes 
two main parts: 
1. Assessment of the safety of navigation (diagnosis module). 
2. Making decisions about the safety of navigation (simulation module) . 
As a part of the second subsystem, a model for estimating the risk of navigation on 
restricted areas was built. The main rule of working is quite similar to that concerned 
open sea areas. Safety assessment model is implemented in two stages: 
1. Estimation and assessment of the current level of safety on the basis of accidents 
and periodic inquiry of experts. 
2. Estimation and assessment of the current level of navigation risk - based on 
marine traffic engineering methods. 
The multi-faceted approach to improving safety on the waterways is the result of a 
series of studies conducted during work of the project "Safety Management System for 
the Polish maritime waters of the southern Baltic." It contains a set of analysis and 
algorithms used for identification of areas or factors that adversely affect the level of 
safety, and by simulating changes lead to optimize measures to minimize the probability 
of failure in marine areas. The system for managing safety on the waterways consists of 
modules representing methods and areas analyzed in order to evaluate the degree of 
safety (Fig.  1) : 
1. module of statistics maritime accidents (open and restricted water areas) 
2. module of inquiry studies (restricted water areas) 
3. module of calculation of lanes for the fairway section (restricted water areas) 
4. module of risk analysis (open and restricted water areas) 
5. module of implemented recommendations concerning the trajectory based on the 
analysis of incidents (open water areas) 
6. module of regulatory analysis (restricted water areas). 
All the above modules use the data stored in the database on the SQL server. This 
solution is dictated by the very large number of them and also by the fact that part of the 
calculation, because of their complexity and time-consuming, is executed on a 
workstation which is part of the data server system. The results of these calculations are 
sent to the client application installed on the user's computer.  
Figure 1 - Block diagram of security management applications in marine areas 
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2. SAFETY MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM FOR THE OPEN WATERS ON 
THE POLISH PART OF THE SOUTHERN BALTIC SEA 
 
A model for the open waters consists of two parts, which are used as a tool for: 
1. assessment of the safety of navigation (diagnosis module) , 
2. making decisions regarding the safety of navigation (simulation module ) . 
With the model, user can periodically (at least every month, optimally every year) 
determine the level of security on the tested water area and compare it to an acceptable 
level. One can through simulation module to make changes in the system and check the 
effects of these changes. 
Model is based on the historical AIS data, which are processed and temporarily stored 
to the database. It has four main modules: 
1. Module 1. Incidents and accidents (shows the routes and sections of accidents 
and incidents). 
2. Module 2. Risk (the risk is presented on the route - see definitions below). 
3. Module 3. Vessels' movement (vessel traffic is represented on the routes 
selected)  
4. Module 4. Simulation and modeling of security (as a separate program to 
perform predictions and simulations) 
Three types of accidents are covered by the analysis model: collisions, groundings, 
collisions with fixed objects. 
2.1. Risk and risk management model  
For the purposes of the model routes of ships which are frequently attended by the 
vessels in its sea journeys between the more important ports of the southern Baltic have 
been defined. Ship routes identified on the basis of marine maps and historical data AIS. 
The program allows user to select a route for the analysis by selecting the geographical 
names of the ports. Currently, the database contains eighteen routes between Baltic 
ports. Risk is defined for each waypoint as: 
R= (I/WIW)100% 
Where: 
I - the number of incidents of navigation in the test time for a given route,  
WIW - ratio of incident/accident specified for historical data. 
WIW  factor in the model is determined on the basis of a long time and it shows the 
number of incidents on average one accident for given weather conditions, vessels and 
route. It is defined as: 
WIW=I/W 
Where:  
I - number of incidents in the period in the study area,  
W - the number of accidents in the test of time. 
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Risk is defined in the rate of percentage of the possibility of an navigational accident. 
The risk greater than 1 means that the number of incidents in a section indicates that 
there may be an accident because their number has been exceeded the average number 
for one accident. Risk (R) can be defined verbally and by giving color [6]:  
1. 0,00-0,50 - low risk (green);  
2. 0,50-0,75 - medium risk (yellow);  
3. 0,75-1,00 - significant risk (red);  
4. >1.00 - the risk of large (black) (Fig.  2).  
The risk is presented for the routes, routes' sections and for the types of accidents 
(collision, stranding). It is presented separately for vessels of small, medium and large 
with regard to the transported cargo and passengers. Risk management is the process of 
decision-making, which is implemented in a loop. Implementation involves the 
following procedure (Fig.  3):  
− establishing the risk criterion values, 
− evaluating the risk defined as the ratio of incidents to accidents,  
− comparing with the risk criteria, 
− making changes in the system if the risk is intolerable (e.g. greater than in the 
previous period),  
− check the effects of those changes through a system of safety prediction, 
− temporary controlling of risk. 
−  
Figure 2 - Example of presentation of risk in the safety 
management system in marine areas 
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Figure  3 - The safety management system navigation safety 
management model for open water. Source [6] 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2. NAVIGATION ACCIDENTS MODULE 
Navigation accidents module implemented in the subsystem for coastal areas contains a 
database of accidents from the HELCOM server. This module allows user to display the 
details of accidents. Due to the large number of marine accidents and their 
differentiation decided to enter for the coastal areas following categories : 
− collision - collision between ships on the way, 
− grounding, 
− technical failure, 
− pollution, 
− machinery damage, 
− fire, 
− other. 
2.3. INCIDENTS OF NAVIGATION  
The incident is an event in which the vessel is approaching too close to another vessel 
or to the land. To build the incidents model a large number of historical data were used. 
Incidents are defined as exceeding the ship's domain relative to the average statistical 
domain. Incidents are defined for different types of ships separately. They are also 
depend on the type of the waterway and the kind of situation. Collision and grounding 
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Incidents are displayed for the route as points. It is possible to colorize routes depending 
on the number of incidents in order to identify the most vulnerable places and compare 
them with other routes. 
3. SAFETY MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM FOR RESTRICTED AREAS OF 
THE POLISH PART OF THE SOUTHERN BALTIC SEA 
Safety management subsystem restricted areas of the Polish part of the southern Baltic 
Sea in its basic version covers the port waterways of Szczecin, Świnoujście, Police, 
Gdańsk and Gdynia. 
The model, based on which it is built for safety navigation management subsystem 
restricted areas, includes three modules: 
1. Module of accidents and expert data (inquiry) and the preliminary assessment of 
the safety navigation on a particular restricted water area. 
2. Module for identifying safe maneuvering areas and navigational risk on 
individual fairway sections. 
3. Module of prediction and modeling of safety of navigation on a particular 
restricted water area. 
Model of navigational risk management is kind of decision-making process  which is 
implemented in a loop (Fig.  4) and consists of: 
1. Determining the current tolerable safety and navigational risk criteria values 
restricted areas. 
2. Estimating the current level of safety based on accident data and expert (survey). 
3. Compared the safety of criteria values (tolerable safety). 
4. Estimating the current level of navigational risk for sections that do not meet 
safety criteria. 
5. Changes to the system when the risk is greater than expected it is intolerable. 
6. Check the effects of these changes by defining the expected navigation risk 
(smaller than the tolerable risk). 
7. Temporary control of the degree of safety, following the cyclical inquiry expert 
[5]. 
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 Figure  4 - The safety navigation management system for restricted areas 
 
 
source: [6] 
 
  
3.1. ASSESSMENT OF THE SAFETY OF NAVIGATION ON A PARTICULAR 
RESTRICTED WATER AREA 
Presented safety of navigation module for the restricted areas concerns Pomeranian Bay 
and the Gulf of Gdansk. In these areas, isolated waterways leading accordingly to the 
Ports of Szczecin, Świnoujście and Gdańsk, Gdynia. These waterways are divided into 
specific sections from the marine traffic engineering point of view. The diagnosis of the 
state of security in the individual sections of waterways surveyed was based on : 
− developed statistical database of marine accidents on these sections; 
− recent maritime accidents; 
− inquiry data (results of expert studies conducted among all pilots working in the 
ports of Szczecin, Świnoujście, Gdansk and Gdynia). 
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Tests are conducted among expert pilots periodically every two years on specially 
prepared for each port questionnaires. The results of the studies are compiled by using 
specialized statistical methods [3,4]. 
3.2. PREDICTION AND MODELING OF SAFETY OF NAVIGATION ON A 
PARTICULAR SECTIONS OF WATERWAYS 
 
Modeling the safety of navigation on the waterways at individual sections of the Gdansk 
and Pomeranian Lagoon performed by an interactive dialogue on the principle of 
human-computer. This is done by introducing and examining the effects of changes 
concerning: the port regulations, conditions, operating conditions waterways, beacons to 
navigation system parameter or parameters waterways. This is done by a specially 
designed and written a computer program called "NEPTUN". (Fig. 5). 
 
 
Figure 5 - Screen of applications for safety management system for 
restricted and open sea areas 
 
   source: author 
4. NEPTUNE APPLICATION 
The program implements all previously described models to assess, analyze, and as a 
result the safety management of marine areas. Functionally, there are the following 
modules:  
1. Module for calculating the lane for the section of the fairway (limited water views). 
This module implements PIANC algorithms for determining the minimum width of 
the lane, depending on the following factors:  
• type of area,  
• type of a ship,  
• speed of the vessel,  
• ship size,  
• method for determining the position of the ship,  
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• visibility,  
• time of a day, 
• availability of tugs [1].  
 
2. Module of risk calculations. This module uses the data calculated in the previous 
module complementing them with an analysis of the accident consequences. At the 
same time evaluate the risk based on the level of confidence parameters obtained in 
the previous module (as a result of calculated probability of groundings or collisions 
with costal infrastructure). The obtained numerical data of analyzed tracks allow to 
categorize values of risk and present the results in the display application [2]. 
3. Module of recommendations for realized trajectory based on the analysis of 
incidents. Analysis of incidents relates to the open seas. The visualized data in the 
system come from the SQL server on which the data is placed by external programs 
that carry out calculations for the analysis of incidents. Due to the large amount of 
data and time-consuming calculation, the algorithms for the analysis of incidents are 
not implemented in the application of safety management in marine areas. The 
application uses the finished results which are stored on the server. 
4. Module of analysis of port’s regulations. That module includes port’s regulations 
algorithm and the current database of navigational aids. Based on the analysis of the 
safety of navigation on the particular water area the module is giving the proposed 
changes to the port’s regulations, parameters of fairway and/or navigational aids. 
The main task of this module is to analyze the impact of changes in the degree of 
safety of navigation in the studying water area. 
 
5. SUMMARY 
Paper presents the results of research on safety of navigation in the Świnoujście - 
Szczecin fairway as the part of the project "Marine Transport Safety Management 
System in Poland". The research conducted with participation of pilots who are working 
in that fairway. Aims of this research was to assess the current state of safety of 
navigation in the fairway Świnoujście-Szczecin and the waters of the both ports as well 
as the effect of some external conditions on the overall assessment of the safety 
maneuver. The task was to determine whether kind of maneuver was depending on the 
maneuver place and identify hazardous sections. 
As it was mention above indicated dangerous sections are the basis of any other 
analysis. More over the results given by experts can be easily verified in order to check 
if they turn out to be useful. The crucial property of the system is its update procedures 
which can lead to the most reliable system for calculating the risk and what is more 
important to be useful for designing new and evaluating existing fairways in the light of 
improving the navigational safety. 
All above presented results of research, but not only those were implemented in 
Transport Safety Management System. The system itself were divided into two 
subsystems: 
- Safety management on open waters in the Polish economic zone, 
- Safety management in restricted areas. 
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The Safety Management subsystem in restricted waters covers the following areas: 
- Zatoka Pomorska with ports of Szczecin, Świnoujście and Police, 
- Zatoka Gdańska with ports of Gdańsk, Gdańsk Port Północny and Gdynia. 
The research was very vast included all above mentioned areas. Here in this paper only 
Świnoujście - Szczecin fairway is presented as the sample. Within the second subsystem 
the navigational risk assessment model was built. That model serves as a support tool 
concerns the navigational safety in restricted areas. The model allows to assess the 
navigational risk periodically and compare the results with acceptable values. 
Additionally model can predict the risk after making any change in the particular area 
including port regulations, fixed navigational aids parameters or fairway parameters. In 
effect it allows to take the optimal decision regarding navigational safety in restricted 
and open sea areas. 
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Abstract 
In recent years the Ro-Ro traffic has undergone major changes being the most 
significant the heavy loads transport in break bulk or static cargo, in other words, that 
the transport of bulky and heavy loads in conventional general cargo ships has move to 
Ro-Ro vessels over rolling platforms. 
 
Nowadays due to the high cost and fragility of these goods is needed to be handled with 
the utmost care. In this article we describe the transformation suffered by this type of 
maritime traffic and the development in Ro-Ro vessels cargo equipment. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
Roll trailer platforms, Break bulk, Static cargo, Cargo lashing. 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The new Ro-Ro specialized cargo equipment, the roll trailer platforms,  have enabled 
that the great goods move from being transported in conventional cargo ships to be 
carried on Ro-Ro ships, with the consequent savings in cargo handling and the rise of 
safety in cargo operations on board. 
 
This fact also decreases the lashing time on board because in general cargo ships is 
necessary to weld structures to the hold floor for securing the goods on board and in Ro-
Ro vessels this operations are carried out with lashing chains, turnbuckles, shackles, 
straps or slings that are made fast in the eyebolts and rings or inkwells available in the 
holds of Ro-Ro ships. 
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Due to the increasing size of the pieces that are loaded, was necessary to increase the 
capacities of Ro-Ro vessels, augmenting the capacity of cargo ramps in terms of 
strength and size and also was necessary to develop new systems to transport this kind 
of cargo on board this type of ships [2]. 
 
Actually, the problem that exists in the transport of oversized cargo in break bulk is 
their high costs and the difficulty in handling, so this type of shipments requires a high 
level of specialization. 
 
Figure 1: Shipment of large parts difficult to handle. 
 
 
Source: Authors. 
There are companies that are exclusively dedicated to plan the transport of loads like 
these, looking for the best routes, handling equipment, land and sea transport and proper 
ships.  
 
These companies such as Geodis Wilson [2] have developed different equipment to 
handle the product as quickly and safely as possible so they can offer full service 
offering: 
• Cost efficiency and load management.  
• Complete monitoring the loading and unloading.  
• Search for the most competitive rate.  
• Management continues at each stage of the shipment.  
• Lashing loads and equipment needed.  
• Permissions required.  
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Another important factor to consider is the preparation of the goods for transport. They 
need be properly packed for export, using whatever necessary mean such as boxes, 
crates, tarpaulins, plastic, avoiding damages to the goods during the continuous 
manipulations, making a package valid for different means of transport until they reach 
the destination. 
 
 
Figure 2: Example wooden box packaging, plastic 
 
 
  Source: Authors. 
It is important to note that the load must be properly latched in different means of 
transportation (truck and ship).  
 
The damage to the cargo is common in the transportation business, so it is necessary to 
emphasize the use of good packaging for correctly handling and lashing to avoid costly 
consequences, because don't forget that we are always talking about very valuable and 
fragile goods. 
 
Due to the increasing volume of the goods shipped new equipment to handle them has 
been developed to let the cargo operations in Ro-Ro ships. Not many years ago this type 
of cargo were transported in conventional general cargo vessels, needing the use of 
cranes to load and unload the goods on board what increased the risks of the operations 
on board.   
Wallenius Wilhelmsen Shipping [6] not only they have invested a lot of money and 
time to design vessels capable of carrying these goods with huge dimensions and 
weights, increasing vessel sizes, width and load capacity of the ramps and increasing the 
width and height of the cellars or garages but also they have invested in researching and 
developing new cargo equipment, usually adapting the equipment at the size of a 
particular piece. This company transports all types of static cargo, which by definition 
includes any cargo that must be lifted or towed on board using special trailers. They are 
experts in the field of transportation of general break bulk products and other non-
containerized cargo, which often require special handling and specialized solutions [2]. 
 
Goods mainly transported in these type of ships are: cars, rolling equipment, 
breakbulk,  machinery and machine tools,  power generation equipment,  rail cars, boats 
and yachts and mining equipment. 
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Figure 3:  Examples of different loads. 
 
  
  
Source: Authors. 
The size and weight of the machinery being shipped determine the type of equipment 
used to load, stow and discharge the cargo. 
2. NEW EQUIPMENT LASTLY DEVELOPED: 
Different equipment has developed the shipping WWL [6] are: 
 
 
2.1. SAMSON HEAVY-LIFT TRAILER – FOR SMALL & MEDIUM-SIZED 
HEAVY CARGO 
The Samson heavy-lift trailer is specially designed by WWL [6] and well suited for 
lifts, such as transformers, generators and turbines. 
For cargo weighing between 120 and 180 Tons, we use our own specially designed 
Samson heavy-lift trailers. 
 
 
Figure 4: SAMSON WWL  
 
 
Source: (WWL, 2014) 
For cargo that exceeds the capacity of our own equipment, Wallenius Wilhelmsen [6] 
utilises jack-up trailers, also known as cometto trailers, which can be configured to the 
exact requirements of the cargo. Towing or trailering cargo on board eliminates the risk 
of potential damage during lift-on/lift-off operations. 
Capacity: 2v per rail car. 
Maximun cargo length: 3-12 m. 
Turning radius: 43 m. 
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2.2. ROLLTRAILERS – FOR LARGE, HEAVY CARGO 
Roll trailers are designed for Ro-Ro transport of heavy and large cargo units, but can 
also be used for most types of general cargo and container. Our fleet of roll trailers 
ranging from 20’ up to 80’ with capacity from 25 to 140 metric tonnes. WWL [6] also 
provide roll trailers fitted with rails for carriage of rail cars with bobies attached. If roll 
trailers are required to be modified to carry any special cargo, this will be "tailor-made" 
as per requirements. 
 
Rolltrailers are also frequently used for transporting cargo into and out of the lower 
decks of a vessel, where the cargo is taken off the trailer and stowed loose and secured. 
 
 
Figure 5: WWL RT. 
 
 
 
Source: (WWL, 2014). 
Capacity: 25 – 140 Tons.. 
Maximun width: 2.50 m. 
Maximum height when stowed: 0.85 m. 
Maximun length (in feet): 20, 30, 40, 60, 80. 
Acceptable rear trailer overhang: 3 m (based on standar 100 Tons. rolltrailer). 
 
2.3. JACK-UP TRAILER, FOR EXCEPTIONALLY HEAVY CARGO 
Jack-up trailers are purpose built for carrying exceptionally heavy cargo. A jackup 
trailer consists of sections of four axles, which can be configured to suit the weight and 
size of the cargo to be carried. Most trailers have individual hydraulics on each axle and 
all wheel sets can turn. 
 
Jack-up, or cometto trailers are built to carry exceptionally heavy cargo weighing 
several hundred Tons. A jackup trailer consists of four-axle sections that can be 
configured to carry cargo of almost any size and weight. 
 
The largest configuration is 12 axles long by 8 m wide and rests on 192 wheels. 
Before transfer onto a jack-up trailer, the cargo is placed on beams and support blocks 
in the terminal. Steel support blocks are required for heavy units that weigh 120 Tons. 
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or more. For cargo weighing less than 120 Tons, heavy timber support blocks may be 
used. Cargo specialists use the built-in hydraulic system to lower the trailer into position 
to take on cargo, carefully placing the trailer beneath the cargo. Once in the correct 
position, the trailer is elevated, carrying the full weight of the cargo and steel beams. 
The support blocks are then removed and the trailer is towed on board by one or more 
heavy-duty tow trucks. Once the trailer is in the correct position on board, support 
blocks are placed under the beams. The trailer is lowered until the full weight of the 
cargo rests on the support blocks. The trailer is then removed and the cargo secured. 
This operation is reversed at the port of discharge. 
 
Maximun gross weight: up to 380 Tons. 
Configurations units in four axles section maximum configuration: 12 axles x 8 m wide. 
Maximun size and weight:  Customised. 
 
 
Figure 6: WWL JACK UP TRAILER  
 
 
 
Source: (WWL, 2014) 
 
2.4. AIR SHUTTLE TRAILER AND GREENHOFER, FOR RAILCARS WITH 
BOGIES ATTACHED 
The Air shuttle has been constructed for loading and discharging assembled rail cars, 
e.g. with rail bogies attached. The Greenhofer is a smaller variant of the Air Shuttle and 
as such, it functions much in the same way. Railcars simply roll on to and off of the 
trailers. This process saves time, cuts costs and improves the overall quality of service 
provided. 
Capacity: 47,5 Tons. 
Maximum length (adjustable): 21,35 m.  
Maximun width: 2,45 m.  
Maximun Height (when stowed): 0,55 -0,84 m 
Greenhofer Capacity:  15 Tons. 
Maximun cargo length:  25 m 
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Figure 7: WWL RT WITH RAILS.  
 
 
Source: Authors and WWL, 2014.  
2.5. RUBBER TYRE BOGIES – FOR RAILCAR SHELLS 
The RTB (Rubber tyre bogies) concept was developed for under-deck Ro-Ro service for 
railcars shipped with or without bogies attached. RTBs are fitted with air brakes. 
WWL's RTBs have road permits for use in the USA. 
Number of units: 2 per railcar shell 
Capacity: 45 Tons. 
Maximun length, width ans height: Customised 
 
 
 
Figure 8: WWL RUBBER TYRE BOGIES (WWL, 2014) 
 
 
Source: (WWL, 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.6. BOLSTERS, FOR HEAVY, BULKY CARGO 
A bolster is ideal for cargo too heavy or too bulky to fit into a container. Shippers can 
collect bolsters for stuffing at their own premises, and con- signees can pick up the 
loaded bolsters at our terminals in the discharge port. 
Capacity: 23,5 Tons. 
Maximun length: 6,10 m. 
Maximun height (when stowed): 0,23 m. 
Maximum width: 2,44 m. 
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Figure 9: WWL BOLSTER (WWL, 2014) 
 
 
Source: (WWL, 2014). 
 
 
 
3. STATISTICS RO-RO VESSELS IN SANTANDER PORT ([1]; [5] FROM 2001-
2013 
The evolution of the total RO-RO vessel traffic in the Santander port [1] in the last 
decade is shown in the two following graphics, describing the evolution in total GT per 
year and in vessels per year.  
 
 
Table 1: The evolution of the total RO-RO vessel traffic in the Santander 
port. 
 
Source: Authors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
YEAR
VESSELS 
PER YEAR GT GT MEDIO
CARGO 
CARS GT CARS
CARGO 
CARS + 
RORO+ BB
GT 
2001 500 11.936.505 23.873 335 9.324.009 165 2.612.496
2002 481 11.847.955 24.632 263 3.010.537 218 8.837.418
2003 505 12.100.951 23.962 312 4.046.875 193 8.054.076
2004 565 14.183.718 25.104 319 3.452.534 246 10.731.184
2005 581 13.507.532 23.249 350 3.693.169 231 9.814.363
2006 570 13.962.535 24.496 330 3.848.391 240 10.114.144
2007 568 14.793.314 26.045 350 6.026.063 218 8.767.251
2008 404 10.863.243 26.889 282 6.538.665 122 4.324.578
2009 325 7.984.220 24.567 215 3.330.419 110 4.653.801
2010 415 9.934.921 23.940 293 4.419.641 122 5.515.280
2011 408 9.409.613 23.063 310 4.838.916 98 4.570.697
2012 360 9.209.392 25.582 238 3.806.304 122 5.403.088
2013 355 9.926.993 27.963 226 3.756.535 129 6.170.458
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Figure 10: Curve GT per year. 
 
 
Source: Authors. 
 
Figure 11: Curve Vessels per year 
 
 
Source: Authors. 
 
 
We can see that the curves are very similar and in the next graphic we can also 
appreciate that the average GT has a tendency to increase until 2008 where begins to 
decline and in 2012 the tendency is again to rise. 
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Figure 12: Curve Average GT per year 
 
 
Source: Authors. 
If we pay attention to the graphics in Figures 10 to 12 and compare them with this last 
one which indicates the average tonnage of vessels entered in the port of Santander in 
the last 10 years, we can see that in the years 2011 and 2012 the difference in trend is 
clear, because in this last graphic the trend is increasing, which indicates that even 
though the total number of vessels and the total GT is lesser, the vessel size has 
increased. 
 
The import through the Santander port of new machinery (machine tools, mining 
equipment, big dumpers 777) used for construction by large companies like Caterpillar 
and Volvo during the crisis years (2009 to 2011) have suffered a dramatically 
decreasing and have seen their import volume decreasing almost in a 90%, but this 
decrease in the volume of import cargo was replaced in part in the subsequent years by a 
rise of the volume of export of second hand machinery to countries in development. 
 
Since mid-2011 a growing number of large tonnage RO-RO ships start to arrive at the 
port of Santander to load second hand construction machinery because of the increasing 
need for these machinery in ports of South America like Panama (works in the channel), 
Peru (heavy railway system), New Zealand and Australia, where they also begin to 
build public works and look for second hand machinery. 
 
Also since 2011 begins the export through the port of Santander [1] of large trains 
manufactured in Spain that depart toward Peru (Callao), New Zealand and Australia, 
and like this kind of merchandise is very large it needs a very special and careful 
handling that do the above cited company [6]. This transport supposes for the port of 
Santander a monthly entry of two large ships of 60,000 tones. 
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 Table 2: [1] [5] 
YEAR VESSELS PER YEAR CARGO CARS CARGO CARS + RORO+ BB 
2001 500 67% 33% 
2002 481 55% 45% 
2003 505 62% 38% 
2004 565 56% 44% 
2005 581 60% 40% 
2006 570 58% 42% 
2007 570 62% 38% 
2008 404 70% 30% 
2009 325 66% 34% 
2010 415 71% 29% 
2011 408 76% 24% 
2012 360 66% 34% 
2013 373 64% 36% 
Source: Authors. 
If we see the percentages, the 63% of the 6037 vessels docked at Raos Pier in Santander 
in the last 13 years, were vessels mostly loaded only with cars and the other 37% of 
remaining ships loaded with machinery, cars and merchandise oversized in BB. 
 
It has been posted as vessels that load mainly cars the feeders vessels (small Ro-Ro 
ships) that make regular routes between any port in Europe and Santander, transporting 
cars that have been loaded in ports such as Zeebrugge, Southampton and Le Havre 
proceeding from non-EU ports with destination Santander. In these ports the 
transhipment of cars from transoceanic ships to (smaller) feeders vessels is done and 
they are finally discharged into Santander Port. 
 
In the other hand is the opposite case, in the port of Santander [1] huge pieces and cars 
are loaded onto feeder ships and they are transshipped in ports such as Zeebrugge, 
Southampton and Le Havre to ocean vessels which would be transported this cargo to 
its final destination. 
 
The other ships (car + Ro-Ro + BB cargo) are the vessels making transoceanic lines, 
bound for America, Africa , New Zealand, Australia ... loaded with cars, Ro-Ro cargo 
(agricultural and construction equipment) and oversized merchandise. 
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Figure 13: Curve % Vessels types per year 
 
 
Source: Authors. 
 
 
Figure 14: Curve with diferents types of vessels 
 
 
Source: Authors. 
 
 
We can see in these graphs that during the last three years has been increased the 
number of ships aim to load Ro-Ro cargo and BB merchandise, and the number of 
vessels coming to load cars is proportionally declining. 
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Figures 15: Graph GT cars 2011-2013 
 
 
Source: Authors. 
 
 
Figure 16: Graph GT cars + RoRo + BB vessels 2011-2013 
 
 
Source: Authors. 
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Figure 17: Graph Total RoRo vessels 2011-2013 
 
 
Source: Authors. 
 
 
Figure 18: Mundial Traffic RORO 2010/   Mundial Traffic RORO 2012 [6] 
 
 
       Source: Authors 
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CONCLUSIONS  
The trend of increasing size of ships is result of increasing the size of the goods, and 
this explains the need for companies to develop new equipment to transport increasingly 
heavy and bulky goods, not always weight gain associated with increasing size, this 
implies great difficulty in the development of devices that allow them to easily and 
safely handle such goods. 
 
Companies develop new charging equipments that cater to the type and size of the 
goods. 
We can see the change in the form of product handling, the tendency is to change the 
use of conventional vessel roll-on/roll-off vessels and thus make safer, cheaper and 
faster handling of large goods. 
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Abstract  
The Axios-Morava waterway project has been dreamt about by the people of the 
Balkans for at least five generations and today is closer to becoming reality than ever 
before. The main drivers to revisit this subject today are associated with the availability 
of the necessary technical and management know-how, the international investment 
interest, as well as the demand for environmentally sustainable growth to which 
transport in general and inland navigation in particular will play a major role. 
It was demonstrated that the potential of the Axios-Morava navigable link between the 
eastern Mediterranean Sea (via the Aegean) and River Danube for the transport of 
freight offers an energy and carbon favourable alternative to road, whilst it competes 
closely with rail. With regard to air quality, the waterway service was found to be better 
than the rail but significantly inferior to the road mainly due to the stricter emission 
standards applicable to trucks. Finally, it was demonstrated that it is necessary to build 
on the ongoing international interest in this project, as being the driver for 
implementing all the necessary infrastructural and operational changes which will 
make the proposed waterway service commercially and environmentally sustainable.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
During the course of the last three decades, international trade has increased at a rate 
much faster than the growth in global GDP and in relation to 1975 the increase of the 
former has been nearly double to that of the latter (UNCTAD, 2012). During the last 
decade this trend was intensified through the rapid economic growth of east Asia and 
the establishment of significant seaborne freight flows between the far-east (mainly 
China) and the west (USA and Europe) through the transpacific and east-west (via the 
Mediterranean) routes (Figure 1).  
For Europe and particularly for the EU, this eastward shift in trade continues to be 
predominately served through the northern range ports and their logistical chains 
utilizing and building on the investments made in support of the previously dominant 
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Europe-USA trade. Although there are signs of correction in this north-south imbalance 
of extra-European trade flows, mainly evident through the increased port throughput in 
the western Mediterranean basin, northern gateways have in general retained their 
ability to counter the proximity advantage of Mediterranean ports for the Asia trade 
(Gouvernal et al., 2012).  
However, the need to strengthen the role of the European ports of the Mediterranean in 
international trade is now becoming urgent for ensuring sustainable growth within the 
European continent as a whole and that of EU in particular (Costa, 2013). This urgency 
is intensified with regard to the eastern Mediterranean basin, as the increased trade 
demand associated with the EU-enlargement into eastern and southeastern Europe and 
the recent economic growth observed in all the countries of this region has to be met.  
As the seaborne trade between the Far-East and Europe via the East-Med is rapidly 
expanding, the new manufacturing and consuming centers established throughout the 
eastern region of central Europe seek the support of nearby and easily accessible trade 
gateways. The compounded influence of the eastward shift of both the global and 
European economic centres of gravity highlights the importance of the east-Med 
European ports in EUs strive to develop a competitive and resource efficient freight 
transport system.   
Figure 1 - Distribution of international trade flows (2011). 
 
In this respect, the latest  White Paper – “Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area - 
Towards a competitive and resource efficient transport system” (EC, 2011), sets a range 
of specific targets including modal shifts towards sustainable and energy efficient modes 
of transport, as well as reduction goals in GHG, pollutants and oil consumption. Despite 
all efforts, the growth of the non-road modes of freight transport remains a strong 
challenge for Europe, as during 2001-2011 road-borne freight strengthened its share from 
75% to 76% of the total inland intra-EU transport work (ton-km), whilst railways were 
reduced to 18% (from 19%) and waterways maintained their portion of 6%.1  
The White Paper acknowledges the fact that so far rising volumes of freight transport 
have outweighed efficiency gains in transport and new vehicle and fuel technologies 
alone will not be sufficient to meet the challenge of sustainable EU transport by 2030 
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and 2050. Therefore, “specially developed freight corridors optimised in terms of 
energy use and emissions, minimising environmental impacts, but also attractive for 
their reliability, limited congestion and low operating and administrative costs will be 
also necessary”. Amongst the ten key benchmarks of the White Paper for the 
achievement of a competitive and resource-efficient transport system are included:  
• “A 30% shift of road freight over 300 km to other modes such as rail or 
waterborne transport by 2030, and more than 50% by 2050, facilitated by 
efficient and green freight corridors” and  
• “A fully functional and EU-wide multimodal TEN-T ‘core network’ by 2030, 
with a high-quality and capacity network by 2050 and a corresponding set of 
information services”. 
Both benchmarks are relevant to “the optimisation of the performance of multimodal 
logistic chains, including the greater use of more energy-efficient modes” which 
constitutes one of the three pillars of the White Paper strategy on transport.  
Furthermore, it is also stated that “On the coasts, more and efficient entry points into 
European markets are needed, avoiding unnecessary traffic crossing Europe. Seaports 
have a major role as logistics centres and require efficient hinterland connections. 
Their development is vital to handle increased volumes of freight both by short sea 
shipping within the EU and with the rest of the world”. And with specific significance 
for this paper, the previous statement closes by the sentence: “Inland waterways, where 
unused potential exists, have to play an increasing role in particular in moving goods to 
the hinterland and in linking the European seas”. Towards meeting this objective, the 
knowledge and experience gained through the NAIADES I (2006-2013) and NAIADES 
II (2014-2020) programmes for the “Navigation and Inland Waterway Action and 
Development in Europe”, as well as the implementation of their supporting programmes 
PLATINA I and II, will play a major role2.    
The role of inland navigation in a sustainable transport system has been recently studied 
by Rohacs and Simongati (2010), whilst the significance of River Danube as a vital 
transport artery for the EU and the European continent has been presented in the work 
by Mihic et al. (2011) and by Radmilovic and Maras (2011). Furthermore, the 
environmental impact of inland navigation in the context of the air pollution produced 
by the riverboats has been addressed by Den Boer (2011), whilst the work by Radojcic 
(2009) was conducted with reference to Danube and that by Ljevaja (2011) and 
Radonjic (2011) for Serbia. 
Amongst the people of the Balkans, the concept of the Axios-Morava navigation route 
connecting the eastern Mediterranean (via the Aegean Sea) with River Danube dates back 
to at least five generations, but the first comprehensive approach into its feasibility was 
presented by Jovanovski (1993) and has lately resurfaced as a project proposition mainly 
due to the expressed international interest in the project amidst a mounting pressure to 
develop sustainable transport corridors in Europe (Corres, 2014; Duncic and Lukic, 2013; 
Radakovic, 2012). The ongoing political and economic reform within the Balkans makes 
the region the ideal playing field for each of the great powers i.e. USA (via NATO and 
EU), Russia (via Serbia) and China (via Serbia), in their effort to establish their presence 
and exercise their influence in the future affairs of the wider region.    
This paper makes a unique contribution to existing literature, because it examines the 
Axios-Morava waterway within the context of the current White Paper strategy on EU 
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transport. More specifically, the comparative analysis with the competing modes of road 
and rail freight in terms of fuel use and atmospheric impacts highlights the challenges 
associated with the proposed modal shift with regard to energy efficiency and 
environmental (atmospheric) quality. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE WATERWAY LINK 
Danube with a length of around 3000 km is the longest river in the EU and through its 
connection with the Rhine-Main (500 km) forms a fully navigable link between the 
North Sea (Rotterdam) and the Black Sea (Constanta), thus being an integral part of the 
Trans European Transport Network (TEN-T). Danube passes through ten riparian 
countries (seven EU member states) and its basin extends to nine more, contributing to 
the socio-economic growth of central, eastern and south-eastern region of the European 
continent. 
 
Figure 2 - Axios-Morava inland waterway. 
 
The proposed waterway link essentially utilizes the route offered by the Axios (or 
Vardar) River at the south and that of Morava River over the north section (Figure 2). 
Axios is the longest river that runs through Greece and FYROM, having a length of 275 
km, with a width presently ranging from 50 to 600 m and a depth which can reach up to 
4 m. It extends northbound into FYROM territory under the name Vardar and joins the 
Morava River further north. The Morava runs over 345 km through Serbian land and 
joins the Danube at 50 km east of Belgrade. The overall length of the waterway link 
between the Aegean Sea and River Danube is equal to 650 km, thus offering a 1200 km 
shorter route between the eastern Mediterranean and central Europe (via the Black Sea). 
However, making the Axios-Morava waterway navigable and ready for service will 
require extensive construction work, which will involve the building of canals (a short 
main canal and 4-5 lateral), wharfs, numerous locks and dams, as well as the opening of 
new roads and other supporting facilities. To this effect, the accumulated knowledge 
and experience in the building and operation (incl. maintenance) of navigable 
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waterways is adequate for such undertaking. In terms of added value, the construction 
and operation of the waterway link will bring socio-economic growth in the region, 
whilst the river-borne trade will boost the productivity of the agricultural sector which is 
dominant in this peripheral area of Europe. 
3. INTERNATIONAL INTEREST 
Although the discussion for the navigability of Morava dates back to the 1840s, the 
development of the entire Axios-Morava link into a navigable waterway was of a scale 
and character which was bound to require international intervention. In 1907, the 
American government established in New Jersey the American engineering commission 
for the observation of the Morava-Vardar waterway. The Balkan wars of 1912-13 and 
the regional instabilities of the interwar period put the project aside. After the end of 
WWII and up to the beginning of the 80s, the political orientation of former Yugoslavia 
was not favouring the co-operation with the West and most importantly Greece as a 
riparian country, whilst the emergence of ethnic tensions between Serbia and the ex-
Yugoslavian republics during the 80s and their eventual engagement in war during the 
90s (terminated with the NATO bombing of Serbia in 1999) inevitably placed the 
region under other priorities.   
The big change came recently through the attraction of the Chinese interest in investments 
throughout the Balkans. After visiting more than thirty locations along the route, during a 
period of three months, the Chinese have concluded that the project is technically feasible 
and funding will follow the example of COSCO’s concession in the port of Piraeus. 
Combining China's interest in this project, it is important to note that with major Chinese 
investments in the ports of Piraeus and Thessaloniki, and with similar projects in the 
infrastructure sector in the countries of southern and southeastern Europe, “China creates 
an alternative route for the entry of products in Europe, which is the largest market and 
which, unlike the ports of northern Europe, it would be for 99 years under its influence 
and management”, significantly boosting its geopolitical position 
Apart from Greece, FYROM and Serbia which are directly involved, the project is also 
attracting directly or indirectly the attention of Russia, EU and the USA. In this context, 
there is already Russian interest in the privatization plan of the Hellenic Railways and 
the Port of Thessaloniki, whilst the EU is bound to exercise its influence through: 
• Serbia's accession negotiations with the EU started on January 1st 2014. 
• The policy for river transportation (NAIADES II) which integrates it into the 
European Transport Networks (TEN-T) with a substantial budget for 
infrastructure projects. 
• The socio-economic interest in the developmental character of the project. 
Last, but not least, although the project does not clearly relate to USA interests in the 
transport sector, it is otherwise significant within the framework of geopolitical influence. 
A possible long term presence of Chinese and/or Russian interests in the region could 
clash with other USA priorities especially after the recent developments in Ukraine. 
4. PERFORMANCE OF THE WATERWAY LINK  
The performance of a waterway link is mainly related to the riverboats which use it and 
specifically to their design parameters which are dictated by the navigational constraints 
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imposed upon them. Riverboat water and air draft, length and beam are tailored to the 
waterway natural and man-made characteristics. For example, navigability through the 
entire stretch of River Danube allows a maximum loaded draft of around 2.0 m to 
account for adequate clearance at swallow waters. In general, beam and length are 
restricted by the size of locks with length being also limited by waterway bends and air 
draft by the height of bridges.       
A critical performance parameter in waterway freight services is that of transit time, as 
it is widely acknowledged that it is the slowest mode of motorized transport. This stems 
basically from the fact that cargo riverboats have a full-body hull which inevitably 
restricts their speed in favour of increased cargo carrying capacity under the waterline. 
Furthermore, waterway authorities usually impose speed limits to avoid damage to river 
banks and wharfs produced by the hull wake which can be profound in swallow waters 
especially near the critical (hull) speed regime. During sailing in swallow waters, squat 
effects must also be controlled through the reduction of speed. Away from these 
constraints, low draft vessels can reach service speeds of 20 km/h, but transit times are  
also prolonged due to delays at the locks (waiting at entry and lock transit) and in many 
cases because only daytime navigation is allowed.  
A concise presentation of the basic designs (self-propelled, barges etc) of freight 
riverboats engaged in Europe is given in the work by Radmilovic and Maras (2011), 
whilst detailed descriptions of the various designs involved in the European waterway 
network in general and for River Danube in particular can be obtained through the 
reporting of the SPIN-T programme available at: http://spin-tn.factline.com/.  
The types of riverboats which are currently active in Danube range from dry bulk carriers 
and tankers to general cargo (incl. containers) carriers and Ro-Ro. Self-propelled 
riverboats vary from 38-40 m long having a payload capacity of about 300 tons at 2.5 m 
draft to 110 m long with on average 1900 tons payload at the same draft. In recent times 
even considerably larger vessels have become usual on the Rhine River having a length of 
up to 135 m, a beam of up to 17 m and a payload of about 3500 tons at only 2.5 m draft. 
Barges range between 70.0-76.5 m in length, a beam between 9.5-11.4 m and a cargo 
carrying capacity which is mainly determined by the available depth of the waterway. 
Indicative draft for a given payload of a typical Danube barge (77x11x2.8 m) is: 1.0 m for 
300-400 tons, 1.5 m for 700-800 tons, 2.0 m for 1100-1200 tons, 2.5 m for 1500-1600 
tons, 2.8 m for 1800 tons and 4.0 m for 4000 tons. Barge convoys usually consist of 2 to 6 
barges which carried in various combinations in tandem and/or in parallel by a push boat 
(or very rarely by a pull/tug boat) of appropriate power. Finally, a self-propelled river boat 
may also carry 1 or 2 barges abreast.  
Table 1 - JRB’s riverboat fleet. 
Riverboat Type Number Average Payload Capacity (tons) 
Average Propulsion 
Power (kW) 
Barges Dry Cargo 62 1732 - 
Liquid 
 
58 1386 - 
Self 
Propelled 
Dry Cargo 1 1892 1276 
Liquid 
 
1 1246 551 
Pushboats 14 - 1199 
Tugboats 2 - 885 
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Figure 3 - JRB’s self-propelled dry cargo riverboat.  
 
Indicative data with regard to the riverboat characteristics which would be more suitable 
for the Axios-Morava waterway link can be obtained through reference to the fleet of 
the largest river shipping company in Serbia, “Yugoslav River 
Shipping”/“Jugoslovensko Recno Brodarstvo (JRB)”3. The main particulars of the JRB 
fleet are synoptically shown in Table 1 and their dry cargo self-propelled riverboat in 
Figure 3.  
5. ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND ATMOSPHERIC IMPACT  
At a time of increased commercial competition and fuel prices, the energy efficiency 
offered by transport services is very important as fuel expenditure constitutes a major 
part of their overall cost function. However, apart from the internal (private) costs, 
transport companies are faced with the challenge of reducing their negative externalities 
mainly in order to alleviate the social costs amidst the emerging wave of their cost 
internalization, but also in an effort to improve their commercial image. The most 
important transport-related exhaust emissions have atmospheric impacts at global (CO2) 
and regional/local (SO2, PM and NOX) level causing significant damage to the natural 
and built environment, and most importantly to human health (Table 2). However, the 
fact that energy savings reduce emissions either directly (for CO2) or indirectly (for the 
other pollutants) presents transport companies with a powerful incentive to improve 
their energy efficiency record in order to cut down on fuel costs and improve their 
environmental performance too. 
Table 2 - Impact of exhaust emissions. 
Emission Impact 
CO2 Global warming – Climate change 
SO2 Acidification, eco-toxicity, human toxicity 
PM Human toxicity, summer smog 
NOX Acidification, eutrophication, eco and human toxicity, summer smog 
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The comparative analysis on energy efficiency and atmospheric impact between the 
three competing transport services (waterway, road and rail) was partly based on the 
EcoTransIT4 tool, which was considered most suitable for application on specific routes 
of freight transport. This tool builds on the experience of previous research programmes 
(e.g. TRENOVE), uses internationally accepted methodologies and databases for 
transport-related energy and emission calculations and is regularly updated on the 
emission regulations for the various modes of transport. Furthermore, it is GIS-based 
for finding the “fastest”5 route and offers flexibility in terms of specifying vehicle 
operational and design parameters. However, as this tool relies on real-life data with 
regard to O/D route points, it was not possible to utilise it for the Axios-Morava 
waterway link and it was only applied for the road and rail connections with reference 
to the adjacent Thessaloniki-Belgrade route. Finally, in an effort to achieve the nearest 
level-playing framework for comparing the energy and emission performance of the 
three competing transport services, the vehicles considered were of the highest payload 
capacity6 which was fully utilised with heavy bulk cargo, whilst it was assumed that the 
latest emission standards apply for the vehicle engines employed in each mode of 
transport.  
The energy use and the exhaust emissions produced by the Axios-Morava waterway 
service were estimated through the application of an activity-based methodology which 
accounts for the riverboat design and its operational profile as it transits the waterway. It 
was assumed that a twin-screw diesel-powered riverboat (similar to that of Fig. 3) at a 
fully loaded condition of 2000 tons (i.e. at 2.7 draft) will require about 50% of its MCR 
of 1300 kW to develop a speed of 10 km/h at a relatively swallow depth (< 4.0 m) 
typical of the Axios-Morava waterway. At this sailing speed, the passage through the 
entire Axios-Morava waterway will take a total transit time of 180 hours (or 7.5 days), 
as analyzed in Table 3. 
 
Table 3 - Transit times for Axios-Morava waterway service. 
Sailing distance (km) 650 
Sailing speed (km/h) 10 
Sailing time per day (h) 12 
Number of overnight stops 5 
No. of Locks (5-stage) 
  
11 
Lock time 
Waiting at lock entrance (h) 2 
Lock transit (h) 3 
Total sailing time (h) 65 
Total stoppage time (h) 60 
Total lock time (h) 55 
Total Waterway Transit Time (h) 180 
 
The operational and exhaust emission parameters of the main engine necessary for 
estimating the energy and emission performance of the riverboat during the waterway 
service are shown in Table 4.   
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Table 4 - Riverboat propulsion engine emission coefficients and fuel consumption.  
Emission Coefficient 
(g/kWh) 
CO2 645 
SO2 4.2 x 10-3 
PM 0.2 
NOX 6.0 
s.f.c. (g/kWh) 203 
MDO/MGO EHV (MJ/kg) 42.4 
 
With regard to NOX and PM emission coefficients of the riverboat, the standards of 
latest European Directive 2004/26/EC for non-road engines were applied, as they cover 
all new engines involved in inland navigation from 01/07/2007. Furthermore, the SO2 
emission coefficient was estimated using the LR (1995) expression for medium speed 
diesel (MSD) engine operation on maximum sulphur content of 10 ppm, as applied to 
inland waterway transport from January 1st, 2011 (Directive 2009/30/EC). The CO2 
emission coefficient and the specific fuel consumption (s.f.c.) of the engine, as well as 
the fuel effective heating value (EHV) were based on the work by Cooper and 
Gustafsson (2004) for marine MSD engines working on MDO/MGO.  
For testing the reliability of the aforementioned activity-based methodology and data for 
the modeling of the Axios-Morava waterway service, it was considered appropriate to 
apply the EcoTransIT tool over a sizable segment of River Danube linking real-life 
points with a riverboat of identical emission performance standards (i.e. 2004/26/EC 
compliant) and payload carrying parameters, and subsequently scale the EcoTransIT 
output according to the sailing distances of the two connections. The link of “Vienna 
Danubepier Hov” and “Budapest” covering a sailing distance of 277 km was selected to 
provide the test for the 650 km long Axios-Morava service. 
 
 
 
Figure 4 - Number of vehicles for payload capacity equivalence of 2000 tons.  
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The road service between Thessaloniki and Belgrade was assumed to employ diesel-
trucks of 40 tons gross weight (26 tons payload capacity), whilst the railway used 
diesel-pulled wagons each of 84 tons gross weight (61 tons payload capacity) in a train 
formation of nearly 1500 tons gross weight, both being typical of the heaviest types 
operating in this region (Figure 4). As already mentioned, similar to the load factor of 
the riverboat, both land-based vehicles were set to operate at their full payload capacity. 
According to the EcoTransIT tool, the “fastest” rail and road distance between 
Thessaloniki and Belgrade was found to be equal to 664 and 677 km, respectively.  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The energy consumed and the CO2 produced during the single-leg (one-way) movement 
of 2000 tons of freight by the three alternative modes of transport is shown in Figure 5. 
Firstly, it is observed that the results of the in-house modelling (IH-M) of the waterway 
service compare very well with those of EcoTranIT (ET-M), which provides a clear 
indication for the reliability of the current analysis.  
 
Figure 5 - Energy consumption and CO2 emission per transport service. 
 
 
Overall the waterway service was found to be significantly superior to that of the road 
and slightly inferior to rail. More specifically, based on the in-house modeling results, 
the energy consumed by the road service was more than double to that of the waterway, 
whereas the latter was 16.3% more energy thirsty than the rail service. The comparison 
is less favourable for the inland navigation with regard to CO2 emissions, as its 
superiority to the road service is reduced to 83.2% and its inferiority to rail is increased 
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to 32.5%. Although the diesel engine technologies and the fuels involved in the three 
types of vehicles can be commonly classified into the MSD/HSD engine and distillate 
fuel categories, there enough differences in terms of the exact engine and fuel 
specifications which can modify the energy-carbon relationship of each vehicle. In this 
context, the waterway service emits the most CO2 per unit of consumed energy, i.e. 290 
kg-CO2/MWh compared to the 250 kg-CO2/MWh of the road and rail. 
The energy and carbon efficiencies of the three services are shown in Figure 6, where 
the rail and waterway services are again superior in comparison to road. It is important 
to note that although this carbon efficiency ranking is consistent with that of other 
studies, the associated values are lower than those reported by McKinnon and Piecyk 
(2011) for inland navigation, heavy trucks (max. payload of 26 tons), diesel-rail at an 
average of 31, 62 and 22 g-CO2/ton-km, respectively. This difference is mainly 
attributed to the vehicles’ capacity utilisation which in the current analysis was assumed 
to be 100% for aiding the comparison across all transport modes, whilst in reality the 
load factors range between 55-65% depending on transport mode, cargo type and most 
importantly on the prevailing market conditions. 
 
 
Figure 6 - Energy and carbon efficiency per transport service. 
 
Taking into account that the current MDO/MGO price in the region averages 900 
$/ton7, whilst the auto-diesel price stands at around 2150 $/ton8, the fuel cost advantage 
of the waterway service over the road is substantial. More specifically, it was found that 
the riverboat burns 8.6 tons of fuel which gives an expenditure of around $ 8000 or 
equal to 4 $/ton of transported cargo and the trucks use around 17 tons of fuel for a cost 
of $ 36,400 or 18.2 $/ton.              
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In an attempt to distinguish between the produced CO2 emissions which have a global 
impact and those which are important with regard to local and regional air quality (i.e. 
SO2, PM and NOX), the latter are presented separately in Table 5. The waterway service 
produces the lowest SO2 emissions, although they do not offer a sizable advantage in 
comparison to the road and rail alternative. With regard to PM and NOX emissions, the 
road service is by far the best option, whilst the waterway has a better performance in 
comparison to the rail service. 
 
Table 5 - Comparison of produced air pollutants per transport service. 
 
However, in real life, the gap between the emission performance of riverboats and the 
land-based vehicles is bound to increase further as a result of the enforcement of the 
EURO-VI for truck engines from 01/01/2013 (calling for NOX and PM limits of 0.4 and 
0.01 g/kWh, respectively) and the ongoing expansion of the railway electrification in 
Europe. As the introduction of emission standards discriminates between existing and 
new engines, the emission profile of the existing waterway fleet in Europe lags behind 
the post-2006 standards of Directive 2004/26/EC, because the rate of replacement of 
riverboats is characteristically slow in comparison to the observed renewal of truck and 
rail stock. There are numerous pre-1974 riverboats having NOX and PM emission 
coefficients which are nearly double the currently permissible standards.  
The improvement of the air quality performance of inland navigation is very important, 
because the air pollutant receptors are closer and hence more vulnerable to damage than 
those exposed to the coastal and ocean-going ship operations. Of course, similar to the 
case of short sea shipping, reducing the exhaust emissions of riverboats requires the use 
of “cleaner” fuels and/or the introduction of exhaust treatment technologies (e.g. 
scrubbers). The use of natural gas as a fuel for inland navigation will make riverboats 
environmentally superior to the other land-based transport modes and by virtue of their 
low energy requirements in comparison to their sea-going counterparts the ability to 
utilize CNG technology alleviates the problems associated with LNG bunkering 
particularly in the region under consideration.      
However, the additional investments required to improve the emission performance of 
inland navigation are bound to increase the cost of the waterway services and make 
them commercially disfavoured in comparison to the other competing modes of 
transport. In an effort to avert the reverse modal-shift for inland navigation, it is 
necessary to realize that the attainment of sustainable transport in Europe requires an 
approach which will engage all stakeholders in sharing the risks and opportunities, and 
amongst them governments have a “governing” role to play in providing the correct 
policies (incl. appropriate incentives) to meet this challenge.           
Emission Type Waterway (IH-M) Road (ET-M) Rail (ET-M) 
SO2 (kg) 0.2 0.3 0.3 
PM (kg) 8.7 1.5 9.2 
NOX (kg) 253.5 123.1 334.5 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Inland waterways can make a significant contribution towards achieving transport 
sustainability in Europe and the EU in particular, and within the economically growing 
region of southeastern Europe their unused potential needs to be fully explored. 
It has been shown that the Axios-Morava waterway through its connection with River 
Danube can offer a freight link between eastern Mediterranean and central Europe 
which with regard to energy and carbon efficiency is superior to the road alternative and 
slightly inferior to rail. However, its air quality performance needs to be significantly 
improved in order to match that of the road and maintain its superiority against the rail.  
European transport policies must focus on providing the necessary incentives and 
mechanisms in order to support the infrastructural and operational investments which 
will promote the expansion of waterway utilization in a sustainable manner.        
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FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSE IN HIGH SPEED CRAFTS.
  
Capt. Merayo, Pedro. Capt. Martín, Agustí 
 
 
 
Abstract 
The aim of this report is to identify the correct procedures when facing anomalies which 
could put the vessel at risk. In so doing, the basic workings of this type of ship, in terms 
of its propulsion and evolution, will be explained. 
 
Keywords 
Safety, high speed crafts, failure mode. 
 
1. LOGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSAL MOTION 
In this type of vessel, a bow thruster is not required because appropriate handling of the 
jets, orientating them correctly and with adequate control over the opening or closing of 
the buckets1, is enough to make the vessel stop, go ahead or astern, move laterally to the 
port or starboard, or to make her rotate around her own geometrical centre. 
 
Fig.1. Catamaran with water jets in navigation 
 
      www.greekislands.gr 
 
 
Basically, the handling of a vessel during a manoeuvre is limited to two situations: one 
relating to longitudinal or lateral motion, ahead or astern and port or starboard, and the 
other to rotation around a point. 
1 Water jet elements used to change the direction of the propulsion from ahead to forward and vice versa 
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A longitudinal motion can be achieved without any difficulty by holding the nozzles 
parallel to the centre line of the vessel and opening the buckets to go ahead, or closing 
them (to reverse the water flow) to go astern.  
To move the vessel transversally it is necessary to combine the strength of the four jets2 
and make them act on the rotation or transfer point we are most interested in, depending 
on the situation. To do so, it is necessary to know how the rotation point (on which the 
forces produced by the jets will act) works, and how its position can be controlled. 
High speed vessels have their rotation point afore when they travel at their cruising speed, 
and even more forward in single hull vessels. However, when the vessel is stopped or 
manoeuvring at slow speed, it is possible to control the rotation/transfer point through the 
vessel's centre line by opening or closing the nozzles on each side. 
The vessel will always move and rotate to the side where the buckets are closed, or in 
other words, to the side that is going astern. As a general rule, if we want to achieve a 
pure lateral movement, we should have in mind that the nozzles which go ahead generate 
more thrust than the ones that go astern. For this reason, we must compensate for this 
effect by fully closing the nozzle astern buckets and opening the other side to only 70% 
ahead. 
To manoeuvre the vessel with a lateral movement parallel to the jetty, the steering nozzles 
must be opened 20º outward, with the buckets situated on the side we would like to move 
to 100% closed (astern), and the buckets on the opposite side 70% open (ahead). With 
this jet arrangement the vessel can be made to move sideways. 
 
Fig. 2. Steering nozzle- water jet 
 
 
www.liveyachting.com 
If we want to make a slight turn to the side we are moving to, the nozzles must be opened 
10º outward with the buckets kept in the same position as before. If the nozzles are kept 
at 10º, the rotation point of the vessel moves afore and the vessel is made to move 
transversally with a slight shift ahead and a smooth turn to the side where the buckets are 
closed. 
2 Water jets 
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If during the movement the buckets are maintained in the previous position, and the 
nozzles are opened to the maximum of 30º outwards, the rotation point moves to aft, 
making it move faster than the fore. This is to say that the vessel is moving while the fore 
turns slightly towards the opposite side of the main movement. 
The turn manoeuvre when the vessel is stopped or moving at slow speed is obtained by 
steering the nozzles from both sides 30º inwards, closing the buckets 100% (astern) on 
the side you want to turn to and opening them 70% on the other side, with the object of 
compensating for the difference in strength between the ahead and astern jets. With this, 
two equal forces in opposite directions to those created by the jets will act on the natural 
rotation point of the vessel, situated approximately a third of the length from afore, 
creating a torque which will make the fore of the vessel turn to the side where the buckets 
are closed. 
These manoeuvres are performed via the manoeuvre console, normally situated in each 
wing, although catamarans are now being produced without them. This makes it 
necessary to manoeuvre from the console bridge without having a direct view of the jetty 
when the vessel is less than 50 metres from it, with only the images of the video monitors 
and the indications of the fore and aft officers as a guide. 
There are two ways to perform the manoeuvre from the console: the normal or automatic 
mode, and the manual or backup mode. In the former, two controllers situated in the lower 
part of the console are used: the master, a large joystick which moves in all directions and 
has a system which can lock the it in any position, and with which all the vessel movement 
commands are made; and the "moment potentiometer", which is used only to turn. The 
position of these two controllers is interpreted by a PC which sends an electronic signal 
through a feedback cable and executes the command received, steering the nozzle and 
opening and closing the buckets. If the master controller is being used and maintained in 
a particular position (e.g. for a lateral movement), and at the same time the moment 
potentiometer is turned, the nozzle position indicator will close, showing the transition 
from a transversal movement to a turn in the same direction. As soon as we stop the 
activation of the "moment potentiometer", the nozzles will return to their previous 
transversal movement position. 
The manual or backup mode is used as a separate system from the automatic. In this case 
the PC does not send the manoeuvre signals to the nozzle. Instead the small joysticks 
situated in the lower part of the manoeuvre console are used. Each joystick steers the pair 
of nozzles on its side with two movements: port and starboard to steer the nozzles and 
fore and aft to open or close the buckets. The system operator must have a very clear idea 
of this, being aware at every moment of where and how the forces of the jets are acting, 
because any uncertainty during manoeuvre can cause an incident. 
The manual manoeuvre mode therefore demands concentration and requires that the basic 
procedures are followed in order to avoid any mistakes. As a general rule, the first step to 
keep in mind when preparing any manoeuvre is to orientate the steering nozzles by 
opening or closing them to prepare a transfer or a turn manoeuvre respectively. Following 
this, the buckets can be operated on, closing the ones on the side to which we want to turn 
or move towards and opening those on the other side. An inverse procedure is used to 
pass from one situation to another, firstly putting the buckets in the neutral (or 0%) 
position, thereby eliminating the forces produced by the transfer or turn, and then 
reorientating the steering nozzles to the position we require. 
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2. POSSIBLES FAILURES DURING THE MANOEUVRE 
We will now consider the possible failures which may occur during a manoeuvre and 
how to address them.  
2.1.     MAIN ENGINE FAILURE 
Depending on the number of engines affected, this could lead to the vessel becoming 
inoperable. Factors such as oil mist in the sump, an overheating bearing, starter motor 
failure etc. can stop the engine or make it impossible to start.  
 
Vessel berthed, one engine failing to start: 
A. Buckets indicator to neutral. 
B. Steering nozzle indicator to 0 (rudder amidships position). 
C. Trim tabs3 stowed 
D. Main engine indicator showing around 390 rpm (except for the failed    
engine at 0 rpm). 
Solution: 
Couple the corresponding engines of each hull, SIME-PIME or SOME-POME, thereby 
avoiding overloading the working engine if both engines on the opposite side are coupled. 
When the vessel has left the berth and is going ahead, the other operational engine should 
be coupled. 
When the vessel starts to gain speed, set the inoperative engine to backup or manual mode, 
which uses a system independent of the automatic one.  In this case the PC does not send 
the manoeuvre signals to the nozzle, but rather two small joysticks situated in the lower 
part of the manoeuvre console are used. Each joystick steers the two nozzles of each side 
with two movements, port and starboard to orientate the nozzles, and fore and stern to 
open and close the buckets.  By using the corresponding handle, activate opening mode 
and the tiller of each hull will open. 
At the same time, adjust the trim tabs, leaving the side where the engines are operative in 
normal mode while backup mode is set for the side where the inoperative engine is. Fix 
the trim tab on this side to 50% using the switch. An initial cavitation is noticeable in the 
ramp-up if the trim tabs have not been activated. This will increase with speed, indicating 
that the tabs must be activated without delay. 
Repeat this process in reverse when the vessel approaches harbour.  Reduce the rpm, in 
turn reducing speed and power. The engines should be idling when the buckets arrive at 
the fully open position.  
To transfer control from the navigation to the manoeuvre console, follow these steps: 
3 Flaps situated in the lower part of a water jet  
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 A. Put the four opening handles for the buckets, along with the motor revolution 
handles, in neutral position. The bucket indicator needles will be at 0 except for 
that of the inoperative engine.  Put this at 0 by using the corresponding tiller. 
B. Stow the trim tabs on the side of the operative engines and use the corresponding 
controller to stow the buckets on the other side. 
C. Set Normal mode for the trim tabs as well as for the inoperative engine. 
D. Rudder amidships. 
E. Transfer control by pressing the button situated in the navigation console, which 
indicates whether it is in navigation or manoeuvre mode. 
F. Take control of the manoeuvre console and decouple the inoperative engine. 
The inoperative engine becomes operative while the vessel is sailing. 
Procedure to be followed to couple the engine. 
A. Put the bucket of the inoperative engine in neutral position with the tiller.    
B.  Couple the engine and use the controller to open the buckets. 
C.  Set the engine control (in backup mode) to normal. 
D.  Set the trim tab on the side that was in backup mode to normal. 
E.  Gradually increase the revolution of the engine until it matches the others. 
Fig. 3. High speed vessel operation control console 
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2.2 TRIM-TAB STOWAGE FAILURE 
The trim-tab is a considerably large piece of metal which is essential both for navigation 
and manoeuvre. If a trim tab failure occurs during navigation, it will be immediately 
noticeable due to the considerable cavitation produced by the water stream hitting the 
flap. 
During a manoeuvre, the incorrect stowage of trim tabs can produce a very high risk of 
accident. It is essential to verify the LED indicators which show the correct stowage of 
the flap; otherwise, if we want to go astern and close the buckets, the water stream will 
impact on a part of the flap, projecting the vessel ahead with a force proportional to the 
power given to the engines. 
Solution: 
If the failure occurs during navigation, initiate backup mode and regulate to 50%. 
However, if local control is not possible, the flap can be isolated and left in floating 
position. 
Before the manoeuvre starts, verify that the trim tabs are stowed when the buckets are put 
in neutral position. If not, use the protected buttons marked “emergency flaps-up”. If this 
emergency system fails, manual emergency stowage can be performed by hoisting the 
trim tabs via a winch or pulley which pulls a rope tied fast to the shaft. This will only be 
possible if the hydraulic system has previously been depressurised.  
2.3. FAILURE CAUSED BY FEEDBACK CABLE BREAK. 
The mechanical Morse cable is used to produce feedback signals. It moves two 
transducers installed in each water jet, the main one situated in the outer jet and the other, 
which remains at standby, in the inner. 
The transducers send separate direct and indirect signals through an interface to the LMP 
and the MIM; these signals are compared in the LMN/MIM which produces an output 
signal and sets off an alarm when the normal limits are exceeded. 
If one of these cables breaks, an alarm is activated because a limit in one of the indication 
signals has been exceeded. 
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Solution: 
In the case of failure of the input signal to the main transducer, the alarm (mechanical 
steering feedback) is set off, and the standby transducer in the inner jet automatically 
becomes the main one, thus avoiding steering control failure. 
If both signals fail, the rudder will remain immobile in the alarm position, which will 
force the manoeuvre to stop in order to proceed to system repair. 
2.4. PROPORTIONAL STEERING VALVE (PTO) FAILURE. 
This anomaly appears when the steering stops working in Normal mode, remaining 
stationary and failing to show the position of the steering nozzles or buckets. 
The steering does not follow the control signal and the indicator alarm signal shows that 
there has been an error, since there is no correspondence between the order given and the 
response.   
Solution: 
Set the steering to Backup mode and situate it amidships while the vessel is sailing. 
Transfer control from the navigation to the manoeuvre console, bearing in mind that the 
former has an independent transfer switch for each jet and the latter only has one switch 
per side. For this reason the manoeuvre console can only be used in backup because each 
steering commands a pair of jets. 
2.5. JET HYDRAULIC HOSE BREAK 
Given that the control systems are hydraulic, the failure of one of them will first cause an 
oil spill and consequently a loss of jet control. 
A low level in the hydraulic oil tank will be conclusive proof that a significant failure has 
taken place. 
Solution: 
As soon as possible, and with great care, isolate the tank by activating the solenoid valve 
of the PTO (situated in the internal engines of each side, PIME and SIME, as we have 
previously said), and stopping the hydraulic jet pumps. Next, decouple the main engines 
on the side where the failure was detected.  When this happens during navigation, speed 
should be reduced, and during manoeuvre stopped completely, in order to proceed 
immediately to repair. 
The manoeuvre console has the indicator or alarm set to Normal mode, transferring 
control to the Lipsstick combined system. 
1.  Test mode system. 
2.   Lipsstick failure alarm. 
3.  Control selection failure in the navigation or manoeuvre console. 
4.  Mechanism failure in Normal or Backup mode. 
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5. In Normal mode, discrepancy between the angle set for the rudder and its
actual position.
6. Cable break in inputs X, Y, M or rpm in Normal mode.
7. Insufficient operative services to activate Normal mode.
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Abstract 
 
The potential for catastrophic events as consequences of human navigational errors 
underlines the importance of proper training in the use of new ECDIS. Outcomes of 
ECDIS training courses using a self-assessment questionnaire are presented in the 
paper. Possible influences of experience at sea, confidence attitudes in the use of 
computer and previous involvement with ECS/ ECDIS where evaluated. Participants 
(N=64) were maritime navigators and students. Linear regression analyses and paired 
samples t-tests indicated positive self-reported learning effects of the training courses. 
Neither experience at sea nor confidence in use of computers had a significant effect on 
the learning outcome of the training courses. Those with experience in similar systems 
had both higher initial and end scores thus indicating relative less perceived learning 
outcomes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Navigational errors can lead to catastrophic events as involving loss of lives, 
environmental pollution and loss of values. Position monitoring, route keeping, 
situational awareness and proper decision making is vital to avoid collisions and 
groundings with subsequent damage on health, property and environment. Navigation 
has been altered by the introduction of new technologies (Hutchins, 1995). The amount 
and complexity of electronic equipment is still increasing on navigational bridges 
(Lützhöft & Lundh, 2009). Electronic Chart, Display and Information System (ECDIS) 
have been given increased focus in the manila revision of STWC 2010 (STCW, 2011). 
ECDIS replaces traditional paper charts as means for navigation and seems to require 
new kind of competence. The possibilities with the new system are multiple and varied. 
The system can be a burden and a hindrance to safe navigation if the navigator does 
note have sufficient knowledge of the use(s) of the system (O'Dwyer, 2012). It is 
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essential for navigators to learn to use ECDIS thoroughly and be familiar with the 
system in order to navigate safely (Mate, 2012; MAIB 2008, 2012; NTSB, 2009).  
 
The requirements for proper familiarization of the on-board equipment are clearly stated 
in the International Ship Management Code (ISM Code). This includes ECDIS 
implicitly. Port State Controls also have focus on the generic training as well as 
familiarisation of ECDIS. International Maritime Organization (IMO) has recently come 
up with new requirements regarding ECDIS competence and proficiency (STCW, 
2011). ECDIS will become the primary means for navigation on most commercial 
vessels in the future (SOLAS V, 2012). Thus there is a massive need for training to 
update the navigator’s competence and prepare them for the new technology thereby 
safeguarding against navigational errors due incompetent and erroneous handling of 
ECDIS.  
 
Proficiency requirements in STCW seems to be founded partly on Blooms taxonomy 
(Carson-Jackson, 2010) with emphasis on knowledge, understanding and demonstrated 
skills (proficiency), together with criteria for evaluation (STCW, 2011). The proficiency 
in ECDIS is mainly operational, and the Model Course suggests the use of various 
methods “The outcome of this course may be achieved through various methods, 
including simulation based classroom and laboratory training, or in-service training, or 
combinations of these methods, such that each trainee is provided access to an ECDIS 
with ENC data for all required hours of practice and assessment in a controlled visual 
underway navigational environment” (IMO Model Course, 2012, p. 4). There is 
apparently no explicit learning theory behind the training requirements. It is thereby up 
to the training centers to offer proper training in order to meet the STCW requirements. 
This could be done by using IMO Model Courses (2012). 
1.2. ELECTRONIC CHART DISPLAY AND INFORMATION SYSTEM (ECDIS) 
 
Together with the introduction of marine RADARs (Radio Detection (Direction) And 
Ranging) around the 1940’s (Kjerstad, 2002) and GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite 
System) starting from the 1960’s, ECDIS can be regarded as an important innovation in 
the area of maritime navigation. During one century, the equipment for navigation has 
changed dramatically. Computers were used on vessels from the late seventies (Hydro, 
2010). ECDIS is currently the final computerised tool for aiding navigation.  
 
ECDIS is a computer-based system where hydrographical and information databases 
together with relevant external information are made visible on a screen as a chart to 
help the navigator to plan a route and monitor the ships position along the route. In 
addition to this it is a system for information management. The information could come 
from external sensors, from the operators and from the databases itself. Information 
from AIS (Automated Identification System) and RADAR will also give an excellent 
overview over the surrounding vessels and environment. The essential elements of 
ECDIS are a central processing unit, data storages, a display with keyboard and track 
ball and interfaces both for data communication with other computers, navigational 
devices and sensors. In short it is a computer with databases, a human-technology 
interface and data communication facilities. 
 
The difference between ECS and ECDIS is that the hydrographical information used in 
ECDIS has to be officially approved, and the system has to fulfil specific standards, 
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with IMO, IHO (International Hydrographical Organization) and IEC (International 
Electrotechnical Commission) as the main premise providers. There are also certain 
requirements for backup, power, sensor inputs (position, speed and heading) and 
training which have to be fulfilled if the ECDIS are to replace paper charts.  
 
Effective use of ECDIS as the central part of the electronic equipment on the bridge is 
essential for the safety and efficiency of navigation. New competency requirements in 
the use of ECDIS (STCW, 2011) make training courses highly relevant. The outcome of 
training courses need to be evaluated so the courses can be adapted and altered to better 
suit training needs. 
1.3. KNOWLEDGE DOMAINS 
Coxon (2012) defined domain knowledge as “knowing lots of information about the 
relevant area” (p. 29), which also denotes a narrowing towards expertise knowledge. 
Expertise knowledge is regarded as domain specific (Ericsson 2006), and the 
acquisition of everyday skill and expertise seems to follow the same rules. The incipient 
learning of a specific skill will thus have the same characteristics as found in the 
research on expertise. Domain specificity is defined as “…the idea that all concepts are 
not equal, and that the structure of knowledge is different in important ways across the 
content areas” (Hirschfeld & Gelman, 1994, p. xiii).  
 
The use of ECDIS is based on the use of a specialized computer system to support 
navigation. Navigation and computer-use can be seen as typical general knowledge 
domains placed between peripheral general expertise and core domain-specific expertise 
(Weisberg, 2006). However, use of ECDIS differs both from the use of computer and 
traditional navigational operations. Hirschfeld and Gelman argue that “much of human 
cognition is domain-specific” and that “many cognitive abilities are specialized to 
handle specific types of information” (1994, p. 3). Thus, it might be that the use of 
ECDIS for navigation as can be sufficiently specialized to be a specific knowledge 
domain. The domain specificity of ECDIS use in the intersection between navigation 
and computer-use is shown in Figure 1. 
1.4. HYPOTHESES 
 
Hypothesis 1 involved the expectation of a learning effect of the training courses. 
Where a systematic (i.e. statistically significant) increase in self-assessments would then 
be taken as an indication of learning.  
 
The secondary hypotheses where related to individual factors that influences ECDIS 
learning.  
 
Hypothesis 2a expected that those with experience with similar systems (ECS/ECDIS) 
would report better learning outcomes.  
 
Hypothesis 2b was related to the question whether experience and confidence with the 
use of computers would have some effects on the learning outcomes. Higher experience 
and more confidence would both be expected to increase the learning outcome of the 
training sessions.  
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Figure 1 - Domains of ECDIS competence in the intercept between 
the of navigational competence and computer competence 
 
 
 
 
 
Hypothesis 2c was related to the question whether experience at sea would have some 
effects on the learning outcomes. Experience at sea would be assumed to have an effect 
but the direction of the effect was not possible to identify prior to this study.  
2. METHOD 
 
2.1. PARTICIPANTS 
 
A total of 64 persons aged between 20 and 61 participated in the courses. The mean age 
was 36.14 (σ =12.14). Experience at sea ranged between 0 and 360 months. Mean 
seagoing experience as navigators was 99.85 months and varied greatly between 
participants (σ = 113.62). However, all participants had either undertaken nautical 
studies, or were studying nautical science at the time the courses were given. Thus, all 
participants had the same minimum level of competence in navigation on operational 
level needed for their certification.  
2.2. RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
There were three different ECDIS courses with the same technical content. The first was 
a technical familiarization course over two days. The next was a generic course based 
on the IMO model course 1.27 (IMO 2012). The third was a generic course for the 
students, spread over several weeks, also based on the IMO model course. The 
difference between the familiarization course and the other was the theoretical content 
of the generic courses. The courses were given at two different laboratories. Each of 
them was equipped with desktop simulators with ECDIS, radar and conning. All groups 
were treated as one sample group due to few participants in the courses and a limited 
number of courses. The purpose of the courses was to instruct the participants about the 
technical use of ECDIS and to let them explore and train on the system without any 
operational pressure. 
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2.3. QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
The research was based on questionnaires at the start and the end of the ECDIS course. 
At the start the participants got an introduction to the research project and explanation 
of the questionnaire. They also wrote under a consent form. They answered the 
questions in an excel sheet on a computer. All questions were answered before and after 
the training courses, entailing a pre-test post-test experimental design. The instructor 
was always present to answer questions from the participants. 
 
The questions in the questionnaire was based on "A revised draft model course on the 
operational use of ECDIS" (STW 43/3/1 2009), which prepared for the 2010 revision of 
IMO Model Course (2012). The questions were divided in three parts.  
 
The first part was about demographic information such as age, nationality, country of 
birth, country of education, country of living, type and length of maritime education, 
experience as navigator, current position.  
 
The second part was about experience with and confidence in the use of computer and 
electronic chart systems (ECS/ECDIS). This part consisted of three types of questions. 
The first type was skill orientated, presented as “rate your ability to…?” followed by a 
verb. The next type of questions was about knowledge, presented as “how much do you 
know about…?” The last type of questions was about understanding, and presented as 
“rate your understanding of…?”.  
 
The third and main part was derived directly from a checklist of proficiency in the draft 
model course and consisted of questions about specific areas within ECDIS. The 
questions in the second and the third part had to be answered with the same scale. The 
participants had to range their answers from “no…” or “not…” to “very…” or “very 
high…” in five steps, resulting in six different possibilities (0-5).  
 
The ECDIS specific questions were grouped in nine subdomains covering the whole 
system. The groups were Alarms, Sensors, Route, Chart, Position Awareness and 
Monitoring, Documentation and Replay, Information and Presentation, Chart handling 
and Theory. All of the domains had six questions each. The aggregated means of the 
questions in each domain was regarded as an indicator of skill and knowledge for that 
particular domain. All 54 questions for the nine domains were computed to a global 
average.  
2.4. STATISTICS AND DATA ANALYSIS 
 
All statistical tests where performed using the software package IBM-SPSS 20. A 
paired samples t-test where used to evaluate the main hypothesis. Linear regression 
analysis was used to evaluate hypotheses 2a-c. The rejection level for the null-
hypothesis was set to .05.  
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3. RESULTS 
 
3.1. EVALUATING THE MAIN HYPOTHESIS  
 
A paired sample t-test revealed a statistic significant and positive difference between 
pre- and post-test scores (t(63)= -14.015, Mdiff [95%CI] = -1.512 [-1.728, -1.297], Cohen´s 
d = -1.752). The results indicated an overall perceived positive learning outcome of the 
course with a very large effect size (Cohen, 1992). This is in accordance with 
Hypothesis 1 and the null-hypothesis is therefore rejected.  
3.2. EVALUATING THE SECONDARY HYPOTHESES 
 
A linear regression analysis was used to evaluate the effects of experience with 
ECS/ECDIS (hypothesis 2a), experience in computer use (hypothesis 2b) and 
experience at sea (hypothesis 2c). The initial results are presented in table 1.  
 
 
Table 1 - Effects of three competence scores on post-test score on 
self-assessment of competence in use of ECDIS 
 
 
Variables B Beta t Sig. [95% CI for B] 
1 (Constant) 2.714   8.378 .000 [2.066, 3.363] 
 
Experience at Sea (months) 0.000 0.075 0.615 .541 [-.001, .002] 
 
Confidence in use of Computer 0.091 0.139 1.122 .266 [-.071, .252] 
  Experience with ECDIS/ECS 0.261 0.377 3.122 .003 [.094, .429] 
 
 
The results in Table 1 indicated that previous experience with ECS/ECDIS affected the 
learning outcomes of the course. However, the outcome had to be controlled for the 
initial level of the student´s competence, because the learning outcome would be 
influenced by the initial competence in ECS/ECDIS. The results of the regression 
analysis where the initial competence are controlled for are presented in Table 2.  
 
 
Table 2 - Effects of experience at sea, confidence in computer use and 
experience with ECDIS/ECS when controlled for the student´s initial 
competence. 
  
 Variables B Beta t p [95% CI of B] 
2 (Constant) 2.370  7.879 .000 [1.768, 2.973] 
 Experience at Sea (months) 0.000 .024 0.216 .830 [-.001, .002] 
 Confidence in use of Computer 0.104 .160 1.451 .152 [-.040, .249] 
 Experience with ECDIS/ECS 0.016 .023 0.167 .868 [-.177, .209] 
  Pre_mean 0.374 .555  4.019 .000 [.187, .560] 
 
 
As with in the first regression model, there is no statistical significant effect of 
experience at sea and no effect of confidence in the use of computer, neither in Table 1 
nor in Table 2. Hypothesis 2a and 2b are thereby rejected. Also, when controlling for 
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the initial level of competence in the use of ECS/ECDIS (pre-test score) the effect of 
Experience with ECS/ECDIS was reduced (reduction in Beta from .377 to .023) so that 
it no longer had a significant effect on the learning outcome thereby also rejecting 
hypothesis 2c.  
 
A scatterplot comparing the self-assessed learning outcomes (measured as post-test – 
pre-test) and the initial levels of self-assessed competency revealed that all but one 
individual had some learning effect (person with no learning effect scores under 0 on 
horizontal axis). See Figure 2 for a graphical depiction of the pre-test score on 
competence in use of ECS/ECDIS and the learning outcomes.  
 
 
 
Figure 2 - Initial levels of ECDIS/ECS competence measured against 
self-assessed learning outcomes (Post-test score – Pre-test score) 
 
 
 
 
The scatterplot shows a large negative correlation between the initial level of ECDIS 
competence and learning outcomes (Pearson’s r = -.445, p < .001). This indicate that 
participants with higher levels of initial competence had a lower self-reported learning 
outcome than persons with no or low initial experience and confidence in the use of 
ECS/ECDIS. This could possibly be explained by the fact that these courses where 
familiarization courses not aimed at creating expert users.  
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4. DISCUSSION 
 
The purpose of this research was to investigate the learning effects of an ECDIS training 
course. We expected that computer confidence; experience and confidence in 
ECS/ECDIS; and experience at sea would have significant effects on the learning 
outcomes. However, we did not find any effects of confidence in use of computer and 
experience at sea had any effect on the learning outcome of the training courses.  
4.1. THE MAIN HYPOTHESIS  
 
The results revealed clearly that there were positive differences between the 
questionnaires in the total scores. The assumption that self-assessments would increase 
from pre-test to post-test, indicating learning outcome was corroborated. The main 
effect of the course was positive difference as regards learning outcome. The general 
reason for this might be the instructions by professional instructors and the possibility 
for the participants to train on and explore the system on desktop simulators with more 
or less instructor guidance according to their needs (ability, willingness to learn, 
curiosity, understanding of the importance etc.).  
4.2. COMPUTER CONFIDENCE 
 
The total absence of influence by confidence in the use of computers was not expected. 
Competence in the use of computers was expected to transfer to the use of ECDIS 
because the operations and interface of ECDIS is in many respect similar to that of 
ordinary computers. A possible reason is that learning was not associated with the 
operational use of computers, but with the tasks that was to be done with the system, the 
use of ECDIS. The computer components of the ECDIS operations were seemingly not 
perceived as such, and thus the former computer competence was not utilized.  
 
The assumption that playing computer games can “help prepare for science and 
technology” (Ballantine, Larres & Oyelere, 2007, p. 987) seemed to support the 
hypothesized statement that confidence in the use of computer should have a positive 
impact on the learning of ECDIS. In their conclusion however, Ballantine et al. stated 
that despite the fact that “recreational use of computers among students is fairly wide-
spread, the academic side of computing for most students is rather dull and lacks 
stimulation” (Ballantine et al., 2007, p. 987). This could support the finding in this 
study, but even more exaggerated. Hence, computer competences in domestic 
environment might not necessarily support competencies in more structured and 
specific settings as learning to use ECDIS. Other research can support this assumption. 
For example, Cretchley (2007) did a study evaluating the relationship between 
computer confidence, learning with computers and learning mathematics using 
computers. Measuring confidence in both computer and mathematics with different self-
reporting instruments, together with performance testing. There were measurements at 
the beginning, in the middle and the end with additional tests even later. He did not find 
any indications that computer confidence influenced many of the tasks in the course, 
“not even those that specifically required the use of technology” (Cretchley, 2007, p. 
35). Our findings are in this regard similar to Cretchley´s findings. Computer 
competence as rooted in a more general domain did seemingly not transfer to the other 
and more specific knowledge domains, even though some of the competencies were 
apparently similar. 
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Another study supporting the findings concludes that the student’s computer skills are 
not necessarily transferable into more specific and “advanced IT applications”. They 
found a clear distinction between “using IT for personal versus academic purposes” 
(Messineo & DeOllos, 2005, p. 54). That could indicate that although reporting high 
computer confidence, the students do not transfer this to new and more specific settings. 
ECDIS can be regarded as an “advanced IT applications”, and also as “academic 
purpose” in this setting. The confidence and implicit also the competence in computer 
use could be regarded as a general competence versus the specialisation into the ECDIS 
area as domain-specific competence. This could mean that the competence in one 
domain might be distinctly different from that of another domain, which is supported by 
Vygotsky’s ideas in his argumentation about the “specific capabilities”: 
 
“…the mind is not a complex network of general capabilities such as 
observation, attention, memory, judgment, and so forth, but a set of 
specific capabilities, each of which is, to some extent, independent of 
others and is developed independently. Learning is more than the 
acquisition of the ability to think; it is the acquisition of many 
specialized abilities for thinking about a variety of things. Learning 
does not alter our overall ability to focus attention but rather develops 
various abilities to focus attention on a variety of things.”  
(cited in Hirschfeld & Gelman, 1994, p. 3) 
  
Blume et al. (2010) notified the training transfer to be more relevant for open skills than 
for closed skills. Both advanced computer skills and ECDIS skills satisfied the 
characterizations for closed skills and then the findings also got support here. The 
results showed that the only influence on the perceived learning outcome were from the 
course itself and not from previous experience and confidence in the use of similar 
systems. This could indicate that the use of ECDIS is to be regarded as a specific 
domain, or type-specific competence. As a specific domain, competence has been built 
to be specific in way that competences in other domains seemed to have little transfer 
effect on it.  
 
Our study gives reason to reconsider the quite common assumption in the maritime 
industry that the young deck officers have grown up with computer and should therefore 
be better on ECDIS because of their presumed computer literacy (Norris, 2012).  
4.3. NAVIGATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
We did not find any relationships between navigational experience and training 
outcome in the use of ECDIS. It could however be argued that experience at sea not 
necessary means experience with navigational tasks. This depends on the types of 
vessels, the trade and manning of the bridge. Normally the second officers are 
responsible for the navigation, although the Master has the overall responsibility. The 
second officers and chief mates execute the navigation. Long experience at sea normally 
means long service as captains with possibly less daily activity as navigators and then 
not necessary that long experience as active navigator. Nevertheless they should have 
long experience and good proficiency in the “old” way of navigating. A competence 
that also is necessary in the use of ECS/ECDIS.  
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It could also be discussed whether the ECDIS domain is a subgroup under the 
navigation domain and hence influenced by experience in navigation, regarding 
navigation as a “superordinate” skills, more complex than ECDIS skills. The use of 
ECDIS as a specific domain with more complexity seemed to be more plausible. 
Presumably the use of ECDIS will consolidate as a specific domain different from both 
the traditional navigation domain and the more general computer skills, and be regarded 
as kind of intercept between the two other domains. When considering the relationship 
between experience and performance, it is worth to note that Durso and Dattel (2006) 
found in their literature review that the relationship between experience and 
performance was not straightforward and there were no evidence for claiming that the 
quality or even the length of experience necessarily would influence performance 
positively. Especially when experience in a domain was challenged by a more unusual 
task, the experienced would not always use his expertise in a profitable way. Similarly 
when the participants in the ECDIS course used the new tool, ECDIS, they apparently 
did not make use of former experience in traditional navigation to enhance learning in 
the use of ECDIS.  
 
As the ECDIS is used for navigation, and the courses use navigational simulators with 
active navigation, the results from this research support the idea of navigation with 
ECDIS as the specific domain. Whether it is a subdomain under navigation can be 
discussed. Maritime navigation can clearly be regarded as a domain. It was expected 
that experience at sea could mean long experience with navigation tasks. Experience 
with navigational tasks was predicted to have influence on navigation with ECDIS. The 
results did not support this.  
4.4. EXPERIENCE WITH SIMILAR SYSTEMS 
 
The experience with ECS/ECDIS did not positively influence the self-reported learning 
outcome as assumed. However, the persons with higher experience from ECDIS tended 
to have a higher competence after the training scenarios (Post-test). However, the 
training effect was smaller than those with little or no experience with ECDIS. This can 
be explained by the fact that the purpose of the courses was to familiarize navigators 
with the ECDIS system and to teach them how to navigate with ECDIS according to a 
required level of standard. The intention was to get all those inexperienced with ECDIS 
up to the required level of competence while also affirming the competence of those 
navigators with previous ECDIS experience. This could clearly explain the observed 
negative correlation between experience with ECDIS and learning outcome.  
4.5. LIMITATIONS OF THIS THESIS 
 
Using self-assessment requires concise definitions of the concepts involved. In this 
study, the introduction and clarifying of such concepts as confidence and experience 
have potential for improvement. Especially the concept of confidence could be 
confusing in this setting. Although the participants could have clear definitions of the 
concepts, their particular definition was not conveyed or communicated through the 
answering of the questionnaire, nor was the intended meaning of the concept for the 
questionnaire explained in advance. It appears likely that additional and more detailed 
and specific questions would have enhanced the reliability and also the validity of the 
answers.  
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The reliability of self-assessment is a possible challenge to the reliability of this study. 
However, self-assessments have been found to have a high reliability when it comes to 
evaluation of competence. For example Chang, Tseng and Lou (2012) did an empirical 
study of different types of assessments (self-, peer- and teacher-assessments) of a web-
based portfolio management environment. They found that self-assessments had a high 
consistency with teacher-assessments, while peer-assessments had a low consistency 
with both self- and teacher-assessments. Encountering the challenge of self-assessment 
could help the students comprehend their way of learning and prepare them for 
enhancing their knowledge (National Research Council, 2001). 
 
Even with a clear definition of confidence the participants “may have different criteria 
for deciding if they are confident or not” Coxon (2012, p. 122), which could mean that 
personal factors had an influence on the answering. However, our experimental design 
with a pre-test post-test repeated measures design controls for this type of individual 
differences as long as there are no ceiling effects.  
 
The relationship between ‘confidence in use of computer’ and ‘competence in use of 
computer’ is also one challenge in our study. We can expect that the answers given by 
the participants on “confidence” included the familiarity with using computers, which is 
possible based mostly upon domestic use, but it could be difficult to determine the exact 
relationship to the participant’s competence. We expected that confidence and 
competence in computer use is linked, although this can create some challenges since 
they are not “synonymous linked” as discussed by Carlisle (2000). The lack of complete 
correspondence between these two concepts open up for the extreme case of high 
confidence with low level of actual performance, the “unconsciously incompetent 
practitioner”. However, this challenge was not expected to have any complications for 
the results in this study as the experimental design would control for individual 
differences.  
 
The classroom context of answering the questionnaire can lead to challenges with 
making conclusions about the use of ECDIS in a real dynamic context, as well as the 
use of ECDIS as a tool for safe navigation on a vessels bridge and as an integrated part 
of the bridge equipment. To this challenge we can only say that we agree. Assessments 
of operational and professional skills should be based on practical tests rather than 
paper-and-pencil (see e.g. Nilsen, 2013).  
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Learning outcomes from ECDIS training courses seemingly are not affected by 
navigational experience or by the trainee´s confidence in the use of computers. Previous 
experience ECDIS or similar systems lead to a higher initial competence level and 
thereby a lower learning potential – especially for familiarization courses in ECDIS 
systems. This effect is realised by a lower learning outcome for those with much 
experience of ECDIS. Also, those with a high self-reported confidence in use of 
computers do not do better than those with a low confidence in computers. We should 
perhaps reconsider the quite common assumption in the maritime industry that young 
deck officers who have grown up with computers should be better on ECDIS because of 
their presumed computer literacy (Norris, 2012).  
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Abstract 
  
There was a Society of seamen in Kotor already in 809 year, but the first document 
which indicates the existence of a more permanent and similar maritime organization in 
Kotor dates from 1155. The main objective of the Fraternity of the Kotor Seamen was to 
improve the navigation arts in the area and to give mutual assistance to members. At 
the time when maritime schools did not exist at all, the Fraternity represented a special 
kind of school that instructed in navigation the young people and those who decided to 
devote their lives to the sea. 
 
This historical example is useful to make us consider human resources as the most 
important thing and the basis to development in all maritime policies. At this respect, 
the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watch 
keeping for Seafarers from 1978 was adopted in the Federal People’s Republic of 
Yugoslavia in 1984, and the Law on ratification of the Annex to this Convention and 
Resolution was adopted in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 2001. With the 
introduction of continuous staff development programs, seamen would continue to 
develop their skills further, which are undoubtedly very important for effective day-to-
day response to the challenges they face at sea. In Serbia, today we are aware that we 
should direct training and education in such way to equip all the seamen with the 
necessary knowledge and skills and competences to carry out their job effectively, and 
enable them to deal effectively and proactively with challenges presented by of a 
dynamic work and a complex external environment. 
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Fides et honor 
                                          (distinctive sign and symbol  
of identity of Boka Kotorska) 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Serbia, as well as Slovakia, Czech Republic or Hungary does not have sea, but training 
for seafarers was conducted in Serbia in Belgrade, the capital of the Republic, at first at 
the School of Shipping, Shipbuilding and Waterway Civil Engineering and later at 
Military Academy, that produced results recognized at international level in this area. 
Candidates from the region interested in nautical training were coming, 63 courses were 
held and prices were acceptable.  
Today Serbia does not have exit to the Adriatic Sea, but has the Sava and the Danube 
rivers, diverse structure of tourist offers, located near the traditional and new tourist 
markets, with long history, preserved natural resources, proportionally good 
communications and great human potential. This paper is dedicated to seamen training 
once, and especially today in the light of new legal changes in the Republic of Serbia.  
2. HISTORICAL VIEW  
There was a Society of Seamen in Kotor as early as in 809; however, the first document 
which indicates the existence of a more permanent maritime defensive organization of 
Kotor dates from 1155. The main aim of the Fraternity of the Kotor Seamen was to 
improve the navigation of the area and mutual assistance among members. At the time 
when maritime schools did not exist at all, the Fraternity itself represented such a kind 
of school and it instructed in navigation the young people, who decided to devote 
themselves to the sea. [1] 
The secondary School of Shipping, Shipbuilding and Waterway Civil Engineering in 
Belgrade is the only school in the Republic of Serbia which educates students in river 
and maritime traffic, as well as shipbuilding and waterway civil engineering. The 
beginning of school dates back to 1890, when Serbian shipping society was founded. It 
was run as vocational training or as short courses when needed.  
Between two wars, in 1918, the Kingdom of Yugoslavia got a fleet of ships that 
belonged to Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and so became the second largest fleet of 
ships on the Danube. So strong, it trained its personnel having learned from Austro-
Hungarian, Hungarian and Bavarian shipping industry. 
After World War II, by the formal decision of the Federal National Republic of 
Yugoslavia, on 29th of August 1946, the Shipping school was opened with two 
departments: nautical, educating students in shipping - transportation field of work and 
mechanical engineering, educating students in shipping technical field of work. In that 
form, the school started its regular work on 1st of October 1946 as the school of 
national importance. In the following school year, 1947/48, the school changed its name 
to Shipping Technical. That year two more departments were opened: shipbuilding and 
applied hydraulics. In 1949, the Shipping Technical School was given a new name: 
Shipping high school. After several changes, in 1987, the school was called”the School 
of Shipping, Shipbuilding and Hydro building”.  
The countries of this century are categorized based on the quality of work and services 
provided rather than on the quantity of such work and services. We should always hold 
human resources as the first resource and the basis of development. The International 
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watch keeping for Seafarers 
("Official Gazette of the Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia”, International 
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Contracts, number 3/84.) [2] of 1978 was adopted in the Federal People’s Republic of 
Yugoslavia in 1984 and the Law on ratification of the Annex to this Convention and 
Resolution ("Official Gazette of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia”, International 
regulation, number 3/01.) [4] was adopted in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 
2001.  
Before seamen in the Republic of Serbia are turbulent times, at least when we speak 
about the legal framework refering to them. After the amendments of the Law on 
maritime navigation were adopted, associations of seamen reacted considering that the 
system of training is endangered. This Law is adopted on the proposal of the Ministry of 
transportation, but the Ministry of defense announced that it will ask for changes of the 
controversial provisions of the Law, considering that proposers of the Law practically 
pushed the Military Acadamy out of this area. However, by the initiative to amend the 
Law, the duty of training performer is introduced in order to organize absolutely all 
seamen courses, including those for fishing ships, for which there were no interested 
candidates. 
3. REALITY AND PERSPECTIVES IN THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA 
Today the School of Shipping, Shipbuilding and Waterway Civil Engineering educates 
students in three fields of work: traffic, mechanical engineering and metal processing, 
and civil engineering and geodesy. Education, that the school provides, includes 
teaching curricula and programs that are in compliance with the provisions set out by 
the Ministry of Education of Republic of Serbia. This school is the only school in Serbia 
certifed by ISO9001:2008 standard of quality obtained from Lloyd’s register quality 
assurance in London.  
The School Program includes the following educational profiles: 
- In the Area of traffic:  
o Nautical technician – Maritime Department (4 years),  
o Nautical technician – Inland Waterway Department (4 years),  
o Deckhand (3 years). 
- In the Area of mechanical engineering  and metal processing:  
o Marine engine mechanic (3 years),  
o Ship assembler (3 years),  
o Nautical engineer (4 years),  
o Ship building technician (4 years). 
- In the Area of geodesy and construction industry:  
o Technician for waterway civil engineering (4 years). 
During the last five years, the school trained students for acquiring certificates of 
competency which acknowledge proficiency of seafaring personnel of merchant marine, 
which are in compliance with the International Convention on Standards of Training, 
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW) convention. 
The Law on maritime navigation (“Official Gazette RS“, no. 87/11, 104/13) [6] 
regulates certificates of competency of seamen. According to the article 73. of this law, 
a crew member of the merchant navy ship of the Republic of Serbia who performs 
activities of navigation security, can be the person of at least 16 years old with 
appropriate knowledge and corresponding certificate for performing jobs on the ship in 
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accordance with the STCW Convention, as well as  the Rulebook on the Professional 
Qualifying. 
The Government of the Republic of Serbia regulates ranks, conditions and the way such 
rank and certificates are obtained by crew members of sea ships, along with validity 
terms of certificates and certifications, types of shipping activities performed by 
seamen, levels of seamen responsibility, program and method of exams for obtaining 
the certificate of competency, i.e. special competency, conditions for obtaining the 
certificate of alternative competency, the procedure for issuing of the certificate of 
competency, i.e. special competency, the manner of calculating the maritime 
experience, the training program and conditions for conducting accelerated training 
courses, the way and forms of keeping records on completed training courses and 
acquired practice, the duties of  instructor, i.e. appraiser, as well as the duties of 
examiner and candidates in the framework of practical training, the manner and 
conditions for selection of examiners in the Examination Commission, the way of 
establishing and jobs of the Working group for STCW plan and program (syllabus), 
conditions and the way of acknowledging, renewal and replacement of certificates of 
competency, i.e. special competency, the method of the assessment of knowledge of the 
maritime legislation of the Republic of Serbia in the case of recognition of certificates 
of competency at management level, the contents and the form of the certificate, as well 
as the form, contents, format and keeping records of issued authorizations, and the 
Register of approvals issued to seafarer Training centers. 
According to the article 166. of the Law on maritime navigation [6] for domestic ship, 
the owner, i.e. company it is operated by shall provide for training and practical work to 
the members of the crew and the persons responsible for safety. The requirements for 
security protection, issuance of security documents, safety plans of the ship and 
shipyard, training program and the manner of passing examinations for obtaining the 
title of Officer responsible for the safety of the ship, as well as persons responsible for 
the security of the company and other issues arising from Chapter XI-2 of SOLAS 
Convention and ISPS Regulation are established by Technical Regulations. (See: article 
171. of the Law on maritime navigation).  
A person who drives a yacht or a boat takes a professional exam before a commission 
established by the Minister for a term of four years. (See: article 121. of the Law on 
maritime navigation). The Minister also prescribes the training of crew members 
obligated for System Information and monitoring of ship traffic. (See: article 125. of the 
Law on maritime navigation).  
According to the article 202. of the Law on Navigation and Ports on inland waters 
(“Official Gazette RS“, no. 73/10, 121/12) [5] the Government prescribes the manner of 
realization of security protection of ships, navigation safety objects in international 
waterways and ports opened for international traffic, contents and the way of security 
plans adoption, the training program and the manner of passing examinations for 
persons responsible for security, as well as appropriate identity papers.  
Decree on the manner and procedures in connection with performance of activities and 
maintenance of watchkeeping of crew members on sea ships, as well as other activities 
on the ship with the goal of safe navigation and protection of the sea from pollution 
(“Official Gazette RS“, no. 119/13)[7] in effect from 7th January 2014 prescribes, in 
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article 3, the duties of the company, i.e. seaman. For regular and safe performance of 
activities and maintenance of watchkeeping, the company, i.e. a seaman is, in addition 
to other duties, obligated to: provide for legal keeping and availability of all data and 
information on seamen embarked on the ships of the company, especially records 
related to certificates of competency, training, maritime experience and medical fitness. 
Decree on minimal requirements and conditions for giving medical care on sea ships 
(“Official Gazette RS“, no. 5/14) [8] in effect from 30th January 2014, proclaims, in 
article 4, that a sea ship in international navigation that is not obliged to have a 
physician on board, must have at least one seaman with a certificate of special 
competence for giving first medical aid in accordance with STCW Convention or at 
least one seaman with a certificate of special competence for giving medical care on the 
ship. 
Certificates of competency, i.e. special competency of the crew members issued by the 
Member State of the European Union, or the Contracting State of the Agreement on the 
European Economic Area, as well as the Swiss Confederation, are recognized in the 
Republic of Serbia. (See: article 74. of the Law on maritime navigation). 
According to the article 75. of the Law on maritime navigation (“Official Gazette RS“ 
no. 87/11, 104/13) [6] Centers for training of seafarers (accredited institutions) perform 
theoretical and practical training and examinations for obtaining certificates of 
competency, i.e. special competency of the crew members in accordance with 
requirements of STCW Convention in respect of duration and contents of theoretical 
and practical training, on the basis of approval issued by the Ministry. The Port 
Authority in Belgrade issues the certificate of competency, i.e. special competency to 
the crew members on the basis of the certificate of successful completion of training and 
certificate of notes for the acquisition of certain certificate of competency, i.e. special 
competency of the crew members issued by accredited institutions. If the Port Authority 
in Belgrade establishes that the seaman does not meet the requirements for obtaining 
certain certificate of competency, i.e. special competency of seamen in spite of 
certificates mentioned above issued by accredited institutions, it will not issue certain 
certificate and it shall inform the accredited institution in which the seaman completed 
training. 
The approval set out in article 75, paragraph 1. of this Law can be given only to the 
legal person registered in the Republic of Serbia for conducting staff training in 
maritime navigation, which submits evidence from recognized organization that it meets 
the standards prescribed by STCW Convention, fulfills the technical conditions for the 
holding of training for obtaining of all certificates of competency, i.e. special 
competency prescribed by STCW Convention, submits a plan and program of activities 
for the period for which the approval is issued, and has qualified instructors in 
accordance with requirements of STCW Convention. This approval is issued for the 
period of 10 years and it is final in the administrative procedure. Exceptionally, this 
approval can be given to the legal person which submits evidence from recognized 
organization that it fulfills the technical conditions for the provision of training for 
obtaining all certificates of special competency prescribed by STCW Convention in the 
Republic of Serbia, on condition that it submits a document issued by a recognized 
organization on meeting the technological requirements for holding training for 
obtaining of all certificates of competency prescribed by STCW Convention in the other 
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Contracting State of STCW Convention, provides a guarantee for good performance in 
favor of the Republic of Serbia, and submits the evidence from recognized organization 
that it meets the technical conditions for the provision of training for obtaining all 
certificates of competency prescribed by STCW Convention in the Republic of Serbia 
within three years from the date of issue of the approval. (See: article 76. of the Law on 
maritime navigation). 
According to the article 81. of the Law on maritime navigation (“Official Gazette RS“ 
no. 87/11, 104/13) [6] accredited institutions must comply with the quality standards 
system in accordance with the requirements of STCW Convention and apply 
international and domestic regulations governing the matter of maritime navigation. The 
precise conditions that accredited institutions, instructors, i.e. appraisers of accredited 
institutions, as well as examiners must meet are set out by bylaw. 
Theoretical training of seafarers can also be performed by educational institutions 
authorized by regulations governing education whose curricula approved by the 
Ministry. (See: article 82. of the Law on maritime navigation). The approvals issued to 
educational training institutions and Centers in order to obtain certificates of 
competency, i.e. special competency of seamen, issued in accordance with the 
Regulation on certificates of competency of crew members of the sea merchant navy 
ships of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and conditions for their acquisition 
(“Official Gazette FRY“ no. 67/99,71/00) [3] will be valid till the day of the approval 
issued in accordance with the provisions of the Law on maritime navigation, and the 
latest one year from the effective date of the law. (See: article 205. of the Law on 
maritime navigation). 
The seamen in Serbia are facing stormy sea. Unfortunately, in Serbia there is a danger 
of canceling the courses held previously at the School of Shipping in Belgrade and now 
at the Military Academy. In connection with this the Ministry of Defense is asking for 
changes of the law, adopted on the proposal of the Ministry of Transportation. The 
Military Academy finalized the preparatory steps for international acrediation of 17 
courses by STCW Convention, and in compliance with the training standards of the 
International Maritime Organization.   
4. CONCLUSIONS  
 
Nowadays in many developing countries the priority of the learning and training process 
cannot be overstressed. However, if trainees are exposed to irrelevant information, they 
consume their energy and they waste time and learning capacities that could be better 
used for solving real-life problems. 
 
The process of reorganization of the Serbian Marine will draw strength and inspiration 
from the highlights of our past, and will project social and educational values as 
important defensive factors for the country. With the introduction of continuous staff 
development programs, seamen would continue to develop their skills further, which are 
undoubtedly very important for effective day-to-day response to the challenges in front 
of them. We should direct training and education to equip all the seamen with the 
necessary knowledge and skills and competences to carry out their job effectively, and 
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enable seamen to deal effectively and proactively with challenges of a dynamic work 
and a complex external environment. 
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Abstract 
In accordance with Part A, Chapter I, Section I/11 Revalidation of certificates of STCW 
Code, continued professional competence shall be established, among others, 
successfully completing an approved training course or courses. The main objective of 
this paper is to design the contents of the model course using simulation technology to 
assessment of seafarers’ competence in accordance with the provisions of STCW Code 
for existing marines who need upgrade their professional maritime certificates in 
accordance also with the Standards governing the use of simulators, Reg I/12 of 2010 
STCW Code, which will allow a greater cohesion, unification and harmonisation 
between maritime institutions. 
 
This paper is structured into following sections: Section 1 identifies current national 
refresher and updating programmes courses; Section 2 provides some general 
information of the application of simulation technology; Section 3 explains the design 
and development of the revalidation model course structure and finally Section 4 
remarks some conclusions of the research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) international convention on Standards of 
Training, Certification and Watch-keeping for seafarers (STCW) [1] was ratified by all 
maritime nations. Today, IMO has advised/encouraged all contracting 
governments/interested parties to review and, as necessary, to revise their crew 
academic/vocational competency described in STCW. Furthermore, European Maritime 
Safety Agency (EMSA) started regular assessment process providing quality 
improvement in the MET institutions throughout EU members, candidate countries and 
others.  
The main objective of this research is to design the contents of a model course using 
simulation technology to assessment seafarers’ competence in accordance with the 
provisions of STCW Code for existing marines who need upgrade their professional 
maritime certificates in accordance also with the Standards governing the use of 
simulators, Reg I/12 of 2010 STCW Code (deck officers discipline).  
The specific research objectives are:  
 Develop a common academic programme using simulation methodology 
to review and demonstrate competence to license the revalidation marine 
certification. This common course will also allow a greater cohesion 
between international and local requirements providing a higher quality.  
 Promote the implementation, development, harmonisation and unification 
of the maritime programme contents considering international standards 
for training of seafarers. 
 Establish a quality assurance and control system.  
 Use of the existing knowledge and experience of maritime education and 
training institutions using simulation training to achieve experience and to 
gain corresponding skills. 
 Prepare a publication, as a guidance tool, of the model contents 
(theoretical and practical) to demonstrate marine certification 
competence. 
2. CURRENT NATIONAL REFRESHER COURSES 
Assessment and examination methods and practices vary from country to country. This 
first section will deal with basic investigations to identify current national refresher and 
updating programmes courses. To obtain this information, an email was sent to all 
IAMU members but, since these programs are usually written in national languages, we 
only received 7 answers. After that, they were asked to answer a simplified 
questionnaire with 14 questions, and we obtained 22 answers (39% of the IAMU 
memberships). 3 of the 22 institutions don’t have a revalidation program for Certificate 
of Competence (CoC).  
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From the answers obtained, following figures (see figures 1-4) draw main results. 
 
Figure 1 - Question 1: Which kind of course do you assess? 
 
 
 
 
As can be seen in Figure 1, almost all institutions assess both courses, deck and engine officers, 
and none of them only engine officers discipline.  
 
Figure 2 - Question 2: Which kind of topics do you assess? 
 
 
 
 
From figure 2 we can observe that there are some differences with the kind of topics 
that the revalidations courses assess.  
From 19 institutions analysed, 17 uses simulators in the CoC revalidation course and 8 
of them use all type of simulator (see Table 1).  
 
Table 1 - Type of simulator used by institutions 
 
Navigational simulator 17 
GMDSS simulator 13 
Cargo handling simulator 11 
Engine room simulator 12 
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Considering the time of the use of simulation on the revalidation courses analysed, 
figure 3 is obtained and more than 75% use simulation on the revalidation course 
between 25% and 50% of the time.   
 
 
Figure 3 - Question 3: How much time do you devote to the use of 
simulators on the revalidation course? 
 
        
      
12%
76%
12% Less than 25% of the time
Between 25%-50% of the
time
Between 50%-75% of the
time
 
 
 
Also, course duration varies considerably from country to country (see figure 4) and 
depends on government requirements, kind of basic education and requirements 
regarding duration of the sea stage.  
Figure 4. Question 4: What is the duration of the course? 
 
 
 
3. APPLICATION OF SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY 
 
This section identifies characteristics of maritime simulators (types and classification), 
simulator training and general conditions of the simulator training. At the end of this 
section, an analysis of which maritime competences can be assessed using simulation 
technology according chapter II, part A of STCW Code 95/2010 is carried out.  
The progress in the electronics industry has strongly influenced the development and 
application of simulators for specific marine related training objectives. More and 
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different types of simulators are becoming available to a wider group of users as a basis 
for the quality training requirement.  
Within IMO and Inter-sessional Simulator Working Group (ISWG) was established in 
order to organize and structure simulator related matters for inclusion in the STCW 
revision. One definition adopted by ISWG [2] reads:  
Simulation is a realistic imitation, in real time, of any ship handling, radar and 
navigation, propulsion, cargo/ballast or other ship-system incorporating an interface 
suitable for interactive use by the trainee or candidate either within or outside of the 
operating environment, and complying with the performance standards prescribed in 
the relevant parts of this section of the STCW code.  
3.1. TYPES OF MARITIME SIMULATORS 
The fact that a simulation system represents a powerful teaching tool, which can lead to 
more effective training outcomes as well as a more efficient use of available teaching 
time, adds to the increased popularity of simulation equipment. Additionally, the 
assessment of competence of seafaring skills can be performed in a lifelike simulation 
centre, which resembles as closely as possible the real system called “ship”. As IMO is 
seeing the necessity to assess competence rather than knowledge in order to improve 
shipping safety and simulators are offering possibilities for such, it seems without doubt 
that much more emphasis will placed on marine simulation in the years to come.  
The radar and ship handling simulators are the most well-known and wide spread, but it 
is quite surprising to see which other types of activities and equipment have become 
models for a maritime training simulator system and up to date have been developed 
and installed:  
 navigation equipment trainer (NAV) 
 communication procedures/GMDSS equipment trainer (COM)  
 radar simulator (RAD) 
 radar and navigation simulator (NAV/RAD) 
 ship handling simulator with/without motion platform/image generation 
(SHIP) 
 fisheries simulator  
 inland waterways simulator  
 dynamic positioning simulator  
 crane handling simulator (CRA)  
 vessel traffic management simulator (VTS) 
 search and rescue management trainer (SAR) 
 oil spill management trainer (SPILL) 
 propulsion plant trainer  
 team generation plant trainer  
 electrical power plant trainer  
 refrigeration plant trainer  
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 cargo handling trainer (CAR) 
 ballast control trainer (BAL) 
 dredging ship trainer  
 offshore process simulator  
 drilling technology simulator  
 
Note: names in brackets and bold, are assigned to refer to each particular type of simulator later on.  
This list is not intended to be all-inclusive. As technology advances, new systems, both 
from the shipping industry as well as within the simulation techniques, are being created 
with a certain regularity. 
3.2. TYPES OF SIMULATOR TRAINING 
A simulator is a training tool, which has to be integrated into a total training 
programme. This means that a simulator can and should be used for training of normal 
and emergency operations. This is possible without endangering people or environment, 
even if the training actions are not performed properly. Once the quality of the training 
efforts has been assured as indicated above, it will become necessary to distinguish the 
type of training that is to be performed, especially related to the seafaring profession. 
The training can be done in different modes and at various levels. If the training 
programme is of a modular design the specific training requirements can be matched 
with each module. 
Investigation into the design of training scenarios will offer a possible division of 
training into five basic types described as follows: 
 Team training: a team is a group in which decisions are made based on 
evaluation of information in order to execute the necessary operation. Team 
training is carried out to establish or to improve a team as a means to lead to 
decision training.  
 Operator training: operator training is required in order to train a person in 
proper equipment operation procedures. Ships are equipment prone so operator 
training is highly relevant in the maritime profession.  
 Decision making training: decision making training is done in order to train 
persons in making the right decisions, based on evaluation of a given situation 
and to carry out the necessary action to reach a defined goal. In many situations 
the decision maker can communicate directly with the equipment rather than 
through an operator. The decision maker thus becomes an operator. 
 Procedure training: procedure training takes place in order to train a group of 
persons the correct execution of a specific procedure.  
 Maintenance training: this is done in order to train individuals in either technical 
or condition control maintenance. 
Without proper identification of the type of training which is to be performed it will be 
more difficult to reach a quality composition of the training in general or training by 
means of simulators in particular. 
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3.3. ASSESSMENT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING 
 
It is common practice that all training and educational efforts will include a stage of 
assessment and evaluation to monitor if the training objectives have been met. Over the 
years, various systems for evaluation of education and training have been developed and 
applied. Usually every teaching or training institution will be involved in evaluation and 
assessment. However to what extent and by which methods is an area which has been 
argued by educationalists in the past and will continue to be open for discussion [3]. With 
the revised STCW 95 the evaluation of skills has been indicated as the assessment of 
competences and this is presently a major effort of the maritime training establishments.  
The method used to assess will depend on the training tool, which is applied. 
Furthermore the actual skill, which is supposed to be acquired, and which should be 
evaluated will differ and range from very elementary, like making a certain knot, to very 
complex, like piloting a vessel. In competence based training the evaluation can 
preferably be done with or on the training tool, which has been used. In the case of 
acquiring complex skills this could mean on board a vessel or on the tool, which was 
used to represent the vessel, such as a simulator.  
Although not done in a universally structured manner as with the assessment of other 
training systems, some attempts are being made by training providers to assess the 
trainee performance and thus effectiveness of simulator training. An overview of the 
methods presently used is given hereafter: 
 Checklists: One of the most common methods used in the assessment or 
evaluation of practical training.  
 Plots and print-outs: Either independently or together with checklists or other 
means, a commonly used method for evaluating student performance on a 
(bridge) simulator is by means of a plot of the sailed track or a printout of any 
relevant parameters monitored during the exercise. 
 Examiner evaluation: The easiest method by far is observing of the trainee by 
the instructor/examiner who then mentally sets an evaluation to the performance. 
3.4. COMPETENCES THAT CAN BE ASSESSED BY SIMULATOR  
Having identified the main aspects in application of maritime simulation for the training 
and assessment of seafarers, it is now of interest to make the inventory of which 
competences can be demonstrated by approved simulator training, according to STCW 
95/2010 code Part A competence tables. Nevertheless within the scope of this research 
it has been explicitly agreed that only the competences relating to the deck department 
are taken into consideration.  
The STCW function Group in Chapter II are as follows: 
 Navigation 
 Cargohandling 
 Controlling ship operations 
 Maintenace and repair 
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A total of 26 competences evaluable with simulator, but not all knowledge of each of 
these competences is entirely evaluable by simulator. Considering both levels 
(operational and management):  
 There are a total of 19 competences for the operational level, and 11 of them 
may be evaluated by simulator; that is the 57.9%. More specifically: the 
Navigation section (operational level) consists of 9 competences, and 8 of them 
may be evaluated by simulator, representing the 88.9%; the Cargo handling and 
stowage section (operational level) consists of 2 competences, both evaluated by 
simulation, that is, the 100%, and the Controlling the operation of the ship care 
for persons on board section (operational level) has 8 competences, but only 1 
may be assessed by simulator, that is the 12.5%. 
 There are a total of 20 competences for the management level, and 15 of them 
may be evaluated by simulator; that is the 75%. More specifically: the 
Navigation section (management level) consists of 11 competences, and 9 of 
them may be evaluated by simulator, representing the 81.8%; the Cargo 
handling and stowage section (management level) consists of 3 competences, all 
of them evaluable by simulation, that is, the 100%, and the Controlling the 
operation of the ship care for persons on board section (operational level) has 6 
competences, and 3 may be assessed by simulator, that is the 50%. 
The legal basis for evaluating only with simulator is found in column 3 of the tables 
provided (see figure 5), where it says that for all these cases: Examination and 
assessment of evidence obtained from one or more of the following competences: (…). 
In all cases, one of the modalities is: approved simulator training, where appropriate. 
Figure 5 - Table A-II/1 of the STCW Code 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
source: International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and 
Watchkeeping for Seafarers, STCW 1978 as amended in 1995/2010 
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4. DESIGN OF THE REVALIDATION MODEL COURSES 
Including all competences evaluable with simulator obtained in the above section, we 
designed two model courses: one for the operational level and one for the management. 
The aim of these courses is to provide training in a typical preparation and use of 
simulation material.  
 
4.1. IMO MODEL COURSES 
In order to give assistance to those starting out using simulators in their training 
programmes a number of model menus have been developed as guidance for such 
implementation.  
IMO, through contributions and sponsoring governments has invested heavily in the 
further improvement of maritime training and education programmes. The well-known 
World Maritime University (WMU), being a prominent example was established in 
1983 under the philosophy that it would be more effective to bring the developing world 
to the experts, than sending the experts to the developing world.  
Once graduated from WMU the newly trained teachers and instructors upon returning to 
their countries are often faced with a lack of teaching programmes and materials. For 
this purpose standard menus to conduct courses in numerous maritime subjects have 
been developed in the form of the so-called IMO Model Courses [4].  
These revalidation model courses have been developed following the model course 
structure adopted by the International Maritime Organization (IMO). 
 
4.2. STRUCTURE OF THE REVALIDATION MODEL COURSE 
First stage implied determining the knowledge required for each of the 26 competences 
and the type of simulator to be used. If a knowledge aspect is evaluable by using 
additional material apart from the simulator, this is indicated as Supporting Material 
(SM) and in other cases, “it depends on the simulator”.  
It is observed that many skills/knowledge areas may be explained and evaluated in a 
single exercise. For example, the use of navigational equipment, such as radar, ARPA, 
steering control systems or ECDIS, can be assessed at the same time that the 
watchkeeping procedures. Therefore, for each level (operational and management), it is 
possible to do some long exercises for training; simulating. Each model course is 
divided considering 7 sections or exercises. The first section comprises a familiarization 
with simulators and the other six include different kinds of exercises.  
1. Familiarization 
2. Planning a voyage 
3. Watchkeeping 
4. Manoeuvering 
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5. Cargo handling for different kinds of ships 
6. Emergencies and rescue 
7. Controlling the operations of the ship and care on board 
For evaluating the trainee, these exercises should be shorter, and he should select one 
from each group. Moreover, a familiarization with the simulation tools is also necessary 
for the trainee (same for the operational and management courses). 
Planning voyage and watchkeeping exercises are single but long exercises; 
manoeuvering exercises depend on whether the ship berths, unberths, anchors, etc., and 
the cargo handling exercises also depend on the kind of cargo/type of ship. The 
Emergencies and rescue group consists of some skills/knowledge areas that need one or 
more exercises for each area. Finally, controlling operations of ship and care on board 
group is only for the operational level and consists of a reduced number of exercises. 
Another important point involves elaborating all supporting materials (SM), and finally, 
determining the time required for explaining and evaluating all skills/knowledge points. 
Hereunder (see Table 2 and Table 3) it is attached a table of the competences evaluable 
in each group and the kind of simulator. 
 
Table 2 - Main Structure of the course considering competences 
to be evaluated in operational level and Simulation Type 
of Support Material (SM) to be used 
Exercise Competences for the Operational level 
1. Familiarization  
2. Planning a voyage Competence 1.b: Terrestrial and coastal navigation: Thorough 
knowledge of and ability to use nautical charts, such as sailing 
directions, tide tables, notices to mariners, radio navigational warnings 
and ship’s routeing information. SM & NAV or NAV/RAD 
Competence 2.c: The use of routeing in accordance with the General 
Provisions on Ship’s Routeing. SM 
3. Watchkeeping Competence 1. Celestial Navigation; Terrestrial and coastal navigation; 
Electronic systems of position fixing and navigation; Echo-sounders; 
Compass – magnetic and gyro; Steering control system; Meteorology. 
SM & NAV or NAV/RAD 
 
Competence 2. Thorough knowledge of the content of the International 
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972, as amended; 
Thorough knowledge of the content of the International Regulations for 
Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972, as amended; The use of information 
from navigational equipment for maintaining a safe navigational watch; 
Knowledge of blind pilotage techniques; The use of reporting of 
accordance with the General Principles for Ship Reporting Systems and 
the VTS procedures; Knowledge of bridge resource management 
principles. SM & NAV, NAV/RAD, COM and VTS 
 
Competence 3. Knowledge of the fundamentals of radar and automatic 
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Exercise Competences for the Operational level 
radar plotting aids; Ability to operate and to interpret and analyse 
information obtained from radar; Principal types of ARPA, their 
display characteristics, performance standards and the dangers of over-
reliance on ARPA; Ability to operate, interpret and analyse information 
obtained from ARPA. SM & NAV or NAV/RAD with ARPA 
application.  
 
Competence 4. Knowledge of the capability and limitations of ECDIS 
operations; Proficiency in operation, interpretation, and analysis of 
information obtained from ECDIS. SM & NAV or NAV/RAD with ECDIS 
application.  
4. Manoeuvering Competence 8. The effect of deadweight, draught, trim, speed and 
under-keel clearance on turning circles and stopping distances; The 
effects of wind and current on ship handling; Maneuvers and 
procedures for rescuing a person overboard; Squat, shallow-water and 
similar effects; Proper procedures for anchoring and mooring. SM & 
NAV. 
 
5. Cargo handling Competence 9. Knowledge of the effect of cargo, including heavy lifts, 
on the seaworthiness and stability of the ship; Knowledge of safe 
handling, stowage and securing of cargoes, including dangerous 
cargoes, hazardous and harmful cargoes, and their effect on the safety 
of life and the ship; Ability to establish and maintain effective 
communications during loading and unloading. SM & CAR, CRA and 
COM.  
 
Competence 10. Inspect and report defects and damage to cargo spaces, 
hatch covers and ballast tanks. It depends on the simulator, with SM 
during the briefing.  
6. Emergencies and 
rescue 
Competence 5. Emergency procedures. SM & SPI, CAR and/or BAL 
where appropriate and SAR.  
Competence 6. Search and rescue. Knowledge of the contents of the 
International Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue (IAMSAR) 
Manual. SAR and COM where appropriate.  
Competence 7. Visual signaling. SM & and COM where appropriate.  
7. Controlling the 
operations 
Competence 11. Ship stability; Ship construction. SM, CAR and BAL 
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Table 3 - Main Structure of the course considering competences 
to be evaluated in management level and Simulation Type of 
Support Material (SM) to be used 
Exercise Competences for the Management level 
1. 
Familiarization 
 
2. Planning a 
voyage 
Competence 12. Plan a voyage and conduct navigation. SM & NAV with ECDIS 
application and VTS 
 
Competence 18. Maintain the safety of navigation through the use of ECDIS and 
associated navigations system to assist in command decisions making. NAV/RAD with 
ECDIS application 
3. 
Watchkeeping 
Competence 13. Determine position and the accuracy of resultant position fix by any 
means. SM & NAV with ECDIS application 
 
Competence 14. Determine and allow for compass errors. SM & NAV 
 
Competence 16. Establish watchkeeping arrangements and procedure. SM & NAV 
 
Competence 17. Maintain safe navigation through the use of information from 
navigation equipment and systems to assist in command decision making. SM & 
NAV/RAD with ARPA application and COM 
 
4. 
Manoeuvering 
Competence 19. Manoeuver and handle a ship in all conditions. SM & NAV, COM, 
SHIP and VTS.  
 
Competence 20. Operate remote controls of propulsion plant and engineering systems 
and services. SM & SHIP, CAR and BAL 
 
5. Cargo 
handling 
Competence 21. Plan and ensure safe loading, stowage, securing, care during the 
voyage and unloading of cargoes. SM & SHIP, CAR, BAL and COM 
Competence 22. Assess reported defects and damage to cargo spaces, hatch covers and 
ballast tanks and take appropriate action. SM & a simulation depending on the 
simulator. 
Competence 23 Carriage of dangerous goods. SM & a simulation depending on the 
simulator. 
6. Emergencies 
and rescue 
Competence 15. Coordinate search and rescue operations. SM & NAV, SAR and COM. 
7. Controlling 
the operations 
Competence 24. Control trim, stability and stress. SM & CAR and BAL  
Competence 25. Monitor and control compliance with legislative requirements and 
measures to ensure safety of life at sea, security and the protection of the marine 
environment. SM 
Competence 26. Use of leadership and managerial skill. SM with any simulator.  
 
Both courses are 43-hour course allocated in the following manner (see Table 4 and 5). The 
duration allocated to each topic is presented in the Course Timetable of the model courses.  
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Table 4 - Distribution of the total number of hours of the operation 
level revalidation model course 
Familiarization with 
simulators 
Briefings, debriefings and 
no-simulation 
explanations 
Simulation trainings Evaluation in simulators 
Evaluation with 
theoretical exam 
2.0 h 16.0 h 22.0 h 2.0 h 1.0 h 
 
 
Table 5 - Distribution of the total number of hours of management 
level revalidation model course 
Familiarization 
with simulators 
Briefings, 
debriefings and no-
simulation 
explanations 
Simulation trainings Evaluation in simulators 
Evaluation 
with 
theoretical 
exam 
2.0 h 19.5 h 18.5 h 2.0 h 1.0 h 
 
 
Each model course has been designed following the main parts of IMO model courses:  
 
• Part A. Course Framework 
• Part B. Course Outline and Timetable 
• Part C. Detailed Teaching Syllabus 
• Part E. Instructor Manual 
• Part D. Evaluation and Assessment 
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A simulator is a tool in a learning process so the requirement to measure the effect of 
the use of that tool in reaching the learning objective is as valid as with any other tool. 
However in the case of assessment of simulation training the developments have been 
limited. This can be seen as partly due to the complexity of the training exercises, partly 
due to the difficulty of agreeing on acceptable standards.  
From the results obtained in section 1, it can be drawn that the majority of countries 
started implementation of CoC revalidation programs for the training of marine officers 
using simulators. However, answers vary considerably, so the development of a 
simulation model course for revalidation of CoC will provide the required education 
level and homogenise the approaches of different countries concerning revalidation 
programs in accordance with the provisions of STCW Code for existing marines who 
need upgrade their professional maritime. This course will provide training in a typical 
preparation and use of simulation material.   
Once the revalidation simulation-based model course is designed, a course book with 
schedules, simulator lessons and competences to train on simulation is delivered.   
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Some of the competences necessary by the revalidate student are not assessable on 
simulator, so apart from this course book, some extra courses evaluating other 
competences should be designed before a student obtains his/her CoC. It must be noted 
that for obtaining a revalidated CoC, the student should attend additional courses to this 
revalidation model course (for instance, basic safety, medical first aid and advanced 
firefighting), so further research will be necessary.  
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Abstract 
World Health Organization has defined obesity which has been increasing rapidly in 
recent years as the excessive fat deposit in the body. According to USA National Heart, 
Lung and Blood Institute, obesity is a disorder which has many complex predisposing 
factors composed of the interaction between genetic factors and environmental 
conditions. In both of these definitions, it is seen that obesity is accepted as a disease by 
medical institutions. In the last 10 years, the obesity rate has increased up to 33%. 
Obesity can arise as a result of many factors such as wrong feeding habits, genetic 
factors, hormonal disorders and insufficient physical activity. Seafarers working in the 
maritime sector have an obligation to be fit both psychologically and physiologically 
since their working conditions are much more heavier according to other occupational 
groups. Therefore, the minimum amount of calorie which a seafarer should take is 
secured legally. Eating Attitude Scale and Body Mass Index Analysis is applied to the 
Maritime Faculty students and the the results are analyzed comparatively. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
 obesity, feeding habits, seafarer 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Primary reason for obesity that occurs with extreme increase in body fat tissue is energy 
intake into body in excess of what is consumed. Therefore, frequency of activities done 
has a strong impact on obesity [1,2,3]. The most commonly used method to determine 
obesity is BMI (Body Mass Index) method. This method is a measure that is recognized 
by the World Health Organization and can be applied on people without regarding 
gender differences, by gathering data on height and weight [4]. Weight in this method is 
divided by the square meter of height (kg/m2), and resulting value is evaluated 
according to the data presented in table1. 
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Table 1 - Classification carried out according to BMI value [5,6] 
BMI Description 
< 18.5 Underweight 
18,5 - 24,9 Normal 
25 - 29,9 Overweight 
30 - 34,9 Obese Level 1 
35 - 39,9 Obese Level 2 
>40 Obese Level 3 
 
Even though BMI method is the most basic measure, it may not always be effective in 
evaluating body fat because of that it may be affected by age and gender reasons [7]. 
For that reason, percentage, amount, and distribution of body fat is more significant 
than total body weight in diagnosing obesity. One of the most effective methods used in 
measuring body fat rate is bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) method[8]. 
 
Table 2 - Classification carried out according to body fat rates 
Description Female Male 
Essential fat 10–13% 2-5% 
Athletes 14–20% 6–13% 
Fitness 21–24% 14–17% 
Average 25–31% 18–26% 
Overweight 32-41% 27-37% 
Obese 42%+ 38%+ 
 
 
Values such as reflex (response speed), physical strength, agility and speed are of high 
importance for maritime profession. The capacity of ability to make instant decisions 
depends on practicability of the decisions made. It is known that reflexes slow down, 
and response times increase in people suffering from obesity or getting closer to edges 
of obesity. Besides, obesity is also accompanied with conditions of early fatigue and 
desire to sleep. Such situations may prevent mariners from succeeding in the steps of 
making and applying an instant decision. On the other hand, inadequacy of physical 
strength is related to musculoskeletal system; and it may result in effects extending to 
failure to fulfill a task, strain, early fatigue, exhaustion and even muscle tears.  
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2. METHOD 
This study has been carried out at Istanbul Technical University Maritime Faculty and 
on the Faculty students. A total of 100 people, 86 male and 14 female students aged 
between 23±5, have participated in the study.  
Prior to this study, participants were asked whether they suffered from a disorder that 
may pose a problem for measurements. Measurements of the students were carried out 
on an empty stomach in the mornings and without any fluid intake. Following this, 
measurements of body weigh and compositions were carried out with light clothes on 
and barefooted, using bioelectrical impedance analysis (Inbody 230). The participants 
were asked to have a rest for 30 minutes and stay away from exercise before the 
measurement in order to avoid errors that may occur in the body compositions to be 
measured.  
BMI values of the students were calculated by using the formula as ratio of square of 
height to the body weight (kg/m2). The classification prepared by the World Health 
Organization was implemented in classifying the participants by using BMI. If the 
participant is under 18,5 kg/m2, he or she is underweight; if between 18,5-24,9 kg/m2, 
normal; if between 25-29,9 kg/m2, overweight; and if over 30 kg/m2, obese. Weights, 
body fat percentages, body fat masses, musculoskeletal masses, basal metabolic rates, 
non-fat masses, and body mass indexes of students were measured. 
The 40-item measure developed as 6-point Likert-type by Garnet and Garfinkel (1979) 
was used to measure Eating Attitudes[9]. This measure was adapted into Turkish, and 
its validity and reliability were established by Erol and Savasir (1989). 
The students were evaluated not only by general values but also by differentiating 
among females and males while preparing statistics and graphics in consequence of the 
measurements performed. Data from the measures performed were analyzed using 
SPSS 21 statistical software. 
 
3. RESULTS 
Table 3 - Gender and BMI 
 
BMI 
Total 
Underw
eight Normal 
Overweig
ht Obese 
Gender Woman Count 0 14 0 0 14 
% within Gender ,0% 100,0% ,0% ,0% 100,0% 
Man Count 2 58 22 4 86 
% within Gender 2,3% 67,4% 25,6% 4,7% 100,0% 
Total Count 2 72 22 4 100 
% within Gender 2,0% 72,0% 22,0% 4,0% 100,0% 
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Table 4 - Gender and BMI Statistical Analysis 
  
 
Gender N Mean 
Std. 
Deviation  
 
 
df 
 
Sig. 
 
 
 
BMI 1)  Man 
2)  Woman 
86 
14 
23,649 
20,338 
2,9266 
1,2247 
42,751 ,000 <p=0,05* 
 
 
 
Table 5 - Gender and Body Fat Percentage 
 
Body Fat Percentage 
Total 
 
Essential 
fat 
Athletes Fitness 
Averag
e 
Overwei
ght 
Gender Woman Count 0 11 3 0 0 14 
% within 
Gender 
,0% 78,6% 21,4% ,0% ,0% 100,0% 
Man Count 4 24 28 24 6 86 
% within 
Gender 
4,7% 27,9% 32,6% 27,9% 7,0% 100,0% 
Total Count 4 35 31 24 6 100 
% within 
Gender 
4,0% 35,0% 31,0% 24,0% 6,0% 100,0% 
 
 
Table 6 - Gender and Body Fat Percentage Statistical Analysis 
 
 
Gender 
N Mean 
Std. 
Deviation  
 
Serbestli
k 
Derecesi 
T İstatistik 
Değeri 
p 
Body Fat 
Percentage 
1)  Erkek 
2)  Kadın 
86 
14 
3,05 
2,21 
1,016 
,426 
98 ,003 <p=0,05* 
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Table 7 - BMI and Eating Attitudes 
 
 
N Mean 
Std. 
Deviatio
n 
Std. 
Error 
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean 
Minimu
m 
Maximu
m 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Underweight 2 21,50 13,435 9,500 -99,21 142,21 12 31 
Normal 72 24,40 16,848 1,986 20,44 28,36 7 94 
Overweight 22 26,05 14,368 3,063 19,68 32,42 8 62 
Obese 4 21,00 14,491 7,246 -2,06 44,06 7 34 
Total 100 24,57 16,024 1,602 21,39 27,75 7 94 
 
 
Table 8 - BMI and Eating Attitudes Statistical Analysis 
 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 119,736 3 39,912 ,151 ,929 
Within Groups 25298,774 96 263,529   
Total 25418,510 99    
 
 
 
 
Table 9 - Body Fat Percentage and Eating Attitudes 
 
 
N Mean 
Std. 
Deviati
on 
Std. 
Error 
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean 
Minimu
m 
Maximu
m 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Essential fat 4 21,25 12,606 6,303 1,19 41,31 8 33 
Athletes 35 25,83 15,646 2,645 20,45 31,20 8 59 
Fitness 31 23,13 18,220 3,272 16,45 29,81 7 94 
Average 24 24,21 16,146 3,296 17,39 31,03 7 62 
Overweight 6 28,33 9,070 3,703 18,81 37,85 10 33 
Total 100 24,57 16,024 1,602 21,39 27,75 7 94 
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Table 10 - Body Fat Percentage and Eating Attitudes Statistical Analysis 
 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 252,013 4 63,003 ,238 ,916 
Within Groups 25166,497 95 264,910   
Total 25418,510 99    
 
Gender and BMI; 
As a result of the data measures, BMI range of the female mariners is entirely within 
normal interval (18,5 – 24,9). On the other hand, 2,3% of male mariners are within 
intervals called underweight, 67,4% normal, 25,6% overweight, and 4,7% obese. 
As a result of the statistical analyses performed, body mass index values of male 
mariners were found to be significantly high compared to those of female 
mariners.(p=0,05) 
Gender and Body Fat Percentages; 
While 78,6 percent of female mariners ranged in athletes, and 21,4 percent in fitness 
intervals, this range in male mariners was observed as 4,7 percent in essential fat, 27,9 
percent athletes, 32,6 percent fitness, 27,9 percent average, and 7 percent overweight. 
In statistical analyses performed, male mariners were found to have statistically higher 
fat ratios compared to female mariners according by classifications they were subjected 
to in terms of their fat percentages.(p=0,05)  
BMI and Eating Attitude; 
No statistical correlation in this study conducted was found to exist between BMI values 
and eating attitude test results in this study.(p=0,05) 
Fat Ratio and Eating Attitude; 
Similar to BMI results, no statistical correlation was found to exist between body fat 
ratios and eating attitude test results.(p=0,05) 
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In this study conducted, body analysis measure and eating attitude test were applied on 
14 Female, 86 Male Students from Istanbul Technical University Maritime Faculty. In 
statistical evaluation of the obtained results, male mariners were observed to have 
higher BMI values compared to female mariners. Nonetheless, BMI values of both 
groups were predominantly under upper limit of normal value.  Fat ratios of female 
mariners were found to be statistically lower compared to male marines in conclusion of 
categorical evaluation performed by body fat percentages. Likewise, weighted 
distribution of the data for both of the groups seemed under acceptable upper limit 
value. 
It is thought that absence of correlation between eating attitude and BMI values results 
from low number of samples.  The exact/similar effect applies to body fat ratio as well. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes an innovative approach to integrate existing technology tools and 
instruments to implement a Sea Traffic Management system in Europe taking, as 
starting point, the successful TEN-T (Trans European Transport Network) co-funded 
project developed in the Baltic Sea and leaded by the Swedish Maritime Administration. 
The scope of MONALISA 2.0 project covers 10 EU countries and it is implemented by 
39 entities representing public, private and academic sectors. Maritime Spatial 
Planning, Dynamic Route Planning, Route optimization, exchanging Information about 
Routes between ships and ships to shore, the possibility to have available a real time 
service for monitoring and coordinate sea traffic, are now a reality under the 
deployment of the different technologies applied. The improvement on ships 
performance and the response in case of accidents are other key elements introduced in 
MONALISA 2.0. This project will delivers new standards and protocols that will enable 
communicative machines in several levels, ship to ship, ship to shore and VTS to VTS, 
creating a comprehensive and interoperable network for a European Sea Traffic 
Management (STM) Service. STM is information sharing in the whole maritime 
transport chain. The industry of navigational system and aids, have agreed to support a 
new common standard making it possible to share route information between ships and 
from ship to shore. This is the first brick in building the holistic standard for the whole 
maritime transport chain. A new key contributor introduced is the unique identifier 
voyage number. Inspiration comes from the air industry (the SESAR project –but he 
flight numbers of today are NOT what we are going to implement!), where flight 
numbers + date make up a unique identifier that can be used for short and long term 
planning as well as for operational purposes. The partnership expects the transfer of 
STM information to happen in a System Wide Information Environment (SWIM). 
Maritime colleagues call this SWIM 'the maritime cloud'. We foresee modifications to 
all software involved in the transport chain, when new information streams will affect 
planning at all levels. This paper presents the first steps done to deploy the MONALISA 
concept and a new way for a safer, environmental and more effective maritime 
transport industry, and sending a clear message for any wrong understanding 
considering that MONALISA concept and STM will be the a new generation of tools 
where we will drive the ships from land:  STM is not going to be a new ATM (Air Traffic 
Management) but at sea. The captain will always be in charge of both, the voyage plans 
decision and decisions in how to avoid collisions in dense traffic areas. 
 
Keywords 
VTS, AIS, Route Planning and Exchange, Sea Traffic Management, SAR 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sea transport is the most effective mode to move large quantities of cargo over long 
distances. In terms of passengers, it is also the mode of transport that can move more 
amount of people by trip. Main waterborne routes are performed in oceans, coasts, seas, 
lakes, rivers and channels, being the north hemisphere countries the most developed in 
the maritime transport industry. In shipping, passengers and freight used to share the 
same vessels and often the same terminals. Since the 1950s specialization has occurred, 
and the two are now quite distinct, except for ferries and some RORO services, making 
possible to create new business models based on passengers, cargo, and both. 
“Sea transport services are essential for the European economy to compete globally. In 
2011, the Commission adopted a White Paper for Transport. It further specifies the 
orientations of the Maritime Transport Strategy until 2018: the ability to provide cost-
efficient maritime transport services; the long-term competitiveness of the EU shipping 
sector; and the creation of seamless transport chains for passengers and cargo across 
transport modes. In 2011, the Commission proposed new guidelines for Trans-European 
Networks to broaden the role of the Motorways of the Sea as main European corridors. 
Through multi-annual calls, the Commission is leading the way in reducing the 
environmental impact of transport and in increasing transport efficiency” [1]. With this 
scenario in mind, sea and maritime safety is a key factor to maintain a sustainable 
maritime industry growth. The demand on new and competitive transport services and 
the multimodality approach require the interoperability among different modes of 
transport and interfaces like ports and corridors. “Since 2009, the EU and its Member 
States have been at the forefront in improving maritime safety. The aim is to eliminate 
substandard shipping, increase the protection of passengers and crews, prevent accidents 
and reduce the risk of environmental pollution. The implementation of the 2009 Third 
Maritime Safety Package improves the quality of European flags, the work undertaken 
by classification societies, the inspection of vessels in ports, traffic monitoring, accident 
investigation, and victim protection” [1]. 
In early 2010, Sweden and the Swedish Maritime Administration initiated a Motorways 
of the Sea project of wider benefit – MONALISA project (2010-EU-21109-S). 
MONALISA proceeds on the basis of the challenges facing the Baltic Sea region in the 
area of maritime transport, challenges that are outlined in the EU Strategy for the Baltic 
region. In 2013, MONALISA 2.0 takes its point of departure in the results and 
experiences from the former MONALISA project, co-financed by TEN-T under the 
Motorways of the Sea Programme. 
As a MONALISA project extension in terms of geographical and technical innovations, 
MONALISA 2.0 will reuse the results and experiences from the development within the 
aviation sector and its SESAR (Single European sky Air Traffic Management Research) 
programme, which has been strongly supported by the European Union through the 
Framework Programmes and TEN-T during the past decade, to improve maritime safety 
in a common framework in Europe through the Sea Traffic Management (STM) 
concept. The objective is to make maritime transport safer, environmentally sustainable 
and more efficient in terms of life, time and money savings. 
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2. MONALISA PROJECT – THE ORIGIN 
MONALISA aimed at making a concrete contribution to efficient, safe and 
environmentally friendly maritime transport. This has been done through the 
development, demonstration and dissemination of innovative e-navigation services to 
the shipping industry, which can lay the groundwork for future international 
deployment adopting improvements in standards. 
Quality assurance of hydrographic data for the major navigational areas in Swedish and 
Finnish waters in the Baltic Sea is expected to contribute to improving the safety and 
optimization of shipping routes from the results obtained in the project. 
MONALISA project was divided into four activities, all of which contribute to the 
achievement of objectives as follows: Dynamic and proactive route planning – “Green 
Routes”; Verification System for officer certification; Quality assurance of 
hydrographic data, and Global sharing of maritime information. 
2.1. DYNAMIC AND PROACTIVE ROUTE PLANNING [2] 
Some 80 000 ships passed in and out of the Baltic Sea during 2012, many of them 
tankers with dangerous cargo. 
In order to strengthen the safety of shipping in the area, tests with dynamic and 
proactive route planning has been done within the first MONALISA project (test will be 
continued in the MONALISA 2 project until 2015, and will later be reported here). 
The test bed includes a shore-based Ship Traffic Coordination Centre (STCC) and the 
ability of ship to exchange voyage plans from test bed ECDIS platforms (SAAB, and 
DMA’s e-Navigation Prototype Display - in MONALISA 2.0, Transas will be 
involved). 
The system is intended to be advisory and the process is as follows. A vessel 
approaching the MONALISA area will send its voyage plan to the STCC. STCC will 
validate it for under keel clearance and NoGo areas (and in MONALISA 2 also for 
separation to other ships). The voyage is then “agreed” by the captain and the ship is 
expected to follow its green corridor (except for obvious deviation due to traffic). 
Progress is then monitored from shore and route advice may be communicated to the 
ship. If there are any changes a new route request is made either from ship or from 
shore. 
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Figure 1 - A “green” agreed route between the shore traffic control and the 
vessel in the MONALISA system, here in the SAAB prototype platform. 
 
 
       source: MONALISA Project Reports 
 
The intention is that the MONALISA functionality should be integrated in ordinary 
ECDIS systems based on a new standard and using the proprietary systems own 
functionality. Until that is possible prototype lab platforms has been used for testing. 
2.2.VERIFICATION SYSTEM FOR OFFICER CERTIFICATION [3] 
This activity involved the concept of an automatic system for, inter alia, monitoring and 
verifying certificates held by ships' officers. The envisaged model has been designed to 
have the capability to record officers' certificates and time spent on watch by each 
officer. A maritime ID-card with security codes has been designed and tested. With the 
use of automatic identification system (AIS) transmissions which is a technology 
already in place, the authenticity of ships' officers' certificates can be verified with 
shore-based information to determine whether the certificates are valid.  
Figure 2. A pilot system of automated verification 
of ship crew certificates. 
 
          Source: MONALISA Project Reports 
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It is anticipated that such verification carried out automatically by the newly innovated 
system is expected to contribute towards ensuring seafarer competence and prevent, or 
at least minimize, work fatigue which is a crucial factor in the causation of casualties at 
sea arising from human error. 
2.3. QUALITY ASSURANCE OF HYDROGRAPHIC DATA [3] 
An important factor in safety of navigation is availability of adequate water depth for 
ships especially in enclosed and semi-enclosed seas and waterways. Water depth 
information is primarily available to the navigator through nautical charts which are 
constructed from hydrographic data. The discipline of hydrography involves 
information on water depth or bathymetry precisely co-related to geographical 
coordinates. Bathymetric data in turn is derived from hydrographic surveys mainly 
carried out by purpose-built hydrographic surface vessels or less commonly from 
airborne craft using laser beams known as Lidar bathymetric techniques. In the interests 
of navigational safety, quality assurance of hydrographic surveys and resulting data are 
urgently required. Such assurance of quality has become a pressing need due to the 
increasing number of deep draft vessels especially those navigating in relatively 
congested waters. 
Figure 3 - Hydrographic survey using LIDAR techniques 
 
 
sources: NOAA National Geophysical Data Centre and 
Teledyne Odom Hydrographic 
 
 
 
 
It is important, for example, to be aware of any previously unknown shoals possibly 
existing within the cracks of outdated sounding lines. Any such information will prompt 
the conduct of a re-survey expeditiously and urgently. It is necessary for re-survey of 
The Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission (HELCOM)  fairways and 
Baltic Sea port areas to be conducted without delay using modern quality-tested 
methods to ensure that hydrographic data presented in existing nautical charts and other 
nautical publications are correct and up to date. It was anticipated that the outcome of 
this activity shall form the basis for optimum route planning in MONALISA 2.0 project. 
Also, such matters as recommended fairways, dredging operations and other 
navigational decisions must be based on accurate hydrographic information obtained 
through rigorous scientific survey methods. The depiction of depth through appropriate 
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data models and vertical reference surfaces together with presentations of depths in 
nautical charts and publications are presently made in accordance with national 
standards [8]. This may pose obstacles for cooperation and exchange of bathymetric 
data. Thus, common technical standards have been elaborated within this activity to 
form a basis for decisions. 
2.4. GLOBAL SHARING OF MARITIME INFORMATION 
The aim of this activity has been to develop a functionally demonstrative system 
defined both technically and procedurally; the final objective being to extend the 
sharing of maritime information on to a global scale and also to expanding the scope of 
maritime information shared between maritime authorities which shall be consistent 
with their specific needs. It is contemplated that the activity must have been based on 
experiences gained from HELCOM AIS, Safe Sea Net and IALA Net. As a result, the 
extended application of Global Sharing of Maritime Information is one of the pillars to 
be reinforced within MONALISA 2.0 after the first tests under MONALISA project. 
 
 
Figure 4 - The Maritime Information Exchange 
Scheme under the MONALISA concept 
 
            Source: MONALISA Project Webpage 
 
 
3. MONALISA 2.0 – THE PRESENT AND A STEP FORWARD TO THE 
FUTURE OF MARITIME SAFETY 
The Costa Concordia disaster gave impetus to the process of sharpening e-
navigation generally; if a master changes course, as apparently occurred in that 
incident, the STCC must be informed, and in that case the STCC may have asked 
why the master was deviating from his passage plan. The ship sank after it capsized 
at Isola dei Giglio, Tuscany, on 13 January 2012 accident, 32 people died. 
The South Korean ferry Sewol that sank off the South Korean coast on 15th April 2014, 
with the likely loss of more than 300 passengers, was being steered by an inexperienced 
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young officer who was navigating the area, which is notorious for its fast currents, for 
the first time. 
The revelation lends weight to the theory that a series of errors by senior crew members 
caused the Sewol to list and capsize, prompting a major rescue operation and questions 
about safety measures as South Korea struggled to with one of the worst maritime 
disasters in its history. 
The crew appeared underprepared to deal with a serious incident at sea amid reports that 
the vessel's owner, Chonghaejin, had not given them guidance in how to execute a swift 
evacuation. [4] 
Figure 5 - The South Korean ferry Sewol sank 
(left) and Costa Concordia Sank (Right) 
  
source: Internet picture galleries 
Both accidents recently happened demonstrate the existing gaps and fails in maritime 
transport safety, from the ordinary navigation watch keeping and navigational tasks, to 
the safety management after an accident occurs. Even the technology available is highly 
developed in terms of equipment, manning, communications, etc., its misuse, the lack in 
the decision making processes supported by proper risk assessment tools, the crisis 
management deficiencies from the ship side and the difficulties in coordinating the 
response actions between the Coast Guard services and the crew, reinforce the idea that 
something goes wrong. Human factor is still being the main incidents cause against the 
safer and more developed ships and equipment today. 
More than three years after the Costa Concordia disaster, improving passenger ship 
safety continues to be a priority with a particular focus on services in Asia, where 
quality standards can be an issue. An increasingly difficult operating climate for ship 
operators has forced a number of innovations, including larger ship sizes to capitalize 
on economies of scale and the use of alternative fuels. Such scenarios present new risks 
and challenges, particularly around crew safety and training – it has been estimated that 
80% of marine casualties are down to human error and lack of skilled workforce is still 
an issue. The claims arising out of maritime emergencies of “mega ships” can be huge, 
such as if an accident was to block entrance to a port. [5] 
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MONALISA 2.0 project takes the results from MONALISA project and is aimed to 
extend them in the way that several safety and operational aspects of the current 
Maritime Transport Industry may be improved dismissing or eliminating sever 
accidents like the mentioned above. 
“MONALISA 2.0 will also make use of relevant results from earlier Motorways of the 
Sea projects, maritime R&D projects and re-use best practices from other areas in an 
effort to bring these further towards deployment in the maritime sector. The goal is that 
this will foster innovations and deployment of new technologies and systems to increase 
efficiency, safety, effectiveness and environmental sustainability of Motorways of the 
Sea and its integration in the Trans-European Transport Network. In MONALISA 2.0, 
the demonstrated results of Sea Traffic Management from MONALISA 2.0 will be 
taken a step further towards deployment through: 
• testing of concrete applications and services which would allow rapid 
commercial deployment; 
• integration of route planning tools with additional environmental 
information and maritime spatial planning for the purpose of improving 
maritime safety and environmental protection; 
• joint private-public action to elaborate better standards for route 
information exchange through a common interface and common data 
format allowing equipment from all manufacturers be used for Sea Traffic 
management; 
• demonstrating concrete/hands-on services using new technology to 
enhance maritime safety, making Search and Rescue and mass-evacuations 
more efficient than today and by addressing the urgent issue of safety in 
ports; 
• re-using results of previous EU investments in Air Traffic Management as 
well as from other sectors and their application into the maritime domain.” 
[6] 
To reach these objectives, the MONALISA 2.0 project has been defined according four 
complementary activities that will be implemented until 31st December 2015. These 
activities are: 
Act. 1 – Sea Traffic Management Operations and Tools 
Act. 2 – Sea Traffic Management Definition Phase Study 
Act. 3 – Safer Ships 
Act. 4 – Operational Safety 
3.1. SEA TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS AND TOOLS  
The aim of this activity is to verify and further develop operational and technical aspects 
that support the Sea Traffic Management concept of ship monitoring and coordination 
through, for example, route exchange between ships and shore centres, dynamic 
separation schemes and time slot allocation in congested waters. 
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This will be achieved through establishing a virtual Sea Traffic Coordination Centre 
(STCC) and engaging several European maritime simulator facilities that will be 
interconnected in macro simulations using a large number of simulated ships. 
Simulating an entire traffic environment in selected test areas makes it possible to study 
the effects on navigational behaviour, safety and efficiency, thereby identifying needs 
for further development before the STM concept becomes operational. 
The concept will take a considerable leap forward towards deployment, as many of the 
manufacturers of navigational equipment have joined forces in MONALISA 2.0 in 
order to develop a route exchange format and architecture that allows route/voyage plan 
files to be seamlessly exchanged irrespective of the equipment brand. 
A major share of maritime manufacturers are participating in the technical advisory 
group. Standard Operating Procedures will be further developed in order to foster safe 
and efficient deployment. 
There are several Decision Support Tools available for route exchange and route 
optimization. In an effort to enhance concept efficiency, a number of Decision Support 
Tools will be integrated into the system. 
A dynamic Maritime Spatial Planning tool will be integrated. 
Different Applications and Services for STM will be tested and commercially validated. 
A Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) will be conducted. 
Comprehensive conceptual tests and demonstration of STM from a navigational 
viewpoint will be carried out. 
 
3.2. SEA TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT DEFINITION PHASE STUDY [7] 
Development towards increased safety, sustainable environment, and higher profits 
within shipping cannot be enabled without Sea Traffic Management (STM). Reaching 
full effects of STM requires engagement from all actors operating within the maritime 
domain. Important enablers are increased degree of connectivity, increased possibilities 
of digital collaboration, seamless interoperability between systems, and highly 
distributed coordination (i.e. each actor taking responsibility for his/her own actions) in 
sea transportation. This concept represents an opportunity to move away from a 
traditional approach to Sea Traffic Management (the final goal for STM is to be self-
sequential without central governance. Sea Traffic Management (2.0) will involve and 
engage multiple actors on multiple levels and will require new procedures for 
information sharing in a distributed manner within each engaged actor’s action scope. 
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 Figure 6 - Distribution of information within and between acting units 
 
 
source: own elaboration inspired in MONALISA 2.0 
Preliminary Results reports 
 
 
Various operational (acting) units, i.e. key actors, are engaged in sea transportation, 
where all operations highly influence the performance of the eco-system as a whole. 
Each operational unit is to be seen as a “point of interest” collecting several actors 
acting on behalf of this “point of interest”. Examples of “point of interests” related to 
sea traffic management are ships, ports, authorities and ship-owners. These points of 
interests involve numerous actors that provide and utilize information to perform their 
tasks. Optimally each operational unit manages information sharing between different 
actors by collecting information from information providers (through their sources) and 
enabling information utilizers to access the information for its operations supported by 
an information hub. This means that e.g. ships would collect all relevant information 
from different sources on-board (e.g. the engine, the bridge etc.), refine that, and 
distribute it to different utilizers on-board the ship as well as to other operational units. 
The same applies to the other “points of interest” gathering numerous actors, where the 
collaborative ability including information sharing is one essential key success factor. 
Ecosystems where the performance relies on integrated performance of different 
organizational units requires that information is exchanged between these units 
efficiently and seamlessly (Figure 7). Applied to Sea Transports examples of units 
(operationalized in ships and ports) and their needs for information sharing are indicated 
in figure 6. 
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 Figure 7 - Information exchange in Sea Transports 
 
 
source: own elaboration inspired in MONALISA 2.0 
Preliminary Results reports 
Sea Traffic Management (STM) is a concept encompassing all actors, actions, and 
systems (infrastructure) assisting maritime transport from port to port. STM is a part of 
the multimodal logistics chain, encompassing sea as well as shore based operations. 
STM is a network-based approach for optimal Intermodal Sea Transport. STM is 
performed on multiple actor levels, where each engaged actor co‐produces traffic 
management. 
3.3. SAFER SHIP 
The newest communication technologies on board ships are being implementing with 
the aim of improving safety by addressing “soft” (human related) rather than “hard” 
(equipment related) issues. As a result of current and future availability of broadband 
satellite communication, ICT is a mature technological enabler for enhanced operational 
safety from ship side when data sharing is essential. 
Methods and tools used in other industrial sectors to promote safe behaviour among the 
workforce at all levels provide best practice examples that are ready to be 
transferred/adapted to the maritime environment. 
Existing ITS (Intelligent Transport System) solutions, currently used for container 
tracking, can be tailored to human tracking in an emergency or for rescue purposes. 
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Under MONALISA 2.0 these technologies are being implementing, testing and 
demonstrating by means of pilot applications. The Italian Ministry of transport leads 
this activity and is managing its implementation according to the following topics: 
• Behaviour Based Safety (BBS) approach in the maritime sector. 
• Pilot application of a new system of chart engines and displays integrated 
with MONALISA 2.0 in order to share information and search patterns 
among all participants, including shore units, in the event of a SAR 
operation. 
• NETWORKED VESSEL – pilot application of ICT-based indoor 
positioning and guidance in an emergency. 
• The Safe Evacuation System will evaluate and demonstrate the 
effectiveness of a system to perform evacuation operations on board 
passenger ships, and which will be operational in extreme conditions. 
• Cost Benefit Analysis. 
3.4.  OPERATIONAL SAFETY 
New technology tools supporting safety in ports and coastal areas is the core of the 
Operational Safety as key factor for integral safety management, which does not only 
cover the port landside but also the sea dimension of the port area and the coast. 
MONALISA 2.0 will contribute to improve the management, coordination and 
interoperability among the operations and actors involved in crisis, incidents and 
accidents control in land and at sea.  
Focusing on different aspects of operational safety in ports and in coastal waters, the 
purpose of this activity is to contribute to introduce mature innovations, to improve 
efficiency in search and rescue (SAR) operations and crisis management, and at the 
same time, updating the qualifications of personnel involved in SAR, evacuation and in 
port contingency plans. In this sense, the definition of specific and dedicated training 
exercises and the deployment of information systems and technologies employed to 
support SAR, evacuation, first aids and ship recovery is crucial.  
MONALISA 2.0 will contribute to improving interoperability among SAR services, 
passenger ships, VTMIS and Mission Control Centres. Technological innovations 
include on-board life rafts recovery systems (OLRS), information exchange between 
land, SAR instruments, ships and other information sources; the dimension of 
information exchange of real time data is a success factor when the operational safety 
units must be deployed. Supported by STM infrastructure information exchange, 
contingency and rescue operations will be improved because of the availability of data, 
procedures, accidents/incidents case studies, decision support tools and people trained 
and ready to act. 
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Another achievement is to provide an instrument for risk analysis to support tactical 
decisions by means of intelligent tools and decision-making systems. Such instruments 
will support the analysis of behaviour, reactions and the chain of responsibility during 
SAR operations. The introduction of novel Safety Information Systems and the 
improvement of existing ones, making them interoperable, will encompass tests and 
demonstrations. As a complementary and obliged improving tool in operational safety, 
MONALISA 2.0 will also develop dedicated training programmes for the different 
aspects of maritime safety which will be elaborated and tested with the aim of 
improving the level of performance of human resources involved in such activities with 
the novel technology implementation carried out in the project. 
Operational safety will contribute to updating the qualifications of personnel involved in 
SAR, evacuation and port contingency plans, to define specific and dedicated training 
for the exercises programmed and to define the information systems employed to 
support SAR, evacuation, first aid and ship recovery systems.  
This activity leaded by the Spanish Maritime Safety Agency (SASEMAR) is divided 
into six sub-activities:  
• Safety in ports  
The port plays a crucial role in maritime transport, it is the interface between sea 
and land. The safety in ports is thought as an instrument to act against risks like 
fire, pollution of dangerous materials, illegal immigration, terrorism, and people 
illnesses. At the same time, the port must be ready to assist evacuation from 
cargo and passenger ships, not only at the port facility but also when Coast 
Guard and SAR services act at sea level. This is the challenge of safety in ports 
extending its capacity to deploy its contingency plans and safety procedures to 
the sea when required.  
• Safety in coastal waters  
By means of improved ICT tools, procedures and robust instruments, SAR 
operations will ensure the minimal loss of lives when an accident happens. In 
such way, mitigation of maritime pollution will be an aspect to be improved 
when in-situ information is collected from the accident place and sent to the land 
decision making instances. Coordination between the units deployed and the 
MCC will be enhanced under this sub-activity by means of some tests and 
exercises. 
• Risk Assessment  
MONALISA 2.0 will enable field-level risk analysis to support risk management 
decisions at all levels – ship, port and coast. The objective is to provide support 
and tactical decisions by means of intelligent tools and decision-making systems 
at the field level by enabling users to consider the full spectrum of the primary 
potential risks involved in maritime safety.  
• Risk Management Guidelines  
MONALISA 2.0 aims at defining and studying situations of exceptional risk in 
order to apply an assessment of risky situations management based on past 
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events on board different vessels, the procedures used and results of the 
procedures implemented and applied.  
• Safety information Systems  
This sub-activity will encompass tests and demonstrations of different Safety 
Information Systems. Such information sources require to include several and 
different parameters and data, such as Meteorological / Maritime Traffic/ 
Hydrographical (METEO/MAR/HYDRO) information resources. A common 
information exchanging and shared platform will be implemented in order to put 
together different technologies available and owned by the actors involved in 
Operational Safety. 
• Training  
The main outcome of ”Training” sub-activity, within the MONALISA 2.0 
project is to implement an operational/practical set of training courses covering 
the subjects proposed for the different fields linked to the operational safety, 
under the scope of MONALISA concept, towards the proposal for a 
standardized and certified master course. It is desired that beyond the 
MONALISA 2.0 project, training activities continue being a suitable tool for the 
training, useful for the organisms involved and as a part of the training subjects 
of the educational institutions involved in MONALISA 2.0 project.  
4. FOUR ACTIVITIES – ONE AIM: SUSTAINABLE, SAFER, EFFICIENT 
AND INTEROPERABLE MARITIME TRANSPORT 
At first glance, the MONALISA 2.0 project conveys the idea of four separate and 
unrelated projects, however, the objective of achieving a safer maritime transportation 
based on the performance of the vessel and its crew, through the tools to ensure their 
monitoring and verification, passing for their compliance with the planned route and the 
optimal performance of the crew, to the effectiveness and efficiency in mitigating the 
impacts of any accidental or unexpected situation, require, under the umbrella the 
MONALISA concept, a perfect harmonization and coordination between the different 
actors involved in the transport chain, not only to ensure the integrity of the ship, but 
also the passengers and the goods transported. 
 These four elements of development are implemented in such way that the tools for the 
sea traffic management and their increasingly effective coordinated implementation in 
Europe, will make the sturdiest vessels in architecture and technology sail with a 
minimal risk to the crew, passengers and goods, facilitating the tasks to the crew but at 
the same time, maintaining a level of professionalism that allows them to overcome any 
issues with clearance, in this sense, a comprehensive professional seafarer may be a key 
element in the assistance and cooperation with rescue and contingency tools and 
technologies at his disposal. 
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Figure 8 - Multilayer Approach of MONALISA 2.0 project 
 
                                    source: own elaboration 
In Figure 8 a multilayer approach of MONALISA 2.0 project is presented. At the end of 
the project, this unified concept will be validated. As it is shown, the ship is in the 
centre of the scheme as it is the key element for the transport and the object to be 
monitored, traced, tracked, supervised, assisted and protected. The second layer from 
the centre, guarantees a constant element for safety in terms of the capacity to act and 
respond when the ship is under an eventual danger or risky situation. The two external 
layers will maintain the safety parameters in terms of the information exchange under 
the concept of Sea Traffic Management. The tools and governance instruments to 
deploy STM are the crucial factor in MONALISA 2.0 project making Maritime 
Transport more efficient, safer and sustainable (Figure 9). 
Figure 9 - MONALISA 2.0 Project, a Safer, more Efficient and 
Sustainable Maritime Transport. The Future of Maritime Navigation 
 
                                      source: own elaboration 
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5. SOME CONCLUSIONS AND EXPERT OPINIONS 
MONALISA 2.0 is on the track, preliminary results are on development and they are 
being published in several international forums. This paper is the first approach to a 
unified MONALISA concept from the former MONALISA (1) project to the current 
progress on the second stage of this revolutionary TEN-T (INEA) co-funded project. 
The support of the European Commission on the extension of our effort is a motivation 
reason to work together, 10 countries and 39 European Institutions. 
After some first dissemination actions we have received some opinions, all these points 
of view and the ones to come are really important to make our best, taking into account 
the experience of people who have changed their way to do but not their way to think 
about the arts on safe navigation. Read below some of these opinions. 
5.1. FINN WESSEL, INDEPENDENT MARITIME ADVISER 
Mona Lisa 2.0 is air traffic system at sea. Problem arise in narrow waters, where you 
have small ships and in summer time sailing boats - not under control from the VTS. 
5.2. JAN VAN BRUG, CHIEF OFFICER, AND LAST COUPLE OF YEARS AS A 
CAPTAIN AT PRIMLAKS REEFERS 14 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE 
I watched the MONALISA videos on the panel showing marvellous routing, and 
handling ships discharging in ports. I was thinking this is really, marvellous, in future to 
come? In my mind, I did see the English Channel, it was in the paper, “The Telegraph 
today”, and they worried about the increasing traffic of ships passing the appointed 
lanes, well known by many of you. Harbours entrances, like Bayonne in Biscay, only 6 
meter waves caused the Luna to break in two; electrical failures, no more steering, no 
more propulsion. I did enter that harbour more than once also during a severe gale 
westerly destination, Oporto Portugal. Advice from the harbour authorities: “captain 
drop your anchor”, first I did look on my well updated Map. My surprise how can we 
reach the bottom here. That was impossible, I informed them about my decision to keep 
the ship going during the storm and ride it out.  After 2 days we could enter, one of my 
college Captains did drop his anchor closer to the shore. They entered before us. After 
we were well alongside our berth I did visit my friend, over there, Anchor winch was 
severely damaged all his dunnage wood was swept from the deck by a huge wave when 
he entered, these differences always will be there calmness, experience careful and keep 
trust in something, especially yourself. 
5.3. ANDREW DONALD AFNI, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER - 
MARITIME SECTOR AT IN-SITU PACIFIC LIMITED 
Parallels are often drawn between Sea Traffic Management and Air Traffic 
Management systems, procedures and technologies. Having had well over thirty years’ 
experience in dealing with Air Traffic and Vessel Traffic systems design, development 
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and implementation around the world, I certainly see the many advantages that could 
accrue to the Maritime World by adopting large slices of the Aviation experience.  
However it seems that the complex issues surrounding:  
1. Legislation - national and international;  
2. States/Sovereign rights - Ships' Flag States, Flags of convenience etc., and  
3. Hundreds of years of Maritime Tradition - e.g. "Master in Command"  
 
are not yet being publicly addressed and debated.  
The single biggest advantage that the Air Traffic System has over the Vessel Traffic 
System is that the State, the Captain of the Aircraft and the Aircraft Operating Company 
are all Part of the System. And all of these actors are subject to, and must abide by, 
strict, internationally adopted, operating controls and procedures. (ICAO, Eurocontrol, 
National AIP and so on). The bottom line is, in Air Traffic Systems, the Pilots' response 
to Air Traffic Control is a given.  
I think that the maritime world has a long way to go yet in terms of overcoming 
tradition, States Rights and so on, before the true benefits of a MONALISA type 
approach can be enjoyed. For example AIS is "compulsory", but how many times is 
ship borne AIS seen to be poorly installed, not updated or in some cases, even switched 
off. In an Aircraft, the Captain will never switch off ADS (B), and ADS (B) 
installations in all RPT aircraft are certified.  
IMO and IALA need to significantly speed up the regulatory frame work for e-Nav and 
catch up to the existing, and more importantly, emerging technology so that the true 
benefits can be enjoyed by all. MONALISA is a great approach but the more difficult 
"soft" issues surrounding implementation must also be addressed and addressed quickly. 
5.4. REX MAY, PRODUCT AUDIT MANAGER AT UKHO 
I agree with much of your comment above, but in my view we need to look into the 
fundamentals to discover whether centralised traffic control is possible (or desirable) for 
maritime traffic.  
Putting the Master in charge is not just a romantic tradition; it is a necessity, since the 
shore-side traffic controllers do not have the full information about other vessels, small 
semi-submerged objects (such as twenty foot containers), ice-bergs, lobster pot floats, 
the sea state and the status of the machinery onboard the ship in order to make sensible 
navigational decisions.  
Air traffic control also have the great benefit of being able to effect vertical separation 
between aircraft to make collision avoidance easier; this is not possible for ships which 
all float on the same surface.  
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In my view control of ships by shore controllers is only practicable in ports and 
approaches etc. where it is already exercised. 
5.5. CAPT. NISHANT DHIR, LEAD CONSULTANT HSEQ/TRAINING/PROJECTS 
AT TRIADIC CONCEPTS AND SOLUTIONS 
Rex and Andrew make very valid points. As an industry we have to evolve and adopt 
new technology. However we cannot just adopt every aspect Air Traffic Management.  
One of the biggest differences in sea and air traffic management is that each and every 
vessel does not become part of a VTS system. A lot of small craft and pleasure crafts do 
not, become part of the system. Many small barges and small craft, not to mention 
pleasure craft, do not participate in VTS services. This will be one of the biggest 
challenges for an integrated traffic management system.  
Also another issue that may arise is what kind of human attention will be required to 
man the interactive system. Will it require a dedicated officer, or how much of the time 
of the navigational officer will be required by it. Will it distract him from other watch 
keeping duties? 
5.6. ULF SIWE, COMMUNICATION OFFICER AT SJÖFARTSVERKET, 
MONALISA 2.0 PROJECT 
Many valid points from Rex, Andrew and Nishant. I believe Sea Traffic Management 
should not copy Air Traffic Management, but good ideas and concepts should be stolen 
and adapted to maritime conditions. That is why the MONALISA projects do NOT 
introduce Traffic Control. I believe that the Master is the right person to be in charge. If 
we can improve his tools regarding situational awareness and assist him with relevant 
information in a manner which takes less time away from navigation, it is a step 
towards safer.  
Both Air and Sea are struggling with the information flow from vessel to (air) port in 
order to make the (air) port call as efficient as possible. This is another area where Sea 
traffic should be inspired by, AND inspire, the Air. 
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Abstract 
  
There was a Society of seamen in Kotor already in 809 year, but the first document 
which indicates the existence of a more permanent and similar maritime organization in 
Kotor dates from 1155. The main objective of the Fraternity of the Kotor Seamen was to 
improve the navigation arts in the area and to give mutual assistance to members. At 
the time when maritime schools did not exist at all, the Fraternity represented a special 
kind of school that instructed in navigation the young people and those who decided to 
devote their lives to the sea. 
 
This historical example is useful to make us consider human resources as the most 
important thing and the basis to development in all maritime policies. At this respect, 
the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watch 
keeping for Seafarers from 1978 was adopted in the Federal People’s Republic of 
Yugoslavia in 1984, and the Law on ratification of the Annex to this Convention and 
Resolution was adopted in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 2001. With the 
introduction of continuous staff development programs, seamen would continue to 
develop their skills further, which are undoubtedly very important for effective day-to-
day response to the challenges they face at sea. In Serbia, today we are aware that we 
should direct training and education in such way to equip all the seamen with the 
necessary knowledge and skills and competences to carry out their job effectively, and 
enable them to deal effectively and proactively with challenges presented by of a 
dynamic work and a complex external environment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Serbia, as well as Slovakia, Czech Republic or Hungary does not have sea, but training 
for seafarers was conducted in Serbia in Belgrade, the capital of the Republic, at first at 
the School of Shipping, Shipbuilding and Waterway Civil Engineering and later at 
Military Academy, that produced results recognized at international level in this area. 
Candidates from the region interested in nautical training were coming, 63 courses were 
held and prices were acceptable.  
Today Serbia does not have exit to the Adriatic Sea, but has the Sava and the Danube 
rivers, diverse structure of tourist offers, located near the traditional and new tourist 
markets, with long history, preserved natural resources, proportionally good 
communications and great human potential. This paper is dedicated to seamen training 
once, and especially today in the light of new legal changes in the Republic of Serbia.  
2. HISTORICAL VIEW  
There was a Society of Seamen in Kotor as early as in 809; however, the first document 
which indicates the existence of a more permanent maritime defensive organization of 
Kotor dates from 1155. The main aim of the Fraternity of the Kotor Seamen was to 
improve the navigation of the area and mutual assistance among members. At the time 
when maritime schools did not exist at all, the Fraternity itself represented such a kind 
of school and it instructed in navigation the young people, who decided to devote 
themselves to the sea. [1] 
The secondary School of Shipping, Shipbuilding and Waterway Civil Engineering in 
Belgrade is the only school in the Republic of Serbia which educates students in river 
and maritime traffic, as well as shipbuilding and waterway civil engineering. The 
beginning of school dates back to 1890, when Serbian shipping society was founded. It 
was run as vocational training or as short courses when needed.  
Between two wars, in 1918, the Kingdom of Yugoslavia got a fleet of ships that 
belonged to Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and so became the second largest fleet of 
ships on the Danube. So strong, it trained its personnel having learned from Austro-
Hungarian, Hungarian and Bavarian shipping industry. 
After World War II, by the formal decision of the Federal National Republic of 
Yugoslavia, on 29th of August 1946, the Shipping school was opened with two 
departments: nautical, educating students in shipping - transportation field of work and 
mechanical engineering, educating students in shipping technical field of work. In that 
form, the school started its regular work on 1st of October 1946 as the school of 
national importance. In the following school year, 1947/48, the school changed its name 
to Shipping Technical. That year two more departments were opened: shipbuilding and 
applied hydraulics. In 1949, the Shipping Technical School was given a new name: 
Shipping high school. After several changes, in 1987, the school was called”the School 
of Shipping, Shipbuilding and Hydro building”.  
The countries of this century are categorized based on the quality of work and services 
provided rather than on the quantity of such work and services. We should always hold 
human resources as the first resource and the basis of development. The International 
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watch keeping for Seafarers 
("Official Gazette of the Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia”, International 
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Contracts, number 3/84.) [2] of 1978 was adopted in the Federal People’s Republic of 
Yugoslavia in 1984 and the Law on ratification of the Annex to this Convention and 
Resolution ("Official Gazette of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia”, International 
regulation, number 3/01.) [4] was adopted in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 
2001.  
Before seamen in the Republic of Serbia are turbulent times, at least when we speak 
about the legal framework refering to them. After the amendments of the Law on 
maritime navigation were adopted, associations of seamen reacted considering that the 
system of training is endangered. This Law is adopted on the proposal of the Ministry of 
transportation, but the Ministry of defense announced that it will ask for changes of the 
controversial provisions of the Law, considering that proposers of the Law practically 
pushed the Military Acadamy out of this area. However, by the initiative to amend the 
Law, the duty of training performer is introduced in order to organize absolutely all 
seamen courses, including those for fishing ships, for which there were no interested 
candidates. 
3. REALITY AND PERSPECTIVES IN THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA 
Today the School of Shipping, Shipbuilding and Waterway Civil Engineering educates 
students in three fields of work: traffic, mechanical engineering and metal processing, 
and civil engineering and geodesy. Education, that the school provides, includes 
teaching curricula and programs that are in compliance with the provisions set out by 
the Ministry of Education of Republic of Serbia. This school is the only school in Serbia 
certifed by ISO9001:2008 standard of quality obtained from Lloyd’s register quality 
assurance in London.  
The School Program includes the following educational profiles: 
- In the Area of traffic:  
o Nautical technician – Maritime Department (4 years),  
o Nautical technician – Inland Waterway Department (4 years),  
o Deckhand (3 years). 
- In the Area of mechanical engineering  and metal processing:  
o Marine engine mechanic (3 years),  
o Ship assembler (3 years),  
o Nautical engineer (4 years),  
o Ship building technician (4 years). 
- In the Area of geodesy and construction industry:  
o Technician for waterway civil engineering (4 years). 
During the last five years, the school trained students for acquiring certificates of 
competency which acknowledge proficiency of seafaring personnel of merchant marine, 
which are in compliance with the International Convention on Standards of Training, 
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW) convention. 
The Law on maritime navigation (“Official Gazette RS“, no. 87/11, 104/13) [6] 
regulates certificates of competency of seamen. According to the article 73. of this law, 
a crew member of the merchant navy ship of the Republic of Serbia who performs 
activities of navigation security, can be the person of at least 16 years old with 
appropriate knowledge and corresponding certificate for performing jobs on the ship in 
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accordance with the STCW Convention, as well as  the Rulebook on the Professional 
Qualifying. 
The Government of the Republic of Serbia regulates ranks, conditions and the way such 
rank and certificates are obtained by crew members of sea ships, along with validity 
terms of certificates and certifications, types of shipping activities performed by 
seamen, levels of seamen responsibility, program and method of exams for obtaining 
the certificate of competency, i.e. special competency, conditions for obtaining the 
certificate of alternative competency, the procedure for issuing of the certificate of 
competency, i.e. special competency, the manner of calculating the maritime 
experience, the training program and conditions for conducting accelerated training 
courses, the way and forms of keeping records on completed training courses and 
acquired practice, the duties of  instructor, i.e. appraiser, as well as the duties of 
examiner and candidates in the framework of practical training, the manner and 
conditions for selection of examiners in the Examination Commission, the way of 
establishing and jobs of the Working group for STCW plan and program (syllabus), 
conditions and the way of acknowledging, renewal and replacement of certificates of 
competency, i.e. special competency, the method of the assessment of knowledge of the 
maritime legislation of the Republic of Serbia in the case of recognition of certificates 
of competency at management level, the contents and the form of the certificate, as well 
as the form, contents, format and keeping records of issued authorizations, and the 
Register of approvals issued to seafarer Training centers. 
According to the article 166. of the Law on maritime navigation [6] for domestic ship, 
the owner, i.e. company it is operated by shall provide for training and practical work to 
the members of the crew and the persons responsible for safety. The requirements for 
security protection, issuance of security documents, safety plans of the ship and 
shipyard, training program and the manner of passing examinations for obtaining the 
title of Officer responsible for the safety of the ship, as well as persons responsible for 
the security of the company and other issues arising from Chapter XI-2 of SOLAS 
Convention and ISPS Regulation are established by Technical Regulations. (See: article 
171. of the Law on maritime navigation).  
A person who drives a yacht or a boat takes a professional exam before a commission 
established by the Minister for a term of four years. (See: article 121. of the Law on 
maritime navigation). The Minister also prescribes the training of crew members 
obligated for System Information and monitoring of ship traffic. (See: article 125. of the 
Law on maritime navigation).  
According to the article 202. of the Law on Navigation and Ports on inland waters 
(“Official Gazette RS“, no. 73/10, 121/12) [5] the Government prescribes the manner of 
realization of security protection of ships, navigation safety objects in international 
waterways and ports opened for international traffic, contents and the way of security 
plans adoption, the training program and the manner of passing examinations for 
persons responsible for security, as well as appropriate identity papers.  
Decree on the manner and procedures in connection with performance of activities and 
maintenance of watchkeeping of crew members on sea ships, as well as other activities 
on the ship with the goal of safe navigation and protection of the sea from pollution 
(“Official Gazette RS“, no. 119/13)[7] in effect from 7th January 2014 prescribes, in 
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article 3, the duties of the company, i.e. seaman. For regular and safe performance of 
activities and maintenance of watchkeeping, the company, i.e. a seaman is, in addition 
to other duties, obligated to: provide for legal keeping and availability of all data and 
information on seamen embarked on the ships of the company, especially records 
related to certificates of competency, training, maritime experience and medical fitness. 
Decree on minimal requirements and conditions for giving medical care on sea ships 
(“Official Gazette RS“, no. 5/14) [8] in effect from 30th January 2014, proclaims, in 
article 4, that a sea ship in international navigation that is not obliged to have a 
physician on board, must have at least one seaman with a certificate of special 
competence for giving first medical aid in accordance with STCW Convention or at 
least one seaman with a certificate of special competence for giving medical care on the 
ship. 
Certificates of competency, i.e. special competency of the crew members issued by the 
Member State of the European Union, or the Contracting State of the Agreement on the 
European Economic Area, as well as the Swiss Confederation, are recognized in the 
Republic of Serbia. (See: article 74. of the Law on maritime navigation). 
According to the article 75. of the Law on maritime navigation (“Official Gazette RS“ 
no. 87/11, 104/13) [6] Centers for training of seafarers (accredited institutions) perform 
theoretical and practical training and examinations for obtaining certificates of 
competency, i.e. special competency of the crew members in accordance with 
requirements of STCW Convention in respect of duration and contents of theoretical 
and practical training, on the basis of approval issued by the Ministry. The Port 
Authority in Belgrade issues the certificate of competency, i.e. special competency to 
the crew members on the basis of the certificate of successful completion of training and 
certificate of notes for the acquisition of certain certificate of competency, i.e. special 
competency of the crew members issued by accredited institutions. If the Port Authority 
in Belgrade establishes that the seaman does not meet the requirements for obtaining 
certain certificate of competency, i.e. special competency of seamen in spite of 
certificates mentioned above issued by accredited institutions, it will not issue certain 
certificate and it shall inform the accredited institution in which the seaman completed 
training. 
The approval set out in article 75, paragraph 1. of this Law can be given only to the 
legal person registered in the Republic of Serbia for conducting staff training in 
maritime navigation, which submits evidence from recognized organization that it meets 
the standards prescribed by STCW Convention, fulfills the technical conditions for the 
holding of training for obtaining of all certificates of competency, i.e. special 
competency prescribed by STCW Convention, submits a plan and program of activities 
for the period for which the approval is issued, and has qualified instructors in 
accordance with requirements of STCW Convention. This approval is issued for the 
period of 10 years and it is final in the administrative procedure. Exceptionally, this 
approval can be given to the legal person which submits evidence from recognized 
organization that it fulfills the technical conditions for the provision of training for 
obtaining all certificates of special competency prescribed by STCW Convention in the 
Republic of Serbia, on condition that it submits a document issued by a recognized 
organization on meeting the technological requirements for holding training for 
obtaining of all certificates of competency prescribed by STCW Convention in the other 
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Contracting State of STCW Convention, provides a guarantee for good performance in 
favor of the Republic of Serbia, and submits the evidence from recognized organization 
that it meets the technical conditions for the provision of training for obtaining all 
certificates of competency prescribed by STCW Convention in the Republic of Serbia 
within three years from the date of issue of the approval. (See: article 76. of the Law on 
maritime navigation). 
According to the article 81. of the Law on maritime navigation (“Official Gazette RS“ 
no. 87/11, 104/13) [6] accredited institutions must comply with the quality standards 
system in accordance with the requirements of STCW Convention and apply 
international and domestic regulations governing the matter of maritime navigation. The 
precise conditions that accredited institutions, instructors, i.e. appraisers of accredited 
institutions, as well as examiners must meet are set out by bylaw. 
Theoretical training of seafarers can also be performed by educational institutions 
authorized by regulations governing education whose curricula approved by the 
Ministry. (See: article 82. of the Law on maritime navigation). The approvals issued to 
educational training institutions and Centers in order to obtain certificates of 
competency, i.e. special competency of seamen, issued in accordance with the 
Regulation on certificates of competency of crew members of the sea merchant navy 
ships of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and conditions for their acquisition 
(“Official Gazette FRY“ no. 67/99,71/00) [3] will be valid till the day of the approval 
issued in accordance with the provisions of the Law on maritime navigation, and the 
latest one year from the effective date of the law. (See: article 205. of the Law on 
maritime navigation). 
The seamen in Serbia are facing stormy sea. Unfortunately, in Serbia there is a danger 
of canceling the courses held previously at the School of Shipping in Belgrade and now 
at the Military Academy. In connection with this the Ministry of Defense is asking for 
changes of the law, adopted on the proposal of the Ministry of Transportation. The 
Military Academy finalized the preparatory steps for international acrediation of 17 
courses by STCW Convention, and in compliance with the training standards of the 
International Maritime Organization.   
4. CONCLUSIONS  
 
Nowadays in many developing countries the priority of the learning and training process 
cannot be overstressed. However, if trainees are exposed to irrelevant information, they 
consume their energy and they waste time and learning capacities that could be better 
used for solving real-life problems. 
 
The process of reorganization of the Serbian Marine will draw strength and inspiration 
from the highlights of our past, and will project social and educational values as 
important defensive factors for the country. With the introduction of continuous staff 
development programs, seamen would continue to develop their skills further, which are 
undoubtedly very important for effective day-to-day response to the challenges in front 
of them. We should direct training and education to equip all the seamen with the 
necessary knowledge and skills and competences to carry out their job effectively, and 
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enable seamen to deal effectively and proactively with challenges of a dynamic work 
and a complex external environment. 
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Abstract 
The main objective of this paper is the presentation of a theoretical study of the wave 
energy in some zones of the Barcelona World Race (BWR) considering different 
theories, how much of this energy is transferred to the boat and if it is possible to use 
that energy, as propulsion energy. 
Nowadays, the absorption of wave energy (offshore, inshore or on board) is low utilized 
and has important costs. That makes this subject become more interesting. The first 
section of this paper is a study of the movement of the waves with different descriptions 
and of the energy potential depending on characteristic’s value. Secondly, a 
categorization of the wave’s characteristics is done of a part of BWR with the objective 
to be able to do an energy atlas of different areas. After that, a model of the vertical 
motion (simplified motion) is done in order to express the energy which is in the kinetic 
phase difference between the wave action and the boat reaction. Finally, all factors in 
the synchronism motion between wave and boat have been evaluated (in surf 
navigation) in order to analyze the results of equilibrium and the result force with 
different power propulsion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. INTEREST OF NO-PROPULSION IN YACHTS 
In view of the high demand to find new methods and resources of obtaining energy, 
maritime competition sector is going for the fact that the participant in the races vessels 
leading devices or systems onboard to generate “clean energy”, with the goal that some 
soon day, the competition vessels be able to be 0 emissions boat. 
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For this reason, the technical teams of the participating vessels on high competition 
racing, design and make new efficient devices to introduce in their vessels. 
Barcelona World Race (BWR) is a race around the world with only two crew members 
per boat. It is a nonstop race in which external assistance is allowed but subject to some 
rules (penalties). The boats must to be open class with specific restrictions [17,19].  
In this race there is another objective: to be 100% sustainable. That is the interesting 
point of this competition and that type of boats. To be able to have a self-sufficient ship 
(a ship capable of needing no fossil fuels of any kind throughout its entire useful life) it 
will be necessary to combine and connect some different systems from sustainable types 
of energy such as solar, wind and hydrodynamic energy, using them to cover all the 
mechanical and electronic needs of the boat and its skipper. In addition, an automatic 
system is needed to connect all that generators with the batteries and with energy 
consumers. Moreover, they will need to be switched on/off all for them only to be used, 
when they are be required. 
Imoca 60 [19] is the vessel that races in the BWR, open class. This boat has a great 
hydrodynamic design and the different teams introduce them the suitable systems.  
A new resource is needed to explore the potential of these vessels on movement or 
external agents, thus, it is important to know the behavior of the environment in which 
they move: wind and waves. It is absolutely essential to be able to give a reliable 
answer. 
The problem of that subject is that neither the development nor the resolution of the 
equations that govern it has been achieved. I.e., nowadays the response of the particles 
behavior in water in a free movement (influenced and so overlapped with others such as 
it is wave motion) does not exist. 
In consequence of this, there has been an effort to build wave models and wave profiles 
for different areas, different seas and different weather conditions. This also allows to 
design computational dynamic behaviors from a lot of types waves against boats, with 
relevant results. 
It is interesting to know how the waves behave and the profiles that they describe, in 
order to know the potential they carry. 
Once it is known the energetic potential, the navigation type in which it can be applied 
and the systems to design have to be studied, i.e. on which areas, under what conditions 
and whether it is possible to absorb wave energy. 
This is an important point to see the feasibility of designing a device or not, what type, 
as well as their working conditions. 
 
2. THEORY 
To know the magnitude of useable wave’s energy, it is interesting to know the average 
energy flux per unit width that crosses a vertical plane perpendicular to the direction of 
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propagation of the wave, i.e. the speed at which energy is transmitted through a surface 
overtime. To understand the energy transmitted by the wave, it is necessary to study the 
profile of the surface from the oceans and seas, and the nature of the submerged part. 
The sea and ocean are a big energy reserve, a part of this energy is moving in the waves, 
and these waves are irregular and with an important form complexity. In addition, 
because of the great expanse, there are a lot of different types of irregular waves. In 
each area, the performance of the water is particular, depending of the size zone, 
salinity, temperature, etc. [9]. 
Nowadays there are some different models which describe, in a more or less 
approximate form, profiles of various kind of waves. 
Firstly, there are the regular wave theories, the most significant three classified 
according to their application areas depending on the depth of the seabed: 
• Airy Theory, linear description, for deep water representing the profile of wave 
as a sinusoid that is described by a cosine progressive function with amplitude 
equal to half the height of the wave [6];  
• Stokes theory of second order, nonlinear description, for midwater. It is a profile 
with higher and thinner ridges and more plains and broad sinus. In this case, the 
orbital trajectories to which the particles are subjected are considered open, 
thereby taking into account the net transport of molecules in the direction of 
wave propagation. For the calculation of potential Airy theory is used, with a 
correction factor depending on the depth [6], and; 
• Solitary Wave Theory, nonlinear description, for coastal waters. The surface of 
these waves is always above the sea level [6]. 
 
And secondly, irregular wave descriptions are classified into two types: 
• Geometric-statistic description, which is the characterization of the waves from 
a set of variables known as "statistical parameters". To obtain these parameters a 
record of successive waves in individual waves is decomposed, which can be 
defined with the criterion of "step up to scratch”. For individual waves governed 
by Airy theory, the result of the sum from the Fourier series is the resulting 
wave, regular and with the same than irregular registration [4, 17]. 
• Spectral description, which explains the waves as a complex signal. The energy 
contained in each wave is proportional to the square of their height and their 
period, and its distribution on wave frequencies can be represented in the form 
of a power spectrum. The representation of the spectrum, besides allowing to see 
how energy is distributed, represents existing types of waves (swell and or wind 
sea), and also the values of the peak period [4, 17]. From spectral density 
functions spectral parameters can be obtained, which give the information of the 
characteristics of the recording analyzed. This spectrum is obtained from the 
coefficients of the Fourier series. Depending on the domain where it is realized 
they might have a scalar spectral density function, or a directional spectral 
density function. Nowadays, there are different spectrums depending on the area 
being analyzed, the type of wave (background or wind), etc. The four spectrums 
more useful are [4, 6, 7, 10]:  
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1. Spectrum Pierson Moskowitz (1964)   
 
Pierson and Moscowitz developed a spectrum from a North Atlantic wave 
spectrum study to represent fully developed sea states generated by wind. Fetch 
and duration are considered infinite. To apply the spectrum it is necessary that 
the wind blows for several hours over a large area with a relatively constant 
speed before the signal wave is  registered. An example of this spectrum is 
shown below, in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1 - Pierson Moskowitz Spectrum 
 
   Source: Hong Kwon, S., Jan Yang, Y., Myung Choi, Y. 
Validity of Ocean Wave Spectrum Using Rayleigh 
Probability Density Functio. International Journal of 
Ocean System Engineering 2012; 2(4) 250-258.      U= 
wind velocity [m/s] 
 
2. Spectrum  ISSC(1964) International  Ship Structure Committee  
 
Spectrum from a minor modification of the spectrum proposed by Bretchneider 
[3]. It is applicable for fully developed sea states on open sea. It has the same 
shape as Pierson Moskowitz spectrum [11]. 
There are examples of ISSC spectrum with different periods in the Figure 2, the 
discontinuous line. These Spectrums come from ISSC (1964) but they have 
some actual modifications from ITTC (2002) [16]. Pierson Moskowitz 
Spectrum, continuous line, appears to compare the differences of both of them. 
Figure 2. ISSC and Pierson Moskowitz Spectrum.  
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Figure 2 - ISSC and Pierson Moskowitz Spectrum 
 
 Source: 23rd International Towing Tank Conference. 
 The Specialist Committee on Waves. Venice, Italy: 2002 
 S(ω)= Spectrum value     ω=frequency [s-1] 
 
 
 
 
3. Spectrum Bretchneider-Mitsuyasu (1970)  
 
Bretchneider proposed a formulation of narrow-band spectrum whose heights 
and periods follow the Rayleight distribution. Mitsuyasu later made a correction 
of the coefficients, using the wave generated by the wind of a laboratory and 
from a bay to represent a spectrum of limited Fetch. This spectrum is 
represented below, in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3 - Bretchneider-Mitsuyasu Spectrum 
 
 
Source: Hong Kwon, S., Jan Yang, Y., Myung Choi, Y. 
Validity of Ocean Wave Spectrum Using Rayleigh Probability Density Function. 
International Journal of Ocean System Engineering 2012; 2(4) 250-258. 
H1/3= third biggest value of wave height [m] 
T1/3= Period of waves with the third biggest value of wave height [s] 
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4. Spectrum de Jonswap (1973)  
 
Spectrum characterized by sharp peaks, representing waves developed in a limited 
fletch under strong winds. The Figure 4 shows an example of a Jonswap 
spectrum. 
 
Figure 4 - Jonswap Spectrum 
 
 Source: Hong Kwon, S., Jan Yang, Y., Myung Choi, Y. 
 Validity of Ocean Wave Spectrum Using Rayleigh Probability Density Function. 
 International Journal of Ocean System Engineering 2012; 2(4) 250-258. 
 
In order to select the most suitable theory, the area to study should be known 
(Ocean, sea, depth, weather, etc.), what kind of information it is, and what type of 
parameters gives the source in question. 
 
3. ENERGETIC POTENTIAL CALCULATION AND  CHARACTERITZATION 
OF AREAS 
In this section the waves and wind of some BWR’s zones are categorized using the 
wave’s descriptions and various different data from a statistical study. 
To do that, it is important to know the data used and the information that they give [18, 
20, 21, 22]. Using different sources and different forms of energy calculation will 
permit us to make some comparison and to have more proven results.  
 METHOD 
The area of study is separated into two main areas: 
 
- The North Atlantic Area: latitude 10ºN to latitude 40ºN and longitude 40ºW to 
10ºW, discarding two major areas where the race fails,  
- The Mediterranean-Canary Area, from Barcelona to the Canary Islands. In this 
area there are two very different sectors, either because of the type of waves, as 
well as the public information at the time. 
 
In each zone 23 characteristic maps of 23 different days between February and May 
have been arranged [18, 20, 21]. Percentage of each range of heights, periods and 
speeds of each zone, and the wave direction has been extracted from the maps. Also 
data of wind speed and direction have been collected. Once the frequency table was 
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performed, it could verify the significance of the results by statistics from a continuous 
variable, and give a sampling error to account for the final results [14, 15]. 
The North Atlantic Area is divided into seven zones of characterization. The study is 
based on data from weather forecasting by simulating in characteristic maps [12, 18, 20, 
21], and a simple sampling of seven regions will be obtained.  The results are showed in 
the Figure 5 with a confidence interval of 0.6m as much [14, 15]. 
 
 
 
 
  
V=wind velocity [m/s] 
ϕ=wind direction [degrees] 
H= wave height [m] 
T= wave period [s] 
θ= wave direction [degrees] 
 
For the Mediterranean-Canary Area instrumental data from oceanographic buoys was 
used [22]. These buoys provide a record published every three days, hour by hour, of 
the sea state: significant height, average period, peak period, direction, wind speed and 
direction. They have taken four records between February and May of 2012, i.e., 576 
data for each feature of each point where a buoy is found. With all of that, 14 zones are 
characterized and showed in the following maps (Figure 6 and Figure 7)  
Figure 5 - Characteristic map with the illustrate results of the 
seven analyzed zones from North Atlantic Ocean 
Source: Own 
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Figure 6 - Characteristic map with the illustrate results of the different analyzed points 
considering Mediterranean and Gibraltar Strait Area
 
 
Figure 7 -  Characteristic map with the illustrate results of the different 
analyzed of different points considering Canary Area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. RESULTS 
Potential energy of each area defined in Table 1 and Table 2, energy (kJ/m2) and 
potential (kW/m) are calculated considering description in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 
7. 
Due to the fact that interesting areas for browsing of the BWR are in deep water, 
theories about midwater or coastal waters will not be used. 
To calculate the average of wave energy potential by Airy’s linear theory, listed in 
Table 1, the result of the integration of the product between dynamic pressure and 
celerity is used. This result is the same that the product between the energy and the 
celerity [4, 6]: 
Source: Own 
          
          Source: Own 
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𝑃𝑃 = 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔2𝐻𝐻2𝑇𝑇
32𝜋𝜋
         (1) 
P= Potential [kW/m] 
g = gravity [m/s2] 
ρ = sea water density [kg/m3] 
To find the value by geometric-statistical description, which are shown in table 1, it has 
to be used the root mean square wave height and the period of all the waves in the 
record [4, 6]: 
𝑃𝑃 = 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔2
32𝜋𝜋
∑ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1
𝑁𝑁
�
1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖
2𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 = 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔2𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 𝑇𝑇𝑧𝑧32𝜋𝜋       (2) 
N=number of wave in the register  
Hrms = root mean square wave height [m] 
Tz= Statistical Period [s] 
 
Table 1 - Energy and Potential of different zones with different theories I 
AIRY’s 
THEORY 
ENERGY POTENTIAL STATISTIC-
GEOMETRIC 
ENERGY POTENTIAL 
North Atlantic (J/m2) (kW/m) North Atlantic (J/m2) (kW/m) 
1 5,381 40,643 1 6,207 46,884 
2 5,913 44,967 2 6,6157 50,310 
3 3,206 24,497 3 3,576 27,331 
4 4,131 32,133 4 4,494 34,951 
5 3,526 26,443 5 3,962 29,707 
6 3,788 29,539 6 3,986 31,084 
7 3,464 26,018 7 3,627 27,248 
Mediterranean 
- Canary Area 
  Mediterranean 
- Canary Area 
  
1M 2,213 9,130 1M 2,354 9,709 
2M 2,066 6,440 2M 2,499 7,792 
3M 2,352 7,735 3M 2,687 8,837 
4M 4,405 15,615 4M 6,279 22,259 
5M 2,043 5,659 5M 2,912 8,065 
6M 1,665 6,980 6M 0,114 0,480 
7M 3,102 13,319 7M 3,275 14,060 
8M 3,916 18,173 8M 4,082 18,944 
9M 2,698 11,135 9M 2,823 11,655 
10M 3,455 14,724 10M 3,588 15,289 
11M 3,451 15,615 11M 3,581 16,204 
12M 0,652 2,052 12M 0,705 2,220 
13M 2,446 9,822 13M 2,668 10,713 
14M 3,586 16,200 14M 3,745 16,921 
Source: Own  
 
Finally the wave energy potential is calculated with the spectral description (Table 2). 
This potential is a product of a coefficient and the integral of the spectrum over all 
frequencies and that integrate over all directions [4, 6]. 
𝑃𝑃 = 𝛾𝛾 ∫  2𝜋𝜋0 ∫ 𝑔𝑔4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 𝑆𝑆(𝜔𝜔, 𝜃𝜃)𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃∞0 = 𝛼𝛼𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠2𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝     (3) 
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𝛾𝛾 = parameter 
Hs = significant wave height [m] 
Tp = Peak wave period [s] 
When a different spectrum is used, the changing value is “α”. And the significant wave 
height is used, Hs, and statistic period, Tz. 
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (1964)  → 𝑃𝑃 = 0.549𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠2𝑇𝑇𝑧𝑧   �𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 �   (4) 
𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼 (1964) → 𝑃𝑃 = 0.595𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠2𝑇𝑇𝑧𝑧   �𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 �      (5) 
𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 −  𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀 → 𝑃𝑃 = 0.441𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠2𝑇𝑇𝑧𝑧   �𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 �   (6)  
𝐽𝐽𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐽𝐽 (1973) → 𝑃𝑃 = 0.458𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠2𝑇𝑇𝑧𝑧   �𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 �     (7) 
 
Table 2 - Energy and Potential of different zones with different theories II 
Spectral Pierson 
Moscoeit
z 
ISSC Bretchneider-
Mitsuyasu 
Jonswap Pierson 
Moscoeitz 
ISSC Bretchneider-
Mitsuyasu 
Jonswap 
 kJ/m2 kJ/m2 kJ/m2 kJ/m2 kW/m kW/m kW/m kW/m 
 E PM E 
ISSC 
E B-M E J Pot PM Pot 
ISSC 
Pot B-M Pot J 
North Atlantic         
1 6,522 7,068 5,239 5,441 22,740 24,646 18,267 18,971 
2 7,167 7,768 5,757 5,979 25,160 27,268 20,210 20,989 
3 3,886 4,211 3,121 3,242 13,706 14,855 11,010 11,435 
4 5,008 5,427 4,023 4,178 17,979 19,485 14,442 14,999 
5 4,274 4,633 3,434 3,566 14,795 16,035 11,885 12,343 
6 4,591 4,976 3,688 3,830 16,527 17,912 13,276 13,788 
7 4,198 4,550 3,372 3,502 14,558 15,777 11,694 12,145 
         
Mediterranean - 
Canary Area 
        
1M 1,579 1,711 1,268 1,317 5,108 5,536 4,103 4,261 
2M 1,787 1,936 1,435 1,490 3,603 3,905 2,894 3,006 
3M 2,136 2,315 1,716 1,782 4,328 4,690 3,476 3,610 
4M 3,669 3,977 2,947 3,061 8,737 9,469 7,018 7,288 
5M 1,906 2,065 1,531 1,590 3,166 3,432 2,544 2,642 
6M 1,476 1,599 1,185 1,231 3,906 4,233 3,137 3,258 
7M 2,451 2,656 1,968 2,044 7,452 8,077 5,986 6,217 
8M 3,142 3,405 2,524 2,621 10,168 11,020 8,168 8,482 
9M 1,984 2,151 1,594 1,655 6,230 6,752 5,005 5,198 
10M 2,472 2,680 1,986 2,063 8,238 8,929 6,618 6,873 
11M 2,480 2,688 1,992 2,069 8,737 9,469 7,018 7,289 
12M 0,540 0,586 0,434 0,451 1,148 1,244 0,922 0,958 
13M 1,750 1,897 1,406 1,460 5,496 5,956 4,414 4,585 
14M 2,781 3,015 2,234 2,320 9,064 9,824 7,281 7,562 
Source: Own 
 
4.1 COMMENTS 
As Table 1 and Table 2 shown, here are differences between the results based on the 
theory used. This is because of the different approximation of each theory, since one is 
only an approximation, and / or that there are descriptions or theories more appropriate 
to different types of waves than others, thus, giving results that differ between them. 
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To choose the best one it will be necessary a specific study of comparison, but it should 
be said that the Airy’s theory is only an approximation, and between geometric-statistic 
or spectral description it would be better one which offers less generous results, to work 
on a safe path.  
There is a characteristic point, 6M, which has a low result in statistic geometric 
calculation, in Table 1. This point or zone is the Gibraltar’s strait zone, where there are 
different currents, and different waters are mixed. Spectrum description and Airy’s 
theory calculate this energy with defined waves created by the data, and geometric-
statistic description works with real data. That means that this description cannot 
consider neither the different directions, the deformation of the wave profile nor the 
energy’s wave crashes. It makes the Hrms become small, then the energy result will be 
also extremely minor, more than the real one. To conclude, these results cannot be used 
as easily as others. 
The differences between energy and potential values by spectrums descriptions are a 
product of using different spectrums. Each spectrum has specific conditions of sea 
where it is employed. In Table 2 four spectrums are used for the same waves, but the 
most correct spectrum on zones 1 to 7 and canary area is Pierson and Moscowitz, 
because it refers to Atlantic North typical and developed wave, which are the most 
interesting in this study. However, on Mediterranean zones, ITTC spectrum has to be 
used, due to an analysis of the spectrum and wave compatibility. 
 
5. SISTEMS ENERGY USE 
This section explains which kind of energy has the boat, how to calculate it, and an 
approximation to observe if it is interesting to study it considering two different 
methods: Oscillatory movement method and synchrony method.  
It is important to state that this study is theoretical, so results obtained are from an ideal 
case. 
5.1 OSCILLATORY MOVEMENT 
This method is based in constructing an approximation of the vertical movement which 
results from all external forces, and relative acceleration of the boat [1], to a forced 
dumped harmonic motion. This is done in order to find how much energy is in the 
kinetic phase difference between the action and the reaction wave of the vessel. 
It is normally used to simplify the calculations into an ordinate differential equation. 
The characteristic fact of this movement and of this equation is that the energy which 
wave transports is used to move, more or less in two amplitudes, the boat vertically, and 
when the wave goes back and the boat is going down the potential energy will be given 
to the sea again.  
That is the energy which could be calculated and which could be used for propulsion. 
It is observed in the equation and it is uncomplicated to imagine that the energy (and the 
transmission) depends on the amplitude of the wave: if the amplitude grows up, also wil 
the energy; and related to the difference between the frequency of the wave and the 
frequency of the boat: if there is less difference, the energy is higher. 
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The hypothesis imposed is summarized in: not to contemplate neither pitching nor roll, 
to consider the problem in two-dimensions system, the speed of the vessel has the 
opposite direction of the waves, the wind force is zero and to consider the level raising 
of the water surface, or draught level,  the same for the entire boat (point effect). 
Finally, taking into account the delay of the vessel's reaction motion relative to the wave 
motion, the typical equation of motion of these systems is constructed [5]. 
?̈?𝑥 + 2𝛾𝛾?̇?𝑥 + 𝑀𝑀02𝑥𝑥 = 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒        � 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≠ 0𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝐹𝐹𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀)    ℎ𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀 𝑣𝑣𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃   (8) 
?̈?𝑥 = acceleration 
?̇?𝑥 = velocity 
𝑥𝑥 =position 
𝑀𝑀0= Natural boat frequency 
𝛾𝛾 = dump parameter 
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = External Force 
𝐹𝐹 = Module of External Force 
𝑀𝑀 = time 
Because the important part, i.e., stable, is the particular solution, that exist along over 
time and it is different from zero, it will be the solution which define the motion [2]. 
𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝑀𝑀) = 𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀 − 𝜃𝜃)              (9) 
𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀ℎ 𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃 𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃 𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒 𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃 
𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 = particular solution (position of boat) [m] 
 𝜃𝜃= Phase difference [rad] 
Substituting the external force and the particular solution in the general equation: 
−𝜔𝜔2 cos(𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀 + 𝜃𝜃) − 2𝛾𝛾𝜔𝜔 sin(𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀 + 𝜃𝜃) + 𝜔𝜔02 cos(𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀 + 𝜃𝜃) = 𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴 cos (𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀)  (10) 
𝜔𝜔 = wave frequency [s-1] 
Isolating the amplitude: 
𝐴𝐴 = 𝐹𝐹
��𝜋𝜋0
2−𝜋𝜋2�
2
+4𝛾𝛾2𝜋𝜋2�
1
2
        (11) 
And knowing the phase difference value: 
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝜃𝜃 = 2𝛾𝛾𝜋𝜋
𝜋𝜋0
2−𝜋𝜋2
         (12) 
The solution of the description/movement will be (remember that it is considering a 
steady state): 
𝑥𝑥(𝑀𝑀) = 𝐹𝐹
��𝜋𝜋0
2−𝜋𝜋2�
2
+4𝛾𝛾2𝜋𝜋2�
1
2
cos �𝜔𝜔𝑀𝑀 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃−1 2𝛾𝛾𝜋𝜋
𝜋𝜋0
2−𝜋𝜋2
�  (13) 
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𝑥𝑥(𝑀𝑀) = Movement solution (position) [m] 
Through this equation it is possible to represent the movement that the boat will 
experience. To adjust this description to the real movement, the sinusoidal force may be 
replaced by the deduced force from wave Airy's movement or other theory's movement. 
Knowing the motion of the boat, we can easily extract the energy that the vessel absorbs 
from the movement of the sea. 
Finally, to determine the usable energy of this transmission, it is necessary to make 
some tests with models to deduce the characteristics of oscillation or use some specific 
programs. In this paper, it is not possible to calculate the energy transferred by this 
method, since experimental tests or simulation and computational fluid dynamics’ 
programs are required. So, the energy that the vessel takes will be obtained through the 
following method, in section 5.2. 
5.2 SYNCHRONY METHOD 
This method is based in synchrony machine work form. The objective is to make the 
vessel to be in synchrony, longitudinally, with the wave, like surfing, to understand 
what part of propulsion comes from the wave. 
The vessel used is one which races in BWR, Imoca 60, a high velocity vessel in sailing 
competitions. Its great hydrodynamic conditions and low draught make the resistance 
decrease, and that is an important point in the method studied. 
To find out the viability of that method it is necessary to analyze all factors which take 
part in navigation. 
Navigation conditions are specific. The wave and the vessel must have the same 
direction, not to change the race trajectory. To get the best conditions, the direction of 
the wind has to be the same as the vessel and waves. 
Once the parameters are known (H, T, θ, Vwave, ϕ and Vwind from Figure 5, Figure 6 and 
Figure 7),the best zone or the best zones can be located to get the synchronism. There 
are three zones in that part of the race that have de correct conditions and those 
conditions are specified in Table 3: the same wave and boat direction, and a similar 
wind direction in order to help the sail propulsion. The velocity of the wave will 
determine the velocity of the boat in synchronism. 
 
Table 3 - Environment conditions of the three analyzed zones 
ZONE H(m) T(s) Θ (º) Vwave(m/s) φ(º) Vwind(m/s) 
Zone 4 1.81 9.96 183 15.555 199 4.68 
2M 1.282 3.993 235.02 6.234 240.26 7.4 
8M 1.765 5.945 5.24 9.282 41.0 6.61 
Source: Own 
 
The force that the boat takes from the wave can be calculated with this method. In this 
case the horizontal and vertical forces are considered. 
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5.2.1 NAVIGATION EQUATION  
The synchrony condition is based on the equilibrium between wave velocity and vessel 
velocity. To make that permanent the next equation must be satisfied (x: horizontal/sea 
plane direction; y: vertical or sea plan normal in 2D analysis). 
𝑋𝑋 → ∑𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 = 𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒 = 𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝,𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒,𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠,𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤,𝑒𝑒 − 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓,𝑒𝑒    (14) 
𝑌𝑌 →  �𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 = 𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦 = 𝐹𝐹𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒,𝑘𝑘 + 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓,𝑦𝑦 + 𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦 − 𝐹𝐹𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒,𝑦𝑦 − 𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝,𝑦𝑦 − 𝑃𝑃 − 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠,𝑦𝑦 − 𝐹𝐹𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤,𝑦𝑦                   (15) 
F: Result force [N] 
E : Buoyancy force [N] 
Fp: Propulsive force [N] 
Fwave part: Force of the particles of the wave circular movement [N] 
Ff: Friction force [N] 
Fwave, k: Natural force from oscillatory movements [N] 
Fsail: Force created by the wind pressure against the sails [N] 
Fwind: Force created by the wind pressure against hull [N] 
P: Weight  [N] 
Firstly, we need to know the best position of the vessel on the wave in each case.  
The chosen position in each zone makes the vessel (longitudinal line) have some angle 
(β) with the horizontal sea plane. The wave velocity or wave celerity has also to be 
known. The different velocities come from Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. In the Table 
4 there are the values of these parameters. 
𝑀𝑀 = 𝑔𝑔𝑇𝑇
2𝜋𝜋
          (16) 
(Parameters defined in Equation 1 and Figure 5) 
 
Table 4 - Wave Celerity, Vessels Tilt and Significant Wave 
Height 
Zone H β ( degree) Celerity (m/s) 
Zona 4 1.813 -40.76 15.54 
2M 1.282 -31.37 6.24 
8M 1.765 -40.01 9.28 
Source: Own 
 
After that position is known all the components of the result force, expression 14 and 
15, are calculated. 
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The buoyancy force acts in the surface direction. So, in Table 5 the different forces are 
shown with the same boat’s weigh: 
 
Table 5 - Buoyancy Force 
Zone P (N) E (N) 
Zone 4 81602.4249 61804.55 
2M 81602.4249 69675.83 
8M 81602.4249 62504.70 
     Source: Own 
 
The natural force from oscillatory movements is implicit in the buoyancy force.  
Friction force is calculated by the sum of the friction resistance and residual resistance 
by the ITTC form and Delft Systematic Yacht Hull Series (DSYHS) [8] and the 
parameters are obtained by CAD programs or by approximations with the SIMPSON 
method. The results of the sum are in Table 6. 
𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓(𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐼 57) +  𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 (𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑌𝑌𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆)      (17) 
Table 6 - Advance Resistance 
Zone Resistance (N) 
Zone 4 13210.51 
2M 2500.94 
8M 5064.61 
Source: Own 
 
The force created by wave particles in circular movement has been achieved by the 
Airy’s theory [4, 6]. In that part the most important point is the position of the Imoca 
60. The method is the same as with the resistance: sum of friction resistance and 
residual resistance with ITTC 57 and DSYHS, although with different velocity. 
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒 𝑣𝑣𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 �𝑀𝑀 = 𝜋𝜋𝐻𝐻𝑇𝑇 𝑃𝑃2𝜋𝜋𝑧𝑧𝜆𝜆 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝜃𝜃
𝑣𝑣 = 𝜋𝜋𝐻𝐻
𝑇𝑇
𝑃𝑃
2𝜋𝜋𝑧𝑧
𝜆𝜆 sin 𝜃𝜃      (18) (19)  
u = horizontal velocity [m/s] 
v = vertical velocity [m/s] 
z = depth [m] 
 
The parameters to calculate these velocities with the equation 18 and equation 19 are 
extracted from the data of Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. And the values of these 
forces are in the Table 7 with the positive sign going to the front of the vessel and going 
to the sky. 
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Table 7 - Wave Particles Resistance 
Zone U (m/s) W (m/s) Total velocity (m/s) 
Resistance 
(N) 
Zone 4 0.5486 -0.4729 0.7243 308.38 
2M 0.9890 -0.6028 1.1583 360.58 
8M 0.7716 -0.6475 1.0073 339.91 
        Source: Own 
 
 The weight of the IMOCA 60 can be obtained in the specifications of the vessel [19].  
Wind sail force has been calculated in each case of navigation (Table 8), with the most 
common sails in that kind of navigation (Area and surface form), and with the proper 
angle between the direction of the boat and the sails position [8, 19]. Also, the wind 
velocity from each zone is used (obtained from the Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 8 
information), they are the statistics results from different environment registers.  
𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 = 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑉𝑉22          (20) 
Cd = Aerodynamic coefficient 
R0 =Air density [kg/m3] 
Pr = Pressure [N/m2] 
V = wind velocity [m/s] 
 
Table 8 - Wind Sail Force and parameters 
Zone Wind Velocity 
(m/s) 
Ro 
(kg/m3) 
Cd  Sails A (m2) Wind 
Force (N)  
Zone 4 3.520 1.223 1.50 Main+Gennaker 168+240 4630.27 
2M 4.305 1.223 1.50 Main+Gennaker 168+240 6335.74 
8M 3.930 1.223 1.50 Main+Gennaker 168+240 4617.38 
Source: Own 
The hull wind force has been obtained from the pressure of wind on the event area. 
𝐹𝐹 = 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑉𝑉2𝐴𝐴
2
         (21) 
A = area [m2] 
 
To know the exact wind velocity and direction the difference between vessel 
aerodynamic resistance and wind resistance has to be studied. That difference is a 
simple vectorial difference between the two parameters obtained from Figure 5, Figure 
6, Figure 7. The aerodynamic coefficient has to be lower because the hull has better 
aerodynamic surface that the sails. Then it is not difficult to know the projected area of 
wind result attack. In the following table (Table 9) are the different values. 
 
Table 9 - Hull Wind Force and Parameters 
Zone Resultant 
Velocity 
Incident angle 
from bow 
Projected 
Area 
Cd R0 (kg/m3) Hull Wind 
Force (N) 
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(m/s) (degrees) (m2) 
Zone 4 3.52 161.34 8.28 1.17 1.223 73.40 
2M 4.305 244.05 7.15 1.17 1.223 94.82 
8M 3.93 80.63 19.61 1.17 1.223 216.69 
Source: Own 
 
5.3 RESULTS 
Considering the values obtained in the above section, the resultant force on the vessel is 
calculated solving the equation (14 and 15). However the important and propulsive 
force is the horizontal force. Figure 8 shows results obtained from equation 14: 
Figure 8 - Resultant force on the boat depending on the propulsive force.  
 
      Source: Own 
 
5.4 COMMENTS 
As it is seen in Figure 8, there is a positive result of the equilibrium system. A natural 
propulsion exists in that conditions which make sail the vessel with environment forces, 
with no propellers or other mechanical propulsion, and also, the systems give to the boat 
an additional force that makes it go faster than the wave. 
Therefore, to get the perfect equilibrium and be propelled continuously, the force's 
result has to be zero, so the additional propulsion force has to disappear. And that is 
another positive result, because it indicates that there is some energy that can be used by 
the boat for internal systems or for charging the batteries. 
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Propelled by the waves and wind and charging batteries, the perfect navigation 
energetic conditions can be reached.  
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The wave potential study for the generation of usable energy is a recent theme, in its 
first steps, though towards an undergoing growth. For this reason, it is interesting to 
dive into it in order to know the possibilities it can offer. 
 
The result from the evaluation of this study is the force which can be extracted from the 
wave to the advancement of the vessel, depending on the propulsive force of the 
propeller. 
Clean's force without propulsion indicates that the vessel receives a force in the 
direction of its bow, with very attractive value, meaning that synchronism position, 
within all the agents which interact, the boat is able to harness the power of the wave for 
advancement. 
The problem, real and important, of this method is the Broaching effect [13] that makes 
the boat become unsteerable when it is in the synchronism position. The consequence of 
this effect is that the vessel tacks and end crosswise with the waves, and this makes that 
the waves knock the boat over. That problem can be studied with the analyzed 
conditions with, for example, Fortran program, in order to know the risks of this kind of 
navigation. 
The results obtained reflect and demonstrate that the energy of a considerable part of the 
route to BWR analyzed has an important value for any of the theories used. 
Consequently, it is interesting to continue the study in further research, in order to 
develop an energy utilization system on board to reduce or eliminate the use of fossil 
fuels on ships, getting greener and cheaper navigation.  
To conclude, it is necessary to remark that all results obtained are theoretical. Being 
hypothetical results, they need to be corroborated with simulations and practical 
experiments (on board or in a hydrodynamic laboratory). 
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Abstract 
Development and innovation of new designs for ship bridges on modern offshore vessels 
is a considerable challenge for engineering and design professions. The purpose of this 
paper is to investigate how innovations in ship bridge design may benefit from design 
competency in the fields of e.g. industrial and interaction design. 
The Ulstein Bridge Concept (UBC) research project imply that using a strategic focus 
on design in a conceptual design process in front of a traditional development process 
has led to a radical, award winning vision of a future offshore ship bridge, 
acknowledged by the maritime industry of Norway. Through active participation and 
observation in the project by the author, research findings suggest that applying design 
based methods and techniques in some core activities described as domain insight, 
interpretation, translation and presentation, support the overall process of doing 
innovation. Additionally this conceptual design process produce externalizations that 
foster and communicate a future design vision, which further support the important 
design discussions between the various disciplines of designers, engineers, 
management, and users needed in order to fully understand the requirements for future 
commercialization. The conceptual design proposals presented in the UBC project have 
initiated several patents, ideas for new products ready for launch, and a complete new 
understanding of how to design for the mariners work environment on a ship bridge. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Development of new design concepts for ship bridges on modern offshore vessels is a 
considerable challenge for engineering and design professions. The global maritime 
ship building industry also tends to be dominated by the experience and expertise of 
engineering, implying an innovation focus that is mainly technology-driven. Because of 
increased competition from low cost countries, the Norwegian ship building industry 
concentrate specialized market segments, e.g. offshore service ships. The 
competitiveness of such ships is believed to be built on innovation and knowledge- 
intensive products tailored for this demand (Jenssen, 2003). 
While the ship building industry is dominated by engineering, maritime research seems 
to focus on issues regarding safety and the human element (Hetherington, Flin, & 
Mearns, 2006), human factors (Grech, Horberry, & Koester, 2008), decision support 
systems and technological development (Koester, Hyll, & Stage, 2009). Although 
researchers argue there is a need for a user approach (Petersen & Lützhöft, 2009), little 
research seems to focus on how the competency of e.g. industrial design can influence 
innovation for the maritime industry. Integrated bridge design has shown promising 
impact on navigation (Motz, Dalinger, Widdel, Höckel, & MacKinnon, 2009), and 
Linder (2008) has discussed possible contribution to innovation by industrial designers 
through exemplifications from the offshore ship industry in and around Aalesund on the 
west coast of Norway. Though in resent years, design competency targeted the maritime 
industry has been an increased focus at The Oslo School of Architecture and Design 
(AHO) (Lurås, 2012; Sevaldson, Paulsen, Stokke, Magnus, & Strømsnes, 2012). 
Someone (e.g. a ship-owner or user) coming up with an idea for a new solution to a 
given problem seems to characterise the most common approach to innovation in the 
maritime industry today. This idea is often taken right into development by an 
engineering team, using their heuristic insight and competence. Although this approach 
has worked for years, and has even led to ground-breaking innovations in the field of 
offshore operations, it also inherits a large extent of risk. Such risks include the 
uncertainty regarding when, or even if, a new idea occur in the first place, and the 
soundness of the idea. Furthermore, there is possibly a missing analysis whether this 
idea can be commercialised in the first place, and what will be the time and cost for the 
development process. If, as is often the case, the development is part of a contract for a 
new vessel, there is an additional risk of a delayed delivery or a delivery where major 
shortcuts have to be taken in order to succeed. 
Figure 1 – The missing design phase to the left, showing 
suggested participation amongst different disciplines to the right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           Source:  Buxton (2007) 
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Buxton (2007) claims that in e.g. software development, a considerable part of todays 
offshore ship bridge development, there seems to be a missing up-front design phase 
before giving a project a green light (figure 1). This design phase, he argue, should be 
based on the traditions and competencies of e.g. industrial or interaction design, which 
takes on a very different mind-set and training than does engineering. It’s important to 
emphasize that the up-front design phase is something that comes in addition to 
traditional ship bridge engineering, and should take on a complementary aspect of 
human competencies rather than be seen as conflicting. Buxton (2007) argues that 
design and engineering are very different skill sets, and each skill set is essential for the 
production of quality products, but neither is sufficient on its own. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how innovations in ship bridge design may 
benefit from design competency in the fields of e.g. industrial or interaction design. 
This purpose is met by an extensive single case study of the Ulstein Bridge Concept 
(UBC), a case that started as a design-driven innovation research project aiming to 
redesign the entire offshore ship bridge. 
In the following chapters, some basic characteristics of design thinking and conceptual 
design are outlined before presenting the research method. Furthermore, the conceptual 
design process is presented and discussed based on the findings in the UBC project, and 
finally some concluding remarks. 
2. DESIGN THINKING – THE REASONING OF DESIGNERS 
The fundamental aspect of design is domain understanding, which has led to the need to 
connect with users, observing and interviewing them (Ulrich, 2011). In recent decades, 
designers have increasingly moved closer to potential users in order to better understand 
what they need and desire, a trend known as human-centred design (Sanders & 
Stappers, 2008). Seeing and hearing with your own eyes is a critical first step in creating 
breakthrough products, based on the argumentation that careful observations will open 
up all kinds of insights and opportunities that might lead to new ideas for commercial 
innovation (Kelley, 2004). 
Designers, as those trained in the traditions of industrial design or interaction design, are 
said to apply what’s often referred to as design thinking (Rowe, 1987), and to have a 
reasoning of design that is more disorderly compared to their counterparts in design 
engineering (Rittel, 1987). Design engineering is here understood as design with 
particular emphasis on the technical aspects of a product (Robinson, 2012). Most design 
problems in the maritime industry are what designers refer to as wicked or ill-defined 
problems, the kind of challenges where there is no meaningfully correct or  false solution 
(Rittel & Webber, 1973). In the nature of design thinking “…learning what the problem 
“is” IS the problem” (Rittel, 1987: p 2), and when designers try to solve these wicked 
or ill-defined problems they argue there is no clear separation between the activities 
of problem understanding, problem definition, synthesis, and evaluation (Rittel, 1987). 
Further the reasoning of design is described as a process of argumentation, a 
discussion with the designer himself, often in collaboration with other designers and 
stakeholders in order to better understand what to create (Rittel, 1987). In this process 
good designers build, test, and refine artefacts for exploration rather than refining a 
perfect theoretical plan (Ulrich, 2011). Through this externalisation of design ideas via 
tools such as sketching, mock-ups, or prototyping, designers engage in a continuous 
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discussion and reflection, a way of building, testing and evaluating potential possibilities 
and limitations of design ideas as a means to better understand what the problems 
really are (Schön, 1991). In the early phase of design  processes, also referred to as  
the fuzzy front-end of innovation (Sanders & Stappers, 2008), the acquired domain 
insight and understanding needs to be transferred into design ideas, externalised in 
conceptual designs proposals through the use of the fore mentioned design tools. This 
conceptual design phase can then be said to be the visualisation of a future design 
vision and an inspiration for further innovation and development, as often seen when 
the car industry are making concept cars for exhibition. 
Utterback et al. (2006) talk about a version of this way of working in their book Design- 
inspired innovation, and Verganti (2009) has described what he calls design-driven 
innovation. This is research that has gained interest amongst business researchers, 
especially innovation management, inspired by  great innovation companies as e.g. 
Apple, IDEO and Nintendo. In recent research, the argument is that design-driven 
innovation should be recognized as a strategic resource in a process that goes beyond 
technology and user needs, and emphasize product language (Verganti, 2003). This is 
what Verganti (2009) calls radical innovation of meaning, how users may be led to a 
complete new understanding of how to interpret a technology, product, or service. The 
classic dialectic of function versus form leads the debate to a simplistic focus on the 
contrast between functionalism and styling, rather than the balance among technology, 
market and meaning from a vision about a possible future (Utterback et al., 2006). 
Designers are often characterized to focus on solutions, while the more scientific 
scholars, like engineering, are said to be problem oriented (Lawson, 2006), and while 
the natural science are concerned with how things are, design is concerned with how 
things ought to be (Edeholt, 2007). According to Edeholt, this is why a designer’s 
approach to ambiguous or wicked problems is to come up with solutions that can be 
explored and tested against a given problem, as a contrast to traditional problem 
formulation and definition directly followed by a rational, logical, and  systematic 
design process of optimization, as in engineering. He argues that the strength of 
designers is their reasoning, methods, and tools especially developed for the purpose of 
exploring several and diverse sets of alternative solutions. And these design tools, 
including rapid prototyping, CAD-based simulation, high-fidelity renderings, and real- 
time graphics, makes it possible to generate a wide array of ideas for further selection, 
fast, cheap and plentiful (Kristiansen & Nordby, 2013). Designers may even suggest 
comprehensive holistic proposals while still in the early phase of the design process 
(Edeholt, 2007). 
3. RESEARCH METHODS 
The empirical part of this study consists in an extensive single case. Case study is useful 
here because the issues taken into examination are very much linked to their contexts 
(Hartley, 2004). Primary data has been collected through participative observation, 
document studies, video recordings, field and reflection notes, in-depth interviews, and 
conversations with techniques like the unstructured and semi-structured interview as 
proposed by Kvale (1996). The longitudinal data (Pettigrew, 1990) were obtained 
through the close monitoring of the research project over a period of almost 2 years. 
Additionally I also took the role as an active participant of the design project with my 
background and skills as an engineer and Human-Computer specialist. This research 
approach is based on research-by-design, a special research mode where design practice 
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plays a crucial role, and where the researcher also reflects upon his own design work 
(Sevaldson, 2008). Data collection was carried out by informed consent, and all 
transcribed interviews were approved by the informants. 
The research approach was to enter the project with no predefined hypothesis or research 
questions in order to be open for the richness of design processes constituting this 
particular project. This approach can be compared to an anthropologist going into the 
field with no anticipation or predefined opinion of what to find. The basic research 
method was therefore based on ethnography where the researcher gets immersed in a 
social setting for an extended period of time, making regular observations, listens to and 
engage in conversations, interviews informants, collects documents about the group, 
develops an understanding within the context of the groups culture, and writes up a 
detailed account of these settings (Bryman, 2008). In addition to observe and collect 
data, as a recorder, the basic premise is that observation and interpretation are 
inextricable, meaning the observer is also an interpreter (Lipshitz, 2005). 
4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AS A DRIVER FOR INNOVATION 
The Ulstein Bridge Concept (UBC) research project started out as a research pilot in a 
Design-driven Innovation Program (DIP) developed by the Norwegian Design Council. 
The pilot resulted in a series of high quality renderings of design concepts showing an 
early vision of a futuristic redesign of the entire offshore ship bridge. The project was 
taken further into a user-driven innovation project financed by The Research Council of 
Norway and Ulstein Power & Control. 
In the UBC project, the approach of doing innovation is taken into a conceptual design 
process based on the design processes and competencies of industrial and interaction 
design. The fundamental assumption is that a strategic focus on design in such a 
conceptualisation process will foster ideas for innovation that are new and even radical. 
Further the project’s main focus is on creating new design visions for a possible future 
offshore ship bridge that may lead to the sparks of new commercial ideas for further 
innovation. The UBC research and design manager, Kjetil Nordby, argues that a ship 
building company like Ulstein should have a continuous process of making new visions 
like the conceptual innovation process used in the UBC project, as can be learned from 
the car industry making concept cars for a visionary future. The project’s work has led 
to radical, award winning new concepts for how an offshore ship bridge could be in the 
future. These visions have been presented both internally in Ulstein, and externally to 
the offshore industry through high-quality images, an animated film, and a 
demonstrator. The visionary work has also entailed several patents, and new 
commercial products, now taken into engineering, and soon to be launched by Ulstein 
Power & Control. 
The conceptual innovation process of the UBC project is shown in figure 2, and is here 
characterized as an iterative process constituting four main activities; 1) Insight, 2) 
Interpretation, 3) Translation, and 4) Presentation, emphasizing the importance of 
continuously going back and forth between the various activities. The process is based 
on the way designers often do their design work, and has its basis in design thinking. 
In the following sections I will describe and discuss the four components of this process 
based on the findings and experience in the case UBC. 
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Figure 2 – The conceptual innovation process of the UBC project 
 
 
 
4.2. INSIGHT – ACQUIRING THOROUGH USER/DOMAIN INSIGHT 
Designers are trained to be user centred in their approach to a design challenge. As a 
response to this, users and use situations need to be investigated in order to understand 
their needs and desires. This was also the approach of the UBC project, as described and 
discussed by Lurås and Nordby (2014), and one early field study is reported upon by 
Nordby, Komandur, Lange, and Kittilsen (2011). Throughout the whole project period, 
12 design researchers have spent a total of 1800 hours on the bridge of various offshore 
vessels in operation in order to gain a thorough insight into this special work domain. 
When doing this fieldwork, the researchers where inspired by techniques and tools from 
the field of ethnography, getting immersed in the social settings of the users, observe 
their behaviour, and listen to and engage in conversations. Large amounts of data were 
collected through the use of pictures, video recordings, and notes (figure 3). Reports 
from the field trips have been written with thick descriptions in order to explain the 
context in which the observations are done. 
Figure 3 – Screen dump from a video showing the manoeuvring 
of an offshore supply vessel operating in harbour. Source: UBC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            Source: Ulstein Bridge Concept 
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Based on the experience of the UBC project, this work of going “into the wild” or into 
the real world was essential as a basis for the conceptual design process. Learning about 
the problem domain is the main challenge of design. You may interview your users (e.g. 
a master or a 1st officer) asking them how they work, what are their struggles, and what 
could be suggestions for improvements. But talking to them is how we see it not 
sufficient in order to understand their use situation. Users may tell one thing about how 
they work, but actually do something complete different in real action. This has to be 
observed. Often it was also experienced that when users where asked to explain what is 
wrong, what is missing, or suggest what could be improved, they seemed to both lack 
the vocabulary to explain it in a natural way, and be able to actually spot any problems 
in the first place. They meant well, and tried to be as helpful as possible, but it is 
probably not that easy to reflect upon your work situation when it has become a routine. 
It is not their job either to be visionary. That is what designers are trained to do. At the 
same time they are the experts, and we need to facilitate their knowledge through 
observational dialogues. 
Another issue investigating the real world is the very nature of a maritime work 
environment. No explanations, work descriptions or even videos can match the actual 
feeling of being present in such work domains, completely different from anything alike 
our everyday experience. By being present at the offshore ship bridge together with the 
mariners for days, in real complex offshore operations, the design researchers where 
able to get the necessary understanding of this environment, and spot potential 
opportunities for improvements, noticing even the small and not so obvious issues like 
where to put your mobile phone or coffee cup (figure 4). The design team of the UBC 
project also argue that it is beneficial with the design researchers’ fresh view and 
perspectives. This makes it easier to explore awkward work situations to which an 
experienced mariner would be accustomed to, and thereby be able to ask the necessary 
“stupid” questions that may lead to new ideas or understandings. 
Figure 4 – Three samples of images from field trips showing 
homemade solutions and awkward radio wires. Source: UBC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Ulstein Bridge Concept 
 
But being user centred is in our opinion not sufficient for a successful innovation 
process. Getting information about what the user needs or desires doesn’t guarantee the 
generation of new or radical changes that will actually be a success. The design team of 
the UBC project argue that the users don’t necessarily know, see, or understand what 
they really need before they get it. Because of this, there has also been researched 
knowledge from other sources of competency in the maritime domain, like marketers, 
engineers, sales, business, and management. Further a thorough investigation was made 
of the descriptions of today’s technologies and work procedures, in addition to a 
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continuous search for new trends in technological development as seen in e.g. the 
gaming industry. The latter was necessary in order to spot complete new possibilities of 
interaction not presently known to the maritime industry, and apply this knowledge to 
challenge today’s user experience of system interaction. In the UBC project, technology 
has been seen as equal important as being user centred, arguing both focuses are 
important in design innovation. However the focus should not be on technology per se, 
e.g. the use of a touch screen on the ship bridge, but rather a more abstract view of 
technology as a design material, as clay is a design material in the making of a jar. This 
approach in the project has been informed by research into technology seen as materials 
(Nordby, 2010). In this understanding different technologies are investigated as the 
means for better use experiences in contrast to just focusing on how to use a chosen 
technology in a specific work situation. This has been a fundamental view of 
technology in the UBC project. 
Profound domain knowledge among the design team made the design discussions and 
work done in the activities of interpretation and translation far more knowledge based. 
It gave a possibility to take on a view of both holistic, the ship bridge as a coherent 
workplace, and detailed when investigating radical new ways of designing the mariners 
use experiences. When understanding the mariners’ work, and the offshore vessels’ 
operations, the designers could ask the right questions when design issues where unclear 
or confusing. Nevertheless, some members of the design team could not make it on a 
boat for several days due to practical reasons or limited resources. This made it of vital 
importance to pass on the research findings of our field trips through thorough reports, 
individual briefings and workshops. 
Thorough user understanding, market empathy, technological comprehension, and an 
investigation of future technological possibilities, sparked the creative process of 
transforming this knowledge base into a radical new vision of what the meaning of an 
offshore ship bridge is, a command centre for maritime offshore operations. 
The extensive use of recourses into such investigation phase is rare, and would probably 
not been approved if the project was commercial and not a research project. But the 
award winning results of the overall project, might suggest that perhaps companies 
should invest a lot more resources into such work. 
4.3. INTERPRETATION AND TRANSLATION 
When acquiring a thorough user and domain insight, including an investigation of 
possible promising technologies, there is still no guarantee that new ideas pop up just 
like that. In the nature of design thinking, this is when designers will facilitate a 
continuous cycle of interpreting the acquired insight, and turn that insight into 
externalisations of possible solutions – an activity here termed translation. 
This is the work designers have special skills and tools to conduct and facilitate, and is 
also known as conceptual design, an iterative approach where many activities take place 
in order to inform and inspire discussions around open-ended questions. These 
discussions, here termed design discourse, serve the ambiguous and chaotic nature of 
these ill-structured and complex design problems. 
Representation and communication is vital in this design discourse, described here as a 
continuous dialogue where the design team of the UBC project exchanged their insight, 
interpretations, and proposals. In this collaborative work they could test the robustness 
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of their assumptions, and share their ideas and visions. They could explore new 
possibilities, experimenting, and recombining other’s findings. When sharing and 
exploiting, they could get feedback and identify promising results, and they could get 
inspiration to their own work based on what the other team members where doing. The 
representations, or design artefacts, were her objects that represented a shared 
understanding of the individual’s interpretation and proposals. As one of the interaction 
designers said in an interview: “… you need to make representations, build prototypes 
allowing for hands-on experience, a feeling of what it is you are planning. When you do 
this, you see things and details not anticipated”. In the UBC project this representation 
was done on many levels; sketches of early design ideas, physical prototypes made up 
of cardboard, plastic or wood, and high quality images of screen layouts. In order to 
fully utilise this collaborative design discourse, the project used a dedicated design lab 
where all the design artefacts could be placed in conjunction, giving the possibility to 
see how the different parts of the bridge design would work together. 
In the UBC project several new interpretations have been made, one of them a holistic 
view of the offshore ship bridge, taking on an approach that this is a work environment 
that needs to be designed in conjunction, as a whole, in order to fully support the 
mariners operational work tasks. Foster new interpretations means being able to 
envision a new understanding of how future users could give meaning to how they 
perceive and experience a new system or service. This interpretation can be done by 
anyone taking part in a project’s work, and their background is not necessarily limited 
to design, although the project has shown that designers often do this envisioning easier 
as this is part of their professional training. In the UBC project, people with a diverse 
set of competencies have taken part in this process. There have been design 
competencies as in industrial design, interaction design, furniture design, sound and 
acoustics, and architecture; combined with the competencies of users, engineers, 
managers and marketers. 
Another new interpretation in the UBC project is a changed approach from designing 
products or equipment to rather designing user experiences. In this design approach, the 
designers envision a future system interaction that is based on a need to present system 
information when and where the user needs it, and provide an ability to interact with the 
various bridge systems accordingly. This is an extension, and in my believe, a complete 
new understanding on how to utilise the idea of integrated bridge design that allows 
different sensors and functions to be displayed according to the task. It is a challenging 
approach, meaning the interaction design of the complete offshore ship bridge needs to 
be taken up on a higher level, giving the user control over the various ship bridge 
systems in one integrated manner or unit. This new approach is fundamental to the 
overall design project, and presented as a design vision for the future. 
While doing the fore mentioned interpretation of acquired insight, it needs to be 
translated further into conceptual design solutions through the use of design 
representation as sketches, mock-ups, and prototypes. In this translation process 
possible solutions for both the macro and micro level have been investigated and 
explored among the design team, and discussed with the other stakeholders in the 
project, using the fore mentioned design lab. This is a way of building to learn. Ideas 
and thoughts are externalized in order to be able to reflect upon them, test, and develop 
them further. Tools like sketches or rough prototypes inherit a property of being cheap, 
easy and fast to make. In the translation process, design solutions could then be created 
easily and plentiful, and be collaboratively evaluated and reflected upon. Through this 
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work, the designers in the design team reflected and learned continually more and more 
about the offshore ship bridge design problem. And as our project design manager puts 
it; “I want to see suggestions for a design solution fast. Not after a month, but rather a 
week or even a few days. It is when you produce something into the world that your 
thoughts and ideas can be critiqued, both by yourself and by others”. 
4.4. PRESENTATION – COMMUNICATING THE DESIGN VISION 
The UBC project has made presentations of design visions on several layers, and used a 
diverse set of means according to what effect was intended. Three of these presentations 
are briefly mentioned and discussed upon here. More information about objectives, 
target groups, strategy, and means of the presentations can be found in a working paper 
by Lurås and Nordby (2013). 
The first presentation was internal, and used high quality 3D animated renderings to 
show a holistic design vision of an offshore ship bridge of tomorrow, inspired by how 
the car industry make prototypes of their futuristic cars shown on exhibitions. One 
important objective of this presentation was to gain enthusiasm and support for further 
research. This pre-work of the UBC project started as a small-scale design pilot, but 
ended up as a multi-million-research project due to the seductive power of these 
conceptual design presentations. 
The second major presentation was the launch of an animated film at ONS, a biennial 
oil and gas industry exhibition and conference in Stavanger, Norway. A screenshot of 
this film is shown in figure 5. This short film caused quite a stir, and represented also an 
incredible means for communicating Ulstein as an innovative company. This was a bold 
decision of the top managers and owners of Ulstein, showing a design vision of a 
possible future that was by no means a product ready for launch. But as a response, the 
company got enormous attention, and has even received numerous inquiries by sub- 
suppliers for future collaboration. The commercial value of this presentation is hard to 
estimate, but gives an indication of a considerable increase in brand value. 
Figure 5 – Screenshot from the animated film presented at ONS in 
Stavanger, Norway. Source: UBC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              Source: Ulstein Bridge Concept 
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A third presentation was a working demonstrator at the trade fair NorShipping in Oslo, 
Norway. The purpose of this presentation was to illustrate further the projects vision of 
a possibly offshore ship bridge for a more near by future. Again Ulstein got a lot of 
attention by the maritime industry, and the demonstrator was even visited by the Crown 
Prince of Norway, attracting additional attention to the UBC project. 
These presentations of design concepts represented three targeted strategic means of 
communicating the project’s design visions either internal to the Ulstein group, or 
external to the maritime community. They all inherited a necessary richness that made it 
possible to make an envisioning of the future perceivable and comprehensible. As one 
of the managers in Ulstein said it: “you could write page up and page down, and still not 
explain these visionary solutions in an understandably way”. They were also seductive 
to their audience, showing a window into the future of how a maritime work 
environment could be, making everyone dream and believe in it. The presentations were 
also vital in order to the make the top managers and owners of Ulstein be enthusiastic 
and supportive of the project, and by this, engage both the company and the maritime 
community. 
The property of the conceptual design presentations as communicative are also their 
strength while different actors in the company needed to evaluate the presented visions’ 
possibilities and strengths in order to make the important decisions of which to take 
further, and how. These decisions need the input from a broad range of competencies in 
order to fully understand every aspects of a complete innovation process ultimately 
leading to commercialization. This part of the innovation process has not been the scope 
of this paper. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The UBC project has provided a strong indication that design competency may provide 
a valuable means of increased innovation in the maritime industry. The project has 
worked in a conceptual design process constituting four main activities; insight, 
interpretation, translation, and presentation; where the focus has been on generating 
design visions  of  a  possible  future.  The  presented  conceptual  design  visions  have 
initiated several patents, generated ideas for further product development now ready for 
launch, and fostered a complete new understanding of how to design for the mariners 
work environment on an offshore ship bridge. The project imply that a continuous 
process of generating new design visions for future user experiences in the maritime 
work domain may improve a company’s innovation strategy, and hereby foster the 
development of new products or services. Although the research findings is based on 
one case study only, and can not be taken as evidence, the award winning results of the 
overall project, and the reasoning of this paper, suggest that companies in the maritime 
industry should invest a lot more resources into a process of creating visions by 
conceptual design. 
There are though several issues not touched upon in this research paper. Perhaps the 
most prominent one is the role of Ulstein in the UBC project. The use of designers in a 
conceptual design process do not necessarily guaranty a successful outcome in it self. 
There has been a close relation between the design team at The Oslo School of 
Architecture and Design and the project management of Ulstein. The important role of 
this management, and the impact of Ulstein having long traditions as an innovative 
company, has not been investigated in this paper. Further research, including 
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contributions from other research disciplines, could be beneficial in this respect. 
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Abstract 
This paper studies the efficiency of sacrificial anodes in nautical engineering, marine 
and maritime. The anode design, quality manufacturing process and proper installation 
are critical processes for maximum protection of equipment and vessels. 
The damage, which causes corrosion, can be reduced; can even be avoided by 
protection methods economically profitable. The predictable future savings will come 
by the correct use of the current state of knowledge. This acquired knowledge is not 
always used rationally despite the great progress and current knowledge we have about 
the physical-chemical corrosion phenomena. Aspects relating to the assembly, 
distribution and support must be optimized for optimum performance and facilities are 
properly protected. 
Determine guidelines to consider in the design of the equipment (compatibility and 
incompatibility of the materials), the manufacturing quality of the elements to prevent 
galvanic corrosion, as in the embodiment of different patterns of maintenance in the 
case of pleasure craft, fishing boats and coastal represent very substantial costs and 
losses of the life of the vessels and their vital components. 
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Efficiency, zinc anode, galvanic corrosion, cathodic protection. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
The economic losses due to corrosion in industrialized countries are substantial. These 
losses amount to 3.5% of gross national product. Corrosion is responsible for that 1/4 to 
1/3 of world steel production, is dedicated to the replacement of damaged metal 
structures. 
These numbers can be considered conservative, since in most cases only include the 
direct costs relating to preventive measures, as far as maintenance is concerned, or 
replacement of corroded parts. These costs do not include a real assessment of the 
derived primary branches of the problem, such as production losses, breakdowns 
induced by the effect of corrosion (on machinery, hull and equipment of the vessel), the 
costs of maintenance shutdowns, the safety factors in the design to prevent the problem 
and decrease the quality of production. This phenomenon affects very considerably to 
the maritime safety, It´s the beginning of many interruptions of operation and 
sometimes the origin of accidents "unexpectedly". 
2. PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE QUALITY OF AN ANODE 
The quality standards of an anode directly affect their chemical composition, casting 
quality, size, weight, shape and attachment method. These aspects are the responsibility 
of the designer and manufacturer since then are a function of the quality of manufacture. 
During the tests on different types of anodes we have verified that in certain cases, these 
quality aspects have not been taken into account rigorously during the manufacturing 
process. In particular the main defects detected in anodes are related to flatness defects 
in the contact surfaces when these are designed for attachment to the surface to protect 
(lack of coupling). 
 
In the majority of the cases, the defects are a result of processes of shrinkage cavity in 
the casting mold. In other cases, the defects on the surfaces and the detected 
deformations are a consequence of deformation and alteration of self-casting mold 
(errors in temperature ranges of manufacture) [3]. The deformations are particularly 
relevant in special cases, as shown in Figure 1, as in the propeller shaft anodes. The 
assembly is performed in two halves bolted on the cylindrical surface of the shaft of the 
boat, very frequent situation in vessels mounted on struts external axes in these cases is 
observed by simple visual inspection of the contact surface of certain anodes significant 
losses of the contact surface and consequently loss of protective efficacy in this type of 
anodes, why manufacturers recommend extreme quality on axis of such anodes or 
possibly proceed to a grinding surfaces once both halves out of the mold, this correction 
would significantly improve the effectiveness of these protective elements [1]. 
 
The increase in manufacturing quality of the anodes is not only recommended for the 
anode axis described above, there are the multitude of anodes bolted type for all 
applications on structures and naval equipment type market, which should be subjected 
to examination, in order to improve their effectiveness [4]. In particular, the 
improvements should focus on increasing the quality of the contact surface; this 
contributing significantly improved the effectiveness of protection. 
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Figure 1 - Zinc sacrificial anode with defects in 
the internal and external interface 
 
  
   source: authors 
 
The "quality of the contact surface" (see Figure 2) has to be evaluated during 
installation and especially during the renovation of a sacrificial anode [2]. There are 
many factors which contribute to "driving difficult", through the contact surface of the 
anode, in particular, between the anode and the surface to be protected, this is due to the 
presence of paint and corrosion products from the anode itself and the element on which 
it is installed. 
 
These features and more make the installation of a sacrificial anode not be easy. 
 
 
Figure 2 - Zincs defects in the internal contact 
  
source: author 
It is common users of boats or ships, performing installation tasks anodes. The 
cumulative defects of part (anode quality) and other (quality system), together constitute 
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an important factor to take into account the high percentage of loss of efficacy in 
inducing protective issues both these elements work exerted on the vessel [2]. 
 
To believe that the cost of sacrificial anodes a small boat is minimal compared to the 
cost of other aspects of maintenance of the boat itself is widely believed. This is because 
it is not analyzed and the negative impact and the costs induced by the lack of 
effectiveness of the anodes on the total costs of maintenance of the boat are valued [5]. 
For example, we can mention that anodes shaft installed poorly, can induce defects in 
the propellers and shafts themselves later when the repair processes of these teams are 
addressed, can mean the renewal of these components in a period much shorter the 
expected operation 
 
These aspects of manufacturing quality anode affect the contact surfaces. In many cases, 
we have observed an incorrect cast that affects the anode contact with the carrier deck 
[8]. This carrier plate of the anode must be embedded in the melting of the material 
properly. The deck does not have to have porosity, and should be kept at a distance 
"identified" core. This distance is critical to keep the anode wear progressively 
throughout the period of protection, but this depends of its anchorage. 
 
 
 
Figure 3- Pitting in 316L stainless 
 
source: authors 
  
Another common defect in certain anodes is the appearance during the wear of internal 
voids resulting in many cases of incorrect casting processes, favoring the occurrence of 
these defects, which significantly decrease the effectiveness of protection, as shown in 
the Figure 3. 
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3. WIRING INSTALLATION 
Facilities anodes protection system can be considered a simple electrical circuit, 
however, the reality is that this simplicity does not correspond to a high percentage of 
correct facilities, 80% have defects in the electrical system ground (neutral pole). 
In Spain, theoretically, electrical installations and wiring therefore ground of the vessels 
are subject to the Low Voltage Electrotechnical Regulations, whereby an accredited 
installer can perform electrical installations in a boat or craft. The professionalism and 
competence of these companies is to spare accredited to carry out this work, which is 
usually performed in ground facilities. But in certain sectors of boats, often these 
electrical work is carried out by technical services, whose workers are not specialized in 
electrical systems and much less in the electric ground, similarly, not all professionals in 
the electricity sector land know the peculiarities of the power system ground of a boat or 
craft, so it is common assembly mistakes, this is the fundamental reason why electrical 
installations are deficient vessels, causing damage from corrosion processes caused by 
defects (wiring in said ground of the ship or craft). These damages are manifested in 
increased levels of corrosion of equipment and components installed on board the ships 
and crafts [8]. Similarly generate electrical damage as a result of referrals from direct 
current electrical equipment (and hull) and may cause short-circuit situations, 
overvoltage and reverse polarity, causing serious direct damage to the circuit boards and 
components telephony equipment, navigation and fishing. Defects in this type of 
facility, summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1 - Defects of the electrical connections of the anodes 
Section and route of cables not appropriate 
Type, shape and electrical contact terminals not appropriate 
Screw terminal connections not appropriate 
Anchorage of inadequate connections (painting, isolated elements, etc.). 
Accidental polarity inversions by negligence and lack of adequate protection. 
Interconnection wiring ground supply of electrical and electronic equipment. 
Failure overvoltages connected by combining the same set of batteries for different voltages. 
source: authors 
 
3.1. DEFECTS IN THE WIRING INSTALLATION 
The wiring systems used in the internal connections of the electrical system of ground, 
not usually meet the rule on the use of color-coding. Typically this is used for wiring of 
wiring ground not appropriate varied color. This extremely difficult the task of 
identifying lines and knows who does the same. In small craft, equipped with an 
electrical system using current batteries, wiring not recommend using red or black color. 
These colors should be reserved for use in wiring of lighting and power distribution, 
corresponding to positive and negative pole of 12/24V direct current respectively. 
From the technical point of view and based on the code wiring ground must always be 
designated by the rule, which in any case is the green/yellow wire so that the eye is 
identified, undoubtedly the driver used in the installation, such ground conductor 
wiring. 
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We must distinguish itself boat wiring, the electrical installation of galvanic protection. 
Usually the general electrical installation complies with the standard, often being the 
norm is breached in the electrical system circuit ground, especially the failure of the 
Electrical Regulations is carried out in this circuit. We have found that a high 
percentage of the technical documentation of boats and crafts does not provide 
information of the electrical system ground [3]. The main reason is that such facilities 
are normally required, wired and installed a posteriori (when the boat presents corrosion 
problems). Nor is often the boat is delivered with a technical study of corrosion, while 
this study present in 2% of cases consulted. 
The facilities of telephony equipment and navigation sector boats, and coastal fishing 
are supplied without electrical equipment telephone, navigation and fishing have been 
mounted, and these optional apparatus and therefore installation almost always after the 
delivery of the vessel by the construction shipyard. In construction projects often 
aspects of power electronic equipment are stated in the plans. Rarely, detailing the 
project, ground installations of telephone equipment, sailing, fishing and installation of 
galvanic protection. 
Figure 4 - External porous ground plane 
  
source: authors 
 
In contemporary electronic equipment, require a good ground. In the case of telephones, 
this ground is critical to obtain a good range and receiving equipment. The type of 
wiring and the use of the driver and the relevant section ensure that you get the 
maximum performance of on-board equipment. As a general rule for boats where the 
ground connection of telephony equipment and navigation is done in the common 
ground board connector (see Figure 4). We recommend connecting the ground to this 
element, are carried out safely. So the water and in his absence, the presence of 
abnormal levels of moisture and water in the bilge does not affect connections altering 
the contact [7]. This effect can generate leads through the fluid and cause alterations of 
the connection and wiring deterioration in moisture absorption (by immersion and / or 
capillary). To avoid this defect, the connections must be sealed or a porous plate placed 
at a suitable place. 
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4. PERIODIC CONTROL ACTIONS AND CORRECTION 
The majority of the boats in the fishing sector, coastal shipping and recreation craft not 
perform periodic reviews of the protection system ground. Obviously not control actions 
are performed and maintenance (preventive or scheduled basis). 
 
The controls on boats and crafts are a visual inspection of the anode in order to assess 
the conditions of wear. A control as periodic measurement equipment isolation, is not 
done with the right frequency, or simply never realized [6]. This causes the appearance 
of leads (which interact with the electric system of galvanic protection ground) 
producing potential variations can lead to changes in adjoining anodes wear boats 
moored in the dock itself in which the vessel is affected by the shunt (common in sports 
marinas, yacht clubs and fishing piers). 
 
To verify the adequacy of the protection provided by the anodes of a vessel, the degree 
of wear and its evolution (as far as potential protection concerns) there is a team called 
"electrode potential". In the case of seawater, the electrode set for measurement of the 
electrode potential is "Silver / Silver Chloride (AgCl)" in mV. The electrode potential 
provides an accurate measure of the degree of protection for each boat. Professionals 
working in electronics equipment on ships commonly ignore this element. 
The installation of sacrificial anodes, in many cases, stills very little rigorous criteria 
that are not based on measurements and periodic inspections. Many times its design 
responds to assessments or estimates randomly accessible points of vessel for 
installation. In boats for aesthetic reasons sometimes not zincs are placed. Even 
sometimes rule out a possible drop in speed sails or motor races. 
 
The result of these wrong decisions in many cases involves the appearance of serious 
corrosion damage to the equipment and components of the boat or craft [1]. These 
defects cause the occurrence of faults, with the replacement of components and 
component parts of the equipment of the boat propellers. Such as the onset of corrosion 
in queues and outboard propulsion systems as well as external cooling components as 
shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 - Serious corrosion in tail propulsion 
elements (power trim cylinders) and other elements 
  
  
  
source: authors 
 
In the majority of the cases, the function and the degree of protection of different anodes 
installed (both the hull and other equipment of the vessel). Connections in the anodes in 
wet areas of the vessel is unknown, as are bilges, installing connection is incorrect in 
many cases, not being sufficiently isolated and protected. The aggressive environment 
deteriorates and disables the connection, for this reason, please control the installation 
and connection of any anode installed on the bottom of the bilge of the vessel (verifying 
connections anode itself, as isolation is concerned). 
In the installation of anodes in the bilge, internally install a watertight enclosure (with 
output piped to the upper bound for drivers) that protects the anode or plate ground of 
the aggressive environment (water and humidity). Failure to do so may decrease or even 
lose the connection and generate an increase in the rate of wear of the anodes [8]. The 
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painting is the main factor of the helmet and protective equipment, so that the anodes 
are willing to protect all small deficiencies that may occur in the progressive 
deterioration of this protection. Often the protective lining of the helmet and equipment 
be altered, for very different reasons, the final result being that the protection of hull 
plating and equipment is altered and diminished. In this case, protection systems act 
sacrificial anode, but the progression is disrupted and wears quickly, which eventually 
causes degradation and wear involving the elimination of such protection prematurely 
(see Figure 6). 
In steel-hulled boats, paint protection thereof, is altered by the passage of time, 
appearing small dots of corrosion as they increase in number produce a detrimental 
effect on the anode produces accelerated wear. This reason makes no anodes protect the 
town during the groundings for maintenance. It is convenient to conduct periodic 
assessments of the state of the coating of the hull, propulsion systems and external 
elements installed as a surface protection is concerned [6]. We must assess the areas that 
may be exposed to corrosion processes. In many cases the best solution is to proceed to 
blast the surface to restart the implementation of various protective layers of paint 
coating that culminate with the application of antifouling paint on the hull. 
When vessels have many deficiencies in the hull, the right decision is to renew the 
coating layer. This ensures good adhesion of the paint coating. 
 
Figure 6 - Effects of severe corrosion 
  
  
source: authors 
 
In the case of machinery exposed to the corrosion process must distinguish between 
arranged inboard engines and equipment, as in the case of central provision propulsion 
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machinery and other equipment associated with these. This is the case of gearboxes, 
generators and other auxiliary equipment such as pumps of different services. In these 
cases the corrosion phenomena often focus primarily associated equipment such as heat 
exchangers and cooling circuits saltwater manufacturers generally endow their engines 
properly installed sacrificial anodes on the tops of the heat exchange components [4]. 
Often in the operation manuals and maintenance of the engine, the location of these 
anodes indicated, but usually the replacement approach is based on performing periodic 
visual inspections, some manuals indicate that at least should be checked and renewed 
annually. 
The reason for this is not concrete aspect is that each engine reacts very differently to 
the phenomenon of corrosion, the main cause is that when you install the engine in the 
ship is part of a new set as potential corrosion concerns, because in the process of 
installing the engine in question integrates and interrelates with other system 
components, gear, tail shafts, pumps, electric battery system, cooling manifolds and 
other associated equipment, so that that end cohesion is dependent of the potential for 
corrosion of the set. 
5. INCOMPATIBILITIES FOR INTERFERENCES 
A decade ago, the boats did not have lots of telephony equipment and navigation, as is 
currently the case. Whether fishing, as cabotage and even the enjoyment of pleasure 
craft, were based on the experience of the crew. The teams were initially basic: 
telegraph, probe and navigation through the stars, there are now plenty of equipment aid 
to navigation, safety equipment and fishing, which make the cockpits of the boats are 
true electronic rooms. This has caused the electrical systems on ships and boats are 
complex. This fact implies that ships and boats (including boats) are to be clearly 
distinguished galvanic electrical installations protection, other facilities, both strength as 
lighting and especially the telephony equipment and navigation. 
In the majority of blood vessels of these lines is continuing batteries and comes from 12 
or 24V DC The current telephony equipment and navigation are not exempt from these 
facilities be disturbed if not satisfactorily meet a number of technical requirements. 
5.1. ERROR GROUND ELECTRIC INTERPRETATION 
A classic error is committed in numerous boats to consider the electrical system ground 
galvanic action is a good place to connect the ground negative (-) battery power and 
start the boat. In fact, most of the engines installed on vessels currently available and 
had until recently good systems unipolar system, as the start-up or starter motor takes 
power positive (+) battery starter and the negative of the same battery is securely 
connected to the engine block so that the block itself makes this negative conductor [3] 
[7]. 
Similarly, almost all the equipment associated with motor operating under the same 
principle. If now installed in the hull zincs different galvanic protection and engines and 
equipment connected to them to ensure their protection, will be the ship's electrical 
system with ground connected. Clearly, the system should not present any problem, 
since the negative pole that connects the whole only required to close the DC circuit, but 
when the boat, as in almost all cases, has telephony and navigation equipment installed 
on board, it is clear that the negative of these teams will also be grounded in this type of 
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installation, the system can operate and obviously works, but it does until a derivations 
appears. These derivations are produced by the presence of humidity and the very 
aggressive environment causes frequent referrals, generally these leads are sources of 
interference and faults in equipment operation. When the branch is derived directly (for 
example the starter is derived), in this case, all the computers are connected on board 
both telephony and navigation and other components suffer damage to their electrical 
circuits and electronics that make them unrecoverable. 
6. NEED OF PERIODIC CHECKS 
If possible actions to take to prevent serious malfunctions and defects in the installation 
of cathodic protection of a ship are analyzed, the most appropriate way to do this is 
from the maintenance of the ship or boat. Since it the galvanic protection essentially an 
electrical installation, the work of logic to perform maintenance on it not much different 
from those applicable to any industrial electrical installation. 
There have been several electrical maintenance aspects treated in the development of 
this paper, all of them are well known and commonly used in industrial facilities, 
periodic measurements of insulation equipment status check circuit interconnections 
ground, etc. No clutch no issues concerning the maintenance of such facilities often are 
unknown, these issues affect aspects such as fixing the zincs, distribution, degree of 
wear, the type of material etc. Those aspects that should the industrial field and thus 
commonly not be controlled from the standpoint of maintaining a programmed manner, 
much less preventive [8]. 
The facilities of cathode protection must surrender from periodic form to reviews if 
there wants to be obtained the maximum degree of protection of the same ones, his 
special characteristics and the aggressiveness of the marine environment make advisable 
the production of protocols and procedures both of installation and of measurement and 
control of these facilities since any alteration or disturbance suffered by these facilities 
will be a producing direct reason of serious hurts in the equipment of on board. 
It is advisable to proceed to the measurement of the potential of the craft (electro silver / 
chloride of silver) of periodic form, as minimum every six months independently of if 
the craft sails or remains static in port. 
CONCLUSIONS 
- An error in the installation of anodes is to think that the electrical system of ground of 
galvanic action is a good point to connect the negative of ground (-) of the batteries of 
supply and takeoff of the craft. 
- The increase in the quality of manufacture of the anodes has to of centring on 
increasing the quality of the surface of contact, contributing notably in the efficiency 
of the protection. 
- The accumulated defects of a part (as anode) and another (quality system) together 
constitute an important factor to consider, for the loss of effectiveness in inducing 
both protective labor issues. 
- A check every six months the potential of the boat (electro silver / silver chloride) 
regardless have whether the boat is in port or remains static, avoid future problems in 
the joint facility of the boat or craft. 
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- The greatest cost savings, which causes corrosion, will come from better use of the 
knowledge already acquired, with proper application, dissemination and control of the 
state of current knowledge. 
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Abstract 
Results of tests of training-ship model’s free rolling have been presented in the 
elaboration. The research was conducted on the laboratory stand of the Naval 
Academy. Paper presents the description of the laboratory and results of rolling. The 
first stage of research presents the immersion testing the ship model and The results 
recorded during the study are presented in the paper. Next, the determined values were 
used to calculate periods of the model rolling and compared with results of the tests. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Problem of  prognosing  seakeeping ship’s   qualities  is  an  important  area  of  concern  
in  a process of the ship designing, as a complex technical system. This task is mainly 
realized by means of model tests run by specialized research teams. In parallel to the 
experimental tests, calculations of the parameters in question are made by means of 
dedicated software using modern numerical methods in numerous scientific centres. It 
seems that both methods double each other because they are used for almost the same 
aims. In such a case, theoretically, it would be the best solution to elaborate one 
universal, yet accurate and inexpensive, method possible for application in tests of ships 
of any type. Model tests mostly meet the above said conditions  provided  that  one  has  
appropriate  (expensive)  back-up  laboratory  facilities  at disposal - facilities prepared 
for tests of various  ship  types. In  case  of  calculation  methods, implemented in 
specialist computer software, one may conclude that they are many times cheaper and 
yet – universal. However, they have one important defect due to which they have not 
squeezed the experimental tests out. Namely, from various tests of physic’s problems, it 
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is difficult to obtain results comparable to experimental tests. In spite of this defect, 
almost every research centre decides to apply computer calculation methods. Usually, 
companies having appropriate experience in programming numerical methods are 
manufacturers of the software.  Many  research  centres  undertake  difficulty  to  
elaborate  their  own  independent computer programmes which are focused on one 
specific problem.  Possession of back-up laboratory facilities is a trump of such centres 
- by means of the facilities they may verify and correct code of the computer 
programme and assumptions for the physical as well as for the mathematical   models.  
Following  such  institutions,  the  Naval  Academy  undertook  steps towards research 
on seakeeping qualities of ships based on both the research facility and the numerical 
methods. Several years ago, a research facility was built in the Academy enabling 
conduction of tests with ship models in a scope of both statics and dynamics of vessels. 
Then, aside from the model tests, there are computer programmes being elaborated in 
the Academy, executing calculations regarding ship’s hydromechanics. This elaboration 
is a result of initial experiments run in the research facility. It contains results of 
laboratory tests on rolling of a training-ship model on calm water and calculations of the 
rolling periods, executed with a use of analytical and empirical dependencies. 
2. AIM AND EXECUTION OF TESTS 
Determination of rolling periods of ship model is a target of the tests’ stage under 
description - based on measurements done in the laboratory facility. The research was 
executed in the facility for tests on stability and unsinkability stand located in the Naval 
Academy in Gdynia, Poland. The scheme of the research stand bed is shown in Figure 
1[6,8].  The research conducted on it may be the source of the knowledge according to a ship 
reaction in the different operating states.  
The training ship model is the main object of research because it is set up with 
specialized devices used for measurement of the position and for the analysis of the ship 
reaction during simulated states. The shape of the model is shown in Figure 2 [5,9].  
Figure 1 - Scheme of damage stability research station for ship 
models. 1- manager station,  2 – ship models, 3 – control computer 
gathering data,  4 – unit of fans, 5 – experimental tank for ship model, 
6 – experimental tank for submarine model. 
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Figure 2 - Model of the training ship 
 
 
Model of training-vessel was an object of the tests, made in a scale of 1:50. Main 
dimensions of the  real  ship  are:  length  L-72 m,  breadth  B-12 m,  draught   T-4,2 m  
and  displacement 1750 t. This warship is used for training of Polish seafarers taking part in 
numerous international cruises. The basic data of the model are as the following: 
 
− length between perpendiculars of the model        L = 1,284 m 
− breadth of the model                               B = 0,232 m 
− displacement of the model                       D = 13,15 kg 
− avg. draught of the model                  T = 0,079 m 
 
Hull of the model was made out of polyester-glass laminate, based on a drawing of 
body lines, and plywood was used to build the model’s superstructure. 
Compartmentation of the model hull’s internal space roughly corresponds with a real 
vessel. One compartment that is lengthwise divided into three smaller ones constitutes 
an exemption. Similar to a real vessel, the model under description has a bilge keel, two 
screw propellers and rudder. The ship model is equipped, among the others, with an 
angle of heel and trim sensor and a sensor of average draught [5]. All devices are shown 
in Figure 3. 
All  elements  whose  area  is  significant  during  research  were  placed  on  the  decks  
of the models. Because of the tasks carried out by warships, it was very important to 
create a ship model designed for simulation of holing. To accomplish this aim, chosen 
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compartments were set up with remotely operated valves which enable the simulation of 
damage. These valves allow flooding the compartment to sea surface level. The 
electromagnetic valves are placed in the   compartments   with   the   biggest   cubature   
because   these   compartments   influence unsinkability of the model the most. 
 
 
Figure 3 - Disposition of elements in the model of training ship 1,2 
and 3. Valves for a puncture  simulation in the compartment PIII, PV 
and PVII;  4,5,6,7 and 8. Valves for flooding the compartment PVI, 
PIV, PIII,PII and PI;  9,10 and 11.  Water level indicators in the 
compartment PVII, PV and PIII; 12. Indicator of a ship draught; 13. 
List indicator. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another group of valves is designed for flooding the compartments used during the 
process of righting the ship. This model was equipped with water  system  supplied  by  
pumps  located  outside  the  model  and water level indicator. An inclinometer mounted 
on the bow of the model is used for the measurement of the angle of the heel and the 
trim. The signals received from the indicators are transmitted by a wire to a computer 
which is equipped with two analog-digital cards and presented on the screen as simple 
values. Dislocation of main elements of the measurement system is shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
 
Figure 4 - Interior of the model [8] 
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The indicators and elements placed on the model are connected with the computer by a 
little reduced mass conductors which display the received values on the screen. Taking 
advantage of a computer, we can lead the analysis of the position of the ship during the 
study. These operations are controlled by a program installed on the computer. The 
screenshot shown in Figure 5 [5,8] presents the window of the program. 
 
 
Figure 5 - The window of computer program 
 
 
 
 
In addition, such parameters of the position as the angle of heel, the angle of trim, bow 
and stern draught are shown in the real time.  
Determination  of  the  model’s  draught  is  done  indirectly  by  measurement  of  
hydrostatic pressure in respect to water surface. The sensor registers measurements with 
accuracy of 0.0001 m, while inclinometer makes the measurements with accuracy of 
0.01 degree.  
Accuracy of the measuring equipment was evaluated during many experiments run with 
the model.   Electric   signals  are  emitted  from  the  ship  model  to  the  computer  via  
cable  of Insignificant weight,  and  the  results – in  a  form  of  given  parameters – are  
registered and displayed on monitor in a real time.  
In the initial period of the facility operation, tests on rolling were made many times. 
Based on them, location  of  centre  of  the  ship  model  mass  was  determined  
precisely  and  also  her metacentric height was determined which now is 0.0083 m. 
3. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS OF SHIP MODEL ROLLING  
The tests are conducted in the model basin of the dimensions of l = 3 m, b= 2 m, h =0.5 
m, filled  with  water  up  to  the  level  of  0.4 m.  Such dimensions  of  the  tank  result  
in  some problems with waves that rebound  from  its  edge  and  upset  the 
measurements.  Therefore, several first seconds of the model movement, when the wave 
rebound was not visible, were taken into account in the result analysis. 
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The model used to be placed in parallel to the longer side of the basin during 
measurements of the parameters under discussion. All compartments of the model were 
empty. The model was capable of moving free in all degrees of freedom (in the required 
ranges). The free movement of the model was caused by application of starting 
conditions different from zero. Also, at the same time, efforts were made in order to 
minimize a phenomenon of individual movements’ coupling.   Measurements  of  the  
parameters  under discussion were taken every 0.05 second. 
Rolling of the ship model was registered by means of a sensor that simultaneously 
measures two angles: angle of heel and angle of trim. Results of the measurements are 
presented in Figure 6. 
At the beginning, the ship model was tilted to an angle of some 23 degrees port side and 
then it was rolling free for some 17 seconds. Next, it was again tilted to an angle of 
some 21 degrees but towards opposite side. From the analysis of the presented course of 
rolling it results that its period is 1.64 second. 
 
 
Figure  6 - Results of measurements of ship model rolling 
 
Rolling 
 
 
 
4. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS OF MODEL’S ROLLING 
 
Calculations of the ship model’s rolling period have been done with a use of the 
following dependency [1, 3, 7,9,10]: 
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where: 
ϕT – period of rolling [s]; 
xI – moment of inertia in respect to roll axis running through the vessel’s centre of 
gravity [kg m2]; 
xxk – coefficient of mass of accompanying water during rolling; 
W – buoyancy of the vessel [N]; 
GM – transverse metacentric height [m]. 
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Pawlenko’s empirical equation [3, 7] has been applied to determine the model’s moment of 
inertia in respect to her roll axis: 
 
2 2
16x
B HI D +=  (2) 
 
where: 
D – displacement of the vessel [kg]; 
B – breadth of the vessel [m]; 
H – side height of the vessel [m]. 
 
As a result, the period of rolling has been calculated with the following dependency 
applied: 
 
2 2 (1 )
2
16
xxkB HT
g GMφ
π
++
=  (3) 
 
Coefficient of mass of accompanying water has been read from a graph (placed in [1])  
based on a block coefficient of the hull, taking presence of bilge keels in the vessel’s 
model into consideration at the same time. After providing the following data: 
 
B = 0.2326 m; 
H = 0.1112 m; 
GM  = 0.0083 m; 
kxx= 0.35. 
 
The rolling period has been calculated, resulting in a value of 1.64 s. Statement of the 
measurements and calculations made for periods of vessel model tested movements are 
given in the table 1. 
 
 
Table 1 - Comparison of values of oscillation periods measurements’ 
and calculations’ results for training vessel’s model 
 
Tested movement 
of model 
Results of  measurements 
Periods of vessel model’s 
oscillations [s] 
Results of calculations 
Periods of vessel model’s 
oscillations [s] 
Relative error [%] 
Rolling 1.64 1.64 - 
 
 
 
Based on the comparison of measurements' and calculations’ results of oscillation 
periods for movements of the tested vessel’s model, one may conclude that satisfactory 
results can be obtained already after application of simplified analytical formulas and 
empirical dependencies. From experience we do know that this conclusion may not be 
generalized and ascribed to all water crafts. Moreover, variety of water crafts’ 
constructions causes that broad research has not been conducted for all of them; hence 
adequate empirical dependencies have not been formulated for them. Therefore, aside 
from model tests, it is recommended – among the others – to elaborate and to use 
modern calculation techniques in the shipbuilding industry. 
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5. SUMMARY 
So far, model tests on vessel’s seakeeping qualities have been run in the Naval 
Academy in a very limited range and for specific constructions such as submarine 
model and pinnace model [9]. Tests described in this paper were conducted in a totally 
new facility, for a model very accurately reflecting geometry of the Polish Navy 
vessel’s hull being still operated. Thanks to the new laboratory facility, equipped w 
specialist sensors and vessel models executed in accordance with body lines, technical 
level and quality of the tests have been seriously improved. The described tests are a preliminary stage for a broader analysis of phenomena regarding hydromechanics of vessels. In the future, results of measurements included in this paper shall be used for verification of computer programmes engaging numerical methods and being elaborated by the authors of this paper. 
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Abstract 
The article presents the results of tests of high speed diesel engines used in fishing boats 
and vessels. The reduction of unit fuel consumption and exhausts toxic emission was 
possible by implementing preliminary fuel treatment that takes place directly in the fuel 
injector containing catalytic material. The catalyst works more effectively when fuel is 
turbulized in crossing fuel passages made in a part of the injector needle. Preliminary 
fuel treatment results in the average reduction of unit fuel consumption of those engines 
by 8%, while toxic emission of carbon and  nitrogen oxides drops by 15%.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Currently, the main requirements for modern internal-combustion engines are mainly 
related to the reduction of toxic compounds’ emission. The standards, both Tier and 
EURO, considerably require the emission of nitrogen and carbon oxides and 
hydrocarbons and particulates to be limited. It should be highlighted that these 
requirements refer to newly constructed internal-combustion engines, while older 
generation engines, whose toxicity of exhaust gases exceeds occasionally the 
implemented standards, are operated [6]. In addition to that, the shipowners of fishing 
vessels, in the first instance, Figure their attention to the reduction of operational costs -  
fuel consumption reduction, which from the theoretical point of view - simultaneously 
affects the reduction of exhaust gases toxicity and fuel consumption, which faces a 
number of problems. Indeed, the increase of operational process effectiveness, and 
consequently – the reduction of fuel consumption are associated with the increase of 
maximum cycle temperatures. This facilitates the formation of nitrogen oxides. 
Therefore, designers optimize these two issues - they reduce the level of toxic 
compounds emissions to the detriment of fuel consumption. The research projects of the 
Maritime University of Szczecin are directed at the solutions of simultaneous reduction 
of exhaust gases emission as well as unit fuel consumption in the engines of the Polish 
fishing fleet. For that purpose pioneering solutions have been proposed, which are 
related with the use of catalysis directly in the body of injectors for self-ignition 
combustion engines.  
1. PRELIMINARY FUEL TREATMENT 
Combustion processes in self-ignition combustion engines are affected significantly by 
the first stage – delay time of self-ignition consisting of physical phenomena – 
atomization and evaporation of injected fuel drops, and of chemical phenomena – 
primarily oxidation reactions. It is advantageous to reduce the time which shall cause 
that lower volume of fuel injected at that time limits the increase of pressure and 
maximum cycle temperature. However, in that case a fairly large amount of fuel 
combusts during the extending process, thereby reducing the efficiency of working 
process.      
The delay time of self-ignition τ is illustrated under the Arrhenius equation, which with 
the reference to piston engines, may be presented in a general form [1, 5]: 
 
where:  
 
A, B and C present the operational, geometric and load parameters of an engine,  
R - universal gas constant [kJ/kmol∙K],  
E – activation energy [kJ/kmol],   
T – temperature in a combustion chamber [K]. 
During an analysis of the equation it may be noticed that practically all components for 
an engine in operation are virtually constant, except the volume of activation energy. 
Reduction of E may lead to the reduction of τ. An energy barrier, which is the activation 
energy, may be reduced by an impact of catalysts, while the presence of a 
heterogeneous catalyst may lead to the dehydrogenation reactions of hydrocarbon fuels. 
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In that case the largest group of paraffinic hydrocarbons CnH2n+2 in fuel may change 
into the olefins CnH2n and hydrogen molecules H2 are released, which due to its 
properties – volatility and diffusion favours not only the reduction of self-ignition time, 
but also contributes to a more complete fuel combustion [2]. 
The location of catalytically active material is subject to the temperature of elements on 
which it is applied due to the fact that catalyst efficiency is higher at higher 
temperatures. Therefore, it has been suggested to locate the catalyst on the most 
thermally loaded element of injector instruments – an atomizer needle[3]. In that case it 
is possible to use the part of the atomizer which joints the precise part of the needle and 
the cone. As the technological process of catalyst application is anticipated as for new 
needles as well as on those which are in operation, a selection of a catalyst application 
method is subject to process temperature. One of the methods feasible for use is the 
technique of material thick layers in the area of electrical spark presence. Figure 1 
presents a scheme and Figure 2 includes a photograph of the suggested electro-spark 
alloying of catalyst application on an atomizer needle. 
 
Figure. 1. Scheme for electro-spark alloying  
 
 
 
Figure. 2. Catalyst application on atomizer needle 
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The technological process anticipates an introduction of a thin steel wire into the spark 
area, on the surface of which the catalytic material from the platinum metals group was 
applied. 
 
Since the catalyst efficiency improves at extending a contact surface of the catalyst with 
fuel, it has been proposed additionally that turbulizing passages shall be cut on the same 
surface where the catalyst is applied. Due to the turbulizing passages, fuel flow is forced 
and increases the contact frequency of the fuel and the catalyst material. Figure 3 
presents a grinding process of turbulizing passages on the atomizer needle. The form of 
the passages presents intersecting left-hand and right-hand threads. Except for 
turbulizing effect, in that case, it is possible to obtain a homogenization effect.  
 
Figure. 3. Grinding turbulizing passages on atomizer needle 
 
 
2. LABORATORY TESTS 
Particle size distribution in an atomized fuel jet was determined at the first stage of the 
tests for the proposed method of preliminary fuel treatment. For that purpose a laser 
diffraction method was applied with the use of an instrument, made by Malvern, of 
Spraytec type and of a common rail injector test bench of Bosch EPS200A type (Figure. 
4). As a research facility, an injector for engine of 359 type equipped with three hole 
atomizer was selected. The selection of this injector was justified by the fact that most 
of fishing vessels is equipped with engines with direct fuel injection and 359 engine 
constitute their representative part. Apart from the study, the atomized fuel jets were 
directed to one of the jets in the area of laser beam. Therefore, separating of two 
remaining jets from that area did not constitute a technical issue. Figureing 5 presents 
the  photographs of the measurement process of particle distribution and the suggested 
system for fuel discharge from two fuel jets.  
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 Figure. 4. Test stand for particle distribution in atomizer fuel jet 
 
 
Figure. 5. Measurement of particle distribution in the laser beam area 
and separation of two remaining jets from the laser beam area 
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The laboratory tests results (Figure. 6) proved an improvement of fuel atomization 
characteristics – at the application of primarily treatment the value of a mean Zauter 
diameter decreased, the number of particles of smaller diameter increased [4]. 
  
Figure. 6. Particle size distribution in atomized fuel jet 
Cumulative 22 Apr 2012 - 23:21:08
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3. FIELD TESTS 
The field tests were conducted on a four stroke self-ignition engine with direct fuel 
injection, 359 type (Figure. 7). The set of instruments included an option to measure 
both the operational parameters and the ecological ones during the work according to a 
speed characteristics.    
 
Figure. 7. Test stand with 359 type engine 
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Figure 8, 9 and 10 present a speed characteristics in a form of a unit fuel consumption 
and carbon and nitrogen oxides emission (using analyzer type IMR3000). Series 1 
corresponds to the parameters of an engine at work with a factory set of injection 
equipment, series 2 – equipped with a set of injectors with preliminary fuel treatment.  
 
Figure 8. Unit fuel consumption characteristics  
 
 
Figure. 9. Emission level of nitrogen oxides 
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 Figure. 10. Emission level of carbon oxides 
 
 
As the obtained results show, the preliminary fuel treatment improves both the 
economical and ecological parameters of self-ignition engine work practically in the 
entire range of rotational frequency. The unit fuel consumption decreased to 8%, while 
nitrogen oxides emission to 15% and carbon oxides emission to 300% (3 time).  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Simultaneous improvement of the economical and ecological parameters of self-ignition 
engine indicators used in fishing fleet is possible due to the preliminary fuel treatment. 
The method does not constitute technological problems since it may be applied both at 
the stage of a production process of the elements of injection instruments and for those 
which are already in operation. The application of catalytic coatings by elektro-spark 
alloying does not change the accuracy of precision pairs, while grinding turbulizing 
passages at a properly prepared station (as for example a mini lathe) does not provide 
for an operator to be professionally trained. 
As a result of the tests related with the comparison of the engine parameters with the 
factory completion of injection systems and the suggested instrumentaion with the fuel 
pretreatment show that the unit fuel consumption reduction to 8% was obtained as well 
as the nitrogen oxides emission to 15%, while oxides emission, carbon oxides emission 
to 300% and exhaust gas opacity improved.  
The further studies anticipate the improvement of a technological process for 
preliminary fuel treatment by, inter alia, a development of a NC machine tool, searching 
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for catalytically active materials in low temperatures and development of the structure 
of fuel turbulization system in injector body.  
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Abstract 
 
Inspections of pleasure boats in Spain can be carried out by collaborating entities of 
inspection, entities that must be authorized by the Maritime Administration. This 
authorization allows to perform effective inspections and technical controls of 
recreational crafts. Recreational crafts are subjected to surveys that are based on 
the registration list and on the material used in the hull. In addition, required safety 
equipment of the recreational boat depends on the distance that the recreational 
boat is authorized to navigate. Following data obtained from inspections of 
recreational craft, this paper aims to analyze information about hulls within dry and 
afloat conditions, about the equipment for rescue and safety, and about other 
nautical equipment; as well as to perform and improve different verifications during 
the inspections. All this information points to several aspects relevant for the 
optimization of the inspection process, the ultimate target being increasing efficiency 
and effectiveness, and ensuring more safety in recreational craft. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
Recreational boat, recreational craft, inspection, safety equipment 
 
 
 
Definitions of Terms 
DSC   Digital Selective Calling 
EN    European Norm 
EPIRB   Emergency Position-Indicating Radio Beacon 
Foul-Weather Suit A foul weather suit is clothing designed to keep the 
wearer dry and maybe either a jacket and trousers worn 
together, or a single garment comprising jacket and 
trousers 
GMDSS   Global Maritime Distress & Safety System 
GPIRB – EPIRB Emergency position-indicating radio beacon, with 
integral GPS position-fixing 
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GPS   Global Positioning System 
INMARSAT This is Inmarsat Global Limited, the private company 
that provides GMDSS satellite distress and safety 
communications, plus general communications via 
voice, fax and data 
IMO   International Maritime Organization 
ISAF   International Sailing Federation 
ISO International Standard or International Organization for 
Standardization 
Lifeline Rope or wire line rigged as guardrail / guard line 
around the deck 
LOA Length overall not including pulpits, bowsprits, 
boomkins etc. 
PLB   Personal Locator Beacon. 
SAR   Search and Rescue 
SART   Search and Rescue Transponder 
SOLAS   Safety of Life at Sea Convention 
Safety Line A tether used to connect a safety harness to a strong 
point 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recreational craft marketed in the EU must comply with harmonized technical safety 
and environmental requirements defined by Directive 94/25/EC, as amended in 2003. 
Although Directive 94/25/EC [1] establishes safety issues, from the results obtained in 
previous research [2], we can state that there is no coordination and equivalence among 
the EU countries according to the survival and safety equipment compulsory for 
recreational crafts. In the case of the countries analyzed, we noted that each country 
establishes its own classification of pleasure boats, require different safety equipment 
and the frequency of the mandatory inspections are different. This lack of coordination 
in this area determines that further research is necessary to unify a common pattern in 
inspections/surveys and survival and safety equipment of recreational boats in the EU. 
So it will be necessary identify the best practices to be applied in order to implement 
this common pattern in technical inspections of recreational boats.  
This paper will analyze Spanish case to identify current national surveys and if there is 
any topics to be improved in inspection process in order to assure safety in recreational 
craft, based on statistical data.  
With the approval of the Spanish legislation (Real Decreto 1434/1999) [3], the 
government authorizes collaborating entities to perform the inspections and surveys that 
must be submitted in pleasure craft registered in Spain, regardless of the means of 
propulsion. These entities can survey recreational crafts with a  hull length  between 2.5 
and 24 meters, designed and aimed for recreational and sports purposes (list register 
sixth and seventh), and not allowed to board more than 12 passengers. 
The ship’s registration in Spain is done by lists, which will be registered all ships, boats 
and floating structures. The sixth list is intended for sporting or recreational craft that 
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are operated for commercial gain. The seventh list is for non-profit pleasure craft or 
fishing boats unprofessional. 
 
All yachts have a certificate of seaworthiness. This certificate is a document attesting 
that the craft is fit to sail and in which is shown information such as the name and 
port of register of the vessel, its technical features and navigation area (see Table 1). 
 
 
Table 1 - Navigation areas based on distance of operation.   
Navigation Area Distance of operation 
Area 1 Unlimited 
Area 2 Up to 60 miles 
Area 3 Up to 25 miles 
Area 4 Up to 12 miles 
Area 5 Up to 5 miles 
Area 6 Up to 2 miles 
Area 7 Protected waters in general 
 
         Source: Own based on FOM/1144/2003 
 
Recreational crafts are subjected to surveys or technical inspections (see section 1) that 
are based on the registration list and the material of the hull. 
2. TECHNICAL INSPECTIONS 
Certificate of seaworthiness have expiry date and it depends on the registration list 
(sixth or seventh). The length and the material of the hull determine its validity. Table 2 
details the types of inspections to be carried out in recreational boats according to the 
registration list and material of the hull: 
 
Table 2 - Type of technical inspections for List 6th and 7th depending 
on the length and hull material.  
 
INSPECTION FREQUENCY LIST 7th  LIST 6th   
CHARTER 
REGULAR/PERIODIC Every 5 years •Length between 
6 and 24 meters 
•Length between 
2.5 and 24 meters 
INTERMEDIATE Between 2nd and 
3rd year (after the 
last regular 
recognition)  
•Length between 
15 and 24 meters 
•Length between 
6 and 24 meters 
with wooden hull 
•Length between 
6 and 24 meters 
ADDITIONAL   In case of repairs or modifications to the hull, engine and 
equipment. 
 In case of grounding, collision or damage  
         
        Source: Own, based on RD 1434/1999 
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It is important to note that boats that have less than 6 meters in length and registered 
in the 7th list, should not perform periodic inspections and certificate of 
seaworthiness will include the phrase "No Expiration". 
 
The collaborating entities of inspection (approved by the Spanish government) can 
carry out periodic, intermediate, additional and extraordinary inspections. The 
periodic and intermediate inspection of the boat must be performed in a shipyard 
(dry) and floating. The inspection for boats less than 7 meters in length can be only 
performed in a shipyard (dry), if it is possible to start the engine of the boat. 
 
 
Figure 1 - Hull inspection in a shipyard 
 
 
 
 
 
The owners and / or user of recreational craft are responsible for keeping up to date 
surveys and inspections. Emphasize that the inspection aims to ensure personal 
safety and preventing marine pollution accidents. Therefore, it is of vital importance 
to navigate with valid certificate of seaworthiness. In addition to the security issues 
indicated, to have the current certificate can avoid the possibility of being fined by 
the administration. 
3. INSPECTION PROCESS  
The checklist to be performed during inspections of recreational craft covers 
different aspects According to the type of boat (motor / sail), all surveys are made 
considering the following points: hull and equipment, engine and auxiliary 
machinery, mast and rigging, electrical installation, radio communication equipment, 
survival and safety equipment, fire extinguishing equipment, nautical material, 
navigation lights and anchoring equipment and spill prevention according MARPOL 
Convention [4]. 
Table 3 shows the different aspects that are taken into account during the inspection 
of the hull and of the equipment, checking and verifying its condition. 
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Table 3 - Checklist of the Inspection: Hull and Equipment Items 
 
HULL AND EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST 
Name and registration number 
Manual and other documents 
Stanchions and hand line 
Shipside cock 
Water tightness in deck openings 
Union propeller strut / hull 
Chain of plate 
Self-drain cockpit 
Slip deck system 
Kitchen ventilation and extraction 
Circuit gas cooker 
Steering, rudder and rudderstock 
Cathodic protection 
Condition of the hull 
Buoyancy chambers 
 
 
 
Figure 2 - Hull with osmosis 
 
 
 
 
In the section of the main and auxiliary engine, it must be check the condition and 
operation of the engine, and others aspects related with the engine as exhaust gases 
or fuel system. Table 4 shows the complete checklist for the main and auxiliary 
engine.  
 
 
Table 4 - Checklist of the Inspection: Main engine (ME) and 
Auxiliary engine (AE) Items 
 
ME & AE CHECKLIST 
Bilge pump 
Fuel Tanks 
Ventilation of the engine room (motor    
compartment) 
Seacock 
Coolant circuit 
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Fuel system 
Exhaust gases 
Shaft stuffing box 
Anchorage of the engine 
Line shaft and propeller shaft 
Engine and auxiliary machinery 
 
 
 
Figure 3 - Inspection of the propeller shaft 
 
 
 
 
The inspection also includes aspects for the mast and rigging in the case of a 
sailboat. Table 5 shows the elements that must be considered during the inspection. 
 
 
Table 5 - Checklist of the Inspection: Mast and rigging Items 
 
MAST AND RIGGING CHECKLIST 
Mast and spreaders 
Bolt of the rigging screw 
Tightening of the shackle 
Rigging and running rigging 
Diverse anchorages 
 
 
Figure 4 - Inspection of the mast and running rigging 
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The electrical system is essential for the functioning of services of the boat and 
engine start. Inspection and proper operation is performed taking into account the 
points indicated in Table 6. 
 
 
Table 6 - Checklist of the Inspection: Electrical Installation Items 
 
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION 
CHECKLIST 
Batteries 
Wiring, fuses and connections 
Watertight plugs in decks 
Earthing of equipment 
Radio interference suppression 
 
 
 
Figure 5 - Batteries in a motor boat. 
 
 
 
 
 
Other aspects taken into account during inspection are the following: 
 
- Radio communication equipment: verify that the equipment is suitable for 
the navigation area, test it in the case of VHF with DSC that is connected to 
the GPS and MMSI assigned, and verify certificates and Expiry date in the 
case of the SART and EPIRB [5]. 
- Safety equipment: Presence of the safety equipment according to navigation 
area [6] [7]. 
- Firefighting Equipment: extinguishers and fixed fire systems reviewed. 
- Nautical equipment. 
- Navigation lights: Accordance with the type of boat and navigation and 
correct operation [8]. 
- Anchoring Equipment: operation of the windlass and condition of the chain. 
- Spill prevention: check if the boat has wastewater tank. 
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4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  
From 60 inspections of recreational craft realized by authors during 2013 in Spain and 
using the checklist defined above section, 322 deficiencies were detected (see Figure 6). 
 
 
Figure 6 - Percentage of deficiencies detected during the inspection process  
 
 
 
 
As can be seen, Hull and Equipment represents 29.5% of the total of deficiencies 
detected, followed by Main engine and auxiliary machinery (17.4%) and Safety 
equipment (15.5%). These three sections represents more than 60% of the total of 
deficiencies.  
 
In particular, Hull and Equipment section is divided into 15 items, Main engine and 
auxiliary machinery into 11 items and safety equipment into 3 items. Deficiencies 
considering these subsections are (see Tables 7 and 8):  
 
 
Table 7 - Deficiencies (in percentage) of Hull and Equipment items of the checklist 
 
Name and registration number 10,5% 
Owner’s Manual and other 
documents 15,8% 
Stanchions and hand line 6,3% 
Shipside cock 4,2% 
Watertightness in deck openings 10,5% 
Union propeller strut / hull 5,3% 
Chain of plate 1,1% 
Self-drain cockpit  1,1% 
Slip deck system 10,5% 
Kitchen ventilation and extraction 0,0% 
29,5%
17,4%1,6%9,9%6,2%
15,5%
10,9% 0,0%
1,6%
2,8%
4,7%
Hull and Equiment
Main engine and auxiliary
machinery
Mast and rigging
Electrical installation
Radio Communication
Equipment
Safety Equipment
Firefigghting Equipment
Nautical equipment
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Circuit gas cooker 8,4% 
Steering, rudder and rudderstock 2,1% 
Cathodic protection 16,8% 
Condition of the hull 7,4% 
Buoyancy chambers 0,0% 
 
 
From 15.8% (15 deficiencies in total) of item “Owner’s Manual and other 
documents”, the main reason is that compulsory civil liability insurance is not in 
force.  
 
From 16.8% (total 16 deficiencies) related to cathodic protection, 8 are due to 
cathodic protection elements and 8 to installation and operation of the anodes 
(painted and excessive wear) 
 
 
Table 8 - Deficiencies (in percentage) of Main engine and auxiliary 
machinery items of the checklist 
 
Bilge pump 32,1% 
Fuel Tanks 10,7% 
Ventilation of the engine room (motor  compartment) 7,1% 
Seacock 10,7% 
coolant circuit 0,0% 
Fuel system 0,0% 
Exhaust gases 5,4% 
Shaft stuffing-box 5,4% 
Anchorage of the engine 3,6% 
Line shaft and propeller shaft 7,1% 
Propulsion equipment and auxiliary machinery 17,9% 
 
Deficiencies identified by Bilge pump (total of 18 deficiencies), 6 are due to the 
concept "Anomalies in the vicinity of the bilge pump", 6 are due to "Conservation of 
electric wires supplying the engine" and 6 due to "Operation of equipment in 
manual/automatic mode." 
Moreover, from the 50 deficiencies detected of Safety equipment (15.5% of the 
total), 25 deficiencies were the inexistence of the safety equipment according to 
navigation area and 25 were elements without the periodic revisions and / or expired. 
From the radiocomunication equipment, 10 deficiencies were due to 
"Radiocomunication equipment in accordance with the navigation area" and 10 
deficiencies due to "Operation of the equipment".  
From the firefighting equipment, 35 deficiencies were that the fire extinguisher did 
not have the proper charge or had expired. Of the 15 deficiencies related to the spill 
prevention, these were due to "wastewater tank - available and verification of 
connections, pipes, valves and seals and their functioning". 
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The statistical analysis discussed in this section revealed that one of the most 
common deficiencies is that the civil liability insurance is not in force. Emphasize 
that it is the responsibility of the skipper to have the insurance update. 
Other deficiencies identified during inspections are directly related to lack of 
maintenance. An example are expired fire extinguishers, bilge pump not working, 
inadequate cathodic protection of metal parts of the hull or safety equipment 
according to navigation area without the periodic revisions or expired (for example 
the EPIRB - battery and hydrostatic release -  or the liferaft that in Spain must be 
checked annually by an authorized station). 
5. PROPOSAL ON IMPROVEMENT OF THE  SURVIVAL AND SAFETY  
EQUIPMENT 
In order to be able to deal more successfully an emergency situation, following 
improvements are detailed in the following list of the equipment and material, that 
should be required compulsory or recommended to be onboard.  
From the deficiencies detected during inspections as well as safety and rescue 
equipment that is required in other countries of the European Union, we have developed 
a proposal for improving safety and survival equipment according to the navigation area 
of the recreational craft (Table 9.) 
 
Table 9 - Proposal for improving safety and survival equipment 
 
EQUIPMENT 
NAVIGATION AREA 
COMPULSORY OR 
RECOMMENDED 
 
SURVIVAL AND SAFETY EQUIPMENT 
 
A watertight, high-powered searchlight, suitable for 
searching for a person overboard at night and for 
collision avoidance with spare batteries and bulbs. 
Areas 1 and 2. 
Compulsory 
Soft wood plugs, tapered and of the appropriate size, 
shall be attached or stowed adjacent to the 
appropriate fitting for every through-hull opening. 
 
Figure 6. Seacock with a soft wood plugs 
 
 
Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Compulsory 
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Lifelines, and shall be taut, for example of stranded 
stainless steel wire or a material having a strength 
equivalent and with a minimum diameter). 
Areas 1, 2 and 3. 
Compulsory in a sail boat. 
Liferaft must be stowed on the working deck or in 
the cockpit stowed in a purpose-built rigid 
compartment containing liferaft that is designed and 
built to allow a liferaft to be removed and launched 
quickly and easily. Liferaft should be stowed in such 
a way that the liferaft can be dragged or slid into the 
sea without significant lifting. 
Figure 7. Exemple of a liferaft incorrectly stowed 
 
Areas 1, 2 and 3. 
Compulsory 
Towing line / heaving line with 15 m - 25 m length 
readily accessible to cockpit.  
Areas 1 and 2 – Compulsory 
Areas 3 and 4 – 
Recommended  
A strong, sharp knife, sheathed and securely 
restrained shall be provided readily accessible from 
the deck or a cockpit. 
Areas 1 and 2 – Compulsory 
in a sail boat. 
 
A drogue for deployment over the stern, or 
alternatively a sea anchor or parachute anchor for 
deployment at the bow 
Areas 1 and 2. 
Compulsory 
Safety Harness and Safety Lines (ISO 12401) Areas 1 and 2 – Compulsory in a sail boat. 
Personal Location Lights (either SOLAS [9]  or 
strobe). 
Areas 1 and 2 – Compulsory 
Areas 3 and 4 – 
Recommended 
Foul Weather Suits with hood and fitted with 
marine-grade retro-reflective material, and should 
have high-visibility colours on its upper parts and 
sleeve cuffs. 
Areas 1 - Compulsory 
Area 2 -  Recommended 
 
Watertight flashlight 
Areas 1 and 2 – Compulsory 
Areas 3 and 4 – 
Recommended 
All rechargeable batteries on board shall be of the 
sealed type from which liquid electrolyte cannot 
escape. 
 
An immersion suit (abandonment suits according the 
LSA Code Chapter II, 2,3) 
Area 1 - Compulsory 
Area 2 -  Recommended 
 
RADIO AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT 
 
A class A AIS Area 1. Compulsory 
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Echo Sounder  
Area 1 – Compulsory 
Areas 2,3 and 4 – 
Recommended  
Man Overboard Alarm capable of recording a 
position must be available at every helm station. 
Area 1. 
Compulsory 
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS  
Many of the deficiencies identified during the inspections are directly related to lack 
of maintenance. Lack of maintenance of the recreational craft leads to a reduction in 
safety. 
Although inspections try to detect deficiencies, the skipper of the recreational craft 
must be responsible for keeping a detailed plan, avoiding safety equipment that has 
expired or has not been reviewed. 
It’s important to point out that inspections that are performed in Spain could improve 
many aspects related to safety and survival equipment. 
The improvement should consider more effective and updated safety equipment, and 
best suited to each type of vessel inspections. The check list of the inspections 
should also include some aspects that are not currently covered. 
Each country establishes its classification of pleasure boats, required different safety 
and survival equipment and types and frequency of the mandatory inspections are 
also different. 
The diversity of criteria of the topics discussed states that it would be necessary to 
establish mechanisms to unify some aspects among countries of the European Union 
like: 
• List of mandatory safety and survival equipment according to 
classification of pleasure boat. 
• Periodicity of inspections and items to be inspected. 
To conclude, we can state that there is a lack of coordination in this area and further 
research is necessary to unify a common pattern in inspections/surveys and survival 
and safety equipment of recreational boats in the EU. 
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Abstract 
Maritime and river transport and associated infrastructures that are not considered to 
be the responsibility of the State (i.e. the national Government) are among the various 
competences of the Regional Government, and specifically of the Consejería de Fomento 
y Vivienda of the Junta de Andalucía.  The Agencia Pública de Puertos de Andalucía 
(APPA) is an authority under public law, attached to the Consejería, which is concerned 
with the development and application of policy for ports and matters relating to the areas 
of transport of the Regional Government of Andalusia. 
The GuadaMAR project, financed by European Union funds for regional development 
(FEDER) and by the Government of Andalusia, involves work on various objectives that 
are essentially aimed at the theoretical design of a Prototype vessel and maritime 
navigation system for the River Guadalquivir. Based in the port of Seville, this would 
serve as a transport system for passengers, under criteria of efficiency, technical 
operability, and economic and environmental sustainability. Presented in this 
communication are the first advances accomplished, particularly in the design of lines 
(routes) and in the alternatives studied for the propulsion of the vessels. 
As the working hypothesis, two possible lines of navigation are being considered: one an 
external inter-urban line along the main channel of the river, which  could link the nearby 
population centres (Coria, Gelves) to a point in the proximity of the Metro Interchange 
Station of San Juan de Aznalfarache; and the other an urban line that, in successive 
phases of expansion of the project, could link intermodal stations on one or other 
riverbank, with the object of facilitating urban mobility, especially in areas close to the 
course of the river (Triana, City Centre, San Jerónimo, Recinto ferial, etc.), providing 
access to Metro/Bus/SEVICI).   
∗ Research Project Utilización del río Guadalquivir como línea de transporte de pasajeros, con la encomienda de un prototipo de 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Maritime and river transport and associated infrastructures that are not considered to be 
the responsibility of the State (i.e. the national Government) are among the various 
competences of the Regional Government, specifically the Consejería de Fomento y 
Vivienda of the Junta de Andalucía.  The Agencia Pública de Puertos de Andalucía 
(APPA) is an authority under public law, attached to the Consejería, which is concerned 
with the development and application of policy for ports and matters relating to the areas 
of transport of the Regional Government of Andalusia. 
The river Guadalquivir drains a basin of 57,000 km2 and forms a broad estuary of 1,800 
km2. The Port of Seville is an integral part of the strategic and high-priority transport 
network of Europe, together with the E-60-02 Guadalquivir Eurovia navigable route. The 
lock is the point of connection between the E-60-02 Guadalquivir Eurovia and the port 
installations in Seville. 
There are many cities where river or maritime means are successfully exploited for 
passenger transport. This is corroborated by the positive experience of Scandinavian, 
North American and other Spanish cities that have been the subject of study during the 
course of this project. Probably the best-known case is that of Venice with its famous 
waterbuses, the vaporettos, and other European cities like Hamburg where river boats on 
the Elbe are an established part of the urban transport system. In Spain, in the Bay of 
Santander, the capital has throughout its history been connected with the towns and 
villages located along its coast; closer to the geographical setting of the project reported 
here is the Bay of Cadiz. The case of the Bay of Cadiz is an example of how to take 
advantage of the natural platform represented by a location adjoining areas of protected 
waters where metropolitan passenger transport lines have long been established. The 
responsible body in Cadiz is a Transport Consortium which, since it was set up, has 
operated such services, as reflected in diverse documents that record its strategy of driving 
the provision of public transport and the basic lines on which it has acted. 
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 2. THE GUADAMAR PROJECT 
The GuadaMAR project was proposed by researchers from several different departments 
of the University of Cadiz, as a multidisciplinary approach to the topic "The use of the 
river Guadalquivir as a passenger transport line, associated with the proposal of a 
prototype for a suitable and sustainable vessel". Bids for the execution of the project were 
invited by the Government of Andalusia, under its R&D+i Projects Service in the area of 
competence of the Regional Department (Consejería) of Public Works and Housing for 
the years 2012 to 2013. The project proposed was awarded a score of 77.8/100 by the 
various commissions of experts, and the budgetary allocation was €280,720. The term of 
execution of the contract will end on 31 December 2014. 
This communication is an initial presentation of our project, where we will present some 
of our preliminary proposals; these cannot, however, be considered definitive until the 
termination of our work. 
The purpose underlying the GuadaMAR Project is based on the need to stimulate 
maritime transport systems in cities located on navigable rivers, as is the case of the 
metropolitan nucleus of Seville on the River Guadalquivir. Three specific objectives were 
set for this study: to determine the needs and alternatives; to develop theoretically the 
prototype vessel; and to study the direct economic impact. 
In an initial phase which comprises the data that we will present here in MT'14, a study 
has been made of the regulations applicable to the maritime transport of passengers on 
the lines foreseen; a Navigation Study has been prepared on aspects related to the 
bathymetry, draughts, effects of current and wind, velocities, beaconing, interferences in 
the routes or headings, etc; and also a summary of the models already applied in other 
metropolitan zones with comparable expanses of water (river or bay). 
Next there is a discussion on the design of the prototype vessel, bearing in mind that 
Society demands that transport systems should be increasingly respectful of the natural 
environment, efficient and socially sustainable. 
As working hypotheses, two possible lines of navigation are put forward: one is an 
external Interurban route along the course of the river that could link the nearby 
population centres (Coria, Gelves) to the proximities of the intermodal point of the San 
Juan de Aznalfarache Metro Station, which we have designated Line 2; the other is an 
urban route, Line 1, that in successive phases of expansion of the project, could link 
intermodal stations on one or other riverbank, to facilitate urban mobility, especially in 
zones close to the course of the river (Triana, the City Centre, San Jerónimo, the Recinto 
ferial,...) where access would be provided to the Metro, to buses and to the Sevici system. 
 
3. THE NAVIGATION POSSIBILITIES IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF 
SEVILLE. 
Corresponding to the preliminary nature of this presentation, the following data are liable 
to modification over the course of the project. The definitive data will be included in the 
Final Report of the GuadaMAR Project, together with the design of the prototype of the 
proposed vessel. 
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 3.1. LINE 2: LIVING RIVER AQUABUS 
This is the zone that we consider is most appropriate; it runs from Puebla del Rio as far 
as the jetty of the Expo (Figure 1). There are two clearly differentiated zones in this 
trajectory: a) from Puebla del Rio to the marina at Gelves; and b) from the Gelves marina 
to the EXPO jetty. 
As the principal difference between the two zones we could say that the first stretch 
would, in very simple terms, be considered a “river in good condition for navigation” and 
the second stretch a “river neglected for navigation”. To make this differentiation we have 
taken into account the elements studied in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 - Data studied of the Living River line 
Bathymetry 
From Puebla del Rio to the lock there are no problems of draught, since the 
channel is conditioned for merchant vessel traffic. From the Punta de Don 
Isaías to Gelves there is sufficient draught for navigation, but not across the full 
width or transversal section of the river, since there are meanderings where the 
depth is considerably reduced. This means that good knowledge of the zone 
necessary to avoid running aground. The same applies for the stretch to San 
Juan. From San Juan up to the EXPO jetty is the stretch for which there exists 
less documentation on depths and channels. We consider that, to be able to 
establish the proposed maritime line, it is necessary to carry out a bathymetric 
study, at least from Gelves to the EXPO jetty, to delimit a safe channel for 
navigation. 
Width 
The width of the river in both stretches is adequate for a vessel of certain size to 
be able to manoeuvre and turn around. However, in particular stretches, the 
bathymetric study would restrict this width due to the lack of sufficient draught 
for the navigation of a suitably-sized vessel. 
Winds 
This is not considered a critical factor. As in any other nautical scenario, it is 
recommended that the area of the exposed upper part of the vessel should be 
kept to a minimum, to allow the vessel to manoeuvre safely in strong winds. 
Mists 
This also is not considered a critical factor, but it remains a potential danger for 
navigation. On this point, the vessel intended for service on this line will have 
to be fitted with appropriate electronic navigation equipment necessary for 
detecting other craft, large and small, and the elements that delimit the safe 
navigation channel. 
Currents 
In conditions of normal regime this is not a determinant factor in the 
implementation of the maritime line. It would be advisable to establish current 
meters and tide gauges in the upper reaches of the living river with the object of 
obtaining statistical data on the currents. In exceptional conditions we consider 
that a Shelter Plan for the vessels is needed, to prevent accidents. 
Marker 
buoys 
For the implementation of the maritime line, these are essential. As previously 
stated, from Puebla del Rio to the lock, channel marker buoys are already in 
place; therefore it would be necessary to position them  only from the Punta de 
Don Isaías to the jetty of Expo’92. The footings of the bridges situated along 
the trajectory will also require marker buoys The purpose of the marker buoys 
would be to delimit the navigation channel, to serve as signalling for the 
maritime traffic. 
Infrastructure 
Boarding Jetties. The great majority of the jetties now existing on the stretch 
present the following characteristics: their location is adequate and there are 
jetties in all the population centres, but some have been seriously neglected; the 
lack of maintenance has resulted in the accumulation of sediment that, in 
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particular tidal phases, could make the docking of the vessels more difficult. In 
general, it would be necessary to implement a maintenance plan, and to change 
some of the existing jetties, to make them suitable for use by the vessels 
proposed for the line. 
Conditioning of stations. There are no passenger stations at the points where the 
jetties are located, and  there are no SEVICI stations nearby+. 
Density of 
traffic 
There are two different kinds of maritime traffic that would affect the proposed 
future passenger lines. 
a) From Puebla del Rio to the lock: characterised by merchant vessel traffic, 
with an average of three vessels per day. It would be necessary to coordinate 
the maritime passenger traffic and the merchant vessel traffic to ensure there 
would be no risk of possible conflicts. 
and b) From the Punta de Don Isaías to the EXPO jetty, where the very limited 
traffic consists mainly of recreational and small boats. Consequently, the 
density of traffic does not present problems for the implementation of a 
maritime passenger line, provided the movements are coordinated with the 
merchant traffic. 
 
The travel times proposed, particularly at the proposed velocity of 20 knots, would 
initially make the line competitive with other means of transport on this route, unless new 
data suggest otherwise. The design of the vessels has to take into account this maximum 
velocity with the objective of minimising the bow wave generated. The vessel design 
must also minimise the length of time required for passengers to embark and disembark, 
so that the proposed journey times are as short as possible. On this important point, it is 
also proposed that the boarding stations should also serve as SEVICI stations, so that 
cyclists would not need to transport their own bicycles on board, which would increase 
the length of time that the vessel would need to spend at each stop for passengers to 
embark and disembark. This feature would be worth considering for other projects similar 
to the GuadaMAR service. The line proposed includes two interchange stations: one with 
the Metro line at San Juan and the other with the local train service of RENFE at the jetty 
of Expo’92. 
3.2. LINE 2: AQUABUS - SEVILLE 
This is an initial proposal that needs to be designed definitively when the rest of the tasks 
have been completed; however, the line we propose is shown as figure 2. The route would 
be from San Jerónimo to the lock. However, for the maritime line a large part of the port 
area has not been taken into account because there are no population centres there. As 
preliminary conclusions for the proposal, the characteristics listed in Table 2 are 
presented. 
 
Table 2 - Data studied for the line at the Seville dock. 
Bathymetry This is not considered a critical factor. However it would be advisable to conduct an updated bathymetric study of the Northern sector. 
Width This also is not considered a critical factor. 
Winds This is not considered a critical factor. 
Mists This is not considered a critical factor,  but it remains a potential danger for navigation. In this context the vessel intended for service on this line must be 
+ SEVICI : Municipal Bicycle Rental Service of Seville. 
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fitted with the equipment necessary for the detection of other vessels and 
obstacles. 
Currents There are no currents in the docks. 
Marker buoys This is not considered a critical factor. 
Infrastructure 
Boarding Jetties. There are many jetties of different characteristics, although not 
in all the zones. At this stage of the project we cannot evaluate the suitability of 
these jetties for the proposed passenger line since neither the route nor the design 
of the vessel have been decided definitively. However those that exist are in good 
condition. 
Conditioning of stations. There are hardly any stations in suitable condition for 
passenger traffic. 
Density of traffic Scarce. It consists principally of recreational boats, canoes and tourist sightseeing boats. 
 
The travel times proposed, particularly at the proposed velocity of 5 knots, would make 
the line competitive with other means of transport on this route. The design of the vessels 
has to take into account this maximum velocity with the objective of minimising the wave 
generated. The vessel design must also minimise the length of time required for 
passengers to embark and disembark, so that the proposed journey times are as short as 
possible. On this important point, it is also proposed that the boarding stations should also 
serve as SEVICI stations, so that cyclists would not need to transport their own bicycles 
on board, which would increase the length of time that the vessel would need to spend at 
each stop for passengers to embark and disembark. The proposed line includes 
interchange points at all the stops, principally for bus and metro connections and for 
dropping off/picking up bicycles. However, although these points of interchange exist, 
their location in some cases is not very close to the proposed stops of the line. To make 
this line more attractive it is recommended that the bus stops and the SEVICI stations 
should be moved closer to the boarding jetties.  There are three proposed stops where it 
would be necessary to create interchange points with the bus service and SEVICI system. 
 
Figure 1 - 2nd Line: Seville Interurban Service 
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Figure 2 - 1st Line: Seville Urban Service 
 
 
4. DEGREE OF INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN OF THE VESSELS 
Although projects for passenger vessels and maritime lines (regular or tourist) have been 
implemented in numerous localities, in this case it is intended to innovate by improving 
the sustainability of the design and the reduction of contaminating emissions. The 
inclusion of renewable energy in the propulsion of the vessels is one of the innovative 
approaches that are being incorporated in this project, and which will contribute to a more 
sustainable design of vessel. Sustainability in navigation makes the use of renewable 
energy essential. The use of renewable energy in navigation is almost as old as navigation 
itself. From time immemorial wind has been used for navigation under sail; and currently 
eolic energy is the most common renewable power source used to generate electrical 
energy in Spain.  
Electrical propulsion for navigation is a sustainable and clean way of navigating our rivers 
and lakes, without the emission of noise and without the spills of oil or fuel originating 
from conventional propulsion. In this project we are studying the viability of using 
electrical power for the principal propulsion of the vessel, fed by mini-eolic and 
photovoltaic generators. The boarding stations would also have photovoltaic generators 
to charge batteries, which would support charging of the vessel's batteries from the 
generating equipment carried on board. As another technological innovation it is 
proposed to study the substitution of the traditional lead-acid batteries by others of latest 
generation technology for heavy power usage based on lithium-ion. The substitution of 
lead-acid batteries would be very important for the sustainability of projects of this type, 
since it would avoid the use  of systems with heavy metals and contaminating materials, 
as represented by traditional lead batteries, which would be replaced by other systems 
more respectful of the natural environment, like those based on lithium-ion technology. 
Given that the operating requirements of the prototype vessel are different for the 
transport lines put forward, work is being done on the design of a hybrid system of 
propulsion that would enable high speed navigation by means of diesel propulsion on the 
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2nd metropolitan line, and at moderate speed by means of electric propulsion on the 1st 
urban line. 
For normative purposes we are dealing with a vessel or vessels for inland navigation, 
dedicated to the transport of passengers on regular services, and that would operate in the 
zone of the river port of Seville. This port has, since 1st January 1993, been managed by 
the Autoridad Portuaria de Sevilla and is therefore competent to authorize the service, 
according to the provisions of the Revised text of the Spanish Law of Ports and Merchant 
Marine. According to the national classification of merchant vessels set out in the 
Complementary Regulations Applicable to the International Convention for the Safety of 
Human Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974, and its Protocol of 1978, vessels of this type belong 
to the following category of national merchant ships and vessels: Group I, Class K: 
“passenger ships dedicated to navigation in calm waters (ports, channels and rivers, etc.)”. 
With respect to the regulations governing the criteria of stability of the vessel, the rules 
to be applied are those stipulated in the Circular 12/90 of the Spanish Directorate General 
of Merchant Shipping (Stability of cargo and passenger ships of less than 100m in length). 
With respect to the scantling and structural requirements of the vessel, the regulations of 
one of the main Classification Societies applicable to a vessel of these characteristics 
could be adopted. These regulations may be different in function of the material employed 
in the construction of the vessel and its maximum operational speed. Listed in Table 3 
are the standards of the principal SSCC applicable to this type of vessel. 
 
Table 3 - Class requirements for the vessel 
Lloyd´s Register 
Special Service Craft (SSC): Regulations applicable to multi-hull 
vessels, of high speed, and constructed in steel, aluminium or 
composite materials. 
Rules & Regulation for the Classification of Inland Waterways Ships 
2011. Regulations for vessels intended for inland navigation. 
Germanischer Lloyds 
Yachts and Boats up to 24 m: (Regulations applicable to multi-hull 
vessels, of high speed, and constructed in steel, aluminium or 
composite materials. 
Inland Navigation Vessels (2011) Regulations for vessels intended for 
inland navigation. 
Bureau Veritas 
High Speed Craft (2002) (application of the IMO HSC Code). 
Regulations applicable to vessels whose maximum speed is greater 
than or equal to 3.7 ∇_0.1667. 
Regulations for the Classification of Inland Navigation Vessels (2011) 
American Bureau of Shipping 
Regulations for Conditions of Classification of High Speed Craft 
(2014)(application of the IMO HSC Code).  
Steel Vessels for Service on Rivers and Intracoastal Waterways 
(2014). Regulations only valid for steel vessels. 
Guide for Passenger Comfort on Ships (2001) 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The present communication is not only an advance progress report on our research project 
but also a presentation to the scientific community. We hope that it will be well-received 
and accepted in the regional Administration of Andalusia, and in the provincial and 
municipal authorities of Seville, which will be responsible for adopting and promoting 
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the future riverboat/aquabus passenger service on the urban and interurban routes that we 
have presented here.  
 The specific deficiencies and requirements identified in this communication are technical 
matters for which solutions exist. The establishment of the two lines proposed, jointly 
with the interchange stations connecting with bus, metro and train services (with 
coordinated timetables) and with the SEVICI bicycle rental system, would create an 
integrated passenger transport network. This would deliver diverse benefits to the 
population, such as reduced congestion of road traffic, promotion of wider use of bicycles, 
cost-reduction and time-saving for travellers on these routes, together with benefits for 
the natural environment. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper quantitatively assesses the Northern Sea Route’s (NSR) competitiveness 
against the main Europe-Asia trade route, Suez Canal Route (SCR), in container 
shipping. The main objective is to evaluate the annual economic viability of the NSR as a 
seasonal supplement to the SCR with various navigational period lengths (120, 150 and 
180 days) using two vessel sizes (4,000 and 8,000 TEU) on the Hamburg-Yokohama-
Shanghai-Busan-Hong Kong rotation loop. This research is a part of the ongoing PhD 
study focusing on the broader implications of newly reinforcing and gradually developing 
Arctic Shipping into a global shipping market. The results show that the seasonal NSR 
operations can be economically viable but not comparable to the year-round SCR service. 
The most profitable seasonal combination would be 120 days of NSR and 240 days of 
SCR operation with profit levels approximately 20 percent lower in smaller vessel size 
category and respectively 15 percent lower in the larger vessel size category compared 
to year-round SCR traffic. It was also pointed that the shipping costs of the ice-optimised 
NSR vessels are 23–34 percent higher during the NSR navigational season compared to 
open-water ships operating in the SCR. In contrast, in open-water conditions, outside the 
navigational season of the NSR, the cost difference is only three to four percent. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
Northern Sea Route, Container shipping, Seasonal supplement, Profitability 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Arctic, located in the north of the Arctic Circle, accounts for around six percent of 
the Earth’s surface, has been traditionally isolated from the rest of the world by the harsh 
climate. In recent years, climate change has boosted the global interest towards the Arctic. 
Arctic Sea ice has been observed to be decreasing in extent and thickness during the 
second half of the 20th century and early 21st century (AMSA, 2009). One of the main 
factors behind the global interest in the Arctic area is its vast natural resource deposits. It 
is estimated that the Arctic area contains about 22 percent of the undiscovered recoverable 
natural resources in the world, of which approximately 84 percent are expected to be 
located offshore (USGS, 2008). This natural resource potential has been known for 
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decades, but only recently has a large-scale development become technically and 
economically feasible.  
 
Another prerequisite for the natural resource exploitation process has been the 
revitalisation of long known maritime routes through the area. Consequently, the marine 
transportation volumes of oil and gas from the western sector of Russian Arctic to Europe 
are projected as 40 million tonnes per year by 2020 (AMSA, 2009). In the context of the 
Arctic, sea ice poses the most significant impediment to shipping activities. The decrease 
of ice concentration and thickness stimulate maritime activities resulting in vessel safety 
improvement, opening of new navigable areas and prolongation of the annual 
navigational season. 
 
Geopolitically, however, the gameplay conditions in the Arctic are not entirely clear, 
because several contradicting claims have been made concerning the ownership of 
resources and the rights to passage for the maritime routes (see, e.g. Borgerson, 2008, 
Laulajainen, 2009). There are also some unsolved regulatory issues, e.g. question about 
the international mandatory standards for vessels and equipment operating in the Arctic. 
IMO is expected to introduce a draft of mandatory code, Polar Code, for ships operating 
in Arctic waters, which would stipulate requirements for shipping-related matters, such 
as ship’s design and environmental protection (IMO, 2014). 
 
One of the revitalising Arctic maritime routes is the Northern Sea Route (NSR), a 
shipping lane trailing the northern coast of Russia with various definitions depending on 
the context. Historically it is known as the Northeast Passage. According to the Russian 
law, the official route encompasses from Novaya Zemlya in the west up to the Bering 
Strait in the east. It contains all possible routes through the numerous straits, passages, 
open seas and island groups north of the Eurasian land mass (Mulherin, 1996). In this 
paper, the concept NSR consists of the official Russian route definition (A) and the 
adjoining waterways: North Sea leg (B) and Pacific leg (C) connecting Europe and Asia 
(Figure 1). The main advantage of the route is a significantly, approximately one third, 
shorter geographical distance between Northern Europe and Asia base ports compared to 
the conventional Suez Canal Route (SCR), e.g. from Hamburg to Shanghai the distance 
advantage is 3,216 nautical miles amounting 29 percent. This could lead to substantial 
savings in bunker and time related costs in shipping.  
 
 
Figure 1 Suez Canal Route and components of the Northern Sea Route 
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In addition to the NSR, there are two other potential Arctic maritime routes, the Northwest 
Passage (NWP) and the Trans Polar Passage (TPP). The NWP trails through the Arctic 
Sea, along the northern coast of North American continent via waterways amidst the 
Canadian Arctic Archipelago, connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The TPP is a 
route spanning across the North Pole. The NWP's and TPP's accessibility for maritime 
activities are projected to occur later than the NSR due the more challenging climatic 
conditions (Stephenson et al., 2011). Three factors indicate why the NSR is likely to be 
favoured in the foreseeable future (CHNL, 2010). First, the NSR is located nearby the 
vast natural resources both offshore and onshore. Second, there is already established and 
continuously developing infrastructure along the route. Third, ice conditions are less 
challenging and navigational season longer mainly during the summer and autumn. So 
far, the transit traffic volumes of the NSR have been modest, but started gradually to 
mount up (Table 1). The volumes have been consisting mainly on tanker and bulk 
transported cargoes without any container shipping activity to date.  
 
 
Table 1. Northern Sea Route transit traffic volumes 2010–2013 
Year Ships Cargo volume (million tonnes) 
2010 4 0.11 
2011 34 0.82 
2012 46 1.26 
2013 71 1.36 
       source: NSRIO, 2014 
 
Around 80 percent of world trade is transported by sea (UNCTAD, 2013) primarily with 
containerships transporting approximately 60 percent of the value of seaborne trade and 
more than USD 4 trillion worth of goods annually (World Shipping Council, 2013). In 
2012, Asia-Europe trade volumes were 13.6 million TEU westbound and 6.3 eastbound 
(UNCTAD, 2013). The conventional main shipping route, Suez Canal, currently handles 
approximately eight percent of the world trade (Kashi, 2013), e.g. with over 17,000 
transits and about 928 million tons in 2012 (SCA, 2013). Since 2008, the operational 
environment of the container shipping industry has been somewhat challenging. The 
global economic downturn followed by the financial sector’s cash-crises would have 
itself been enough. However, addition of high-level bunker prices and growing 
operational costs, excess capacity hampering the freight levels, tightening of global 
environmental regulations and increasing insurance premiums has provided additional 
challenges (Drewry, 2012, UNCTAD, 2013). For container shipping lines the importance 
of maintaining cost-competitiveness is paramount. They are trying to match up this 
development in multiple ways, e.g. by increasing the vessel sizes, in particular Europe-
Far East trade, to reap the most of the economies of scale advantages. According to 
BIMCO (2013) 51 new ULCVs (Ultra Large Container Vessel) were launched in 2012 to 
operate mainly in Europe-Far East trades. Savings gained by route optimization, i.e. using 
shorter routes, like the NSR, could also be beneficial for this purpose. 
This paper quantitatively assesses the NSR’s competitiveness against the SCR in 
container shipping from the ship owner’s perspective. The main objective is to study the 
annual economic viability of the NSR as a seasonal supplement to the SCR by using three 
scenarios containing various NSR navigational season lengths (120, 150 and 180 days). 
Calculations are made for two vessel sizes (4,000 and 8,000 TEU) on the Hamburg-
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Yokohama-Shanghai-Busan-Hong Kong rotation loop. The five ports, chosen in 
calculations, are all part of the world’s busiest container ports, of which Shanghai is 
currently the world’s largest port (World Shipping Council, 2013).  
 
Analysis is made with a detailed-level cost calculation model which enables assessing the 
effects of various navigational season lengths each containing individual sailing 
conditions affecting to ships’ speed, fuel consumption and profitability of a container 
shipping company. Research data consists primarily of literature review and actual ship 
cost parameters from maritime consultancies. Another source of data has been transit 
statistics from the NSR in 2012 and 2013 (NSRIO, 2014). The novelty value of this 
research is to incorporate the container shipping feasibility analysis of the NSR with 
multiport network setting and actual transit statistics. This has not yet been widely 
researched. The results will partly reveal the NSR’s potential as a viable complementary 
routing alternative for the Asia-Europe trade. This study has three research questions: 
RQ1: Would the NSR be an economically viable as seasonal alternative to the SCR in 
container shipping under current conditions? 
RQ2: Which of the NSR/SCR navigational season combinations would be the most 
feasible? 
RQ3: What is the magnitude of shipping cost difference between ice-optimised NSR 
tonnage used in the NSR and in the SCR with various navigational season lengths 
compared to open-water optimised SCR tonnage? 
The paper consists of eight parts. The introduction is followed by the literature review in 
chapter two. Chapter three discusses the challenges faced by the Suez Canal Route. A 
review of climate change in the Arctic is presented in chapter four. Chapter five 
introduces the Northern Sea Route. Chapter six contains the research methodology. 
Chapter seven reveals the results. Chapter eight contains the conclusions. 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In the literature, several authors have discussed the interplay and dependencies between 
different main commercial shipping routes (see, e.g. Notteboom, 2012). Laulajainen 
(2009) predicted that Arctic Sea routes will deprive the Suez and Panama Canals of their 
choke point roles and offer an alternative routing option similar to the Cape route and 
estimated that the ice-free NSR absorbs 20–25 percent of the global containerized cargo 
volumes. Lammers (2010) investigated the paths leading to the feasible NSR shipping by 
using a backcasting method. The results underlined the importance of Russia’s 
involvement to the development of the NSR. The research concerning feasibility of the 
NSR in container shipping has been two-fold: climate model simulations based mainly 
on the developments of climate change and feasibility studies based on different 
scenarios.  
A projection made by Khon et al. (2010) estimates that by the end of the 21st century the 
year-round transit cost from Western Europe to the Far East via the NSR may be 15 
percent lower than the SCR with three to six months of ice-free passage in the NSR. DNV 
(2010) revealed that part-year Arctic transits with ice class ships may be economically 
attractive for container traffic between years 2030 and 2050 with a projected trade 
potential of 1.4 million TEU in 2030 and 2.5 million TEU in 2050. Year-round operations 
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with ice-going ships can be profitable in 2050 under high bunker levels. The profitability 
was discovered to be highly dependent on the origin–destination port distances.  
There are numerous NSR feasibility studies in container shipping which concentrate 
primarily on port to port setting. Verny and Grigentin (2009) analysed the economic 
viability of the NSR compared to the conventional SCR. Their results indicated that the 
cost to transport one TEU is about twice more expensive via the NSR than via the SCR. 
A similar case study made by Liu and Kronbak (2010) investigated the economical 
attractiveness of the NSR under different scenarios which consisted of variable bunker 
prices, ice-breaking fees and alternative navigational periods. Their results underlined the 
effects of ice-breaking tariff to profitability, which hinders the economic viability 
regardless of the length of the navigational season. In low tariff levels incorporated with 
high bunker levels, the longer the route is open, the more profitable it is. Erikstad and 
Ehlers (2012) studied the most economically viable ice-class for a transiting liner vessel 
by using a decision-support model. They concluded that 1A-class would be the most 
prominent class. A work by Xu et al. (2011) widened the perspective as they evaluated 
the feasibility of multiport network in container shipping but excluded the ice-related cost 
elements. 
3. CHALLENGES OF THE SUEZ CANAL ROUTE   
One of the main conventional global shipping routes, the Suez Canal, passing through the 
Isthmus of Suez connecting the Mediterranean and Red Seas, has had the pivotal role in 
global shipping scene over the last hundred years. However, there are number of 
challenges in the foreseeable future faced by the Suez Canal in order to retain its position. 
Notteboom (2012) has listed the most important ones as: piracy, bunker prices, finite 
capacity and changes in global economic geography patterns. 
 Piracy can be defined as an act of robbery or criminal violence at sea. During last ten 
years, the piracy problem has spread over from Gulf of Aden to the Bay of Guinea. In 
2013, there were 13 Somali related incidents including two hijacks and 30 Nigeria related 
incidents including two hijacks (IMB, 2013). The intensified threat of piracy has caused 
increased marine insurance levels in terms of stipulation of war risk insurance, additional 
P&I fees and higher cargo insurance premiums. One solution to mitigate the piracy has 
resulted additional manning costs, hiring security guards and acquiring deterrent 
equipment for vessels operating in the area. The average amount of these costs is 
estimated to be between USD 100,000–115,000 per transit (De Monie, 2009). 
Another solution would be to reroute ships via Cape Route leading to additional shipping 
costs due to longer sailing distances (see, e.g. Bendall, 2010). De Monie (2009) estimates 
that rerouting 33 percent of Suez Canal cargoes via Cape Route would cost USD 7.5 
billion extra per annum including the incremental inventory costs. In 2011, Somali piracy 
has been estimated to cost between USD 6.6 and 6.9 billion (OEF, 2011).  
In recent years, fluctuated bunker price levels, constitute still a major cost component in 
shipping. In times of high fuel prices, there is more incentive for shipping companies to 
explore alternative routing options for the conventional routes. The Suez Canal does not 
currently have any substantial size restrictions to the vessels it can accommodate. The 
changes in global economic geography patterns have their own effects on the status of the 
SCR since they shape the demand side of the maritime transport services. Global trade 
volumes are shifting towards emerging markets and the least developed countries will 
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take the initial steps into the global marketplace, thus new trade corridors are likely to 
emerge between Asia and Africa, Asia and South America and within Asia (PwC, 2010). 
These corridors would at least partly bypass the Suez Canal, and thus reduce its future 
volumes. The location of the Suez Canal in close vicinity to the turbulent Middle-East 
puts pressure on risk management plans for the shipping companies, since after the Arabic 
spring there has occurred many unrests in countries nearby the Suez Canal. The most 
recent challenge related to the usability of the Suez Canal is the increased terrorist threat 
over the ships transiting the Suez Canal due to the political disputes in Egypt. In 
September 2013, a ship transiting the Suez Canal was fired at with rockets (Kashi, 2013). 
4. CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE ARCTIC 
The average warming of the Arctic has doubled compared to the global rate in the past 
100 years (IPCC, 2007). The global average temperature has risen by an average of 0.85 
degrees over the period from 1880–2012. The last three decades have each been 
successively warmer than any preceding decade since 1850 (IPCC, 2013). As a 
consequence of the warming climate the polar ice-caps have started to thaw gradually. 
The higher temperatures have resulted in a decrease of the extent of the Arctic sea ices 
over the period 1979–2012 in the range of 3.5 to 4.1 percent per decade, and in the range 
9.4 to 13.6% per decade for the summer sea ice minimum (IPCC, 2013). The melting is 
at its most highest in Septembers when the annual melting season is coming to its end 
(NSIDC, 2013). The ice-cap is thickest during February, e.g. in 2013 total extent of the 
ice was 14.7 million square kilometres which is 980,000 square kilometres less than the 
1979 to 2000 February month average level (NSIDC, 2013).  
In summers, ice thaws differently across the Arctic Sea. The ice accumulates and remains 
longest along the northern coasts of Canada and Greenland. The declination is greatest in 
the central and eastern part of the Arctic (NSIDC, 2013). This situation will be beneficial 
to the NSR by extending its navigational season. By 2100, one of the ACIA-designated 
models projects that the navigation season could be as long as 200 days, while the mean 
of the five ACIA-designated models projects a navigation-season length of 120 days 
(ACIA, 2004). It is likely that the Arctic sea ice is going to be distinctive part of winters 
throughout the 21st century, since no research predicts completely ice-free winters in the 
Arctic Sea (AMSA, 2009).  
Most coastal waters of the Eurasian Arctic are projected to become relatively ice free 
during September by 2020, with more extensive melting occurring later in the century 
(ACIA, 2004).Thawing influences not only the extent of the ice but especially notable for 
shipping is that the multi-year ice is vanishing at a faster rate than the younger and thinner 
ice (Comiso, 2012). In September 16, 2012, the lowest extent of the Arctic sea ice was 
recorded at 3.41 square kilometres, which makes about half of the average extent between 
years 1979–2010 (NASA, 2013). In 2013, the minimum extent was sixth lowest which 
supports the long-term downward trend (Table 2).   
 
Table 2 - Minimum extent of the Arctic sea ice in September 1979-2013 
Year Minimum ice extent 
(millions of square kilometres) 
Date 
2007 4.17 September 18 
2008 4.59 September 20 
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2009 5.13 September 13 
2010 4.63 September 21 
2011 4.33 September 11 
2012 3.41 September 16 
2013 5.10 September 13 
1979–2000 average 6.70 September 13 
1981–2010 average 6.22 September 15 
source: NSIDC, 2013 
 
There is no consensus about the long-term development of climate change in the Arctic. 
There are two opposite paradigms. The prevailing outlook is that global warming is likely 
to continue as a unidirectional trend. Its main cause is the accumulation in the atmosphere 
of greenhouse gases of anthropogenic origin. A counter outlook predicts that cyclical 
changes are likely to occur. In the next 5–10 years air temperature will remain at a higher 
level, with gradually decreasing by 2015–2020. Lowering of the air temperature will last 
until mid-2030s and 2040’s, until the next warming cycle is expected to start (Balmasov, 
2013). 
5. THE NORTHERN SEA ROUTE 
Given the location of the NSR, stranded year-round by the ice masses, navigation is 
conducted in routes open in terms of actual ice and manoeuvring decisions. Thus, the 
NSR is not a single waterway, but is a set of shipping lanes with lengths ranging from 
2,200 to 2,900 NM (Drent, 1993). The Arctic Sea is relatively shallow, particularly along 
the coastline, resulting significant draft restrictions to ports located in the area (AMSA, 
2009). In general, the ice conditions in the NSR are more challenging on routes further 
north. Other geographical bottlenecks are the shallow and narrow straits in southerly 
routes along the coastline restricting the applicable vessel size with draft up to 12.5 meters 
and maximum beam is around 30 meters according the maximum breadth of the 
icebreakers. Consequently this limits the maximum vessel size to around 50,000 DWT 
(Moe & Jensen, 2010). Straits are also subject to more challenging ice conditions as wind 
and currents pack the ice into thick pack ice fields.  
As a result of the presence of ice in the NSR, shipping operations are conducted mainly 
by icebreaker escorted ice-convoys. The sailing procedures have evolved in recent years 
mainly due to gradually thawing ice-caps resulting in easier ice-conditions. Since 2011, 
ships have been able to use the northernmost route circumnavigating the New Siberian 
Islands from the north (Pettersen, 2013). Consequently, this route enables bigger ships to 
use the NSR through less hydrographically surveyed waters. To date the largest vessels 
to traverse through the NSR have been the Suezmax tanker Vladimir Tikhonov and LNG-
carrier Ob River (NSRIO, 2014). In 2013, due to a warm July, the ships were even allowed 
to sail independently through ice-free parts of the NSR by using a radio contact with the 
icebreakers (Pettersen, 2013). This implies, whenever the ice-conditions allow, the 
icebreakers are likely to have, in foreseeable future, much more rescuing and supporting 
roles and not purely as typical icebreakers in escort missions. 
The Northern Sea is governed by Russia, who has organized the governance of the NSR 
to the Northern Sea Route Administration (NSRA) which grants the navigational permits 
(NSRA, 2013). Icebreaker services are provided by Atomflot, which controls the atomic 
icebreaker fleet. Before the implementation of the 2012 new NSR rules of navigation, the 
navigational permit had to be obtained by going through a complicated and bureaucratic 
procedures including prior inspection of the vessel for compliance of the Russian ice class 
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requirements (Erikstad & Ehlers, 2012). Since then the procedures have become more 
flexible as the mandatory inspections are omitted and now permit can be obtained by 
email-correspondence. The NSR admittance criteria dictate the need for icebreaker 
support based on, e.g. prevailing ice-conditions en route. Each of the Sea regions along 
the NSR which is subsequently further divided into east-west subsectors contains its own 
criteria. According the current admittance criteria of the NSR, the applicable ice class for 
regular seasonal transit operations from July to October is minimum 1A/ARC 4 notation 
(NSRA, 2013).  
There are no defined start and end dates of the NSR’s annual sailing season. They depend 
on the actual ice-conditions en route. In 2013, the sailing season started on late June (28.6) 
and ended in late November (28.11) (NSRIO, 2014) amounting totally 153 days. There 
occurs considerable annual variation in sailing conditions. Although the ice conditions 
have improved on average, annual and seasonal variation occurs very much. The average 
icebreaker escorted navigational season in recent years has been around five months. 
Table 3 depicts the annual variation of the NSR’s prevailing weather conditions in 2012 
and 2013 and their relation to sailing speeds in transit shipping. In 2012, the ice conditions 
were easier than in 2013 with respective average sailing speeds in the NSR per sailing 
season were 10.1 knots and 8.7 knots.   
 
Table 3 - Average monthly sailing speeds of Northern Sea Route 
transit traffic in 2012–2013 (knots) 
Month 2012 2013 
June 5.9 8.1 
July 9.9 7.3 
August 11.2 9.7 
September 11.3 9.5 
October 11.2 8.3 
November 11.1 9.5 
Total 10.1 8.7 
               source: NSRIO, 2014 
 
AMSA (2009) identified four types of maritime traffic in the Arctic. First, destinational, 
where a ship sails to the Arctic, performs some activity there and sails back south. Second, 
intra-Arctic, voyages staying within the general Arctic region and links at least two Arctic 
states. Third, trans-Arctic, voyages taking across the Arctic Sea from Pacific to Atlantic 
Oceans or vice versa. Fourth, cabotage, voyages sailing in coastal waters between ports 
within an Arctic state, e.g. the fleet of a Russian mining and metallurgy company, Norilsk 
Nickel, operates independently year-round between the port of Dudinka and Murmansk 
with ARC 7 ice classed general cargo vessels carrying nickel plates. 
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Operating in Arctic conditions comprises to a number of unique risks. It is broadly 
recognized that several issues related to technical, economical and infrastructural 
requirements of Arctic shipping must be resolved before large scale transit shipping 
activities are possible (see, e.g. Kitagawa, 2008, Ho, 2010), e.g. the unpredictable weather 
and undeveloped communication and navigational services, as well as the remoteness and 
long distances make conceivable salvage operations extremely challenging.  
The basic characteristics of different shipping segments should be paramount when 
evaluating the NSR’s viability as a shipping route. In container shipping, the industry 
operates using regular service schedules with fixed routes calling at a number of ports to 
load and discharge. Profitability is achieved by economies of scale based on stable and 
predictable year-round service schedules and increasing vessel sizes. The service relies 
heavily on the operator’s capability to plan and schedule voyages well ahead, execute 
them reliably thus guaranteeing a seamless, a bus-like service without interruptions for 
the consignors. The demand of punctuality and reliability is the crucial difference when 
comparing container shipping to other shipping segments.  
6. METHODOLOGY 
Feasibility calculations are based on two service schedules: a) a routine service with open-
water ships where the ships sail via the SCR year-round and b) a NSR service where ice-
classed ships sail part-year along the NSR during its three alternative NSR’s navigational 
period lengths (120, 150 and 180 days) and via the SCR for the rest of the year. There are 
two applicable vessel sizes 4,000 and 8,000 TEU with each containing individual routing 
options in the NSR. The smaller is able to use the shorter southerly routes through shallow 
straits and the latter is obliged to use the northerly route circumnavigating the New-
Siberian Islands from the north. These decisions have consequences on voyage distance 
as the southerly route is 2,200 NM and the northerly route has a length of 2,900 NM. Each 
of the three scenarios contain individual ice-conditions, which are based on an assumption 
that the longer the NSR is open, the more challenging ice-conditions are encountered, 
thus forcing the ships to sail slower.  
Average sailing speeds ranges from 11.2 knots (120 days), 9.9 knots (150 days) and 5.9 
knots (180 days). The speeds have been calculated based on the ship’s date of entry to the 
NSR according the 2012 NSR transit statistics (NSRIO, 2014). The length of the sailing 
season in the NSR is based on cumulative season length, thus the 180 days sailing season 
contains the aggregated parameters of 120 and 150, e.g 120 days of 11.2 knots operation 
speed, 30 days of 9.9 knots and 30 days of 5.9 knots. The ships are assumed to 
use icebreaker assistance all the time. In the SCR and outside the official NSR area, 16 
knots sailing speed is assumed (Table 4). Load factors in both routes were assumed as 
identical (65 percent).  
 
Table 4 - Parameters of routes in calculations 
Hamburg–Hong Kong–Shanghai–Busan–Yokohama 
Routing Via Suez Canal Via Northern Sea Route 
Vessel capacity (TEU) 4,000 8,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 
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Total distance (NM) 12,167 12,167 8,224 8,224 8,224 8,924 8,924 8,924 
Average sailing speed (knots) 16 16 - - - - - - 
Length of sailing season in 
NSR (A+B+C) (days) 
- - 120 150 180 120 150 180 
Length of sailing season in 
SCR (days) 
360 360 240 210 180 240 210 180 
Adjoining NSR area (B+C) 
distance (NM) 
- - 6,024 6,024 6,024 6,024 6,024 6,024 
Average sailing speed (B+C) 
(knots) 
- - 16 16 16 16 16 16 
Official NSR area (A) distance 
(NM) 
- - 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,900 2,900 2,900 
Average sailing speed in (A) 
(knots) 
- - 11.2 9.9 5.9 11.2 9.9 5.9 
 
 
The ships in the NSR are assumed to be 1A Super (1AS) ice class containerships equipped 
with ice bow hull forms. According to the Clarkson World Fleet Register (2014) there are 
no containerships matching with these criteria. To depict the increased fuel consumption 
due to higher open-water resistance of these ice-optimised vessels compared to open-
water optimised ships with bulbous bows, a 6.3 percent incremental bunker cost (Erikstad 
and Ehlers, 2012) was added to the NSR vessels. In addition, the ships are assumed to 
burn more fuel in ice-convoys, which by approximating it with coefficients (4, 8 and 16 
percent) according to the length of the navigational season. Consequently, the increase in 
engine loads (EL) is respectively 2, 4 and 10 percent. Figures are based on the Baltic Sea 
experiences converted into Arctic ice-conditions. Detailed vessel parameters are in Table 
5. 
Table 5 - Vessel parameters in calculations 
Routing Via Suez Canal Via Northern Sea Route 
Capacity (TEU) 4,000 8,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 
LOA (m) 265 320 265 265 265 320 320 320 
Draft (m) 12 14 12 12 12 14 14 14 
Beam (m) 32 40 32 32 32 40 40 40 
Main engine power (kWh) 36,560 64,100 36,560 36,560 36,560 64,100 64,10
0 
64,100 
Main engine SFOC 
(g/kWh) 
174 174 174 174 174 174 174 174 
Auxiliary engine power 
(kWh) 
7,200 10,365 7,200 7,200 7,200 10,365 10,36
5 
10,365 
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Auxiliary engine SFOC 
(g/kWh) 
181 181 181 181 181 181 181 181 
Additional ice class fuel 
consumption (%) 
- - 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 
Additional fuel 
consumption in ice-
convoys (%) 
- - 4 8 16 4 8 16 
Engine load (EL) (%) 80 80 82 84 90 82 84 90 
Sea margin (SM) (%) 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
Newbuilding value 
(Million USD) 
67 91 75.04 75.04 75.04 101.92 101.9
2 
101.92 
 
The shipping cost calculation model (Equation 1) comprises of three main cost 
components: voyage cost, daily cost and capital cost. Each of these comprises of different 
sub-costs. The sub-costs are mainly based on Stopford’s (2009) categorization of 
container shipping cash flow components. Cargo handling costs have been excluded from 
the calculations since they are assumed equal.    𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛= ��𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑉𝑉 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛(𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)��+ ��𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛(𝑂𝑂𝑉𝑉 + 𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶 + 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶 + 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶)��+ ��𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛(𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)�� 
 
,where      
           (1) 
 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 = ��𝑀𝑀𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 ∗ �𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 �3 ∗ 𝐻𝐻𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑂� 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛24∗𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛⁄ � + �𝑃𝑃𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛� 
𝑀𝑀𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 = 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ∗ 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆 ∗ 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀 
𝑃𝑃𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 = 𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 
𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∗𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛  
𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 = 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑀𝑀 ∗ 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆 ∗ 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ 
 
Voyage cost comprises of bunker cost (BC), port dues (PD), canal dues (CD) and 
icebreaking fees (IF). Bunker costs in both routes (BCnsr,scr) have been computed based 
on propeller law. Nominal fuel consumption for the ship’s main (MFnsr,scr) engine and 
auxiliary engine (AFnsr,scr) in both routes are approximated based on the engine power 
(kWh) multiplied with its Special Fuel Oil Consumption (SFOC) values, engine loads 
(EL) and sea margin (SM). The ship’s average fuel costs during port calls and while 
waiting to enter the canal (PF). The average port call times (PT) are based on Stopford’s 
(2009) figures with equal times used on all routes. The average waiting time (Wscr) per 
transit is 0.5 days in the Suez and 1 day in the NSR (Wnsr). Two types of fuel are used in 
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calculations: Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) is burned in sea and Marine Diesel Oil (MDO) in 
ports and while waiting. Applied bunker prices are for HFO USD 609.5 per tonne and for 
MDO USD 951 (Bunkerworld, 2014). Port dues (PD) consist of port entry dues and 
berthing dues based on Stopford’s (2009) figures. Canal dues (CD) for the Suez Canal 
have been computed by approximating the ships Suez Canal Net Tonnage values based 
on the formula by Notteboom (2012). Ice breaking fees (IF) levied for icebreaker escort 
and ice pilotage services are based on the price indication from the service provider. The 
price amounts USD 144 per TEU for both vessel sizes. 
Daily cost (DC) consists of costs incurred to keep the ship operational. Shipping line 
overheads (OV) represent the carrier fleet management costs based on Stopford’s (2009) 
figures. A ship’s operating costs for the Suez Canal is based on data from Drewry (2012). 
For the NSR traffic, coefficients have been applied to depict more challenging Arctic 
operational conditions: Manning (MC) + 10 percent, Repair and Maintenance (RM) + 35 
percent, Stores, supplies and lubes (SL) + 5 percent additional. For the NSR traffic the 
insurance cost (IC) premiums in H&M –insurance are assumed to be double and P&I-
insurance as + 30 percent. This is due to no yet stabilised price levels of Arctic marine 
insurances. Administration costs (AC) are assumed to be equal and based on Drewry’s 
(2012) data. 
Capital cost (CC) comprises of linear 20 years depreciation (DE) and 3 percent annual 
interest rate (IN). Ships are financed on 100 percent bank loan with 20 years annuity 
repayments. Twelve percent additional capital cost of a 1AS ice classed vessel is assumed 
(Erikstad and Ehlers, 2012). 
7. RESULTS 
This paper evaluates the economic viability of the NSR in terms of its various 
navigational season lengths compared to year-round SCR. A fixed freight rate at USD 
1,000/TEU with 65 percent capacity utilisation in both directions is applied in both routes 
to discover the annual profit margins between different routing options and vessel sizes 
(Figure 2).  
 
Figure 2 - Annual profit margins of 4,000 and 8,000 TEU container 
vessel in a year-round Suez Canal (SCR) service compared to the 
Northern Sea Route (NSR) as a seasonal supplement with various 
navigational season lengths in days (120/150/180) 
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It can be concluded that the SCR year-round service is the most feasible option in both 
vessel sizes. In the best-case scenario, 120 days of NSR and 240 of SCR traffic, the profit 
compared to year-round Suez traffic is approximately 20 percent lower for 4,000 TEU 
and 15 percent for 8,000 TEU vessels. In the worst-case scenario, 180 days of NSR and 
180 of SCR traffic, the profit difference ranges up to 58 and 36 percent, respectively. The 
profitability decreases the longer the NSR is open in both vessel sizes. This can be 
explained by the more challenging sailing conditions encountered in the NSR causing 
increased fuel consumption and reduced sailing speeds, i.e. the savings gained from 
shorter distances are washed away by the increased operational costs. For the smaller 
vessel size, the profit difference is higher compared to the larger vessel despite the shorter 
NSR routing option.  
 
In general, downsize of ice-optimised tonnage is that they are not as economical as open-
water optimised vessels. Table 6 illustrates the shipping cost breakdown of ice-
strengthened NSR vessels operating various navigational season lengths i) in the NSR 
with icebreaker escort, ii) in open-water conditions in the SCR and iii) compared to 
similar sized open-water vessels in the SCR.  
 
Table 6 - Opportunity cost comparison of NSR and SCR vessels with 
various navigational season lengths in days (120/150/180), in thousand 
USD 
Navigational 
season 
length 
(days) 
NSR 
vessel 
SCR 
vessel 
Open-water 
ship cost 
advantage 
(%) 
NSR 
vessel 
SCR 
vessel 
Open-water ship 
cost advantage 
(%) 4,000 
TEU 
4,000 
TEU 
8,000 
TEU 
8,000 
TEU 
A 
120 
NSR 8,910 7,271 23 13,331 10,852 23 
240 
SCR 15,038 14,529 3 22,445 21,683 4 
B 
150 
NSR 11,948 9,090 31 18,221 13,566 34 
210 
SCR 13,138 12,726 3 19,624 18,992 3 
C 
180 
NSR 14,159 10,908 30 21,602 16,279 33 
180 
SCR 11,267 10,908 3 16,839 16,279 3 
 
 
The shipping costs of the NSR vessels are 23–34 percent higher during the NSR 
navigational season compared to open-water ships operating in the SCR. In contrast, in 
open-water conditions, outside the navigational season of the NSR, the cost difference is 
only three to four percent.   
8. CONCLUSIONS  
The purpose of this paper was to evaluate the economic viability of the NSR as a seasonal 
supplement to the conventional SCR. The results showed that the NSR could be 
profitable, but not comparable to the year-round SCR service. In the best-case scenario, 
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120 days of NSR and 240 days of SCR operation, profit levels are approximately 20 to 
15 percent lower depending on the applicable vessel size. The profitability diminishes the 
longer the navigational season of the NSR is, due to more challenging ice-conditions 
causing reduced sailing speeds and consequently increased fuel consumption. In ideal 
conditions, if the NSR would be totally ice free, it could provide a suitable place for slow 
steaming practices but still maintaining the same sailing duration as the SCR.  
When considering the economic viability of seasonal operations in the NSR, great 
emphasis should be placed on the effective utilisation of specialised tonnage outside the 
navigational season. The results showed that the shipping cost difference between 
specialised and open-water tonnage is most substantial during the NSR navigational 
season and lesser during the off-season. The ice-optimised vessels are more expensive to 
build and not as fuel efficient as conventional open-water-optimised ships, thus incurring 
higher bunker and capital costs. 
Obviously, an interesting path for the future research would be to explore in more detail 
the attitudes of the demand side, whether there would be interest among the shippers in 
shorter sailing times in terms of using the NSR in container shipping. Another avenue for 
future research would be to analyze more holistically the implications of prevailing ice-
conditions in the NSR and their effects on the fuel economy. 
In practice, under prevailing ice conditions, regular shipping operations are subject to 
variation causing schedule unpredictability, which is also visible in NSR transit statistics. 
With these aspects in mind, it is no surprise that the container shipping industry has not 
yet started to operate in the NSR even on trial basis. The development of climate change 
will remain the decisive factor in terms long-term development of regular shipping 
activities in the NSR.  
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Abstract 
Environmental demands require more transport of goods transferred from land to 
sea, and the port potentially is a major contributor of such a transfer. This paper 
analyses the competitive environment of the container freight services provided by two 
neighbouring ports in the Oslofjord area: Larvik and Grenland. These two ports are 
currently competing, but as future demands tend to focus on regionalization, these ports 
may have a development potential for cooperation. The theoretical framework in 
the paper is composed of theories related to the issue of port cooperation and 
competition and the co-evolution of competing neighbouring ports, to understand 
possible mechanisms that influence decision making at the port authority level. The 
theoretical framework is the foundation for a further review of government 
documents, reports from research institutions and the industry and relevant material 
from the press. The study is performed as a qualitative case study and includes 
evidence from interviews of port authorities, focusing on port governance structure 
and inter-regional planning. The contribution of the paper is that it points at three 
possible approaches of cooperation: The first opportunity is to start a cooperative 
process is actively and open minded attend to the scenario workshops of the inter-
regional planning program. Results achieved in these workshops are non-binding 
and informal. The second opportunity is to abandon the issue of substitutability and 
work for complementarity in planning and delivering various logistics services. The 
third opportunity to be seized is to approach the political environment and urge 
forward an idea of mutual investments in the two ports. The advantage is the 
creation of a regional, professional corporate model with long-term qualities to 
satisfy future requirements. The research question is: ‘How can general 
cooperation between neighbouring ports within the Oslo fjord area become reality? - 
A study of two neighbouring ports and the opportunities of future collaboration for 
mutual benefits’. 
 
 
 
Keyw o rd s  
Container port  operations, Compet i t ion, Co-operation, Regional  port  
planning 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
The Norwegian Government has within the latest edition of the National Transport Plan 
(for years 2014 – 2023) expressed priority for the transfer of goods from road to sea. 
The Government’s arguments for this objective was to reduce road congestions, reduce 
the number of injured and killed in traffic, and a reduction of future emissions debited 
transportation of cargo on road. To achieve the objective of increased sea transport, 
requirements of the maritime transport industry must be satisfied. The increased focus 
on the benefits of sea transport and implicit the significance of port operations will be 
subject to much attention in the near future. An optimization of port services on a larger 
scale has aroused questions on regionalization. 
 
A ship itself has limited access to the market since parts of the market is distant to the 
sea side and to the port. Therefore, the port is the interface between sea and land and 
plays a major role in the transfer of goods between sea and land. We know apart from 
loading and discharging ships, ports are constantly becoming more valuable in a 
logistics perspective. To cargo owners and industry it is attractive to be proximal to a 
port because ports provide connection to markets and supplies. Ports are often regarded 
multipliers in the sense that they are facilitators for other logistics operators and thereby 
increase the number of services offered. Therefore, ports and the quality of ports’ 
performance are of major significance to ships’ operations and to goods’ flows. A port’s 
value is often measured in efficiency during various port operations, including the 
opportunity to combine different transport modes. This combination is referred to as 
“intermodality” which means a combination of different transport modes during a 
complex transport operation (Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs - MFCA, 2013). 
We must be aware that a port should be characterized by an internal and an external 
environment. The internal environment is signified by all services and operations the 
port is able to perform within the port area. The external environment may be regarded 
as the port’s connection with the outside world, by fairways at sea, roads, railway to 
achieve foreland and hinterland access, e.g. with inland terminals. External environment 
also includes authorities, legal bodies and others that affect ports. 
 
1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 
The Norwegian Government has explicitly expressed that ports’ cooperation is vital and 
desired (Government, 2013). First, one aim of this study is to bring us deeper into the 
processes affecting design of port operations, revealing actors, stakeholders and other 
factors that will affect the decision-making processes and the port performances. Then, 
a question of inter-port cooperation; port cooperation may be regarded important for 
future infrastructure decisions and allocation of huge public funds. Port cooperation can 
act as a contributor to more environmental friendly transport by increasing 
intermodality. We are presently witnessing efforts to establish collaboration arenas at 
regional levels; the county communities of Vestfold and Telemark have just initiated a 
joint-planning process investigating the opportunities of an inter-regional plan for 
intermodal goods transport in the respective counties. The future transport opportunities 
will rely heavily upon port performance, and it is asserted that port performance will 
benefit from cooperation between the ports. We have to ask if the actors will be able to 
form strategies of cooperation. The research question is: 
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“How can general cooperation between neighbouring ports within the Oslo fjord area 
become reality? - A study of two neighbouring ports and the opportunities of future 
collaboration for mutual benefits” 
 
To explore the research question a description of concepts and elements involved in 
competition and cooperation is necessary. External environment and strategies of 
infrastructure play a major role for the development of ports, and planners and decision- 
makers consider feedback related to the industry’s performance during planning 
processes. Stakeholders are valuable sources of information and will therefore be 
addressed. 
 
2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
The theoretical framework of the study reported in this paper is composed of theories 
related to the issue of cooperation and the facets adhered to the subject. First, a 
description of elements of competition and the co-evolution of competing neighbouring 
ports, both to understand how ports compete and mechanisms that influence decision 
and development. Second, an exploration of opportunities of cooperation between 
competing ports included a distinction between complementarity and substitutability. 
Third, a suggestion of different areas of cooperation and how they are characterized. 
Fourth, a presentation of the current situation for ports focusing on strategies, goals, 
ownership and governance. Fifth, the emergence of opportunities and trends including 
new measures for improved cooperation. 
 
2.1 COMPETITION 
 
To achieve an insight into competition in general, specifically neighbouring port 
competition, two theories will be described; first Philip Kotler’s (2008) general 
description of competition and a model of co-evolution of ports by Wouter Jacobs and 
Theo Notteboom (2010). 
 
2.1.1 LEVELS OF COMPETITION 
In a competitive situation a supplier would assess all offers and the substitutes that a 
customer will come to consider. For a port it would appear too narrow-minded to only 
offer traditional port services if that port has ambitions to grow. Probably, most ports 
offer traditional services and the port must search to reveal other opportunities that 
could substitute the existing services and thereby achieve an advantage. Kotler (2008) 
separated competition into four levels which we can transfer to ports' competitiveness: 
 
Table 1 - Levels of competition 
 
1 Brand competition other ports offering similar services at approximately 
similar prices as our port 
2 Industry competition the port regards other ports offering the same 
services as competitors 
3 Form competition other ports offer services that provide the same 
service to customer as we do 
4 Public competition the port looks at all ports competing for the same 
customers as its competitors 
Compiled by authors after Kotler (2008) 
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Actually all Kotler’s four levels signify the competitive situation of Norwegian ports. 
Therefore we witness the ports’ marketing efforts focusing on products, price, place and 
promotion (Kotler, 2008). However, we must be aware of the fact that the competitive 
levels described above only focused on internal competition between ports. We could 
also apply these levels to external competitors as inland terminals and road transport. 
This would require a shift of focus of who is the competitor, which will not be done 
during this study. 
 
 
2.2 CO-EVOLUTION THROUGH COMPETITION 
 
The discussion of co-evolution made by Jacobs and Notteboom (2010), for that matter, 
could easily have been a description of the current situation in the Vestfold-Telemark 
region, as an illustration of the competition between the Port of Larvik and the Port of 
Grenland. Many elements presented in this paper would form parallels to the 
environment in which the ports operate and compete, and was therefore valuable for the 
later discussion. 
Elaborating theory of co-evolution of seaports, Jacobs and Notteboom (2010) formed a 
basis in the model of Buitelaar et al. (2007) describing institutional changes. However, 
they asserted that the model did not restrict itself to institutional changes. They argued 
that concepts of institutional arrangement and design in this model could be replaced by 
organizational routines and organizational forms. During operations ports constantly 
monitored their competitors, markets and socio-political development coordinated to the 
port’s own performance. Changes in e.g. technology, strategy, infrastructure, and 
business opportunities could cause reasons for changes in organizations and/or 
operational routines. Organizational reflections were known to occur internally in 
administration, the board, or by the owners (municipality), or externally from legislative 
authorities, regional governance and changes in trade and transport patterns. Jacobs and 
Notteboom (2010) suggested bringing about a critical juncture internally, causing the 
port to turn to new businesses, or a change in organization, e.g. specializing services and 
surrender less attractive and lucrative services to specialists. Such changes would most 
likely not pass without conflicts. Opposition might emerge at different levels; port 
administration, -board, -owners, and among employees in the organization. International 
influence was also regarded a motive for changes. However, ports were often regarded 
to be steadfast and locally solid anchored to local customs. Additionally, national, 
neighbouring influence applied too. 
The model considered institutional changes as an isolated process, confined to internal 
arrangements at fixed time and place. Societal development with a demand for change 
might for example restrict arrangements to stay within the local environment, e.g. 
municipality. In a competitive environment this could prove complicated as external 
demand for changes could emerge at different ports simultaneously, however, under 
different institutional conditions. Stakeholders of the institution, e.g. the board of a port, 
were also considered to interfere in processes, either of reasons of power or economics. 
Jacobs and Notteboom (2010) argued that the process had to relate to both the processes 
of change and reflection, and to the processes of evolution and design. However the 
approach required awareness of strong constellations within organisations, and 
sensitivity towards power and interest, e.g. politicians within a board defending certain 
issues. New and improved communication and exchange of information amplified the 
effect. 
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2.3 OPPORTUNITIES OF COOPERATION 
 
Brooks et al. (2010) presented a report with several similarities to Norwegian 
conditions: “Coordination and Cooperation in Strategic Port Management: The Case of 
Atlantic Canada’s Ports” (Brooks, McCalla, Pallis, and Van Der Lugt, 2010). The 
report was essential to this paper because it was feasible to draw a parallel to the 
situation in the Vestfold-Telemark region and the competitive relationship between the 
Port of Larvik and the Port of Grenland. Brooks et al. characterised the Canadian east 
coast ports as peripheral, but the issue of similarity was not primary a question of being 
on the periphery, rather a question of facing similar challenges: “These ports are 
characterized, first, by a limited domestic market and, second, by more remote potential 
hinterland for which they will have to compete with one or more other ports” (Brooks et 
al. 2009, p.30). They asserted that these ports had to work harder achieving a 
competitive position, compared to ports more proximal to the great shipping routes and 
the markets. Additionally, infrastructure and facilities do not satisfy all the requirements 
for a successful port; the performance of inland transportation. To complement ports’ 
primary tasks, focus on better performance of inland transport, better customer approach 
- preferably customized, a more flexible business environment, and better reliability are 
factors to consider. Brooks et al. (2010) suggest two strategies; one of cooperation, and 
one of coordination. Justifying the cooperation strategy, they referred to two occasions 
to motivate cooperation: First, a port range perspective where several competing ports 
were serving a limited market. Under these circumstances overlapping would 
commonly occur, resulting in duplicated services and touting customers to achieve 
market shares. A market typically characterised by creation of destructive competition. 
Second, they refer to lack in ability of serving those customers to whom cooperation 
would be beneficial. Development of common public policy and marketing strategies 
were regarded favourable to attract growth (Brooks et al. 2010). A number of elements 
discussed in this paper could easily be applied to our regional situation. Brooks et al. 
(2010) concluded their report with recommendations on how these ports can become 
better service providers and succeed. We will elaborate this paper further during the 
discussion. 
 
2.3.1  COMPLEMENTARITY AND SUBSTITUTABILITY 
 
Another significant contributor was Theo Notteboom, who presented the terms 
complementarity and substitutability where he asserted: “Two load centres are perfect 
complements if they are always “consumed” together in fixed proportions by a port 
user”, and continued: “A high degree of substitutability between individual load centres 
is associated with fierce competition. In contrast, a high level of complementarity would 
create an environment in which mutual coordination prevails – at least for the 
container market segment considered” (Notteboom, p.745, 2009); citations adequate 
with respect to the competitive environment of ports in the Vestfold-Telemark region. 
Notteboom (2009) clearly described the distinction between the two alternatives. 
 
 
2.4 AREAS OF COOPERATION 
Brooks et al. (2010) defined four areas of cooperation: one, port marketing and business 
development; two, port operations; three, port administration; four, regulatory work. 
The areas of cooperation were then divided into formal and informal cooperation. 
Formal cooperation relates to agreement on mutual obligations and rights, and would 
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typically have a form of a memorandum of agreement (MOA). An informal partnership 
could be characterized by emerging randomly, likely on a case by case basis or e.g. in 
multi- and single-function with respect to projects. 
 
In some cases a situation might arise when cooperation with a competitor was initiated 
to reach decisive benefits that otherwise could not be reached, also called coopetition 
(Dagnino and Rocco, 2009 in Brooks et al. 2010). The ports might in this way stay 
competitive at the same time as they formed complementarity. It was claimed that waste 
of scarce resources due to inter-port competition could be prevented through networking 
among neighbouring ports through coordination of functions and segmentation of 
markets. It was further asserted that networking would create more effective bundling of 
container volumes towards the hinterland, which facilitated deeper access of hinterland 
and stimulated intermodality (Notteboom and Winkelmans, 2001 in Brooks et al. 2010). 
 
2.5 STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT AND CHRONOLOGY 
Comprehension of strategic development of transport infrastructure was essential to the 
discussion of the case. Ports not only rely upon sea transport alone, many factors will 
influence ports’ lives; changes in the inland transport infrastructure including rail and 
road standard and development; changes in trade patterns; globalisation and, e.g. EU- 
strategies; changes in financial and logistics thinking, could make ports evolve, stagnate 
or die. Alderton (2005) claimed that an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
and threats (SWOT) could prove useful assessing the competitive edge of port 
development. Many of the elements that he described; geographical position, nautical 
access, hinterland connections, port facilities, value added services, and so forth are all 
important when assessing opportunities (Alderton, 2005 :22). Alderton (2005) did not 
refer to competition and national and regional infrastructure as important elements; 
however his listing had to be regarded as guidance. Alderton also presented an 
illustrative model demonstrating factors that might constrain port development. 
 
Figure 1: Factors constraining port development 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alderton (2005:18) 
 
A formation of a basis of discussion required knowledge of development and 
chronology with respect to development of transport infrastructure, and thereby port 
development. Official Government strategies proved valuable to achieve the 
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aforementioned. These strategies were expressed during three consecutive issues of the 
Norwegian National Transport Plan; White Paper No.24 - NTP 2006-15 (Government, 
2004);  No.  16  -  NTP  2010-19  (Government,  2009);  No.  26  -  NTP  2014-23 
(Government, 2013). The latter plan was extended by amplification; “More Goods at 
Sea”, the Government’s strategic document on short sea shipping (MFCA, 2013). 
Finally, information of reports produced by the trade, by authorities, and by research 
institutions was able to create a picture of the current situation. A presentation of all 
reports studied was not practical; therefore, a selection was made based on the diversity 
of the contributors. 
 
3 METHODOLOGY 
The research presented in this paper was performed as a qualitative case study 
(Denscombe, 2010; Yin, 2009). A potential for cooperation between the two 
neighbouring ports formed the case. The research question therefore touches the 
complexity of strategic decisions. Decisions of such character are dependent on 
numerous factors, often hard to identify due to the relation to internal culture, opinions 
and objectives. To reach the level where a prediction could be issued it was necessary to 
do an in-depth approach and achieve as many details and variations as possible for a 
final analysis. Relationships and processes within the industry required an 
understanding of interconnection and interrelation (Denscombe, 2010). It was 
imperative for the research to establish a base of knowledge which was a prerequisite 
for the performance of interviews and the study of strategic documents. The knowledge 
was acquired through literature and by taking part in professional conferences and 
gatherings within the industry. Knowledge from literature was assembled utilising the 
Internet, visiting libraries, and approaching colleagues. 
 
The authors has in addition performed a former study investigating port operations at 
detailed level which provided deep insight into complexity of operations and the 
equipment involved to achieve efficiency. Likewise, a great number of constraints were 
detected which could take form of physical problems or administrative and operational 
interferences (Berg, 2011). Knowledge of basic port operations was helpful for the 
further comprehension of ports’ primary and secondary tasks, but also brought about a 
genuine interest for ports’ involvement in the chains of transport and supply. 
 
Key words related to ports during the search were: accessibility, cooperation, 
collaboration, competition, coordination, complementarity, development, efficiency, 
hinterland, infrastructure, intermodality, road, rail, substitutability, neighbour, supply- 
chain, transport chain and terminal. Participation in the professional environment was a 
result of network building. 
 
The issue of port cooperation was a major question that, irrespective of cooperation or 
not, would have a large prospective impact on the local society in particular, but also on 
regional development. Therefore, documents addressing the development of transport 
infrastructure were required. To acquire evidence, Government publications on 
transportation and logistics were studied; the Norwegian National Transport Plans 
(Government, 2004; 2009; 2013) proved valuable for the identification and chronology 
for development of national strategies for transport. To be able to establish a 
chronology, several issues were required, therefore the last three issues of National 
Transport Plan (Government, 2004; 2009; 2013) as referred to during introduction were 
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examined. Additionally the document “More goods at sea – Government’s strategy of 
increased short sea shipping” (MFCA, 2013), a sequel to the latest transport plan, was 
included in the study. 
 
3.1 DATA COLLECTION 
Yin (2009) referred to six sources of evidence: documentation, archival records, 
interviews, direct observations participant observations and physical artefacts. In this 
project documentation, interviews and direct observation were selected (Denscombe, 
2010). Primary data was collected from two categories of port stakeholders: port 
management and county municipalities. Two face to face interview and two telephone 
interviews were conducted performed. The face to face interviews was performed in the 
Port of Larvik and at the County Hall of Vestfold in Tønsberg. It appeared convincing 
that the opportunity to interview individuals from three different groups of influencers 
and decision makers would add gravity to the study reported in this paper, either by 
supporting or contrasting theories and reports issued. Selecting the participants with 
respect to the knowledge they represented and their credibility was essential to the 
quality of the interviews. For the interviews a guide with follow-up questions was 
sketched to prepare for eventualities which might occur during the interviews, since the 
interviews were to be of a semi- to unstructured character, and appear more as 
conversations. All interviews were recorded, which would require a transcription. The 
transcriptions were then prepared as a condensate of the essentials, finally forming a 
summary to be translated for presentation in this study. During interviews as 
interviewees were encouraged to speak freely, personal reflections tended to occur, 
information which was not necessarily relevant for the research question in the first 
place. The interviews were transcribed and kept in the rough draft but not referred to 
later as such. However, personal attitudes might in turn have affected the persons in 
concern  during  a  process  of  decision  making,  and  should  therefore  be  regarded 
interesting for the prediction of a possible decision. As a precaution, all participants 
were informed that with respect to their individual integrity, no sensitive information 
revealed during interviews and conversations should be published. All information 
published should be of a public character and not compromise the participants in any 
way. The transcripts of the interviews are not published, only the reporting. 
 
The secondary data presented in this paper, was reports produced by different bodies; 
actors of the trade, organisations representing the authorities, research institutions, and 
consultancies. The results of the reports presented historic evidence of port activities, 
actions, and significance which unveiled an opportunity to evaluate current practices. 
The authors’ access to the professional environment and participation in various 
settings, as e.g. conferences, produced a number of reports and summaries which were 
of assistance to the work. Continuous studies of the press, particularly with respect to 
literature of the trade broadened comprehension of all elements affecting port activities, 
directly and indirectly. 
 
4 CASE STUDY OF COMPETITION BETWEEN PORTS OF GRENLAND 
AND LARVIK 
4.1 THE OSLOFJORD PORTS 
The Oslofjord region includes seven ports within the Norwegian port trunk-network 
whereas six ports handled containers. The seventh port, Tonsberg represented by 
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Slagentangen refinery is purely handling oil products and will not be attended to in this 
article. All ports in the area were known to compete for the goods, also with road 
transport. However, due to ports’ ownership, being owned by municipality, either as 
inter municipal companies or as municipal businesses, ports compete on conditions 
similar to any private enterprise. 
Using the two neighbouring ports, Grenland and Larvik in the case study was 
appropriate since the competitive situation between the ports to a large extent is a 
reflection of the general situation in the Oslofjord area. 
 
Table 2 - Ports in the Oslofjord 
 
Port 
 
1 Port of Grenland 
2 Port of Larvik 
3 Port of Tønsberg 
4 Port of Drammen 
5 Port of Oslo 
6 Port of Moss 7 
Port of Borg 
Container in tons 
 
388 533 
 
670 529 
 
0 
 
121914 
 
1279622 
 
300168 
 
363752 
Map 
 
 
Compilation by authors. Statistics by SSB (2013).Map retrieved from: 
http://www.oslofjorden.com/badesteder/akershus/alvearen_badeplass_nesodden.ht   ml (2013) 
 
 
The main challenge to sea transport was the road transport from the Port of Gothenburg 
to Oslo and the southern parts of Norway; estimated to more than one thousand nine 
hundred trucks per day (Ostfold Fylkeskommune, 2013). The area around the Oslofjord 
is the most populated part of Norway. Naturally, we found the major transport corridors 
here. The total volume of containerized goods, loaded and discharged in 2012 was 
3 124 518 tons, the distribution of loaded and discharged volumes were almost in 
balance; 1 546 727 tons loaded and 1 577 791 tons discharged. Larvik and Grenland 
presented a throughput of 1 059 082 tons which counted for nearly 34 per cent of the 
total volume of containerized goods in the Oslofjord area (SSB, 2013). 
The ports’ future role in the effort of transferring goods from road to sea and rail has 
been subject to increased attention. To achieve this goal, the ports should develop to be 
efficient and competitive intermodal hubs and contribute to the competitiveness of sea 
transport. It has been emphasized that ports should cooperate to concentrate goods flows 
to decrease the number of transport corridors signified by small volumes and poor 
regularity (Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs, 2013), though these tasks might 
prove challenging. An effort to be considered was regional cooperation. The 
Government expressed concern for the cooperative desire among the ports, particularly 
with respect to the Oslofjord area. 
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4.2 THE PORTS OF GRENLAND AND LARVIK 
A closer look at the two neighbouring ports could reveal when, how, and why these 
ports should consider cooperation. The importance of these ports was demonstrated 
above as their combined volumes of containerized goods counted for one third of the 
total volume in the area. The maximum distances between the ports and their different 
terminals are just in excess of forty kilometres. Additionally, the construction of the 
new motorway (E18) will reduce distance with respect to time, not necessarily the 
physical distance. The two ports possess in total seven locations/terminals for port 
operations, which are described in the table below: 
 
Table 3 - Terminals in the Vestfold – Telemark region 
 
Compilation of authors. Information retrieved from Port of Larvik (2013); http://www.larvik.havn.no/ and 
Port of Grenland, (2013); http://www.grenland-havn.no/terminaler 
 
 
Container handling was prioritized area of business to both ports because the industry 
expected a growth in the volume of transported containers. One reason was bulk 
operators who have seen the advantages of containers as cargo carriers due to their 
intermodal properties. Currently, Port of Larvik informed they were able to triple 
capacity overnight, whereas Port of Grenland was in need of relocation due to shortage 
of capacity. Examination of port statistics has proven that Port of Grenland was superior 
in bulk handling, and Port of Larvik was superior in container handling. The Port 
Director of Larvik revealed that the port was currently assessing the possibilities of 
sketching plans for a possible bulk enterprise. It was evident that the two ports 
competed in the same arenas, and that they both had a desire to expand and develop 
business. It was also evident that the two ports made efforts to substitute each other, 
instead of seeking complementarity. 
Port Terminal /wharfage 
(location: see map) 
Function/facilities 
Port of Grenland Brevik terminal Container (LoLo), RoRo, dry bulk 
Port of Grenland Skien port terminal General cargo, dry bulk, RoRo 
Port of Grenland Porsgrunn terminal Bulk 
Port of Grenland Langesund ferry 
terminal 
Ferry (Ropax) 
Port of Larvik Revet terminal Container (LoLo), ferry (Ropax) 
Port of Larvik Kanalkaiene terminals General cargo, dry bulk 
Port of Larvik Svartebukt terminal Dry bulk 
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Figure 2 - Terminals in the Grenland – Larvik region, illustrated 
 
20 km 
 
 
Port of Grenland Port of Larvik 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Compilation by authors. Map retrieved from http://kart.gulesider.no/ 
 
 
 
 
 
5 EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 EFFICIENCY DRIVERS AND LINER OPERATOR CHOICE 
Larvik and Grenland are adjacent ports with largely overlapping foreland and 
hinterland. Several operators call on the same ports. Therefore, these two ports will 
typically be perceived as substitutes. Substitutes are characterized by fierce competition 
(Notteboom, 2009), and currently Larvik and Grenland are competitors. The level of 
substitutability is vital for liner operators’ choice of port of call. When establishing new 
liner services, the operator will identify the substitutes along the planned route and 
make a similarity index. Thereafter, selection of a port with moderate to high 
substitutability will be performed, based on certain factors; 1) demand profile; 2) supply 
profile; 3) market profile (Notteboom, 2009). These three choices can be attempted seen 
in relation to the five efficiency drivers identified in the report “Efficient Terminals” 
(Fyrvik et al. 2006). If the right column of conceptual model of liner-service design is 
considered (Fig. 4), the criteria for the selection process may be identified within the 
model of the five efficiency drivers (Fig. 3); 1) external conditions; 2) organization, 
interaction and exchange of information; 3) competence; 4) equipment; 5) layout and 
infrastructure, presented in the following figure: 
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Figure 3 - Terminal opportunity of influence 
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Terminal’s opportunity of influence 
Compilation based on Fyrvik et al. (2006:6) 
 
With respect to the demand profile criterions as flow directions towards foreland and 
hinterland, connectivity to other transport networks could be identified within the 
external-condition model which refers to fairways, road and rail accessibility. Drivers of 
high importance for efficiency, but the port has less influence. However, a determined 
and strategic port administration may be able to influence the political environment. 
Alderton (2005) regarded changes in inland infrastructure to be one factor of constraint 
affecting port development (Alderton, 2005). Development of infrastructure is of vital 
importance to the ports’ development and existence in the competitive market. For 
instance, where a railway terminal is located, other actors and terminals are reluctant to 
establish themselves. It can be argued that the ports can increase their influential power 
through cooperation as Brooks et al. (2010) suggested. Cooperation between the two 
ports could be established on an informal basis which might be an opportunity to 
achieve a position on public policy issues (Brooks et al. 2010). 
 
The supply profile of the port (Notteboom, 2009) was related to factors directly 
affecting a ship’s call to a port. This supply profile holds many of the characteristics of 
the external conditions, because it refers to nautical access with respect to reliability and 
quality, hinterland accessibility, and costs applicable to the ship’s call (Notteboom, 
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2009). These are factors which the ports are less in control of, which are imposed by 
national, regional and local authorities (Fyrvik et al. 2006). The NTPs are strategic 
documents that directly and indirectly will influence development of e.g. nautical 
infrastructure and inland connexions, as well as defining fields of authority. E.g. the 
Norwegian Coastal Administration (Government, 2003; 2009; 2013), typical factors that 
can impede ports’ development (Alderton, 2005). On the other hand, a factor that the 
ports control themselves is the container terminals, which are important to the operator 
because terminals’ layout and infrastructure reflect efficiency. The complexity of 
container terminals includes a number of sophisticated and costly equipment for cargo 
handling. The quality and performance of the equipment is critical in view of efficiency 
and productivity, unless it can represent a constraint to the ports (Alderton, 2005). 
 
 
Figure 4 - Liner operator’s selection model 
 
 
Identification of trade route to 
be served (e.g. Europe – Far 
East) 
Qualitative assessment or 
similarity indexes for each of the 
profile factors 
 
 
 
 
First-tier operational considerations 
for liner service: 
 
Vessel size, fleet mix, vessel speed, 
frequency 
 
Identification of possible ports of call 
at either side of trade route 
Demand profile of port: 
 
Flow orientation and geographical 
specialisation 
Port scale and growth Frequency 
of ship visits 
 
Second-tier operational considerations 
for liner service: 
 
Port calling pattern of liner service: 
number of port calls and call sequency 
at either side of the trade route 
 
Analysis of level of 
substitutability among possible 
ports of call (pair-wise) 
 
Supply profile of port: 
 
Capacity, costs and quality/reliability 
of nautical access, terminal 
operations and hinterland access 
 
 
Third-tier operational 
considerations for liner service: 
 
Required number of vessels 
based on vessel roundtrip time 
 
 
LINER SERVICE DESIGN 
LEVEL 
 
Port selection among ports with a 
moderate or high level of 
substitutability 
 
 
PORT GROUP LEVEL 
 
 
 
Behavioral impacts on port selection: 
 
Port selection dynamics in strategic 
alliance “Must” ports of call imposed 
by shippers Efficient use of dedicated 
terminal capacity Inertia and 
embeddedness 
 
Market profile of port: 
 
Market structure in port Logistics 
focus of port Port reputation 
 
 
 
 
INDIVIDUAL PORT LEVEL 
 
 
 
 
 
Explicit or implicit «weights» and 
individual port «scores” on port 
selection criteria 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Authors’ reproduction of Notteboom (2009: 746) 
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Third, criterion of assessment is the market profile of a port. A cargo control 
characteristic, terminal’s structure and operation within the port, and logistics focus 
(Notteboom, 2009) are all factors that can be related to organisation, interaction, 
information exchange, and competence (Fyrvik et al. 2006). At this stage the operator’s 
priority is in alignment with the ports focus on efficiency and the ports opportunity to 
influence efficiency. Though, if we asserted that the two ports were not complementary, 
but substitutes. 
 
The exercise demonstrated that there is a certain degree of concurrent factors with 
respect to a liner operator’s selection criteria of ports, and of ports’ view on, and 
opportunity to affect port efficiency drivers, internally and externally. 
 
 
5.2 COMPETITION AND CO-EVOLUTION 
During the following discussion a line operator's choice can exemplify how a 
hypothetical situation can develop if the line operator desires to consider their presence 
in a particular port. This action may be triggered by the idea that a signal of a possible 
relocation would support negotiations to reduce costs of calls, or achieve higher priority 
in the port; measures to strengthen the operators’ competitive advantage. Similar 
situations occur continuously during customer-supplier relations. However, this case 
assumes that the ports are substitutes. 
 
The next step is to understand how competition affects ports’ development with respect 
to co-evolution. In light of the two ports’ current modus operandi, an impression of co- 
evolution was founded. In view of the complexity of services offered by both ports, 
among them container handling, a model of co-evolution presented by Jacobs and 
Notteboom (2010) was found valuable. 
 
The model presents two competing ports, e.g. Grenland and Larvik, respectively at the 
terminals of Brevik and Revet, and how they compete for terminal development. The 
two ports are located within the same region, only a short distance apart. At a certain 
point of time a challenge occurs to the ports within this region because the liner operator 
wants to reconsider their preferred port of call. The reason could be, as stated above, 
that the liner operator wants to strengthen their competitive advantage due to signals in 
the external market affected by new opportunities and competitor strategy. Additionally, 
societal development is also considered, e.g. environmental demands and international 
and national desire for transfer of goods to sea, strengthening short sea shipping, 
(Government, 2013; MFCA, 2013; Holte et al. 2012), an impetus for the liner operator 
to act. The external markets and societal developments form a basis for the firms’ 
market reflections (Jacobs and Notteboom, 2010). To keep it simple, we assume that the 
locations are the terminals, and that the firms are the ports including their operators. 
 
The following elaboration should be assisted by Figure 5, below: A possible change of 
location by the liner operator created the first “window of opportunity” on the left side, 
which would provide terminal A an opportunity to give a positive response via port 
“One’s” market reflections. The first challenge is creating a critical moment; t1. 
Terminal B is left with two opportunities; either port “Two” wants to develop a similar 
terminal (Similarity index – Notteboom, 2009) based on their market reflections or; 
terminal B countermoves, attempting to interfere with the plans at terminal A. The 
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occurrence of this opportunity, the first window of opportunity in terminal B, arises at 
time t2 which is a critical moment. (Jacobs and Notteboom, 2010). 
 
Finally, interaction between the terminals and the ports will provide a series of actions 
and reactions. Spread out in time the occurrence of a second window of opportunity 
would emerge and transformation in the region will be put into effect, creating a critical 
conjunction at time t3. Outcomes of the transformation could be several and be 
exemplified by: 1) no terminal development, 2) development at terminal A by port 
“One”, 3) development at terminal B by port “Two” (Jacobs and Notteboom. 2010). 
However, as long as competition between the two ports prevails, we will not witness 
any development of terminal A by port “Two” and vice versa, the cooperation have had 
to be agreed. 
 
Figure 5 - Co-evolution through competition. 
 
 
 
 
Jacobs and Notteboom. (2010:19) 
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The exercises’ mission was an attempt to illustrate, on a theoretical basis, how ports' 
competitiveness hypothetically could have been challenged and developed. The 
objective was to establish a composition of factors, elements, and tasks each of the two 
ports must attend to in a competitive environment. To determine whether the two ports 
can actually benefit from collaboration an analysis of the evidence extracted during the 
interviews should be discussed. Similarly, national and regional government strategies 
and initiatives should also be considered during a discussion. 
 
5.3 SWOT ANALYSIS 
 
During the study many aspects of cooperation have been evaluated and investigated. 
Cooperation between the two ports is as we know non-existing; a SWOT analysis can 
be the appropriate tool to identify pros and cons: 
 
 
Table 4 - SWOT analysis 
 
Strengths Weaknesses 
Terminals and areas Equipment 
Vicinity 
Overland infrastructure Competence 
Economy 
Ownership Barriers, traditional 
Incentive shortage with respect to politics 
Overland infrastructure 
Opportunities Threats 
Attractiveness (to major operators) 
Demand for increased sea transport 
Overland infrastructure development 
Jutland corridor 
Specialization Co-ownership 
Inter-regional planning process 
Ownership (municipal) Authorities 
Political willpower Unprofessional boards 
(too many politicians) 
Railway 
Other port alliances 
Authors’ own compilation based on evidence acquired 
 
5.3.1 STRENGTHS 
 
Terminals and areas of the two ports should prove more than sufficient and plentiful 
(see page 40, 41) to serve as a future regional hub. In collaboration the different 
terminals could serve as complementarities (Besanko et al. 2010; Notteboom, 2009; 
Jakobsen and Lien, 2001) and create a strategic fit as a regional hub. Currently there is 
no shortage of equipment, Larvik is in the middle of a process of acquiring another ship 
to shore gantry crane which will provide a substantial increase during container loading 
and discharging operations. Distances between the two ports and their different 
terminals are approximately forty kilometres in average. Time wise, distances in the 
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Vestfold - Telemark region are being reduced by the construction of a new motorway 
(E18) and a new railway which is estimated to be operative within ten to fifteen years. 
Until now, both ports are presenting adequate economical results. 
 
 
5.3.2 WEAKNESSES 
 
The ownership models must in this case be regarded as weaknesses because the ports 
are owned by the municipalities. What causes the disadvantage is the fact that there are 
no incentives for the municipalities, so far, to seek cooperation with another port. 
Barriers, often unnoticeable to external can obstruct a potential collaboration due to 
traditional thinking, may be for the protection of local interests. However, there are 
examples that new infrastructure can reduce barriers. Current overland infrastructure 
will most likely appear as a weakness because there is a large lack of railway capacity 
and an inferior track into Revet terminal in Larvik. Additionally, an accommodation 
road from the E18 to Revet terminal is preferred. 
 
 
5.3.3 OPPORTUNITIES 
 
There should be no doubt viewing statistics, that both Grenland and Larvik have 
acquired a fair share of the volume of cargo (SSB, 2012) which should prove their 
attractiveness. On a long-term perspective the ever increasing focus on sea transport 
and environmentally friendly transport will probably strengthen sea transport. European 
strategies also focus on sea transport (Caruso, 2009) and increased transport on 
electrical powered trains. The improvement of the Jutland corridor will absolutely offer 
great opportunities when the infrastructure in the Vestfold-Telemark region is capable 
of receiving the goods volumes anticipated. Cooperation could provide a desired 
complementarity and specialization. Cultivation and streamlining of the services would 
prove valuable. It has been asserted that companies should outsource aggressively to 
achieve efficiency (Porter in Segal-Horn, 2004). Co-ownership in the respective ports 
will probably strengthen economy and contribute to specialization and improved 
services and efficiency. The inter-regional plan for intermodal cargo transport initiated 
by the municipal county of Vestfold and Telemark is an excellent opportunity for both 
ports to consider areas and forms of cooperation. The scenario workshop will provide a 
valuable tool for an investigation and evaluation of different opportunities without any 
binding demands. 
 
 
5.3.4 THREATS 
 
The ownership models can very much appear as an obstacle to cooperation among the 
two ports unless there is political will and drive. Authorities might well become a threat 
expressing indecisiveness, not fulfilling promised grants and thus creating uncertainty 
which will impose disfavour on the industries concerned. The question of ports’ boards’ 
competence can also be viewed as a threat because politicians not necessarily decide 
from a port’s point of view. There is also some scepticism related to the somewhat 
blurry plans for the railway in the area which makes planning doubtful. If Larvik and 
Grenland continue to compete, other port alliances may occur and compete for the 
goods of the region. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
The research question of this study is “How can cooperation between neighbouring 
ports within the Oslofjord area become reality”? Two neighbouring ports; the Port of 
Grenland and the Port of Larvik were studied in an effort to investigate opportunities of 
future collaboration between them. Currently, there is no cooperation, only competition. 
Evidence from the data that was sampled pointed at several approaches of cooperation, 
formal and informal. In a long-term perspective neither of the ports will benefit from a 
competitive situation like they experience to day. Competition might prove tiring to 
both. 
The theoretical contribution of this paper is that a SWOT framework is developed and 
presented (cf. Table 4) to analyse pros and cons for neighbouring ports to possibly 
cooperate or collaborate. 
A proposal for a further study is to continue investigation, presenting a series of factual 
activities and measures to the ports followed by monitoring the process over time in 
conjunction with the inter-regional process. 
The first opportunity to start a cooperative process is to attend actively and open minded 
to the scenario workshop of the inter-regional planning programme at an informal level. 
A scenario workshop will typically include tools of simulation, simulations which will 
orchestrate different scenarios demonstrating effects of various resource inputs. Results 
achieved during simulations are non- binding and informal. However, collaboration 
models may be uncovered documenting benefits of cooperation enabling the ports to 
investigate in best practices for profit and improvement through share resources (Brooks 
et al. 2010). Realisation of their potential gain, ports may enter into joint venture 
projects aiming to cultivate specialisation and concentrate goods flows. Cooperation is 
likely to increase influential power as ports are consultative bodies in municipal 
planning. The second opportunity is to abandon the issue of substitutability and work 
for complementarity. The two ports possess in total sufficient resources for a 
professional and specialized inter-regional hub. Continued competition is synonymous 
to waste of resources as services offered will continue to evolve parallel, not developing 
optimal solutions for their customers. The “best will win” principle may at the end 
prove to be costly which must be assumed to be reflected in ports’ fees and dues and 
become a deterioration for the ports as the intermodal focal point in the transport chain. 
The third opportunity to be seized is to approach the political environment and urge 
forward an idea of mutual investments in the two ports. The advantage is the creation of 
a regional, professional corporate model with long-term qualities to satisfy future 
requirements. 
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Abstract 
In December 2013, the new European transport infrastructure policy has been launched 
through the adoption of the new TEN-T (Trans European Transport Network) guidelines, 
and throughout to the “Connecting Europe Facility” as the related funding instruments. 
The previous TEN-T regulation achieved certain successes in cross border infrastructure. 
However, the revision is necessary for the development of the internal market and to allow 
the achievement of the Europe 2020 objectives (reduction of CO2, removing bottlenecks 
from transport chains that limit the smooth functioning of the European internal market 
and the regular flows of passengers and goods, etc.), translated as a more sustainable, 
green, efficient energy, safe and secure EU Transport. In order to support the 
implementation of the Core network Corridors, the new Regulation contains specific 
tools: Corridors and Coordinators. The corridors will allow bringing together all 
relevant stakeholders (such as Member States, regions, local authorities, infrastructure 
managers, port authorities, and users) under the leadership of a European coordinator 
and concentrate on cross border sections, intermodality and interoperability. The TEN-
T revision aims to establish and develop an integrated trans-European transport network 
which covers the infrastructure for all transport modes, ensures the functioning of the 
internal market and strengthens economic and social cohesion. This paper introduces 
the WiderMoS project, an initiative promoted by the TEN-T program through the INEA 
“Innovation and Network Executive Agency”, and developed by 5 EU countries and 16 
institutions leaded by La Spezia Port Authority, which will meet interoperability among 
some of the nine Priority Core Network Corridors, from west Mediterranean countries to 
central – north Europe, promoting the integration of  transport infrastructures (port, road 
and rail), information structures (info-structures: Port Community Systems and Single 
Window Services) and transport actors, from a Business to Business (B2B) point of view, 
in a private – public action. The main outcomes of the project are to efficiently and 
commercially exploit the corridors drawn by the TEN-T making European economy more 
competitive, efficient and smart. 
 
 
Keywords 
Motorways of the Sea, Core Network Corridors, logistics, door to door transport, 
multimodal transport, single window, Corridor Management Platform, EU TEN-T 
(INEA). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The WiderMoS project, acronym selected for the “Wide Interoperability and new 
governance moDels for freight Exchange linking Regions through Multimodal maritime 
based cOrridorS” project’s name, is an initiative engaged to the purposes of the Trans 
European Transport Network promoting and strengthening seamless transport chains for 
passenger and freight, while keeping up with future technological trends. 
 
Some introductory definitions must be clarified in order to clearly understand 
what WiderMoS is going to be. 
 
The European Union has a new transport infrastructure policy that connects the continent 
between East and West, North and South. The new regulation contains a new approach 
within all the transport infrastructure is designed with two layers: 
 
• the "comprehensive network”, a general network reaching all regions and 
ensuring that all citizens and businesses have easy access to European transport; 
• the "core network”, covering the main transport streams between capitals, large 
urban nodes, major ports and border crossing points, identified with an objective 
methodology. 
Figure 1. The 9 TEN-T Core Network Corridors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Source: European Transport and Mobility General Directorate 
 
The Core Network is the backbone of the multi-modal mobility network. To ensure its 
realization and implementation, the Commission developed the concept of multimodal 
core network corridors. In terms of scope, the Commission proposed 9 core network 
corridors, covering the 27 Member States. Each corridor shall cover at least 3 transport 
modes, cross at least 3 Member States and include 2 cross border sections. The core 
network corridors shall be based on modal integration, interoperability, as well as on a 
coordinated development and management of infrastructure. 
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Motorways of the Sea are the maritime dimension of the TEN-T network. By improving 
Maritime and Ports operations, MoS will allow the development of the underlying 
skeleton of the new multimodal core network corridors. It is the Priority Project 21 for 
INEA. 
 
As stated of the actual TEN-T regulation, “The trans-European network of motorways of 
the sea is intended to concentrate flows of freight on sea-based logistical routes in such 
a way as to improve existing maritime links which are viable, regular and frequent, or to 
establish new such links for the transport of goods between Member States so as to reduce 
road congestion and/or improve access to peripheral and island regions and States 
[…]and may also include activities which have wider benefits and are not linked to 
specific ports, such as making available facilities for ice-breaking and dredging 
operations, as well as information systems, including traffic management and electronic 
reporting systems”. 
 
“Moreover the new TEN-T regulation adds that Motorways of the sea represent the 
maritime dimension of the trans-European transport network. They shall consist of short-
sea routes, ports, associated maritime infrastructure and equipment, and facilities 
enabling short-sea shipping […], including hinterland connections, [..] and includes 
information and communication technologies (ICT) such as electronic logistics 
management systems”. [1] 
 
 
Figure 2. Motorways of the Sea (MoS) map. 
 
 
                         Source: Innovation and Networks Executive Agency (INEA) 
 
Motorways of the Sea and TEN-T corridors 
The main objective of the Global project is to contribute to the promotion of the 
Motorways of the Sea (MoS) priority project in EU fostering its effective and sustainable 
connection with core TEN-T network corridors. In any way, all of the actors involved in 
transport chains are invited to find out the way to make better business taking advantage 
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of this initiative, the corridors and MoS shall not exist if EU economy “drivers” do not 
use these initiatives. 
 
Directive 2010/65/EU 
One of the main objectives to reach in terms of the multimodal transport, is the 
harmonization of reporting formalities applied to the maritime sector. The sea leg in a 
combined freight transport has been maybe the oldest when we talk about the international 
movement of goods. Nowadays, it represents almost the 90% of the total freight moved 
around the world, nevertheless, many procedures related with the administrative steps 
when arriving or leaving international ports, continue being the cause of bottlenecks on 
the goods flow. The complexity of maritime transport require an in deep analysis when a 
transport contract must be drawn. These facts conducted to the European Commission to 
work on the development and introduction of the Directive 2010/65/EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 20 October 2010 on “reporting formalities for ships 
arriving in and/or departing from ports of the Member States and repealing Directive 
2002/6/EC.” This directive applies to the reporting formalities applicable to maritime 
transport for ships arriving in and ships departing from ports in European Union (EU) 
countries. Every EU country must ensure that the reporting formalities at their ports are 
requested in a harmonised and coordinated manner. The master, or any other person duly 
authorised by the operator of the ship, must provide the competent national authority with 
notification, prior to arriving in an EU port, of the information required under the 
reporting formalities. 
 
Electronic transmission of data 
EU countries shall accept electronic reports via a single window as soon as possible and, 
at the latest, by 1 June 2015. The single window will be the place where all information 
is reported once and made available to various competent authorities and the EU 
countries. EU countries must ensure that information received in accordance with 
reporting formalities is made available in their national SafeSeaNet systems and make 
available parts of such information to other EU countries via the SafeSeaNet system. 
 
EU countries shall accept FAL forms for the fulfilment of reporting formalities and they 
may still accept information provided in a paper format until 1 June 2015. [3] 
 
 
2. WiderMoS 
As an operative and policy supporting test bed and pilot project, WiderMoS is being 
developed and implemented to improve the interface between maritime transport and 
other modes (mainly rail), implementing new port/ship/train interfaces and efficient port-
hinterland connections, connecting ports and integrating freight “origins” and 
“destinations”, and bridging gaps in and between different trade corridors. 
In other words, WiderMoS aims at facilitating the homogeneous connection between 
Motorways of the Sea and the TEN-T core network corridors throughout several 
activities: 
• A MoS prospective study facing the transport challenges in 2020 and beyond, 
setting options and opportunities for the future deployment of MoS; 
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• an in-depth analysis of some key topics (including customs procedures and 
logistic processes) linked to the deployment of the future governance model of the 
core network corridors; 
• a number of 5 pilot projects in the Mediterranean, Atlantic and the Baltic sea 
focused in the development of an IT Corridor Management Platform (CMP) 
acting as a Logistic Single Window for the integration of sea – based transport 
services in the logistic chain, with a focus on paperless logistics / e-customs 
processes and with priority for the integration of inland terminals and rail. 
As a key success factor, WiderMos is supported by a large stakeholder network working 
as a think tank for the actual and future MoS in terms of performance, capacity and 
requirements, market studies, implementation and investment plans. The platform is 
composed by institutional entities, regional and local authorities and other relevant public 
and private stakeholders including chambers of commerce, port authorities, shipping 
lines, shippers, infrastructure managers, and transport and logistics operators. 
In order address those issues WiderMoS is implementing 3 main strands of activities: 
2.1. 5 Corridor Management Platforms (CMP) Pilot Projects under the Activity 1, 
demonstrating the effectiveness of a better structured interoperability between 
modes realized via the implementation and demonstration of Corridor 
Management Platforms; linking MoS and inland core priority corridors the 
CMPs are focused in ports; the pilots will be realized in: 
• La Spezia (Italy) 
• Barcelona (Spain) 
• Rostock (Germany) 
• Kiel (Germany) 
• Leixoes (Portugal) 
•  
2.2. A policy supporting activity defining the medium term prospective options for 
MoS in 2020 under the Activity 2, and 
2.3. A deeper analysis of 4 very specific topics linked to the realization of the TEN-
T corridors governance model under the Activity 2. 
WiderMoS is taking place in 5 Member States from September 2013 to November 2015 
with an overall eligible costs of around 5 million euro. 
The consortium is composed by relevant actors in the maritime and logistic field such as: 
• the port communities of the port of La Spezia (second port in Italy) and Barcelona 
• the national Customs Agencies of Italy and Spain 
• worldwide shipping lines such as MSC 
• worldwide relevant shippers like Ikea  
• other relevant ports in north and south of Europe 
• relevant logistic player such as ASTA logistik and Kombiverkher (Multimodal 
Transport Operators) 
• important logistic nodes such the inland terminal of Zaragoza, Mezzo and Padua 
• other significant actors such as regional entities, chamber of commerce, shipping 
agents and forwarders associations, innovative IT system integrators. 
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3. CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2] 
The Corridor Management Platform (CMP) is a network of business interoperating 
platforms where shippers and other logistic actors could control their operations 
throughout the formalised supply chain. The CMP supports Business-to-Business (B2B) 
processes, with a concept of one-stop-shop for logistics services, involving private clients 
and service providers.  
 
The CMP will interconnect systems of different actors: carriers, logistics integrators, 
ports and other logistics platforms. 
 
The CMP will interconnect intermodal transport networks which include maritime, road 
and rail related information systems. On one hand it will increase the visibility of all 
stakeholders involved in a commercial transaction (mainly businesses) requiring transport 
and logistics services: freight owners, train traders, railway companies, railway 
infrastructure managers, shipping companies, port infrastructure administrator, short and 
long distance transport companies and in the other hand it will allow the collaboration 
among them by the use of collaborative tools and shared decision making processes. 
 
The key factors of information flow and exchange between “machines” and stakeholders 
are the actual interfaces, message formats and information exchange protocols utilised. 
Different standards exist and there is a need to link them with an agreed framework 
covering aspects such as semantics (meaning of information elements and the relationship 
among them), vocabularies, etc., to ensure that the information is understood in the same 
way by the different organizations or stakeholders. 
 
It is essential that new information systems have the capability to operate with legacy 
systems which will be retained by many stakeholders. 
 
Another important point is the fact that the transport and logistics domain is still a highly-
based paper sector. There is a need of ICT solutions adoption. WiderMoS CMPs will be 
an affordable, reliable and trusted option for SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) to 
take part in international trade and commerce flows at a very competitive cost. 
 
3.1. CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT PLATFORM SPECIFIC BENEFITS 
 
• Improve the efficiency and flexibility of processes, the quality of real-time 
information and traceability of cargo, reducing administrative costs and 
procedural errors. 
• Improve the integration and sharing of information between different actors in the 
logistics chain. 
• Increase visibility and predictability throughout the transport chain - Boosting 
reducing costs of production / stock, as well as the logistics costs, offering 
multimodal optimized transport solutions. 
• Improve security transparency and reliability, offering standardized and qualified 
services. 
• Provide IT support services to ensure interoperability and implement standard 
procedures and mechanisms for data exchange 
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In addition to the general benefits described above, here are included some of the 
WiderMoS system benefits for companies: 
• Offers new and better services to companies, in order to help them use economies 
of scale to be more competitive operationally and financially 
• Increased visibility to other business models in the logistics nodes 
• Promoting door-to-door services to companies in logistics nodes 
• Increasing use of multimodal transports, to take advantage of its benefits such as 
high volume-low unit cost transportation. 
• Address reverse logistics issues, such as returning empty back hauls, through the 
consolidation of freight demand by the logistic single windows 
• Better utilization of vehicles and Increased load factor 
• Better quality data and less administrative costs for SMEs. 
• Better synchronization of freight traffic through ports, road and rail infrastructure 
(synchro-modality). 
• Increase the speed at which goods can move, reduce costs and improve business 
efficiency. 
• Simplify information flows. 
• Cutting costs through reducing delays. 
• Faster clearance and release. 
• More effective and efficient deployment of resources. 
• Create incentives for innovation, recognising the specific role of ICT in this 
context. 
• Improve skills related the implementation of innovative technologies. 
 
Figure 3. The WiderMoS CMP legs. 
 
 
Source: own elaboration 
 
The aim of the CMP Pilot is to let the user and supply chain agents access to a middleware 
as a web services platform at different levels. The middleware will be independent of 
operating systems since it will be developed as a web application; updating and 
maintaining the CMP platform without distributing and installing software will increase 
the facility of use. The CMP solution will let active communication among and the users, 
B2B, this communication will be carried out through forms, and documents download, 
and access to database agents with validated permissions. 
The information and goods must flow in a synchronized way, even information may arrive 
first to each agent or actor within the chain. 
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Figure 4. The Information and Freight Flows within the Multimodal 
Transport Chain. 
 
Source: own elaboration 
It is expected that anticipating any bottleneck in information flow, the physical flow of 
goods will be always constant, diminishing transport change operations and the delivery 
delays and improving efficiency. This may be translated in better service offers by the 
transport agents increasing benefits and competitiveness. 
3.2. THE CMP PILOT APPROACH 
The basic message exchanges are more or less the same and there is no obvious technical 
reason why these exchanges could not be standardised within Europe and among the 
different actors on the transport chain, and in our case, the “Corridor” actors. 
Nevertheless, some differences in documents and timing related to local port regulations 
and national transport laws have been a bottle neck to be solved.  
The proposed ICT tool (CMP) is being implemented in a server offering a web service. 
This tool provides an efficient solution to increase the organization and access to the 
transport information from origin to destination in a collaborative way. Its database will 
be stored in a centralized server containing an existing database, using access permission 
protocols and secure connections over Internet: HTTPS (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 
Secure). At the same time, the own agent databases and information are maintained 
restricted for the rest of the actors using the CMP. 
Protocol based in HTTP protocol oriented to encrypted communication and secure 
identification of a network web server. HTTPS system uses encryption based on SSL/TLS 
(Secure Sockets Layer/Transport Layer Security) in order to establish an encrypted 
communication channel. 
The levels of access to the CMP are defined according to the following main roles: 
User1: user authorised to edit, modify and manage all the application (Corridor 
Manager) 
User2: user authorised to edit and modify only forms related to the origin nodes 
(local freight forwarder at origin) 
User3: user authorised to edit and modify only forms related to the destination 
nodes (local freight forwarder at destination). 
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 Figure 5. The CMP concept applied to the Mediterranean and Central 
Europe Corridors. 
 
      Source: own elaboration 
 
The information availability and exchange will take advantage of the capacity of the 
transport operators to facilitate the integration to the CMP through middleware protocols. 
The access to the Port Community Systems by these agents is also required in order to 
reach the desired results. 
As part of the Electronic Commerce (EC), the CMP is thought as a sophisticated service 
which improves the container’s transport performance, increasing the efficiency of the 
multimodal transport providers and their turnovers. Some examples of international trade 
support platforms are: (1) Tradelink which is used to complete the customs declaration in 
Hong Kong. To improve operational efficiency and reduce transaction cost, many traders 
use Tradelink as a platform to complete their customs declaration; and (2) INTTRA that 
is the platform that shipping lines work with other actors such as logistic service providers 
in the container transport chain, and what is also a single-source Internet portal through 
which shippers can access services offered by a community of liner shipping companies 
(source: www.inttra.com). Services offered by INTTRA include checking the sailing 
schedule, booking shipping space, and tracing container status. The use of EC suggests 
that operators in container transport chains are making use of EC to develop their 
networks and connect with shippers and their suppliers to improve productivity and the 
service provided. [4] 
4. MoS PROSPECTIVE STUDY & CORRIDORS GOVERNANCE 
DIMENSIONS 
“Motorways of the Sea (MoS) are the framework for the development of actions covering 
maritime transport/ports and favouring their integration in the global transport chain. In 
the new TEN-T Guidelines, MoS are part of the Core Network and link into the 
Comprehensive Network. They constitute an invisible but fully available transport 
corridor covering all of the EU’s coastal areas and will therefore be a key infrastructure 
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implementation tool in the deployment and operation of the Comprehensive and Core 
Networks”. [5] 
The aim of this project activity is to deliver a MoS Prospective Study setting up the main 
strategic line of directions for MoS in between 2015 and 2020, linked to the new 
governance corridors dimensions and assessing the potential of MoS as the 10 Corridors 
and the maritime dimension of TEN-T.  
It will specifically cover some MoS deployment issues as underlined in the 2012 EU 
Coordinator report on MoS: application of ICT, clustering of ports and development of 
corridors paying attention to the regional aspect, European internal market and logistic 
chains, as well as external trade. 
 
Figure 6. The Corridor Governance Approach. 
 
Source: own elaboration 
 
Private initiatives must drive the EU Policy Makers to the adoption of agile Directives 
and Governance Models with the aim of improving the efficiency, trust, profitability and 
competitiveness of transport sector in Europe. The implication of relevant stakeholders 
in Spain, Italy, Germany, Portugal and Poland at administrative level will provide to 
WiderMoS the arguments to develop and implement the right solutions, solving the most 
difficult part: the A2A procedures across Europe. Customs, Maritime and Rail 
Authorities, and regional Authorities involved in the development and investments in the 
maintenance and construction of Transport Infrastructures are required to be part of the 
third party partners of the project, in fact they take part of the project and have 
consolidated a powerful Administration Stakeholders Network. 
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5. Conclusions 
Up to know, the WiderMoS project has collected some stakeholders and user needs 
regarding the complexity of the management of the whole Transport Chain. The Corridors 
are the physical way but they require a huge work to demonstrate Governmental 
Interoperability applying A2A policies. One ongoing initiative supported by the TEN-T 
program under the INEA supervision is the ANNA project. AnNa supports (system) 
integration of national Maritime Single Window development (ship-to-shore and between 
the various services/administrations) also to allow for effective and sustainable 
communication between the national systems, including SafeSeaNet (SSN).  
Rationalisation, Standardisation and Interoperability are key. [6] 
At private level, the institutions involved need to demonstrate that new or improved 
corridors based on the Core Network corridors are feasible in terms of the amount of 
freight, the turnovers, the profits, the connections availability and the most important, the 
movement of transport means must be occupied in both directions. Empty containers is a 
gap that any transport operator does not want to pay for. The success of the Core Network 
corridors depend on the way multimodal transport operators find the balance between the 
goods moved from origin to destination and vice versa. 
The limitations for the use of trains for cargo and freight of goods in combination with 
other modes, are complex because of the management of empty containers, frequency of 
trains and offer availability. The frequency and the possibilities to have the trains with 
full containers loaded is another limiting factor. 
Figure 7. The Final Goal of WiderMoS. 
 
Source: own elaboration 
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An interoperable, profitable and efficient transport chain is desired in terms of the infra 
and info structures capacities. The technology is sufficiently mature and the corridors are 
available. The end users are required to take the challenge to change the way to make 
business by using smarter and optimal solutions applied to the multimodal transport. 
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Abstract 
In the nineties, a change in the Spanish Port Authorities Management model took place. 
Until then, Port deficits were financed by the State. The new regulations imposed the 
self-financing, among other changes. As a result, Port Authorities were immersed in an 
extremely competitive environment where self-financing and financial sufficiency 
became the main objectives. 
Based on this situation, the aim of this study is to analyse whether, after 15 years of 
self-management, there exist significant differences among the three watersheds where 
the Spanish Port Authorities are located (Mediterranean, Atlantic and Cantabrian). So, 
we want to know whether decision taking decentralization has caused any imbalance 
among the different watersheds. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
Port Authorities, perceived innovative effort, decentralization, Rasch Measurement 
Theory 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Spain, the port system is state-owned. It comprises of 44 General Interest Ports, 
managed by 28 Port Authorities, dependent in turn on the Public Authority of State 
Ports within the Ministry of Development. The existence of an efficient port system is a 
key factor in ensuring the competitiveness of a country. Ensuring the efficiency of that 
port system is not an easy task and one of the first issues to address is how many ports 
are needed (Blanco et al., 2011 pp.77-78). 
This question arose some years ago in the Spanish port system that, given its high costs, 
seemed to be oversized. Given that situation it was necessary to make a decision and 
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select which ports would "survive". There were two alternatives: deciding centrally 
from the institution of the Public Authority of State Ports which ports would survive or 
let ports develop their activity in a purely competitive system so they self-selected 
themselves (Sanchez et al., 2012).   
In the Spanish case, the second option was chosen. Thus, in the nineties, there was a 
paradigm shift. Port Authorities saw how their dependence on the state was reduced, 
becoming more independently managed and, most importantly, more self-financed. As a 
result of this transformation, Spanish ports of general interest were immersed in a 
highly competitive environment in which the equity financing and financial sufficiency 
became priorities (Arévalo Quijada et al., 2005). 
Based on this situation, the aim of this study is to analyse whether, after 15 years of 
self-management, there exist significant differences among the three watersheds where 
the Spanish Port Authorities are located (Mediterranean, Atlantic and Cantabrian). So, 
we want to know whether decision taking decentralization has caused any imbalance 
among the different watersheds.  
Variables to be analyzed can be of very different nature (economic, financial, 
environmental, infrastructure ...). Ideally, the best option would be to do this analysis  
based on different positioning variables. However, this is an ambitious goal that exceeds 
the scope of this study. In this case, due to innovation is said to be one of the key drivers 
in improving social welfare and a crucial factor in the growth and survival of long-term 
business (Schumpeter, 1939; Baumol 2002), the variable “perceived innovative effort of 
the Port Authority” will be used.  
Innovation, as it was stated in previous studies, is a highly important factor for port 
operations (Serrano et al., 2009; Blanco et al. 2010, p.72). Therefore, we consider 
innovation an important factor to consider when comparing the situation of the 
watersheds. 
Innovation can be defined as "the introduction of a new product, a new production 
method, a new market, the discovery of new supplies of raw materials in manufactured 
products, and even the emergence of a new sector or redirection of an existing one" 
(Schumpeter in Solé 2008 p.14). It is also one of the key drivers in improving social 
welfare and a crucial factor in the growth and survival of long-term business 
(Schumpeter, 1939, Baumol 2002). It is also considered a key element for achieving the 
sustainable development of economies (OECD). 
Why is innovation necessary for ports? The response to this question is related to freight 
traffic growth and competitiveness (Blanco et al., 2010): 
Globalization has resulted in a spectacular increase in international transactions and 
freight. It has also required increases in the capacity and speed of the movement of 
goods, accompanied by a need for lower unit costs of transport. 
Most international trade in goods is by sea, especially in transoceanic trade. The 
responses were not long in coming. There has been a steady increase in the international 
merchant fleet, both in terms of the number and the size of vessels. This increased load 
capacity has required a parallel expansion in the ability of ports to facilitate the growing 
traffic, raising the need for them to innovate. For ports to be competitive, they must be 
able to move (load, unload & transfer) large quantities of merchandise and do so 
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quickly. In addition, they must be able to incorporate other value adding activities and 
logistical services. This has led to adaptation through multiple actions. Some of these 
include (Blanco et al., 2010):  
- The construction of new infrastructure including: Terminals and accesses to them 
that are larger and deeper and so can accommodate larger vessels. Specialized 
terminals for the movement of specific goods (containers, vehicles, bulk, etc.) 
Terminals for connecting the various modes of transport; rail, truck and ships of 
different size and tonnage (short-sea shipping). The development of LAZ´s 
(logistics activity zones) with special provisions for all logistical needs including 
storage areas and facilities such as storage yards, silos, warehouses, workshops, 
factories, etc. The establishment of dry ports for the grouping of goods. 
- The provision of new equipment (cranes of greater tonnage capacity and 
specialization, conveyors, ramps, platforms, vehicles, special facilities for all types 
of logistical services and value adding activities such as cargo inspection, etc). 
- The creation of telematics platforms, which incorporate ITC´s, to streamline 
document management, allowing information to flow more quickly and with a lower 
list of errors. Examples include the transmission of data via EDI and the 
computerization of management and documentation procedures such as inspection 
and control, etc. 
- The need for certification (prevention, environmental and quality) to show that 
certain services can be offered with a guarantee. 
- Management and organizational change (The introduction of flexible schedules, 
outsourcing and the involvement of private initiative through administrative 
concession, etc.). 
Once the relevance of innovation has been stated, the aim of this study is to analyse 
whether, after 15 years of self-management, there exist significant differences among 
the three watersheds where the Spanish Port Authorities are located (Mediterranean, 
Atlantic and Cantabrian) depending on the “perceived innovative effort” variable. In 
order to do it, the Rasch Methodology has been selected. 
The structure of the rest of the study is as follows. First, the empirical research design is 
describe with a brief reference of the Rasch methodology. Then the results are presented 
and in the final section the main conclusions are stated. Finally, references and the 
appendix are included. 
2. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH DESIGN 
This study was based upon the completion of a survey. The questionnaire was 
developed in two phases. The first phase was comprised of the performance of a 
national and international literature review of material related to our subject, meetings 
between members of the research team and representatives of the State Ports and the 
Port Authority of Santander, and the drafting of the first version of the questionnaire.  
In the second phase, the content of this first version was shown to industry 
representatives in order to gain their opinions and suggestions for adapting the 
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questionnaire to the specific reality of the port environment. With the incorporation of 
their suggestions, the final questionnaire was designed. 
The questionnaire was sent out by mail and e-mail to all Spanish Port Authorities 
(100% of the population). The final number of valid responses received amounted to 25, 
representing 89.28 percent of the total population studied. 
All questions were based on a Likert type scale, in which subjects were asked to give 
scores between 1 (no importance) and 5 (extremely important). This study is based in 
question 10 related to the perceived innovative effort made by Port Authorities. 
The chosen analysis methodology is the Rasch technique. Due to the novelty of this 
methodology in the management and innovation field, a brief explanation about it is 
included in the next subsection. 
2.1. RASCH METHODOLOGY 
In the Social Sciences field and, specifically, in the Business and Management area, 
there are many realities that cannot be directly measured. Thus, measurement is usually 
done indirectly by measuring a group of items that, in theory, integrate the construct or 
reality that we are interested in. In those cases, it is very common to use Likert scales to 
value those items. The scores obtained from the Likert scales cannot be considered 
measurements due to they are ordinal scores and, in order to consider them a 
measurement they should have an additive structure, a characteristic that only interval 
variables have. 
Rasch Measurement Theory, initially developed by George Rasch (1960), solves this 
problem by transforming ordinal variables into interval variables. Rasch Measurement 
Theory is based in three principles: unidimensionality (a construct is unidimensional 
when all the items are referred to the same construct or latent variable so they can be 
located in the same lineal construct with the subjects); invariance (the results are 
independent from the samples of subjects and items used); and additivity. 
When it comes to transform the ordinal variables into interval variables, the Theory is 
based in the following statement: “persons who are more able/more developed have a 
greater likelihood of correctly answering all the items in the observation schedule. And, 
easier items are more likely to be answered/reached correctly by al persons” ((Rasch, 
1960) in (Bond and Fox 2007, p.28)). 
Then, the mathematical model is derived from the logistic function that relates the 
increasing probablity of response to all ítems with the persons’ ability (Gonzalez 
Montesinos, 2008). 
From this statement, a new concept is defined: distance. It is the difference between the 
ability of the person (β) and the difficulty of the item (δ). Three situations may happen 
depending on the result of this difference: 
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• Si β-δ>0: the probability of the subject answering correctly to the item is more than 
50% 
• Si β-δ<0: the probability of the subject answering correctly to the item is less than 
50% 
• Si β-δ=0: the probability of the subject answering correctly to the item equals 50% 
The mathematical expression of the model is derived from this idea and it can be 
consulted in any of the handbooks about the methodology (see (Bond and Fox 2007; 
Alagumalai et al., 2005; von Davier and Carstensen 2007). 
With regard to the data treatment, several software packages are avaible (Facets, 
Winsteps…). In this study the 3.75 Winsteps software is used (Linacre, 2012a).  
The applications of the methodology are countless: dimensionality analysis, global 
reliability and validity of measures, individual reliability and validity of measures, 
category analysis, classification of persons and items, differential item functioning, 
subtotal analysis, positioning analysis... 
In this study, the subtotal analysis will be used. It allows to group different persons (in 
this case Port Authorities) under a common structure (in this case, the three Spanish 
wathersheds –Mediterranean, Atlantic and Cantabrian). Thus a group analysis can be 
done and potential differences among groups could be identified. In order to carry out 
this analysis, the 25 Port Authorities were classified in the three watersheds (see Table 
1). 
Table 1 - Port Authorities classified by watershed (alphabetical order) 
Atlantic Wathershed Cantabrian Watershed Mediterranean Wathershed 
Bahía Algeciras 
Cádiz 
Ceuta 
Huelva 
Las Palmas 
Málaga 
Motril 
Sevilla 
A Coruña 
Avilés 
Bilbao 
Ferrol 
Gijón 
Pasajes 
Pontevedra 
Santander 
Vigo 
Vilagarcía 
Alicante 
Baleares 
Barcelona 
Cartagena 
Castellón 
Tarragona 
Valencia 
     Source: Own Elaboration 
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3. ANALYSIS 
First we analyse whether there significant differences among the three wathersheds by 
using the subtotal analysis offered by Rasch Methodology. Tables 2, 3 and 4 include the 
results of the above mentioned analysis. 
 
Table 2 - Subtotal analysis I 
PERSON 
COUNT 
MEAN 
MEASURE S.E. MEAN 
OBSERVED 
S.D. MEDIAN 
MODEL 
SEPARATION 
MODEL 
RELIABILITY CODE 
25 .53 .28 1.36 .72 3.68 .93 * 
10 .41 .51 1.53. .83 4.12 .94 1 
7 .65 .54 1.32 .83 3.57 .93 2 
8 .57 .44 1.16 .44 3.10 .91 3 
Source: Own Elaboration 
Tabla 3 - Subtotal analysis II 
PERSON 
CODE CODE 
MEAN DIFFERENCE WELCH 
MEASURE S.E. t d.f. Prob. 
1 2 -.24 .74 -.32 14 .753 
1 3 -.16 .67 -.24 15 .812 
2 3 .08 .69 .11 12 .915 
Source: Own Elaboration 
 
Tabla 4 - Subtotal analysis III 
ANOVA- PERSON 
Source Sum-of squares d.f. Mean-Squares F-Test Prob>F 
@watershed .26 2.00 .13 .06 .9429 
Error 46.18 22.00 2.10   
Total 46.43 24.00 1.93   
Fixed-Effects Chi-Square: .1106 with 2 d.f., prob. .9481 
Source: Own Elaboration 
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Now, the meaning of each of the data contained in the previous table is explained. The 
interpretation of the meaning of Table 2 headings is as follows (Linacre, 2012b): 
• Person count: count of persons (in this case Port Authorities). 
• Mean measure: avarage measure of Persons. 
• S.E. Mean: standard error of the average measure of Persons. 
• Observed S.D.: population sample deviation of the Persons. 
• Median: the measure of the middle Person. 
• Real/model Separation: the separation coefficient: the “true” adjusted sample 
standard deviation/root-mean-square measurement error of the Persons (REAL = 
inflated for misfit). 
• Real/Model Realiability: the person measure reproducibility 
• Code: the classification code in the Person label. The first line, “*”, is the total 
for all Persons. In this case, the remaining codes are those in the Person columns 
specified by @watersheds, this is: 1 = Cantabrian ; 2= Atlantic ; and 3= 
Mediterranean.  
 
The interpretation of the meaning of Table 3 sections is as follows (Linacre, 2012b): 
• Person code: the classification code in the Person label for subtotal 1. 
• Code: the classification code in the Person label for subtotal 2. 
• Mean difference: difference between the mean measures of the two CODE 
subtotals, “1” and “2”. 
• Measure: sice of the difference between “1” and “2”. 
• S.E.: standard error of the difference 
• t: Student’s t 
• d.f.: Welch’s degrees of freedom 
• Prob.: Probability of Student’s t. 
 
Finally, table 3 reports a one-way analysis of variance for the subtotal means. The aim 
is to identify whether they are statistically the same as the overall mean (Linacre, 
2012b). This is the meaning of the different sections of Table 3: 
 
• Source: the variance component 
• @vertientes: the variation of the subtotal mean measures arount the grand mean. 
• Error: is the part of the total variation of the measures arount their grand mean 
not explained by the @vertientes. 
• Total: total variation of the measures arount their grand mean 
• Sum-of-squares: the variation around the relevant mean 
• d.f.: the degrees of freedom corresponging to the variation (=number of 
measures – 1) 
• Mean-squares: sum-of-squares divided by d.f. 
• F-test: @vertientes mean-square/error mean square 
• Prob>F: the right-tail probability of the F-test value with d.f. A probability less 
than .05 indicates statistically significant differences between the means. 
• Fixed-Effects Chi-Squatre (of Homogeneity): a test og the hypothesis that all the 
subtotal means are the same, excepts for sampling error. 
• d.f.: defrees of freedom of chi-square 
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• prob.: probability of observing this value of the chi-square or larger if the 
hupothesis is true. A probaiblity less than .05 indicates statistically significant 
differences between the means. 
 
Overall, we can conclude that there are no statistically significant differences among the 
three watersheds regarding their level of perceived innovative effort. 
 
Despite the no existence of significant differences regarding the perceived innovative 
effort, it seems interesting to analyse the position given to the different items by the 
three watersheds. Table 5 includes the final classification of each watershed for the 16 
items analysed (see Appendix 1).   
 
 
Tabla 5 - Final classification of items by each watershed. 
Position Atlantic Watershed Cantabrian Watershed Mediterranean Watershed 
1st 13 11 11 
2nd 11 8 10 
3rd 10 3 12 
4th 12 14 1 
5th 1 10 13 
6th 14 1 3 
7th 5 13 9 
8th 9 12 14 
9th 8 9 6 
10th 6 5 8 
11th 4 7 7 
12th 3 6 5 
13th 7 4 4 
14th 2 2 2 
15th 15 16 16 
16th 16 15 15 
      Source: Own Elaboration 
 
Figure 1 represents the information included in table 5 in a more visual way so that the 
interpretation is easier. 
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Figure 1 - Final classification of items by each watershed  
 
      Source: Own Elaboration 
 
From the figure, it can be seen that the perceived innovative effort made by the 
watersheds is really similar along the 16 analysed activities. However, there are some 
differences that, despite not being significant, may be interesting. 
First, the Atlantic watershed perceives that less effort is done in the activities related to 
Port services (item 3). ON the other side, this same watershed perceives that more effort 
is done is those activities related to sales and marketing (item 5) and to contingency 
plans and security systems for protecting infrastructure and the environment (item 13). 
This last result seems to be normal if we take into consideration that some Port 
Authorities such as Bahía de Algeciras, Ceuta or Las Palmas integrate this watershed. 
Due to their geopolitical situation, they are considered to be strategic ports. For 
instance, they are the African gateway to Europe and as a result more innovative effort 
is needed in those areas related to security. 
Regarding the Cantabrian watershed, more effort is perceived to be done in those 
activities related to external relationships (item 8). This may be due to the fact that ports 
located in this watershed try to create new growth opportunities by generating traffic 
with other countries because its hinterland is under severe competition due to the 
geographic proximity of ports. Thus their main growth opportunities would come from 
external partners. This could be related in turn with the Short Sea Shipping European 
Policy where Port Authorities want to positioned.  
1
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On the other side, the Cantabrian watershed perceives that less effort is done in those 
activities related to plans and protection systems (item 12). In this case the initial 
situation, especially in the Vasque ports, may be influencing the results that may be 
biased. 
Finally, the Mediterranean watershed does not present any remarkable difference with 
respect to the other two watersheds. 
Additionally, we would like to delve into these results by comparing the position of the 
watersheds and the position of the different Port Authorities. In order to do it, Figure 2 
represents the three watersheds (right) with their associated Port Authorities (left). 
Specifically, each watershed and their associated Port Authorities have been represented 
with a different colour: 
• Atlantic Watershed: green 
• Cantabrian Watershed: blue 
• Mediterranean Watershed: red. 
 
Figure 2 - Watersheds and Port Authorities position 
 
 Source: Own Elaboration 
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Therefore, it could be seen that the watersheds’ position is strongly influenced by those 
Port Authorities that are positioned in the extremes. For instance, the Cantabrian 
watershed is influenced by the position of Pasajes and Aviles which have negative 
values. 
 
It may be concluded that the differences appeared when comparing individual ports, not 
watersheds. This could support the established hypothesis according to which 
competition emerges among the ports that integrate the same watershed.  
However, we must be careful. The internal positioning of every port in each watershed 
may be biased due to the following reasons: 
• We should not forget that the question is about “perception” of the innovative 
effort made in the last previous years (2004-2008) and, as a result, subjectivity 
exists. Therefore, results may be influenced by company size: a lower 
investment in a small port may be perceived as a big effort compared to another 
investment which is higher is absolute terms but relatively less important.  
• In addition the analysis is made in a specific period of time, so the evolution of 
the variable is not taken into consideration. This is related with the following 
reason. 
• The initial situation, which may be different in every port, is not analysed. Thus, 
a port which had previously done a big innovative effort has to do a lower effort 
and this is not detected in the analysis (Sanchez et al., 2013). For instance, 
Barcelona perceived that the effort they made was not as high as the effort made 
by other Port Authorities. However, Barcelona may have done the effort in 
previous years its initial situation when the study was carried out may have been 
better so the perception may be completely different. 
• Finally, the study is about perceived innovative effort made by Port Authorities 
so the effort made by other stakeholders is not being analysed. This should be 
taken into account because, according to previous studies, private enterprises 
usually assume most of the financing of innovation (Blanco et al., 2010).  
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusion of this study is the inexistence of significant differences among the 
three watersheds which integrate the Spanish port system (Cantabrian, Atlantic and 
Mediterranean) regarding the perceived innovative effort. Therefore, despite the 
decentralisation process that occurred in the nineties, the three watersheds have 
followed similar paths. 
The comparative analysis among watersheds and Port Authorities showed that the 
watersheds’ position is highly influenced by the extreme position of some Port 
Authorities. This fact, together with the previous conclusion, makes us think that 
comparative and positioning analysis should be done taking Port Authorities as unit of 
analysis. Results seem to show that competence happens at an individual level (ports) 
rather than at a watershed level. This approach was already used in other previous 
studies which affirmed that competence is not only international but also national, 
among ports from the same watershed (Blanco et al., 2010; Sanchez et al., 2012; 
Sanchez et al., 2013).  
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Due to the internal competence, ports look for new growth opportunities in the external 
market. Thus, the European Short Sea Shipping policy seems to be an opportunity to 
maintain and develop ports, being specially critic for the smallest ports. 
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APPENDIX - QUESTIONNAIRE 
According to your point of view, and with reference to the last five years (2004-08), 
give a score between 1 (no effort) and 5 (extremely high level of effort) for the degree 
of effort to innovate that has been developed within the Port Authority in the following 
areas. 
A Strategic planning (business plan development, annual reports, planning for the 
use of port areas, objective monitoring, etc.) 
B Human resources (selection, training, internal promotion, labor relations, etc.) 
C Port services (the control of operations, the regulation of services, etc.) 
D Management of concessions and authorizations 
E Sales and marketing (Searching for new traffic, relationships with clients, 
carrying out studies, etc.) 
F Finance and economics (economic management, coordination and budgeting, 
internal financial control, etc.) 
G Legal services and administrative management (e-administration) 
H External relationships (corporate image, web, community relationships with the 
port and city communities). 
I Quality (quality systems and certifications, etc.) 
J Environmental issues (environmental impact, sustainability, waste 
management, certifications, etc.) 
K Information systems, communication and control systems (IT, telematics, 
cameras and sensors, etc.) 
L Plans and Protection systems (ships and port facilities)  
M Contingency plans and security systems for protecting infrastructure and the 
environment (port operations and services, monitoring and forecasting of 
environmental effects). 
N Projects and construction (the design and development of new infrastructure 
and port facilities). 
O Maintenance (the management of a preventive maintenance plan and a plan for 
the maintenance of infrastructure) 
P Promotion and Sponsorship of scientific and technological R & D within the 
port (agreements with universities or research centers, research grants and 
doctoral programs and the development of patents, etc.) 
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Abstract  
In a marine terminal, logistics of container movements and arrangement can certainly 
affect the benefit that terminals, carriers and ship-owners can get. They may even lead 
to costs difficult to bear by the shipping companies. Container logistics management 
understood from the time that a container is discharged at a port, can be defined as a 
set of financial transactions, and based on the logistic principle that every movement 
generates a cost. Based on this principle, it arises the question if the cost of passage 
and stay of a container at a terminal can be reduced through an efficient allocation of 
space arises. 
Given the land’s extension of a terminal, the costs of port land, the prices that 
placements and movements of containers involve, as well as their horizontal and 
vertical positioning, this work seeks to make an analytical study to check whether the 
assumption of an efficient allocation is fulfilled. We are based on a specific case-study. 
From a given example, we consider the limit of practical resistance and safety, the 
maximum height of stacks, the containers before their new settings, the terminal size, 
the movement cost, the cost of getting the container below if other above (swapping of 
containers), and the ratio ‘cost of movements and machinery / cost of space (ground)’. 
We try to find a reasonable optimum comparing several possible configurations. 
Keywords  
Logistics, Logistic’s Management, Containers, Container’s Logistic, Container Cycle; 
Marine Terminal, Container’s Terminal. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays over 60% of the world’s deep-sea general cargo is transported in containers. 
Some routes, especially between economically strong and stable countries, are 
containerized to nearly 100%. 
Container handling is then a subject of recent research, because of the economic interest 
and environmental impact involved in the optimization of a large part of cargo 
transportation. Operating costs for ships, terminals, and also capitalization of ships, 
containers and port equipment ask for a reduction of unproductive times (as waiting 
times) at a port, and also reduction of resources and energy (fuel) expenses. The 
potential for cost savings is high. The capacity of telecommunications, information 
processing, modern computers and computation algorithms, have allowed some insight 
into complex subjects like the master bay plan problem by simulation techniques.  
Concerning the containers used, the “twenty-foot equivalent unit” (TEU) is a unit of 
cargo capacity often used to describe the capacity of container ships and container 
terminals. It is based on the volume of a 20-foot-long (6.1 m) and 8 feet (2.44 m) wide 
intermodal container, a standard-sized metal box. This unit can be easily transferred 
between different modes of transportation, such as ships, trains and trucks. There is a 
lack of standardization in regards to height, ranging between 4 feet 3 inches (1.30 m) 
and 9 feet 6 inches (2.90 m), with the most common height being 8 feet 6 inches 
(2.59 m) 
Additionally there is a standard container with the same width but a doubled length of 
forty feet called a 40-foot container. To allow stacking of both types of container (20 
and 40 foot) together, the accepted 20 foot container is slightly less than 20 foot, the 
exact length is 19 feet 10.5 inches (6.058 m) (see figure 1).   
The forty-foot containers have found wider acceptance as they can be pulled by semi-
trailer trucks on the roads. The length of such a combination is within the limits of the 
national road regulations requiring no special permission. As some road regulations 
allow longer trucks, there are also variations of the standard forty-foot container - in 
Europe and most other countries a container of 45 feet (13.72 m) may be pulled as a 
trailer. Containers with a length of 48 feet (14.63 m) or 53 feet (16.15 m) are restricted 
to road transport in the USA. 
Referring to the load of the containers, nearly everything can be stored inside. There are 
also refrigerated units (reefers), equipped with a heat pump and being connected to 
electric power supply during transport. The maximum total mass of a 1 TEU container 
is accepted as 24000 kilograms. For a forty foot unit, it is 30480 kilograms. There are 
special designs for heavy loads (twenty foot units) with a maximum mass of 30500 kg. 
Containers are usually classified according to their mass, as empty, light, medium, or 
heavy, to facilitate the stowing plan on a ship. 
Container ships only take 40 and 20 foot containers below deck but in many cases it is 
possible to store 45 foot containers above deck. 90% of the containers that container 
ships carry are 40 foot units. As container ships carry near 90% of the world freight 
(excluded bulk cargos as ores and oil), some 80% of the world's freight moves via 40 
foot containers. 
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Figure 1 - 40 foot containers over 20-foot containers, starboard side 
of a ship. Bays number 21 and 23 are indicated on the beam, 
numbering of bay 22, figures partially erased, on a steel pillar 
 
 
       source: Torsten Bätge, Hamburg 
 
 
The storage of containers in a ship has to fulfill stability requirements, and can be done 
inside (under deck hatch) and/or on the deck. They are usually located by means of: 
- bay number (from bow to stern: bays 01, 03, 05… of 20 foot equivalent, or 04 
(=03+05), 08, 12… of 40 foot equivalent. In figure 1, bays number 21 and 23 are 
indicated on the beam)  
- row number (from the center of ship to starboard 01, 03, 05…, and to port 02, 04, 
06…, center is 00 if any)  
- tier (height, from the bottom: under deck, 02, 04… over the deck, figures like 72, 
74… or 82, 84… are used). 
The distribution of containers on loading a ship to achieve maximum stability at sea, 
allowing also easy unloading of selected containers in multiple stops routes, and 
fulfilling resistance criteria about maximum weight on a tier, unloaded containers on top 
of heavy ones, etc, is known as the master bay plan problem, and has received attention 
[1-3], showing the complex mathematics on it due to the large number of possibilities 
for large containerships (more than 5000 TEU).  
The complete operation of transport at sea by containers might be divided in different 
phases, which can be summarized as: 
- filling of the container (packaging of goods in the containers) 
- arrival at a terminal (concentration of containers by road / train) 
- handling in the terminal (at the yard) -> modern machinery 
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It is rarely known where inside a ship (bay, row, and tier) a given container would be 
transported, at the moment of arrival at the terminal. A management of this knowledge 
might imply a reduction in shifting containers to be loaded in a ship, and information 
available could be used to reduce movements and reordering of containers. Also, 
restrictions usually apply to requirements for the location of reefers (refrigerated 
containers), hazardous and over sized containers. 
Nowadays technology comprises Gantry cranes at port (sea-side), straddle carriers 
(SCs), forklifts as top loaders, rubber-tyre gantries (RTG), rail-mounted gantries 
(RMG), and tractor-trailers for movements and stacking at the terminal yard. 
- the loading of a ship comprises what is called the master bay plan problem for 
stability and safety of the ship. This process involves information processing and 
computation technology (to evaluate stability), as well as the use of modern 
machinery to move the containers, from the yard terminal (logistics). 
- the ship routes and alterations to avoid bad weather are also important, but are not 
considered here. 
- the unloading of a ship uses modern machinery, the same as the loading process, 
and is strongly conditioned by the previous loading process.  
- handling in the terminal (at the yard), which uses modern machinery (logistics), and 
is related to the intermodality (transport out of the port terminal, train and trucks) 
- distribution on land side (done with road and train 
- distribution of goods from the container (emptying the containers) 
A lot has been treated about the handling, ordering and loading of containers on a ship, 
mostly based on existing devices and container disposition, as a way to minimize 
movements and time [1-3]. Maybe because the master bay plan problem has been 
presented as a mathematical problem, less related to the available machines and 
technology than the stacking process at the yard, for instance (existence, type and 
performance of Gantry cranes, straddle-carriers, trucks, and reinforced soil for the 
machinery…). On the other hand, storage and stacking of containers at the yard is a 
much less studied topic, and the studies mainly consider the convenience or not of high 
stacking, and the use of gantry cranes or straddle carriers [4, 5] 
Here we concentrate on the storage, movements, and stacking logistics at the container 
terminal. The analysis is sensitive to markets and prices of labor, availability, 
maintenance and cost of machinery, possibilities of automation, and land cost, and then 
only indicative values can be expected, because of changing conditions.  
STORAGE AND STACKING LOGISTICS 
Stacking logistics has become a field of increasing importance because more and more 
containers have to be stored in ports as container traffic grows, and space is becoming a 
scarce resource in many terminals. Generally containers are stacked on the ground in 
several levels or tiers and the whole storage area is separated into blocks.  
A container’s position in the storage area (yard) is then addressed by the block, the bay, 
the row and the tier. The maximum number of tiers depends on the stacking equipment, 
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either straddle carriers or gantry cranes, and the mechanical resistance and safety 
reasons. For loaded containers, the maximum number of tiers recommended is 5-6. 
According to operational needs the storage area is commonly separated into different 
areas. There are different areas for import and export containers, special areas for reefer, 
dangerous goods or damaged containers. The average daily yard utilization of large 
container terminals in Europe is about 10.000–20.000 containers resulting in about 
15.000 movements per day. The dwell time of containers in the yard is in the range of 
3–7 days at an average. 
A storage planning or stacking decision system has to decide which block and slot has 
to be selected for a container to be stored. Because containers are piled up, not every 
one is in direct access to the stacking equipment. Containers that are placed on top of 
the required one have to be removed first. Reshuffles (or re-handles) may occur due to 
several reasons; the most important ones result if data of containers to be stacked are 
wrong or incomplete. At European terminals 20–40% of the export containers arrive at 
the terminal lacking accurate data for the respective vessel, the discharge port, or 
container weight – data which are necessary to make a good storage decision. Even after 
arrival, vessel and discharge port can be changed by the shipping line. For import 
containers unloaded from ships the situation is even worse: the landside transport mode 
is known in at most 10–15% of all cases at the time of unloading a ship, e.g., when a 
location has to be selected in the yard. 
Different classes of storage logistics can be distinguished. In storage or yard planning 
systems, stack areas and storage capacities are allocated to a ship’s arrival in advance 
according to the number of import and export containers expected. An appropriate 
number of slots in blocks and rows are reserved for a given ship. Depending on the 
planning strategy, the reservation for export containers can be split for discharge port, 
container type/length, and container weight. A common strategy for export planning is 
to reserve slots within a row for containers of the same type and discharge port while 
heavier containers are stacked on lighter ones assuming that they are loaded first 
because of the ship stability. For import containers only a reservation of yard capacity 
of respective size is done without further differentiation. This is because data and 
transport means of delivery generally are unknown at the time of discharge. If the 
transport mode is known, import areas can be subdivided according to them. Common 
strategies for import containers are either selecting any location in the import area or 
piling containers of the same storage date, in the hope a “first in-first out” container 
movement will allow lower number of reshuffles.  
Yard or storage planning rarely matches the real delivery because container delivery is a 
process not exactly known at the time of arrival of the containers. The quality of this 
yard concept mainly depends on the strategy how to determine a good stack 
configuration and a good forecast of the container delivery distribution. These factors 
are hard to solve, the result is a comparatively high amount of yard reshuffles. In 
addition, the reservation of yard locations occupies space, and the land cost tends to 
reduce reservation of yard locations, with a higher stacking and more cost of stacking 
and reshuffles. A key to further improvements on efficiency is the automation of in-yard 
transportation, storing and stacking to increase the terminal throughput and decrease 
time of handling and ship turnaround time at the terminal.  
In any operation, the costs involved are: (1) Cost of land; (2) cost of equipment; and (3) 
cost of labour. The costs have to be considered during some time interval, we take one 
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year as a representative time. The cost of land represents the interest for the value of the 
land, equivalent to a mortgage or a rent. The cost of machinery comprises the 
acquisition and further depreciation of value, the maintenance, painting, and expenses as 
fuel, to achieve normal working. We decompose the cost in a similar way as depicted by 
[6], taking into account that technology has advanced, costs are now different than then, 
and while the machinery cost has increased, its performance has also increased, nearly 
compensating. The salaries cost has nearly doubled when considered in the same 
currency, and the cost of land has been multiplied by more than 10 if we compare the 
costs from [6] and the cost of land at Barcelona container terminals. We compare 
different cases: Wheeled containers on chassis, to give high mobility and no machinery 
to stack, expected favourable if land is available and land cost is low; Stacked 
containers, which need loaders and more labour to stack them, besides the trucks used 
in any case, uses much less land, depending on the used stacking (tier number used). 
The following variables are considered: 
- Cost of loader for stacking the containers: CT 
- Cost of chassis for containers, if wheeled: CC 
- Loader maintenance and operation, including energy/fuel:  MTL 
- Chassis maintenance: MCC 
- Depreciation of chassis and loaders = 1/15 of their purchase value. (This assumes 
average 15 years of useful life) 
- Cost of labour for operating the loader: CW 
- Area required per container parked: AC  
- Area required per container stacked: AS. Depends on tier number  
- The average stay of the containers in the terminal:  AD 
- Interest rates:  RI (in %) (This is applied for buying the machinery, CT ) 
- Cost of Land:  CL (per unit area per year) 
- The terminal's daily volume: DV (containers a day) 
- The loader's efficiency:  LM 
The total cost for stacking operations (TCS) and the total cost for wheeled operations 
(TCC) were calculated according to the equations (quantities for a year): 
TCS = AD  DV  AS   CL + (DV/LM) * (CT*RI + CT/15 + MTL + Cw) . 
TCC = AD  DV   AC   CL + AD   DV ( CC   RI + CC/15 + MCC) 
 
The ratio R = TCS/TCC was also calculated. If R > 1, then wheeled operations should 
be more economical while, if R < 1, then stacking is preferred. Ratios of TCS with 
different stacking (tier number) would give an indication of preferred stacking height. 
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It should be remembered that this is a simplified model: other costs, as licenses and 
customs procedures, are assumed constant, and then the results for different 
arrangements are only comparative. Also, as the two Barcelona container terminals have 
a total area of some 105.5 Ha, and move some 1.8 million containers (TEU) a year (near 
5000 TEU, or around 2500 movements a day on average), the available area could only 
assume a less than two day stay at the terminal for containers if tried to be wheeled and 
not stacked. The average time a loaded container stays at the terminal is near 5 days on 
European ports (essentially, because of land cost and availability). The global cost of 
land for the Barcelona terminals is estimated at 470 MEuro, and this gives, at 6% 
interest rate, some 30 Euro/m2/year. Data used is shown in Table 1 and Table 2. 
 
Table 1 -  Data for the model. Area in m2, costs in Euro. 
AC = AREA PER CONTAINER REQUIRED FOR PARKING; 87 
AD = average delay of a container in the terminal (number of days in 
the terminal); 
5 
CC = chassis cost (purchase price); 7500 
CL = cost of land, per square meter per year; 30 
CT = cost of a loader 300000 
CT/15 = straight line depreciation over 15 yr; 20000 
CW = cost of personnel required for the operation of the loader, per 
year 
60000 
DV = daily container volume in the terminal; 5000 
LM = number of containers a loader can handle in a day 50 
MCC = cost of chassis maintenance; 750 
MTL = maintenance cost of a top loader; 30000 
RI = interest rate in %; 6 
 
 
Table 2 - Area per container occupied for stacking, 
including services and transport 
   LEVELS (TIER NUMBER) 2 3 4 5 6 
AS = area per container required for stacking, 
in square meter  
43,7 29,3 22 17,6 14,5 
 
Differently from [6], it should be noted that the number of containers a loader can 
handle during a day, decreases as number of tier increases, but also there is more non-
productive time (not loading or unloading a ship) because re-shuffling will be more 
extensive with higher number of tier. Then, the LM value depends on the number of 
tier, because of time (and fuel) spent in moving vertically the containers, and more 
pronounced at high tier number, because of the increasing reshuffles needed. As a first 
approach, as an optimistic view, we assume at 6 tier, LM is 70% of the table value, at 5 
tier, 80%; at 4 tier, 85%; at 3 tier, 90%, at 2 tier, 95%. The longer distances to be 
covered by horizontal displacement if a lower tier number is used, do not influence as 
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strongly as the reshuffling problem, and, on the other hand, horizontal displacements 
can be done at higher speeds than vertical movements. 
On the other hand, loaders with higher performance have a higher cost, and these tend 
to compensate each one referring the total cost of operation. The advantage of high 
performance loaders resides in the simplification of logistics and interaction among the 
different loaders working at a time. Different loading strategies and machinery could be 
used, but the actual results are not very sensitive to this, a doubling of machinery cost 
produces a near 25% cost increase on the 5 tier stacking (if keeping performance 
constant). In this case, if performance doubled with doubling machine cost, in fact cost 
reduced by near 20% because less machines are needed, meaning less labour cost. 
A Microsoft Excel worksheet was used in order to calculate the total cost of wheeled 
and of stacked container operations under a variety of conditions. The computed costs 
do not include customs revision, insurances, and repairing of damaged containers. 
 
 
Figure 2 - Series 1: Cost stack to 6 tier divided by cost to wheel the containers (values 
under 1 favour the stacking). Series 2: Cost of stack to 5 tier divided by cost of wheel the 
containers. Series 3: Cost of stack to 3 tier divided by cost to wheel. Series 4: Cost of 
stack to 6 tier divided by cost to stack to 3 tier. Series 5: Cost to stack to 5 tier divided by 
cost to stack to 3 tier. Computations with 6% interest rate. The ratio Cost Stack/Cost roll 
goes to low values after 3 days (near zero with longer time) because of the high cost of 
land use in the Cost of roll. 
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From figures 2 and 3, it can be seen that, for average stays of 2 days or more, the 
stacking of containers becomes economically favourable if interest rates are 6%, and 
stacking becomes favourable for average stays of 2.5 days or more if interest rates are 
12%, showing relatively low dependency on interest rates. Changes in land prices and 
on interest rates had small effect on this tendency. As the average stay of containers in a 
terminal is well over 2 days in Europe, stacking is nearly always favourable when 
compared to maintaining the containers in a wheeled chassis. If logistics allowed the 
containers to stay at the terminal for only about one day or less, it would be cheaper to 
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store them on the wheeled truck chassis they would be transported later, and avoid the 
machinery and labour to stack them.  
                  
Figure 3 - Series 1: Cost stack to 6 tier divided by cost to wheel the containers (values 
under 1 favour the stacking). Series 2: Cost of stack to 5 tier divided by cost of wheel the 
containers. Series 3: Cost of stack to 3 tier divided by cost to wheel. Series 4: Cost of 
stack to 6 tier divided by cost to stack to 3 tier. Series 5: Cost to stack to 5 tier divided by 
cost to stack to 3 tier. (Computation with 12% interest rate). The ratio Cost Stack/Cost 
roll goes to near zero with time because of the high cost of land use in the Cost roll. 
 
 
Comparing the stacking with different tier number (different height), results that higher 
tier number (6 or 5) is favourable compared with stacking at 3 tier, for stays longer than 
some half day to two days, depending on interest rates. This is caused by the relatively 
high land price. A higher tier number is not recommended because of safety reasons. 
Also, because of high land price, storing to 5 tier for average stay of 5 days produces a 
reduction of cost of some 15% respect stacking at 3 tier (see figs. 2 and 3). 
On the other hand, the consideration of the loaders’ decreased performance with higher 
tier, produces an increase of cost of some 25% for the higher tier considered (stacks of 6 
containers). Then, stacking should be reduced to the minimum necessary to reduce 
costs. In fact, usually the nominal capacity of terminals is higher than that used, in order 
to attract more clients (sometimes, showing a part of yard empty). The best procedure 
should be to avoid empty or unoccupied spaces, reducing at the same time the stacking 
height. 
As commented by Martínez & Eguren [7], the container storage in the reservoir has a 
daily cost for each unit, and cost increases when a significant percentage of that unit 
spends 30 days or more at the depot. Due to this reason the stock policy was set to FIFO 
(First In-First Out), which in most cases, due to the poor planning of the area, supported 
by the mismanagement of the tank, is not followed up, generating an excessive expense 
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that becomes a black hole in the finances of the ship-owners [7], according to this 
investigation, this consideration also applies to the containers at the yard. 
Also, some additional facts might deform the results, as for instance customs inspection, 
rejections, insurances inspection, and the “free pool” that the terminals offer to their 
clients, i.e., the number of empty containers they can have stored at the terminal without 
paying for it (The terminals try to get clients that do not swap from terminal to terminal 
by this means). 
CONCLUSIONS 
To achieve low cost in container handling, it is needed to balance land use and 
machinery (energy-intensive) use. The high land cost and the available space force the 
stacking of containers. The model allows computation of preferred stacking conditions, 
the high land cost suggests the use of a high stacking ratio (i.e., to use a high tier 
number), but safety reasons limit the tier number to 5 or 6. In the real world it would be 
better to use all the available land, for instance in the case of Barcelona or other ports, 
and by means of logistics and conditions assumed by the clients, force a relatively short 
stay of containers at the terminal, to keep the stacking relatively low and uniform.  
Using all the available space to stock the containers might allow a non-maximum 
stacking height, and a reduced tier number would mean less reshufflings and less time 
and energy spent to stack the containers. 
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Abstract 
The present paper brings into sharp relief that how the economical crisis of 2007 
affected maritime sector A-Z particularly in Container shipping in Spain- Greece –
Turkey and how the butterfly effect of economical crisis is spreading the container 
shipping in nowadays. It further argues that it is possible to theorize and analyze 
resilience within real data. The paper presents data from different investigation 
organizations regarding the development of maritime sector as of 2000 until 2007 and 
the stagnation period of container shipping by comprising the situation in each of the 
countries Spain- Turkey – Greece during the crisis period. 
This article discusses particularly Spain - Greece - Turkey due to the fact that similar 
economic structure among the countries. The realization of the analysis will be done 
through publications, online publications, authorities’ statistics and statistics of the 
sector's data base. 
It is estimated that the normalization process of the shipping market could take two or 
perhaps even four years as of today 2014. The related companies in three countries 
were dropping out of the market in 2009 therefore it was the worst economic and 
financial recession over the decades in the sector; it is important to state that there had 
been dramatic drop over 4.5% in 2009 in container business and the most affected by 
the crisis. 
The overall conclusion is growth period which shall be the increase of import and 
export trade volumes, unemployment rate, increasing production and the GDP of each 
country. In this so called revival period, the economy and trade volumes are expected to 
grow both within EU and in  world trade. Economic indicators (unemployment rate, 
GDP/capita) shall move in a positive direction along with consumer confidence. The 
policymakers should be aware of a possible overheating.  
 
Keywords 
Crisis, Economy, Maritime, Effect of the crisis on shipping business, Container 
Shipping 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
“The main mode of transport is the maritime one, since more than 90% of the total 
commerce is moved by sea” (United Nations Conference on trade and Development, 
2010). This percentage of preference of the shipment or transportation of the cargo is 
not ignorable. However, being said this, it is important to also focus on the real reasons 
of this rate.  
“Given the importance of freight, we can say that the development of a nation may 
depend largely on logistics. The supply chain is a major source of income for the 
economies of countries and companies involved therein.” ( Jesus Martinez, 2011) The 
details of what is the impact of transport and maritime business on countries economy 
will be discussed in further chapters. 
First of all,  the production is the main lode of the shipping world. It should be known 
that the supply = demand ratio of world business directly affects the shipping business. 
If there is no demand to supply a X product to carry from A point to B point, then there 
is no sense of seaborne business. The manufacturing industry in global supply chains 
depends on maritime transport services. “Therefore, shipping is a vital component in 
global supply chain management “ (Siu Lee Lam, 2011). The bigger volumes that can 
be carried on sea more than air transport, road transport and rail transport regardless the 
distance  and consequent non-connectivity of the A point to B point. The seaborne 
business is the most common when it is compared cost and benefit. Therefore in this 
case, when a production supply chain and transportation fails, this causes big problem.  
“But shipping alone is not sufficient, as is known, it is necessary for interconnection 
with other modes of transport to carry the goods to the final customer or end consumer 
sites, hence the importance of strengthening the supply chain.” (Jesus Martinez, 2011) 
Second important core point is that import and export volume of the countries are main 
determining factor for shipping lines. Some countries have more import than export or 
some has more export than import percentages shaping with the policies of the 
governments for the sustainable development. Below you will find some important 
points before touching down the analysis of the economical crisis of 2007 to the 
container shipping in Spain, Turkey and Greece. 
“The USA has traditionally been the EU’s major trading partner but its relative 
significance has declined in recent years, in particular in exports. Between 2006 and 
2011 the US proportion of total EU exports fell from 23 % to 17 %. Nevertheless, from 
2009 the surplus with the USA has been increasing, and in 2011 it reached a record 
level since 2008” (Eurostat Pocket book, 2013) 
2. EU PERSPECTIVE & COMPETITIVENESS 
Transport sector is recognized by world authorities as UN, EU & OECD as vital feeder 
nutritious vein of a country's economy and for country's sustainable development. “The 
EU being a main global trading entity this is, of course, also valid for the global 
economy and trade.” (ECSA,2009) 
It is important to emphasize the competitiveness of the maritime sector within and extra 
EU countries. Hence agreements on cooperation are a mutual touchstone of maritime 
transport markets. “Considering that these agreements may be entered into by actual or 
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potential competitors and may adversely affect the parameters of competition, 
undertakings must take special care to ensure that they comply with the competition 
rules. In service markets, such as maritime transport, the following elements are 
particularly relevant for the assessment of the effect an agreement may have in the 
relevant market: prices, costs, quality, frequency and differentiation of the service 
provided, innovation, marketing and commercialization of the service.” (Official 
Journal of European Union, 2008)  As it is stated previously the competition should be 
fair whilst short-sea shipping carries 40% of intra-European freight.  
During last decade, the huge volume of the merchandise flow has created an immense 
demand for seaborne business. Merely, the effect of global financial crisis of 2007 has 
been flew dramatically at the end of 2008 ~ beginning of 2009. Soon effects on Turkey, 
Greece and Spain will be analyzed with statistical data. After all the statistical analysis  
it will merge that urgent precautions should be taken. 
According to European Commission Directorate General for Energy And Transport, an 
appropriate policy approach is needed in order to ensure the continuous performance of 
the EU maritime transport system and its contribution to the recovery of the world 
economy. Beyond the current conjuncture, this policy approach should ensure that 
Europe retains a core human and technological know-how serving the sustainability and 
competitiveness of current and future shipping operations.  
3. FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS 
Fundamental facts which draw a nation and a country's economy is GDP, 
Unemployment rate, import & export rates, resource productivity, research material 
consumption. This section draws attention of these fundamental factors and their 
analysis. 
The structure of imports has slightly changed in recent years within EU. Between 2006 
and 2011, the share of primary products increased from 35 % to 39 % while the 
respective share of manufactured goods declined. The main reason behind this is the 
rapid growth of imports of energy products. (Eurostat Pocket book, 2013) 
 
Figure 1.1 - EU-27 exports by products group, 2011 (%) 
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Source: Eurostat (online data code: tet00061) 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 - EU-27 imports by products group, 2011 (%) 
 
 
Source: Eurostat (online data code: tet00061) 
 
 
 
On the table of import, the greater percentage number of imports with 60 % is 
manufactured goods. Also the case is same for export. Top export destinations from 
European Union are as following USA, Russia, Switzerland and Japan with 13 % of 
share. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 - Unemployment rates in January 2014 -  EU 
 
      source: Eurostat News Release 30/2014  
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The highest in Greece (28.0% in November 2013) and Spain (25.8%). Greece 
increased compare to 2012 (26.3% to 28.0% between November 2012 and November 
2013) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4 - Unemployment rates in January 2014  - Turkey 
 
 
 
 
Whereas, in Turkey unemployment rate is 9.9 % according to November 2013 data of 
Turkish Statistical Institute. 
For Turkish Statistical Institute, number of employed persons increased by 152 
thousand persons compared to the same period of the previous year and has reached to 
25 million 443 thousand persons in the period of November 2013. Agricultural 
employment decreased by 299 thousand persons and non-agricultural employment 
increased by 451 thousand persons in this period. 
Distribution of the employments according to the sectors is as following: in November 
2013; 22.5% was employed in agriculture, 19.4% was employed in industry, 7.4% was 
employed in construction and 50.7% was employed in services. 
According to Turkish Statistical Institute, employment in services increased by 0.7 
percentage point, industry increased by 0.4 percentage point and construction increased 
by 0.2 percentage point while that of agriculture decreased by 1.3 percentage point. 
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Figure 1.5 - Trade in services, 2006 and 2011 (1) (EUR 1 000 million) 
 
 
              source: Eurostat Key Figures on Europe 2012 
 
 
Above chart indicates that Spain has improved its export from 2006 to 2011 whereas 
Greece remained same without any growth on exports. In Turkey's statistics 5.6 million 
euros of growth is observed during 5 years. 
 
Here below resource productivity table for Greece, Turkey and Spain. Turkish data for 
latest year 2011 does not exist. “Resource productivity is GDP divided by domestic 
material consumption (DMC). DMC measures the total amount of materials directly 
used by an economy. It is defined as the annual quantity of raw materials extracted from 
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the domestic territory of the focal economy, plus all physical imports minus all physical 
exports. It is important to note that the term "consumption" as used in DMC denotes 
apparent consumption and not final consumption. DMC does not include upstream 
flows related to imports and exports of raw materials and products originating outside of 
the focal economy. When examining resource productivity trends over time in a single 
geographic region, the GDP that should be used is in units of Euros in chain-linked 
volumes to the reference year 2005 at 2005 exchange rates.” (Eurostat, 2014) 
 
 
Figure 1.6 - Resource Productivity 
 
source: Eurostat (online code tsdpc100) 
 
 
 
“The indicator Domestic Material Consumption (DMC) is defined as the total amount 
of material directly used in an economy. DMC equals Direct Material Input (DMI) 
minus exports. DMI measures the direct input of materials for the use in the economy. 
DMI equals Domestic Extraction (DE) plus imports.” (Eurostat, 2014) Therefore 
according to the below table market has been slowed down 2013 due to financial crisis 
although it was partially growing. 
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Figure 1.7 - Domestic Material Consumption - 1 000 tones 
 
s :Eurostat estimate 
 
   source: Eurostat (online code tsdpc220) 
 
 
 
Below one may find estimated Import rates out of thousands of tones. Greece import 
rate seems to decrease early, for Spain and turkey although there had been fluctuations 
between years, total imports have been slightly slow down. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.8 - Total Imports - 1 000 tonnes 
 
s :Eurostat estimate 
 
       source: Eurostat (online code tsdpc220) 
 
 
 
In the year 2009 there is a drop of the export rate in Spain and Greece, but unlike 
Turkey, where the economy and the export rate have been growing chronologically. 
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Figure 1.9 - Total Export - 1 000 tonnes 
 
 
S : Eurostat estimate 
 
          source: Eurostat (online code tsdpc220) 
 
 
 
Figure 2 -  Maritime manufacturing sector by main activities 
 
Value added of maritime manufacturing sector by main activities, 2010, for countries 
over 500 EUR million of value added  
Source: Eurostat (sbs_na_ind_r2) 
 
 
Figure 2.1 - Production of the EU maritime 
manufacturing sectors by main activities, 2008-2011 
                       source: Eurostat - Prodcom 
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In most countries, the building of ships and floating structures was the largest sector 
among the maritime manufacturing sectors in terms of value added, as shown in figures 
2 and 3. 
From 2008 and 2011 because of the financial crisis, the amount of maritime 
manufacturing sector has been decreased % 25. “In contrast, repair and maintenance 
followed a different trend, with the value of production in this sector decreasing steadily 
by 27 % between 2008 and 2010 and then increasing by 8 % between 2010 and 2011.” 
(Eurostat, 2014) 
In 2011, in the maritime manufacturing sectors 50% of production in the EU has been  
accounted for by the building of ships and floating structure, 27% by the building of 
pleasure and sporting boats and 23% by the repair and maintenance of ships and boats.  
4. PORT ANALYSIS 
SPAIN 
Undoubtedly crisis has been felt dramatically in Spanish ports. Barcelona Container 
Terminals are waiting for cargo to handle. In Valencia TCV, Noatum and MSC 
terminals, the situation is not very different. Msc is filling up the terminal proportionally 
and the overload cargo is being handled by Noatum. Recently JP Morgan bought 
Noatum terminal. This is the reason, comparing previous years the situation in Noatum 
is getting better. As last, TCV is using half of its capacity. Beyond any doubt, terminal 
non fullness is a good opportunity for Shipping Line Companies to adjust tariff rates.  
On the other hand, Algeciras terminal is a transshipment port considering its 
geographical position. The majority of the volume around 93 % handling in Algeciras 
port is derives from transshipment cargo. 7 % remains as local volume export and 
import of Algeciras.  “Hence, the position of Algeciras (and Malaga) is at risk, while 
MSC, the largest customer of Valencia, also holds an interest in one of the current 
Tangier-Med terminals” (Dynamar 2012).Therefore It is important to note that due to 
the nature of shipping business, transshipment volume can swap any port if needed. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 - Spain-Med / Overall capacity, throughput and occupancy 
forecast  
source: Dynamar 2012 
 
 
GREECE 
“Greece is in a state of financial and economic flux. Following the severe sovereign 
debt crisis emerging in 2010, the Euro zone almost imploded in 2011. Only by the end 
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of the year, Greece, the worst hit after allegedly having lived over the means since it 
joined the EU looked to be moving towards a solution of sorts. The bailout packages 
from the EU and the IMF, allotted under extremely strict conditions, include draconian 
austerity measures, which the country's population will feel for many years to come. It 
may take the country ten years, at least, before it emerges from its worst ever economic 
crisis.” (Dynamar, 2012) Greece is the country where the most butterfly effect of crisis 
has been felt. Cosco has bought one of the terminals in Piraeus due to privatization. The 
intention of this port is to become a transshipment hub port. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 - Greece / Overall capacity, throughput and occupancy forecast 
 
source: Dynamar 2012 
 
 
TURKEY 
According to Ministry of Maritime Affairs, in 2011, the value of Turkish exports was 
estimated at USD 135 billion, of which around 45% to the European Union. The 
government aims at growing this to USD 500 billion by 2023 when the Turkish 
Republic is to celebrate its 100-year existence. Nearly 80% of Turkish foreign trade 
goes by sea. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 : Turkey / Overall capacity, throughput and occupancy forecast 
     source: Dynamar 2012 
 
 
When Turkey is compared with Europe, it can be said that the effect of financial crisis is 
limited. That is to say Turkey hasn't been effected by crisis as Europe did. However it is 
still alarming to have too many on going terminal projects. In upcoming recent years, 
overcapacity problem can be experienced. In Marmara, besides existing terminals such 
as Kumport, Mardas, Marport, Haydarpasa, DP World (Project) , Yilport, Beldeport 
(Project) , Evyapport, Limas, Gemport, Yilport, Borusan, Rodaport, Akport, Asyaport 
(Project) 
In Aegean side there are TCDD/Izmir, Nemport, TCEEge, APMT/Maersk (Project). The 
government is constructing a port in Candarli with the capacity of 10 million teus. This 
terminal couldn't be sold in last year during tender period. In South Mersin/MIP 
terminal is increasing its volume. Turkish Government has a plan to construct a very big 
port in Mersin still in project process. Due to Syria war situation, Terminal of 
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Iskenderun / Limak is quite empty. If the country's situation is better things could 
change. 
Because of the extremely dynamic development of container terminals in Turkey, by 
means of exception, all present container handling facilities and projects are done in the 
Mediterranean’s currently fastest growing economy. However, the risk of overcapacity 
remains. 
The Greek case 
The Greek economy has been based in construction for the past decades and this has 
affected also the container business. Since 2008 when the crisis started the construction 
has been approx. 60% down in 6 years affecting almost 60 professions living around 
this sector. The last Greek ship owner in container liner business was Sarlis who has 
been bankrupted in 2006 prior of the crisis for different reasons. The Greek ship-owners 
mainly operate under other than Greek flag the vessels since taxation was very high. 
They maintain the offices in Greece under a special law that was passed through during 
1989, this being the reason of calling it “law 89 company”, having special taxation for 
the income. The financial crisis of 2007 affected the income of the people through 
reductions on wages or even loss of jobs. Unemployment increased dramatically in 5 
years to approx. 1,5 million people almost tripled. 
This affected the consumption which in turn affected the imports and therefore the 
container movement. There are no official statistical data but the estimation for 2007 
was total throughput of Piraeus port to be at 750000 teus local cargo while officially 
from Piraeus Container Terminal the outcome for 2013 was 334.000 teus. 
Greek ship owners seem to be investing into container vessels lately which they charter 
into other liner companies.  
The Turkish case 
The production has been brutally affected by global economic crisis. It is to say that 
import rate of raw materials have been decreased. Due to dramatic export decrease or 
non realization of intermediate and last product’s production, trade among states has 
been slowed down. Actually if it is observed, even the movement of the commodities 
has been stopped. Therefore, one of the supply chain instruments of logistics world 
“container shipping “reasonably is being influenced.  
Furthermore, the liner shipping company’s and ship-owners started to seek new 
untouched lands to call their services and in existing markets, ship owners of the liner 
container shipping companies have started to lower prices due to competition. Also hire 
of ships decreased parallel to sea freight. 
This is the reason that income of the liner companies has been decreased. Agencies of 
the  line companies have had serious paying problems with import and export firms. 
Shipping companies had to realize risk analysis and secret information from banks.  
Another impact of crisis in Turkey also, due to degradation of order amount FCL – FCL 
shipments started to be LCL-LCL. Since the shipping agencies wasn't performing 
partial shipments, all companies in trade shifted to forwarders.  
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The effect over the long term is that freight forwarders started to develop trade relations 
with direct clients and taking them from shipping agents. The liner companies and ship 
owners was playing the role of reluctant seller before crisis of 2007, after 2007 it has 
been showed to the customers, forwarders or feeder companies how lower can be sea 
freight rate level. 
 
The Spanish case 
According to Mr Miguel Fernández Ordóñez, Governor of the Bank of Spain, during the 
years of crisis, Spain has seen its exports outgrow those of France, Italy and even 
Germany, and this situation should not worsen in the coming years. And not only has 
there been an improvement in exports, but the decline in imports has been greater than 
the fall in domestic demand, which also shows gains in the share of sales of Spanish 
products at home. 
“The crisis is also affecting immigration policy. Several industrialized country 
governments have taken steps to limit immigration, giving rise to what has been called 
“people protectionism” (The Economist, 2009). “Although demographic dynamics 
mean that the population reaching retirement age in 2015 will exceed the number of 
young people entering the labor market, the major economies have recorded steep drops 
in the hiring of immigrants, both in absolute terms and as a percentage of occupied 
posts. The pace of the changes and reforms adopted by this country in recent years has 
to continue steadily. Several countries have reduced the number of immigrants admitted 
under official program. Spain, for example, reduced the quota of foreign recruits under 
its voluntary return program from 15,731 in 2008 to 901 in 2009.”(Miguel Fernández 
Ordóñez, 2012) 
To conclude, the analysis confirms the higher vulnerability of youth employment to the 
crisis in Spain due to financial crisis. “Nevertheless, it is important to indicate that 
despite this general trend young people are not a homogenous group, and face different 
situations according to their relation with economic activity, their level of education and 
training, or the different school to work transitions.” (Miguel Fernández Ordóñez, 2012) 
As it is emphasized by the International Labor Organization, it is crucial to bear in mind 
while forming policies to youth and young people. 
It should be noted that cost competitiveness is still an important issue. This is especially 
valid for countries used to have largest current account deficits. Spain's external 
sustainability should be secured. In the case of Spain, the European Commission 
underlines that a crucial improvement has taken place over the last years and that on 
current trends imbalances would continue to bring away with time.  
CONCLUSIONS 
During this recuperation period of financial crisis in Greece, Turkey & Spain in these 
limited Mediterranean waters, the priority of the Liner Shipping Companies is to full up 
the vessels that they are running and unfortunately matching in order to compete with 
the rates. The effected variable of each liner container shipping company is changing 
such as  the vessels capacity (teus/tonnage basis), running cost, depending on this slot 
rate, service frequency, transit time & rotation. This is the reason that sea freights are 
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going down thus profitability of the liner companies are discussible since the priority is 
to full up the vessel and lower running cost of the fleet at least far from having positive 
contribution margin.  
In terms of international arena as it is mentioned above, measures are discussed to be 
taken both within EU and in worldwide arena. Measures such as increasing production, 
export and import rates, GDP level, decreasing unemployment rate in the maritime 
sector. Recent financial crisis urges and somehow requires to compel Container Liner 
Shipping Companies to sell slots to Feeder companies in order to guarantee a part of 
running cost within Mediterranean. 
According to Turkish union of chambers and commodity exchanges, it is forecasted that 
shipping sector will rise up in 2014. The regeneration in 2013 is the indication of 
enlargement. The reason of this enlargement will be decrease of vessel supply- The 
supply and demand imbalance of merchant fleet which has started in 2010 and had 
reached to peak level, started to decrease again in 2013. There had been 2.5 times 
reduction in vessel demand. While 2012, 168 million DTW of new vessel accessed to 
the market, this rate has been lowered in 2013 to 70 million DWT. Moreover precisely 
in container shipping this proportion has been reached to 100 % . 
Since there is no big change in cargo market and company's economy, the only 
important element which will regenerate the market is the decrease of vessel supply. 
According to the Piri Reis University Prof. Dr. Oral Erdogan underlines that Global 
income (Total GDP in the world) has been arrived to 72 trillion dollars compare to crisis 
period, the situation is recovered.  
Correspondingly, during 2009 crisis period, after the global trade has been dropped off 
to 13 trillion dollars, for consecutive 4 years it has crucially arrived to 18 trillion 
dollars( per annum). The economy in USA is in revival period, EU too. China and other 
Asian countries sometimes work for local market and sometimes foreign market in 
order to continue sustainable development. It is not needed to have problems in real 
economy for 2014. Always fake pricing in markets causes negative effects. A global 
demand in shipping business is increasing with certain straight line trend. This means 
there is no big problem regarding demand side. The problem is with supply. 
Developments in shipbuilding bring various, fast production opportunity and capacity. A 
little bit positive movement in the market brings along the growth in shipbuilding order. 
Delivery time in order is not as before in nowadays, it doesn't take long. Under the 
present circumstances, yearly 18 trillion dollars of cargo's 90 % of it, with 47 trillion 
tons miles carriage is done via shipping business. Sea freights, vessel hires and vessel 
costs are far from satisfying maritime sector employers. Increasing freight level does 
not seem very rational and level cannot go further down from rock bottom price either. 
However, the situation is of course subject to the exceptions. The recommendation is 
that shipping lines shall be in cooperation with other lines to have cooperation like g6 or 
P3. Lines should focus on cost savings as much as they can. The reality is market in 
Mediterranean is small and limited ones and fighting to get more customers with lower 
sea freights will not make the company’s profitability.  
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Abstract 
The introduction of invasive marine species into a new environment by ballast water 
attached to ship hulls has been identified as one of the four greatest threats to the 
world’s oceans. Ballast is any material used to add weight to balance an object. 
Ballast water is water carried by ships to ensure stability, trim, and structural 
integrity. Shipping moves over 80% of the world’s commodities and transfers 
approximately 3 to 5 billion tons of ballast water internationally each year. A similar 
volume may also be transferred domestically within countries and regions each year. 
Ballast water is absolutely essential to the safe and efficient operation of modern 
shipping, providing balance and stability to un-laden ships. However, it may also 
pose a serious ecological, economic, and health threat to the marine environment. 
Ballast water management means mechanical, physical, chemical, and biological 
processes, either singularly or in combination, to remove, render harmless, or avoid 
the uptake or discharge of harmful aquatic organisms and pathogens within ballast 
water and sediments.  
In this study author discussed ballast water management convention, entry in force 
date, affection of the World and Turkish Shipping Sector. Analyzing of advantage and 
disadvantage of new convention at shipping sector.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ballast is any material used to add weight to balance an object such as a vessel. It is 
the additional weight necessary to bring the vessel to a suitable draft and trim, reduce 
stresses and improve stability Globallast (2010). Ships are specifically designed and 
built to move safely through the water while carrying cargo. When a ship is travelling 
either without cargo, or only partially laden, it must take additional weight on board to 
enable it to operate effectively and safely by keeping the ship deep enough in the 
water to ensure efficient propeller and rudder operation. In the past, many solid 
materials were used for ballast, including sand, soil, and stones. In the mid 19th 
century, water was used as ballast, and since the 1950’s has completely replaced solid 
ballast in ships used to carry heavy loads. Ballast water systems are now an integral 
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part of ship design, and contribute to stability and balance as well as structural 
integrity of the hull. Ballast water is pumped into specially designed tanks distributed 
throughout the hull as ships are offloaded, and pumped out again on arrival to a port 
where cargo is to be loaded (Fig. 1) [1, 2].  
 
 
Figure 1. Ballast Exchange between Ports (Globallast, 2010) 
 
 
 
 
It is estimated that 10 billion tons of ballast water are transferred globally each year, 
and that 7,000 invasive species are carried around in ballast water every day 
Tamelander, J. et al. (2010). There are thousands of marine species that may be 
carried in ship ballast water; basically anything that is small enough to pass through a 
ship’s ballast water intake ports and pumps. These include bacteria and other 
microbes, small invertebrates and the eggs, and cysts and larvae of various species. 
The problem is compounded by the fact that virtually all marine species have life 
cycles that include a planktonic stage or stages. 
 
The release of ballast water may introduce non-native organisms into the port of 
discharge. These introduced species or invasive alien species (IAS) are also referred 
to as exotic species, alien species, and non-indigenous species. Typically, very few 
organisms are able to survive in new surroundings because temperature, food, and 
salinity are less than optimal; however, the few that do survive and establish a 
population have the potential to cause ecological and economic harm. Populations of 
species may grow very quickly in the absence of natural predators. In turn, species 
may displace native organisms by preying on them or out-competing native species 
for food and habitat space. Economic damage may occur when invasive species 
displace species that are harvested for food or other goods, or when bioinvaders 
damage structures. 
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Ballast Water Treatment is tehnology of treated ship ballast water from Aquatic 
Invasive Species. When ships began using seawater as ballast over a century ago it is 
unlikely that anyone foresaw that the practice would be blamed for spreading alien 
species around the world’s oceans or that ballast would have to be treated to prevent 
species migration [3]. 
2. AQUATIC INVASIVE SPECIES  
Marine plants, animals, and microbes are being carried around the world attached to 
the hulls of ships and in ship ballast water. When discharged into new environments, 
they may become invaders and seriously disrupt the native ecology and economy. 
Introduced pathogens may cause diseases and death in humans. Ten of the dangerous 
species which are introduced from International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
Globallast; Cholera (vibrio cholera), Some cholera epidemics appear to be directly 
associated with ballast water [1], Cladoceran water flea (Cercopagis pengoi), Mitten 
crab (Eiocheir sinensis), Toxic algae (Red, brown, green tides) - May form harmful 
algae blooms, depending on the species [1], Round goby (Neogobius melanostomus), 
North American comb jelly (Mnemiopsis leidyi), Northern Pacific Seastar (Asterias 
amurensis), Zebra Mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) - Fouls all available hard surfaces 
in mass numbers. Displaces native aquatic life. Alters habitat, ecosystem, and food 
web. Causes severe fouling problems on infrastructure and vessels (Fig. 2) [1].    
 
           
Figure 2.  Zebra Mussel (Discovermagazine, 2010) 
 
 
 
Asian Kelp (Undaria pinnatifida) - Grows and spreads rapidly, both vegetative and 
through dispersal of spores. It displaces native algae and marine life. European Green 
Crab (Carcinus maenus) - Is highly adaptable and invasive. Becomes a dominant 
species in invaded areas [1].        
 
3. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE CONTROL AND 
MANAGEMENT OF SHIPS' BALLAST WATER AND SEDIMENTS, 2004 
There are several international agreements and regulations since 1951. The 
International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water 
and Sediments (BWM) is more specific and last convention. The BWM, a new 
international convention to prevent the potentially devastating effects of the spread of 
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harmful aquatic organisms carried by ship ballast water has been adopted by the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO), the United Nations agency responsible 
for the safety and security of shipping and the prevention of marine pollution from 
ships. The instrument was adopted at an international conference held from February 
9 – 13, 2004 at IMO's London headquarters. The Convention will require all ships to 
implement a Ballast Water and Sediments Management Plan. All ships will have to 
carry a Ballast Water Record Book and will be required to carry out ballast water 
management procedures to a given standard. Existing ships will be required to do the 
same, but after a phase-in period. A number of guidelines have been developed to 
facilitate the implementation of the Convention. The Convention is divided into 
Articles; and an Annex, which includes technical standards and requirements in the 
Regulations for the control and management of ships' ballast water and sediments [4]. 
 
The Convention will enter into force 12 months after ratification by 30 countries, 
representing 35 per cent of world merchant shipping tonnage. As of 09 January 2014  
there were 38 contracting states, 30,38 per cent of world merchant shipping tonnage  
ratified the convention . 
 
3.1. BALLAST WATER TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES SYSTEM (BWTS) 
Several methodologies that seek to remove or render harmless organisms in ballast 
water while in tanks and on ships are in development or being piloted. This includes 
mechanical treatment (e.g., filter or cyclonic separation), physical treatment (e.g., 
ultraviolet, ultrasound or heat treatment), chemical treatment (e.g., the use of 
disinfectants or biocides), and biological treatment, or a combination of these [2]. 
 
Mechanical treatment methods include filtration and separation.  Ballast water can be 
filtered before it enters the tanks or while it is being discharged. The advantage to 
filtering as water is pumped into the tanks is that the species that are filtered out may 
be retained in their habitat. A disadvantage of these methods is that they may require 
specialized equipment, which may be expensive to purchase and install. 
 
Physical treatment methods include the application of heat treatment, ultraviolet light, 
electric currents, and ozone for disinfection. Heat treatment is more popular than the 
others. Ballast water is heated by using the engine cooling system. Heating ballast 
water to temperatures between 35ºC and 45ºC is effective in killing larger organisms, 
but is not as effective in the inactivation of microorganisms. Ultraviolet light, electric 
current and ozone techniques are being investigated. 
 
Chemical treatment methods include adding biocides to ballast water to kill organisms. 
The specific type of biocide to be employed must be chosen very carefully to avoid 
harmful effects on humans and/or the environment. Biocides are usually shipped and 
stored in the form of a concentrated solid or liquid, so they can easily be stored 
onboard a ship. Two general types of biocides exist: oxidizing and non-oxidizing. All 
treatment options are under research for improvement because no one method has yet 
been proven to remove all organisms from ballast water. Scientists continue to 
improve existing treatment methods, and develop new methods for effective ballast 
treatment Table 1. 
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Table 1. Ballast Water Treatment Process Types 
 
Mechanical Physical Chemical 
Filtration De-oxygenation Chlorination 
Hydrocyclone Ultraviolet Electro chlorination 
Coagulant Ultrasonic Chlorine dioxide 
  Hydrogen peroxide 
  Peratic acid 
  Vitamin K 
  Ozonation 
 
 
The combinations of treatment technologies utilized by the various suppliers are 41 
systems in total. All of the products for which information is available, other than 
those based on gas injection, are either modular or can be made so. 
3.2. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES FOR BALLAST WATER TREATMENT  
Ballast water  and sedimen reception facility are another solution for ship and port. A 
Ballast Water Reception Facility (BWRF) should be capable of receiving ballast 
water from ships so as not to create a risk to the environment, human health, property 
and resources arising from the release to the environment of harmful aquatic 
organisms and pathogens. A facility should provide pipelines, manifolds, reducers, 
equipment and other resources to enable, as far as practicable, all ships wishing to 
discharge ballast water in a port to use the facility. The facility should provide 
adequate equipment for mooring ships using the facility and when applicable safe 
anchorage [7]. 
Novel ship design that minimizes use of ballast water or excludes its use: ballast free 
ships, flow through system, none liquid ballast, etc. [8]. 
 
4. TURKISH SHIPPING FLEETS 
Turkish merchant fleets are total 690 ships. Distributions of 690 ships are by their 
types; 36,81 % dry cargo ships, 16,31 % bulk carriers, 11,72% chemical tankers, 
7,8 % containers, 4,34 % oil tankers and 22,98 % other types of ships [5]. Turkish 
merchant fleet registered which consist of 690 ships; 13,2 % of total fleet (91 ships) 
registered in National Ship Registry and 86,8 % of total fleet (599 ships) registered in 
International Ship Registry [5].   
Average age of Turkish Fleet Ships is 26,5 as of 31.12.2012.  The average age of dry 
cargo ships is 24 that consist of 14 % of the fleet. The average age of bulk carriers is 
14 that consist of 51,2 % of the fleet. The average age of containers is 11 and 
chemical tankers are 11 that consist of 15,6 % of the general fleet. The average age of 
oil tankers is 18 that consist of 13,6 % of the fleet [5].   
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 IMO adapted the BWM at 2004 but it is not yet in force. All new and existing ships 
must install the BWM until 2017. Some shipping companies installed the BWM to 
their ships. 60 BWTS are in the maritime sector at 2010 and new ones are expected to 
come every year.  
The Control and Management of Ships' Ballast Water and Sediments have become 
one of the important environmental topics in the maritime sector. Some countries 
have already prepared their ballast water management plan, while others are preparing 
their plan according to the International Convention for the Control and Management 
of Ships' Ballast Water and Sediments (BWM). Turkey has prepared its Draft 
National Legislation, but has not ratified the Ballast Water Management Convention. 
Most of Turkish Ship-owners are waiting deadline of BWTS at 2017. Total 5 Turkish 
ships installed BWTS onboard. But BWTS’s price will be increasing and ship-owners 
cannot find enough shipyards for retrofit or installing BWTS. Another problem is 
existing ships, which they need retrofit for BWTS. Average of Turkish Fleet is 26,5 
so most of ship will be phase out before 2017 because high cost of retrofit for BWTS. 
Very few ship-owners install BWTS their new ships. Most of ship in the Turkish Fleet 
will be renewed next few years. 
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Abstract 
Thawing sea ice in the arctic due to global warming has opened up new horizons for an 
environment friendly and cost efficient trade route between Europe and Asia. This study 
investigates the economic and environmental potential of Northern Sea Route over the 
Suez Canal for the transit shipping of LNG. As an alternate to the Suez Canal, the 
Northern Sea Route (NSR) offers 50% shorter sailing distance between Northwestern 
Europe (Hammerfest, Norway) and Northeast Asia (Tobata, Japan). The shorter distance 
via the Northern Sea Route comparatively accelerates the route’s cost efficiency by 42% 
and leads to curb the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by 52%. In comparison to the 
traditional route of Suez Canal, cost savings by using the (NSR) could be as large as 
about 4.7 million US dollars from a full round voyage between the certain ports. This 
may attract the maritime actors to make the concerning required investments. Global 
product price differences and variations in the energy market may affect the prospective 
use of Northern Sea Route. In present, the lack of icebreakers and a scanty fleet of 
standardized ice-classed vessels may delay the early transit operations across the NSR. 
The contribution of this paper is a comparison of transport cost components and CO2 
emissions, for the full round voyage of an LNG carrier traversing the Northern Sea Route 
and the Suez Canal between Europe and Asia. The total savings made in respect of cost 
and CO2 emissions by using the Northern Sea Route are derived, by citing to the most 
recent interviews of arctic shipping experts and existing literature. A sensitivity analysis 
is conducted to assess the impact of key cost components on the overall shipping cost 
picture. The main research questions are: How much is the economic potential of using 
the Northern Sea Route as an alternate to the Suez Canal for LNG transportation between 
Europe and Asia? How does the NSR assist to gain the environmental sustainability in 
terms of CO2 emissions? 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. BACKGROUND 
Shipping lanes or maritime transport routes are a substantial strategic part of the maritime 
transport system. A maritime route is a passage over the sea that connects the two 
different geographical points, where the land transport is incompetent to provide an 
efficient and effective transport mean. Maritime routes follow a defined way of voyage 
and are subject to certain geographical, natural and political limitations (Rodrigue et al., 
2009). 
In present, the seaborne trade between Europe and Far East Asia is carried through the 
traditional route of Suez Canal and Cape of Good Hope; however, this paper focuses on 
the Suez Canal route and its emerging alternate the Northern Sea Route (NSR).  
Suez Canal is a 119 miles long artificial waterway that has been serving the global trade 
over the last one and half century. The canal connects the Mediterranean Sea with the 
Gulf of Suez providing navigational access to Far East Asian countries. Today, about 
50% of the total traffic of the canal is covered by container vessels and the LNG tonnage 
makes approximately 6% of the entire traffic volume. The Suez Canal can handle up to 
25000 ships per year, and the current traffic is average 20000 vessels per year, which is 
15 percent of the entire maritime trade (SCA, 2013; Rodrigue et al., 2009).  
The maritime route from west of the Kola peninsula through the Bering Strait in the east 
along the coast of Siberia has been named as the Northern sea Route(Schøyen and 
Bråthen, 2011).The Northern Sea Route is not a specific or fixed shipping lane rather it 
is an arrangement of several different shipping routes. The passage is spread over around 
2200 to 2900 nautical miles of icy water and traverses different straits and seas such as 
the Kara Sea, the Laptev Sea, the East Siberian Sea, and the Chukchi Sea (Østreng et al., 
2013). 
Along the northern archipelagoes of Russia, the thawing sea ice triggered by global 
warming has unlocked new opportunities for an environment friendly and fuel-efficient 
trade route between Europe and Asia, cutting the distance by 50% between Hammerfest 
and Tobata in comparison to the traditional royal route of Suez Canal (Falck, 2013), see 
figure 1 and table 1. 
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Figure 1- Overview of the sailing distance between Hammerfest and 
Tobata via NSR and via Suez Canal 
 
Source: Adapted from (Dynagas, n.d) 
The following table 1 presents an overview of the distance through the Northern Sea 
Route and Suez Canal route between the ports located in Asia and Europe (see table 1). 
Table 1- Distance (in nautical miles) of alternative maritime routes 
between ports in Europe and Asia 1nm=1.852km 
 
Ports 
 
Northern Sea Route 
 
Suez Canal 
Hammerfest_ Tobata 6 132 12 144 
Hamburg _Yokohama 6  920 11 073 
Hamburg_ Hongkong 8 370 9 360 
Source:  Adapted from (Falck, 2013; Ragner, 2000) 
Until the late 1970s the Northern Sea Route was mainly used as an internal transport 
passage by Russia since its commencement in 1935, and the highest cargo volume of 
around 7 million metric tons was recorded in 1987 (Schøyen and Bråthen, 2010).  
Over the last three decades there has been a considerable decline in the amount, area and 
thickness of the sea ice cap in the northern hemisphere, resulting in a longer navigational 
season of 129 days in 2006, which was just 84 days in 1979 (Schøyen and Bråthen, 2011). 
The declining pattern of the summer sea ice will lead to an ice-free arctic ocean during 
the summer months by the end of this century (Ragner, 2000). Some researchers believe 
that the blue arctic in summer could appear even earlier between 2026 and 2046 (Ho, 
2010).  
The stated climatic changes in the arctic may stimulate the substantial exploration and 
maritime activities in the region. The feasibility of NSR is evident as in 2012 more than 
45 vessels traversed the NSR and this number reflects a tenfold growth in the route traffic 
since 2010 (Carbonnier, 2013). Being a shortcut between Asia and Europe the NSR could 
prove an environment friendly and fuel-efficient trade passage, as the shorter sailing 
distances lead to fuel savings and reduce CO2 emissions (Kitagawa, 2008). 
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1.2. THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
This paper aims to purvey information and knowledge to the concerning actors in the 
maritime industry about the potential of the Northern Sea Route over the Suez Canal in 
terms of energy efficiency, CO2 emissions, and cost efficiency. The paper unveils the 
economic and environmental scope of the NSR for the LNG shipping segment and it may 
help the policy makers in decision-making. 
In recent years, the topic of Northern Sea Route has ignited debates and discussions at 
domestic and international level. Several research studies were carried out to assess the 
commercial potential of the NSR as a competitor to the Suez Canal, the container-
shipping segment was the primary focus of the earlier research studies in this respect. 
There is no any research study in the existing pool of literature, which enlightens the 
economic and environmental aspects of LNG transit shipping through the NSR. 
The paper explores the feasibility to achieve a better environmental sustainability in terms 
of GHG emissions and to gain the lower voyage costs for the LNG carriers sailing 
between Europe and Asia via the NSR. The paper answers the following research 
questions: 
1. How much is the economic potential of using the Northern Sea Route as an 
alternate to the Suez Canal, for LNG transportation between Europe and Asia? 
2. How does the NSR assist to gain the environmental sustainability in terms of CO2 
emissions? 
3. How does any variation in the key shipping cost components influence the 
economic efficiency of the Northern Sea Route as an alternate to the Suez Canal? 
4. What is the scope for LNG transit shipping through the NSR? 
In order to answer the above research questions, case study (Yin, 2009; Denscombe, 
2010) methodology is applied. The total cost incurred on a full round voyage of an LNG 
carrier, navigating from Hammerfest, Norway to the port of Tobata, Japan via NSR is 
compared with the cost spent on the round trip through the Suez Canal using the same 
loading and discharging ports. Furthermore, in order to determine the environmental 
sustainability potential of the NSR, the CO2 emissions from both alternate passages are 
evaluated and compared. A sensitivity analysis is also performed to analyze the impact 
of variations in the key cost components on the overall shipping cost picture.  
The paper is structured as follows: In the first section the introduction and background of 
the study is presented, followed by the section 2 that reviews the relevant existing 
literature. Section 3 focuses on the methodology that is pursued in the paper to reach the 
research goal. In the subsequent section 4, a case study is conducted to answer the 
research questions. Section 5 presents and discusses the findings of this paper. The next 
section 6 contains conclusion and the last section 7 closes with the limitations of this 
research and provides the directions for further research on the topic. 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Based on the research problem and questions of this paper, this section aims to develop a 
theoretical framework for this research. Section 2.1 and 2.2, review the existing literature 
regarding the economic and environmental aspects of NSR. The scope of LNG transit 
shipping through the NSR and the related challenges and opportunities are described in 
section 2.3. 
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2.1. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF ROUTES 
Several research studies are conducted to compare the economic aspects of transit 
shipping along the NSR and its other alternates. Some of the most relevant studies are 
briefly reviewed here to provide the readers with a glimpse of the existing work and to 
develop a better understanding of this paper.  
Schøyen and Bråthen (2011) investigated the economic potential for the trans-arctic 
shipping of bulk cargo of iron ore and nitrogen fertilizers. They compared the CO2 
emissions from the bulk carriers navigating between Europe and Far East Asia through 
the NSR, Suez Canal, and the Cape of Good Hope. Their study ranked the NSR as 100% 
and the Suez Canal as 22% in terms of energy efficiency. The CO2 emissions were 
calculated as 623 metric tons and 3893 metric tons for sailing through NSR and Suez 
Canal respectively. The per metric ton shipping cost of iron ore  was calculated 39 and 
37 US dollars for the shipping via the Suez Canal and NSR respectively. Their study 
demonstrates that the reduced number of sailing days, fuel cost savings and lower CO2 
emissions are the main advantages of sailing through the Northern Sea Route in 
comparison to the Suez Canal (Schøyen and Bråthen, 2011). 
Liu and Kronbak (2010) conducted an extensive economic feasibility analysis for the 
container shipping from Europe to Asia via the Northern Sea Route. The total annual 
shipping cost was compared against the revenues to determine the commercial potential 
of NSR under the different scenarios. Their study took into account a single container 
vessel sailing at annual basis through the NSR during the navigable period and via the 
Suez Canal during rest of the year. The study relies on the three major variables that are 
the NSR fees, the fuel cost, and the sailing period. Scenario analysis was performed to 
analyze that how the reduced NSR fees affect the total cost and revenue structure under 
the varying bunker prices. The calculations were made for different sailing periods such 
as the 3 months, 6 months, and 9 months. The bunker price was set as low bunker price 
(350$/ton), medium bunker price (700$/ton) and high bunker price (900$/ton). The 
reduction in NSR fees was assumed as 50%, 85%, and 100%. Their research concluded 
that due to the huge NSR fees, it is not economically feasible to carry profitable container 
shipping operations along the NSR, the lower the NSR fees, the higher the 
competitiveness of the NSR (Liu and Kronbak, 2010).  
Østreng et al (2013) in their book ‘Shipping in Arctic Waters’, presented an extensive 
economic comparison of different arctic routes, namely the Northern Sea Route (NSR), 
Northwest Passage (NWP), Transpolar Passage (TTP) and Suez Canal. Their study 
compared a general cargo ship with the same features as the Beluga Fraternity, which 
navigates between Yokohama-Hamburg via the NSR and through the Suez Canal. The 
icebreaker fee was not taken into account while making calculations, because it was 
assumed in their study that the NSR might be navigated without the icebreaker assistance 
in the future. The comparison concluded that the NSR is more attractive in terms of fuel 
cost savings that is nearly $160300 and saving in sailing days, which is 11 days. Similarly, 
they compared the single trip of a container vessel navigating between Shanghai-
Hamburg via the NSR and via Suez. It was revealed, that the NSR has potential to save $ 
6 06 000 in terms of fuel in relation to Suez; however, the saving in sailing time was 
estimated as only two days. The NWP and the TPP are not discussed by the authors here 
as they are beyond the scope of this paper (Østreng et al., 2013). 
Summing up, the above research studies present the economic picture of the shipping 
through the NSR for the different shipping segments. The NSR fees, the ice conditions, 
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and the bunker prices appear to be the critical factors in most of the studies, which 
influence the economic feasibility of the route. 
2.2. COMPARATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL POTENTIAL OF ROUTES 
This section aims to explore that how the shipping routes play their role in ensuring the 
environmental sustainability in terms of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. International 
shipping activities affect the environment and the society by emitting the harmful 
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxides (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulphur oxides 
(SOx), and particulate matter (PM) etcetera (Østreng et al., 2013).This paper mainly pays 
attention on the CO2 emissions. 
The sea transportation emits 1 billion tons of CO2 annually, which makes nearly 3 percent 
of the entire global emissions, and the Arctic emission of CO2 from shipping appears as 
about 1 percent in 2004 (Østreng et al., 2013).  
According to the investigation of (Schøyen and Bråthen, 2011) the Northern Sea Route 
appears as a more environment friendly sailing route over the Suez Canal for the transit 
shipping between Europe and Asia. They found that a vessel sailing between Northern 
Norway and Northern China via the NSR reduces about 3 270 metric tons of CO2 
emissions in comparison to the shipping via the Suez Canal. They argued that the 
emission saving potential of the NSR is even higher for the vessels using LNG fuel. 
Tony Lauritzen (2013) the CEO of Dyna Gas Ltd and the operator of vessel Ob River 
commented during the interview about the CO2 mitigation potential of the NSR as:  
´´CO2 saving potential of an LNG carrier navigating between Hammerfest, Norway and 
Tobata, Japan through the NSR is about 40%, but it is important to mention that the LNG 
vessels use LNG for propulsion on laden voyage therefore the CO2 emissions are very 
low´´ (Lauritzen, 2013). 
An LNG tanker navigating through the NSR provides substantial benefits over the 
traditional route of Suez canal such as fuel saving, increased number of voyages results 
in multiple gas deliveries, saving from LNG evaporation and  lower amount of CO2 
emissions etcetera (Gazprom, 2012).  
2.3. SCOPE FOR LNG TRANSIT SHIPPING VIA NSR  
This section provides a brief overview about the global demand and supply trends of the 
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG); it seems significant to look at these market forces of LNG 
and the associated navigational challenges that may affect the prospective use of Northern 
Sea Route in the coming years. The international flow of gas and varying global gas-
pricing structure largely depends on the LNG shipping cost. Over the last few years, LNG 
shipping cost has considerably been an important factor in deciding the LNG cargo 
destinations (TimeraEnergy, 2013). 
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is a major source to meet the soaring energy needs 
worldwide. Global LNG demand has increased rapidly and Asia in particular appears as 
the largest consumer of LNG. In the world’s energy-mix, the share of the gas is expected 
to reach 25% in next couple of decades. The LNG demand is projected to rise about 5 to 
6 percent per annum. Experts forecast, that by the 2030 the global LNG need would be 
double in comparison to the current demand level (EY, 2013 ). 
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(Østreng, 2013) described during the interview, that there is need for LNG in multiple 
Asian countries, such as Japan the biggest LNG consumer in the world, China, and South 
Korea etcetera, and their needs are really important taking the use of NSR into 
consideration. However, the LNG transit shipping through the NSR requires huge 
investments to build up a fleet that can cope with ice-infested waters, because even the 
NSR is free of ice but still there will always be icebergs drifting in the sailing lanes of the 
ships. Consequently, there will be an acute need for standardized ice-classed vessels in 
addition to the icebreakers´ assistance. (Østreng, 2013) 
Algeria, Indonesia, and Malaysia were the main supplier of LNG until recently but over 
the next few years Australia and Qatar are predicted to play their role as the market leaders 
with the huge LNG supplies.  However, there is huge competition expected in the supply 
market. Future LNG projects from Russia and North America are also anticipated to sell 
their output in the Asian market to avail the high prices in that region (EY, 2013 ), 
nevertheless this situation may not continue longer and it may bring down the LNG price 
even in the Asian market. 
According to (Falck, 2013), currently the Far East market is paying premium on this 
particular product i.e. LNG,  as for instance Japan is paying $15 per Million British 
Thermal Units (MMBtu), whereas on the EU continent the price of LNG is about $10 and 
in USA is around $7 per MMBtu. Such an imbalance in the market cannot be sustained, 
because now every supplier wants to sell to Japan. Similarly, iron ore exporters from 
Norway were getting 20% higher price from the Chinese market as compared to the EU 
continent.  Now the emergence of 50 % shorter route to the Asian market that pays 20% 
more on the iron ore product has made it extremely interesting for the exporters, and it 
may positively affect the use the NSR. Thus, the price of a product appears as a 
determining factor for the potential use of NSR (Falck, 2013).   
The trans-arctic shipping of LNG cargo through the Northern Sea Route is projected to 
upsurge in future because of shorter sailing distance. Going through the NSR from 
Melkøya to Tobata is exactly fifty percent quicker than sailing through the Suez Canal. It 
opens up an entirely new market but what is important for the LNG trade is that the 
investments are so huge that nobody starts an LNG plant unless they have the long-term 
contracts (Falck, 2013). 
Experts have the opinion that the freight will no longer kill the deal because of the 
Northern Sea Route. Previously the Norwegian and Russian LNG was too far away from 
the consumption market in Asia, but now the opening of NSR has increased the 
attractiveness of northern LNG terminals by reducing the distance barrier up to a certain 
extent (Nilsen, 2012). The NSR is a game primarily for Russia as they are five days more 
close to the Far East market. That is why Russia is investing a huge amount in LNG plant 
of Yamal, with the 20 percent share of Chinese National Oil Company (CNOC) (Falck, 
2013; Lauritzen, 2013).  
In present, the safe LNG transit shipping operations along the NSR are exposed to many 
uncertainties and risks. The availability of the ice-classed fleet of LNG carriers and 
icebreakers is a major obstacle in the efficient transit shipping operations via the NSR in 
the short run. (Vukmanovic and Koranyi, 2013) report that the current icebreakers fleet 
is comprised of only 10 to 15 icebreakers and this fleet reach the age of retirement by 
2017. The total world fleet of LNG tankers contains 359 vessels, and out of this, only few 
LNG carriers are able to sail in the ice-infested waters along the NSR. (Nilsen, 2012; 
Lauritzen, 2013; Østreng et al, 2013) argue that the lack of icebreakers and ice classed 
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LNG vessels is a big challenge and it may affect the early commercial use of NSR for the 
LNG shipping.   
In future, Northern Sea Route may not emerge as a huge competitor to the southern route 
of Suez Canal, but instead it may take away merely a part of the shipping, mainly the 
hydrocarbons and bulk that goes through the Suez Canal today, because the Suez Canal 
too is a shortcut for some ports and cargo trades (Østreng, 2013). 
Currently, the commercial LNG shipping through this route immensely depends on 
various factors, such as the future ice conditions, Russian legislation, and the LNG prices 
in the Asian market. The vessel owners need special ice-classed vessels with additional 
navigational equipment and ice qualified crew on board for sailing through the NSR 
(Lauritzen, 2013). 
Savings associated with NSR navigation are quite attractive in terms of lower fuel 
consumption, reduced sailing days, and CO2 emissions. So far, Dynagas Ltd. only has 
made a few voyages for the Russian and Norwegian gas suppliers through the NSR, as 
the Dynagas has strong terms with Russian companies. We may see some other 
companies operating via the NSR in the future to meet the increased LNG demand in 
Asia. 
3. METHOD AND DATA COLLECTION 
Case study research strategy is followed in this paper. The case study approach depends 
on multiple sources of data and focuses on the distinctive events, which contain several 
variables. In order to collect and analyze the data this methodology also takes help from 
the already existing theory (Yin, 2009). 
This research commenced with the secondary data that includes the literature about the 
NSR such as research articles, reports, journals, books, maritime newspapers etcetera. 
However, the available literature did not purvey the essentially required information to 
answer the main research questions of this study. Therefore, several interviews were 
conducted in this respect. The results of this study heavily rely on the primary data 
obtained through personal interviews and multiple telephone and email conversations 
with shipping professionals, underwriters, fuel experts, charterers and shipping agents 
located in Europe. 
The selection criteria for the participants of this paper were based on the following key 
elements (Denscombe, 2010); 
1. The nature of the research question and the goal of the study 
2. Knowledge of the authors 
3. Relevant experience and position of the participants 
4. Availability of the participants  
Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and some of the interview transcripts and 
calculations done in this paper were sent to the concerning interviewees for quality check 
and their comments.    
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4. CASE STUDY 
This chapter intends to illustrate the economic and environmental potential of NSR as an 
alternate to Suez Canal, for a round voyage of an LNG tanker sailing between Norway 
and Japan.  
Østreng et al (2013) describe that there are three main approaches widely used to make 
comparisons and analyzing the economic feasibility. The first method suggests that 
calculate the total transportation cost for each route to get the dollar per ton ($/ton) cost 
of cargo for each route. The second approach proposes that based on the assumed annual 
quantity of cargo shipment calculate the total cost of starting up a regular service. The 
final approach merely compares the cost differences among the alternate routes (Østreng 
et al., 2013). 
This research compares the different cost components of transportation of LNG cargo 
between Hammerfest, Norway and Tobata Japan on round voyage basis and ultimately 
gets per ton and MMBtu cost of LNG, for both routes. In addition, the study performs the 
sensitivity tests based on certain cost components to assess the impact of critical cost 
elements on the total cost structure. Taking the total fuel consumption for both routes into 
account, this study calculates the total CO2 emissions for both routes. Thus, this study 
follows the first and third approaches to reach the research outcomes.  
4.1. LNG SHIPPING FROM HAMMERFEST (NORWAY) TO TOBATA (JAPAN) 
The characteristics of loading and discharging ports selected for the case study are briefly 
described in this section. The ice-classed vessel ´Ob River´ completed the world´s first 
LNG transit voyage through NSR in 2012. Vessel Ob River loaded her cargo from 
Hammerfest, Norway and discharged in Tobata, Japan by traversing through the NSR. 
Same ports as used by ´Ob River´ are assumed for the case study in this paper. 
Hammerfest is located at the gateway to the Northern Sea Route. The annual export of 
LNG from Melkøya gas terminal located in Hammerfest is 5.75 billion cubic meters and 
nearly 70 LNG consignments are shipped from this facility each year, with most of the 
output is transported to US and Spain (Offshore, 2013). The opening of the NSR has 
increased the competitiveness of Norwegian gas in the Asian market says (Lauritzen, 
2013). 
According to (Kumar et al., 2011) Japan is the largest consumer of LNG in the world. 
The shutdown of nuclear power plants in Japan has accelerated the demand for LNG in 
the country (Østreng, 2013; Nilsen, 2012). Tobata gas terminal is located in northern 
Japan and is operated by Kitakyushu LNG Corporation. The first delivery to this terminal 
was made in 1977, and Sakhalin gas facility in Russia and Bontang in Indonesia are the 
main suppliers of LNG to this terminal. Ships with 287.5 meters of length and 47.2 meters 
width can deliver to this LNG terminal. Three LNG loading arms at the Tobata LNG 
terminal can support the flow of 4,100 cubic meters per hour (Zeus, 2006). 
4.2. EVALUATION OF ROUTES´ POTENTIAL 
A conceptual model adapted from (Schøyen and Bråthen, 2010) is applied in this study 
to determine the economic and environmental potential for a round trip of the LNG carrier 
navigating between Hammerfest and Tobata via the NSR and via the Suez Canal, see 
figure, 2. 
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Figure 2- Conceptual model applied for Cost and CO2 calculations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Adapted from (Schøyen and Bråthen, 2010) 
 
4.2.1. CASE INPUT DATA 
This case study explores that how much savings can be generated in terms of cost and 
CO2 emissions by sailing through the NSR as an alternate to Suez Canal. An LNG carrier 
with the similar characteristics as the ´Ob River´ is selected for this study, all the 
calculations are made by the authors based on the data gathered from relevant experts in 
the respected fields, and these calculations do not represent Dynagas Ltd. or any other 
participant who provided information to accomplish this research. 
It is assumed, that the vessel sails through the NSR during the navigable months 
depending on the ice conditions in NSR and is positioned in other regions during the 
winter season.  The calculations in this study are made for a full round voyage between 
Hammerfest and Tobata Japan. The vessel makes a laden voyage from Hammerfest, 
Norway towards Tobata gas terminal Japan and after discharging the cargo at the port of 
Tobata, it set sails on ballast back towards the loading point in Hammerfest. 
The following table 2 demonstrates the vessel particulars. Some of the components may 
slightly differ from the actual vessel ´´Ob River´´, such as the vessel ‘Ob River’ has 
capacity of 149,755 cubic meters, but it is assumed 150,000 cubic meters in this paper. It 
is assumed that the cargo on board is 135,000 cubic meters that is equivalent to around 
67,500 metric tons.  
Table 2- LNG shipping. Case input data including the vessel 
specifications 
Case input data 
Vessel type LNG carrier (Mark 3 membrane) 
Ice class Lloyd’s 1A (Arc4) 
Gross tonnage 1 00 244 tons 
Dead weight tonnage (DWT) 84 682 tons 
Comparative 
Shipping cost per ton 
CO2 emission savings 
Route input data 
Distance  
Vessel speed 
Fuel consumption per nm 
 
 
Case input data 
Cargo type 
Loading and discharging port 
Vessel cargo capacity 
  
Cost per Round Voyage 
Charter rate per day 
Fuel consumption 
Canal tariff for both routes 
Additional Insurance  
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Size Length : 28 meters & beam : 44 meters 
Draft  9.3 meters 
Capacity 1 50 000 cubic meters  
Cargo on board 1 35 000 cubic meters or about 67 500 tons 
Vessel Displacement 1 16 325 tons 
Propulsion DFDE (Dual Fuel Diesel Electric Propulsion) 
Port of load  Hammerfest, Norway 
Port of discharge Tobata, Japan 
Source : Based on (ShipSpotting, 2013) and (Lauritzen, 2013)  
4.2.2. ROUTE INPUT DATA 
Based on the case input data presented in the table 2, the fuel consumption and CO2 
emissions are calculated and compared for the vessel sailing between the Hammerfest 
and Tobata via the NSR and Suez Canal, see table 3. 
 
Table 3- LNG shipping. Comparison of fuel consumption and CO2 
emissions via NSR and via Suez Canal 
Data Suez Canal Northern Sea Route 
 
Ice Water          Non-Ice Water 
Distance between Hammerfest-
Tobata (nm) (Falck, 2013) 
12 146 2 880                            3 252 
Speed (knot) 19.5 12                                  19.5 
LNG fuel Consumption (tons per 
nm)  
 
0,28 (for laden Trip) 
0,27 (for ballast Trip) 
0,16(for laden Trip) 0,28(for laden 
Trip)  
0,15(for ballast trip) 0,27(for ballast 
Trip) 
LNG fuel Consumption (tons) per 
round voyage 
       
6 680 
893 1 789 
= 2 682 
LNG wastage in GCU in NSR 
(tons)  
 500 
LNG fuel cost per round voyage 
($505/MT FOE)  
3 373 400 1 606 910 
MDO pilot fuel (tons)  67 32 
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MDO pilot fuel cost per round 
voyage ($ 900/MT) 
60 300 28 800 
Total fuel cost ($) per round 
voyage 
3 433 700 1 635 710 
 
Savings on fuel cost ($) 
                                        
 1 797 990 (52%) 
CO2 emissions(tons) per round 
voyage (IMO, 2009) 
18 585 8 854 
CO2 emission Savings (tons) per 
round voyage  
                               
                                       9 731 (52%) 
Source: Authors’ own composition based on interviews with relevant experts from the sector 
The above table 3 is commented as under: 
Distance: The distance between Hammerfest and Tobata through the Suez Canal is 12146 
nautical miles, and through the NSR is 6132 (Falck, 2013). In table 3, the distance through 
the NSR is split into ice water and non-ice water, because in ice water, the vessel navigates 
at a reduced speed and this affects the vessel’s fuel consumption. The recent experience 
about the NSR navigations shows that the LNG carriers traversed the NSR in average 10 
days at an average speed of 12 knots (Lauritzen, 2013; Falck, 2013). Based on this the 
distance of 2880 is calculated for the sailing in ice water. Any possible delays due to bad 
weather or administration are not taken into consideration for the calculations in the table. 
Speed: The normal speed for LNG carriers is 19.5 knot (Olsen, 2013). According to 
Lauritzen (2013) the speed of the vessel entirely depends on the ice conditions in NSR 
during the voyage, however the vessel speed for first LNG transit voyage of Ob River in 
ice water of NSR was 12 knots on ballast and laden voyages. At the beginning and end 
of such voyage between Hammerfest and Tobata, the vessel navigates at its full speed 
(Lauritzen, 2013). 
Fuel Consumption: Considering the vessel fuel consumption, the authors assume that in 
normal waters, the vessel navigates at its full speed of 19.5 knot and in ice-infested water, 
the vessel sails at average 12 knots. All the fuel consumption calculations are made in 
accordance with the guidance and information obtained from experts (Olsen, 2013; 
Rokstad, 2013; Devik, 2013). After making the fuel calculations for this vessel, the 
authors sent it  to (Olsen, 2013) and (Falck, 2013) for quality check and certain changes 
are made according to their comments on this. 
Pilot Diesel Consumption: Since the assumed vessel has DFDE propulsion that allows 
the use of different fuels for sailing, and a DFDE vessel can use LNG or diesel (Rokstad, 
2013). An assumption is that the vessel burns LNG for propulsion on the laden and ballast 
voyages. The DFDE LNG carriers also consume a small amount of pilot diesel, which is 
around 1 percent of the total fuel consumption (Olsen, 2013), (Devik, 2013) and (MAN, 
2013).The bunker price of 900 USD per ton for diesel oil is used for the calculations in 
table 3 (Bunkerworld, 2013).  
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LNG Fuel Consumption: The LNG fuel consumption for the vessel assumed in this paper 
is 130 metric tons per day at 19.5 knots and 45 tons per day at 12 knots on a laden voyage. 
For the ballast voyage, the vessel consumes 126 metric tons of LNG per day at 19.5 knots 
and about 42.5 tons per day at 12 knots (Olsen, 2013). Based on this, the per nautical mile 
LNG fuel consumption is computed that slightly varies for the laden and ballast voyage.  
Gas Wastage in Gas Combustion Unit (GCU): According to (Olsen, 2013), during the 
laden voyage, the vessel must consume at least 95 tons of fuel per day at 0.14 percent of 
boil off gas (BOG) rate. However, due to low speed of 12 knots in ice water of NSR, the 
vessel can consume only 45 tons of LNG per day; therefore, the rest of 50 tons BOG per 
day is wasted in the Gas Combustion Unit (Olsen, 2013; Rokstad, 2013). The total BOG 
wastage for this trip is 500 tons for ten days on the laden voyage, and as there would not 
be such any wastage on the ballast trip. An important factor in this respect is that some 
modern LNG vessels have the ability to re-liquefy the boil off gas (BOG) by using the 
advanced technology, which can prevent the gas wastage in GCU, so it is supposed that 
the vessel assumed in this paper does not have any such technology on board 
(TimeraEnergy, 2013) 
Bunker Price of LNG: Currently according to (Olsen, 2013) LNG price is 12 US dollars 
per Million British Thermal Unit (MMBtu) in Europe, and one cubic meter is equivalent 
to 20 MMBtu. Using a fuel oil equivalent (FOE) factor of 0.475 cubic meter LNG/per 
fuel metric ton, which is commonly used in LNG industry, the per ton fuel price of LNG 
is derived that is 505 US dollars per ton (Olsen, 2013).  
Based on the table 3 the following figure 3 demonstrates the total fuel consumption in 
tons for a round voyage between the assumed ports, the total fuel includes the LNG and 
pilot diesel for both routes. 
 
Figure 3- LNG shipping. Total fuel consumption per round voyage 
via NSR and via Suez Canal 
Source: Authors’ own composition based on table 3 
 
The figure 3 shows that the NSR is 52 % efficient in terms of fuel consumption due to the 
shorter distance, and by sailing via the NSR an LNG carrier can save 1 797 990 US dollars 
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in terms of fuel cost at current bunker price on a round trip with the stated assumptions. 
In spite of the fact, that there is wastage of around 500 tons of BOG in GCU during the 
NSR navigation, the NSR sailing is still more economical in terms of fuel consumption 
over the Suez route. 
Based on the fuel consumption in table 3, the total CO2 emissions are calculated for the 
round voyage between Hammerfest and Tobata, and this is presented in the figure 4. The 
total CO2 emissions include emissions on LNG fuel consumption and pilot diesel 
consumption. IMO (2009) guidelines are followed in this paper to derive the net CO2 
emissions (IMO, 2009). 
The figure 4 demonstrates that NSR navigation for a round trip between Hammerfest and 
Tobata is more environmental friendly in terms of CO2 emissions in comparison to the 
same voyage through the alternate route of Suez Canal. The LNG carrier traversing the 
NSR between the mentioned ports emits 9 731 tons less carbon dioxide and thus is 52 % 
efficient over the Suez Canal route. In practice, the vessel may use the heavy fuel oil on 
her ballast trip and this will affect the total CO2 emissions, see figure 4 
 
Figure 4- LNG shipping. Total CO2 emissions per round voyage via 
NSR and via Suez Canal 
 
Source: Authors’ own composition based on table 3 
 
Summing up on the tables 2, 3 and figures 3 and 4, the NSR navigation appears more 
efficient in terms of fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and reduced sailing days for the 
LNG transit between Norway and Japan under the given conditions. 
4.2.3 SHIPPING COST PER ROUND VOYAGE 
In the table 4 below, the major LNG shipping cost components are calculated and 
compared in accordance with the experts’ opinions and market information. Based on 
these cost components the total shipping cost per round voyage and per ton between the 
assumed ports is calculated. 
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Table 4- LNG shipping. Cost comparison of a round voyage via Suez 
Canal and via the NSR (Hammerfest-Tobata) 
 
Cost Components 
 
Suez Canal 
 
NSR 
Vessel charter cost per round voyage 
($) 
7 396 700 3 735 400 
 
Total Fuel Cost ($) 3 433 700 1 635 710 
Canal tariff per  round voyage ($) 1 71 693 8 07 975 
Additional piracy insurance in Suez 
Canal per round voyage 
1 58 204  
Additional insurance  premium for 
Increased Values (IV) in NSR ($) 
 20 250 
Additional H&M insurance for NSR 
navigation ($) 
 2 81 250 
Total Costs per round voyage ($) 11 160 297 
 
 6 480 585 
Total Savings ($) 4 679 712 (42%) 
Cost per ton ($) 
(1MMBtu  = 0.0192ton) 
165 $ /ton 
(3.2 $ / MMBtu) 
96 $ / ton 
( 1.8 $ / MMBtu) 
 
Savings per ton ($) 
 
69 $ / ton (42%) 
Source: Authors’ own composition based on interviews with relevant experts from the sector  
The cost components presented in table 4 are commented as under; 
Vessel Charter Cost: For the calculations in table 4, the spot charter rate is used to 
calculate the total charter cost for the voyage. The spot charter rates are comparatively 
higher and more instable in contrast to long-term charter rates (Rokstad, 2013; Drewry, 
2006). 
The spot charter rate used for the calculations in table 4 covers the capital cost and the 
vessel running cost. It does not include the extra insurance premiums and the voyage costs 
that are mentioned separately in the table 4. The spot charter rate varies for steam vessels 
and DFDE vessels, since the vessel in the study is a DFDE, therefore, the current spot 
rate that is 95 000 is used for both route calculations (Platou, 2013). In the current market 
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situation, the spot rate would almost be same disregarding the sailing route choice for the 
vessel (Dahl, 2013) and (Rokstad, 2013). The total charter cost for a round voyage is 
derived by multiplying the charter rate with the number of sailing days for each route that 
is 19.66 days via the Northern Sea Route and 39.93 days via the Suez Canal. 
Fuel Cost: The bunker expenditures make the second largest cost component after the 
chartering cost, in the overall shipping cost structure. The bunker price varies from region 
to region around the globe (TimeraEnergy, 2013). Bunker prices may change in future 
but these calculations are made according to the current approximate rates. The fuel cost 
calculations are elaborated in the section 4.2.2.  
Canal Costs: LNG carriers avail 35 percent discount on the total Suez Canal fees, and 
due to the lower tonnage the Membrane LNG vessels pay less in terms of transit dues in 
comparison to the Moss type LNG vessels (Drewry, 2006). The Suez Canal cost for this 
study is calculated by using the Suez Canal Authority (SCA, 2013) calculator and a 35 
percent rebate (Drewry, 2006) is deducted from the total fee. 
The NSR fee for this particular LNG transit voyage is obtained from an arctic shipping 
expert, as there was no firsthand information in the literature. According to Falck (2013) 
for the laden voyage the NSR fee is 6.80 US dollars per ton cargo loaded and for the 
ballast voyage the rate is 3 US dollars per ton of vessel’s full displacement (Falck, 2013). 
The NSR fee secures access to different services such as, icebreaker support, maintenance 
of the passage, reconnaissance flights, satellite communication, pilotage, meteorological 
service etcetera. The NSR fee mainly depends on the vessel particulars for instance the 
vessel and cargo type, ice class, size, ice conditions and crew experience etcetera (Østreng 
et al., 2013). 
Port Charges: One of the most significant and complex voyage cost is the port charges. 
Port charges cover various small cost expenses, and some of these port charges are paid 
by the cargo owners and rest by the charterer (Drewry, 2006). For the calculations in this 
study port charges are assumed similar for both routes, and therefor are not included in 
this paper. 
Additional Insurance: The marine insurance for the vessels navigating along the NSR is 
a critical factor to be considered, when making such calculations for a transit voyage. The 
extra insurance premiums for sailing along the NSR may increase the overall shipping 
cost. The marine insurance depends on multiple factors such the vessel’s gross tonnage, 
the insured value of the vessel, time of sailing and climatic conditions, vessel’s owners 
historical record, the competition level in the insurance market (Mulherin, 1996). 
Underwriters do not charge extra Protection and Indemnity (P&I) insurance premium for 
the trans-arctic shipping between Europe and Asia, via the NSR, as confirmed by (Skuld, 
2013) and (Gard, 2013). Since the P&I cover is same for the shipping through the northern 
and southern routes, therefore it is not taken in to account for the shipping cost 
calculations in this paper. 
Only the Hull and machinery insurance and insurance for increased values (IV) for the 
NSR shipping is added in the total cost calculations in the table 4. The total insured value 
of this assumed ice-classed LNG carrier is 2 25 000 000 USD, that is split into the Hull 
& Machinery and Increased Value (IV).  
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According to an anonymous underwriter, the vessel owners install various types of 
additional equipment on board for sailing through the NSR; and there is extra insurance 
for such equipment that is referred as the increased values (IV). The values for the 
insurance cost used in the table 4 are provided by an anonymous underwrite, the name of 
the underwriter and the insurance calculation method for this assumed vessel is treated as 
confidential in this paper. The additional insurance cost for this vessel subject to the 
following assumptions.  
‘‘The first and foremost condition is that the voyage is made in good ice 
conditions.  The vessel must use the icebreaker or ocean-going tug services 
during the voyage. The vessel must follow the icebreakers at a safe distance 
at least more than 1 meter for waters shallower than 30 meters and greater 
width if breaking solid sea ice, than the vessel conducting the voyage at all 
times in the excluded area. In case of any incident, the underwriter must be 
informed immediately for any claim under the H&M or IV policy’’ 
Piracy Insurance: Falck (2013) advocated that due to piracy in the Gulf of Aden the 
insurance cost for transit shipping through the Suez Canal has increased, and therefore it 
should also be considered for shipping cost comparisons.  
The same anonymous underwriter, who provided the H&M and IV insurance figures for 
the vessel, indicated the extra piracy insurance cost for the transit shipping via the Suez 
Canal. The piracy insurance for Suez Canal trip covers the round voyage between the 
studied ports, and subject to following assumptions.  
‘‘The price of armed guards and kidnap and ransom (K&R) premium is 
unknown for this assumed vessel, but if the ship owner buys such services, he 
will get rebate on the war premium. Ship owner do not buy the loss of hire 
insurance for this voyage. It must be ensured that the vessel passes through 
the Internationally Recommended Transit Corridor (IRTC) as part of Gulf of 
Aden Group Transit (GOA GT) and the vessel / owner is registered with 
Maritime Security Centre Horn of Africa (MSC HOA) and to follow 
recommended Best Practice (BMP 4). The additional discount for K&R is 
warranted that a K&R policy is in place with ransom and cost limits of 
(minimum) USD 5 million and containing full waiver of subrogation against 
War Risks underwriters. The vessel is subject to 48 hours’ notice / 7 days 
cover and warranted no arms, or ammunition or military equipment as cargo 
on board, and subject to the Sanction Limitation and Exclusion Clause 
(JW2010/004)’’ 
According to (Gard, 2013) the Norway based marine underwriter, the insurance plays a 
minor role in the overall cost picture of the arctic shipping. In future, if the ice-conditions 
are favorable and the sufficient search and rescue facilities are provided along the NSR, 
the underwriters would most likely not charge any additional premiums for the transit 
shipping through the NSR. Most of the insurance premium is not related to the ice but to 
the remoteness of the area, because any incident can bring huge loss. The political 
uncertainty is also another critical factor that can hamper the process of claims handling 
in case of any contingent situation. Shipping through the NSR is relatively new type of 
trade, and the risk / price is not yet fully established. There may be huge variations in the 
future insurance premiums for arctic shipping depending on the incidents and how they 
are coped, because currently due to only few voyages through this route no any reliable 
statistics is available yet (Gard, 2013). 
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The total shipping cost for the LNG transit voyage between Hammerfest and Tobata via 
the Northern Sea Route is lower than the shipping cost for the Suez Canal transit, under 
the mentioned assumptions of this study. The per ton LNG shipping cost is 96 and 169 
US dollars for the NSR and the Suez Canal, that gives a saving of around 42 percent for 
sailing through the NSR with the given conditions. One MMBtu is equivalent to 0.0192 
ton, based on this the LNG cost per Million British thermal units (MMBtu) is calculated 
, that is considerably lower for the NSR transit shipping in comparison to Suez Canal. 
The cost components discussed in the table 4, are also demonstrated in the following 
figure 5. The figure 5 shows that the vessel chart rate and the fuel cost make the largest 
part of the shipping cost for this voyage, and these costs are nearly 50% less for the voyage 
through the NSR in comparison. However, the canal fee and additional insurance appear 
as 80 % and 48% higher respectively for the NSR against its alternate the Suez Canal, for 
this typical LNG transit voyage between Norway and Japan under the assumed 
parameters, see figure 5.  
Figure 5- LNG shipping. Cost comparison of a round voyage via Suez 
Canal and via the NSR (Hammerfest-Tobata) 
 
Source: Authors’ own composition based on table 4 
The overall result of the shipping cost calculations, demonstrates that due to the fifty 
percent shorter sailing distance between the loadings and discharging ports the NSR is 
around 42 % cost efficient and 52 % energy efficient over its competitor Suez Canal.  
4.3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
This section aims to answer the third research question of this paper that is how a variation 
in the key shipping cost components affects the efficiency of the NSR as an alternate to 
the Suez Canal. There are multiple cost components but this section mainly considers the 
NSR fee and charter rate to assess their impact on the routes’ overall cost efficiency. 
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 4.3.1. NSR TARIFF AND ROUTE EFFICIENCY  
(Liu and Kronbak, 2010) applied the scenario analysis in their investigation to assess the 
impact of varying bunker prices and reduced NSR fee on the overall profitability of the 
container service between Europe and Asia. There are certain significant factors which 
will determine the future NSR fee for the transit vessels, such as amount of cargo volume, 
the Russian economy and the Russian state policy for the promotion of the Northern Sea 
Route (Liu and Kronbak, 2010). 
Østreng et al (2013) argued that the NSR fee seems negotiable, as in 2009 Beluga 
shipping paid only 2.25 USD per dead weight for the project cargo, and in future the NSR 
may be navigated without the icebreakers´ assistance when the ice will vanish 
away.(Vukmanovic and Koranyi, 2013) report, that Russian authorities have shown 
intentions to reduce the transit fee to attract more cargo and investments. In future, the 
increasing traffic through the route may play its role to bring down the NSR charges. 
In the total cost calculations done in table 4, the NSR fee appears as a significant 
component, which is about 80% higher than the Suez Canal fees. The table 5 demonstrates 
that how a reduction in NSR tariff will affect the total shipping cost per ton of LNG cargo. 
The cost efficiency of NSR is evaluated by taking three different NSR fee levels into 
account, assuming total shipping cost for the Suez Canal constant, (see table 5). 
Table 5- Sensitivity Analysis. Routes’ Efficiency at diverse NSR tariff levels 
Cost  Suez Canal NSR 
 
NSR fee = 50% reduction 
Total Costs per round 
voyage($) 
11 160 297 6 076 597 
Total Savings ($) 5 083 700 (45%) 
Cost per ton ($) 165$/ton 90$/ton 
Savings per ton ($) 75$/ton (45%) 
 
NSR fee= 85% reduction 
Total Costs per round 
voyage ($) 
11 160 297 5 793 806 
Total Savings ($) 5 366 491(48%) 
Cost per ton ($) 165$/ton 86$/ton 
Savings per ton ($) 79$/ton (48%) 
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 NSR fee= 100% reduction 
Total Costs per round 
voyage ($) 
11 160 297 5 672 610 
Total Savings ($) 5 487 687 (49%) 
Cost per ton ($) 165$/ton 84$/ton 
Savings per ton ($) 81$/ton (49%) 
Source: Authors own composition  
The table 5 shows that a future reduction in NSR fee will increase the competiveness of 
the route as an alternate to Suez Canal. The table 5 reflects that more low the NSR fee is 
the more competitive the route is, under the given conditions and this has been portrayed 
in the following figure 6: 
Figure 6- Sensitivity Analysis. Impact of reduced NSR fee on the per 
ton LNG shipping cost 
 
Source: Authors’ own composition based on table 5 
It is quite visible from the above figure 6 that the NSR tariff will affect the per ton LNG 
shipping cost at a nominal rate. The 0% NSR tariff reduction in the figure 6, represents 
the current rate, a reduction in the NSR fee by 50 % will save more $6 per ton of LNG 
shipping cost for NSR transit shipping. A 100% reduction can increase the NSR cost 
efficiency potential by 12 USD per ton of LNG shipping cost in relation to the current 
rate.  
4.5.2. CHARTER RATE AND ROUTE EFFICIENCY  
Falck (2013) indicated that the charter rate per day is the most influential cost component 
that may alter the total cost picture for the transit shipping through the NSR. As stated 
earlier that the spot charter rate is relatively volatile and it depends on various factors 
such as vessel availability, natural gas production levels, oil and gas prices, long term 
charter agreements, deregulations of gas markets in Europe and US, world economic 
growth , competition for alternate energy sources etcetera (Drewry, 2006). 
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The charter market has seen a quite diversified trend in the day rate over the last few 
years, in past the charter rate was as low as 20 000 USD per day and as high as 150 000. 
The year 2012 was important for the charter market because the per day charter rate was 
at its highest level since the last thirteen years, see figure 7. 
 
Figure 7- Day charter rate history for DFDE LNG vessels 
 
                   Source:  (Platou, 2013) 
Based on the market trend depicted in the figure 7, three charter rates low (35 000), 
medium (75 000) and high (1 50 000) are used to evaluate the influence of the charter 
rates on the routes competiveness, see table 6. 
 
Table 6- Sensitivity Analysis. Routes’ Efficiency at diverse charter rates  
Cost  Suez Canal NSR 
 
Low Charter Rate = 35 000 $ / day 
Total Costs per round 
voyage($) 
6 488 697 4 121 385 
Total Savings ($) 2 367 312 (37%) 
Cost per ton ($) 96$/ton 61$/ton 
Savings per ton ($) 35$/ton (37%) 
 
Medium  Charter Rate =  75 000 $ / day 
Total Costs per round 
voyage ($) 
9 603 097 5 694 685 
Total Savings ($) 3 908 912 (41%) 
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Cost per ton ($) 142$/ton 84$/ton 
Savings per ton ($) 58 (41%) 
 
High Charter Rate = 1 50 000 $ / day 
Total Costs per round 
voyage ($) 
15 442 597 8 643 185 
Total Savings ($) 6 799 412 (44%) 
Cost per ton ($) 229$/ton 128$/ton 
Savings per ton ($) 101$/ton (44%) 
Source: Authors´ own composition 
The table 6 above shows that the charter rate has a robust impact on the shipping cost of 
LNG cargo through both the passages. At the low charter rate, the Northern Sea Route is 
not as attractive as it is at the higher charter rate in terms of cost efficiency, which is 37 
% and 44 % at low and high rates respectively with the stated assumptions. Based on the 
table 6 the following chart is plotted to see the comparative effect of the charter rate on 
the per ton LNG shipping cost, see figure 8. 
Figure 8- Sensitivity Analysis. Impact of diverse charter rates per day 
on the per ton LNG shipping cost 
Source: Authors´ own composition 
The figure 8, presents the per ton LNG shipping cost at four different charter rates for the 
Northern Sea Route and Suez Canal. A low charter rate (35 000) gives a saving of 35 
dollars and the high rate (1 50 000) results in 101 dollars savings per ton of LNG shipping 
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cost. The trend of the charter rate in the figure 8 shows that the higher charter rate would 
result in larger savings by sailing through the NSR. 
Under the certain assumptions, the comparisons demonstrate that the Northern Sea route 
is cost efficient in both the mentioned scenarios for the LNG transit shipping between 
Norway and Japan over the alternate route of Suez Canal due to the shorter distance. 
Higher charter rate per day will enlarge the cost saving potential of the Northern Sea 
Route. 
5.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The main objective of this research was to investigate the potential of the Northern Sea 
Route over the traditional route of Suez Canal in terms of shipping cost and CO2 emission 
efficiency, for the LNG transit shipping between Europe and Asia. 
A number of research studies (Schøyen & Bråthen, 2011; Liu and Kronbak, 2010; Østreng 
et al, 2013; Kitagawa, 2008, Ragner, 2000) described that the NSR offers a shorter route 
between Europe and Asia for the certain ports over the Suez Canal. In this research, it 
was found that distance saving capacity of the NSR over the Suez route is around fifty 
percent (about 20 days) for the LNG transit trips between the ports in northwestern 
Europe and northeast Asia (Falck, 2013).   
According to the investigations of (Schøyen & Bråthen, 2011; Østreng et al, 2013) and 
(Furuichi and Otsuka, 2013) the seasonal shipping operations along the NSR over the 
Suez Canal are profitable for the bulk and container cargo trades under the certain 
assumptions. This research explored that, in comparison to the traditional route of Suez 
Canal, the Northern Sea Route appears as forty two percent more cost efficient passage, 
and it has the potential to save about 4.7 million US dollars for a full round voyage of an 
LNG tanker navigating between Europe and Asia (see table 4).  
(Liu and Kronbak, 2010; Schøyen & Bråthen, 2011; Furuichi & Otsuka, 2013; Østreng, 
2013) advocated that due to the shorter transit distance between Asia and Europe through 
the NSR the lower fuel consumption results in declined CO2 emissions. This research 
proved that Northern Sea Route emerges as a possible solution to curtail the CO2 
emissions from shipping activities, and the CO2 emission from an LNG vessel sailing 
between northern Europe and northern Asia via the NSR is about fifty two percent less, 
than the vessel going through the longer passage of Suez Canal (see table 3).  
(Liu and Kronbak, 2010) in their investigation, conducted a scenario analysis where they 
found that a reduced NSR fee would increase the efficiency of the NSR over its rival the 
Suez Canal. This research proves their finding about the impact of NSR fee on the route’s 
competitiveness. It was examined in this research that a reduced NSR fee increases the 
cost saving potential for the vessels traversing the NSR (see table 5). 
(Schøyen and Bråthen, 2011) in their research made the shipping cost comparison for a 
single leg trip from Norway to China. (Falck, 2013) argued that this type of cost 
comparison must always be made on round voyage basis, otherwise it would give a wrong 
indication. Therefore, in this paper cost comparison for the vessel navigating between 
Europe and Asia is made for the full round voyage and thus this research may oppose the 
study of (Schøyen and Bråthen, 2011) in this respect. 
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(Schøyen and Bråthen, 2011) assumed a 20% additional charter rate for the ice classed 
vessels in their study, (Dahl, 2013) and (Rokstad, 2013) revealed that the charter rate 
would be similar for the ice-classed vessels and ordinary vessels. Based on (Dahl, 2013; 
Rokstad, 2013) this research may disagree with the assumption made by (Schøyen and 
Bråthen, 2011) regarding the charter rate per day for the  cost calculations.  
This research found that the charter rate per day seems to be the most important and 
largest cost component in the total shipping cost picture. Falck (2013) claimed that the 
charter rate affects significantly the cost efficiency of the routes. It was discovered that 
against the low charter rate per day, the higher charter rate increases the cost efficiency 
of the Northern Sea Route over the Suez Canal for the transit shipping of LNG between 
the northern ports of Europe and Asia (see table 6). 
Liu and Kronbak (2010) in their work assumed a 25 percent increased protection and 
indemnity (P&I) insurance premium for the ice-classed vessels. Furuichi & Otsuka (2013) 
in their investigation used 10 dollars per gross tonnage per year as additional H&M and 
P&I insurance premium for the vessels crossing the NSR. Marine underwriters (Gard, 
2013; Skuld, 2013) indicated that they do not charge extra P&I insurance premium for 
the NSR shipping and therefore this research may oppose the assumption made by the 
(Liu and Kronbak, 2010 and Furuichi & Otsuka, 2013).  
The vessels navigating through the Suez Canal face a piracy threat and that has increased 
the insurance cost, indicated by (Furuichi & Otsuka, 2013; Falck, 2013) and an 
anonymous marine underwriter. The research studies by Liu and Kronbak (2010) and 
Schøyen & Bråthen, (2011) did not include the additional piracy insurance cost in their 
investigations and this may undermine the results of their studies. 
6. CONCLUSION 
As described earlier that the overall purpose of this paper was to identify the potential of 
Northern Sea Route as an alternate to Suez Canal for the LNG shipping. Altogether, two 
main research questions and two sub questions were formed to meet the research goals of 
this study. Multiple sources of evidence including research articles, reports, interviews, 
and government documents are used to meet the research objectives. 
Research question 1: How much is the economic potential of using the Northern Sea 
Route as an alternate to Suez Canal for LNG transportation between Europe and Asia?  
Thawing ice in the arctic has unlocked new opportunities for the shipment of liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) by providing a comparatively shorter transit route of NSR between 
Europe and Asia. By conducting a comparative case study this research has found that 
the Northern Sea Route as an alternate to the Suez Canal offers reduced 50% sailing 
distance (about 20 days) between the ports in Northern Europe and Northeast Asia. The 
cost efficiency potential of the NSR over the Suez Canal is 42% and the LNG carrier 
sailing between Norway and Japan offers a saving of 4.7 million dollars for a full round 
voyage. This may attract the industry players to make the required investments. 
Research question 2: How does the NSR can assist to gain the environmental 
sustainability in respect of CO2 emissions? 
Currently when the environmental problem is at the top of global agenda, the Northern 
Sea Route emerges as a possible solution to curtail the CO2 emissions from shipping 
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activities. The CO2 emission from an LNG vessel sailing between Northern Europe and 
Northeast Asia via the NSR is about fifty-two (52%) percent less, than the vessel going 
through the longer passage of Suez Canal. The CO2 emission from the LNG carrier 
navigating between Northern Europe and Northeast Asia via the Suez Canal is 18 585 
tons and via the NSR is 8 854 tons per round voyage. 
Research question 3: How does any variation in the key shipping cost components 
influence the efficiency of the Northern Sea Route as an alternate to the Suez Canal? 
This research conducted a sensitivity analysis to answer this question and it is found that 
the charter rate per day seems to be the most important and largest cost component in the 
total shipping cost picture. A higher charter rate increases the cost efficiency of the 
Northern Sea Route over the Suez Canal for the transit shipping of LNG between northern 
ports of Europe and Asia. The insurance cost seems to have relatively less impact on the 
overall cost structure of the transit shipping via the NSR and Suez Canal, and a reduced 
canal tariff would increase the competitiveness of Northern Sea Route. 
Research question 4: What is the scope of Northern Sea Route for LNG shipping? 
Increased savings in terms of shipping cost, reduced sailing days, political turbulence in 
the Middle East and piracy threat in the Gulf of Aden may increase the attractiveness of 
the NSR for the prospective LNG shipping. The lack of icebreakers and a scanty fleet of 
standardized ice classed vessels may delay the early LNG transit operations across the 
NSR. . It is discovered in the paper that the regional price differences of LNG in Asia, 
Europe, and United States are likely to play a remarkable role in deciding the fate of 
Northern Sea Route, up to a certain extent. 
In future, Northern Sea Route may not emerge as a huge competitor to the southern route 
of Suez Canal, but instead it may take away merely a part of the shipping, mainly the 
hydrocarbons and bulk that goes through the Suez Canal today, because the Suez Canal 
too is a shortcut for some ports and cargo trades.  
7.  RESEARCH LIMITATIONS  
The viewpoint of concerning gas companies such as Gazprom and Statoil, which may use 
the NSR in the future, is unknown as all the efforts to contact to them went unattended in 
this respect. Another limitation of this research is that the vessel is assumed to use the 
boil of gas as a bunker fuel on the ballast leg but in reality the DFDE LNG vessels burn 
heavy fuel oil when they do not have cargo on board and this may alter the value 
calculated in respect of CO2 emissions. Similarly, the vessel speed, insurance cost and 
fuel consumption depends on multiple factors and it may vary from case to case. The 
distance in ice water of NSR is stipulated 2 880 nautical miles but in practice it may vary 
depending on the ice conditions and route choice. This research considers only a single 
vessel operating between specific ports, which may restrict the scope of this study. 
Although it is hard to generalize the inferences from a single case, but some of the 
findings of this study can be generalized up to a certain extent. For instance, in 
comparison to the Suez Canal the NSR would offer savings in terms of fuel and charter 
cost between certain ports in Europe and Asia disregarding the type of the vessel, due to 
the shorter distance. This study finds that due to shorter distance and low fuel 
consumption, the NSR contributes to reduce the CO2 emissions, and this could be applied 
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to all the vessels that can navigate the NSR. This research reveals that there would be 
additional insurance for the vessels intending to traverse the Northern Sea Route no matter 
what type of vessel sail via this route. It is discovered in this research, that the existing 
fleet of icebreakers would retire over the next few years and the lack of icebreaker 
presents a challenge to the future transit shipping along the NSR and this implements to 
all the shipping segments that may use the Northern Sea Route in the coming years. 
7.1 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
Since the winter-navigation across the arctic is not possible in present and only the 
summer shipping operations are cost efficient, it would be interesting for the actors in the 
LNG industry to see that how much savings can be generated on yearly basis through the 
combined NSR-SCR operations. That implies if an LNGC operates via the NSR in 
summer and via the Suez Canal in winter, considering the total number of round voyages 
between two loading and receiving terminals in Europe and Asia. This type of research 
may assist the relevant bodies in decision-making. 
This research proves that the LNG transit shipping operations via the Northern Sea Route 
as an alternate to Suez Canal result in huge cost savings and so far only a couple of gas 
companies have benefited from this shorter passage. The future research can investigate 
that despite the fact that NSR is profitable route today for LNG shipping then why the 
industry players are reluctant to send gas cargo through this passage. 
During the research, it was found that currently the additional insurance for the NSR 
shipping is mainly related to the remoteness of the area, not to the ice. Further research is 
required to analyze that how the establishment of a standardized infrastructure and search 
and rescue facilities along the route will affect the future insurance costs for the vessels 
using the NSR for transit shipping. Up to what extent the insurance companies would be 
able to handle the claims if any incident happens in the passage, considering the political 
factors into account.  
Norway is located at the gateway to the North East Passage; a potential research can 
investigate that how Norway can make the optimum use of its strategic location in the 
context of NSR. 
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Abstract 
 
In recent years, inland navigation networks beneﬁt from the innovation of the 
instrumentation and SCADA systems. These data acquisition and control systems lead 
to the improvement of the management of these networks. Moreover, they allow the 
implementation of more accurate automatic control to guarantee the navigation 
requirements. However, sensors and actuators are subject to faults due to the strong 
effects of the environment, aging, etc. Thus, before implementing automatic control 
strategies that rely on the fault-free mode, it is necessary to design a fault diagnosis 
scheme. This fault diagnosis scheme has to detect and isolate possible faults in the 
system to guarantee fault-free data and the efficiency of the automatic control 
algorithms. Moreover, the proposed supervision scheme could predict future incipient 
faults that are necessary to perform predictive maintenance of the equipment. In this 
paper, a general architecture of sensor fault detection and isolation using model-based 
approaches will be proposed for inland navigation networks. It will be particularized 
for the Cuinchy-Fontinettes reach located in the north of France. The preliminary 
results show the effectiveness of the proposed fault diagnosis methodologies using a 
realistic simulator and fault scenarios. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The main management objective of the inland navigation networks is to guarantee the 
navigation in each reach (Blesa et al., 2012), i.e. the Normal Navigation Level (NNL). 
These levels are principally disturbed by the navigation and the lock operations. During 
lock operations, large volume of water is withdrawn from the upstream reach and 
supplied to the downstream reach causing a wave travelling in both directions; upstream 
to downstream, and downstream to upstream after reflection. To reduce the effect of 
wave and to maintain the NNL, it is necessary to control the gates which are generally 
located beside the locks.  Another possibility is to control the discharges from natural 
rivers. The water levels are controlled by gates and measured by tele-operating sensors. 
To achieve these aims, an adaptive and predictive control architecture has been 
proposed in (Duviella et al., 2013) as depicted in Figure 1. This architecture is based on 
a SCADA system allowing the tele-control of the navigation network. A Human 
Machine Interface (HMI) is dedicated to the supervision of the inland navigation 
network by a supervisor. The management constraints and rules are gathered in the 
Management Objectives and Constraints Generation module (MOCG). To perform the 
management of the inland navigation network, a Hybrid Control Accommodation 
module (HCA) allows the determination of set-points (Management Strategies block) 
according to the current state (Supervision block) and the forecasting of the future state 
(Prognosis block) of the network. These strategies can be adapted or improved 
according to the Decision Support module (DS).  
 
Figure 1 - Inland navigation network adaptive and predictive 
control architecture. 
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In this work, we will focus on the part of the supervision block that determines if a 
sensor fault is present in the system (detection) and identifies what sensor is affected by 
the fault (isolation). 
 
In particular, model-based fault diagnosis techniques will be used for the 
implementation of the sensor supervision block.  
2. MODEL-BASED FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION 
 
The principle of model-based fault detection is to test whether the measured inputs and 
outputs from the system lie within the behavior described by a model of the faultless 
system. If the measurements are inconsistent with the model of the faultless system, the 
existence of a fault is proved. In general, two different types of models can be 
distinguished: qualitative and quantitative models. Quantitative models are used in the 
Systems Dynamics and Control Engineering community (Gertler, 1998; Iserman, 2006; 
Blanke et al., 2006; Ding, 2008) known as FDI (Fault Detection Isolation) community. 
Quantitative models are mathematical models that can be described in time or frequency 
domains and most of the fault detection techniques based on this kind of models uses a 
residual that describes the consistency check between the predicted,  obtained by the 
model, and the real behaviour, y(k) measured by the sensors. This fault detection 
approach is known as based on analytical redundancy.  
2.1 ROBUST FAULT DETECTION 
 
Ideally, in quantitative model-based fault detection methods residuals should only be 
affected by the faults. However, the presence of disturbances, noise and modelling 
errors causes residuals to become nonzero in the absence of faults and thus interferes 
with the detection of faults. Therefore, the fault detection procedure must be robust 
against these undesired effects (Chen and Patton, 1999). 
 
In case parametric uncertainties are taken into account, the healthy system model should 
include a vector of uncertain parameters bounded by sets that contain all possible 
parameter values when the system operates normally.  
 
One of the most developed families of robust approaches, called active, is based on 
generating residuals which are insensitive to uncertainty, while at the same time 
sensitive to faults. This approach has been extensively developed by several researchers 
using different techniques: unknown input observers, robust parity equations, etc. In the 
book of Chen and Patton (1999), there is an excellent survey of this active approach. On 
the other hand, there is a second family of approaches, called passive (Puig et al., 2008), 
which enhances the robustness of the fault detection system at the decision-making 
stage. 
2.2 INTERVAL MODEL 
 
Let us assume that the system to be monitored can be modeled using a model which is 
linear in the parameters and can be expressed in discrete time regressor form, Moving 
Average (MA) model as follows: 
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ˆ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )y k k e k y k e k= τ + = +φ θ                                             (1) 
where 
- ( , )k τφ  is the regressor vector of dimension 1 nθ×  which can contain any function of 
inputs ( )ku  and output ( )y k . 
- τ is the transport delay that is unknown but belong to a set of natural numbers:  
{ }0 0 0, 1,τ τ ττ τ λ τ λ τ λ∈ − − + +  with  0 , ττ λ ∈  and 0 ττ λ>  
- ∈θ Θ  is the parameter vector of dimension 1nθ × .  
- Θ  is the set that bounds parameter values. In particular, for interval models, the set of 
uncertain parameters is bounded by an interval box centered in the nominal parameter 
values: 
                               1 1, ,n nθ θ  θ θ × × θ θ   Θ @ L   
where: 
 
            0i i iθ θ −λ@ ; 0i i iθ θ + λ@  i=1,…, nθ , being 0iθ  the nominal parameter values; 
- ( )e k is the additive error bounded by a constant ( )e k ≤ σ . 
 
The parameter set Θ  and additive error bound σ  are calibrated using fault-free data 
from the system (rich enough regarding the identification point of view) and in such a 
way that all measured data in a fault-free scenario will be covered by the interval 
predicted output produced by using model (1), that is 
 
  
ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) , ( )y k y k y k ∈ −σ + σ                                                 (2) 
 
where 
 
 
{ }
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{ }
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0 0 0
0 0 0
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y k k
τ τ τ
τ τ τ
τ τ λ τ λ τ λ
τ τ λ τ λ τ λ
τ
τ
∈ ∈ − − + +
∈ ∈ − − + +
=
=
θ Θ
θ Θ
φ θ
φ θ


                                 (3) 
 
One of the key points in model based fault detection is how models are built and their 
uncertainty is estimated. The structure of the model, determined by ( , )k τφ  and θ , 
nominal parameters  0θ  and  nominal transport delay 0τ  can be obtained by the physical 
knowledge of the system or by conventional identification techniques (Ljung, 1999). 
The additive error bound σ  can be computed by a noise study. The delay uncertainty  
τλ  can be determined considering that the input process signal is white noise and 
carrying out the study of the independence between the input and output process signals 
using confidence intervals (usually, 99% or 95%). On the other hand, given N 
measurements of outputs and inputs from a scenario free of faults and rich enough from 
the identifiability point of view, the uncertainty in parameters ( iλ  i=1,…, nθ ) can by 
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computed by solving an optimization problem (Blesa et al, 2010). 
     
                                                
2.3 FAULT DETECTION 
 
Once model (1) has been calibrated in a non-faulty scenario, it can be used for fault 
detection checking if  
 
( ) ( )y k k∉ϒ                                                              (4) 
 
where  
( )kϒ  is the direct image of the uncertain model defined as 
 
{ }{ }0 0 0ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) | ( ) ( , ) , , , , 1,
ˆ ˆ        ( ) , ( )
k y k e y k k e
y k y k
τ τ τ τϒ = + = ∈ ≤ σ τ∈ τ −λ τ − λ + τ + λ =
 = −σ + σ 
φ θ θ Θ 
                   (5) 
 
In case that (4) is proved, a fault can be indicated; otherwise no fault is assumed to be 
present. Equivalently, the fault detection test (4) can be formulated in terms of the 
residual defined as 
 
ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )r k y k y k e k y k k e kτ= − − = − −φ θ                                (6) 
 
Residual (6) corresponds to a MA parity equation (Gertler, 1998). Ideally, when 
modeling errors and noise are neglected, residual (6) should be zero in a fault-free 
scenario and different from zero, otherwise. However, because of modeling errors and 
noise, residuals can be different from zero in a non-faulty scenario. In order to take into 
account uncertainty in parameters and additive noise, the effects of these uncertainties 
will be propagated to the residuals defining the region of admissible residuals. A fault 
will be detected when zero does not belong to this set. Thus, the fault detection test is 
equivalent to check the following condition  
 
 
0 ( )k∉Γ                                                                (7) 
 
where ( )kΓ  is the interval of possible residuals defined as follows  
 
{ }{ }0 0 0( ) ( ) | ( ) ( ) ( , ) , ,  , , 1,k r k r k y k k e eτ τ τ τΓ = = − − ∈ ≤ σ τ∈ τ −λ τ − λ + τ + λφ θ θ Θ L        (8) 
 
This test based on the direct evaluation of the residual is known as the direct test (Blesa 
et al., 2011). 
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2.4 FAULT ISOLATION 
 
Fault isolation consists in identifying the faults affecting the system once a fault has 
been detected. Fault isolation could be carried out, as classically proposed in FDI books 
(Gertler, 1998 and Isermann, 2006, among others). Given a set of nr residuals 
{ }1( ), , ( )rnr k r k  at time k,  the fault detection tests (4) or (7) applied component-wise to 
each single residual produces the observed fault signature 
 
( )1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( )rnk k k k= φ φ φφ                                             (9) 
 
where 
 
0 if ( ) is consistent
( )
1 if ( ) is not consistent
i
i
i
r k
k
r k

φ = 

                                               (10) 
 
The observed fault signature is, then, supplied to the fault isolation module that has the 
knowledge about the binary relation between the considered fault hypothesis set  
 
 
{ }1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( )fnk f k f k f k= f                                            (11) 
 
and the fault signal set ( )kφ . This relation is stored in the theoretical binary fault 
signature matrix (FSM) of dimension r fn n× . Thereby, an element FSMi,j of this matrix 
is equal to 1 if the fault hypothesis fj(k) is expected to affect the residual ri(k) such that 
the related fault signal φi(k) is equal to 1 when this fault is affecting the monitored 
system. Otherwise, the element FSMi,j is zero-valued. 
 
Considering single faults, a general approach of carrying out the isolation is comparing 
the observed fault signature ( )kφ  with the theoretical one related to every fault 
hypotheses that can be calculated as the distance between both vectors: ( )kφ and the jth-
column of matrix FSM for the hypothesis fj, e.g. using the Hamming distance 
measurement. As a result of this comparison, a distance measurement disj(k) is obtained 
for every fault hypothesis fj, being dis(k) the vector of all the computed distances at 
time instant k: ( )1( ) ( ), , ( ), , ( )j nfk dis k dis k dis k=  dis . If the Hamming distance approach is 
applied, then 
 
      ( ) ( )( ),
1
( ) FSM XOR ( )
rn
j i j i
i
dis k k
=
= φ∑                                         (12) 
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where XOR is the XOR logic operator. Then, the fault hypotheses with the shortest 
distance regarding the current observed fault signature ( )kφ  are considered as the fault 
isolation result:  
{ }1, ,
:  if ( ) min ( )j j nf
f dis k dis kνν∈
 = ∈ = 
 
DGN

f     (13) 
where DGN is the set of fault hypothesis fj which are consistent with the observed fault 
signals. 
 
 
3. INLAND NAVIGATION MODEL 
 
 
Figure 2 - Piece of inland navigation network of the north of 
France and its Scheme 
 
 
 
 
The real behaviour of every reach NR i   of the network, can be described by the Saint-
Venant (SV) equations (Chow, 1959) are partial-differential equations that describe 
accurately the dynamics in a one-dimensional free surface flow. These equations 
express the conservation of mass and momentum principles in a one-dimensional free 
surface flow: 
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0Q S
x t
∂ ∂
+ =
∂ ∂
                                                                     .            
( )
2
0Q Q hgS gS I J
t x S x
 ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + − − = 
∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                (14) 
 
where ( , )Q Q x t=  is the flow (in m3/s), ( , )S S x t=  is the cross-sectional area (in m2), t is 
the time variable (in s), x is the spatial variable (in m), measured in the direction of the 
movement, h is the spatial variable corresponding to the water elevation (in m), g is the 
gravity (in m/s2), I  is the bottom slope and J  is the friction slope.  
 
Since there is no known analytical solution for equations (14) in real geometry, they 
have to be solved numerically. Then, the hydraulic behavior of this canal system can be 
simulated through numerical methods. Because of the complexity and the computational 
load of this complete distributed model several simplified models have been deduced 
from the SV equations with different simplifications (Bolea et al., 2014), for example 
the IDZ model (Litrico and Fromion, 2004). The IDZ model is based on the 
linearisation of the SV equations around a set-point (in this case given by the NNL), the 
canal reach is divided into two parts: an upstream (uniform flow) part and a downstream 
(backwater) part. The relation between the level and the flow in these two parts is given 
by the following transfer function  
 
1 11 21 1
2 12 22 2
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
y s G G q s
y s G G q s
    
=    
    
                                           (15)                                                                                         
where: y1 and y2 for levels and q1, and, q2 for flows denote upstream/downstream 
deviations from stationary values,  1111
1
1
( )
p sG s
A s
+
= , 
21
12
21
1
( )
sp eG s
A s
τ−−
= , 
12
21
12
2
( )
sp eG s
A s
τ−+
=  
and 2222
2
1
( )
p sG s
A s
−
= . Discretizing (15) using a sample time Ts, the following MA models 
can be obtained 
 
1 1 1 1
1 1 1,1 1 1,2 1 2,1 2 21 2,2 2 21 1
2 2 2 2
2 2 1,1 1 12 1,2 1 12 2,1 2 2,2 2 2
( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( )
( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( )
y k y k b q k b q k b q k b q k e k
y k y k b q k b q k b q k b q k e k
τ τ
τ τ
= − + + − + − + − − +
= − + − + − − + + − +
             (16) 
 
In inland navigation reaches, there can exist intermediate measurement levels and 
intermediate points were extra flows can be injected/extracted. Then, in a general case a 
reach with yn  measurement level points and with qn  input/output flow points, the 
following model can be obtained 
 
( ),1 , ,2 ,
1
( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( )
qn
i i
i i j j j i j j j i i
j
y k y k b q k b q k e kτ τ
=
= − + − + − − +∑    1, , yi n=                 (17) 
that can be rewritten as  
 
( ) ( , ) ( )i i i i iy k k e k= +φ θτ                              1, , yi n=                        (18) 
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with 
 
( )1 1, 1 1, ,( , ) ( 1), ( ), ( 1), , ( 1)q qi i i i i n n ik y k q k q k q k= − − τ − τ − − τ −φ τ                      
( )1,1 1,2 ,21, , , , q
Ti i i
i nb b b=θ                                                          (19) 
 
Since the IDZ is a physical-based model with a given structure, determined by ( , )i ikφ τ  
and iθ  1, , yi n=   in (18)-(19),  nominal parameters 0iθ  and  nominal delays 0iτ  are 
given by the physical knowledge of the system (Litrico and Fromion, 2004). Finally, 
given input/output data from a scenario free of faults and rich enough from the 
identifiability point of view, the uncertainty in parameters and time delays around their 
nominal values can be estimated. 
 
4. FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION SCHEME 
 
Considering a navigation reach, described by (17),  with yn  measurement level points 
and  qn  input/output flow points, yn  different sensor faults can be defined 
 
( ) ( ) ( )nfi i iy k y k f k= +         1, , yi n=                                 (20) 
 
 
where ( )nfiy k  is the real value of the level i and  and ( )if k the additive error fault that 
affects to level sensor i. 
 
Thus, yn primary residuals can be obtained as follows  
 
( ) ( , ) ( )i i i i i ir y k k e k= − −φ θτ      1, , yi n=                                 (21) 
 
Once the interval model has been calibrated, consistency test (7) can be applied to every 
residual (21). 
 
Regarding the fault isolation, considering the yn residuals affected by the possible 
yn faults, the Fault Signature Matrix defined in Table 1 can be obtained. 
 
Table 1- Fault Signature Matrix of residuals system (21) 
 
 1f  2f     1nyf −  nyf  
1r  1 0 0 0 0 
2r  0 1 0 0 0 
   0 0    0 0 
1nyr −  0 0 0 1  
nyr  0 0 0 0 1 
 
 
The problem of using model (17) in (21) for generating residuals, that allow sensor fault 
detection, is that it behaves as a dead-beat observer which can only indicate a fault for a 
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minimum time period given by the system order. This implies that after a number of 
samples (related to the order of the system) once the fault has appeared, the residual 
tends to be small even the fault is still present (Ding, 2008). In order to deal with this 
problem, when an inconsistency is detected in residual ir  at instant fk  a new residual 
_ 2ir  is activated for fk k>  
 
_ 2
ˆ( ) ( ) ( )i i ir k y k y k= −      1, , yi n=                                            (22) 
 
with  ˆ ( )iy k  obtained by the following mass-balance average simulation model 
 
1ˆ ˆ( ) ( 1) ( )i i iy k y k Q kA
= − +                                                       (23) 
 
where A is the longitudinal area of the reach and the input average flow ( )iQ k  is 
computed as 
1
,
1 H
( ) ( )
qn k
i l l i
l j k
Q k q j
−
= = −
= − τ∑ ∑                                                     (24) 
 
and the initial condition of the simulation model is given by 
 
1
H
ˆ ( ) ( )
j kf
i f i
j kf
y k y j
= −
= −
= ∑                                                        (25) 
 
Then, the fault signature component  ( )i kφ  will be activated while the residual _ 2 ( )ir k  
will be bigger or equal a threshold _ 2iσ , i.e., 
 
_ 2 _ 2
_ 2 _ 2
0  if ( )
( )
1  if ( )
i i
i
i i
r k
k
r k
σ
σ
 ≤φ = 
>
                                                         (26) 
 
where _ 2iσ   1, , yi n=   are the detection threshold calibrated in a fault-free scenario. 
 
 
5. CUINCHY FONTINETTES REACH 
 
The Cuinchy-Fontinettes Reach (CFR) has a crucial importance due to its localization, 
between two major catchment areas and its size (more than 40 km long). The main use 
of the CFR is for navigation purposes. However, it can be used to stock water volumes 
during wet periods in order to avoid or to limit floods in the two catchment areas, and 
during dry period to supply water to these two areas.  
 
The CFR is located between the upstream lock of Cuinchy at the East of the town 
Bethune and, at the Southwest of the town Saint-Omer, the downstream lock of 
Fontinettes (see Figure 3). The first part of the channel corresponds to the 28.7 km from 
Cuinchy to Aire-sur-la-Lys. The second part of the channel corresponds to 13.6 km from 
Aire-sur-la-Lys to Fontinettes. The channel is entirely artificial and has no significant 
slope. Considering the navigation flow, the water runs off from Cuinchy to Fontinettes. 
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There are three measurement points in Cuinchy, Aire-sur-la-Lys and Fontinettes. The 
input/output flow points are located in: 
 
• Cuinchy where the flow can be injected by the lock operation (activated by 
navigation rules) and a submerged gate that can supply a controlled flow. 
• Aire where the flow can be injected/extracted by a controlled gate. 
• Fontinettes where the flow can be extracted by the lock operation (activated by 
navigation rules). 
 
 
Figure 3- Scheme of the Cuinchy-Fontinettes navigation reach 
 
 
 
 
Then, considering the discrete-time IDZ model, the system can be modelled by  
 
 
( ) ( , ) ( )i i i i iy k k e k= +φ θτ                    1, 2,3i =                       (27) 
 
 with 
 
( )1 1, 1 1, 2 2, 2 2, 3 3, 3,( , ) ( 1), ( ), ( 1), ( 1), ( 1), ( 1), ( 1)qi i i i i i i i n ik y k q k q k q k q k q k q k= − − τ − τ − − τ − − τ − − τ − − τ −φ τ    
 
( )1,1 1,2 2,1 2,2 3,1 3,21, , , , , , Ti i i i i ii b b b b b b=θ                                                (28) 
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6. RESULTS 
 
6.1 IDENTIFICATION 
 
The nominal values of parameters in Eq. (27) have been obtained by the physical 
knowledge of the system and considering a sample time Ts=5 minutes. The values of 
these parameters are summarized in Tables 2, 3 and 4.   
 
Table 2-Cuinchy level equation 1y  nominal parameters 
0
1,1τ  02,1τ  03,1τ  1,01,1b  1,01,2b  1,02,1b  1,02,2b  1,03,1b  1,03,2b  
1 16 24 0.0063    -0.0062     0.0023    -0.0021    -0.0019     0.0018 
 
Table 3- Aire level equation 2y  nominal parameters 
0
1,2τ  02,2τ  03,2τ  2,01,1b  2,01,2b  2,02,1b  2,02,2b  2,03,1b  2,03,2b  
16 1 8 0.0023    -0.0021     0.0047    -0.0046    -0.0028     0.0027 
 
Table 4- Fontinettes level equation 3y  nominal parameters 
0
1,3τ  02,3τ  03,3τ  3,01,1b  3,01,2b  3,02,1b  3,02,2b  3,03,1b  3,03,2b  
24 8 1 0.0019    -0.0018     0.0028    -0.0027    -0.0042     0.0040 
 
 Once the nominal parameters have been computed, a fault-free scenario has been 
generated by numerical model implemented in the SIC (Simulation Irrigation Canals) 
software (Malaterre, 2006). SIC uses a finite difference method to solve the SV 
equations implicitly. The fault-free scenario defined by the input (positive) and output 
(negative) flow values in 6 days, based on a realistic scenario is depicted in Figure 4. 
Using this fault-free scenario and solving optimization problems (Blesa et al., 2010; 
Puig and Blesa, 2013), the uncertainty in parameters has been computed in such a way 
that the non-faulty data is contained in the interval bounds following Eq. (2).  
 
 
Figure 4 - Input(positive)/output(negative) flow values in the fault-
free scenario 
 
 
The uncertain bounds in parameters obtained in the identification procedure are the 
following 
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- Delay uncertainty: 2τλ =  for all the transport delays 
- Additive errors: 1 1,5cmσ = , 2 3cmσ =   and 3 3.5cmσ =  
- Uncertainty in parameters: ( )1 1,0, 1 ,1i j i jb b= ±α , ( )2 2,0, 2 ,1i j i jb b= ±α  and ( )3 3,0, 3 ,1i j i jb b= ±α  
with 1 0.066α = , 2 0.027α =  and 3 0.008α =  
 
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the Cuinchy, Aire and Fontinettes levels and the bound 
levels obtained using the interval model.  
 
Figure 5 - Levels and interval bound levels in the fault-free 
scenario 
 
 
 
6.2. FAULT DETECTION 
 
Once the interval model has been calibrated, different fault scenarios have been 
simulated in order to verify the effectiveness in fault detection using Test (4) or (7).  
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the bounds of the interval residuals 1Γ  in the Cuinchy 
level  when an additive fault of -2cm has been introduced in this sensor level i.e 
1 0.02f m= −  at 990fk =  (i.e. at time 82h 30’). Figure 7 depicts the details of Figure 6 
around the fault time occurrence. 
 
    
Figure 6- Bounds of the interval residuals 1Γ  (Cuinchy level 
residual) 
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 Figure 7- Detail of bounds of the interval residuals 1Γ  (Cuinchy 
level residual) 
 
 
 
Finally, Figure 8 (upper) shows the fault detection results applying fault detection test 
defined in Eq. (7)  to 1r  and (lower) applying this fault detection test but with the 
additional residual 1_ 2r  defined in Eq. (22) in order to deal with the dead-beat observer 
effect described in Section 4. As can be seen if test (7) is directly applied to 1r  there is 
not persistence in the fault indicator, whereas that this problem disappear when the 
auxiliary residual is used and there is persistence in the fault indicator.  
 
 
Figure 8- Fault detection results without and with additional 
residual 1_ 2r  
 
 
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In recent years, inland navigation networks have beneﬁted from the innovation of the 
instrumentation and SCADA systems. However, before implementing automatic control 
strategies that rely on the fault-free mode it is necessary to design a fault diagnosis 
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scheme. In this paper, a model-based scheme has been proposed for the sensor level 
fault detection and isolation in inland navigation networks. The scheme is based on the 
use of analytical redundancy provided by a mathematical model. The fault detection is 
implemented by a passive robust approach based on interval methods that considers 
uncertainty in parameters of the mathematical model and additive error. Finally, the 
proposed scheme has been successfully validated in real scenarios using a high-fidelity 
simulator of a reach of the inland navigation network located in the north of France.  
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Abstract 
The maritime industry has great potential for improving energy efficiency in both new 
builds and existing ships. It is, therefore, necessary to identify the areas where 
improvements can be made to reduce fuel consumption, and influence to the shipowners, 
shipyards and designers of ships on the need to implement these improvements in 
energetic efficiency and to achieve a reduction of between 25% and 75% of CO2 
emissions as IMO report 2009 provides, making ships even more environmentally 
friendly. 
The study was conducted focusing on one type of ship such as tanker vessels, compiling 
a database of these ships built from 2000 to 2014. The ships comprising the study were 
taken from the database of Lloyd´s Register of Shipping. With all the technical data on 
each of the ships, we proceeded to relate the main and auxiliary power, with the operating 
speed of the vessel, its displacement and GT, by size, age and generation ships. 
All the above comparisons were made according to ship sizes, graphically and 
analytically in which interesting conclusions could be drawn in the relevant dimensioning 
of the main and auxiliary engines, as well as the operation of the ship. Because of the 
current crisis some owners have already begun to change their size criteria of propulsion 
and auxiliary engines of these vessels, their management and operation as well as their 
speed. 
Another significant finding was the identification of some shipyards that build their ships 
with an oversize and exaggerated power of the main and auxiliary engines, regardless of 
the effect on increasing fuel consumption and impact on the environment. 
Finally, we have performed a comparative study of EEOI of these vessels by size and age 
to determine the environmental signature and their evolution. 
All this leads us to determine a set of measures to be applied, for example, power 
reduction or derating, etc. on existing ships and applied to new designs , thus reducing 
the propulsion and auxiliary power of these ships and collaborating to reduce greenhouse 
gases . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As explained in the abstract, the objective of this paper is going deeper in the measures 
that can be implemented in tankers during the design ant building and during the operating 
life. 
 
In order to minimize the fuel consumption and the emission of greenhouse gases, there is 
the possibility to use waste heat recovery plants to produce all electric and thermal energy 
of the ship and this should be extended to the greatest number of ships. Then it is 
necessary to find relationships between dead weight, displacement, main engine power 
and electric generators power. 
 
First, a data base of all tankers existing in the world has been used, and then ships have 
been classified following size and age, from year 2000 to 2014. 
 
It has been used the FARPLAY database associated with Lloyd’s Register of Shipping 
that is the most reliable in the shipping world. Total of tankers is 3788 and of all of them 
are taken IMO identification number, dimensions, displacement, Gross Tonnage, speed, 
main engine power and auxiliary power. 
 
Ships are classified by size as: Handy tanker (10000-50000 t), Panamax (50000-80000 t), 
Aframax (80000-120000 t), Suezmax (120000-200000 t), VLCC (200000-320000 t) and 
ULCC (+320000 t). 
 
Once the data base has been made it has been searched, for each ship size, the relationship 
between main and auxiliary power; main power with auxiliary power and speed;  main 
and auxiliary power with displacement; main and auxiliary power with GT; main power 
and displacement with speed; main power with speed and GT.  
 
 
HANDY TANKER 
 
In figure .1, propulsive power is related to auxiliary power and displacement of these 
ships.  Main power goes from 6078 to 11200 kW and auxiliary power from 1980 to 5220 
kW. Most ships have between 7150 and 8580 kW and auxiliary power from a 23% to a 
64% of main power, these last values too high explained by the use of electrical driven 
cargo pumps and other equipment and for  the fulfilment of the SOLAS rule to double 
electric power of auxiliary engines for safety.  
 
In the same figure are related propulsive power with displacement and can be seen that 
there is one series of ships with the same displacement and propulsive power, other with 
higher displacement have a slightly higher main power and other that have higher 
displacement that the first and higher main power but not exponentially as would be 
expected showing that in some ships, main engine is oversized. It is also observed that 
there is a series of ships with the same dimensions in displacement and main power and 
probably have not the main engine optimized for the displacement. 
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In figure .2, propulsive power is related with displacement and speed. It can be seen three 
groups: In the first there is a large number of ships with the same main power, 
displacement and speed like if these had been designed and built by the same technical 
office and yard. There is a second group with the same speed of the first group but with 
a 9000 t higher displacement and a 23% higher main power, about twice that it would be. 
The third group has a higher speed, one or two knots and their power is exponentially 
higher. 
 
                                                                 Figure   1 
 
 
Figure 2 
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 AFRAMAX 
In Aframax ships it has been related main and auxiliary power with displacement. 
In figure 3 main power goes from 11000 kW to 16000 kW and auxiliary power from 
1200 to 4200 kW that is the auxiliary power is from 23% to 27,5 % of main power. 
Displacement goes from 121000 t to 123000 t. For the lower limit there is a large 
number of ships with main power in their lower value, a more reduced number of ships 
have a displacement 2000 t higher with the main power also in their lower value and a 
third group that with the same increase of displacement have a power from 1000 to 
2000 kW higher. 
In figure 3 main power, displacement and speed are related. It can be seen that speed 
goes from 14 to 15,4 knots and neither the slight increase of power nor that of the 
displacement make a increase of the propulsive power that in some instances increases 
slighty and in others decreases. 
Figure  3 
 
Figure  4 
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 SUEZMAX 
In Suezmax tankers, propulsive power have a broad range from 9500 kW to 22000 kW. 
Auxiliary power goes from 1800 kW to 4000 kW, that is from a 15 % to a 21% of main 
power. There are some ships with an auxiliary power of 18000 kW, that is a 81,8 % of 
main power. This high auxiliary power is probably due to special purpose ships. 
In figure 5 it can be seen a first group from 16500 to 17000 kW for a displacement of 
172000 t, that can be defined as standard. Also a second group with a higher displacement, 
183000 t and a main power of 18500 kW. There is a third group with a displacement of 
173000 t have the higher main and auxiliary power in these ships. 
Relating to the speed of these ships with displacement and main power, figure 6, it can 
be seen that it goes from 14 to 16,5 knots, being the most usual 15,5 knots. There is a 
large number of sips with the same speed, displacement and main power and other group 
with higher speed and same displacement that have the same propulsive power, showing 
an oversizing of main engine with the consequences for operation and environment. 
 
 
Figure  5 
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Figure  6 
 
 
VLCC 
Figures 7 and 8 belong to VLCC showing the relationship between power and 
displacement. Main power goes from 22700 kW to 31900 k and there are five groups of 
ships: first, for a displacement from 319000 to 345000 t, main power is 22700 kW; 
second, for a displacement of 339000 t and main power of 25000 kW; third, a 
displacement of 350000 t and main power of 25700 kW; fourth, for a displacement of 
between 342000 and 348000 t and main power of 27000 kW and fifth, for a displacement 
of 355000 t and main power of 29700 kW. 
In the same FIGURE  7 it can be seen that auxiliary power goes from 1700 kW to 3700 
kW and some special ships with auxiliary power from 7700 kW to 9700 kW, that is from 
a 33,9% to a 42,7% of propulsive power instead of the usual in these ships that is a 10 or 
12%. 
In figure 8 it can be seen that speed is between 14 and 16,5 knots with some exception of 
17,5 knots. 
It can be seen that there is good parallelism between displacement, speed and propulsive 
power, there are ships that with the same displacement and speed that the other ships, 
have a higher propulsive power, that supports our thesis that, depending in which yard or 
technical office where the ship is designed and built, there are differences in the 
optimisation and efficiency of main and auxiliary engines. 
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 Figure  7 
 
 
Figure  8 
 
 
 
ULCC 
ULCC tankers, the biggest in the world, are built by very few yards that are able to cope 
with their huge dimensions and all are very similar in design and building. 
In figure 9 we find that main power goes from 27000 kW to 32000 kW for the biggest 
units with a displacement higher than 500000 t. There are two groups: first, with 365000 
t of displacement and 27000 kW of main power; second, for the same displacement, with 
29000 kW. 
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Auxiliary power goes from 2000 kW to 6000 kW, between a 6,9 and 13,8% of main 
power. 
Speed can be seen in figure 10 and is between 15,3 and 16,3 knots. 
Finally we can say that there is a high parallelism between main and auxiliary power and 
displacement. There are some cases with main and auxiliary powers oversized. 
 
Figure  9 
 
 
Figure  10 
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2. CONCLUSIONS 
Powers and speeds show, generally speaking, good correspondence between them. There 
are isolated cases that show big variations with very high main and auxiliary power that 
can be due to severe operation conditions. 
In many instances, main and auxiliary powers are oversized and this can be explained for 
different reasons like a lack of detailed study for each ship and submission to the 
conditions of the yard or the engine builder. There are yards that generally install 
oversized powers. 
The relationship between main power and electric power varies of the following way: 
 
 HANDY AFRAMAX SUEZMAX VLCC ULCC 
MAIN 
ENGINE (kW) 
6.078-
11.200 
11.000-
16.000 
9.500-
22.000 
22.700-
31.900 
27.000-
37.000 
AUX. 
ENGINE (kW) 
1.980-
5.220 
1.200-4.200 1.800-4.000 1.700-
3700 
2.000-
6.000 
 
It is the possibility to adjust main and auxiliary powers to a minimum values in order to 
have a substantial fuel saving and, thus, of greenhouse gases. 
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Abstract 
Aspiration to reduce energy consumption and to pro-ecological operation of vessels’ 
energy systems requires the energy indicators to be analyzed. The energy efficiency, in 
case of fishing cutters, is not always the objective indicator for energy consumption, in 
particular during the fishing process. EEOI (Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator) 
appears to be useful in the analysis of the environmental hazards associated with the 
emission of harmful exhaust gases. The indicator allows for the energy efficiency 
assessment of vessel energy system on current basis.  
This paper presents determined energy efficiency indicators for the energy systems of the 
selected Polish fishing cutters using the results of the research conducted thereon.  
The specificity of the operational tasks for fishing vessels has been taken into 
consideration when determining the indicators and during their analysis. 
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 1. INTRODUCTION 
In the recent years, the technologies for the reduction of power consumption and gas 
emission to the atmosphere by ship energy systems have been implemented. It is related 
with the rising prices of petroleum products used at ships (costs of fuel, oil and greases 
constitute 50 – 80% of ship operational cost) and with the requirements of the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) regarding environment protection. 
Previously, the term of energy performance has been commonly used to determine the 
energy efficiency of ship energy systems as the measure of a conversion degree for the 
chemical energy of fuel used in marine power plant. In order to mitigate environment 
pollution, especially by CO2 emission, IMO entered into force on 1st January 2013 the 
requirement regarding the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI), which is mandatory 
for new ships. Furthermore, all ships, being in operation and the new ones, are subject to 
the Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP), which ensures optimal ship 
operation from the point of view of power consumption and hazards to environment. The 
obligation refers to ships over 400 GT and to the following types of ships: bulk carriers, 
gas tankers, tankers, container ships, general cargo ships, refrigerated cargo ships and 
combined carriers [6]. 
Considering the volume of the fishing cutters belonging to the Polish fleet and the types 
of ships that are subject to the requirements it may be concluded that the IMO regulations 
do not apply to this type of vessels. Long-term cooperation with shipowners demonstrates 
their considerable interests in obtaining the highest energy efficiency indicators of their 
fishing cutters, first and foremost in order to reduce fuel consumption. For that purpose, 
this article, based on the selected vessels’ types of the Polish fishing fleet, presents an 
analysis of energy efficiency indicators by determining energy performance and the 
Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI), which may constitute a supplement to 
SEEMP.  
2. ENERGY PERFORMANCE OF FISHING VESSELS’ ENERGY SYSTEMS 
The effective use of fuel chemical energy is determined by all receivers of every kind of 
energy to which it has been processed. Fishing vessels may be included in a group of 
technological units, which means that, apart from mechanical energy required for a drive, 
a high demand for energy in the process of fishing, processing and storage of caught fish 
also occur. In order to define energy performance correctly it is necessary to determine 
the balance boundary of an energy system, which allows for development of a heat 
balance. Figure 1 presents a scheme of developed energy system for a fishing cutter 
together with a balance boundary.   
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Figure.1 Scheme of extended energy system for a fishing cutter 
together with a balance boundary 
 
1-main engine, 2-axuliary engine, 3-transmission gear, 4-power generator, 5-oil fired 
boiler, 6- heat exchanger, 7- fuel supply, 8- supply for heat receivers, 9- power supply for 
electric receivers, 10- loss stream (cooling water, exhaust gases, lube oil, charge air), 11- 
mechanical energy receivers, 12- balance boundary, 13- hydraulic pump,  
14- hydraulic motor, 15- electric motor) 
The scheme presented in fig. 1 refers to the most common solution at fishing cutter for 
an marine power plant with an internal-combustion engine for main drive, diesel engine 
power generator set and fired, auxiliary boiler [1, 3]. The proposed scheme should be 
deemed as an example. In case of real energy systems of the analyzed vessels, the scheme 
may be developed by adding or simplified by removing devices. Chemical energy 
contained in fuel (7) is supplied to the energy system, which is inside the balance 
boundary. This energy is necessary to supply self-ignition internal-combustion engine 
and oil fired boiler. The following usable energy fluxes are brought out of the balanced 
system boundary: the flux of mechanical energy (11) to a propeller drive and 
technological devices (pumps, compressors), the flux of electric energy (9) (drive for 
fishing gear and deck devices, auxiliary devices for marine power plant, air conditioning, 
ventilation and cooling systems, navigation and radio devices, lighting), heat flux (8) 
supplying heating devices and waste energy flux (10). 
The measure of marine power plant is its performance equivalent to the determination of 
an energy performance for an energy system, which may be represented by the following 
relation [3]: 
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In case of fishing vessels, the number of mechanical energy technological receivers is 
significant, and a division of the flux of useful mechanical energy PEM into the particular 
receivers is subject to change depending on operational tasks (free sailing, fishing). 
Therefore, it is convenient, for the purpose of calculation, measurement and analytical, to 
divide PEM into the particular components. Moreover, one fuel type is used at fishing 
vessels. Upon having taken the above into consideration, formula 1 shall take the 
following form: 
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In the above formula, the particular useful mechanical energy fluxes change their volume 
during the execution of specific operational tasks for a fishing vessel. The evaluation of 
useful mechanical energy fluxes simultaneously requires to carry out the measurements 
of parameters necessary to their determination during the execution of the particular 
operational task.   
The energy performance of a fishing vessel energy system is not an objective 
indicator showing the energy consumption of technological process of this vessel type i.e. 
catching, processing and storage of fish. Therefore, an indicator illustrating energy 
consumption per tonne of fish caught, expressed by the formula below, may be useful: 
 
M
GWd
3600
=ε   (3) 
where: 
 
 G – average, hourly fuel consumption, kg/h, 
 Wd– calorific fuel value, kJ/kg,   
 M– weight of fish caught, t . 
 
The value of the above indicator is not affected by the type of fuel used, which 
undoubtedly may be classified as an advantage. However, the disadvantage is large 
impact on its value of vessel operating time during free sailing, which means the distance 
travelled to fishery and to harbor and the weight of fish caught.    
 
3. ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPERATIONAL INDICATOR OF FISHING 
VESSELS 
The Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI) allows for day-to-day assessment of 
the energy efficiency of ship energy systems. In case of ships in operation it is possible 
to verify how designed or implemented technical and operational changes affect the value 
of the indicator. As far as fishing vessels are concerned, the technical changes may 
include inter alia: the improvement of the technical condition of a hull, the replacement 
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of drive system, the improvement of the technical condition of energy system machines 
and devices, the application of special paints for hull that would reduce its resistance and 
fouling, the fixing of nozzles at a propeller in order to increase thrust forces, the 
improvement of water flow condition in the aft end of the hull, the improvement of the 
hull and the superstructure insulation condition. Whereas, the operational factors may 
include: immersion control (especially trim), voyage route planning, current fuel 
consumption control, the use of optimal (from the energy consumption  point of view) 
catching methods for fishing gear, the development and the implementation of energy 
management process for a ship.  
EEOI may be determined under the following formula [4,6]: 
 
Dm
CFC
EEOI
oc
j
Fjj
arg
∑
=   (4) 
where: 
 
FCj –  the mass of consumed fuel by main and auxiliary engines and boilers during  
operational task performance 
J   – fuel type, 
CFj – conversion factor expressed by the relation of CO2  mass produced from 
combusting used fuel of  j type, 
m freight  –  freight carried (tonnes) or operational task performed (number of TEU, vehicles 
or passengers) or gross tones (GT) for passenger ships; 
D    – distance in nautical miles corresponding to the operational task performed. 
 
The above equation has been developed by IMO [6] and in order to apply it, it is essential 
to be acquainted with CF  factor. The values of the CF  factor for different fuel types used 
in shipbuilding industry are presented in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Values of CF  [6] 
Type of fuel Reference Carbon content CF [t CO2 / t fuel] 
Diesel/Gas Oil ISO 8217 DMX do DMC 0,875 3,206000 
Light Fuel Oil (LFO) ISO 8217 RMA do RMD 0,86 3,151040 
Liquified Petroleum Gas 
(LPG) 
Propan 
Butan 
0,819 
0,827 
3,000000 
3,030000 
Liquified Natural Gas 
(LNG) 
 0,75 2,750000 
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Upon the analysis of equation 4 it may be concluded that the purpose of its 
implementation is to control and reduce CO2 emission depending on the fuel type and its 
consumption. The calculated values of EEOI will be different for different ship types, 
which results from work for which ships are constructed. The values allow for the 
comparison and assessment of energy efficiency both different ships and of the same type.  
4. ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF SELECTED FISHING CUTTERS  
In order to assess energy efficiency of a selected fishing cutter type, upon having 
conducted the operational research, the energy performance was calculated for its energy 
system and EEOI was determined. During the research and the calculation performance, 
the operational tasks for the vessel were taken into consideration – free sailing (without 
freight and with freight) and trawling. For the comparative purposes, the research and the 
calculation were carried out at two fishing cutters of the same type. The energy system of 
one fishing cutter has not been modernized since the entry into operation, while at the 
second vessel the modernization of the energy system consisted of the replacement of the 
main drive engine with a new engine of different type [2,5].  
Technical and operational parameters of the tested fishing cutters: 
          Old engine  New engine  
Total length   LC =  17,6 m Type  PUCK SW 680 SCANIA  
1101 M01 
Total deadweight  BT  =  42 BRT Nominal power 167 kW 180 kW 
Hold capacity  VH = 34 m3 Rotational speed 2000 rev/min 1500 rev/min 
Operating speed vE  = 8,5 kn 
 
The tested vessels are side trawlers. Their energy system is composed of a main drive 
engine which through a reduction gear drives the fixed pitch propeller. Belt reduction 
gearboxes, driving 2 kW power generator and a trawl winch, are fixed at the free end of 
the crankshaft. Additionally,  the energy system includes a oil fired boiler.  
4.1. RESEARCH DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS 
Prior to the research, a torsiometer to measure a torque and meters to measure fuel 
consumption by the main drive engines were installed at the input shaft to the gearbox. 
In order to determine the distance travelled and the speed developed by the fishing cutters, 
GPS system was used. The operational tasks, presented in table 2, during which the 
research was carried out, had been specified. For the comparative purposes, it was agreed 
with the skippers that fish would be caught at the same fisheries. The fishing cutters 
stationed in the same port. The research was carried out in the summer, at an interval of 
2 weeks for particular fishing cutters in the same operating conditions (free sailing speed 
and trawling speed, trawling time) and similar weather conditions. The oil fired boilers 
were not used. Fish caught were stored in ice collected at the port. The results of the 
operational research carried out at the fishing cutters are presented in table 
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 Table.2 Results of the operational research carried out at the fishing 
cutters 
Operational 
task 
Distance Speed Time Engine 
power 
Fuel mass 
flow 
Fuel 
consumption 
Weight 
of fish 
- D[Mm]  v [kn]   t  [h] PEM[kW] Mpal[g/kW] FC [t] mcargo[t] 
Engine PUCK SW 680 
To fishery 70 7,5 10 124 245 0,304 0 
Trawling I 16 4,0 4 63 308 0,078 0 
Change of 
fishery 
14 7,5 2 128 246 0,063 3 
Trawling II 12 4,0 3 68 312 0,021 3 
To port 86 7,5 12 140 239 0,402 7 
Total 198  31   0,868 7 
Engine SCANIA 1101 M01 
To fishery 72 7,5 10 120 227 0,272 0 
Trawling I 16 4,0 4 57 267 0,061 0 
Change of 
fishery 
14 7,5 2 120 227 0,054 3 
Trawling II 12 4,0 3 60 268 0,048 3 
To port 90 7,5 12 132 218 0,345 5 
Total 204  31    5 
 
The values of mechanical power, produced in the energy system while carrying out the 
particular operational tasks included in table 2, are the average values determined from 
the measured instantaneous power recorded every 5 minutes. The differences in the 
weight of fish caught result from fish shoal and the adopted condition of constant trawling 
time.  
4.2. ENERGY PERFORMANCE 
In order to calculate the energy performance of the fishing cutters energy systems 
equation (2) and (3) were used together with the operational research results presented in 
table 2. The assumed fuel calorific value equaled to Wd = 42700 kJ/kg. The calculation 
results are presented in table 3.  
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 Table.3 Energy performance of fishing cutters 
Operational task Engine PUCK SW  Engine SCANIA 1101 M01  
- Energy performance ηEUE [%] 
Travel to fishery 34,4 37,2 
Trawling I 27,2 31,5 
Change of fishery 34,3 37,1 
Trawling II 27,0 31,4 
Return to port 35,3 38,7 
Energy consumption indicator per a tone of fish caught εj [-
] 
0,332 0,298 
 
Upon the analysis of the results presented in table 3, it may be concluded that the engine 
replacement at one vessel contributed to an increase of the energy performance of the 
vessel energy system during the execution of every operational tasks. Moreover, the unit 
energy consumption indicator, calculated under equation 3, referred to a tonne of fish 
caught by the individual fishing cutters, had a lower value at the vessel at which the engine 
had been replaced. Average, hourly fuel consumption was determined in equation 3 as a 
quotient of total fuel consumption during a travel and travel time. It should be underlined 
that the replaced engine, SCANIA 1101 M01, is not the engine of the latest generation. It 
was fixed upon 10-year operation period and complete renovation. 
4.3. ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPERATIONAL INDICATOR 
The data included in table 2 and formula (4) were used for EEOI calculation. Given the 
fuel type used in the fishing cutters, the conversion factor CF=3,206 [tCO2/tfuel] was 
adopted from table 1. Prior to calculation, the operational tasks were grouped in operating 
conditions, which are presented in table 4. The operating condition “all operational tasks”  
means that for the calculation the total amount of travelled distances and consumed fuel 
were taken into consideration, as well as the weight of fish caught during the particular 
operational tasks. Whereas, the operating condition “entire voyage” means that the entire 
distance travelled, the total amount of fuel consumed and the weight of fish caught were 
included in order to perform the calculations. The results are presented in table 4.  
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 Table 4 EEOI of tested fishing cutters 
Operating conditions Engine PUCK SW 680 Engine SCANIA 1101 M01 
- Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator  
EEOI  10-4  [tCO2/tMm] 
Free sailing (Travel to fishery, 
change of fishery, return to port)  38,27 43,72 
Trawling I i II 88,06 97,00 
All operational tasks 40,93 47,35 
Entire Trip 20,08 24,51 
Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator per 1 tonne of 
fish caught EEOIj 10 -4   [tCO2/tMm]  
140,55 122,55 
 
Upon the analysis of the calculations presented in table 4 it may be noted that the engine 
replacement has not affected the improvement of the EEOI value. The main reason for 
this situation, despite lower fuel consumption, should be sought in the lower weight of 
fish caught. Only determined unit EEOIj referred to a tonne of fish caught equaled to the 
expected lower value.   
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
1. Energy performance of marine power plant systems is a useful indicator for assessment 
their energy efficiency during the execution of particular ship operational tasks. 
However, it does not include the freight type and quantity. The indicator value is 
mostly affected by the demand for the particular types of energy and fuel consumption, 
a hence by the performance and the technical condition of energy system devices and 
the degree of waste energy recovery   
2. In order to enable to compare the energy efficiency of different ship types and the 
particular ships of the same type and of equal or different volumes, a unit power 
consumption indicator to the mass of freight, to the number of passengers or to the 
number of containers etc. should be applied.       
3. In case of fishing vessels for the particular vessels, the value of unit energy 
consumption indicator will be affected by the weight of fish caught and the distance 
travelled while free sailing.  
4. As the calculation results have shown, EEOI is not a reliable indicator for the energy 
efficiency assessment of fishing vessels due to an excessive reliance on the weight of 
fish caught and the distance travelled by a vessel. Due to the lower weight of fish 
caught, EEOI achieved higher, and therefore worse value at the vessel where the 
engine of lower fuel consumption was fixed.  
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5. The application of unit EEOIj for the tested fishing cutters enables to assess objectively 
their energy efficiency. 
6. The determined values of EEOIj factors for fishing vessels exceed around 10 times its 
values for transport ships [2]. Therefore, this indicator cannot be compared between 
different types of ships.  
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Abstract 
Fishing limits, necessity to cope with competitive fishermen of other countries, the lack 
of financial resources to purchase modern vessels have caused that more than 30% of 
the Polish fishing vessels operating at the Baltic Sea were withdrawn from operation 
between 2003 and 2012. Uncoordinated modernizations of the fishing cutters prevent 
from comparing the obtained results. A research team of the Maritime University of 
Szczecin gathered opinions of the shipowners regarding the effects of the 
modernizations performed and conducted research which shall constitute the grounds 
to develop optimal directions for modernization and operation of the fishing vessels. 
Commencing on 2013, commercial vessels have been obliged to implement the SEEMP. 
Development of energy efficiency audit programme, dedicated for this specific vessels’ 
group, will be practical to improve energy efficiency during fishing vessels’ operation. 
The idea to carry out an audit is to identify solutions, which would reduce energy inputs 
for vessels’ operation, and present them to fishermen starting from the simplest ones 
which do not require funding to more complex requiring considerable financial 
investment, but improving significantly the energy efficiency of vessels as well as the 
consequent competitiveness. This paper presents a proposal of energy audit developed 
for the Polish fishing fleet at the Baltic Sea.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Polish fishing vessels, catching on the basis of the ports located on the Polish marine 
waters constitute a group of 881 vessels registered as active fishing vessels. The vessels 
are the vessels of different age and the oldest ones at the Baltic Sea as far as the age 
composition is concerned. The average age of the Polish fishing vessels is 29 years.[26] 
 
 
Figure 1. Average age of fishing vessels operating on the Baltic Sea. 
[24, 25] 
 
 
 
 
The vessels, of different volumes and different technical advancement, characterize with 
one of the lowest power factors among the Baltic fishing vessels. The EU guidelines 
requiring to fix new engines of lowered power will continue this state in the future. 
 
 
Figure 2. Power ratio on fishing vessels operated on the Baltic Sea. 
[24]  
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The technical condition of the vessels and power factor affect mainly fuel consumption, 
one of the main components of economic assessment for vessels efficiency and impact 
on the environment. 
 
 
Figure 3. Fuel consumption by fishing vessels operated on the Baltic 
Sea (in 2011 ) [24,25]  
 
 
 
** includes the data of vessels operated also outside the Baltic Sea 
 
 
30% of the Polish fishing vessels catching on the Baltic Sea were withdrawn from 
operation between 2003 and 2012.  The vessels remaining in operation, especially of 
older types, have been modernized by owners towards:   
- the reduction of energy inputs, 
- the reduction of the crew of fishing cutters by the development of catching 
operations’ mechanization, 
- improvement of vessels’ and work safety at fishing cutters. 
 
Uncoordinated rebuilding operations of fishing cutters do not allow for the optimization 
of modernization results. Supporting the Polish fishing industry at the Baltic Sea, the 
Maritime University of Szczecin will conduct a research as a part of a project financed 
by the European Union [2], which constitutes the basis for the development of an 
energy audit formula allowing for the comparison of the energy efficiency of fishing 
cutters differing in age.  The development of an energy audit programme, dedicated for 
this specific vessels’ group, aims at the improvement of energy efficiency for fishing 
vessels’ operation by presenting to fishermen solutions reducing energy input while 
operating vessels. Shipowners, depending on their financial capability and investment 
policy, may select the simplest, operational solutions that do not require funding or 
more complex solutions requiring significant financial resources, but also considerably 
improving the vessels’ energy efficiency.  
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2. METHODOLOGY FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY ASSESSMENT OF 
FISHING VESSELS. 
The assessment and the comparison of energy efficiency in different economy sectors 
play an increasingly important role in internal and international policies of most 
countries. The energy efficiency improvement in the various fields of economic activity 
is a regular item of the governments’ internal policies of the most of the developed 
countries. This is due to the desire to increase the level of economy competitiveness, the 
provision of country energy security and the improvement of green image and obtaining 
benefits resulting from the reduction of carbon dioxide. Although the term of energy 
efficiency is commonly used in documents and legal regulations, relatively little 
attention was devoted to the precise definition of this term and to the indication of 
assessment methods. The energy efficiency term was included directly or indirectly 
among the others in the directives and the resolutions of the European Union [1,2,3,5,6], 
the legal regulations of the Republic of Poland [7,8,9,10,11], the documents of the 
International Maritime Organisation [12,13,14,15,16,17], the recommendations of the 
International Energy Agency [18] and international and domestic norms and standards 
[19,20,21,22]. 
In order to compare the energy efficiency of various objects the agreed definitions and 
the identical energy efficiency indicators of the compared objects are adopted, assuming 
that the energy depends on three factors: 
 
- the nature and the structure of business, 
- the level of economic activity defined by the amount of energy produced, 
tangible property and services, 
- energy efficiency, which means energy essential for tangible property 
production or services provision. 
 
Directive 2006/32/EC of the European Parliament conventionally defines energy 
efficiency in a general manner. It compares the amount of energy which is essential to 
produce a product unit to a useful process output. Such defined energy efficiency EE 
may be written as: EE = UWP
EWP
   (1) 
 
where: 
 
UWP – useful process output, 
EWP – energy input, 
 
The inverse of the above formula is the Energy Performance Indicator (EPI), applicable 
in the European Union states: 
 EPI = EWP
UWP
           (2) 
 
Despite a simple formula adopted in the equation, the calculation of energy efficiency is 
complicated and often ambiguous. While the precise measurement of energy input into 
a process is generally possible by using more or less complicated measurement systems, 
the precise calculation of process output may be problematic. The process output may 
refer to a business activity which is difficult to compare, not only due to diversity, but 
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also due to difficulties related with the quantification of obtained results, which should 
include not only the quantity, but also the quality of a product or service. Quality 
assessment is the complicated part, especially when the object that is a subject to tests 
provides various services. The determination of outcome in the service sector usually 
consists of the measurement of an absolute value as a demand indicator, due to which it 
is possible to conduct a comparative analysis for various industries.  
The indicators adopted for the assessment of energy efficiency changes may be divided 
into four main groups: 
 
- economic indicators, which measure energy efficiency changes only in the 
form of market values. Both the process energy input and the useful output 
are provided in the form of money sums. 
- economic and thermodynamic indicators are mixed indicators where the 
process useful output is measured by a product market value, and the 
process energy input is measured in thermodynamic units, 
- physical and thermodynamic indicators  are mixed indicators where the 
process energy input is measured in the thermodynamic units, and the 
process output is measured in physical units, 
- thermodynamic indicators  are based entirely on process thermodynamic 
measurements. 
 
 
3. ECONOMIC AND ENERGY INDICATORS FOR ECONOMIC RESULTS OF 
FISHING ACTIVITIES  
The European Union develops annual reports on the economic aspects of the activities 
of the member states fishing fleets.  They are a source for economic and structural 
statistics based on the data gathered according to the uniform standards, including the 
basic catching techniques applied by the individual EU countries [25].  
The basic parameters adopted for economical and energy indicators of fishing fleet 
activity efficiency are:  
 
- the number of registered fishing vessels,   
- fuel consumption and cost,  
- the weight and the money value of catches, 
- general costs and detailed costs of their operation including EU subsidies.   
 
The aim of the analyses is to compare the efficiency of the EU countries’ fleets, 
operating at different waters in terms of the impact of fuel price changes to the 
economic effects of the fisheries sector. The analyses cover only the direct consumption 
of energy carriers in the form of fuel, including energy losses and the wastages of end 
receipt, without considering further processing into other energy carriers. Due to the 
difficulties related with data collection, energy consumption during stays in ports, when 
using power supplied from the land grid, is not subject to estimation. The most common 
indicators are presented below. 
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3.1. ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY INDICATORS FOR OPERATION (FCS - FUEL 
COSTS SHARE) 
The indicator presents the importance of fuel costs in running costs of fishing fleet 
determining the relation of fuel costs to the total operating costs of vessel. The total cost 
shall mean the sum of production costs and fixed costs. The latter are the sum of all 
costs not related with catching activities, other than repair costs and investment costs. 
The production costs comprise of crew remuneration together with social security costs, 
fuel, repair and maintenance costs and operating costs: 
 
 FCS = FC
TOC
= FC
PC+FixC
= FC
CC+FC+RC+MTO+OC+FixC
                  (3) 
 
where: 
 
 FCS -fuel costs share 
 FC - fuel costs  
 TOC -total operating costs 
 PC -production costs 
 FixC -fixed costs 
 CC - crew costs including social security 
 RC – repairs’ costs 
 MTO - maintenance costs of technical condition 
 OC -operating costs 
 
The other costs, such as opportunity costs and financial costs, do not constitute a part of 
the costs related with catching activity, hence they are not taken into consideration.  
Another economic efficiency indicator for fishing fleet is the ratio of the weight of fish 
caught delivered ashore to the volume of fuel that has been consumed during catching:  
 
 LWL = MP
VF
                 (4) 
 
where: 
 
 LWL -indicator of catch weight to consumed fuel 
 MP - weight of catch delivered ashore 
 VF -volume of fuel consumed 
3.2. OPERATING PROFIT PER VESSEL (OPPV), 
Operating profit per vessel (OPPV), which assesses the ability of an average fishing 
vessel to draw incomes as a result of fishing activities, provides an information on the 
economic results of a selected fishing fleet:   
 
 OPPV = OP
NOV
= TT−TOC
NOV
= TT−(CC+FC+RC+MTO+OC+FixC)
NOV
                (5) 
 
where: 
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 OPPV -operating profit per vessel 
 OP -operating profit of a fleet 
 NOV -number of fleet vessels  
 TT -total turnover of fleet vessels 
 
The operating profit is a result of the deduction of fuel costs, crew costs, operating 
costs, repair and maintenance costs and fixed costs from the total turnover value of a 
fleet measured by total catch value and then dividing the difference by the number of 
fleet vessels.   
 
The European Commission has proposed a fuel efficiency indicator for catches as a 
basic ecological indicator of fisheries impact to a marine ecosystem [25]. It serves to the 
goals of the EU common fisheries policy. It is a standard economical indicator, giving 
the general classification of energy efficiency indicators. The fuel efficiency indicator 
for catches (FE) is a relation between the value of catches delivered ashore and the cost 
of fuel consumed to achieve useful output defined as follows:  
 
 FE = MP∙PP
MF∙PF
                        (6) 
 
where: 
 
 FE - fuel efficiency indicator for catches 
 Pp - unit value of catch weight  
 PF - unit value of fuel. 
 
The primary objective of an indicator defined in such a manner is to obtain an 
information on comparing the trends of energy efficiency for the various types of 
fisheries. It allows to assess the changes of fuel costs with respect to attempts to 
minimize the impact of fishing activities on the ecosystem. 
A practical measure of the involvement of fishing vessels in catching is a number of 
days spent on sea. An indicator based on an assessment of effects obtained within one 
hundred fishing days of a vessel was developed in Poland [23]. The EU statistics apply 
an average value of catches resulting from the division of a market value of all catch 
types by a total weight of catches delivered ashore and average fuel price arising from 
the division of the sum of purchase costs by total fuel consumption of all vessels that 
are subject to an analysis.  Reduction of the number of vessels, weight and catch value 
reduction as well as the amount of fuel consumed are general operational trends 
observed in the exemplary sector.  
 
4. ENERGY AUDIT MODEL FOR THE POLISH FISHING VESSELS. 
On the grounds of the information gathered by the research team of the Maritime 
University of Szczecin, who carried out  the projects aiming at the impact reduction of 
fishing vessels operating at the Baltic Sea, a model of energy audit for the application 
by the Polish fishing vessels has been developed. A goal and a scope of an audit shall be 
determined prior to the commencement of the audit. The adopted model includes the 
directions of actions preferred by a shipowner according to the scheme below: 
Figure 4. Audit goal determination scheme. 
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The previous research carried out by the Maritime University in Szczecin proves that 
information on human resources often decisively affects the method of vessel operation, 
and thus its efficiency. During an audit carried out on the grounds of the general scheme 
presented in figure 5, an energy model for a vessel is developed. Then, there is a review 
conducted regarding the competences of the shipowner, deck crew, engine crew and 
workers on shore who directly handle the vessel. Personnel resources at the disposal are 
also the subject to the evaluation. Moreover, the audit model included often 
underestimated human component affecting significantly operational results. The 
human component consists also of the groups of individuals indirectly related with the 
fisheries, such as consultants, subcontractors, the providers of energy and working 
media, and even governmental and supranational organizations. 
When determining operational and investment needs, the following issues are subject to 
assessment and evaluation:  
 
- possible savings of energy consumption, fuel consumption and costs related 
with them, reduction of maximum demand for energy, 
- changes of energy cost relation, 
- limitation of intuitive control of vessel operation in favor of system control, 
- need to adapt a vessel and a crew to changed tasks.   
 
An impact on operational factors gathered in the third part of an audit is often omitted 
by shipowners. Therefore, the model also highlights seemingly insignificant factors 
related with the technical condition of a vessel.  For example, crew habits regarding 
vessel operation techniques, including the practice of technical manner of device 
operating, may positively affect  the efficiency of the vessel, but routine activities are 
often an obstacle to implement novelties, improving operational efficiency.  The 
imperfections, together with low work comfort, limited living spaces and noise may 
cause that emergency situations occur. In order to gather full data, a universal energy 
profile for a fishing vessel has been developed (fig. 5). 
 
Each piece of information and all measurement items, composing an energy profile for a 
vessel, is assessed by a number of points, depending on potential impact on the vessel 
efficiency. In most of the collected data, their impact factor has from one to three points. 
Figure 5. General energy profile for a fishing vessel[4]. 
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Table 1 presents an example of a survey on operational measures for energy efficiency 
management related with PMS (Planed Management System) of a hull.   
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Table 1. Operational measures for the energy efficiency management 
of a hull [4] 
 
B. Operational measures for energy efficiency management 
1.  When was the vessel docked last time? 
 
More than 24 months ago 0 
12- 24 months ago 1 
According to the requirements of a 
classification society 
2 
According to PMS 3 
2.  How often is docking performed? Less than two times within five years 0 
Every two years 1 
According to the requirements of a 
classification society 
2 
According to PMS 3 
3.  Was the bottom controlled and cleaned 
by a diver between the dockings?  
Never 0 
Once in two years 1 
Every year 2 
According to PMS / if needed 3 
4.  Percentage participation of the surface 
covered with lichens, their type and 
thickness found during the last docking? 
Entire surface / hard shells/ no data 0 
Partially soft lichens / partially shells 1 
Partially soft lichens 2 
No lichens 3 
5.  What type of a lichen protection system is 
applied at the vessel (covering 
programme)? 
Unknown producer and source  0 
Random, depending on a situation 1 
The same at each docking 2 
Carefully selected and repeated 
regularly according to PMS 
3 
6.  When was the lichen protection applied 
for the last time? 
More than 24 months ago 0 
12- 24 months ago 1 
6- 12 months ago 2 
Every year as per PMS 3 
7.  How often the vessel travels at the speed 
higher than the operational one? 
Often 0 
Rarely with the speed higher than the 
operational one 
1 
Only due to the safety reasons 2 
Never 3 
8.  How often the vessel travels with the 
maximum adjustment of the propeller 
revolutions  or the maximum adjustment 
pitch  (controllable pitch propeller)? 
Always 0 
Depending on hydro/meteo conditions 1 
When operational speed cannot be 
achieved 
2 
Never 3 
9.  In which part of the hull local resistance 
points of underwater part are located?  
No data 0 
Up to 1/3 of a waterlinie from the bow 1 
At the remaining part of the hull  2 
No resistance –bottom photographs (in 
PMS) 
3 
10.  Identification of the resistance of the hull 
which may be removed during the next 
No data 0 
No conviction of the necessity of 1 
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docking. liquidation 
Conviction of liquidation possibility 2 
No need (no resistance) 3 
11.  Type and profile of a rudder blade No data  0 
Flat, nonprofiled 1 
Flat profiled/hydrodynamic  2 
Hydrodynamic - photographs (in PMS) 3 
12.  When was the last control of rudder blade 
clearance performed?  
More than 24 months ago 0 
12- 24 months ago 1 
According to the requirements of a 
classification society 
2 
According to PMS 3 
13.  How often the blade and the steering gear 
clearances are controlled?  
Less than two times within five years 0 
Every two years 1 
According to the requirements of a 
classification society 
2 
According to PMS 3 
14.  Are there bottom engine coolers at the 
vessel? 
External ME 0 
Only internal AE 1 
Hidden in the double bottom  2 
No external coolers  3 
15.  What is an average fuel reserve at the end 
of each trip? 
 
Before every trip full refuelling 0 
Full refuelling when reserves are lower 
than the specified level  
1 
Refueling for a few trips with reserves 
for emergency situations 
2 
Refueling prior to every trip with 
reserves for emergency situations 
3 
16.  If ice is used for catch storage, how much 
ice remains at the end of each trip? 
 
Maximum ice load prior to each 
voyage 
0 
Ice load adjusted to the hold capacity 
prior to each voyage  
1 
Ice load adjusted to estimated catch 
volume 
2 
Ice load always fully used 3 
17.  How often the bilges are pumped and 
controlled? 
 
Upon the alarm signal turns on 0 
Once a while 1 
Once per 24h 2 
Four or more times per 24h 3 
18.  How is water, after unloading fish, 
discharged from RSW hold?  
 
At sea prior to the subsequent filling  0 
At sea upon reaching  a fishery  1 
At sea upon going to a roadstead 2 
In port upon unloading 3 
19.  What kind of anti-heeling stabilizers are 
used at the vessel?  
None 0 
Fin stabilizers 1 
 Tanks /Gyrocompass 2 
Dynamic  stabilizers 3 
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The analysis of the data included in point 9 and 10 above, collected for a fishing vessel, 
of which the underwater bow part is presented in fig. 6 and 7, indicates nonconformities 
regarding the structure and the location of a sonar head and a seawater intake to a RSW 
system reducing significantly the energy efficiency of the hull.  
 
Figure 6. Improper echo sounder oscillator fillet increasing hull 
resistance 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Faulty structure of a RSW intake significantly increases 
hull’s resistance. 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. presents the type of gathered information to assist in the application of 
operational measures for the operational efficiency management of a propeller. The 
damages of the propeller, presented in fig. 8, significantly  decrease its energy 
efficiency.   
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Table 2. Operational and structural measures for the energy efficiency 
management of a propeller [4]. 
 
 
B. Operational measures for energy efficiency management 
1.  Was the propeller, together with the 
current propeller system, designed at a 
shipyard? 
No data 0 
Selected at the later stage 1 
While vessel design process 2 
Design documentation on board 3 
2.  Does the engine reach revolutions higher 
than the rated ones, without any signs of 
overloading  (black colour or high 
temperature of exhaust gases) 
Always 0 
As often as possible 1 
Only with favorable weather 
conditions 
2 
 Not possible 3 
3.  Does the engine reach rated revolutions 
with the signs of overloading  (black 
colour or high temperature of exhaust 
gases) 
Always 0 
Often overloaded 1 
Only in adverse weather 
conditions 
2 
Never oveloaded 3 
4.  Is the work of the propeller related with 
hull vibrations in the scope of ME rated 
revolutions? 
 
Always 0 
Often 1 
In specific hydro/meteo conditions  2 
Never 3 
5.  Is the work of the propeller related with the 
production of sound and noise in the scope 
of ME rated revolutions? 
 
Always 0 
Often 1 
In specific hydro/meteo conditions  2 
Never 3 
6.  Is sailing related with excessive 
turbulences at the surface of water in 
propeller jet? 
 
Always 0 
Often 1 
In specific hydro/meteo conditions  2 
Never 3 
7.  When was the last inspection of the 
propeller carried out? 
 
More than 24 months ago 0 
12- 24 months ago 1 
According to the requirements of 
a classification society 
2 
According to PMS 3 
8.  Was the propeller controlled or cleaned by 
a diver between the dockings? 
 
Never 0 
Once per two years 1 
Every year 2 
According to PMS / if necessary 3 
9.  When the propeller was polished and 
painted the last time? 
Never 0 
More than 24 months ago 1 
More than 12 months ago 2 
A year ago according to PMS 
(every year)  
3 
10.  Does the propeller work in the nozzle?  No 0 
Selected individually, flat 1 
Selected individually, profiled 2 
Selected and profiled by a 
shipyard  
3 
11.  Are there any signs of impacts and 
mechanical damages on the propeller 
No data 0 
Numerous / No effect on the drive 1 
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blades and edges? 
 
Few / Will be repaired 2 
Clean, no damages - photographs 
(PMS) 
3 
12.  Are there any signs of cavitation on the 
propeller (corrosion pits and edge 
corrosion)? 
No data 0 
Numerous / No effect on the drive 1 
Few / Will be repaired 2 
Clean, no damages - photographs 
(PMS) 
3 
13.  Are there any obstacles for free water flow 
directly before the propeller (below 1,3D)?  
No data 0 
Numerous / Serious impact on the 
propeller 
1 
Few / Possible to be removed 2 
No obstacles 3 
C. Structural measures for efficiency management of a propeller/  saving potential 
1.  Minimum, recommended propeller 
diameter resulting from vessel hull 
parameters  
  
2.  Maximum, allowable propeller diameter   
3.  Propeller optimisation at a given hull: 
diameter / pitch / blades’ surface/ number 
of blades  
  
4.  Optimal clearance between the propeller 
and the hull 
  
5.  Optimal clearance between the bottom 
frame of the stern frame and the propeller  
  
6.  Alternative sets of diameter/ pitch around 
the current value 
  
7.  Estimated savings resulting from the 
elimination of hull local resistance points 
in the vicinity of the propeller 
  
8.  Estimated savings resulting from the use of 
the nozzle 
  
9.  Estimated savings resulting from propeller 
polishing  
  
10.  Estimated savings resulting from the use of 
a propeller of a larger diameter 
  
11.  Estimated savings resulting from the 
optimization of propeller bollard pull 
  
12.  Estimated savings resulting from replacing 
the propeller with a controllable pitch 
propeller 
  
13.  Estimated losses after one year from 
propeller clearing and polishing  
  
 
Figure 8 presents the activities undertaken within the structural measures for energy 
efficiency management. As a result of the research, the shape and the profile of the 
propeller has been changed. The modernization of the propeller blades with the 
simultaneous decrease of its rotations by the change of gear ratios from  3:1 to 4:1 
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improved bollard pull of the vessel. The operational measures proved the reduction of 
fuel consumption by 4,2% [4].  
 
 
Figure 8. Change of the propeller surface and blades for B-410 
fishing cutter. A – original blade shape, B – modernized blades before 
fixing 
 
 
 
 
The amount of data assumed as required for an analysis, collected during an energy 
audit for one fishing vessel, comprises of more than a thousand items.  
On the grounds of the figures, which are determined on the basis of the data collected 
during an audit and of conducted analyses, the operational and economic indicators for 
an audited vessel are specified. 
 
 
5. SUMMARY 
The energy efficiency audit plan for fishing vessels, developed at the Maritime 
University of Szczecin, is the first in the country development of this type which is 
adjusted to the specificity of the Polish fishing vessels catching at the Baltic Sea. From 
November 2013 to the end of January 2014, 5 selected vessels were audited. It has been 
planned to collect and analyze data from 10 fishing vessels. The aim of the executed 
works is to compare the energy efficiency of fishing vessels that differ in the terms of 
volume, equipment, age and operation methods. The results of data analyses gathered 
during audits will be processed and provided to the shipowners of the audited vessels 
together with recommendations concerning operational, personnel and/or structural 
actions that may improve vessel efficiency. A cost calculation will be provided either.  
According to the primary observations it is necessary to revise the audit plan in order to 
reduce the volume of the forms. It is also considered to change the data collection 
method from 2-3 visits of auditors at a vessel to one visit. The remaining data would be 
completed via electronic contact. The project target is to implement an operation 
management system in an environmental friendly manner at the Polish fishing vessels 
by presenting to the shipowners that:    
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• as a result of energy audit it will be possible for them to compare the energy 
efficiency of their vessel with any audited vessel, 
• they may decide on a policy for energy efficiency improvement depending on 
the selected priorities, 
• by implementing the system they would reduce financial expenditures for 
continuance of previous catch results. 
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Abstract 
Emission control areas (ECAs) are designed as an instrument to address external costs 
from shipping. Though ECAs have been investigated in a versatile manner by scholars 
of economics, management and policy studies, rather less attention has been paid to the 
impacts of existing complex multi-level and polycentric institutional environments in 
which ECAs are introduced. Yet, it shall be taken into account that shipping companies’ 
decisions to improve their safety and environmental performance can be both enhanced 
and constrained by the ‘rules of the game’ embedded within emerging institutional 
frameworks. Drawing upon the instrumentation approach, which conceptualizes 
governance instruments as policy implementation choices, the paper investigates the 
case of the Baltic ECA. Origin, content and power implications of technical instruments 
associated with the goal of enhanced environmental protection of the Baltic Sea are 
analyzed to understand which relations between the actors involved into the governance 
process they imply. This analysis allows assessing how the new instrument of ECAs can 
play itself out in terms of externalities governance. The paper concludes with a 
discussion on the role of ECAs as a potential enabling environment for more 
environmentally-friendly shipping. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Maritime transport is a private service with public externalities. Together with the 
growing awareness about negative environmental impacts of global shipping, questions 
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related to mitigation of adverse environmental effects from shipping have gained more 
attention from policymakers, shipping industry and other societal actors, including 
academic researchers. The cornerstones of statutory regulation are laid down in the 
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS 1982) and the 
International Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Ships (MARPOL 
1973/1978), as well as in specified legal instruments for different types of pollution on 
the international, regional and national levels. The legal architecture includes both 
framework instruments on marine environment protection and concrete provisions 
setting emission standards, prohibiting certain operations or providing penalties in case 
of polluting discharges. Moreover, externalities of shipping can be addressed through 
development of green practices within the shipping companies (Lai et al., 2011). Such 
self-regulatory measures were developed by the shipping industry actors in cooperation 
with each other, as well as in collaboration with public sector and non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) (Yliskylä-Peuralahti and Gritsenko 2014). They are mainly seen 
as a complement to conventional command-and-control regulations (Steurer 2010), 
increasing the potential of the whole governance mix to contribute to avoiding the 
market failure. 
Though shipping industry is inherently transboundary activity, arrangements for 
governing shipping externalities vary from one locality to another. Significant 
variability of institutional frameworks, such as designation of some parts of the world 
ocean to particularly sensitive sea areas (PSSA), emission control areas (ECA), more 
stringent regulation at supranational (e.g., European Union) and local (e.g., the 
Californian Coast) levels, has an impact on how maritime transportation activities are 
being performed. Attempts to resolve the environmental problems created by global 
shipping by differentiating the rules on a spatial basis require special attention. On the 
one hand, they urge globalized multinational shipping industry to diversify their 
strategies in order to adapt to special operational environments. On the other hand, they 
pose fundamental questions regarding the role of regulation in addressing transboundary 
environmental concerns.  
 
This paper seeks to clarify how designation of ECAs can affect externalities governance 
in shipping. Drawing upon the instrumentation approach (Lascoumes and Le Gales 
2007), governance instruments are conceptualized here as policy implementation 
choices, which allows analyzing the types of governance emerging in ECAs. On the 
basis of empirical investigation of the Baltic ECA the paper concludes, that to date 
governance structure of the Baltic ECA is heavily focused upon states and public forms 
of governance, neglecting the ever-growing private governance, manifested through 
development of green shipping practices and corporate social responsibility initiatives. 
It claims that in their present forms ECAs can been seen as another proof that global 
maritime governance has been incapable of uncoupling economic growth and 
environmental impacts in shipping. Eventually, it speculates on the potential of ECAs to 
contribute to shipping externalities governance by specifying the shipping governance 
structure in terms of mechanisms, instruments and implementation entities in a 
contextually-sensitive manner.  
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 1 introduces the problem of external cost in 
maritime transport. Section 2 presents the method of the study. Section 3 reports on 
research results for the case of Baltic ECA. Section 4 discusses the findings in the 
broader research context and concludes. 
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 2. MARITIME TRANSPORT AND THE PROBLEM OF EXTERNAL COST  
Maritime transport is a constant source of environmental risks (Asariotis and Benamara 
2012; Corbett et al. 2007; Kuronen and Tapaninen 2009). In tandem with the growing 
intensity of shipping, its contribution to global environmental problems and a wide 
range of polluting discharges to water, atmosphere and shores is growing accordingly. 
The negative environmental impacts of international shipping on the natural 
environment, ecosystem services, human health and coastal communities’ well-being 
have brought shipping into the realm of public policy (Roe 2012). The negative 
spillovers of shipping as an economic activity upon the third parties have been 
conceptualized as externalities (DeSombre 2006; Kalli et al. 2012; Lun, Lai, and Cheng 
2013; Ng and Song 2010).  
The term ‘externality’ comes from the economic discipline, where it is used to describe 
effects of human actions external to the actor, and is usually classified as a special case 
of market failure. In the process of social interaction, externalities occur whenever some 
actors do not take account of the consequences of their actions on others (Buchanan and 
Stubblebine 1962). Whether an externality arises depends on the action as such and on 
the institutional framework, which structures social interaction. Environmental 
externality is a special case of externalities, which arises when production and/or 
consumption have environmental effects which negatively affect consumers, but are not 
compensated through the market mechanism. In case of shipping harmful effects range 
from negative health effects for people confronted with emissions (e.g., disease, low life 
quality) to negative business effects for activities bound to the good ecological state of 
the environment (e.g., tourism and fisheries) and they are not fully borne by the 
polluter, neither passed to the end consumer, so the total cost is larger than the private 
cost. From social science point of view, externalities are an indicator of collective 
actions problems. 
In economic and political science literature the central question associated with the 
study of negative externalities is what are the policy options available to resolve the 
problems that externalities create. This question has two interconnected facets: (1) 
externalities cost and its calculation and (2) actions by government and market forces 
aimed at their internationalization. In theory there are at least three classical solutions to 
externalities problem: introduction of taxation equal to the size of externality cost, 
establishment of property rights and direct government command-and-control 
regulation (standards and charges or standards and permits) (Cornes 1996). The first 
solution – government regulation and taxation –is highly debated in the light of market 
self-regulatory capacity. The main challenge of the second solution is the need for a 
transparent and clear property rights system, low transaction costs and complete 
information about the transaction for both sides, which prove to be difficult to ensure. 
Finally, the third solution - regulatory solution based on setting standards and either 
charge for incompliant behavior or set a permit scheme - is criticized on the grounds 
that it does not address the problem, but rather provides an end-of-the-pipe solution to 
the consequences, neither does it allow dealing with inefficiencies, since the cost of 
externality is not addressed per se. A lack of enforcement capacities within the states 
(not fully democratic and accountable political system, corruption), or lack of authority 
in transboundary (situations in which ‘neither market nor states’ (Ostrom 1994) have 
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capacity to enforce regulation due to transboundary gaps, like in maritime transport) 
undermine all of these classical solutions (Börzel and Risse 2010). 
Shipping represents an interesting case for speculations about collective action and 
externalities governance. Though shipping externalities have been addressed through a 
variety of technical and regulatory solutions embedded within international, regional 
and national laws and conventions (Hyvättinen and Hildén 2004; Psaraftis and 
Kontovas 2010; Tan 2006), the enforcement rates of global shipping regulation are poor 
(Rodrigue et al. 2009). Governments are not only unwilling to enforce regulation on 
safe, secure and environmental shipping, but also lack the capacity to provide adequate 
measures. Limitations on maritime transport governability constitute a significant 
obstacle to compliance provision. In Börzel’s terminology, maritime transport can be 
conceptualized as a classical case for “involuntary non-compliance” (Börzel and Risse 
2010). As a result, neither innovation nor regulation alone has been able to ensure the 
quality of shipping (Haralambides 1998; Shinohara 2005). The negative environmental 
externalities from shipping constitute a challenge in terms of governance. Since 
traditional maritime governance has been acknowledged as ineffective and Roe (2012) 
speaks of ‘maritime governance failure’, the governance of environmental externalities 
in maritime transport constitutes a research subject of particular interest. 
An alternative view upon externalities governance in transboundary, multi-leveled and 
polycentric settings was proposed by Ostrom (2012), who questioned the conventional 
theory for (1) lack of empirical support in small- to medium-size environmental social 
dilemmas; and for (2) existence of multiple benefits from emission reduction which 
actors may want to take into account. In line with Ostrom’s findings it appears that the 
capacity of states to implement sustainable shipping strategies shall not be considered as 
the only factor shaping the policy output. Whereas globalization poses considerable 
challenges to provide credible threat of costly legislation, monitoring, and enforcement 
with severe punishment, actions of private actors at small- and medium-scale may 
contribute to governance of negative environmental externalities from shipping. ECAs 
can be seen as such medium-scale frameworks, thus, having a potential to resolve 
collective action problems. Yet, little academic insight was provided as regards 
mechanisms of maritime transport externalities governance in the emission control 
areas. This paper aims at filling in this gap and provide an investigation of the 
governance of shipping externalities in the Baltic Sea region (BSR), which is one of the 
designated IMO emission control areas. Since improvement of shipping quality is 
among the biggest challenges posed by the current economic and environmental 
situation, research on the mechanisms that allow internalizing the negative 
environmental externalities from shipping has relevance not only at the regional, but 
also at the global scale. 
3. INSTRUMENTATION APPROACH  
Governance is without exaggeration a ‘buzzword’ (Jessop 1998), a contested and 
‘fashionable’ concept which ‘stretched beyond any useful meaning’ (Benz and Dose 
2010; Porta and Keating 2013, 37; Roe 2012). ‘In generic terms, governance can be 
defined as the process of steering society and the economy through collective action” 
(Torfing et al. 2013, 11). In its essence the concept of governance comes back to the 
fundamental problem of the role of the state in policymaking. The study of governance 
is tightly connected to how governance is conceptualized. If governance is a network, it 
can be studies with means of network analysis, if a discourse – discourse analysis, if a 
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process – process-tracing can be employed, etc. Among other approaches, governance 
can be analyzed using the instrumentation approach developed by Lascoumes and Le 
Gales (2007). Interest in public policy instrumentation within governance research has 
grown in the last years (Hood 2007; Bache 2010; Halpern 2010; Kassim and Le Galès 
2010; Heidbreder 2011; Knol 2011). One of the reasons for this exponential growth is 
that this approach allows to account for both governance structure and process by 
focusing on policy instruments as indicators of both “who governs” and “how governs” 
dimensions (Lascoumes and Le Gales 2007, 15). Differently from a functionalist view 
upon the governance instruments, the instrumentation approach seeks to understand the 
relationship between the (public) regulator and the regulated entity by exploring the 
origin, content and power implications of technical instruments. Instrumentation 
analysis begins with identification of governance instruments. Once instruments are 
listed, for each instrument there can be established a number of properties:  
 
(1) target (who is the target of this instrument, who is supposed to be governed, 
who’s action this instruments seeks to change); 
(2) implementing body (who is supposed to implement this instrument, who 
governs); 
(3) governance mode (what is the locus of the governance process, is it hierarchical 
governance (typically between state and citizens); self-governance (outside the 
purview of government); or co-governance (joint effort)); 
(4) governance mechanism (how this instrument governs, by virtue of which 
mechanisms the action is supposed to be changed, does the instrument foresee 
introduction of standards, procedures, monitoring of activities etc.). 
Conceptualizing instruments as policy implementation choices, the instrumentation 
approach allows studying emergence of new instruments as an indicator for 
proliferation of new relations between the actors involved into the governance process. 
Thus, instruments open a unique perspective for understanding of governance modes. 
The principal advantage of instrumentation approach in governance research is that it 
allows de-coupling collective action from any particular institutional form of 
governance be it state, civil society, or networks. Instrumentation research of 
governance eventually aims at showing how societal effort of managing issues of 
common interest can be balanced given institutional complexity manifested through 
diverse instrument choices. 
 
4. GOVERNING EXTERNAL COST OF SHIPPING IN THE BALTIC ECA 
4.1. INTRODUCING AN ECA IN THE BALTIC SEA REGION  
The instrument of emission control areas (ECAs) was introduced by the IMO as a part 
of progressive emission reduction policy in the framework of the MARPOL 
Convention. For the time being, four areas designated as ECAs, among them the Baltic 
Sea, the North Sea, the North American EEZ and the Californian Coast, have become 
SOx control areas, which effectively means that the maximum sulphur content of the 
fuel oils loaded, bunkered and used onboard vessels in these areas shall currently not 
exceed 1.00% m/m and shall be further reduced 0.10% m/m after 1 January 2015, very 
ambitious target in comparison to 3,50% global cap applicable worldwide (at least until 
2020). Consequently, ECAs will also feature more stringent standards for NOx and PM 
emissions. MARPOL Annex VI NOx reduction scheme foresees three different levels of 
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control (so-called tiers) applied basing on the ship construction date. Whereas Tier II is 
applied to all vessels constructed after 1.1.2011, the Tier III limits adopted in 2008 were 
to be applicable to ships built from 2016 when sailing in ECAs. In 2013 IMO has 
decided to postpone the entry into force of the Tier III NOx emissions limits for ship 
engines from 2016 to 2021.  
The idea to define certain sea areas as special areas and provide them with a higher level 
of protection than other areas of the sea was inherent to MARPOL Convention straight 
from its adoption in 1973. The designation of special areas in made for reasons related 
to oceanographical and ecological conditions of the area, as well as to its shipping 
traffic patterns, and presupposes the adoption of additional mandatory rules of pollution 
prevention. Special areas can be adopted in relation to MARPOL Annex I (oil pollution 
prevention), Annex II (prevention of pollution by noxious liquid substances), Annex IV 
(sewage pollution prevention), Annex V (garbage pollution prevention). In addition to 
the recent Baltic ECA, the Baltic Sea was previously designated by the MARPOL 
Convention as a special area in terms of oil, sewage, garbage, covering the Baltic Sea 
proper with the Gulf of Bothnia, the Gulf of Finland and the entrance to the Baltic Sea.  
Apart from MARPOL special areas, in 2005 the parts of the Baltic Sea (excluding 
Russian territorial waters) were designated as a particularly sensitive sea area (PSSA). 
In practical terms, a PSSA gives a possibility to introduce associated protective 
measures (APMs), including specific ways of controlling the maritime activities in the 
PSSA, such as routing measures, discharge and equipment requirements for ships. 
Additionally to local instruments developed under the auspices of global organizations, 
genuinely regional instruments play not less important role in elaborating the shipping 
governance structure and equipping it with specific instruments. The Helsinki 
Convention 1992 is a legal instrument developed to improve of the status of the Baltic 
Sea, i.a. addressing emissions and discharges from maritime transport. Some of the 
provisions of Helsinki Convention go beyond global regulation, e.g., it has taken 
progressive stance in matters of ballast water treatment, introduced no-special-fee 
system for port reception facilities, covered the whole Baltic Sea area by land-based 
AIS monitoring systems. Moreover, traffic separation schemes, mandatory ship 
reporting systems (GOFREP, BELTREP, SOUNDREP, GDANREP) which require 
ships to submit a report to the designated shore-based Vessel Traffic System Centre, 
deep water routing and other instruments enhancing safety of maritime navigation and 
improving vessels environmental performance are a part of Baltic shipping governance 
system (a comprehensive list of these instruments can be derived from Table 1). 
Apart from the fact that the present system of shipping externalities governance in the 
BSR is complex and multi-leveled, it is also polycentric, meaning that it features 
multiple centers of authority, decision-making and policy implementation. A brief look 
at the design of legal provisions and other instruments allows identifying multiple actors 
involved into the Baltic shipping governance, embracing both public and private 
entities: (1) states (in terms of regulatory and implementation capacity divided into 
“flag”, “port” and “coastal”); (2) inter-governmental organizations (IMO, HELCOM, 
Paris MOU); (3) oversight agents (marine insurers, P&I clubs, classification societies, 
vetting inspections); (4) maritime industry (vessel-owners/operators, management, 
agents, chartering, professional – e.g. bunkering - and shipping association); (5) 
shippers (cargo-owners) and consumer markets; (6) civil society, NGOs, coastal 
community. From a brief discussion above it follows that the Baltic ECA will be 
implemented in a region where complex multi-leveled and polycentric shipping 
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governance structure already exists. How will the introduction of the Baltic ECA affect 
the interactions between these multiple actors (and vice versa)? And what would be the 
added value of this new instrument in terms of the overall challenges to governance of 
shipping externalities?  
4.2. INSTRUMENTATION OF THE BALTIC SHIPPING GOVERNANCE 
As the new ECA is being put ‘on top’ of the existing governance system, in order to be 
able to assess its implications, the structure and process of shipping externalities 
governance before ECA’s introduction needs to be understood. The involvement of 
different actors can be traced when analyzing shipping governance mix in terms of its 
instruments (Table 1). Basing on the evidence from the BSR, this table analyses the 
most well-known instruments of shipping externalities governance in terms of actors 
(targeted and implementing bodies), governance mode, and mechanism. It shows that 
different forms of governance – ranging from governance-by-government to 
governance-without-government as too extreme cases – can be identified in the area. 
The embeddedness of these forms varies, though exhibits a systematic pattern: 
hierarchy is more likely to be used for regulatory compliance, whereas market 
coordination contributes more to the development of enabling environments for safe and 
environmental shipping. Further analysis reveals that not all of the above identified 
actors are equally integrated into the implementation process. In legal terms, negative 
environmental impacts of shipping are subject to public international law (with 
exception of civil liability conventions), thus, implementation is concentrated within the 
nation states and is dependent on translation of international conventions into respective 
national legislation. The analysis of these regulation shows, that ship-owner/operator is 
mostly specified as a target of legislation (i.e. subject to standards, liable party), 
whereas other actors (ports, shippers) are seldom involved. 
The second observation which can be made from the analysis of governance instruments 
is that a comprehensive governance approach requires involvement of more than one 
actor and their cooperation. For example, demand of the IMO to adhere to such a 
technical parameter as double-hull requires classification societies to inspect a vessel 
and notify the fact of double-hull which can thereafter be monitored by port authorities 
during a PSC inspection. A quite different example is the demand of cargo-owner to 
transport their goods with a vessel which adheres to environmental quality standards 
requires vessel-owner to be able to present the corresponding documentation from 
classification society, which, however, informs only on upholding the minimum 
standards, but also from ISO certification or even private certification schemes, as Clean 
Shipping Index, which can notify environmental performance beyond regulatory 
requirements. Finally, a demand of coastal communities to diminish air pollution from 
vessels in harbors requires ports to provide vessels with shore-side electricity, which 
will allow abolishing energy-generation onboard, thus reducing air emissions. This 
means, that proliferation of maritime networks is a precondition for comprehensive 
development of shipping externalities governance. 
A further insight from the Table 1 relates to the governance mix in terms of modes and 
mechanisms. The analysis shows that different instruments not only rely on different 
actors, but also exploit different modes of coordination (and consequentially require 
different mechanisms). Reflecting the governance structures, most typically hierarchical 
and market coordination/self-governance modes are used. The lack of negotiation and 
co-governance may be interpreted as a sign for the weakness of networks in maritime 
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business. The governance mechanisms explicate that in the ‘shadow of hierarchy’ 
(Scharpf 1997)  most of immediate implementation is outsourced to regulatory agencies 
and private actors.  
So far we witnessed state-led attempts to enhance compliance of vessels by introducing 
complex monitoring and inspection procedures, several regional attempts to create a 
“trend” for clean/green shipping within the maritime industry and an absence of 
systematic attention towards this issue. So far the maritime industry developed self-
regulatory schemes which stayed largely disintegrated from the publicly maintained 
regulatory architecture. Nevertheless, shipping lacks fully-fledged co-governance 
system, as the links connecting the private and public forms of governance are not 
institutionalized. The important producers of public goods associated with quality in 
shipping, for example the coastal states, ports and shippers, are not adequately 
integrated into the governance system. Since the existing governance does not 
adequately mirror the interactive processes underlying real-life maritime activities, the 
poor outcomes in the struggle for environmentally-friendly shipping are not surprising.  
Table 1 - Instrumentation of shipping externalities governance 
in the Baltic Sea region 
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 5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The results of instrumentation analysis provide insights on how the present system of 
externalities governance in shipping is functioning, what are the generic and specific 
mechanisms which enable more environmental quality in shipping, as well as allows 
speculating of how change can be brought about in governance of shipping externalities. 
The main conclusion which can be drawn from the instrumentation analysis is that 
though maritime transport is inherently an area which requires collective action, most of 
the governance instruments fail in integrating all the relevant actors into the governance 
process. As a result, the governance mix is largely based in old-fashioned hierarchical 
modes of governance featured by command-and-control instruments animated by 
mechanisms of control and punishment. In those cases where a regulatory task is 
divided between public and private authority, the role of private actors is reduced to 
public goods suppliers, meaning that policy targets and contributions are decided by 
public authority and implementation is outsourced to private actors. Moreover, most 
instruments emphasize the enforcement side of governance, leaving out the compliance 
side. Thereby existing policy arrangements do not emphasize participatory dimension of 
governance, which limits the range and scope of actors’ involvement and, as a result, 
actors may experience lack of commitment and motivation to comply.  
The integration of relevant stakeholders based on strengthening the existing formal and 
informal maritime networks and their inclusion into the governance process thus seems 
to be one of the key solutions to effective governance of shipping externalities. Indeed, 
there are reasons to assume that the new Baltic ECA can shift the accents within the 
existing governance structure, by that creating new processes, new linkages and new 
responsibilities. The emission reduction policies have been anticipated by the maritime 
industry by active partaking in the discussion of how the new ECA standards can be 
met. The activation of public discussion can be seen as the first step towards change in 
balance of power among the industry’s stakeholders. First, the Baltic ports seem to have 
realized their potential in the emission mitigation process, which will subsequently shift 
their role in the governance process (Gritsenko and Yliskylä-Peuralahti 2013). On the 
one hand, ports are involved into creation of compliance-friendly infrastructure to help 
shipping meet the new operational requirements (e.g., shore-side electricity, availability 
of compliant fuels, reception of SCR waste). On the other hand, ports seek to raise their 
own environmental profiles and the attractiveness of shipping as an environmentally-
friendly mode of transport by acting as environmental pioneers and leaders of change, 
welcoming new technology and giving incentives for compliance (e.g., reduction on 
port duties). Thus, the establishment of a new ECA can be seen as a motivator to re-
consider and re-negotiate the roles of certain actors in the governance process.  
Second, the shipping companies operating in the BSR have been anchoring the new 
ECA requirements in their corporate social responsibility (CSR) policies. Cutting air 
emissions before the new regulation came into force has become a part of corporate 
responsibility profile of e.g., Maersk and Wallenius Wilhelmsen, which emphasized 
their willingness to contribute to development of sustainable supply chains (Yliskylä-
Peuralahti and Gritsenko 2014). However, CSR is not limited to emission mitigation, 
and has a potential to improve the connections between the actors within the maritime 
industry as well as within the supply chains by bringing more transparency and 
accountability into shipping operations. CSR can be seen as a substantially new way of 
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approaching the externalities problem and the establishment of ECAs can prompt 
consolidation of CSR implementation in these areas.  
Finally, ECAs can strengthen the spatial element in shipping externalities governance. 
Whereas shipping is usually regarded as a globalized industry which requires 
overarching global solutions, most types of pollution from maritime shipping are 
embedded in certain time and space and their negative  shipping externalities are a 
subject to spatial and temporal variability. Thus, the instrument of ECAs recognizes 
local potential to deal with adverse impacts from shipping, despite the transboundary 
nature of air emissions which do not respect administrative borders. In terms of 
governance, the emphasis of ECAs upon the importance of local solutions can draw 
attention to the problem-solving potential concentrated within the maritime networks in 
the ECA regions. The central problem of the current global architecture for shipping 
governance is its focus upon public hierarchical forms of governance, neglecting the 
ever-growing multi-actor engagement. The proliferation of ECAs can create a precedent 
for revisions in the current governance system, as their demanding requirements 
underline the fact that the problems of shipping externalities require collective action 
and without cooperation between ship owners, ports, shippers, authorities, technology 
suppliers and other maritime actors conditions necessary for meeting the ECA standards 
cannot be established. 
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Abstract 
This paper aims to describe the evolution of noise regulations for merchant ships over 
the last four decades, analysing the most important aspects with respect to crews, 
passengers and exposed populations in cities in line with the requirements of the 
European Union to reduce the environmental impact of transportation. The paper also 
analyses the changes in regulations aimed at not only regulating noise and vibration 
inside the ship, but also noise emitted to the port and underwater radiated noise.  
We shall also include Classification Societies, given the importance of their standards 
in ensuring increasing levels of comfort on board ship. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
Noise, regulation, legislation 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Current strict specifications regarding the maximum levels of noise and vibration on 
board ship reflect the need for extremely careful planning from the early stages of ship 
design. This process involves detailed analysis of the different elements of the "sound 
circuit", identifying and characterizing the sources of noise on board, its receptors –
situation and required limits– and the transmission paths linking the source with the 
receptors. 
Two factors exist in the technological evolution of vessels that increase the problem of 
noise and vibration on board: 
a) The reduction in scantlings in the structures that form the vessel leading to 
increased flexibility and a reduction in the typical vibration frequencies of 
individual elements as well as of assemblies of such elements. 
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b) Increased service speed and size respectively aimed at reducing transit time 
between ports and increasing capacity, which require the use of higher power 
propulsion engines and lead to increased rigidity in the shaft line. 
To study noise and vibration on board ships, it is necessary to consider the sources of 
excitation as well as the structures that may be exposed to this excitation. Once the 
sources and affected structures are known, resonance phenomena may be studied to 
avoid excessive dynamic amplification. It is therefore advisable to maintain the different 
frequencies far from any foreseeable excitation frequencies. 
Irrespective of the phenomenon of direct resonance between the sources of excitation 
and the structural elements of the assembly of the hull girder, some local structural 
assemblies may act as localized resonators capable of creating additional dynamic 
amplification of the stresses produced by the sources of excitation. 
To further complicate the problem, the phenomenon of beats may cause resonance in 
structures whose actual frequencies are different from each of the excitation 
frequencies. 
2. SOURCES OF NOISE ON SHIPS 
The main sources of excitation, i.e. the primary sources of vibration (noise emission 
sources) in ships are: the propeller, the primary machinery, heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning (HVAC) systems, and exhaust gas systems.  
There are also secondary sources of noise, such as: auxiliary machinery, hydraulic 
systems, different types of pumps, and  the effects of the sea, wind, etc. 
The propeller produces two types of excitation: 
- Alternative thrust: giving rise to longitudinal vibrations in the shaft and 
machinery, which depends on the blade step-frequency - propeller revolutions 
multiplied by the number of blades (rpm x N) -, and their harmonics. 
- Vertical pressure forces in propeller aperture: causing vibration in the hull and 
superstructure induced by propeller cavitation. 
Given the above, the propellers are often the main cause of the high noise levels that 
arise astern, and most of the low frequency noise in remote spaces, which spread to 
distant spaces via induced vibrations. 
2.1. LOW SPEED MAIN DIESEL ENGINES (SLOW SPEED ENGINES)  
Although there are vessels with diesel-electric engine propulsion systems and, to a 
lesser extent, steam turbines, most ships employ reciprocating internal combustion 
engines (slow speed diesel engines) as their propulsion system. 
Two different types of forces may be associated with reciprocating internal combustion 
engines, namely:  
Pressure forces due to combustion processes, and inertial forces. Both contribute to the 
vibration occurring in the engine structure. Their destructive potential lies in their 
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resonance with the lowest vibration modes of the hull reinforcements and the large 
second-order vertical moment. 
In systems with several propulsion engines or multiple shaft lines, beats effects are 
likely to arise if the rotation speeds are not strictly equal. This phenomenon is 
intensified under poor weather conditions. 
Table 1 - Average noise levels in dB(A) obtained experimentally.  
Type of engine Slow Medium 
Group 1 
Medium 
Group 2 
Medium 
Group 3 
Fast 
rpm 110-200 200-400 400-600 600-1.000 1.000-1.800 
Maximum values 95-110 95-110 98-115 99-117 105-122 
Average values 89-100 90-107 95-110 97-112 97-113 
Control room values  69-80 70-80 74-80 80-86 87-88 
               Source [1] 
The conclusion to be drawn from Table 1 is that noise emission is proportional to 
engine speed and that the values are above 95 dB(A). It may therefore be stated that the 
permissible continuous exposure limit is exceeded in all motor vessels in the engine 
room and that there is a need for a suitable control room. 
 
Figure 1 - Types of noise emission generated by slow diesel engines 
on ships.  
 
       Source [2] 
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 The primary sources of noise in two-stroke low speed propulsion engines are: 
- The turbocharger 
- Noise emitted by the exhaust valves 
- Fuel injection systems 
- The chain distribution system 
The different types of noise emission generated by a diesel engine are the following: 
exhaust gas noise (due to gas pulsations), airborne noise (noise generated in the engine 
room) and structural noise (due to vibration in the engine bedplate). 
2.2. VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING 
Forced ventilation and air conditioning systems are often the third major source of 
noise. This noise originates from: 
- The fan itself and its motor. 
- Air ducts and ventilation rates. 
- Air entering the system due to suctioning. 
- Air exiting the system through diffusers. 
The noise in the ducts is due to two main factors: air speed and abrupt changes of 
direction in the elbows and intersections. 
We shall now divide the ship into three main spaces in terms of noise measurement, 
namely: 
a) Noise in machinery spaces 
b) Noise in accommodation (cabins and public spaces) 
c) Noise in the wheelhouse 
 
3. NOISE STANDARDS.  
There is a need to differentiate between what is called health and safety on board and 
safety of life at sea.  
Occupational health and safety on board falls within the scope of the prevention of 
occupational hazards. The legal scope of this occupational legislation is mainly the 
competence of national and EU authorities. 
Regulations on Safety of Life at Sea are international in scope, while still forming part 
of Occupational Health and Safety.  
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 3.1. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION (IMO) 
To achieve its objectives, the IMO has adopted more than 40 Conventions and 
Protocols, which are binding legal instruments and, once put into force, their provisions 
must be implemented by all States that have signed them.   
Once they have entered into force, the implementation of IMO conventions depends on 
the Governments of the States Parties. 
In addition to conventions and other treaty instruments, the IMO also adopts many non-
treaty instruments such as codes and recommendations. These codes and 
recommendations are not mandatory instruments; although Member States are expected 
to implement the provisions laid down in them, they are not required to do so.  
There are currently over 800 codes, covering all areas of navigation. These include the 
Code on noise levels on board ships A.468 (XII) [3], adopted by the IMO in 1981. A 
new noise code is to come into effect in July of this year, via Resolution MSC 337. 
(91)[4]. 
The purpose of the Code is to limit noise levels and reduce worker exposure. The Code 
applies to new ships of a gross tonnage (GT) of 1,600 and above.  The Code is not 
intended to be applied to passenger cabins or other passenger spaces, except insofar as 
such spaces are work areas, in which case they remain within the scope of the Code. 
 The provisions regarding potentially hazardous levels of noise contained in the Code 
shall also apply to existing ships with a gross tonnage of 1,600 and above insofar as this 
application is deemed reasonable and practicable to the satisfaction of the 
Administration. 
The set noise level limits are designed to ensure that seafarers are not exposed to an 
LAeq (24) level above 80 dB(A), i.e. the exposure to equivalent continuous noise during 
a day or a 24-hour period is not to exceed 80 dB(A). In spaces where there are levels of 
acoustic pressure higher than 85 dB(A), it  will be necessary to use suitable hearing 
protection or apply exposure time limits as provided for in this section to ensure an 
equivalent degree of protection. 
3.2. NEW IMO REGULATION MSC 337. (91).  
Seeing as the previous regulation dated from 1981, in October 2007 the Maritime Safety 
Committee (MSC) decided to revise the code (MSC83). The revision was completed in 
November 2012 and its amendment shall enter into effect in July 2014.  
The revised noise limits distinguish between two ship sizes: 
- 1,600 up to 10,000 GT 
- 10,000 GT and above 
From the table 2, it can be seen that the recommended noise levels are maintained with 
two exceptions: non-specified work spaces, in which the maximum noise levels are 
reduced by 5 dB, and in machinery spaces (in which the distinction between 
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permanently manned or not permanently manned spaces has been removed), 
representing an increase of 20 dB . This is seriously harmful for engine room staff.  
 
Table 2 - Noise level limits in bridge and machinery spaces. Sources: [3] and [4] 
 
Designation of rooms and spaces New Code Current 
Code 
1,600 up to 
10,000 GT 
≥10,000 
GT 
Work spaces (in dB(A))    
Machinery spaces (permanently manned)   90 
Machinery spaces (not permanently manned)   110 
Machinery spaces  110 110  
Machinery control rooms 75 75 75 
Workshops 85 85 85 
Non-specified work spaces 85 85 90 
Designation of rooms and spaces New Code Current 
Code 
1,600 up to 
10,000 GT 
≥10,000 
GT 
Navigation spaces (in dB(A))    
Navigating bridge and chartrooms 65 65 65 
Look-out posts (incl. navigating bridge wings 
and windows) 
70 70 70 
Source [2] 
 
The limits have not been modified in navigation spaces, ranging from 60 dB in radio 
rooms and 70 dB in navigating bridge wings. Hence, the auditory stress suffered by 
bridge and radio staff is much lower than that suffered by engine room staff. The 
remaining spaces continue to have the current noise level limit. 
There is an improvement in the limit in the accommodation spaces of vessels of 10,000 
GT an above, being reduced by 5 dB compared to the levels of the current code, except 
in recreation rooms, where the level is maintained at 75 dB. This measure seems correct 
in our opinion, although we understand that it should also apply to vessels of below 
10,000 GT. 
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Table 2 - Noise level limits in bridge and machinery spaces.  
Sources: [3] and [4] 
The new code will, in general, be mandatory, though some parts will not: for instance, 
those parts referring to existing vessels of 1,600 GT and above, and new ships of below 
1,600 GT, operating conditions in port, noise exposure limits, insulation materials and 
the selection and use of hearing protectors, in addition to all the appendices except for 
the first one. 
The new code establishes that a noise survey report is to be made for each ship and that 
this report is always to be carried on board. 
3.3. NATIONAL REGULATIONS 
The one currently in force is R.D. 286/06 [5]. Although the latter also initially excluded 
on-board staff, the Transitional Provision establishes that it is to be applied to these 
workers from November 2011. Although this legislation is better than nothing, it only 
makes reference to daily noise exposure limits. The values are quite consistent with 
IMO regulations. 
3.4. CLASSIFICATION SOCIETY REGULATIONS ON NOISE  
In addition to international standards and national regulations, Classification Societies 
have included in their Regulations, a notation aimed at assessing comfort (the COMF 
notation) with respect to noise and vibration on board, making on-board comfort more 
realistic. Ship-owners and shipyards find it convenient to use the standards of 
classification societies as a set of objective criteria on which to base the shipbuilding 
contract. 
The following Noise Standards are frequently used by Classification Societies: 
IMO Res. A. 468 (XII) - "Code on noise levels on board ships. 
ISO 2923, "Acoustics - Measurements of noise on board vessels. 
Designation of rooms and spaces New Code Current 
Code 
1,600 up to 
10,000 GT 
≥10,000 GT 
Accommodation spaces (in dB(A))     
Cabins and hospitals     60 55 60 
Messrooms 65 60 65 
Recreation rooms 65 60 65 
Open recreation areas 75 75 75 
Offices 65 60 65 
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ISO 140, in particular Part 4 (Field measurements of airborne sound insulation 
between rooms) and Part 7 (Field measurements of impact sound insulation of 
floors). 
ISO 717, in particular Parts 1 (Airborne sound insulation in buildings and 
interior elements) and 2 (Impact sound insulation). 
Of the ten companies that are members of IACS (International Association of 
Classification Societies), the most important worldwide are: American Bureau of 
Shipping (ABS), Bureau Veritas (BV), Det Norske Veritas (DNV), Germanischer Lloyd 
(GL), Lloyd's Register (LR) and Registro Italiano Navale (RINA). 
These Societies provide 3 grades for evaluating comfort in relation to vibration (except 
the GL, which provides 5 and the ABS, which provides 2). Grade 1 is the best comfort 
and Grade 3 the worst, with the lowest level of comfort. 
The required levels of noise are very similar in all Classification Societies, small 
differences existing between the requirements for passenger cabins (first class or 
standard) and outdoor facilities. These may be summarized as follows: 
- Passenger cabin (first class):   45/47/50 dB(A) (Grade 1-3) 
- Standard cabin:    50/53/56 dB(A) 
- Exterior Facilities:   65/70/75 dB(A) 
Table 4 - Summary of the "Comfort Class” range of requirements 
regarding noise of different Classification Societies. Minimum 
column: most restrictive requirement (Grade 1). Maximum column: 
least restrictive requirement (Grade 3).  
 
 
                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: [16]. 
Type of space 
Noise limit dB(A) 
Minimum Maximum 
First class passenger 
cabins 44 56 
Standard passenger 
cabins 45 60 
Crew cabins 50 60 
Wheelhouse 55 65 
Engine room 108 110 
Unmanned machinery 
spaces 85 90 
Engine control room 69 80 
Workshops 82 85 
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The location of the points of measurements and tolerances are the criteria that differ the 
most from one Society to another. The majority of Societies employ tolerances, 
although they differ with respect to their criteria. Some Society allows exceeding a 
percentage of maximum levels  (BV, DNV, RINA), for others, excessive levels lead to 
new measurements (LR) while no tolerance is supported in other cases (ABS, GL). 
While Classification Society requirements regarding vibration vary considerably 
(although they are lower than the ISO standard, which sets an upper limit of 9 mm/s) 
[17], there is substantial consensus on noise requirements.  
3.5. EUROPEAN DIRECTIVES ON NOISE 
Through its "Green Policy", the European Union has imposed increasingly stringent 
requirements to reduce the environmental impact of all types of transportation. This has 
been accompanied by the emergence of new Directives. 
These requirements are presented in three areas: 
- Noise and vibration on board ships 
- Noise radiated from ships in ports 
- Underwater radiated noise 
We shall now briefly enumerate the regulations regarding the last two groups, as that 
relating to the first group has been analysed in the preceding sections. 
3.5.1. SPECIFIC REGULATIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF NOISE RADIATED 
FROM SHIPS TO THE PORT AND INHABITED AREAS IN INLAND 
WATERWAYS 
- 2001 - EN ISO 2922:2000 [18]. This standard specifies the conditions for the 
measurement of airborne noise emitted by vessels of all types on inland 
waterways and harbours, except for powered recreational craft, as these are 
regulated by ISO 14509. It is applicable to small offshore vessels, harbour 
craft, dredgers and all those watercraft, including those that are berthed, used 
as or with the capacity to be used as a means of water transport. 
- 2002 - Directive 2002/49/EC [19]. This Directive has the following aims:   
To establish a common approach intended to avoid, prevent or reduce on 
a prioritised basis the harmful effects, including annoyance, due to 
exposure to environmental noise.  
To provide a basis for developing EU measures to reduce noise emitted 
by major sources, in particular and rail and road vehicles and 
infrastructure, aircraft, outdoor and industrial equipment and mobile 
machinery. 
- 2006 - Directive 2006/87/EC. The noise generated by a vessel under way 
shall not exceed 75 dB(A) at a lateral distance of 25 m from the ship’s side 
and the noise generated by a stationary vessel shall not exceed 65 dB(A) at a 
lateral distance of 25 m from the ship’s side, apart from transhipment 
operations. 
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- 2007 - EN ISO 14509-2:2007. This specifies procedures for assessing the 
maximum noise emitted by powered mono-hull recreational craft of up to 24 
metres in length. 
- 2009 - EN ISO 14509-1:2009. This standard evaluates emitted noise using 
calculation and measurement procedures. 
A ship is a complex source of radiated airborne noise. The ship’s internal sources of 
structural noise can induce vibration in the hull, thus becoming generators of airborne 
noise. This mechanism is considered negligible and is not considered in the noise 
emitted to the outside. 
However, the sources of airborne noise to be taken into consideration are those which, 
despite being located inside the ship, are in communication with the outside through 
openings such as funnels, where exhaust gases are emitted to the atmosphere, and the 
suctioning and discharge of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. 
These simple sources are distributed throughout the ship both lengthwise and vertically, 
generating a complex 3D field of radiated noise from the ship.  
Moreover, different operating modes can be identified for the ship, each characterized 
by different on board sources and/or making different contributions to the total radiated 
noise: 
a) Ship navigating along the coast. The most important source is represented by 
the propulsion engine and the discharge of exhaust gases. 
b) Ship manoeuvring (entering/leaving the harbour). Here the main engines are 
operating outside of nominal design conditions and other manoeuvring 
equipment is operational (lateral bow or stern thrusters, auxiliary azimuth 
thrusters, cargo winches, capstans, etc.). 
c) Ship at the dock (no loading processes) 
d) Ship being loaded and unloaded. In these last two cases, it is assumed that 
the main engines are not running, while the auxiliary engines are. This case 
is characterized by specific component noise due to the operation of cranes, 
ramps and other means of loading and unloading (which can produce noise 
of an impulsive nature). 
3.5.2. REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS PERTAINING TO SHIP 
UNDERWATER RADIATED NOISE  
The main source of underwater radiated noise is obviously the propeller, as well as the 
propulsion machinery due to inducing structural vibration. 
Other features that influence the emission pattern and intensity of the radiated noise are: 
The directivity of the sound, the dimensions of the vessel and its speed (the faster the 
speed, the higher the emissions), load conditions (higher emission levels when the ship 
is in ballast condition), type of propeller (controllable pitch propellers are the most 
problematic) and vessel maintenance. 
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The receptors of this noise are marine wildlife in general, although marine mammals are 
affected the most, as they rely on sound to communicate, coordinate their movements, 
navigate, explore the environment, find food and avoid predators.  
The absence of environmental requirements regarding ship underwater radiated noise 
has been widespread in almost all contractual specifications until now, with the 
exception of the most modern oceanographic and fisheries research ships. 
The emergence of international, national and regional associations for the protection of 
marine mammals has led to the drawing up of a series of regulations that address 
underwater radiated noise and its potentially adverse effect on marine life. Noteworthy 
in this respect is the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES), whose 
Requirement 209 [24] sets a limit to the level of lateral noise radiated underwater by the 
vessel at 1 m from the ship’s side. By means of the ICES methodology, it has been 
found that the noise radiated by the ship hull at 1 metre from the hull should not exceed 
132 dB [20]. 
Directive 2008/56/EC [21] comprises an international legal instrument which includes 
human-induced underwater noise in the definition of pollution. The Acoustical Society 
of America (ASA-URN) has published a Procedure for Measuring underwater radiated 
noise. 
In 2010, the DNV Classification Society issued the Silent Class Notation [22], setting 
different limits for each type of vessel. This notation includes procedures for measuring 
underwater radiated noise. 
It can be seen that regulations are being drawn up to define the requirements for new 
construction ships which will include limits for different aspects of the total acoustic 
signature (Noise and Vibration Full Signature) of each vessel: noise and vibration on 
board, noise radiated to the port and underwater radiated noise. 
3.6. EUROPEAN PROJECTS ON NOISE (Related to Directive 2002/49/EC) 
Ecoports  
Research projects focused on the development and implementation of tools to improve 
the environmental characteristics of ports.  This project includes NoMEPorts 
NoMEPorts 
Its main objective is the reduction of noise related to health problems and annoyance 
caused to citizens living near industrial port areas using noise maps (with the help of 
specialized software for predicting noise) and a noise management system to be used 
specifically in industrial port areas. 
The noise sources related to traffic in port areas are the roads, railway infrastructure and 
air traffic. Examples of sources of industrial noise in port areas are the port facilities, 
terminals, cargo handling and storage terminals, industrial sites, machinery and 
workshops, ships under construction, repair and maintenance, slipways and moored 
ships (engine noise). 
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The project has carried out an analysis of the characterization of the different sources of 
noise in a port which has shown that the contribution of ships to ambient noise is 
primarily due to the operation of internal combustion engines.  
Harmonoise/Imagine 
These projects have developed a methodology for modelling various types of noise 
sources. The Harmonoise project focusses its efforts on noise prediction methods for 
roads and railways, while the scope of the Imagine project extends to the sources of 
aircraft and industrial noise. It considers only industrial sources, because the noise 
emitted by ships is included in this source category.  
SIMPYC 
The objectives of this project include finding solutions to certain problems arising in 
relations between the port and the city aimed at establishing a friendlier environment 
and a functional relationship model, while developing coordination between port 
activities and the city.  
These problems are basically: noise pollution, air pollution and environmental impact. 
HADA 
This project is a tool designed to establish a methodology to control noise levels in 
Spanish seaports. 
Table 5 - Summarized inventory of sources of noise around port areas . 
 
Inventory of sources of noise around port areas 
Priority level List of activities and sources of noise  
 
 
High 
Scrap iron (unloading of the ship at the dock and loading from the 
dock to the truck) 
Iron and steel products 
Containers 
Repairs 
Shipbuilding 
Heavy traffic 
 
Medium 
Railway noise 
Port warehouses (depending on the type of goods) 
General merchandise (non-ferrous metals, wood, paper, plaster, 
etc.) 
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Dockage of Ro-Ro vessels 
 
 
 
Low 
Liquid cargo without special facilities 
Solid cargo without special facilities 
Petroleum products due to their special facilities 
Fishing: sale, ice plant, refrigerators, etc. 
Passenger ships: ferries, cruise ships 
Source: HADA Project 
As in most ports, the main sources of noise are the movement of metallic parts, road 
haulage traffic and trains. Ships constitute a medium-low source of noise impact, with 
the exception of the noise emitted during loading and unloading operations. 
SILENV project [23]  
Among other objectives, this project aims to assess methodologies and criteria for the 
analysis of the noise ships emit to the outside. One of its goals is to model the 
propagation of airborne noise to the outside for various types of vessels.  
In general, strategic noise maps are obtained by superimposing the calculated sound 
fields for each source (ships and other possible contributions). The ultimate goal is to 
assess the noise levels produced in receptors (population exposed to noise), i.e. the 
population living near the port.  
AQUO Project 
The aim of this project is to assess and reduce the underwater acoustic impact from 
maritime traffic using tools to detect, predict and reduce ship radiated noise. 
4. ANALYSIS OF NOISE LEVELS IN DIFFERENT TYPES OF SHIPS 
In the preceding paragraphs, we have seen that ships are mobile industrial noise-
generating facilities as a result of the multitude of machinery on board, their propulsion 
systems, the systems for the comfort of the crew and passengers and operating 
requirements and conditions. Noise generated on board affects crews. Noise radiated in 
port affects the people living near port areas. Underwater radiated noise affects marine 
life. 
Table 6 - This table summarizes the evolution of noise regulations on ships  
 Noise on board (inside the ship)  Radiated  noise 
in ports 
Underwater 
radiated noise  
  
1974 SOLAS (Protection against noise)   
 1975 IMO A.343 (XII)  
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       Source [12] 
 
Table 6 provides a summary of noise regulations in three areas. IT can be seen that 
regulations on noise on board ships have been developed further than those on radiated 
noise in ports and underwater radiated noise, as the awareness of noise pollution from 
means of transport reached a highpoint in the last decade. 
After nearly four decades of developing regulations regarding shipboard noise, it is our 
opinion that the hearing health of seafarers is still not adequately protected. 
Nonetheless, ships classified by companies belonging to IACS are in a better situation 
because of the higher technical requirements of this organization, which include not 
only limits to noise and vibration levels, but also sound insulation and impact sound 
1981 IMO A.468 (XII)   
 
 
 
International 
Union for 
Conservation of 
Nature 
RESWCC3-0638 
1984   
1990s Comfort Class Notations  
2000   
2001  ISO 2922:2000 
2002  Directive 
2002/49/EC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ICES No. 209 
2003 Directive 2003/10/EC 
ILO Maritime Labour Convention 
 
2006 Directive 2006/87/EC 
ILO Convention No. 188 
(Fisheries sector) 
ILO Recommendation WFS 
2007 Review IMO A.468 (XII) (85 
dB(A) – 80 dB(A)) 
ISO 14509-
2:2007 
 
 
 
Directive 
2008/56/EC 
2008  
2009 ISO 14509-
1:2009 
 
Silent Class 2010 
2012 MSC 337(91)  
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limits. The additional requirements on noise emitted to the outside set by the European 
Union will favour the reduction in noise on board, and vice versa. 
A review of noise levels on board ships measured by different agencies and researchers 
over the years reveals the following values: 
a) Nilsson [6], measured existing levels in 282 cabins on 15 vessels chosen at random, 
finding the distribution shown in the following figure: 
 
 
Figure 2 - Histogram distribution of noise in 282 cabins on 15 
different ships.  
 
                           Source [6] 
 
 
As can be seen, the recommended level of 60 dB(A) is exceeded in two thirds of the 
cabins. 
b) Szuwarzynski et al. [7] studied the distribution of noise in 1,360 cabins on 45 
merchant ships, finding that the limit of 60 dB(A) is exceeded in only thirty percent 
of these, as shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 3 - Histogram distribution of noise in 1,360 cabins on 45 
different ships.  
 
                         Source [7]                
c) Experimental levels in bulk carriers [8] 
The table presented below was obtained by measuring noise levels in fourteen ships of 
the same size and type (bulk carriers), built in the same shipyard, with the same 
propulsion engine, machinery and accommodation aft, in the same ballast condition 
during speed trials and with the engine operating at maximum rpm. Average values are 
presented: 
 
Table 7 - Average noise levels in dB(A) of a group of 14 bulk carriers 
 NF dB(A) SIL 
Workshop 94 98 91 
Galley (with extractor fan) 82 84 77 
Galley (without extractor fan) 69 74 68 
Cabin (main deck) 65 67 55 
Cabin (lower deck) 57 61 50 
Cabin (officers’ deck) 56 61 47 
Cabin (bridge deck) 54 59 49 
Control Room 75 79 71 
Wheelhouse - 68 - 
Engine (top) 98 103 96 
Source [8] 
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Engine Room 
The average noise level in the Engine Room is 104 dB(A), so it is essential to have an 
Engine Control Room. The average value in these is 79 dB(A), which exceeds the 
recommended level of 75 dB(A).  
Outside the control room, average values of 103 dB(A) are obtained at the top of the 
engine, so it is not possible to hold a conversation here without shouting. 
The recommended level in the Engine Room workshop is 85 dB(A), while the measured 
value is 98 dB(A) and hence too high. Understanding what is said here is hence very 
difficult.  
Wheelhouse 
The average level is 68 dB(A), while the recommended limits are 65 dB(A).  
IT can be seen that the limits are generally exceeded in almost all spaces on board. 
a) Experimental levels of noise on tankers [9] 
Buiten obtained the results discussed below from an experimental study of existing 
noise and vibration on eleven tankers ranging in size from 18,000 to 200,000 GRT. 
The results for two representative types of vessels are summarized below: one of 
200,000 GRT sailing at full load, and another of 70,000 GRT in ballast. 
On the 200,000 GRT vessel, a large difference in the noise level was registered between 
the Engine Room (105 dB) and Accommodation (68 dB), this difference increasing with 
increasing frequency (greater difference at higher frequencies). A significant low 
frequency component existed in the crew cabins, dropping to 23 dB in the 31.5 to 250 
Hz frequency range. A peak appears at 500 Hz which raises the noise figure (NF) to 67, 
practically coinciding with the sound pressure level of 68 dB(A). Third octave band 
frequency analysis of the noise and vibration  on board reveals dominant frequencies. A 
peak appears at 5 Hz attributable to the propeller, which was rotating at 5.4 Hz at the 
time of measurement. At frequencies between 10 and 63 Hz, a band of relatively 
constant noise was observed that was attributed to structural transmission of the engine 
noise which is partly radiated through the air to the cabin. 
As for the 70,000 GRT vessel, the characteristic peak of propeller noise is clearly 
observed at a frequency of around 8 Hz, the propeller rotating at 7.9 Hz at the time of 
measurement. The bridge crew was subjected to an equivalent continuous sound level of 
66 dB(A), and to 71dB (A) in the mess and 68 dB(A) in their cabins. Similar values 
were found for the rest of the deck crew. 
b) Summary of noise levels for various types and sizes of vessels [10] 
The following table is a summary, from the DNV Classification Society, of average 
noise levels in dB(A) for different types and sizes of vessels 
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Table 8 - Noise levels on different types of vessels.  
 
  Source: DNV 
From the above table, it can be seen that the higher the deck is with respect to the 
engine room, the lower the level of noise. Nevertheless, in almost no case does it exceed 
65 dB(A) (except in vessels of less than 1000 dwt), when the cabin is located above the 
superstructure. This value is exceeded, however, when the cabin is located below the 
superstructure. The values recommended by the IMO are 60 dB(A) for smaller vessels 
and 55 dB(A) for larger vessels. These limits are met in cargo ships from deck B 
(second deck starting from the main deck). The vessels that most fail to meet the 
recommendation are small container ships. Clearly, the sound insulation of cabins 
located on the main deck, and those below it needs to be improved, or accommodation 
should be located exclusively from the lower deck with respect to the main one. 
As for the noise levels of the wheelhouse, the limit recommended by the IMO of 65 
dB(A) is once again not met by tugs when manoeuvring or in small container ships. In 
general, there seems to be no problem in these spaces.  
The value recommended by the IMO for the engine control room is 75 dB(A), which is 
not met in low tonnage ships, such as tugs, general cargo vessels of below 5,000 dwt or 
Ro-Ro vessels. This may be because there is no control room separated from the 
machinery spaces on the majority of these small tonnage vessels.  
Finally, the noise levels in the engine room exceed 100 and even 105 dB(A) in almost 
all vessels. The only vessels found within a range whose lower limit is below 100 dB 
(A) are those powered by turbines (currently a very small number of vessels with 
respect to the world fleet) and bulk carriers of 50,000 dwt and above. 
c) Tables summarizing noise data on Ro-Pax vessels [11] (data from LAV, Cadiz) 
Measurements made by the Acoustics Laboratory (Spanish acronym, LAV), University 
of Cádiz, were primarily used to prepare the following tables. 
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 Table 9 - Summary with maximum noise levels in different 
spaces, in all constructions.  
 
Ro - Pax Vessels (<200 m) 
 78/79 80 81 86 Juan J. Sister 
Engine Room 105 105 105 110 109 
Engine Control Room 85 70 68 74 71 
Wheelhouse 64 65 61 61 54 
Cabins 61 55 53 70 59 
Recreation areas -- 61 60 71 79 
Workspaces   86       85 84 90 92 
       Source: [12] 
Most of the standards referred to in this paper consider only sound pressure levels, 
without any additional parameter (noise spectrum, low frequency components, tonal or 
impulsive components, reverberation), which may reduce or increase discomfort due to 
noise, although criteria do exist in this respect, such as RC Mark II [13], used by 
ASHRAE [14] for interior spaces. Neither do the standards take into account indicators 
on the intelligibility of communications, such as the SIL index [15].  
By requiring shipyards to make a predictive calculation of noise in the design phase of 
new construction ships. Furthermore, this Code requires the drawing up of a final noise 
report, which must be deemed satisfactory before delivery of the vessel to the ship-
owner. In our opinion, noise levels on board should be checked on a periodic basis, and 
not just on completion of construction.   
The new regulatory requirements being introduced by the European Union on noise 
radiated to the outside and underwater radiated noise will also make noise and vibration 
critical in the design of new ships. This will constitute a niche market for shipyards that 
take these requirements into account and will suppose a challenge for shipbuilding in 
Spain, which will need to adapt its processes so as to meet standards imposed at a global 
level to reduce noise pollution. 
IMO requirements concerning the use and instruction to use hearing protection could be 
included among the operational procedures of the ISM Code for the Safe Operation of 
Ships, leading to increased awareness on the part of crews and effective control on the 
part of maritime agencies when performing audits. 
Methodologies have been developed for the successful implementation of the necessary 
measures to characterize vessels acoustically. Furthermore, sound pressure limit levels 
have been investigated with the aim of protecting the health of the population exposed 
to this form of noise. 
Projects promoted by the EU aim to reconcile three environmental issues: energy 
efficiency, gas emissions and noise emissions. The ultimate goal is to reduce noise 
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pollution on board and in port, minimizing the number of people exposed to undesired 
levels of noise. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We highlight the differences that exist with respect to workers on land, especially 
during periods of rest. 
From the data on noise levels in Section 4, it can be seen that: 
- The level of noise in the different workspaces on merchant ships routinely 
exceeds recommended levels in the governing regulations. We believe this is 
why the Classification Societies permit tolerances in compliance percentages. 
- The requirements of Classification Societies are more demanding in general 
(except with respect to Grade 3) than IMO requirements (which we understand 
as minimum targets). Thus, if the average level measured on board is close to the 
IMO limit, the noise level may be considered "improvable", while if the average 
level is 5 dB or more below this value, the noise level may be considered 
"acceptable”. Obviously, values exceeding these limits are totally unacceptable 
and corrective measures must be taken. 
- The places on the vessel where these recommended levels are systematically 
exceeded (for almost all different types of vessels) are machinery spaces. This is 
compounded when considering that the IMO has set a level of 110 dB(A) from 
2014 on for all machinery spaces (as there is no distinction, as in the previous 
regulations, between manned or unmanned spaces).  
- This amendment to the regulations for machinery spaces will make the existence 
of a control room in new construction ships of 1,600 GT and above mandatory to 
avoid exceeding the level of 80 dB(A) of daily exposure to noise, given the high 
power vessels employ in confined spaces and the fact that noise spreads more 
easily through the hull and steel structure, which have a higher acoustic 
impedance. 
- The most effective measure for reducing the level of noise in the engine room is 
to install quieter engines (whenever possible, different types of propulsion 
engine to the reciprocating internal combustion engine). Other possible 
alternatives are: to improve the absorption from noise of the engine room (to 
reduce reverberation), mounting the noisiest engines on elastic suspension 
mounts, and improved isolation of the control room so as to achieve levels of 
intelligibility in communications and hence greater safety in the operation of the 
vessel. 
- As for corrective measures and suggestions for improvements on deck, these 
should focus on improving the layout of the superstructure (as accommodation 
both for the crew and passengers is usually located in these spaces) and sound 
insulation of the cabins via the installation of floating floors, sound-absorbing 
walls and ceilings, and placing accommodation as far as possible, both 
horizontally and vertically, from machinery spaces. In view of the results, a very 
effective measure on vessels with reduced accommodation (generally, cargo 
ships) is to place the cabin from lower deck.  
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- These standards and recommendations do not pay due attention to vibration 
(closely related to noise) or to the frequency spectrum to determine whether 
there are tonal components, low frequency noise or impulse noise, setting only 
the maximum overall equivalent continuous levels in dB(A) and, in some cases, 
the noise feature (NF). In our opinion, therefore, other criteria, such as RC Mark 
II, should be employed so as to take into account the subjective degree of 
discomfort for people due to noise, in addition to its level. 
- Noise problem to seafarers (especially engine room crew) are an undoubtable 
fact, as noise levels in these spaces exceed 100 dB(A), as we have seen in 
previous sections. Besides the aggravating circumstance that Spanish legislation 
on the protection of workers from risks related to exposure to noise excluded 
seafarers from its scope of application until November 2011 (Transitional 
Provision of Royal Decree 286/06). 
  - The fundamental problem of noise on board ships is mainly located in 
machinery spaces, where the use of hearing protection is essential. Actual levels 
in other spaces are not as critical. However, with the use of current techniques 
for reducing noise and vibration, collaboration between shipyards, ship-owners, 
suppliers of equipment and technical experts from the Classification Societies 
and the use of vibration and noise prediction to detect conflictive points and 
propose improvements, optimal levels of quality in comfort and habitability may 
feasibly be achieved on board ships. 
The European Union and North America are working along these lines, while other 
countries should follow the path already travelled in these fields and the regulations that 
have respectively been developed in their regard. 
In line with the results obtained in the SILENV project [23]), we may state that: 
- Strict compliance with IMO (noise) and ISO (vibration) requirements on the 
ships making up the current fleet (regardless of the compliance of some vessels 
in particular) is not achievable in the short to medium term. 
- Attempts to apply more stringent limits than current standards to the existing 
fleet will entail higher percentages of incompliance, given that the European 
merchant fleet does not generally comply with this new environmental 
regulatory framework. This will dictate corrective policies. 
Possible strategies to improve the situation include: 
- Specific policy actions to reduce the environmental impact of ships.  
- A gradual renewal of the fleet is more feasible, given that the average age of 
the fleet means that modifications to improve the environmental impact of its 
vessels is not economically viable and the technical execution of such 
measures is likewise problematic. 
- Any project promoted by the EU should reconcile three environmental issues: 
energy efficiency, gas emissions and noise emissions. 
Thanks to the policies that are being developed within the European Union, the 
improvement in radiated noise in port and underwater radiated noise will also be 
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accompanied by an improvement in the noise level inside the vessel, and vice versa. The 
ultimate goal is to reduce noise pollution on board and in port, minimizing the number 
of people exposed to undesired levels of noise. 
The EU’s regulatory framework for noise and vibration needs to be further developed to 
achieve lower levels of noise and vibration emitted by ships both at sea and in port, 
integrating ports into their cities via proper planning that may be accomplished with the 
help of strategic noise maps.  
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Abstract 
 
The presented paper is going to analyze the opportunity to develop a Ro/Ro hub in the 
Port of Palma de Mallorca. 
In order to get introduced in the study, the state of art related to geographical, 
economic traffic and human; conditions, will be reviewed; together with an in deep 
analysis of the port future capacities and main shipping lines crossing the western 
Mediterranean. 
At a first glance is it easy to understand that the competition with other container hub 
ports in Mediterranean does not afford Palma de Mallorca to be positioned in this 
market. But the chance to become a hub in rolled traffic will be studied. 
The final results of this paper are going to identify the main particulars to be enforced 
to attract the main shipping companies that are providing transport services between 
the North and South coasts of the Mediterranean and the traffic between Italy and 
Spain. 
 
Keywords 
Short Sea Traffics, Ro/Ro, Balearic Islands, hub. 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
From the time of the White Paper on Transport of 2001, the EU provided a clear boost 
to the promotion of alternative means of transport, being the Short Sea Shipping (SSS) 
one of them. This paper was accompanied and followed by different schemas for 
founding any proposal that represented a removal of freight from road to sea or inner 
waterways (PACT, Marco Polo I and II programmes or funds from TEN-T. [1]). 
The work carried out by the author’s shows in this paper the carried out analysis to 
develop a Ro/Ro cargo hub in the Port of Palma of Mallorca, that would represent an 
increase of the occupation rate in some berths at port and also an increase of the number 
of trailers boarded on ships developing this traffics. 
In order to cover this goal, a study of different steps will be carried out: 
• Assessment of different commercial exchanges between Spain and the countries 
of the North of Africa. 
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• Location of the origin and destination of cargo in the traffics in Western 
Mediterranean among the mentioned countries. Identification of the route more 
susceptible to be deviated to Palma. 
• Study of involved ships in these traffics and the level of occupation in their 
holds. 
• Study of the port infrastructures in Palma, to be dedicated to receive the new 
cargo. 
• Study of the supplemental costs on doing an additional call in the Port of Palma 
• Proposal of lines to be deviated to the Port of Palma. 
2. GEOGRAPHICAL PARTICULARS OF BALEARIC ISLANDS 
Balearic islands is an archipelago placed in the Western Mediterranean close to Iberian 
peninsula and it is part of a number of islands and small islands like Gimnesias: 
Mallorca, Menorca and Cabrera, and Pitiusas: Ibiza and Formentera. Mallorca 
(Maiorica), big island, is the biggest one in the archipelago, situated in 39º 33,7´N 002º 
38,4´E. From the demographic point of view, is the more populated reaching the 
873.414 inhabitants in the last cense in 2.011. 
Its situation as it is shown in Figure 1, is at mid distance between both sides of the 
Western Mediterranean basin. 
 
 
Figure 1 - Distances among different western 
Mediterranean ports and Palma de Mallorca 
 
 
                                   Genoa 
                                                          Marseille                    457´ 
                                                            304´                                               Livorno 
                                                              Barcelona                                                                     476  ´
                                                                   135´ 
                                                                  
                                Tarragona 
                                    137´ 
 
                  Castellón                                                                                                                              Civitavecchia 
                       134´                                                                                                                                        467´ 
           
                                                                                                                                                                                 Salerno 
        Valencia                                                                                                                                                              617´     
            145´ 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                         Malta                
              Alicante                                                                                                                                                               629´ 
                 182´                                                                                                                                                                               
 
                                                                                                                                                              Tunis 
                                                               Argel                            Bejaia               Skkida                        448  ´
                                                                 171´                              213 ´                 265´ 
                                  Orán 
                                  281´ 
Tangier                               
  479´                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
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Nowadays, there are several routes in the North-South and west-East, and for this 
purpose we think that we can propose Palma of Mallorca as a hub in between those 
routes. 
 
In the table 1, we are going to show the optimum distances between two ports, 
specifying in back ink the ones with a call in Palma of Mallorca and in red ink, the 
direct to destination ones. 
 
 
Table 1 - Distance chart among Mediterranean ports with direct 
course or with a call in Palma. 
 
 Barcelona 
T
arragona 
C
astellón 
V
alencia 
A
licante 
G
enoa 
L
a Spezia 
L
ivorno 
C
ivitavecchia 
N
aples 
Salerno 
M
arseilles 
Genoa 602 594 591 602 639  
357 400 483 513 568 
La Spezia 626 618 615 626 663 
385 431 511 541 592 
Livorno 621 613 610 621 658 
386 432 510 539 586 
Civitavecchia 612 604 601 612 649 
466 512 589 617 612 
Naples 747 739 736 747 784 
560 603 708 716 725 
Salerno 762 754 751 762 799 
582 625 722 730 739 
Algiers 316 308 305 316  628 652 647 638 773 788 475 
291 277 244 231 532 542 530 552 583 598 414 
Oran 426 418 415 426 738 762 757 748 883 898 585 
368 337 266 243 696 704 692 742 774 789 539 
Tangier 624 616 613 624 936 960 955 946 1081 1096 783 
548 515 444 421 878 902 901 914 1009 1023 721 
Casablanca 787 779 776 787 1099 1123 1118 1109 1244 1259 946 
711 677 606 584 1041 1065 1064 1077 1172 1186 884 
Agadir 1039 1031 1028 1039 1351 1375 1370 1361 1496 1511 1198 
962 929 858 836 1293 1317 1316 1328 1423 1438 1135 
Malta  774 766 763 774 811  933 
668 702 735 743 744 655 
Marseilles  438 449 486  
315 347 409 
Toulon 448 459 496 
334 365 423 
Tunisia 593 585 582 593 630 752 
492 525 553 561 561 481 
       source: own. 
 
In each case it has been studied the direct course between two ports and the same with a 
call in the port of Palma. Once calculated the distances we have classified the 
differences under a criterion, if it is below 100 miles in green and less than 50 miles in 
blue. The other cases have been neglected as they are superior to 100 miles. 
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These differences between distances have been considered because a ship with a 
nominal speed of 25 knots could need between 4 to 6 hours more in her trip on average 
in case of being at port for less than 2 hours. 
Nowadays the short sea shipping routes in the Western Mediterranean, like Genoa-
Barcelona-Tangier and Valencia-Salerno-Tunisia, have delays in port higher than two 
hours, and this is one reason that justifies the proposal of the objective of this paper. 
In a first assessment in table 1, we can see the routes with more opportunities of 
success: 
   Barcelona: North of Africa and Morocco. 
   Tarragona: Civitavecchia, North of Africa and Malta.    
   Castellon: Italian ports, Algiers, Malta and Tunisia. 
   Valencia: European ports (except Marseilles), Algiers, Malta and Tunisia. 
   Alicante: All ports (less the ones in North of Africa and Morocco).  
   European ports: Ports in Algeria and Morocco.  
As it can be seen in the table, we can confirm that most of the routes are within the two 
parameters of 50 and 100 miles. There is 102 pair of ports and 14.7% of them are a very 
good option and 53.9% are adequate. So 68.6% of the routes could be analysed in deep. 
2.1.  INFRASTRUCTURES IN THE PORT OF PALMA 
The port in itself is divided in three main parts (Commercial basins, west berth and 
Peraires), being the nowadays infrastructures, built in the fifties. Financial and political 
problems, have delayed possible improvements or enlargements. There is a visible 
congestion of berths from early morning up to midday, because of the ships covering 
the main traffics with the peninsula. 
 
This situation is worsened in summer because the arrival of cruise ships and sometimes 
regular line ships must leave the berth and go to anchor to give the berth to a cruise that 
is arriving. 
 
Table 2 - Palma port capacities. 
 
 Berth lineal meters Nº of berth 
positions 
Surface (m²) 
Commercial berths 1.174 5 119.000 
West berth 1.688 8 88.900 
Peraires 2.185,8 6 13.800 
Total 5.047,8 19 221.700 
source: own, based on Palma pilots information - 2013 
 
 
But from midday in winter time, the port remains almost free, remaining West berth and 
Peraires released for virtual ships that could be serving short sea traffics. The Port has a 
lot of ramps to serve the Ro/Ro traffic but only three small cranes to discharge wood or 
corn. 
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In table 2 it is showed the different capacities of the Palma berths and in table 3 is 
shown also the main regular line ships with their time table. So it is possible to deduct 
how much time is available in those berths. 
 
 
Table 3 - Ro-Ro Palma Port berth time table occupation, 
by regular line ship in 2013. 
 
REGULAR TRAFFIC SHIPS CALLING IN PALMA PORT 
SHIP BERTH FROM TO 
ABEL MATUTES 2nd. Line West berth 06:00 11:30 
VISEMAR ONE 1st line West berth 06:15 12:30 
F. GARCIA LORCA Peraires mole Maritime station nº3 22 :30 08 :00 
ALBAYCIN/ZURBARAN Peraires mole Maritime station nº2 07 :00 11 :30 
MIRANDA Head of Commercial berth 07:00 20:00 
TENACIA Outer ramp of Commercial berth 06:30 12:00 
source: own, based on Palma pilots information - 2013 
 
 
 
There are up to 16 ramps that would afford port operations in this type of ships in the 
overall port, being 5 in the Commercial berths, 5 in Peraires berths and 6 in the West 
berth. 
 
 
Table 4 - Ro-Ro Palma port berths occupation level of the in 2013. 
 
OCUPPATION OF RO-RO BERTHS 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
Head Comm. Berth                         
Outer Comm. Berth                         
Peraires Nº 2                         
Peraires Nº 3                         
West B. 1st line                          
West B. 2nd line                         
 
source: own, based on Palma pilots information - 2013 
 
 
We can conclude that the occupation of berths 6/16 is only of 13.8% of time. The most 
congested time lapse id between 5 to 13 hours in the Peraires and West, berths. These 
traffics are covered mainly by super-ferries and Ro/Pax ships, with daily round trip to 
the peninsula part from an HSC that leaves the berth at 8:00 and comes back at 22:30, 
where the ship remains up to the next day. 
 
Commercial berths receive pure Ro/Ro ships every two days and Ro/Pax ships every 
day. There is a 71.800 m2 platform in the West berth with six positions in between 130 
to 361 meters and drafts bigger than 13 meters, could act as a freight hub for SSS routes 
not only for N-S but also W-E, routes. 
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3. CLIMATIC CONDITIONS 
The port of Palma, is part of the Western Mediterranean scenario in terms of climatic 
conditions, and it is not an exception. The pressure, temperature and raining, conditions 
are similar to the ones in this area but the local winds regime is a little bit different. 
Pressure has no major variations during the year and this value is relatively high. So we 
can confirm that there is stability during the year round and in general terms there are 
very stable conditions due to its situation in the 40º of latitude. 
Regarding the wind conditions, we can observe that the most common wind during the 
year is SW in the Palma bay. The W and NW winds are common in autumn and winter 
time and even very cold N and NE. Southerlies are typical in summer time which can 
affect the ships’ manoeuvres from midday to the afternoon. 
Also in summertime it is possible to register very strong SE winds but those are not so 
common and can join to coastal breezes. 
Temperatures are not so cold in winter but not so hot in summer, this last because of the 
medium size of the island that does not afford a very high warming of the air during the 
summer. Because of this mentioned slight warming of the air on the island surface, it 
elevates leaving pass to the sea breeze and giving a certain degree of humidity in the 
environment. 
Precipitations are most common in autumn, being spring the other season with some 
rain levels, but in general terms the situation is very similar to the one in the Iberian 
Peninsula. 
 
Table 5 - Climatic data in Palma of Mallorca 
 
CLIMATIC DATA IN PALMA OF MALLORCA 
Month Pressure 
in 
hPa 
Mean 
Daily 
temp. 
Rel. 
Hum. 
in % 
Wind 
frequency in direction % 
Mean 
Int. 
Km/h 
Rain 
in 
m/m N NE E SE S SW W NW 
January 1021.1 10.0 71 16 17 5 2 9 26 10 15 9.1 36 
February 1018.4 10.5 70 17 6 11 2 10 37 14 9 10.5 38 
March 1016.5 12.2 69 8 9 7 3 8 39 18 8 9.7 39 
April 1014.9 14.2 67 10 17 8 3 10 37 6 6 9.8 37 
May 1016.2 17.7 67 2 7 8 6 20 52 5 4 8.8 43 
June  1017.1 21.4 66 3 12 5 1 20 54 4 1 8.9 21 
July 1017.5 24.5 66 3 5 5 0 28 57 0 2 9.1 8 
August 1017.6 25.1 68 1 7 6 1 32 50 1 2 7.8 14 
September 1017.6 22.6 71 5 12 6 6 24 38 5 4 8.9 67 
October 1016.9 18.6 72 15 14 4 2 10 35 13 7 8.6 67 
November 1016.9 14.2 72 16 14 6 0 7 26 13 18 9.9 58 
December 1018.3 11.4 72 25 8 1 0 7 34 14 11 9.4 53 
YEAR 1017.5 16.9 69 10 10 6 2 17 40 8 7 9.2 481 
source: Derrotero de las Islas Baleares. 1983 nº 3 Tomo II - Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina, Cadiz. 
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4. SSS COMMERCIAL FLUXES BETWEEN SW EUROPE AND THE NORTH 
AFRICAN COAST 
 
The services between Morocco and the EU covered by SSS traffics, is mainly 
developed by Ro/Pax ships, mainly from Italy, calling at Barcelona and arriving by 
Tangier-Med, apart from the services crossing the Gibraltar strait. 
Different companies are serving these traffics even several ship owners have 
disappeared like COMANAV or COMARIT. Grandi Navi Velocci is using 4 ships in 
this service and Grimaldi Group with one ship; both cover the area from Genoa, Sète 
and Livorno calling also in Barcelona. 
From Sète, Grandi Navi Velocci covers the route with Nador weekly with a ship, being 
most of them the same modern, big capacity and high speed units. 
The authors have been studied the traffics and they are of the opinion that W-E lines 
crossing the Western Mediterranean could feed the N-S lines, transboarding part of their 
cargo in Palma 
For example Grimaldi Group has important routes linking Italian Ports like Salerno and 
Civitavecchia with the Port of Valencia in Spain. Part of the freight could be discharged 
in Palma and taken by the lines that link Genoa, Sète and Livorno with Tangier-Med. 
 
Table 6 - Cargo and technical particulars 
of ships covering S.S.S services 
 
S.S.S. in service ships particulars. Western Mediterranean 
 
Particulars Freight 
Kw. G.T. LOA Speed Consumption T/day Passengers 
Cars 
/Freight 
Lineal 
meters 
Ikarus 
Palace 44480 29968 200 31  1500 820 2130 
Excellent 25950 39777 202 24 86.4 2230 610 163/1800 2350 
Majestic 23040 32777 188 22 90 1790 610 163/1500 2050 
Splendid 23040 39139 214 22  2200 1010  
Fantastic 25920 35222 188 22 90 2033 630 160/1700 2150 
Average 28486 35376       
source: GNV and Grimaldi Group, data - 2014 
 
 
5. SHIPS USED IN THE COMMERCIAL LINES 
Several companies are giving service between peninsula and Balearic Islands, deploying 
also different type of ships depending on the frequencies (see table 7), speed and type of 
cargo, required. The nowadays offer affords to adjust prices but they are still high 
because there is no cargo for return to peninsula voyages. 
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The chance to use the Port of Palma as a hub, could improve the mentioned situation, so 
as combining the SSS services with the simple service to peninsula. But shipping 
companies usually has used vessels for carrying rolling cargo with or without passenger 
capacity and during the last years it has been possible to confirm an increase in the size 
and speed of the newer ships [2]. As a general trend we can confirm that the vertical 
cargo has been slowly disappearing and the only freight Ro/Ro ships also are being 
removed by Ro/Pax units. 
Nowadays the average ship used in the studied traffics, is mainly a vessel with a good 
cargo capacity, with a speed of around 20 knots or more and  certain capacity for 
passengers and their vehicles. 
 
Table 7 - Regular line services calling at Palma Port 
source: own, based on Palma pilots information - 2013 
 
Several authors are of the idea of classifying the ships depending on their speeds, 
grouping them in three different categories. For ships with a speed below 23 knots, we 
can talk about conventional ones, for speeds between 23 and 30 knots fast conventional 
ships and HSC the ones with speeds superior to 30 knots [3,4]. Also the cargo capacity 
is related to the developed speed, as for example the last ones are constructively light 
monohull or multihulls; with a limited cargo capacity. 
 
Table 8 -Technical particulars of ships 
calling in the port of Palma de Mallorca 
           source: own, based on Palma pilots information  - 2013 
Owner Itinerary Frequencies Type of 
vessel Summer Winter 
Acciona Trasmediterránea Barcelona 1 daily 1 daily Ferry 
Acciona Trasmediterránea Barcelona 1 weekly 1 weekly Ro-Ro 
Acciona Trasmediterránea Valencia 6 weekly 6 weekly Ferry 
Acciona Trasmediterránea Valencia 2 weekly 2 weekly Ro-Ro 
Acciona Trasmediterránea Ibiza 1 weekly 1 weekly Ferry 
Acciona Trasmediterránea Mahón 1 weekly 1 weekly Ferry 
Balearia Barcelona 7 weekly 6 weekly Ro-Pax 
Balearia Valencia 7 weekly 6 weekly Ro-Pax 
Balearia Ibiza-Denia 1 daily 4 weekly Fast-ferry 
REGULAR LINE SHIPS, CALLING THE PORT OF PALMA 
COMPAÑY SHIP G.R.
T 
LOA d H.P. SP. LINE TYPE 
BALEARIA VISEMAR ONE 26375 186,4 6,3 20700 25 PMI-
BCN 
CONV. RAPIDO 
BALEARIA ABEL MATUTES 29670 190,5 5,5 19800 21 PMI-
VCA 
CONVENCION
AL 
BALEARIA F. GARCIA 
LORCA 
5637 115.2 5.0 4X7200 38,0 PMI-I-
DN 
ALTA 
VELOCIDA 
TRASMEDITERRAN
EA 
TENACIA 25993 199,1 6.5 25200 22,5 PMI-
BCN 
CONVENCION
AL 
TRASMEDITERRAN
EA 
ZURBARAN 22152 180.0 6.5 2X1611
6 
22,5 PMI-
BCN 
CONVENCION
AL 
TRASMEDITERRAN
EA 
ALBAYZIN 26302 186 6.2 21600 21 PMI-
VCA 
CONVENCION
AL 
TRASMEDITERRAN
EA 
MIRANDA 10471 153,4
5 
6,9 12600 20 PMI-V-
B 
RO-RO 
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In table 8, is possible to see what it has been explained regarding the size and developed 
speed of ships. Shipping companies use to operate classical Ro/Pax ships with seasonal 
reinforcements with HSC crafts n summer time. 
The optimal speed ranges around 23 knots because the distance from Palma to the 
destination ports in the peninsula does not exceed the 130 miles, having also a power 
reserve in case of bad weather. 
 
6. PARAMETERS TO ASSESS THE VIABILITY OF PALMA DE MALLORCA 
AS A Ro/Ro HUB. 
The parameters to be assessed in order to calculate the viability of the lines to call in the 
Port of Palma has been analysed. 
On a first step the climatic and geographic conditions of Palma of Mallorca has been 
considered positive and are not going to be treated more. However the geographic 
situation of the island, afford Palma to be at a distance of different cargo ports in the 
Mediterranean. 
The first condition has been to establish the possible links for the ones that suppose less 
than 50 miles of sailing and like possible the ones being at less than 100 miles. The 
reason has been justified because the ships will not delay more than 6 hours of travel for 
actual ships, developing. 
Once this first step has been studied, The economic situation it is an important 
parameter to be considered mainly the GDP and the commercial fluxes between 
countries [5,6], but in this case the scenario of study has been a priori decided. 
Ships have been repeated during the paper, that are at this moment sufficiently adequate 
to the traffic and the last point to be analysed is the operational costs of the new call in 
the Port of Palma. 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The possibility to promote the Port of Palma of Mallorca, as a hub for rolled cargo is 
understood as an opportunity. This would afford to get more profit not only of the level 
of occupation of ships involved in SSS lines between Italy, Spain and North of Africa; 
but also because a better occupation of the berths in the port.  
The geographic situation of the island, the climatic conditions and the availability of 
berths, are some of the advantages. Among the analysed routes, there are between 
53,9% and 68,6% of them that would suppose a deviation delay not bigger than 6 hours if 
port operations do not exceed 2 hours. Of course, this scenario is considered if ships have 
enough power to maintain 25 knots of speed in normal weather conditions. 
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Abstract 
 
Different regulations in the European Union influence the functioning and management 
of European ports. In Finland, environmental monitoring is carried out in connection to 
the environmental permit of the port and to the requirements set by legislation and other 
forms of regulatory measures. When environmental information is collected, the basic 
principles for all the collected data are comparability, balance between problematic 
questions and opportunities, continuity, clarity and understandability. It must be noted 
that the comparison of information must be possible so that the changes in the level of 
environmental protection can be established.  
 
The Port of HaminaKotka is the biggest universal port in Finland. In this case, the 
development of the emissions to air, amount of waste, water monitoring and noise levels 
in the past years have been examined. According to the results, the emissions levels have 
decreased, but there is still a lot to do in the field of environmental protection. 
Environmental monitoring is often criticized as being expensive and wasteful. In this 
case, the total costs of environmental monitoring in the port of HaminaKotka have been 
calculated.  
 
 
 
Keywords 
Environmental permit, environmental monitoring, environmental legislation, emissions 
and cost analysis. 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 
There are a lot of different regulations in the European Union that influence the 
functioning and management of European ports. All of the legislation does not relate to 
the environment. In Finland, all ports have stricter environmental regulations than 
elsewhere in Europe, with the exception of Sweden. Ports have to follow the 
environmental policy, environmental permits and Environmental Impact Assessment 
(EIA) and many ports have voluntary environmental management systems. Many Finnish 
ports also have different kinds of environmental projects that improve the ports’ 
environmental status. (Brunila 2013) 
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There are more than 20 acts, directives and protocols that relate to the marine environment 
and especially to ports and port operations. Most of the acts or directives increase the 
protection level of the marine environment. According to ESPO, the most important 
provisions are the Birds and Habitats Directives, Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Marine Framework Strategy and Water Framework 
Directive. (ESPO 2012)  
In Finland, environmental monitoring is carried out in connection to the environmental 
permit of the port and to the requirements set by legislation and other forms of regulatory 
measures (Port of HaminaKotka 2013). The permit is granted to the port authority 
controlling the port area. Most ports are service ports, not landlord ports, owned by local 
authorities. The companies operating in the port area (e.g. the port operator) need an 
environmental permit in order to have activities outside the port operation scope, e.g. 
metal scrapping, dangerous goods depot, industrial activities etc. (Finnish Port 
Association 2010) 
 
This paper, with a case study, shows how environmental emissions are monitored in the 
port of HaminaKotka. The coverage of environmental monitoring will be evaluated and 
development needs and (cost) effective ways of monitoring will be suggested. This will 
be done on the basis of literary sources and by interviewing representatives of the port, 
environmental authorities and companies or other stakeholders who perform 
environmental monitoring. The environmental permit also includes operational 
monitoring such as traffic and goods flow, energy use, used fuel and working hours of 
the working machinery, electricity consumption, consumption of used water at buildings, 
amount of waste and frequency of emptying oil separation wells at quays and storage 
fields, emergency situations etc. This study focuses only on emissions and impact 
monitoring. 
2. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING IN FINNISH PORTS 
At the European level, legislation is the main driver of needs for environmental 
management tools. Remote and continuous monitoring are key tools for improving the 
level of port environmental conditions. Monitoring is an essential part of the 
implementation of the environmental system. ISO 14001 and the EMAS Audit Scheme 
are great tools for management and monitoring. (Darbra et al. 2007) 
In Finland, environmental monitoring is carried out in connection to the environmental 
permit of the port and to the requirements set by legislation and other forms of regulatory 
measures. Regional State Adminstrative Agencies grant environmental permits for 
activities with wider-reaching impacts, which includes port operations. Permit 
requirements are based on national legislation and the IPPC-directive. (Finnish Port 
Association 2010) In EU legislation, there are more than twenty acts or directives that 
affect ports and port related areas, and in Finnish legislation there are almost 90 different 
laws, acts, regulations or rules which affect the operation of Finnish ports and port 
construction. (ESPO 2012)  
Every port in Finland must have an Environmental Permit and go through an 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) procedure. Dredging, disposal of sediments and 
port construction are not included in the port operation permit. These activities require a 
different permit based on water legislation. Finnish ports are driven by the official 
requirements, such as the environmental permits for port operations, but also by their 
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voluntary commitments to their operations. Environmental information about operations 
must be collected regularly. There are mandatory and optional indicators that are recorded 
to determine the level of the environmental protection. Optional environmental and 
quality management systems are also widely used. With the optional information, 
indicators and environmental management systems, the level of clarity, sincerity and 
comparability of the compiled information can be increased. (Port of HaminaKotka 2013) 
When environmental information is collected, the basic principles for all the collected 
data are comparability, balance between problematic questions and opportunities, 
continuity, clarity and understandability. It must be noted that the comparison of 
information must be possible so that the changes in the level of environmental protection 
can be established. When compiling the environmental information that is common to all 
port operators, the level of environmental protection is being improved by reporting. 
(Kujala 2010) 
When improving the level of environmental protection, it is necessary that the existing 
raw data and information can be converted into an easily understandable form so that 
every stakeholder and target group can understand the information that is presented to 
them. In the reports, the existing information should also be presented in a compressed 
form, with a few lines. Continuous data collection makes it easier to determine the level 
of environmental protection and to report on the situation. With updated information, it 
is more efficient to control the environmental aspects and impacts. If something 
exceptional happens, for example an emission leakage, it is much easier to solve the 
situation because the existing data shows what the level of the emission output has been 
before or during the previous year. With updated and easily understandable information, 
the data can be presented to a wider audience and it will reveal the level of environmental 
protection honestly. (Kujala 2010) 
Environmental protection is very important to all stakeholders who are connected to the 
port or are positioned near the port activities. To get the necessary environmental 
information, the ports have to measure their emissions, use calculation models and 
different kinds of other computing systems, from which it is not free to get the parameters 
for reporting. Sometimes it is expensive and time consuming. When the environmental 
information is compiled, used and collected, cost effectiveness and the size and type of 
the organization must be taken into consideration. It is important to collect all the 
necessary data and fulfill the existing obligations of the environmental permits. (Kujala 
2010) 
In producing data for reports, officials, stakeholders or open information to a wider 
audience, it is important to cover the impacts that are the most meaningful and the most 
influential or affect operation, management, taken actions, products and services. Results 
must be sensitive enough that the most important information is presented to the target 
groups in a reliable manner.   
3. CASE: PORT OF HAMINAKOTKA  
As background information, the Port of HaminaKotka is the biggest universal port in 
Finland and it is located in the eastern part of the Gulf of Finland. There are 1,100 hectares 
of port land area, which is the home of ten port operators and 170 other businesses. The 
port area is divided into 7 different port areas; Halla, Hamina, Hietanen, Hietanen South, 
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City Terminal, Mussalo, Sunila and private quays. The Port of HaminaKotka is also the 
easternmost port in Finland and its distance to the Russian border is only 35 kilometers. 
Its annual cargo volume is approximately 15 million tons and there are around 3.000 ship 
calls annually. (Port of HaminaKotka 2013) 
3.1. THE EFFECTS OF EMISSIONS 
Port related emissions can be divided in two categories; direct and indirect effects.  Direct 
emissions affect nature and humans directly. Climate change, emissions to air and water, 
noise and vibration can be categorized as direct impacts. Indirect impacts affect nature, 
humans, fauna, energy resources etc. in the long term. Indirect impacts include the 
infrastructure of ports, roads, railways, maintenance and the changes in biodiversity. 
Gases (such as SO2, NO, NO2, CO, O2 and HC) and particulars (PM10, PM 2.5, PM 1, 
Sulfate, Nitrate and heavy metals) can also cause health problems in the respiratory 
system and the eyes. In some cases, long term exposure can cause cancer, e.g. leukemia. 
(Kalenoja & Kallberg 2005, Tenhunen 2008; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
2000) 
Possibly the most important measured and calculated parameters are emissions to air. 
Emissions to air are the most important factor that increases the greenhouse effect and 
climate change. The main reason is exhaust gases from combustion engines, which are 
used in marine, road and partially in train traffic as well as working machines in the port 
area. In land-based transportation, the most common fuel is diesel. Diesel combustion 
exhaust gas composition as a percentage is as follows: nitrogen (N2) 66% carbon dioxide 
(CO2) 13%, water (H2O) 11% and oxygen (O2) 9%. In addition, there are other 
combinations of combustion, oxides of nitrogen (NOx), particulate matter, carbon 
monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC), sulphur dioxide (SO2) that make up the 
remainingone per cent. (Kalenoja & Kallberg 2005)  
In ship traffic, the most significant emissions are emissions of sulphur dioxide (SO2), 
nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon dioxide (CO2) and particulate matter. Up to 96% of the 
total transport emissions of sulphur, 50 % of nitrogen oxides and 22% of carbon dioxide 
are caused by water transport. In the fuel, sulphur is almost completely converted into 
sulphur oxides. In factories and power plants the sulphur can be removed nearly 
completely, but in ships it is more difficult to clean the exhaust gases. Sulphur scrubbers 
are still in development and at this time the scrubbers are still quite expensive. (Lahtinen 
2009) 
Diesel and petrol fuel are almost sulphur-free (0.01%), but for the bunker that ships use, 
the sulphur content is 1.1% in 2009 (VTT 2009). Sulphur dioxide reacts readily with 
water to form a chemical change, leading to acid rain. Acid rain corrodes metals and 
buildings. In addition, acid rain is found to be harmful to the health of humans as well as 
other organisms. In the event of an acid rain, sulphur causes respiratory irritation to 
mucous membranes and respiratory diseases. (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
2007) 
The main sources of emissions to air are port operations and vessel traffic. In vessel 
traffic, the measurements are taken in the quay area and the measured unit is kg per year. 
The following emissions are measured from the ships: nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon 
dioxide (CO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2), hydrocarbons (HC), methane (CH4) and particular 
matters such as soot (CO) and other small particulates (PM 2.5 and PM 10). The 
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consumption of Heavy Fuel Oil, Marine Diesel Oil and Gasoil are also calculated. 
Especially until 2015, a lot of sulphur dioxide emissions come from vessels’ exhaust 
engines. The vessels’ sulphur dioxide emissions also depend on the fuel type used. In 
port-related road transportation, the used diesel fuel does not contain any sulphur. (Kujala 
2010 & Port of Helsinki 2009) 
3.2. EXAMPLES ON HOW PARTILATE MATTER EMISSIONS TO AIR ARE 
MESURED IN THE PORT OF HAMINAKOTKA 
Next is presented an example on how the emissions of particulates to air are measured in 
the Port of HaminaKotka. The Finnish Environmental Institute (FMI) measured 
particulates to air in the port of Mussalo, which is newest part of HaminaKotka. Measured 
particulates were (PM10) which means that people can inhale the particles into their 
lungs. Measurement points in the liquid bulk terminal area are presented in picture 1. 
There were two measurement points: point 1 measuring period was 27 March – 31 July 
and point 2 was used 1 August – 2 October 2012. The measurements were taken on both 
sides of the terminal. The method used met the requirements of the ISO 10473:2000 
standard (Ambient air – Measurement of the mass of particulate matter filter medium – 
Beta ray absorption method). Automated measuring equipment sent, using a wireless 
connection, current weather information and results every minute. From the raw data, 
values for the hourly average and daily average can be calculated. Remote monitoring 
was carried out by FMI in Helsinki.  As a result, the measured values of PM10 were at a 
good level. A Finnish Government resolution (Vnp 480/1996) has set limits for the 
maximum values of particles. In limit-value analysis, the reference period is one year and 
the maximum set point is 70 micrograms/m3. The daily maximum limit is 50 micrograms 
and limit can be exceeded 35 times per year (Government resolution 480/1996). In the 
port of HaminaKotka during the measurement period, there were only three times when 
the limit values were exceeded. The dates were in the beginning of July and end of July. 
The maximum measured value was 86 micrograms/m3 in one day. The average value 
during the measurement period was 15 micrograms/m3. In total, during 89% of measured 
time period the quality of air was good or satisfying. In total, on 8% of all days the air 
quality was passable and on the remaining four days, poor or very poor. (Salmi et al. 
2013) In figure 1 the port area of Mussalo is shown. In the upper right corner, the red dots 
signify the measurement points where samples were taken.  
Figure 1 – Measurement points in the Port of Mussalo 
 
Source: Salmi et al. 2013 
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 In table 1, the measured emissions to air in the Port of HaminaKotka are presented. The 
measured emission volumes were; Dinitrogen oxide (N2O), Carbon dioxide (CO2), 
Carbon monoxide (CO), Particles, Methane, VOCs, Sulphur oxides (SOx/SO2) and 
Nitrogen oxides (NOx/NO2). Depending on the emission volume, measuring units were 
in tons or kg.   As can be seen from table 1, all emission volumes have increased slightly 
between the years 2004-2008. The reason is the economic situation. The handled volumes 
and ship calls in the port was also rising like the emissions. In the end of year 2008 the 
economic recession began, which  negatively affected the traffic and cargo volumes. 
Emission levels decreased immediately, because transportation and emissions go in hand 
to hand. In figure 2 it can be seen that CO2 from the fossil fuels is the main emission 
source in the port of HaminaKotka. In figure 3, the CO2/a emissions and used energy in 
GJ/a in three different transportation modes in Kymenlaakso region are compared. The 
only port in the Kymenlaakso region is the port of HaminaKotka. In figure 3, the effects 
of the economic recession on CO2 emissions and energy consumption in transportation 
in Kymenlaakso region can be seen. In road transportation, the decrease of emissions and 
energy was visible a little bit earlier than in other transportation modes.  
 
Table 1– Emissions to air in the port of HaminaKotka (Värri 2013). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Emission to air in port of HaminaKotka (tonnes/year) 
Parameter 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
Dinitrogenoxide (N2O) (t) 0,89 
Carbondioxide, FOSS (t) 38157 45065 55134,61 52705,58 56226,73 47184,99 45134 43888 44891 
Carbonmonoxide (CO) (t) 88,9 109 130,24 178,91 181,64 129,18 111,4 118,1 112,7 
Particles (t) 19,5 24,4 29,86 35,97 39,32 28,12 19,4 24,69 20,79 
Methane (CH4) (kg) 1300 1300 1400 1600 1400 797 900 2620 2620 
Other Volatile Organic Combounds (kg) 32,6 11028 48019,31 58420 58540 42075 39500 43700 42000 
Suphur oxides (SOx/SO2) (t) 219,6 237 277,29 234,17 232,8 89,34 56,5 55,7 51,6 
Nitrogen oxides (Nox/NO2) (t) 738 891 1082,17 1037,11 1078,86 837,46 850,8 772,8 766,8 
Source: Värri 2013 
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Figure 2 – Emissions to air in port of HaminaKotka. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 – CO2 emissions and energy consumption in different 
transporta-tion modes in the Kymenlaakso area. 
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 3.3. WATER MONNITORING 
In the sea areas in the archipelago of Gulf of Finland, a lot of surveillance is performed 
for water protection. For example in this paper, the results of three different reports will 
be presented: Port of Hamina water and fish surveillance in the year 2011, The port of 
Kotka storm water and water surveillance in the year 2011 and Summary of Pyhtää-
Kotka-Hamina sea area water quality observation from the year 2011. Sea route to the 
port of Hamina was dredged and a new, deeper route was opened in 2011. The goal of 
the surveillance was to determine dredging effects on water quality and fish stocks in the 
area. The monitoring period was the year 2011. Organic tin compounds from the sediment 
and from the fish were measured in two different places near the deposition place of 
sediments.  In total, eight different sediment samples were taken and only one sample, 
Tributylin (TBT), was below the limit when measured. In organic tin compound samples 
from the fish (pike and perch), the level was increasing modestly but still exceeding the 
limits. According to this survey, the bay area of Hamina can be categorized as slightly 
contaminated, but all fishes are still edible. (Anttila-Huhtinen & Raunio 2012) 
The port of HaminaKotka must implement obligatory monitoring of storm water as well 
as water surveillance every third year.   The most recent surveillance data is from the year 
2011. Samples were taken three times at eight different points in the port area, during or 
after rain. Results, like those from previous years, showed that the quality of stormy 
waters varies a lot between samples. As in previous years, most solid and COD material 
came from the container terminal area and nutrients from the bulk terminal area. A 
minority of substances came from the liquid bulk terminal. During the survey it was 
noticed that the amount of contaminants in stormy waters were at same level as in 
previous years. There has not been any dramatic change in one direction or another. All 
measured substances were below limits. (Anttila-Huhtinen & Mänttäri 2012) 
In the Water quality observation in the sea areas of Pyhtää, Kotka and Hamina report the 
main focus is on water quality and monitoring. In the area there are also other industries 
such as fish farming, paper mills, a wastewater treatment plant, a pulp mill and 
agriculture. All these activities place a strain on the sea area. These activities create point 
sources of pollution. According to the results from the previous years, the COD, AOX, 
phosphorus and nitrogen values had decreased slightly. Secondly, the values relating to 
solid materials and the BOD-load had increased from the previous years. A lack of 
oxygen in the water was measured during both the summer and winter. It can be stated 
that the sea areas are not in good shape. There are still too many point sources of 
emissions, especially in the coastal zone nearby towns and industries. (Mänttäri 2012) 
3.4. NOISE EMISSIONS 
With regard to noise, the Finnish Government (Government resolution (993/1992 
Valtioneuvoston päätös melutason ohjearvoista)) has set the maximum values for both 
outdoors and indoors noise, as well as limit values for a variety of other areas such as 
nature reserves. In residential habitats and outside nearby residential areas at daytime, 
between 07:00 to 22:00, the maximum allowed noise value is 55 dB and during nighttime, 
22:00 to 07:00, 45-50 dB. These noise levels do not apply to industrial areas, motorways 
or highways. (Government resolution 993/1992) Ports, especially in HaminaKotka, are 
within the town area or near the town area. A lot of residential buildings are located near 
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the port. The Port of HaminaKotka has done a lot of work to keep the level of noise at a 
tolerable level, especially in the nighttime when the noise level must be quite low. 
In the environmental permit application for the newest part of HaminaKotka port it has 
been estimated that port operations, regarding the noise level (the average sound level, 
LAeq) will generally be similar to previous measurements in the port area in Mussalo, 
which is about 50-60 dB in the operation zone in the port area. Noise will be suppressed 
by 3-6 dB, depending on the type of noise, every time when the distance is doubled. Noise 
in port operations can be categorized as same type of noise as that caused by even road 
traffic noise and impulsive industrial noise or noise somewhere in between those two 
types of noise sources. However, in large, open sea areas the noise travels much further. 
In the new application it can be generalized and estimated that the noise limits of 55 dB 
(A), 07:00-22:00, and 50 dB (A), at 22:00-07:00 would not be exceeded. (East-Finland 
Environmental Permit Agency 2009) 
In our environment there are several different types of noise sources. The noise main 
source in Finland is considered to be traffic. As an example, despite the established 
maximum values for noise, in 2003 the survey showed that 750.000 people in Finland 
live in areas where there is constant noise over 55 dB. (Ministry of Environment 2009) 
In railway transportation, the greatest environmental damage is caused by noise and 
vibration. Another survey showed that almost 45.000 people live near railways where the 
constant noise level is over 55 dB. (Ratahallintokeskus 2008) 
Land and train transportation also causes vibration. The VTT Technical Research Center 
of Finland estimated that 100.000 to 200.000 people in Finland are exposed to vibration. 
One third of the vibration comes from road transportation and the rest from railway 
transportation. (Ratahallintokeskus 2008) The vibration is found to affect people in 
several ways: it causes a decline in living comfort and concentration as well as sleep 
disturbance. Vibration can cause structural changes or damage to buildings. Vibration is 
present especially near the major routes of road and train transportation. One type of area 
where vibration occurs is ports and port related areas.  In contrast to noise, there are no 
set limit values for vibration in Finland. (Ministry of Environment 2009) 
3.5. WASTE 
In the ports’ waste management systems, all different waste fractions from the ports (kg 
per year) and from the ships (kg per year) have been categorized as defined in the 
environmental permit. The separation wells that collect oily products, sand and other 
particles from wastewater are also emptied a certain number of times annually. Clean 
water is vital, and in the future the lack of clean fresh water might be a significant 
problem. In the ports, water consumption, grey water and black water figures are recorded 
as well as the amount of waste water produced by vessels. Water consumption is 
measured in cubic meters per year. Energy consumption has been calculated as pure 
electric energy in kWh/year and as onsite power supply in kWh/year. (Kujala 2010) 
The environmental permit requires detailed information about how the waste 
management is organized. Waste from the ports is measured (kg per year) and categorized 
as follows: 
• Paper and cardboard 
• Glass 
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• Metal 
• Combustion waste 
• Biowaste 
• Assorted landfill waste 
• Hazardous waste 
 
The environmental permit also defines that the following waste fractions must be 
collected and measured (kg per year) from the ships: 
• Oily mixture 
• Bilge water 
• Waste oils 
• Chemical waste 
• Ballast water and washing 
• IMO -classified waste and international food waste 
• Recycled waste kg/year and % 
• Energy recovered waste kg/year and % 
• Final disposed waste kg/year and % (Kujala 2010)  
In table 2, the simplified waste amounts between the years 2004 and 2012 are presented. 
In this table, waste has been categorized into only two categories, municipal and 
hazardous wastes. As it can be seen, the volumes differ quite a lot between the years. For 
example, in the year 2012 there was 435 tons and in the year 2005 over 95.000 tons of 
municipal waste. From the year 2008, the volumes of collected municipal waste have 
decreased by over 26 times. The annual volume of hazardous waste has been quite stable. 
An exception is made by the year 2009, when volumes were quadrupled compared to the 
average amount of hazardous waste. The reason of high volumes in the year 2009 was 
that the dredging of new sea route to port of Hamina was started.  
 
Table 2 – Waste amount development in the port of HaminaKotka 
 
 
 
4. COST OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING  
Environmental monitoring is often criticized as being unscientific, too expensive and 
wasteful. In some cases, monitoring has failed and suffered from different kinds of 
problems, but many highly successful long-term monitoring programs have also been 
Source: Pulkkanen 2013 
Wastes in port of HaminaKotka (tonnes/ year)
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Municipal waste 40783,6 95413,65 1445,48 1269,33 11940,72 1021,12 758,51 496,54 434,83
Hazard waste 2454,94 3033,01 4571,42 5888,5 4997,89 172728,1 3359,35 3457,78 2943,73
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executed. (Lovett et al. 2007) Environmental monitoring is not free in Finnish port 
operations either. Every measurement costs extra, but it must be done because the 
environmental permit obligates the ports to monitor emissions. In the case of the port of 
HaminaKotka, estimated yearly expenses are approximately 0.15 % of annual turnover 
in the year 2012. This sum includes the monitoring of water and air protection, noise 
survey, annual environmental reporting in the entire port area, the cost of environmental 
permits and membership fees to The World Association for Waterborne Transport 
Infrastructure (PIANC), European Sea Ports Organisation (ESPO) and Lloyds. (Kajatkari 
2013) 
When external and neutral parties execute the measurements in the port area or anywhere 
else, it can be ensured that the results are not twisted. Of course, in some cases some 
mistakes might happen with regard to measuring equipment, and sometimes equipment 
must be transferred to another measurement spot, but these errors are not intentional.  
When results are monitored and compared to the limit values in the environment permit, 
the correct conclusions can be drawn regarding the following steps.  If emissions have 
exceeded the limit values set in the permit, immediate action must be taken to find the 
causes of the emissions.   
Mazzotti et al. 2007 have evaluated the cost effectiveness of environmental monitoring. 
In their case, in Florida, USA, it is hard to demonstrate that monitoring is worth the costs. 
The results and benefits may not be immediately apparent, but it is useful for detecting 
problems and can prevent damage to nature at an early stage. How much should 
monitoring cost in different cases? There is no unambiguous answer to this question, but 
the cost of monitoring should be in scale with the size, importance and risks of a project. 
In general, the cost of monitoring is a small fraction of the overall cost of a project. It is 
usually also a small price to pay in light of the benefits that come from successful 
management and restoration of ecological systems. 
The environmental monitoring costs are not very high compared to the turnover of the 
port of HaminaKotka. Environmental protection can be a win-win situation for the port 
itself as well as to various stakeholders. For example, if some stakeholders suspect that 
some substance has leaked to the air or water, it will cause harm to environment. This can 
be investigated based on the assumption of leakage, by comparing the results to previous 
volumes of emissions. If a risk is noticed, it is then possible to proceed to action and to 
prevent the damage to nature at an early stage. If emissions levels do not exceed the set 
emissions values stated in the environmental permit, it is possible to show measured 
evidence to the stakeholders, proving that there are no illegal or accidental emissions or 
the set limits have not been exceeded. (Kajatkari 2013) 
5. THE ECOLOGICALLY FRIENDLY PORT -PROJECT 
The Ecologically Friendly Port Ust-Luga (EFP) project was launched in December 2012. 
It is funded by the CBC ENPI program “South-East Finland-Russia” 2007-2013. The 
total budget for the project is 570 000 Euros. The duration of the project is 24 months. 
The project is led by the Russian State’s Hydrometeorological University (RSHU). The 
project consortium includes Ust-Luga Company JSC, University of Turku Centre for 
Maritime Studies and Kymenlaakso University of Applied Science. The project 
associates are the Port of HaminaKotka, City of Kotka, Finnish Port Association and 
Administration of Leningrad Region Committee on Natural Resources. 
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The main objectives of the project are: 
• Improving the environmental status of the eastern part of the Gulf of Finland 
• Improving the ability of the ports to develop environmental protection and 
sustainable growth in the ports 
• Improving the municipalities’ ability to enhance environmental safety issues. 
• Increasing the awareness of citizens concerning green thinking 
Establishing a close bilateral cooperation between the citizens and authorities on the basis 
of green values, green Economy and Ecological mentality, aimed at sustainable regional 
development. Increasing the ecological knowledge and understanding of responsibility 
for the global challenge of climate change of Russian and Finnish ports and enterprises. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper is an overview on how environmental monitoring is executed in Finnish ports. 
In EU legislation, there are more than twenty acts or directives that affect ports and port 
related areas and in Finnish legislation there are almost 90 different laws, acts, regulations 
or rules that affect Finnish ports’ operation and port construction. All of the legislation 
does not affect the field of the environment. Especially in Finland, all ports must follow 
strict environmental regulations. Ports have to follow the environmental policy, 
environmental permits and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and many ports 
have voluntary environmental management systems. In Finland, environmental 
monitoring is carried out in connection to the environmental permit of the port and to the 
requirements of legislation and other forms of regulatory measures. Regional State 
Adminstrative Agencies grant environmental permits to activities with wider-reaching 
impacts; these types of activities include port operations. Permit requirements are based 
on national legislation and the IPPC-directive. This paper will produce a description of 
how environmental effects are monitored in the port of HaminaKotka. 
In a case study where the port of HaminaKotka environmental monitoring was examined 
and the measured results were compared to the limit values stated in the environmental 
permit or in Finnish legislation. Emission volumes to air were measured for the following; 
Dinitrogenoxide (N2O), Carbodioxide (CO2), Carbonmonoxide (CO), Particles, 
Methane, VOCs, Sulphuroxides (SOx/SO2) and Nitrogenoxides (NOx/NO2). Depending 
on emission volume, measuring units were in tons or kg. The volumes of emissions have 
increased slightly between the years 2004-2008. One reason for this was the economic 
situation. The handled volumes and ship calls in the port were also increasing, like the 
emissions. In the end of the year 2008, the economic recession began, which negatively 
affected the traffic and cargo volumes in ports. Emission levels decreased immediately, 
because transportation, ship calls, the use of working machinery in the port area and 
emissions are linked. 
Other emission factors such as noise, wastes and water quality have been below the levels 
set in the environmental permit. In residential habitats and outside nearby residential areas 
at daytime, 07:00 to 22:00, the maximum noise value is 55 dB and during nighttime, 
22:00 to 07:00, 45-50 dB. Noise measurements in the port area in Mussalo are about 50-
60 dB in the operation zone in the port area. Noise will be suppressed by 3-6 dB, 
depending on the type of noise, every time the distance is doubled. In the ports’ waste 
management systems, all different waste fractions from the ports (kg per year) and from 
the ships (kg per year) have been categorized as defined in the environmental permit. The 
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volumes of wastes differ quite a lot between the years. For example, in the year 2012 
there was 435 tons and in the year 2005 over 95.000 tons of municipal waste. From the 
year 2008, the volumes of collected municipal waste have decreased by over 26 times. 
The annual volume of hazardous waste has been quite stable between the years 2004 to 
2012. 
In the sea areas in the archipelago of the Gulf of Finland, a lot of surveillance is performed 
for water protection. In these surveillance projects, to the effects of dredging on water 
and fish stocks in the area were examined. According to the survey, in only one sample 
the amount of Tributylin (TBT) was below the limit values. In the rest of the seven 
samples, the amount was over the set limit of TBT. The survey area in the bay area of 
Hamina was categorized as slightly contaminated, but still all fishes in the area are 
considered edible. In the survey of stormy waters, it was noticed that matter contents in 
stormy waters are at same level as in previous years. There has not been any dramatic 
development in one direction or another. All measured substances were below limit 
values. Relating to water quality observation in the archipelago of the Kymenlaakso 
region, there are a lot of different industries that affect and cause loads to the sea areas. 
These activities create point sources of pollution. According to the results of previous 
years, the values of COD, AOX, phosphorus and nitrogen were decreased slightly. 
Secondly, the values of solid materials and the BOD-load were increased from the 
previous years. In both the summer and wintertime, lack of oxygen in the sea areas was 
recorded. It can be stated that the condition of the sea areas is not good, but in the future 
the condition of the seas will be improved. 
Sometimes environmental monitoring can be expensive and time consuming. When the 
environmental information is compiled, used and collected, cost effectiveness and the 
size and type of the organization must be taken into consideration. It is important to 
collect all the necessary data and fulfill the existing obligations set by the environmental 
permits. In this case, the annual environmental monitoring costs are around 0.15 % of 
annual turnover. It is a lot of money, but compared to the company’s turnover or operating 
costs the sum is not very high. Especially in Finland, all ports must do their environmental 
monitoring because of the obligations placed on them by the environmental permit. 
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Abstract 
With the end of World War II, humanity begins to realize the pollution of the seas, 
product sinking merchant ships, especially oil tankers, and in turn to the creation of the 
International Maritime Organization in London 1959, attached to the United Nations. 
And since the international maritime community begins to respond reactively to marine 
environmental problems, in turn starts the development of the market for oil tankers, 
growing them in large dimensions with respect to the above, but with the first major oil 
spill accident in 1967, which the organization begins to address this problem. By 1973 
the first convention for the prevention of oil spills and the safe transport of the same is 
signed. The objective of this research is to analyze the current reality of man and his 
relationship with the environment, with the vision of this relationship from the sea, 
combining it with environmental ethics. The study has been documentary literature, a 
paradigmatic axis of environmental ethics. With the adoption of the Code of Safety 
Management, the international maritime community has contributed to the preservation 
of the marine environment significantly, as shipping companies managed implanted 
compulsorily management system, which makes the operation of merchant ships safest, 
with trained and certified crews. In conclusion, the management of maritime safety has 
contributed to the reduction and control of marine pollution by hydrocarbons and their 
derivatives 
 
 
Keywords 
Environment, pollution, ethics, management. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this research was to analyze the current reality of man and his 
relationship with the environment, and the vision of this relationship from the maritime 
and environmental ethics. We have studied the role that assumptions play in 
environmental ethics possible solutions to environmental problems we currently have 
and the need to find a new relationship between man and the ecosystem. Understanding 
the man as biological being has evolved and should try to preserve ecosystems and the 
planet for future generations. The study has been documentary and bibliographic, a 
paradigmatic axis of environmental ethics, comprising that change must come from the 
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man himself, his motivations, values and norms, seeking the preservation and 
restoration of the environment. 
With the advent of the industrial revolution in the late XIX century, shipping starts its 
modernization with the arrival of the steam engine and the use of fuels derived from 
hydrocarbons_on_merchantships. 
 
As the twentieth century progressed, and industrialization gaining momentum in the 
first world countries, vessels begin to automate, increase your browsing speed, and then 
iron helmets naval steel, and grow in size to carry more charge amount. With the First 
World War and the growth of tankers designed to carry oil and derivatives, was 
something new in the shipping business, which launched this particular market. The 
sinking of warships, merchant and oil tankers during both wars was not a concern for 
the humanity of the moment, prevailed meet global political situation and economic 
emergencies product of both wars. At that time humanity did not think about pollution 
of the marine environment. 
It is after World War II, when nations begin to think regularize world seaborne trade, as 
it is an international activity, where in 1959 begins to operate the International Maritime 
Organization, IMO, attached to the United Nations agency, UN. Since its creation, its 
main task was to develop maritime treaties and international standards relating to safety 
and the prevention_of_marine_pollution. 
Also the tankers began to achieve considerable to transport large quantities of oil 
dimensions, and is the first major oil spill accident at sea in 1967, when they begin to 
take steps to prevent spills and the safe transport of hydrocarbons, process that 
culminated in 1973 with the signing of the first agreement on this in London at IMO 
Headquarters. 
 
The objective of this research was to analyze the current reality of man and his 
relationship with the environment, and the vision of this relationship from the sea. We 
have studied the role that assumptions play in environmental ethics possible solutions to 
environmental problems we currently have and the need to find a new relationship 
between man and the ecosystem. 
2. MAJOR OIL SPILL ACCIDENTS AT SEA 
In the past 46 years in the shipping industry and shipping, has developed an ethical 
awareness of the prevention of marine pollution on the planet, but in a reactive way, and 
this has been possible thanks to the measures taken by the International Maritime 
Organization, (IMO), institution attached to the United Nations, which is responsible for 
measures to help improve the safety of international shipping , preventing pollution of 
the seas by merchant ships. This organization was established by a Convention adopted 
under the auspices of the UN, in the city of Geneva on March 17, 1948, with its first 
meeting in January 1959 and currently has 156 member states, mainly dealing with the 
legal, civil liability, compensation and facilitation of international maritime traffic. It 
consists of five main committees: Maritime Safety, Marine Environment Protection, 
Legal, the Technical Cooperation and Facilitation, and various subcommittees. 
With the spill of the tanker Torrey Canyon, which occurred on March18, 1967, in the 
Isles of Scilly UK, with about 107,000 tons of oil discharged into the sea, where an oil 
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slick was created 270 km2, polluting 180 miles of coastline, where more than 15,000 
sea birds and a large number of aquatic animals died. The spill could be contained, to 
the ship collided with a reef off the coast of Cornwall, and it is precisely when the world 
and specifically the IMO begin to react. 
The International Conference on Marine Pollution, 1973, convened by IMO in 
November of the same year adopted an extremely important document was the 
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 1973, where the 
first regulations on the transport of hydrocarbons were specified, safety management of 
oil tankers and pollution, to respond to the ecological disasters caused by oil spills. Then 
IMO convened the International Conference on Safety of Tank Ships and Pollution 
Prevention, in February 1978, where the Protocol amending the Convention cited above, 
which stands MARPOL 73 /78 (Marine pollution) is known approved with its five 
annexes containing the rules applicable to the various sources of pollution from ships, 
IMO (1997a), for: a) prevent oil pollution, b) to prevent pollution by noxious liquid 
substances, c) prevention of pollution by harmful substances carried by sea in packaged 
form, d) to prevent contamination by sewage ship e) to prevent pollution by garbage 
from the ship. 
After the accident with the tanker Canyon Tower, there have been three accidents 
involving oil tankers, which were key for updating these standards, the first tanker 
Amoco Cadiz ran aground off the coast of Brittany on March 16, 1978, pouring into the 
sea their entire load 223,000 tons of Iranian and Arabian light crude oil, plus 4,000 tons 
of fuel from the ship itself. The spill caused by the Exxon Valdez oil tanker ran aground 
on Bligh Reef in Prince William Sound, Alaska, March 24, 1989, spilling about 37,000 
tons of crude oil, so far be the largest spill occurred in U.S. waters, and hence the 
importance of this accident , and finally the accident to the tanker Erika on December 
11, 1999 by a major storm in the Bay of Biscay, causing the ship split in two sinking 
and spilling 31,000 tons of oil heavy 60 miles from the coast of Brittany oil, according 
to the ITOPF, International Tanker Owner Pollution Federation Limited. 
These cases led to world public opinion pressed on more specific to prevent pollution of 
the seas by vessels rules, and the international maritime community reacted by 
responding through the IMO, and the amendment to Regulation 13G Prevention oil 
pollution in the event of collision or stranding, Annex I of MARPOL 73/ 78 that did 
something similar to the Law on Oil Pollution, 1990 (Oil pollution Act, OPA 90) of the 
United States, which establish the regulations for the construction of double-hull tankers 
with carrying over 5,000 tons displacement, to prevent the spill from stranded vessels, 
which in turn regulates the use of single hull vessel until 31/12/2010, with variations 
that were right there until the 31/12/2015 and in exceptional cases up to 2017, (Rodrigo 
de Larrucea 2009,9). 
 
 
3. ETHICS AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
At the present time, in various scenarios as the political, academic, social, and related to 
the environmental and green organizations take for granted that environmental 
degradation that is taking our planet is largely due to the prevailing economic model and 
globalization. 
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If one understands ethics as the discipline that critically reflects on the moral issues of 
men, turns out to be a very complex problem area for their particular ways of relating to 
everything that has to do with human action, their motivations, their sense, its norms 
and values, is with what, when, to whom and how to do something. Acknowledging the 
link between global environmental issues and equity issues among people, today we are 
witnessing a " compulsion " to apply ethics to new (and not so new) issues, and 
especially against the three key problems that science must face today, (Tancredi 2005, 
2). 
Reflecting on what raised before and compare it to the activity carried on board 
merchant ships, a fully vertical organization where moral and ethical values are 
fundamental to the organizational culture, having crews confined to small spaces for 
long voyages and time periods between four and five months, with an ancient seafaring 
traditions that need to be challenged and renewed by new management regulations, 
which make take a marine environmental awareness and ethics, protecting the marine 
environment, performing making safe choices and unlawful, to successfully perform the 
operation of ships involves the concept of ethics applies to (Tancredi 2005,2) 
reality we are living right now in maritime activity. 
The aforementioned author explains that there are three major problems we humans on 
which we apply ethics, which are: 
• The review of the possibility of an existence with an objective, universal and 
necessary truth , which has multiple interpretations. 
• The critique of totalitarianism in a broad sense, in favor of new democratic 
concessions. 
• The critical concept of a universal right, who rejects the plurality of opinions 
in favor of certain ethical criteria peaceful coexistence. 
On the other side is considered in the current environmental literature, environmental 
problems are a lack of ethical behavior related to the environment. The debate on the 
rupture between man and nature, has generated the presence of various positions in 
environmental ethics and ecology. (Salazar, et al 2006, 10) citing Sarmiento tells us that 
the ecological or environmental ethics, provided for the preservation and restoration of 
the environment, including the man himself and nature, consisting of the proposal to 
relocate the man within the cosmos and reform the meaning of what is called moral 
value. 
The above positions in the previous paragraph are from Riechmann cited by Salazar and 
Serna and there four, which are: Anthropocentrism, where the man feels his superiority 
over other living things, intelligence, willingness and ability to love freely, and the 
domain has on nature, which is greater than that possessed by animals, as these are 
reduced to the laws of their instincts and emotions more or less developed. The 
zoocentrism, considered as the seat of value to animals. Biocentrism states that are 
home to the value of living beings, as vectors of valuable qualities. The Gaicentrism or 
Ecocentrism are poses based on the value of ecosystems, or the biosphere as a system of 
ecosystems, individuals are not morally relevant, are wholes, such as social class, ethnic 
communities, ecosystems and the biosphere itself. 
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(Salazar, et al 2010, 10) quoting Aldo Leopold states that the land ethic of the man 
living in interdependence with other species, and is subject to the laws of natural 
evolution, where man is overcome nature, by the so - natural, leaving the man inscribed 
in the cosmos, not as sovereign of this, but as a simple citizen of the biotic community. 
A response of environmental science to ecological problems facing humanity , is 
redefining the relationship between man and environment, contained in the approaches 
of the different ethical positions, where moral questions about human behavior are 
discussed, the correct actions man with the environment, and this is what is called 
ecosophy or ecophilosophy, and it contains elements of environmental protection, 
makes considerations on ethics, metaphysics and religion, solely for the purpose of 
changing the utilitarian thought and thus attain potential benefits for humans, based on: 
a) the life of human beings is a value in itself, b) the richness and diversity of life forms 
are also values in themselves, c) people cannot act destructively against life, d) human 
intervention is currently excessive in relation to the above, d) the current rules of the 
game must be changed, e) amendments to be made in the economic, ideological and 
cultural structures, f) at the ideological level the main change should be more appreciate 
the quality of life that the enjoyment of material goods, and g) humans who accept these 
principles, must contribute directly or indirectly to the completion of the changes they 
imply the current rules of the game. 
The above tells us that environmental problems are global in dimension and are 
impacting human activities and ecosystems , linking in turn to the social and cultural 
component that have implied the same, but the individual as such is ultimately instance , 
whose culture, values and behavior within a society, hits wherever you are in their 
habitat. 
But the possible changes in the behavior patterns of individuals, are given by the 
interaction of professionals from various disciplines such as philosophers, social 
psychologists, economists and sociologists, who will discuss these environmental 
problems and get answers from solid ethical and philosophical approaches, which may 
be transferable to compelling and engaging social proposals, to help change the 
members of a society and the authorities responsible for decision -making in public 
policy, (Sarukhan 2007, 1). 
With regard to the marine world, the changes of people interacting in the shipping 
business will be given by the interaction of the captains, marine surveyors, maritime, 
naval and environmental engineers, naval architects, maritime lawyer, marine 
biologists, specialists in shipping business and international trade, shipowners, ship 
operators and others who contribute to ethical and environmental Maritime Safety 
Committee of IMO approaches to improve the safety standards in force for the 
preservation of the marine environment. 
In the last two centuries, humanity has seen its population in a considerable way, and 
this has influenced the way how humans have been affecting the ecosystems in which 
they are embedded, creating an increased demand for food energy consumption, woods 
and fibers, the technologies developed for the exploitation of ecosystems as a result of 
the economic activities in existing economic models, where large inequalities persist 
between people. This has resulted in considerable loss of rainforests, forests, 
mangroves, coral reefs, and the large accumulation of greenhouse gases that have 
created a rising temperatures worldwide occurring as a result of global warming. The 
percentage of carbon dioxide has increased considerably, for 10,000 years was 280 parts 
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per million in 1980 rose to 339 and was estimated to have risen to 380 with an upward 
trend. This prevents the repair of infrared rays, heating up the planet, with the years 
2010 and 2011 the warmest since 1880. These increases in temperature cause melting of 
glaciers and sea level rise in 3 mm per year, threatening coastal populations in some 
countries, there are decreases in glaciers and Everest in the Himalayas, pollution 
produced by cars and factories product technological development covering glaciers 
with a layer of carbon, making them darker and less refractive, so they melt faster, 
Arctic Ocean has lost 30% of 1979 surface ice and the Greenland ice sheet itself 
decreased (Kliksberg 2011, 2) 
All this results in significant impacts on ecosystems, such as floods, storms, hurricanes, 
tsunamis, desertification of areas, damage to biodiversity and species extinction, serious 
harm to public health, increasing deaths and epidemics, (Kliksberg 2011, 2) . It also 
specifies that all are united on climate change, we see multinational companies violate 
environmental regulations in the countries of the third world, to increase production and 
profit, citing as an example what happened in the town of La Oroya in Peru, with 
American company smelter Doe Run lead installed since 1922, has violated all 
applicable environmental laws in the country , supported by a weak government, with 
disastrous results for the community, such as that 95 % of children under 6 years have 
lead levels in the blood. In the village there are significant levels of contamination of 
lead, copper, zinc and sulfur dioxide. 
This is the result of the double standards of transnational companies formed in the first 
world operating in third world countries, where existing environmental regulations are 
breached. But before this statement Kliksberg is a paradox, he cites, and in the case of 
the spill caused by British Petroleum, BP, in the Gulf of Mexico on April 20, 2010, 
when the Deepwater Horizon exploded which sank two days later, throwing the sea 
approximately 4.9 million barrels of oil for 87 days in a row, El Universal (2012) and is 
a multinational company in the first world, United Kingdom (UK), operating in the 
territorial waters of a power as is America, and that did not comply with the stipulated 
environmental regulations, causing terrible environmental damage. During the 
procedure conducted by the Presidential Commission appointed by President Barak 
Obama, it was determined that the accident occurred because BP cut its security budget 
in operating costs, in order to increase their profits, therefore acted negligently 
concluded that there was no control over the security protocols on the part of BP. 
On the other hand when environmental disasters occur, are the poorest people always 
end up being the most affected, people engaged in agriculture, hosted on banks of rivers 
and lakes and those living in coastal marine areas. Increased disease in these areas, 
property losses from storms and landslides, greatly affect their quality of life. Turn, has 
been presented the problem of climate refugees, as reported by the UN estimates that 
2016 will be about 50 million of these refugees in the world, and with the assessment 
that this figure of climate refugees is not established in international law, so that could 
be implemented a new "climate apartheid". Between 2000 and 2004 264 million people 
were affected by this change, and 98% lived in poor countries. In rich countries of the 
OECD, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 1 of every 1500 
inhabitants received climate impacts in developed countries received 1 of 19 in 
developing countries, according to the Secretary General of the UN, (Kliksberg 2012, 
3). 
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For Professor (Sarukhan 2007. 6), the world economy has been based on the use of 
virgin resources, mainly as economistic favors the efficiency of production systems of 
goods. The ecological cost of that production has not been included within which are 
production costs. It should be clear that the transformation of a natural ecosystem for 
obtaining a social or individual benefit leads to a transaction in which goods are won 
and lost. So we must learn to make a proper balance of gains and losses on such 
transactions. You can calculate the environmental cost holding a company to achieve its 
development, and theoretically can be used to determine the Gross Domestic Product, 
GDP, of that country. As an example UK accounted for the environmental cost of 
development and its implications for agricultural and energy development of public 
policy. In this context, we have developed a new literature in economics on a new 
vision of economic performance of states, based on the concept of Natural Capital, as an 
integral part of the Financial Capital and Manufacturing of a nation. 
Also, (Salazar 2006,31) coincides with raising Sarukhán, exposing the relationship 
between the natural sciences, ecology, and social sciences, economics, can be done from 
environmental ethics, as a factor that binds the two areas, which in turn support 
economic ethics being a connector body with reality as such. And it must include the 
economy when environmental ethics, where ethical and environmental contrast with the 
principle of profit maximization as the only valid criterion is established parameters, all 
without replacing economic ecological ethics. 
And when you have the problem of valuation of commodities, raw materials have an 
instrumental value, when they are converted into goods and services that satisfy human 
needs. This value is given for payment made by individuals for these goods, which in 
turn has two aspects to consider, please direct where housing need, and the indirect 
value that is obtained by estimating the number of needs they had covered. It is based 
on the willingness to pay of the individual, the individualistic logic, (Azqueta 2006, 
530). 
But when speaking of historical, cultural or natural heritage cases, the logic of valuation 
referred to in the preceding paragraph is not logical. The assessment should be based on 
a collective reasoning, not only for the value of money. This is known as contingent 
valuation, and when an instrumental value on access to natural services is assigned. It 
neglects the individual standpoint and a social approach is adopted. The value of 
changes in ecosystems, where forests are not only seen as sources of raw materials, 
animals , woods, plants for medicines, but as sources that in turn provide common and 
public goods, with significant economic value, as protection against erosion, 
biodiversity, carbon sequestration, efficiency and others. Getting the right accounting 
ecosystems help to maximize social welfare. 
(Tancredi 2005, 6) quoting Jonas discusses how nature is affected by the influence of 
modern man, with great technology and inventive power, that in trying to achieve the 
maximum domain of things, puts them at risk. But it is precisely for this reason that a 
future-oriented ethics urgent ago, a current ethics future care, which deals with 
preserving our descendants of the consequences of our present actions. And this is why 
the principle of responsibility, based on fear and respect arises, with the responsibility to 
advance respect for that right to a respectable human essence, so the Stealth Mandate is 
set, which is based on three reasons: 1) the existence of probabilities of large exposures, 
large technology companies create insecurity and new dangers. 2) The existence of a 
cumulative and inevitable technological developments and technological dynamism 
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action tends to become autonomous. 3) The need to uphold the sanctity of the subject of 
the evolution of human nature, which arises in the course of the evolutionary process. 
The economic model has created two types of excess: Too much economic success, 
produced by increasing the quantity of goods produced, along with the decrease of 
human labor to produce them, which result in greater welfare for some, and discomfort 
for others, forcing more spending within the system, affecting the metabolism between 
the social body and the natural environment. And the second, excess biological success, 
given the population growth of the planet, that has difficulty in putting the brakes on its 
own. For all this, there is one of the fundamental questions is Jonas, where you can 
expect more appropriate to return to man control over his power and end the tyranny of 
the power of science and technology, (Tancredi 2005, 11)  
The economic development that humanity has ever had, presents negative results, 
appreciate the marked inequalities between societies around the world, resulting in an 
increase in poverty levels in large proportions in third world countries. More than 1,200 
million people survive on less than $ 1 per day or its equivalent, and almost three 
quarters of them live in rural areas and are highly dependent ecosystems and the 
services they provide. Environmental problems are caused both by the way of 
developing countries in general, but in turn have to do with how each person behaves 
the same. There has been talk for more than 30 years on the concept of sustainable 
development, (Sarukhan 2007, 19) argues that it should have dual responsibility that 
should be considered nature as a whole, and the responsibility of human beings 
themselves get themselves and their descendants, under the ecocentric approach, when 
the responsibility relationship with the ecosystem is the intrinsic value of nature, and 
when the anthropocentric relationship to nature is based on the benefits received by the 
man of her, what should respect the integrity of ecological systems for the welfare of 
future generations. 
Must be defined at the individual and social the levels of satisfaction and well within 
each social, cultural and economic historical context, allowing maintenance of the 
environmental matrix, providing greater access and social equity, to the extent of human 
welfare. The man should behave as a member of a biological species that has evolved 
like other species, although the process of cultural evolution does not depend on that 
context. Implies in turn give the greatest moral value to the future conservation of the 
evolutionary process. 
4. AT SEA 
By the continuity of maritime accidents that provide pollution to the marine 
environment, the international maritime community realizes that it is not enough 
reactive action that occurs in the 90s, and sees the need to act imperiously to stop 
proliferation of oil spills caused by tanker accidents and illegal dumping sea water oil 
product of their routine operations, bilge water, tank washings, among others, have been 
sources of oil pollution of the oceans, seas, rivers and lakes. It is estimated that ships 
could have contributed 50% of this pollution, because the rest would come from land, 
pollution of rivers with oil and chemical products, oils and others chronically polluting 
the seas, and over pollution accidents. It is interesting to know that 95 % of trade is 
transported by sea, but the greatest risk is in the transportation of crude oil aboard 
tankers and transported annually approximately 1,500 to 1,800 million tons of oil by 
sea, represented 35% of total estimated shipping traffic. But you must add between 400 
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and 500 million tonnes of refined products such as gasoline, diesel, fuel among others, 
(Oceana 2003, 2,3). 
To control maritime traffic worldwide, and make both more efficient, comes a paradigm 
shift, the IMO established the Code of Safety Management, known in English for short 
as the ISM Code (International Safety Management Code), which aims to provide an 
international standard for the safe management and operation of ships and to prevent 
marine pollution. This instrument is mandatory and became effective on July 1, 2002. 
The same is in accordance with the provisions of Chapter XI, Safety Management of 
ships, the International Code for Preserving Life at Sea, known by its acronym in 
English and 98 SOLAS (Safety Of Life At Sea 98), and this chapter became effective on 
July 1, 1998. And in turn provides that the owner or operator of the ship or any other 
organization or person, manager, bareboat charterer, who has assumed the owner is 
responsible for the operation of the vessel has to comply with the obligations and 
responsibilities stipulated therein. The Maritime Administration shall issue to ships 
complying with the provisions of the Code takes a document of compliance, which in 
turn will indicate that will be subject to monitoring by the Authority or organization 
authorized by it for that purpose. 
The implementation of the ISM Code is a paradigm shift for two reasons: first, requires 
preventive action from on board the ship, in regard to the management and security of 
the ship, preventing pollution of the sea, and second responsibility of the captain of the 
ship and its crew, ground shipping company that operates the ship. This has really been 
an achievement for the benefit of the environment, in which shipping companies on 
earth have as much responsibility as the ship are responsible. 
The aims are to ensure safety at sea, prevention of personal injuries on board, to avoid 
loss of life and damage to the environment, particularly the marine environment and to 
property that are in it. The goals are security management shipping company as such: 
they establish in their manuals security management practices in ship operation in a safe 
environment. Assess the risks to its ships, crew and the environment and establish 
appropriate safeguards for the operation. Continuously improve knowledge of security 
management of personnel ashore and aboard through courses certificates update that are 
recognized by the Maritime Authority, preparation for emergency situations on board 
affecting safety and environmental protection, permanent exercises newspapers and 
abandonment of the ship, fire fighting and prevention of oil spills to water, which must 
be settled in the records subject to verification by the competent authorities. 
The management system of security should be implemented on board merchant vessels 
of whatever type and shipping companies that operate on land or represent, through 
their manuals and management policies must ensure compliance mandatory rules and 
providing codes, guidelines and standards recommended by IMO, laws, decrees, rules 
and issued by the maritime administrations of the countries that signed certifications 
codes, rules of classification societies vessels, and maritime industry organizations as 
such, taking into account all. This in order that ships and shipping companies 
automakers comply with all regulations issued by all entities having inherent in 
maritime activity, and ships can count on all insurance policies that apply, such as the 
hull and machinery, cargo and crew through the club owners who select the company, 
and maritime organizations depending on the commercial activity exercised by the ship 
accordingly. 
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The shipping company must establish a security policy and environmental protection, 
which will be implemented and maintained at all levels of the organization, on ships and 
on land, reflected in management manuals and company policies, concerning the ISM 
Code, and must have the certificate of full compliance issued by the Maritime 
Administration or an organization recognized by the latter. 
This document also states that the shipping company should define and document the 
master's responsibility with regard to the following: the company policies regarding the 
implementation of safety and environmental protection. That it should be encouraged in 
his crew to enforce these policies. Issuing orders and instructions issued must be clear 
and simple. 
Also you should verify that the orders given and periodic review of the management 
system of safety standards, and shall report deficiencies to management of the company 
on land as soon as possible. The shipping company will ensure that the system security 
management of the operation on board the ship contains a clear statement emphasizing 
the master's authority, that it has the overriding authority and responsibility to make 
decisions regarding safety and pollution prevention as it relates to the ISM Code and for 
all that relates to the ship, and ask the company the necessary assistance in regards to 
what is envisaged that legislation. 
Moreover, the shipping company to the competent authorities shall ensure that the 
master is properly qualified for command and fully familiar with the system of safety 
management, and has all updated certifications that guarantee. Also, the company 
guarantees to the authorities that the crew of his ship is with qualified, certificated and 
medically fit according to national and international requirements have all certifications 
and documentations of the case numbers. Also establish procedures to ensure that new 
crew members are familiar with the assignments related to safety and protection of the 
marine environment, and maintain training courses and exercises for oil pollution or 
polluting substance, the entire crew so permanently registered in the official language 
that I have on the ship, ISM Code (2002: 1,5,8 and 9). 
For all the foregoing, this document has been mandatory to regulate all the management 
and operation of different types of merchant ships in all classifications, such as oil 
tankers, chemical tankers, container ships, general cargo, passenger ferries, reefer, 
icebreakers, tankers, ore carriers, bulk carriers and others who sail the oceans, seas, 
lakes and rivers of the world, trying to get through the manual management and policies 
of the companies that are on board and on land, crew training on aspects of safety and 
pollution prevention, the voyages and loading and unloading operations that take place 
in ports and oil terminals are secure and reliable, and therefore we can have cleaner seas 
and conserve marine ecosystems for future generations. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The operation of merchant ships is now safer by implementing onboard the systems 
security management by the owners or operators of vessels required to the shipping 
companies to operate their ships, and also required by maritime administrations where 
they are registered ships, by insurance companies and sorting them, and in turn, owners 
or operators are responsible with the captains of their ships in case of maritime 
accidents and oil spills and polluting substances to the marine environment. 
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The system implemented safety management on board merchant vessels, makes them 
shipped crews are updated to their functions, to act in case of spills and maritime 
accidents, with an ecological awareness for pollution prevention. 
Environmental organizations, philosophers, sociologists, economists, social 
psychologists, must work together to through ethics, seeking solutions to environmental 
problems facing humanity and the survival of the planet for future generations. From 
marine optical, the International Maritime Organization through the Safety Committee, 
must constantly review current legislation on the system of safety management with 
multidisciplinary teams working on the different representations that worldwide, for 
environmental ethics in the marine environment continue to be implemented by the 
crews of ships and maritime authorities of the coastal marine countries on Earth. 
Must be redefine the man's relationship with the surrounding nature, the ecosystems 
with which interrelates under ethical principles. Where governments achieve awareness 
and educate the citizens of a nation with appropriate public policies, with successful 
communication strategies for the education of the masses, on the preservation of its 
renewable and nonrenewable natural resources found in their ecosystems. 
Countries should establish a proper accounting for the exploitation of its diverse 
ecosystems as such, where the environmental cost is established through the contingent 
value, and be taken into account when calculating GDP itself. 
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Abstract 
Marine insurance arises as a phenomenon of a great importance for regulation, 
primarily of maritime transport, i.e. meeting the objectives for which maritime transport 
is used. Compared to other branches of insurance, marine insurance is, by its nature, 
very specific. It must be adapted to dynamic and strong international characteristics, 
activity to which it relates, as well as the specific environment in which the maritime 
transport occurs. The author points to importance and necessity of maritime insurance 
in maritime transport. Firstly, she presents the basic features, principles and elements 
of maritime insurance. Then, she indicates its equality almost everywhere in the world. 
Special attention is given to insurance conditions, i.e. institute clauses for insurance of 
ships and goods that are available to owners who have the opportunity to choose some 
of them and insure goods or ship through the clauses herein. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 
Marine insurance is a specific business and legal affair. It is in a close relation with the 
exploitation of the sea as the most economic way of transport. Is represents the oldest 
known form of insurance, and can connect its beginnings to undertaking of various 
economic and organizational measures by retailers to protect goods that are transported 
by sea. Marine insurance can be understood as a single concept, but also as a term that 
encompasses several types of insurance in the individual branches of transport. Thus we 
can speak specifically on marine, i.e. navigation insurance, air transport insurance, and 
insurance in land transport (insurance of goods in railway and road traffic transport). 
The term marine means primarily a legal affair of insurance that insures vessels, goods 
transported by vessels, as well as other interests must be exposed to the risks of or in 
connection with the performance of navigation at sea.  
Marine insurance is first formed and there is its traditional isolation in relation to other 
types of insurance. Compared to other branches of insurance, marine insurance, by its 
nature, is very specific; it must be adapted to the dynamic and strong international 
characteristics of activities to which it relates, and the specific environment in which the 
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marine transport take place. It had a crucial influence on the development of other types 
of insurance. The specificity of relations arising in connection with the exploitation of 
the sea made influence that the institutes of marine insurance and therefore marine 
insurance have their independent development. 
Despite the fact that it does not require special explanation for separate existence and 
functioning of marine insurance in relation to the other branches of insurance, however, 
the existence of special marine risk and provision of protection against these risks stand 
out as the main reason that led to its separation into a separate branch of insurance. The 
importance that marine and general transportation activities have, as well as high 
economic values involved in transport largely influenced such separation. The third 
reason would be technical in nature and is expressed as the need for special expertise in 
working on this type of insurance. Rules that apply to marine insurance are very 
complex and numerous, and the staff who work in marine insurance require the special 
knowledge. 
2. PRINCIPLES OF MARINE INSURANCE 
Overall activity of marine insurance and insurance in general is focused on the 
restoration of disturbed material values in society, whether it is possible to carry out 
repair by bringing the damaged item of insurance into its original condition by repairing 
(restitutio in integrum) or by providing monetary compensation. Insurance prevents 
effects of unforeseen circumstances to cause a disturbance that would significantly 
disturb the adopted mechanisms of value creation and operation of their respective 
holders. Indemnification is a fundamental principle in both marine and general 
insurance. This fact has always been undisputed in relation to the contract of marine 
insurance in both, the legislation of almost all countries, and in the science and practice 
of marine insurance (Arnould, 1961). Overall construction of marine insurance contract 
is built in such its main characteristic. Validity of the whole contract is not only 
evaluated on the basis of this element, but also the scope of its effect in some cases. 
Prohibition of enrichment on the basis of insurance is the next principle. It is not 
allowed to conclude the contract of insurance in the manner that the insurance sum is 
higher than the value of the object to be insured. In this case, in the insurance theory we 
talk about overinsurance and it is not recognized. Therefore, it is possible to make the 
highest payment up to the actual value of a secured object, and when the insured sum 
matches the value of the insured object, we can talk about the full insurance. There is 
also underinsurance in the case when the insurance sum is less than the value of the 
insured object. Such insurance shall be recognized, but always in proportion to the 
reduced amount. Double and multiple insurance are also prohibited and not recognized. 
(Hodges, 2005) 
Utmost good faith principle (uberimae fidei) is of special importance in marine 
insurance. Namely, when the policyholder signs a contract of insurance the insurer in 
everything relies on data provided by the contractor, as in some other way facts relevant 
to contract are unknown. For example, in marine insurance there is the possibility that 
the concluded insurance contract is valid in all, although at the time of the conclusion of 
the contract the vessel being the subject of insurance was sunk, i.e. lost. The contract 
will be valid provided that such fact at the time of conclusion of the contract was not, 
nor could it be known to the policyholder, so if he's in the contract acted in good faith 
and consciously. Also, the utmost good faith is required and is included in the 
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contractor's obligation to disclose to the insurer all relevant facts and circumstances 
relevant to the proper completion of the contract. In this regard, there is an obligation to 
the policyholder to disclose to the insurer all the facts, to communicate them accurately 
and not withhold any fact that is of importance for the conclusion of the respective 
contract, and in particular for the size of the risk to which the object of insurance is 
exposed during the term of the insurance contract. (Ivošević, 2010) 
3. ELEMENTS OF MARINE INSURANCE 
Marine risks. The study of insurance, without previous studying the risk is almost 
impossible. The very concept of risk has multiple meanings. In the legal sense, risk is 
the possibility of the occurrence of an uncertain event that is possible, economically 
harmful, which is independent of the exclusive will of stakeholders and whose 
insurance is permitted by law, public order and morality. (Nikčević Grdinic, 2008) 
Marine risks include risks that can endanger the vessel and cargo during transportation 
and due to their occurrence, means of transport, or the goods being tranported by them, 
can be destroyed or damaged. There is common division of marine risks in the marine 
insurance, and these are basic, supplemental, war and political risks. The basic risks are 
inherent to the marine transport. They do not happen often, but if occur, they can lead to 
the complete destruction of the insured object. Basic marine risks include: marine 
accidents, natural disasters, fire, self-ignition, explosion, robbery and barratry, the risk 
of contact with sea water, etc. They are covered if not excluded by the contract. Their 
coverage does not have to be specifically asked for, but if some basic risks are excluded 
from insurance, it should be expressly stated in the insurance policy or other document. 
Supplemental risks are risks that, in contrast to the basic ones are not typical for 
transport. They are specific to certain types of goods, and are associated with the 
characteristics of the goods being transported. These risks are much more likely to 
exercise, in relation to the basic ones, and unlike them damages that arise as a result of 
their occurrence are much less than the damage caused by occurrence of the basic risks. 
The most common supplemental risks are: theft, handling risks (breakage, leakage, 
wastage, dents or scratches, etc.), other supplemental risks (wetting, rust, ship sweat, 
contact with other goods, failure, etc.). Supplemental risks are not normally covered by 
insurance, but are provided only at the request of the insured. 
War and political risks are the risks that are still to be insured separately. They are 
provided only at the specific request of the policyholder and according to the specific 
circumstances in which the insurance usually excludes cases that can have disastrous 
consequences, and that as such are outside the scope of normal insurance.  
Insured damage. The damage in marine insurance includes the material damage and 
losses of the insured object and the costs incurred due to the occurrence of the insured 
risk. In general, damages are covered by insurance only if they occurred after the 
conclusion of insurance. This is because the insurance covers only future, uncertain 
events, i.e. risks. However, there is a possibility that if the policyholder and the insurer 
want, to cover some damage occurred before the conclusion of the insurance. For such 
retroactive coverage it is necessary to meet two conditions. Firstly, it is necessary that 
policyholder and the insured at the time of conclusion of the contract were not aware or 
should have known that the damage has already occurred, or, if both parties (i.e. the 
policyholder and the insurer) knew that the damage has already occurred, they would 
not have known its scope. Secondly, it is necessary in the text of the contract to see will 
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of the parties to the insurance to cover damages that may have already occurred as well. 
One of the characteristics of damage to marine insurance is the existence of various 
categories of damages. Categorization of damage is important because the manner of 
liquidation of damages will depend on of the categories of damage. 
Pursuant to the law of Montenegro, according to Law on Marine and Inland Navigation 
there are the following categories of damages: total loss of the insured object (actual and 
performed), partial loss and damage to the insured object, the costs of rescue and the 
costs directly caused by the occurrence of the insured event, general breakdown, award 
for rescue, obligation of indemnification to third parties, costs of establishment and 
liquidation of damage. In English law, instead of partial loss or damage to the insured 
object, there is an anticipated category of damages, so called particular damage, and 
instead of rescue costs and expenses directly caused by the occurrence of the insured 
event, there are so called particular costs. 
The insurance premium. is the premium fee paid in connection with the concluded 
insurance. The premium is the financial compensation to be paid by the insured or the 
policyholder to the insurer, in exchange for underwriting the insurance. It is counter 
action of the insured to the obligation of the insurer, so we can say that the insurance 
premium is the amount of money that the policyholder or the insured shall pay as 
compensation for performing the obligations of the insurer under the insurance. 
Therefore, the premium can be marked as the price of concluded insurance and 
insurance costs. The premium is determined by the rates the insurer for any particular 
case or individual assessment of risk weights based on experience and knowledge. 
Determining the amount of the premium is one of the most difficult tasks in insurance. 
In marine insurance premium amount is determined according to the circumstances of 
each case to be insured, given that tariffs are not firmly fixed and determined. However, 
once determined, the amount of insurance premium becomes fixed obligation and 
should be indicated in the policy, or put a label that the premium is paid. The obligation 
to pay premium is not related to the occurrence of the insured event, however if it is 
proven that the insurance was committed against a non-existent risk, it would be owed a 
refund of premiums. 
Insured sum. The sum insured is the amount of compensation by the insurer that it is 
obliged to pay to the insured if the insured event occurs. It represents the upper limit of 
liability of the insurer, i.e. the largest amount that must be paid. However, from the rule 
by which the insured sum is the upper limit of liability of the insurer there is an 
exception when the insured by the order of insurer takes certain measures in order to 
eliminate and reduce the damage caused by the insured event, then all the costs it made 
for this purpose shall be compensated by the insurer, even when together with insurance 
compensation they exceed insured the sum.(Šulejić, 2006) In marine the insurance 
amount is used as the basis for determination of compensation for damages i.e. to 
determine the portion of damages that must be borne by the insurer. In fact, comparing 
the sum insured to the value of the insured object, it is determined the extent to which 
the insured provided its interest and the amount of damages to which the insured is 
entitled to depend on it. In this regard, we distinguish three cases: if the sum insured is 
equal to the value of the insured object, then we have so called “full insurance”, if the 
sum insured is less than the value of the insured object, we have so called “under 
insurance”, and if the insured sum is higher than the value of the insured object, then it 
is so called “over insurance”. 
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The rule in insurance in general is that the insured sum should reflect the market value 
of the insured object. This rule applies in marine insurance when it comes to insurance 
of goods transported by ship. However, when it comes to insurance of vessel then the 
opposite rule is valid. Value of the insured object is not determined in advance, but 
upon occurrence of the insured event. So, it means that certain amount of insurance is 
not stated with value date. While in ship insurance all ship insurance policies are not 
stated with value date and the amount specified in the policy represents the value of the 
insured ship agreed between the parties. Although this is contrary to the basic principle 
that the insured sum as a rule should reflect the market value of the insured object, this 
is considered to be justified, since the ship for its owner has a specific market value, 
which is primarily expressed by the possibility of earning by such ship, and hence it is 
considered that the value of ship should be determined by its owner when insuring. The 
insurer is not opposing it, unless there is the apparent discrepancy in the value, or the 
fraudulent intent.  
If insured object (ship or goods) completely destructed, the insurer shall, in principle, 
pay the sum insured, as compensation. In the case of a ship or goods are damaged due to 
the realization of risks that are covered by insurance, the cost of potential repairs will be 
reimbursed up to the sum insured. Over the insured sum, there will be compensated, as 
follows: 
- Cost of rescue, that is costs of insured incurred to avoid damage from immediate 
danger or already incurred harm reduction. Cost of rescue have to be recovered over 
the insured sum if provided that they were made reasonably, regardless of whether 
the insured previously requested guidance and approval of the insurer or not and 
regardless of any beneficial result. However, the insurer may deny these charges, 
when it is obvious that these costs were unnecessary, and were made without his 
consent. 
- Costs of establishment and liquidation of damages, and for insurance of ships 
- Fees related to liability insurance for damages caused to third parties if such fees 
are paid in addition to compensation for damage caused to the insured ship. 
The insured sum must always be accurately determined in the contract that provides 
insurance of a ship or some specific shipments. For general insurance contracts that 
include a larger number of future shipments, the insured sum with us is very rarely pre-
determined accurately. Such contracts typically stipulate only criterion by which it 
should determine the insured value of future shipments, i.e. the amount to which such 
shipments will be insured as the maximum amount to which one or more shipments may 
be insured by one vehicle. 
Insured event. Insured event is a future, uncertain and independent of the exclusive will 
of the policyholder, an event whose occurrence represents the realization of the risk 
covered by the insurance. The occurrence of the insured event causes the obligation of 
the insurer to pay the compensation of insurance or do something else. Although closely 
related, the insured event must not be confused with risk. Risk means the possibility of 
occurrence of a specific event, and insured event represents the occurred, realized event. 
Insured event must not be identified with the object of insurance, which is the object to 
which the insurance applies. Almost every type of insurance has its own specific insured 
event, so it's difficult to talk about the insured event in a general way. However, what all 
of them have in common is that the insured event is the realized risk, and that 
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realization of such a risk causes certain consequences. So, without consequence, there is 
no insured event, with the exclusion of insurance events that represent an extension of 
the current situation. 
The insured object. The insured object in marine insurance is any object that is during 
the cruise, and transportation is subject to risks and as such is covered by the insurance 
contract. Insured objects in marine insurance can be divided into three groups. The first 
group includes objects that are directly exposed to the risks (the ship and goods, as well 
as other things that are transported by ship or on it, or be transported by any other means 
of transport). The second group consists of those objects which are indirectly exposed to 
the risks (various interests related to navigation and transportation of goods, i.e. various 
property rights to the ship or goods, as well as other rights and material benefits that are 
or can reasonably be expected in connection with navigation or transport. For example, 
freight insurance, insurance of insurance costs and equipment of the ship, general 
average insurance, insurance of award for rescue, expected profit, crew wages, 
insurance of liens on the board, etc. The last group of objects includes various cases of 
liability for damages caused to third parties. It is the responsibility of the ship owner, 
shipping company, owner of the goods and other persons entitled to dispose of the ship 
or goods. In practice such insured objects may occur as the objects that are not exposed 
to transport, marine risks, but nevertheless they are ensured under conditions that are 
common for marine insurance. For example, ships under construction and things 
designed for their building, things that are transported by land vehicles or things that 
before or after the transport by ship will be placed in warehouses or stocks. It is 
completely understandable that these things may be the objects of marine insurance, if 
we consider that we have accepted the notion that it should apply the provisions of 
marine insurance to the whole transport operation. 
In order one thing to be the object of insurance, it is necessary to be specific and 
individualized and has a market value and its value can be estimated in money. 
Specifically, to determine the object that should be insured, the policyholder must 
provide the insurer with all information related to such an object. 
4. THE OBJECT OF MARINE INSURANCE 
Marine insurances, in the broad sense, cover a variety of interests exposed to the sea 
risks, as well as risks of internal waters where navigation is possible, and in particular 
include insurance of ships at sea, insurance of ships under the construction, insurance of 
goods in marine and multimodal transport, liability insurance of the ship owner 
(Protection and Indemnity), as well as other marine insurances of different mercantile 
entities involved in marine transport and trade. 
Marine insurance is impossible to perceive beyond the international context. It is 
therefore in almost all legal systems inherent that the marine insurance is governed by 
special regulations, and these regulations are a reflection of the tendency of the 
international unification of the practice of marine insurance. 
From the definition of the concept of marine insurance, it is possible to determine its 
object. The objects of marine insurance are objects, things and relations in 
transportation. Marine insurance includes insurance of: ships, goods in marine and 
international transport, freight, ships under construction, containers, platforms for 
exploration and exploitation of the seabed, responsibility of marine shippers, 
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responsibility of ship repair staff, insurance costs and other miscellaneous costs, rights 
and property interests.  
In the law of Montenegro, the Law on Marine and Inland Navigation, in the same 
manner governs the insurance of inland navigation and other matters related to the 
navigation and insurance of ships and relationships with respect to the navigation. 
5. SOURCES OF MARINE INSURANCE 
Legal regulation of marine insurance had a specific and independent path of 
development. Marine insurance was not regulated together with other property 
insurance but by special regulations. Therefore, the sources that apply to marine 
insurance are different compared to legal sources that apply to other property insurance. 
Compared to other property insurance, marine insurance is regulated by special 
regulations. The reasons that led to the regulation of marine insurance by special 
regulations are as follows: 
Marine insurance, especially marine insurance, is carried out mainly in the entire world 
in the same way under the same or similar conditions of insurance, unlike the property 
insurance in respect of which in certain countries, there are considerable differences; 
Marine insurance is very flexible and easy to adjust to, unlike the property insurance 
which is very rigid with this regard. 
The relationship between the contracting parties in the marine insurance are regulated 
by the dispositive provisions, while imperative regulations prevail in property insurance 
to protect the insured. 
Insurance contracts with retroactive effect are concluded more frequently in the marine 
insurance than in property insurance. Unlike the marine insurance, in property 
insurance, general average is not known, or insurance without proof of interest on the 
part of the insured, while abandon and contractual stipulation of insured interest 
(through the so-called policies with stated value date) are present only in exceptional 
cases. (Nikčević Grdinić, 2007) 
5.1. THE LAW AS A SOURCE OF MARINE INSURANCE 
The most important sources of law in insurance in general are the laws and conditions 
of insurance. In addition, as in other areas of law, these are customs, case law and 
jurisprudence. A special feature of insurance is insurance terms. In the legal system of 
Montenegro, legal norms relating to marine insurance are codified within a single law 
regulating the matter of marine law. Law on Marine and Inland Navigation governs 
marine (navigation) insurance, and other property insurances are regulated by the Law 
on Obligations. Agreement on navigational insurance is regulated in part VI, chapter 4, 
Art.728 to Art. 791 of the Law on Marine and Inland Navigation (“Official Gazette of 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia” No. 12/98, 44/99, 74/99 and 73/2000.), while the 
matter of insurance of things, responsibilities and persons, or contracts of insurance is 
regulated by the Law on Obligations (“Official Gazette of Federal Republic of 
Montenegro”, No. 47/08), chapter XXXVII in Art. 897 to 1062. Although the Law of 
Obligations explicitly states that its provisions shall not apply to marine insurance, or 
other insurance to which the applicable rules of the navigational insurance, it does not 
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mean that the Law of Obligations will not be applied as a subsidiary source of law for 
matters which are not regulated by the Law on Marine and Inland Navigation. 
When we talk about the law as a source of marine law it is necessary to mention the 
English Marine Insurance Act, known by the acronym MIA (Marine Insurance Act) 
which was passed in 1906. It has had a special influence on the development of marine 
insurance in the world. English Lloyd's insurance policy was made on the basis on this 
law. This law, in particular insurance policy, constitute the basis for marine insurance in 
many countries around the world, including our country where immediately after the 
liberation of Lloyd's insurance policy was accepted by the State Insurance Institute as a 
standard policy of our marine insurance. 
The impact of the MIA form 1906 in the world may be seen based on the fact that the 
United States did not adopt any special law on marine insurance, but their practice was 
completely developed under the influence of English law. This law was influential in 
formulating the contract on navigational insurance as it is done in the Law on Marine 
and Inland Navigation. 
5.2. INSURANCE TERMS 
Insurance terms represent a particular source of law that is specific to insurance. Total 
business of insurance is conducted under the insurance terms. Insurance terms imply a 
set of clauses which establishes in detail the relationship between the insurer and the 
insured under the insurance contract. In fact, there are forms that contain a list of 
clauses and are used in the ordinary course of business of the insurer when concluding 
the contract of insurance. (Pavić, 1986) The function of the insurance terms is to enter 
into legal affairs of insurance in standardized way and thus to ensure uniformity of 
content of contractual relations. Their content is a series of contractual clauses. 
Insurance terms may be general or specific, occurring in the form of ready-contractual 
forms, and these the general terms and conditions of the insurer. 
The insurance contract together with use of insurance terms is a contract upon accession 
and has all meanings of form contracts. By signing insurance contract, insurance terms 
are becoming an integral part of its content. 
The importance of marine insurance terms is particularly emphasized taking into 
account disposition of legislation. Hence it follows that people in the marine insurance 
may regulate their relationship otherwise than specified by Law on Marine and Inland 
Navigation. Terms of insurance does not have to comply with the law, and if so, it does 
not result in the invalidity of the legal transaction concluded under these conditions. If a 
particular question is not settled by insurance terms or contract of insurance, then the 
Law aw shall be applied. 
Use of a large number of standardized contractual clauses is the general characteristics 
of the practice of marine insurance. This has been contributed by specific historical 
development and uniqueness of marine insurance. Marine insurance clauses become 
relevant for legal relationship if the contract or insurance policy refers to them or they 
are attached to the policy. In such way, these clauses obtain the meaning of specific 
contractual provision. 
Insurance terms have a special importance in international insurance, and every national 
insurance company as well as our insurance communities, have their conditions under 
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which they conduct insurance. In our practice we usually use clauses of the English 
insurance market. Terms of marine insurance tend to fully regulate the insurance 
contractual relationship. So that when the contract is concluded, there is a small amount 
of data to be entered into insurance policy. They take into account the current practice 
of marine insurance and customs of the profession, and are a kind of codification of 
good business practices in marine insurance. As a rule, these are customs formed in 
international practice; they have the characteristics of international customs of marine 
insurance. They have the characteristic of universality. 
5.2.1. TERMS OF MARINE INSURANCE 
The basic conditions based which insurance of goods is made in marine transport are 
Institute clauses from 1983 applicable from 1 January 1983. Goods in transport may be 
insured by three possible sets of clauses A, B and C. Clauses A provide the widest 
coverage and sets B and C provide a somewhat narrower coverage. A set of Clause A 
applies so called the concept of “against all risks”, while sets B and C are based on the 
so-called concept “Named perils (risks)” According to the first concept all risks are 
covered (but not all damages) except those excluded under the provisions of clause or 
entered in the policy. While according to the second method, only those risks that are 
explicitly stipulated in the clause are covered. From the beginning of their use Institute 
Cargo Clauses were well received and were applied without any changes almost to the 
present, for 25 years. (Grime, 1996) However, due to changes in risks increasingly 
faced by insurers, especially when it comes to the risk of terrorism, as well as due to the 
development of market conditions and procedures in handling of goods there is a need 
for their revision. So the Joint Cargo Committee (Committee for Cargo Insurance), i.e. 
working group formed by the same institute conducted an audit of Institute clauses in 
cargo insurance. So the Institute Cargo Clauses from 2009 are still in force today. 
The most well known conditions to ensure the ships are Institute Clauses (Institute Hull 
Clauses) that can be characterized as basic conditions for marine insurance. They were 
passed in 1983, in 1995 and the last time in 2003. (Hudson and Madge, 2005) In 
addition to the clauses for marine insurance and cargo against marine risks, there are 
specific clauses for insurance of risks of war and strike, especially for insurance of 
ships, especially for cargo. In the field of ship owner liability insurance, associations for 
mutual insurance provide insurance services to its members based on the conditions 
taken by any such association. These conditions, which are very similar to each other, 
are called the business rules of these associations. (Ivošević, 2004) 
5.2.2. UNIFICATION OF CONDITIONS IN MARINE INSURANCE 
In the field of marine insurance there has never been tried to bring the relevant 
international conventions. However, by acquiring of independence, a large number of 
newly established countries, primarily in Africa and Asia, joined the world trading 
system, and many of them have created and own maritime shipping. On their own 
initiative, and as was stated, because of the complexity of the current system of marine 
insurance, for the implementation of which, among other things, did not have enough 
qualified staff, UNCTAD has formed a working group to draft the model of clauses for 
marine cargo and hull insurance, in order to have this matter in a way internationally 
unified. 
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In case of sea cargo it was come to an agreement and the conditions for cargo insurance 
in the marine transport as per broad of coverage were divided into three sets of clauses 
(A, B and C). These conditions are almost identical to the A, B, C, conditions that were 
brought on the London insurance market, and the solutions adopted in French law. 
Work on drafting conditions for marine insurance has proven to be more complex. 
Specifically, in this, main segment of marine insurance, the English and French systems 
are quite different, and the French system has influence on certain countries, primarily 
in some African and Latin -American. Within UNCTAD these differences could not be 
overcome, and the work was completed by adopting of two models of clauses. 
Both sets of clauses (hull and cargo) were adopted in 1985. Essentially looking at them 
as a source of law, it is the model of clauses are freely available to policyholders and 
insurers in all insurance markets in the world, but, of course, they do not have the 
required effect. In fact, the greatest contribution to UNCTAD's efforts should be that the 
agreed model of clauses can serve as a model for the adoption of conditions of 
insurance of ships and cargo in the national legislation of individual states. 
As stated above, no agreement was reached on unique clauses for marine insurance 
because they are the experts of the English insurance market have insisted that the 
conditions should explicitly list the insured risks, while many experts from continental 
insurance market, primarily French ones, have wanted the ships to be insured by the 
system of coverage against all risks as well. As both sides stuck to their views, it was 
inevitable to develop two sets of clauses, provided that it was taken into account that the 
broadness of coverage be equal in both sets if possible, or at least approximately equal. 
The set of clauses the adoption of which was represented by English experts is 
essentially equal to institute set of clauses in the London insurance market. 
However, regardless all efforts it was not completely managed to cover the broadness of 
both UNCTAD's sets to be the same. So, for example, in the set of named risks at 
coverage of sea perils, all incidents of navigation at sea were included, but not on inland 
waterways, where an exception is made only in the collisions and impacts that are 
specifically provided as insurance risks. At the sets for insurance against all risks, 
however, all navigational accidents are covered, regardless of whether they occur during 
sailing on the sea or on inland waterways. 
Significant difference of these two sets is that as per set for insurance against all risks 
insured is required only to prove that some kind of extraordinary damage occurred 
during the period of insurance, regardless the cause of the damage, provided that it will 
be insurer's duty to prove that such damages are excluded from the insurance. In 
contrast, the set of clauses for insurance of named risks, the insured is the one who 
needs to prove that the damage occurred during the period of insurance, and that they 
are a consequence of an insured risk. Such a position is the result of existing case law in 
this area, and in these international clauses it is explicitly stated. 
6. BUSINESS PRACTICES 
The role of business practices in any other branch of insurance is not as important as in 
marine insurance. Business practices are used in those cases where relations in marine 
insurance, particularly in the international marine insurance, cannot be fully regulated 
by existing regulations and insurance requirements. Application of practices from 
commercial practice is assumed, and in the absence of contractual provisions, customs 
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are incorporated into the contract based on the presumed will of the parties. Special 
customs take precedence over the general ones. International business practices are 
known in marine insurance law - lex maritima and lex mercatori. 
7. JURISPRUDENCE 
Case law in the states of precedent law is a regular source of law. In marine insurance, 
court case law played a significant role in the formation of the circumstances and events 
that are considered to be covered by insurance, in both hull and cargo, as well as ship 
owner’s liability insurance. Also, case law has influenced the creation and acceptance of 
SG Lloyd's marine policy, development of the Institute clauses, as well as the adoption 
of MIA. In our law, although case law is not mandatory source of law, the fact is that 
lower courts follow the legal positions taken by higher courts in some cases. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
Marine insurance exists as a phenomenon which is of particular importance for the 
successful implementation of marine transport. Marine transport has always been 
intrinsic to the increased risks. Size of risk was the challenge faced by marine transport 
very early. Marine risks threaten to directly impact negatively on the development of 
marine transport. The risks to which the ship and cargo at sea are exposed to are very 
high despite the fact that today there is an increase in the security of navigation caused 
by technical progress. However, the risk of occurrence of adverse events is slightly 
smaller, but the damage occurring are greater because of larger values of ships and 
cargo transported by ships. Therefore, the marine insurance emerged as the primary 
factor that establishes a reasonable balance between risk and damage on the one hand, 
and the benefit of transportation enterprise on the other. Thus, the marine insurance 
performs preventive function manifested through the prevention of various damages at 
sea. In order to implement this function in whole world there are a wide network of 
experts and professional organizations that provide technical assistance to 
policyholders, enabling them to liquidate damages in a regular and expeditious manner. 
The fact is that the marine insurance business is more or less done in the same way 
almost everywhere in the world, according to the above mentioned conditions of 
insurance. Therefore, it is of great importance to know the basic characteristics, 
principles and elements of marine insurance. Also, a clear legal framework, supported 
by the existence of conditions of marine insurance and institute clauses in marine 
insurance should help all stakeholders of marine transport to better understand and 
accept the rules of marine insurance which can often get them out of a difficult situation 
arising out of the implementation of marine risk. 
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Abstract 
The International Maritime Labour Convention, known by the initials MLC,2006, was 
approved almost unanimously in 2006. Signed on 7 February of that year, it is the fruit 
of five years work by the International Labour Organisation, together with its 
interlocutors such as the ITF and associations of ship owners. Its object is to improve 
the employment situation that had been established by the old C147 of Minimum 
Standards for the Merchant Marine. Considered historic by the ILO's Director-General 
himself, this Convention would enter into force twelve months after the date on which it 
would have been ratified by at least 30 Members that together account for at least 33% 
of the total gross tonnage of the world merchant fleet. These conditions were met in 
August 2012 and the provisions of the Convention began to be applied from 20 August 
2013. 
The MLC,2006 has faced a series of initial problems with regard to its implementation 
at the level of the Flag State, especially because of the heterogeneous nature and 
reduced level of development in the countries that have ratified the Convention. Hence 
some of the initial expectations for improvement have had to be drastically reduced. In 
this communication the aim is to study comparatively this implementation at the 
national and European Union levels, and the repercussions at the level of the Port State 
Control, specifically in the controls being executed through the mechanisms established 
within the Paris Memorandum.  
 
Keywords 
Maritime Labour Convention, Port State Control, Working Conditions, European 
Union 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of our paper, presented in this 6th International Conference on Maritime 
Transport (MT'14) in Barcelona is to analyse the implementation of the Maritime 
Labour Convention (MLC, 2006) approved in 2006 and in force from 20th August of 
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2013: the effects on the development of regulation in the European Union (EU) and on 
vessel inspections under the Port State Control (PSC) system. 
Within the International Labour Organization (ILO), the maritime sector is one of the 
specific sectors in which the organization has been working since its creation. The ILO 
has a specifically maritime program that has the objective of promoting the social and 
economic progress of maritime employees. Since the foundation of the ILO, it has 
included a Joint Maritime  Commission that advises the Governing Body on maritime 
matters; it also organizes special meetings of the International Conference on Labour 
that  exclusively deal with drawing up and adopting standards on maritime work.  Since 
1920, the International Labour Conference  has adopted almost a hundred standards on 
maritime work, covering a very diverse range of topics, such as the minimum age for 
admission into employment, contracting and placement, medical examinations, 
enrolment contracts, paid holidays, social security, working hours and rest periods, crew 
accommodation, identity documents, health and safety at work, welfare at sea and in 
port, continuity of employment, vocational training and certificates of aptitude.  It has 
also adopted reams of practical recommendations, directives and reports dealing with 
topics of interest for seafarers. The ILO cooperates with other bodies of the United 
Nations organization that are competent in the maritime sector, particularly the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the World Health Organization (WHO). 
As stated recently by McLaughlin (2012) the maritime labour force has unique 
characteristics in terms of migration and mobility, which have also created a highly 
segmented market. The segmentation allows shipowners to indulge their preferences for 
certain groups and their desire to reduce costs, a phenomenon which has led to 
significant differences in terms and working conditions within the seafaring labour 
market. 
The nationality of crew members has an influence on costs, through the standard of life 
in their country of origin, because this leads them to accept among others, wages and 
conditions that may be worse than current international standards but much better than 
what they may obtain in their places of origin. 
The role of EU Member States has been important as social protector: EU Member 
States’ national legislations are generally more protective and detailed than the ILO 
standards. Some European countries have proactively been the pioneers in signing the 
document of ratification of these Labour Conventions. EU has therefore not ignored the 
need for a unified and global set of regulations that ensure decent living and working 
conditions for seafarers (Vicente-Palacio 2009, Ruano and Vicente-Palacio 2013). 
However the shipping industry is the world’s first genuinely global industry, which 
requires an international regulatory response of an appropriate standard applicable to the 
entire industry. The EU's maritime transport policy put emphasis in enhancing the 
attractiveness of the maritime professions to Europeans by means of actions that 
involve, where appropriate, the Commission, the Member States and the industry itself. 
This fully applies to the implementation of the MLC, 2006 which considerably 
improves working and living conditions on board ships. The EU has consequently to 
provide the means, through flag State and port State control to ensure that the relevant 
MLC-related standards are applied on board EU vessels as well as on all ships calling at 
EU ports, regardless of the nationality of the seafarers (EC 2012). 
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2. THE INTERNATIONAL MARITIME LABOUR CONVENTION  
On 20 August 2013 the International Maritime Labour Convention entered into force 
for all ships, introducing provisions for certification, inspection and record keeping 
requirements. A year before, The Philippines became the thirtieth state to ratify the 
MLC (Piniella et al. 2013). 
Some years before, in February 2006, the International Convention on Maritime Labour 
was approved almost unanimously. This Convention is the fruit of five years of work by 
the ILO, together with its interlocutors such as the International Transport Workers' 
Federation (ITF), aimed at improving the working situation previously established by 
the old C147 of Minimum Standards for the Merchant Marine. The specific object was 
to draw up a single, comprehensive instrument that would, as far as possible, bring 
together all the standards currently in force contained in the various international 
conventions and recommendations on maritime work, including the fundamental 
principles that featured in other international agreements on labour. The MLC,2006 
applies to all seafarers. The Convention is unique in the sense that it aims both to 
achieve decent work for seafarers and to secure economic interests through fair 
competition for quality ship owners. It is therefore a comprehensive text that sets out, in 
one place, seafarers' rights to decent working conditions. It covers almost every aspect 
of their work and life on board including: 
– minimum age 
– seafarers’ employment agreements 
– hours of work or rest 
– payment of wages 
– paid annual leave 
– repatriation at the end of contract 
– onboard medical care 
– the use of licensed private recruitment and placement services 
– accommodation, food and catering 
– health and safety protection and accident prevention and 
– seafarers’ complaint handling (ILO 2006) 
Figure 1: Parties to the MLC, 2006 (cumulative by year) 
  
                   Source: Authors' own elaboration from http://www.ilo.org (updated 12.01.2014) 
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The Director-General of the ILO has considered the MLC,2006 to be “historic”, to 
emphasize the real implications of its application and the instruments on which its 
application will depend. However, is it really justified to rate it as a "super convention"? 
(Chaumette 2010). It has been claimed that this Convention will constitute the fourth 
pillar on which the international system of regulation will be based, thus ranking it in 
importance with SOLAS, MARPOL and STCW. It will bring up-to-date more than 
sixty-five maritime labour agreements of the ILO and for the first time will provide 
more than 1.2 million seafarers from all around the world with complete social 
protection, according to those promoting the significance of the MLC, 2006.  We think, 
therefore, that these claims are justified (at least until there is evidence that it is not 
being implemented, and that State practice is not really changing) (Bauer 2007; 
McConnell 2011). 
The MLC,2006 sets out the minimum requirements for seafarers who work on board a 
vessel, and includes provisions relating to the conditions of employment, 
accommodation, recreational facilities, food and catering, health, medical care, welfare 
and social security protection. In this respect, it may be compared with a legal code in 
the Napoleonic concept and, equally, with a legal guideline in the Anglo-Saxon sense.  
And of course it comes within the broader ILO strategy of promoting ‘Decent Work’ in 
a context dominated by the globalization of crews. But most importantly for the subject 
of this article, it contains no new provisions for enforcement beyond those already in 
operation, theoretically, under previous international conventions. However, although 
the MLC, 2006 may open the door to realizing hopes held by its drafters of obtaining a 
better-regulated global market for maritime labour through the Maritime Labour 
Certificate and the Declaration of Maritime Labour Compliance, everything will, as 
ever, depend on its application in practice by the Flag States, because, as we have 
shown throughout this article, there are real problems in the practical implementation of 
the issues affecting the maritime labour regulation and especially the future Convention 
through PSC instruments. As occurs with matters of structural safety of vessels and 
prevention of pollution by vessels, the second opportunity for effective control passes to 
the Port State Control authorities. If the same inspection system is followed, the Port 
State will delegate to the PSC Officers the execution of tasks that will surely be difficult 
to perform effectively without considerable additional knowledge and experience. A 
different approach and more resources are needed if the PSC "inspection" is to be 
converted into the real exercise of control as intended under the MLC, 2006 (Piniella et 
al. 2013). 
3. THE INSTRUMENTS OF CONTROL 
For more than 30 years the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has carried out 
valuable work and invested a great deal of effort in implementing rules and regulations 
covering maritime transportation to ensure compliance with vital standards of shipping 
safety and marine environmental protection. The SOLAS and MARPOL Conventions 
have been adopted in respect of ninety per cent of the international fleet. From the 
current situation, however, it is clear that sub-standard vessels are proliferating, and 
represent a serious hazard to the safety of marine navigation. The large number of 
different nationalities involved in maritime transportation has motivated Coastal/Port 
States to try and develop protecting policies. 
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The Paris Memorandum 1982 and other regional agreements are examples under 
consideration by the Port State Control (PSC) (Piniella 2005). After the Amoco Cadiz 
environmental disaster in France, in 1978, the Paris MoU on Port State Control was 
created. The purpose of this harmonized inspection system is to prevent substandard 
ships that present high risk from sailing to European and Canadian N. Atlantic ports and 
anchorages. The existence of many substandard ships is a well-known fact and they sail 
not only in European waters but all over the world; most of these substandard ships are 
registered in states that are very permissive in respect of regulations of design, 
construction, equipment, safety, working conditions, etc. The original objective of the 
Paris MoU on Port State Control was for each member country to inspect individually 
25% of all the foreign merchant ships entering its ports (specified MoU Ports) to 
identify the degree of risk. The original inspection regime of this system was replaced 
by a New Inspection Regime, adopted in 2009 (Rodríguez and Piniella 2012) 
Globalization and the proliferation of open registries have created a situation by which 
the PSC activity has become much more effective than the feeble or non-existent 
controls exercised by States issuing flags of convenience. In theory, any vessel arriving 
in any port can thus be inspected by an authorised officer to make sure it complies with 
applicable not only IMO but also ILO standards and regulations; further, the vessel can 
be obliged to rectify any deficiency or defects observed and, if so determined, be 
detained to that end (Cariou, Mejia Jr. and Wolff, 2007 and 2008; Li and Zheng, 2008). 
Perhaps the quiz of the question is "Who will put MLC,2006 into effect?" (Piniella et al. 
2013): the same problem arises as that with the safety certificates - the almost 
obligatory ceding of responsibilities by the Flag States to the Recognized Organizations 
(González-Gil, 2013); in other words, these particular labour-related inspections will 
inevitably be “privatized”, with all the consequences implied by that. Another factor is 
that the labour inspectors show certain reluctance to crossing the port boundary and 
boarding a ship, as if they were afraid of challenging the sovereignty of a foreign 
country. Correcting this may require a change of mentality for the implementation of 
the MLC,2006, since it seems that the major part of these controls will fall, almost by 
default, on the Port State Control officers (PSCO); however, the training of these 
PSCOs is essentially maritime and technical, and much less applicable to labour 
relationships and some of the juridical matters covered by the new Convention. The 
Guidelines themselves state that, in most cases, the labour-related inspections will be 
carried out by personnel who are already qualified under the existing international PSC 
arrangements, undertaken as provided for by the IMO conventions and under the 
corresponding regional MoU on port State control. However, in some countries it is 
possible that these inspections would be carried out by an authorized officer who is not 
necessarily qualified as a PSC Officer for other purposes, for example, a maritime 
labour inspector. Until now, that possibility, which had been envisaged in most of the 
regional MoUs, has never been put into force; normally it is experienced seamen who 
do this work, and in many cases it falls to a former Naval Engineer, a Captain or Chief 
Engineer, even occasionally a former Radio Communications Officer. One of the 
weaknesses of the MLC,2006 is that it does not set out the specific requirements that 
PSC Officers must have, to be capable of implementing all its provisions. 
In august 2013, the MLC, 2006 entered into force and became a relevant instrument for 
the Paris MoU, being the MLC, 2006 requirements officially subject to port State 
control. A first survey during the first month stated that 7 ships were detained for MLC-
related deficiencies. This means that 10% of the total number of detentions (68) in the 
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Paris MoU area in this period was MLC, 2006 related. 494 deficiencies out of the 4,260 
total recorded (11.5%) were related to any of the ILO Conventions listed as relevant 
instrument; Of these 494, 30 (6,1%) were considered to be serious enough to be a 
ground for detention; 23 of those 30 (76,7%) were related to breaches of the MLC and 
resulted in the detention of 7 individual ships; The total number of detentions was 68 
during 1,532 inspections, which resulted in a detention rate of 4,4% (Paris MoU 2013). 
In compliance with the MLC, 2006 the Harbour Master Office of Algeciras (Spain) 
carried out the first inspection in Europe to the ship “Algeciras Spirit” owned by the 
company Teekay on 4th May 2013, before the upcoming entry into force on the 20th of 
August of the MLC, 2006 (Figure 2). Only the member States of the Paris MoU who 
have ratified the MLC, 2006 on or before 20 August 2012 are entitled to conduct PSC 
inspections on MLC, 2006 requirements from 20 August 2013 (see Table 1). As a result 
the following twelve member States of Paris MoU have started enforcing the MLC, 
2006, nine EU States: Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Latvia, the Netherlands, 
Poland, Spain and Sweden. In 2013 and 2014 some EU States, members of Paris MoU, 
have ratified the Convention: Belgium, Finland, France, Greece, Italy, Lithuania, Malta 
and United Kingdom. The exceptions are Ireland, Portugal, Romania and Slovenia, that 
not have ratified MLC, 2006 at this stage. 
Table 2 presents a three-month overview after the entry into force of the Convention 
gathered from the Paris MoU public information system. Note in the mentioned table 
that still only 12 Paris MoU States are entitled to carry out port State control inspections 
under the MLC, 2006. That may be one of the reasons why the impact is still rather 
small. Another reason may be that those States doing PSC already are in the the process 
of adapting their PSC procedures and do not take any risks with raising deficiencies. 
The following is valid on 20November 2013, based on inspections results after three 
months of the effective implementation of the Convention. 
 
 
Figure 2: The first European specific inspection on board the Spanish 
flagged ship “Algeciras Spirit”: 04-05-2013 
 
 
Source: Marina Civil 106:17 
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Table 1: EU Member States: Fleet and MLC National Requirements 
State E
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e 
Po
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n 
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l) 
Pa
ri
s M
oU
 
Fl
ag
ge
d 
Fl
ee
t 
(T
h.
G
T
) 
MLC, 2006 
Date of 
Ratification 
Entry 
into 
force National Requirements 
Austria 1995 € 8      
Belgium 1957 € 10 * 4532 20.08.2013 20.08.2014 http://www.shipregistration.be/ 
Bulgaria 2007  7 * 357 12.04.2010 20.08.2013 http://www.marad.bg 
Croatia 2013  4 * 
1 
392 12.02.2010 20.08.2013 http://www.mppi.hr 
Cyprus 2004 € 1 
* 
20 
464 20.07.2012 20.08.2013 http://www.mcw.gov.cy/mcw/dms 
Czech 2004  10     http://www.mdcr.cz/en/Water+Transport 
Denmark 1973  6 * 
11 
530 20.06.2011 20.08.2013 http://www.dma.dk 
Estonia 2004 € 1 * 290   http://www.vta.ee/atp 
Finland 1995 € 5 * 
1 
737 09.01.2013 09.01.2014 http://www.trafi.fi/en/maritime 
France 1957 € 66 
* 
6 
197 28.02.2013 28.02.2014 http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr 
Germany 1957 € 81 * 
15 
053 16.08.2013 16.08.2014 
http://www.bg-verkehr.de/ship-safety-
division/mlc 
Greece 1981 € 11 * 
42 
569 04.01.2013 09.01.2014 http://www.yen.gr 
Hungary 2004  10   31.07.2013 31.07.2014 http://www.nkh.hu/en/shipping 
Ireland 1973 € 5 
* 
177   http://www.transport.ie/maritime 
Italy 1957 € 61 * 
18 
098 19.11.2013 19.11.2014 http://www.mit.gov.it/mit 
Latvia 2004 € 2 * 152 12.08.2011 20.08.2013 http://www.jurasadministracija.lv/en 
Lithuania 2004  4 * 354 20.08.2013 20.08.2014 http://www.msa.lt/en 
Luxembourg 1957 € 0,5  
1 
498 19.09.2011 20.08.2013  
Malta 2004 € 0,5 
* 
44 
113 21.01.2013 21.02.2014 http://www.transport.gov.mt/ship-registration 
Netherlands 1957 € 17 * 
7 
759 13.12.2011 20.08.2013 http://www.ilent.nl/english/merchant_shipping 
Poland 2004  38 * 102 03.05.2012 20.08.2013 http://www.umgdy.gov.pl 
Portugal 1986 € 11 * 
1 
131   http://www.imarpor.pt 
Romania 2007  22 
* 
141   http://www.rna.ro/ENGLEZA/Seafarers.html 
Slovakia 2004 € 5  33   http://www.telecom.gov.sk 
Slovenia 2004 € 2 * 3   http://www.up.gov.si/en 
Spain 1986 € 47 * 
2 
792 04.02.2010 20.08.2013 http://www.fomento.es/MFOM 
Sweden 1995  9 * 417 12.06.2012 20.08.2013 http://www.transportstyrelsen.se/en/Shipping/ 
U.Kingdom 1973  63 * 
1 
346 07.08.2013 07.08.2014 http://www.dft.gov.uk/mca 
 
Source: Authors' own elaboration from Eurostat (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat), Review of Maritime 
Transport 2013 (UNCTAD), http://www.ilo.org (ILO, updated 12.01.2014). 
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Table 2: Survey of Inspections between 20August and 20 November 
2013 
Total number of Inspections  4 245 
Total number of inspections with deficiencies 3 016 
Total number of deficiencies found 11 921 
 
Total number of detentions 159 
 3.74 % 
Nr of deficiencies excluding MLC 11 387 
Nr of detainable deficiencies excluding MLC 2 233 
19.1 % of deficiencies excl MLC were considered detainable 
 
Inspections where MLC deficiencies were found 286 
9.84 % of insp with def had MLC deficiencies also 
MLC related deficiencies found 533 
1.86 MLC def per inspection with MLC deficiencies 
4.5 % of the total nr of deficiencies was MLC related 
Whereof detainable MLC 43 
15 % of MLC deficiencies were considered detainable 
2 % of all detainable deficiencies were MLC related 
  
 
Nr of Individual ships detained for MLC reasons 19 
 
12 % of all detentions were also due to MLC related issues 
 
Port State and number of detentions for MLC 
Bulgaria 1 
Canada 3 
Croatia 1 
Denmark 1 
Netherlands 1 
Poland 1 
Russian Federation 1 
Spain 8 
Sweden 2 
Grand Total 19 
 
 
Source: Authors' own elaboration from Paris MoU information system, THETIS : 
https://portal.emsa.europa.eu/web/thetis 
 
Flag State and number of detentions for MLC 
Antigua and Barbuda  1  
Cyprus  4  
Liberia  1  
Malta  1  
Marshall Islands  1  
Netherlands  1  
Panama  6  
Russian Federation  1  
Tanzania, United Republic of  2  
Togo  1  
Grand Total  19  
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4. REGULATION AT THE LEVEL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 
The EU Member States and the Commission have supported the ILO work on this 
matter from the outset. The EU sees a valuable input in the MLC, 2006 which aims at 
establishing a level playing field in the worldwide maritime industry by setting common 
minimum standards for all flags and seafarers. In this respect, the EU  adopted the 
Council Decision 2007/431/EC of 7 June 2007 authorising Member States to ratify, in 
the interest of the European Community, the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006, of the 
International Labour Organisation (EC 2007). Some Member States  ratified some years 
well before, as Spain, Bulgaria, Luxembourg, Denmark, Latvia, or the Netherlands. In 
Table 1 is shown the relation of EU States and the dates of ratification and entry in 
force. On the substance, the EU Member States’ national legislations are generally more 
protective and detailed than the ILO standards. To maintain the consistency between the 
international and national standards and to ratify the Convention, an extensive and time-
consuming gap analysis of the national legislations was the prerequisite, as stated in the 
Proposal of a Directive concerning flag States responsibilities (EC 2012) (Table 3 
shows the case study of Spain). 
The EU also adopted the Council Directive 2009/13/EC of 16 February 2009, 
implementing the Agreement concluded by the European Community Shipowners’ 
Associations (ECSA) and the European Transport Workers’ Federation (ETF) on the 
Maritime Labour Convention, 2006, and amending Directive 1999/63/EC2. Directive 
2009/13/EC constitutes an outstanding achievement of the Sectorial Social dialogue and 
the present proposal aims at ensuring that it is endowed with proper enforcement means 
in the Union (EC 2009a). 
Firstly the EU has set up a legal framework to increase maritime safety by adopting 
three maritime safety packages, the latest dating from 2009: the mentioned Directive 
2009/13/EC and the Directive 2009/21/EC on compliance with flag State requirements 
to ensure that EU States effectively and consistently discharge their obligations as flag 
States, to enhance safety and prevent pollution from ships flying their flag. It provides 
for the conditions for ships to be registered under the flag of a EU State and the 
obligation for flag States to set up a quality management system and internal evaluation 
in line with the international standards. To this end, IMO standards, in particular the 
mandatory audit plan of national maritime administrations and the IMO Flag State Code 
apply (EC 2009b). 
As early as 1994, the EU Council issued the Council Directive 94/57/EC on common 
rules and standards for ship inspection and survey organizations and for the relevant 
activities of maritime administrations, within the framework of its common policy on 
Maritime Safety. In the Preamble of the Directive it was admitted that "a large number 
of the existing classification societies do not ensure either adequate implementation of 
the rules or reliability when acting on behalf of national administrations, as they do not 
have adequate structures and experience to be relied upon and to enable them to carry 
out their duties in a highly professional manner" (EC, 1994). In the light of this, criteria 
were agreed regarding the information that ROs should provide to their corresponding 
State government, and these in turn to the European Commission. By this means the EU 
eliminated from the market those small Societies and Consultancies that did not have at 
least one thousand vessels classified on their books, and that lacked technical capacity 
both in the area of the updating of rules and in their staff, and were also deficient in 
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respect of the Code of Ethics and the quality standards stipulated in the resolutions of 
the IMO. 
Later, in 2001, this earlier Directive was modified by that of 2001/105/CE; this 
increased, in particular, the requirements for the ROs to tighten even further the existing 
framework, to meet the standards of the IACS. Even more recently, in 2009, with the 
Directive 2009/15/CE and the Ruling (EC) Nº 391/2009, more severe changes have 
been made in the regulation of the ROs. This has been done by the creation of a 
certification body intended to be independent, and the reform of the system of sanctions 
that should make the inspection and classification system more effective, with the 
necessary incorporation of these regulations in the internal legislation of the individual 
European States in 2010 and 2011 (BOE, 2011). There have also been significant 
advances in the mutual recognition of the certificates among the better ROs, provided 
the certificate has been issued on the basis of equivalent technical standards (EC, 1994-
2009c,d). 
Summarizing, we can say that various parts of MLC, 2006 have been introduced into 
different Union instruments both as regards flag State and port State obligations. The 
aim of the new Directive 2013/54/EU (EC 2013) is to introduce certain compliance and 
enforcement provisions, envisaged in Title 5 of MLC, 2006, which relate to those parts 
of MLC, 2006 in respect of which the required compliance and enforcement provisions 
have not yet been adopted. Those parts correspond to the elements set out in the Annex 
to Council Directive 2009/13/EC (EC 2009a): ensuring the effective discharge of their 
obligations as flag States with respect to the implementation, by ships flying their flag, 
of the relevant parts of MLC, 2006 and establishing an effective system for monitoring 
mechanisms, including inspections. A EU Member State may, where appropriate, grant 
authorisation to public institutions, or to other organisations within the meaning of 
Regulation 5.1.2 of MLC 2006, under the conditions set out therein. 
The new Directive of 2013 requires to each Member State to provide the ILO with a 
current list of any recognised organisations authorised to act on its behalf, and shall 
keep this list up to date. The list shall specify the functions that the ROs have been 
authorised to carry out. 
 
Table 3. Spain, case study: MLC implementation in the National 
Laws 
 
1. Minimum age 
(Regulation 1.1): 
 
Royal Decree 1/1995 Statute of Labourers: Arts. 6.1), 6.2). 
Royal Decree 1561/1995: 21-09-1995, about hours of work and hours of rest. 
Royal Decree 26-09-1957, about forbidden works for women and children. 
2. Medical certificate 
(Regulation 1.2): 
 
Regulation 1.2 Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 
Medical certificate: International Convention on Standards of Training, 
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers: Section A-I/9) 
Medical certificate: Royal Decree 1696/2007: 14-12-2007 medical 
examinations: Annex III 
3. Training and 
qualifications 
(Regulation 1.3): 
 
Royal Decree 973/2009, 12-06-2009 Professional Certificate for Seafarers 
Order 21-06-2001 about Maritime Titles in The International Convention on 
Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (or 
STCW) modified as Manila Amendments of 2010. 
Maritime Labour Convention 2006: Regulation 3.2. point 3 Standard A3.2 and 
Guideline B3.3.3: Order 20-05-2013 General Directorate for the Merchant 
Marine about Ship’s Cook Certificate. 
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4. Seafarers’ 
employment 
agreements 
(Regulation 2.1): 
Statute of Labourers: Art. 8 
Royal Decree 1659/1998, 24-07-1998 about legislative development of the 
Art. 8.5 Statute of Labourers: information to the workers about Seafarers’ 
employment agreements. Maritime Labour Convention, 2006: Standard A2.1.4 
5. Recruitment and 
placement (Regulation 
1.4): 
 
 
Law 56/2003, 16-12-2003, National Employment Law. Arts. 20-22bis. 
Royal Decree 1796/2010, 30-12-2010, about Manning Agency Art. 3 and 
Chapter III: Arts. 9-15. 
Regulation 1.4 Recruitment and placement, Standard 1.4 paragraph 2: 
Authorization to General Directorate for the Merchant Marine to Seafarer 
Manning Agency in order to compliment of the Maritime Labour Convention, 
2006. 
6. Hours of work and 
hours of rest 
(Regulation 2.3): 
 
Royal Decree 1/1995 Statute of Labourers: Art. 34. 
Royal Decree 1561/1995: 21-09-1995, about hours of work and hours of rest 
modified by Royal Decree 286/2002, 22-03-2002: Arts. 8,9,15-18bis. Annexes 
I and II. 
Seafarers' Hours of Work and the Manning of Ships Convention, 1996 (No. 
180): ILO/IMO Guidelines for developing work organization crew. 
Add. prov. 16th Royal Decree 2/2011: Law of Ports and Merchant Marine. 
7. Manning levels 
(Regulation 2.7): 
 
 
Order 14-07-1964, minimum crew for merchant and fishing ships, modified by 
Order 5-09-1964 and Order 15-09-1975. 
Royal Decree 2/2011: Law of Ports and Merchant Marine. 
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974: 
Regulation V/14.2: requires that every ship to which the regulation applies be 
provided with a Minimum Safe Manning Document. 
Resolution A.1047(27) International Maritime Organization (IMO) 30-11-
2011, Principles of Minimum Safe Manning. 
8. Accommodation 
(Regulation 3.1): 
 
Existing ships: ILO'92 Accommodation of Crews Convention (Revised), 1949. 
New ships: Maritime Labour Convention, 2006. 
Standards A3.1.18 and A3.1.19 
Royal Decree 7-09-1934 Regulation Foreign Healths. 
Royal Decree 258/1999, 12-02-1999, minimum conditions for health 
protection and medical care for seafarers: Art. 9. 
9. Recreational 
facilities (Regulation 
3.1): 
Maritime Labour Convention, 2006: Regulation 3.1 and Standard A3.1. 
10. Food and catering 
(Regulation 3.2): 
 
Royal Decree 1109/1991, 12-07-1991 standards about quick-frozen foodstuffs 
for human consumption. 
Royal Decree 1254/1991, 2-08-1991 standards about preparation and 
preservation, public facilities, food for immediate consumption contained in 
the egg as an ingredient, especially mayonnaise, sauces and creams. 
Royal Decree 140/2003, 7-02-2003 standards about health criteria for water 
quality for human consumption. 
Regulation EC178/2002 European Parliament and Council 28-01-2002 about 
the principles and requirements of Food Laws, creation of the European Food 
Safety Authority. 
Regulation EC852/2004 European Parliament and Council 29-04-2004, about 
the hygiene of foodstuffs: Annex II (Chapters I, II, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX and 
VI). Regulation International Health 2005. 
11. Health and safety 
protection and accident 
prevention (Regulation 
4.3): 
 
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974: Annex I 
International Safety Management Code (ISM). 
Law 31/1995, 8-11 Law of Labour Risk Prevention: Arts. 14, 15, 16, 18 and 
19. Royal Decree 39/1997, 17-01-1997 about the Regulation of Prevention 
Services: Arts. 3 to 7. 
Order TAS2926/2002, models for reporting accidents and transmission by 
electronic means. 
12. Medical care on 
board ship and ashore 
(Regulation 4.1): 
 
Royal Decree 568/2011, 20-04-2011 and Royal Decree 258/1999, 12-02-1999 
about minimum conditions for health protection and medical care for seafarers. 
Order PRE/646/2004, 5-03-2004, about the syllabus of specific health 
education programs and the conditions for issuance of the certificate of 
approval and health training of seafarers. 
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13. On-board 
complaint procedures 
(Regulation 5.1.5): 
Maritime Labour Convention, 2006: Regulation 5.1.5 y Standard A5.1.5. 
14. Wages (Regulation 
2.2) 
Royal Decree 1/1995 Statute of Labourers: Arts. 26 and 29. 
Collective agreement if they’re Chapter II of arbitration award. 
Order 27-12-1994 about model of individual payslip. 
Add. prov. 16th Royal Decree 2/2011: Law of Ports and Merchant Marine. 
Source: Authors' own elaboration from http://www.fomento.es/MFOM 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
As authors as stated in this and other works, Port State Control is the framework which 
will effectively contribute to achieve the objectives of the MLC,2006. Harmonization, 
uniformity, cooperation and exchange of information are essential for the success of the 
MLC, 2006. But the entry into force of MLC,2006 will be only the starting point for the 
ratifying Members to face a revised enforcing approach where seafarers’ rights have to 
be given the deserved significance. Shipowners will have to demonstrate compliance 
with the MLC, 2006. The door is opened to a new scenario in the practice of States, to 
put seafaring on a basis equal to that of other distinctive professions and occupations, 
with regard to the conditions of living and working of the persons employed.  It would, 
however, be very optimistic to think that the Flag States, most of them now Open 
Registries, are going to put into effect more rigorous policies to control the abuses that 
are currently being committed in the recruitment and contracting of crews. The 
improvement of maritime working conditions in EU ports is more likely to come from 
effective Paris MoU inspections rather than from any new regulation imposed by Flag 
States on “their” shipowners and operators. This will be evident in the coming years. 
 
 
Disclaimer: The content of this article does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
European Maritime Safety Agency. Responsibility for the information and views 
expressed in the article therein lies entirely with the authors. 
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Abstract 
In our days, sailing has become much less dangerous than it had been since the origins 
up to, more or less, a century ago. Of course, sea and weather conditions are always the 
proper of such elements, so we can say that they haven’t changed along the time. Safety 
on board began to improve, as it is perfectly known, by the ship herself, with the use of 
magnetic compass, in the 13th century, but the great advance had been provided by the 
mechanic systems of propulsion and later by the huge quantity of instruments and devices 
used as electronic means of navigation which are now present in the bridge of every ship. 
In this sense, letting apart the magnetic compass, we can say that safety was initiated by 
the decline of the sail, that it is to say when the use of steam machines on board began 
and, at the beginning of last century, by the radio goniometer. Later, the radar was a 
wonderful help. Electronic devices rapidly improved up to became the modern GPS 
(Ground Positioning System) which gives, amongst other data, the exact coordinates of 
a ship at sea, instantly and all over the day, with a margin of error of a few metres. 
As we know, when ships used sails, their capacity of steering was really poor in bad 
weather and they could be unable to support it. Then, the only possibility of being saved 
was by the help of an external force, a force provided mainly by the faith or beliefs of the 
crew in a celestial divinity. 
So, in this paper I will intend to explain the divinities and the ways used by seamen along 
the time to obtain their favours. 
 
 
 
Keywords 
Alfonso X, Arnaldos, Dioscuri, season of navigation. 
 
 
 
PREFACE 
When the mankind began to sail is unknown, as they were the features of ships used for 
it. In a short synthesis we must see some details given by archaeology[1]. In this sense we 
can settle that about 500,000 to 300,000 BC men began to cross the Strait of Gibraltar 
from Africa to Europe. More credible are other references as 42,000 to 48,000 years ago, 
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even some sources increase those numbers to 60,000 or 65,000, when the first natives 
established in Australia. In the Mediterranean the oldest valid date is c[2]11,000 BC. It is 
associated to the pieces of obsidian found in continental Greece[3], coming from Milos 
island —the southernmost one of the Cyclades, and the place where was found the 
marvellous sculpture of Aphrodite of Milos, better known as Venus de Milo (130-100 
BC), made by Alexander of Antioch, and now displayed at the Louvre Museum—. 
Another good reference is c7,000 BC, when flint or obsidian objects from Lipari and 
Sardinia islands began to be carried to continental Europe. 
The first ships ever used for primitive men could be just a log, a raft, or a puffed skin. 
The oldest boat which has been preserved is a carved log canoe found in Pesse, Holland. 
It is from the year 6,315 BC. But the first image of one appears in a painting to 
Hierakonpolis (Egypt) dated about 5,000 BC[4]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the antiquity, in the Mediterranean, sailing was always near the coast, and rarely 
crossing the sea. So, the usual was to sail by day, during the hours of good visibility before 
the darkness of the night[5]. There are several references of it in the Odyssey[6], explaining 
that at sunset the ship was stranded to the beach and her crew disembarked. On the shore 
they prepared and ate their diner; then, when the new daybreak began, once they had slept 
and eaten their breakfast, the ship was put afloat and the navigation went on. Some ones 
say that there was also a stop for lunch, but it is difficult to believe, because the time of 
navigation would become too short[7].  
The system of stopping by night began to change when lighthouses were placed in 
prominent sites of the coast. We can remember that Alexandria had the first one, exactly 
on the island of Pharos[8] & [9], since the 3rd century BC, even the legend says that Hero[10], 
priestess of the temple of Aphrodite, sited in the northern coast of the Dardanelles strait, 
used a fire to guide her boyfriend Leander, to swim across it to meet her. Later, when 
Leander died by drowning, c650 BC, she established a fixed lighthouse on the temple as 
a memorial for him. 
By other hand, navigation was during the good seasons of the year[11]. In Rome it began 
about 10th March, with a great festival named nauigium isidis, in honour of the Egyptian 
goddess Isis, following the worship imported by the people coming from the shores of 
the river Nile who worked as members of the crew on military Roman ships, and whose 
details are well explained by Apuleius in The Golden Ass[12], aka[13] Metamorphose. The 
sailing season finished at the end of September or middle of October. But in the code Las 
Siete Partidas, by the king Alfonso X the Wise (1221-1284), the limits were 10th March 
and 11th November[14]. 
As a curiosity, we can say that the battle of Lepanto (1571.10.07) was held even there 
were many people who considered that it was too late because the season was nearly over. 
The season of navigation was maintained until a little before the end of mediaeval age, 
when the Hanseatic League, aka Hansa, decided it[15]. But in galleys exactly finished in 
1748, when these oared ships were dismantled by the Spanish and French Navies from 
their respective list of warships. 
But not all people were allowed to sail. In some Indian texts of moral and legislation 
named in Sanskrit Dharma Sutras, whose translation is righteousness thread, and which 
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is the earliest source of Hindu law, written c200 of our era, forbids to orthodox Brahmans 
to sail on the sea, which could be punished with the loss of their caste[16]. 
By other hand, it is necessary to remember that, since her origin, when the building of a 
ship was finished and before her launching, she had to be Christianized. Formerly the 
ceremony consisted in killing an animal —or a human being—, and putting the head of 
the victim on top of the stem. Nowadays, the system has improved and instead of the said 
bloody act, it consists in breaking a bottle of champagne or fine wine by the patroness 
against the fore side of the ship, just at the moment of her launching. I am sure that the 
good dressed lady which makes this service cannot think how fortunate is now, because 
some thousand years ago instead of a bottle she should cut the head of somebody. 
2. DANGERS AND SAVIOURS AT SEA 
Up to the beginning of Christian era, navigation was considered as a supernatural job, as 
we can read in several passages written by Homer[17] and Virgil[18], where a divinity says 
to Odysseus or Aeneas the course to be followed for calling to the port of destination. 
So, before a navigator would start to sail, he was obliged to implore, beg or request the 
help to his favourite god[19].  The Greeks had three ways to do it: 
1st. Libation[20]. It was a ritual form of ceremonial as the pouring of some liquid, generally 
wine, honey, milk or olive oil, on the sea. If the god attended it, his answer was shown by 
a favourable wind, which began to blow, or another good sign. Once the ceremony was 
finished the assistants to the act used to pray, with their arms up, pointing to the upper 
sky.  But when the god didn’t attend it, the norm was to improve the imploration, as we 
can see in the following paragraph. 
2nd. Sacrifice[21]. It was the offering to god of some vegetable food and even the blood 
of animals killed for this purpose. Generally, the animals were one chicken, sheep or 
cattle, following this order. But in any case the animal should be perfect, with a good 
health and without any defect. Unfortunately, in the past the sacrifice was not only of 
animals, and sometimes the victim was a human being. This we can read in the Aeneid, 
when a sacrifice of this kind was made for calming the wind. Even some peoples of Asia 
Minor used to sacrifice their prisoners of war, mainly if they were Greeks. When the said 
offering didn’t obtain any answer of the god, then the following one had to be applied. 
3rd. Hecatomb[22]. It was the burning of all parts of a lot of sacrificed animals, the word 
means 100 cattle, in honour of the god. Notwithstanding, the most usual way to practice 
it was by burning all non-edible parts of the them, as grease, skin, bones, etc., so the 
smoke produced by it could arrive to the divinity, while the rest, duly cooked, was eaten 
by the guests and assistants to the festive act.  
By one of the above said methods, the navigator could obtain a favourable help for leaving 
the port and initiate his navigation. But in many times, that help was not enough for all 
the trip and the ship become stopped anywhere before her arrival. Then, the master had 
to implore again the help of divinity for being able to go on his sailing. In other cases, the 
stop was produced by a divinity contrary to the one which favoured him, and the master 
had to search for the responsible of it by begs and offerings, and then, once he was found, 
to convince him for leaving the stop. 
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When the ship arrived to the port of destination, the first that the master had to do was to 
give thanks to the divinity for his fortunate arrival. 
3. EARLIEST PAGAN DIVINITIES 
By alphabetical order, we are going to give a short synthesis of the main divinities 
worshiped by ancient seamen[23]. 
Cronus or Kronos, Latinised as Chronus, was the Roman Saturn, and patron of the 
harvest. His worship by seamen raised after the building a temple in Promontorium 
Sacrum, now Sagres Point, besides Cape Saint Vincent, at the South westernmost part of 
Portugal, in whose Vila do Infante was created, by prince Henry the Navigator (1394-
1460), the famous and well known nautical school (1420). Ancient navigators used to 
anchor between the above said Point and Cape, and they asked in the temple the help of 
the god for a happy end of their sailing.  
The Dioscuri, whose word means sons of Zeus, were the twins called Castor and 
Pollux -or Polydeuces- whose mother was Leda, wife of Tyndareus, king of 
Lacedaemonia, aka Laconia, but with different father, because for the former was the 
proper king and for the latter the god Zeus. They were considered patrons of mariners and 
responsible of Saint Elmo’s fire, which was a sign of their protection. In accordance with 
the said patronage they had a temple in Naucratis, a city situated c70 km to the SE of 
Alexandria, Egypt. When the world was Christianized, the veneration to the twins 
followed for some centuries until the church was able to replace them for Saints Peter and 
Paul. They had a feast day on 15th July.  
Isis was a goddess in Ancient Egypt. She was the wife of her brother Osiris, and their son 
was Horus. I don’t explain more about her, because it has been told some paragraphs 
before. 
Minerva, Athena for Greeks, famous for her discordance with Neptune about the name to 
be given to the city of Athens, was a goddess of arts, wisdom, trade and war. In some 
places she was worshipped as patron of seaman, because she gave all details for building 
the ship Argo in Iolcos, used for taking the Golden Fleece in Colchis by Jason and his 
companions the Argonauts. 
Neptune, for the Greeks Poseidon, was the god of all fresh and salt waters.  So his 
veneration by seamen is not very far away in the past. It was very usual to represent him 
on a chariot drawn by hippocampus. In Spain he had an altar in Tarragona and two more 
in Carteya —bay of Algeciras—, and Suel —beside Fuengirola—, both in Andalusia. 
Serapis was the divinity patron of Alexandria which Ptolemy I Sotor (c367-c283 BC) 
raised as god of Greeks and Egyptians, in order to unify the beliefs of the inhabitants of 
the kingdom under his hands after the death of Alexander the Great (356-323 BC). 
Venus, the Greek Aphrodite, received a special veneration by Cyprus’ seamen, even she 
was a goddess related to love, beauty and fertility. 
Vulcan, in Greece Hephaestus, is another divinity venerated by some ancient navigators; 
even he was the god of fire. 
The worship on all pagan deities declined quickly when Theodosius I (347-395) on 
February 27th 380 promulgated the Christian as the religion of all Roman Empire. 
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Notwithstanding, some pagan facts are still maintained. By example, in some words, as 
Fortune, or as part of other ones, as chronology or chronometer, and even in objects, as 
the bracelets and other ornaments sold as souvenirs to tourists in Greece and Turkey, 
where an eye is shown, and that is the eye of Zeus, which is considered a good amulet 
with a very effective protection against spell or evil eye. 
4. RELIGIOSITY IN CHRISTIAN ERA 
Pilgrimage was the usual form used by all people, including sailors, for giving thanks to 
God, the Virgin or the Saint of their devotion for the favours obtained from any of them, 
or asking their help for any problem that they were unable to solve. The main places of 
pilgrimage were Rome, The Holly Land and Santiago de Compostela, where is buried the 
Apostle Saint James (5 BC-44), and whose tomb was found on the year 813. But the said 
places were not all. There are countless hermitages, chapels, churches, etc., with an image 
which is object of the devotion of sailors, amongst other people, and where many ex-
votos are held, the most of them being placed near the coast. But in some cases it is very 
far inland, as occurs with the French village of Rocamadour, sited just beside the canal 
du Midi, which joins the Mediterranean and the Atlantic seas, that is to say from Sète to 
Bourdeaux. In Rocamadour there is a sanctuary devoted to Saint Mary, known as the 
Black Virgin, and in accordance with the tradition, every time that a ship was lost at the 
sea, and her crew saved, the inhabitants of the place were noticed of the fact by the sound 
of the bells, playing by themselves, automatically, without the help of nobody. In it there 
are many ex-votos. By other hand, we know that Christopher Columbus, when he came 
back from his first (1493) and second (1496) voyages to America, he made a pilgrimage 
to the Spanish village of Guadalupe, to worship and give his thanks to the Virgin in the 
Royal Monastery sited there. 
Another sample of gratitude by a seaman to the celestial member of his devotion was to 
give a model of his ship to the chapel where he was worshiped. As a sample, we have to 
remember the model of the cog of Mataró, an ex-voto from c1450, now exhibited at the 
Maritime Museum Prins Hendrik, Rotterdam. Other ex-votos were watercolours or 
paintings on canvas that we will explain latter. 
5. THE CRUSADES 
To the pilgrimage places before mentioned is obliged to add Jerusalem, whose access was 
closed to Christians, when the city was in Muslim hands. This fact was the origin of both, 
the Crusades (1095-1291), eight in total, in which ships were used as means of transport, 
and the Sovereign Military Hospitaller Order of Saint John of Jerusalem, of Rhodes, and 
of Malta, created c1048 in the Holly Land, which moved to Cyprus when Jerusalem was 
lost again (1291); then to Rhodes, at the beginning of the 14th century (1310), where he 
remained until 1523; and finally in 1530 the Order was settled by the emperor Charles I 
of Spain and V of the Holy Roman Empire (1500-1558) in Malta. But in 1798 Napoleon 
Bonaparte (1769-1821) forced the Order to abandon the island, and in 1834 the Pope 
Gregory XVI (1765-1846) settled it definitively in Rome. 
I will reduce, for questions of space, the explanations about the image or paint of a saint 
or Holy Lady on board of many ships, as the crucifix, nearly full size, carried by the galley 
Real commanded by Don John of Austria (1547-1578) in Lepanto, and now at the 
Cathedral of Barcelona; and even the use of the name of one of the said heaven beings as 
the name of the proper ship, who could be a way to obtain his favours. Following the list 
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made by admiral Casimiro Vigodet Garnica (1787-1872), between the 219 warships of 
the Spanish Navy since c1700 to 1854, they were 90 with the name, or an alias, relative 
to a Saint or Virgin; 8 were named as a pagan divinity; and the rest with names of any 
other kind[24]. 
6. EX-VOTOS IN MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY AGES 
Votive offerings are very usual in Christian churches, and the ones made by seamen, as I 
said before, are models or paintings of ships, but in the 16th century when Protestantism 
began to appear, and in whose believes the images, saints and the Holy Lady were 
excluded, the ex-votos remained nearly only in Catholic and Orthodox buildings or places 
of worship. Notwithstanding, in some protestant ones, mainly in Denmark, Holland, 
Germany and other countries, models of ships of that epoch are still seen, mostly hanging 
from the ceiling, as an offer to the divinity by seamen. Unfortunately I unknown if they 
have also paintings of this kind. 
In Catholic churches, ship models are abundant, but the most of ex-votos are in oil 
paintings on canvas or wood, watercolours or gouaches on paper. The most are 
anonymous or made by the same seamen, but the rest were the work of much renamed 
and very specialized artists in ship portraits, which they were duly paid for it. By example, 
a short list of painters is as follows: in Spain Alejo Berlinguero de la Marca y Gállego 
(1757-1805), José Mongay Torné (1826-1902), José Pineda Guerra (1837-1907), and 
Rafael Monleón Torres (1843-1900); in France, the Roux brothers, Joseph Honoré 
Maxime Pellegrin (1793-1869) and Marie Edouard Adam (1847-1929); in UK, Jack 
Spurling (1870-1933); in Germany, Carl Fedeler (1799-1858); in Italy, Domenico 
Gavarrone (1821-1874), Luigi Renault (?-1880), Giovanni Luzzo (?-1877), and Vizenzo 
Luzzo (?-1885); in Malta, Nicola Cammillieri (1773?-1860); in USA, the Danish Antonio 
Jacobsen (1850-1921), and James Guy Evans (1809-?) —who also worked in Spain, and 
Cuba—, etc. 
By other hand, in some cities of Spain, there are models of ships as ex-votos which in 
some processions can be seen on a special litter carried by porters. One is from the 
hermitage of La Luz and San Telmo, in Santa Cruz de La Palma, Province of Santa Cruz 
de Tenerife in Canary islands. It is the model of a 17th century galleon attributed to 
Andrés del Rosario, author of the retable, reredos or raredos of the said hermitage, made 
in 1681. Probably the model was given as ex-voto by sailors of the West Indies route. She 
measures 1.57 m of length, with an image of the Saint on deck, and she participates in a 
procession in honour of both Saint Pedro González Telmo, patron of sailors, which is 
considered by people as the same Saint Elmo, and the nativity of the Virgin Mary, whose 
fests are at the beginning of September[25]. The other is a frigate of the 18th century, and 
2 m of length, kept in the parish of San Esteban de Barres, a municipal council of 
Castropol, in the Principality of Asturias, and she is carried by hand, and swung as 
balancing on the waves of the sea, in one procession during the fests of Saint Peter near 
the 29th June, which is his name day. On deck, there is a small image of the saint Pedrín, 
diminutive of Pedro, in English Pete and Peter, respectively.  
But ex-votos are not always paintings or models of ships. As a sample we can remember 
the small cask or wooden barrel, now exhibited in the Musée de la Marine, in Paris, which 
saved to Osmin Laborde in a wreck, in 1862, and he gave it, as a sample of gratitude, to 
the church of Nôtre Dame, in Arcachon. Another one is the silver mackerel of some 20 
cm long, given as gratitude by a young teenager to the image of Saint Peter, kept by the 
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Fishermen Guild of Badalona, for the extraordinary catch of the said kind of fish, the first 
time he went alone to sea with a small boat named Marraco, c1865, because his father 
was ill, and disobeying all his instructions. Every Maundy Thursday night the said fish is 
carried in the called Procession of Silence. 
History brings us also a notice of the miraculous navigation made by Saint Ramón de 
Peñafort (1180-1275), who using his cape, stick, scapular and crucifix, as ship, mast, sail 
and rudder, respectively, was able to sail from Sóller, in Majorca, to Barcelona[26]. 
Undoubtedly he made the trip with the assistance of the heaven, and this was one of the 
proofs used by Catholic Church to raise him to the category of saint. 
7. NON-CHRISTIAN FACTS 
The Supparaka-Jakata, a great book of Bodhisatta, aka Buddhism literature, explains that 
Supparaka was a famous master mariner of the city of Bharuch, an important trade port 
of the NW Indian State of Gujarat, used by Romans, and sited near the Narmada Estuary 
in the Gulf of Khambhat. He was so good and able in his work that the king appointed 
him as assessor. Notwithstanding, he was completely blind[27]. One day some merchants 
of that city gave to Supparaka the command of their ship. He tried to refuse, but they 
replied saying that even he was blind; no ship could be lost at sea with him at the helm. 
So the ship set sail and after four stormy months arrived to the port of destination. The 
voyage of return lasted one day only, because, as the source says, the ship was driven by 
divine or heaven forces. 
Herodotus (c484-425 BC) tells us what happened to Xerxes I of Persia, aka Xerxes the 
Great (519-465 BC), after the defeat of his navy by Themistocles (524-459 BC) at the 
battle of Salamis (480 BC), when he was sailing back to home. During the voyage, a very 
stormy wind blew and the master of the ship told to the king that the only way to save her 
would be by unloading people that were on deck. Then the king said: “Persians, each of 
you can show your interest for saving me”. All of them jumped into the sea, and dead; so 
the ship could arrive safe to the port of destination. Then the king gave a golden crown to 
the master as a sample of gratitude, and just after ordered to cut his head, as responsible 
for the dead of many Persians of high rang[28]. 
8. AN INEXPLICABLE FACT OR LEGEND 
There is an old Spanish poem, titled El conde Arnaldos, whose explanation, if it is not a 
legend, only can be understood if we believe that there had been by the help of an 
unknown hand of the heaven[29]. Here it is the text, translated by me, as literal as I could. 
Who could be so successful 
on the waters of the sea 
as happened to count Arnaldos 
on the morning of Saint John? 
With a hawk in his hand 
the hunt went for hunting 
he saw a galley that was coming 
nearing to the shore. 
She carried silken sails 
 
and ropes of golden yarns 
of silver were her anchors  
and of fine choral her boards  
Sailor at her command 
comes playing a song 
that the sea makes to calm 
and the winds to lessen 
fishes swimming near the bottom 
close above makes them to swim 
birds which are flying 
to the mast puts to rest. 
So spoke count Arnaldos 
you will hear very well all he says 
- For my live, sailor,  
tell me now your song. 
Answered him the sailor, 
this answer he was saying to give: 
- I don’t tell to anybody this song 
except who with me is going. 
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 9. CONCLUSION 
We reached the end of this paper. Nowadays seamen rarely give ex-votos to churches, 
because the high security provided to navigation by the modern electronic devices 
reduced the possibilities of a shipwreck to a level so small that an accident is very rare —
in 1858 were lost 2,083 ships, in 1859, 2,320[30]; in 2000, only 14; and in 2012, 69[31]; 
that is to say 5.7 and 6.36 per day; and 1.17 and 5.75 per month, respectively—. For 2012 
the number is a little high, because it includes boats used by immigrants. As it is obvious, 
seamen still maintain their faith to the heaven. 
In this sense, I will explain a joke or short tale. Once, a bishop and a priest were sailing 
together in a ship. When the wind raised and the waves become very high, the priest felt 
afraid and told to the bishop his fear. This said to his companion to look to the seamen on 
deck and see what they were making. The priest went to see them, and then he said that 
they were whistling, singing and working; so, the bishop answered, there is not any 
danger. Later, the weather worsened, and the before said facts were repeated, but now the 
priest saw that all semen were praying. When the bishop heard this notice, he said: Now 
we can be afraid, because the danger is really sure. 
And I will finish with a Spanish proverb[32], freely translated by me: 
With a skilful mate on the ship command 
there is no sinister sea 
nor the ship needs to have a refuge to shelter at hand 
Many thanks for the kind attention you have paid to my poor words. 
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Abstract 
The Baltic Sea Region appears as a specific circulation space crossed by many formal 
or informal networks. Ports, maritime transport and the entire shipping cluster are 
crucially important in the Baltic Sea Region. After the collapse of the USSR, the Baltic 
Sea has recovered its role as contact area between East and West. So since 1991, the 
Baltic maritime and ports world redials to meet the global maritime system 
requirements. Several interrogations arise concerning the current developments of the 
regional port system.  
In addition, the Baltic Sea is characterized by an interlocking of scales. Consequently, 
an analysis of the ports restructuration within the Baltic area can’t avoid of a multi-
scalar methodology. At the global level, traffic’s reorganisation generated a 
standardization of the Baltic Sea, responding to the dominant hub-and-spoke system. 
Intra-regional reality is quite different. The discourses on the Baltic unity are often 
based on the importance of maritime trade but there is an important regional diversity 
At the Eurasian scale, Baltic ports are no more margins of the European Union, but 
new crossroads in global intermodal flows.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. BACKGROUND 
The Baltic Sea is one of the world's busiest seas. Around 8 % of the world's maritime 
transportations are carried out in the region. Navigation in the Baltic Sea is challenging 
due to its relative shallowness, narrow navigation routes, and ice cover in wintertime. 
The transportation volumes in the Baltic Sea have increased significantly in recent years 
and this trend is expected to continue in the future [1]. Traffic growth is one of the main 
characteristic of the development of maritime transportation in the Baltic Sea during the 
last 20 years. In those years, ports needed modernizing, expanding, deepening, 
beginning to handle news kinds of cargo as the traditional liquid and dry bulk 
transported in the region. Indeed, transportation of containerized cargos has been 
intensively developing over the last decades. Container logistics comprises more than 
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just the overseas transport that is carried out by container vessels. Moreover, also 
stuffing, and storing containers as well as its hinterland transportation are included in 
the container logistics. In such a situation of a large increase in trade and freight 
transport volumes and in which the Baltic Sea region was facing a major economic 
restructuring, efforts to achieve more integrated and multimodal transport has appeared. 
1.2 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the maritime transport 
organization in the region. The approach is mainly through port traffics. This study is 
therefore based on maritime and rail transport statistics. It also relies on the analysis of 
transport networks and, more particularly, on regular lines. Moreover, the mapping of 
traffics establishes a new perception the Baltic Sea. Mapped maritime and port reality is 
a useful tool to criticism this commonly accepted situation. Besides this approach, the 
study also focuses on the integration of ports in the Eurasian landbridge, east-west 
interconnected corridor. A specific focus is on the Eastern Baltic shore, which includes 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Russia. The cargo flows from Russia and the CIS are the 
main driver of sea cargo flows in the region. Russia, being a significant natural 
resources exporter and an importer of consumer goods, drives the growth in the region. 
So, the eastern Baltic ports are positioning themselves as potential privileged spaces for 
the development of multimodality. 
1.3. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 
The research was carried out as a desktop research and a statistical analysis which has 
required the construction of a statistical database on Baltic Sea ports. 
The purpose of the desk research was to make a review of the existing literature. Most 
of the facts about the transport/handling volumes presented in this study have been 
based on written sources of Scandinavian, Baltic and French origin. One of the first 
benefits of this approach is as follows: the literature is quite rare for the entire Baltic 
Sea. There are mainly spatial or thematic approaches. For instance, studies about the 
Gulf of Finland are numerous, mainly carried by finish researchers. Thematic 
approaches are often centred on oil transportation, environmental interrogations and 
passenger or ferry traffic. 
The aim of statistical analysis was to enable a comprehensive approach to regional 
ports, through the construction of a wide-ranging and evolutionary database on the ports 
of the Baltic Sea. Statistical analysis was mainly based on Eurostat data but also on 
European Seaport Organisation’s information. Furthermore, statistical sources, 
academic journals, periodicals, newspapers and Internet sites of different stakeholders 
(e.g. ports, operators and terminals) have been used as sources of information. In 
addition, some inquiries about the handled or transported in the Baltic Sea were sent by 
email to terminals, ports and authorities. 
So, one of the contributions of the article is to work on maritime transport at the whole 
Baltic scale. Originality also lies in the linking of maritime transport and multimodal 
activities developments in the region. 
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1.4. STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER 
The paper is structured as follows. Part 2 contains the current state analysis of maritime 
traffic in the Baltic Sea Region. In this part, mainly resulting of the statistical analysis, 
appears the fact that Baltic Sea ports have common characteristics but also some 
differences in function of the location. Part 3 focuses on the trends of this spatial 
differentiation and on the undergoing regionalization: there is several different ports’ 
ranges in the Baltic Sea. In Part 4, the results of the study of maritime and multimodal 
transport development in the region are presented, especially in regard to the dry-port 
concept and block trains. 
 
2. COMMONS CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BALTIC SEA 
2.1. THE CONTEXT 
The geographical characteristics give to the Baltic Sea a central role in international 
trade relations: spatial link between the northern, western, central and Eastern Europe, 
trading hub defining the Baltic sea. 
2.1.1. GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES 
There are four main ways to define the Baltic Sea Region (BSR): 
- A physical natural region, an area of 374,000 km2 and an average depth of 57 m. 
The majority of the Baltic's water comes from the many rivers of bordering 
countries, however, there are also periodic and ecologically significant inflows of 
saline water through the Kattegat. The Baltic Sea is home to many species of plants, 
animals and micro-organisms in a great variety of different habitats. Baltic Sea is 
known to be one of the northernmost seas of Europe which freezes every winter 
also but nowadays, despite the sea ice conditions, winter traffic accounts for one 
quarter of the annual traffic [2] ; 
- An economic functional region, emerging economic meso-region in Europe and 
gateway regarding the economic flows “between the East and the West”; 
- A political administrative region, in which boundaries are often changing but in the 
1990s developed the idea of integration; 
- A socio-cultural region, collective and invested histories and memories of Hansa 
and Northernness, boundary or transition zone “between the East and the West”… 
Consequently, the Baltic Sea appears as a specific space, at the intersection of two 
regions. It is a dynamic space, and also a margin, less controlled than the central place, 
new European frontier (the gradients are the strongest on the shorter distance) and 
crossed by many networks, physical and institutional. 
2.1.2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The Iron Curtain was dividing the Baltic Sea in two separated areas. At the end of the 
Soviet period, The Baltic Sea was only partially linked by transport networks. 
Disintegration of the USSR and adhesion of Baltic States to European Union made this 
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one a border territory between Russia and EU. After the collapse of Former Soviet 
Union, the new boundary remained almost easy to cross. In the beginning of the 21th 
century, it became no more fuzzy but rather fixed [3]. 
In the 1990’s the transport sector was strongly affected by the geopolitical 
transformations. In subsequent years, the situation has normalized, but 2004 
enlargement of EU changes the nature of the border with Former Soviet Union (FSU). It 
displaced the European Union border to the East, introducing a discontinuity in this area 
of the eastern Baltic.  
The eastern shore of the BSR has undergone a transformation from planned economies 
to market orientation. The interest in the Baltic States originates from their importance 
as new markets within the European Union, and their transit function for trade with 
Russia. 
2.2. THE BALTIC SEA REGION, A MARITIME REGION  
Major shipping routes serve the hubs of the world maritime circulatory organization. In 
Europe, maritime transportation is concentrated on the Northern Range. The other 
European facades, among which the Baltic Sea, are considered as secondary and served 
from these ports pivots via feedering services. 
2.2.1. A SECONDARY MARITIME FACADE  
The Baltic Sea is very transport-intense. Its share in world sea-borne trade is in the 
range of 8 per cent. The reason for this percentage is on one hand, the high 
internationalization of Baltic economies and, on other hand the pronounced logistics- 
intensity of leading industrial cluster in the Baltic Sea region and its hinterland. 
Furthermore, foreign trade of several Baltic Sea countries to a high extend is realized by 
sea transport rather than other transport modes. In Finland, for instance, the share of sea 
transport in foreign trade is 80 per cent [4]. Significant cargo flows in the Baltic region 
are aligned with the global shipping lines. 
In the Baltic we find all the cargoes and transport technologies, although in some 
sectors in a special expression reflecting the relative shorter sea distances and the limits 
for ship size, because of the maximal water depth in the sea’s entrance (See table 1). 
The ships being able to come into the Baltic Sea have to fulfil the requirement of having 
the draught only below 17.5 meters. This is one of the reasons why the ports in the 
Baltic Sea region only attend short-sea shipping lines and feeder ships, which transport 
cargos from/to the hub ports of Europe (Rotterdam, Antwerp Bremerhaven and 
Hamburg) [5].  
Table 1: Structure of Baltic Sea transport according to traffic relation 
 General cargo Bulk cargo Passengers 
External 
traffic 
Feeder services              
Ro/ro services 
Medium size tankers 
and bulk carriers Cruise shipping 
Intra-baltic 
traffic Ro/ro services 
Handy and medium 
size tankers and bulk 
carriers 
Ferry lines                       
Cruise shipping 
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Ro-ro transport, handled by ferries and ro-ro cargo ships, typically represent Baltic 
internal transport which covers up to 80 per cent of total. Baltic external transport is 
dominating; its share in 2010 was 89 per cent. 
In these conditions, the port of Hamburg constitutes the centre of maritime trade, 
particularly in the area of the container [6]. In 2011, 88% of Baltic containers ports had 
at least one connection with Hamburg. For 81% of them, the north-German metropolis 
was one of the first three destinations in number of connections.  
In fact, the Baltic Sea is not attractive enough for the direct calls of transoceanic ships: 
its situation in maritime “dead-end”, the weaknesses of volumes, and the fragmentation 
of nearby calls are some of the main causes. It is therefore served by a feeder network to 
the major European ports. Regular feeder lines are either circular, with coverage of a 
few ports, very often including St. Petersburg, either direct toward one or two ports.  
2.2.2. RAPIDLY GROWING TRAFFIC  
The main shared element by the whole ports of the Baltic Sea is an unprecedented 
growth in their activities. Since the middle of the 1990s Baltic maritime transport 
increased considerably. The overall traffic in the Baltic Sea has almost doubled since 
1997 (Figure 1), whereas in the same time the growth of the world seaborne trade was 
only approximately of 65 %.  The compound annual growth rate in cargo handling from 
1995 to 2010 was 3.2 per cent[5]. 
 
Figure 1: Maritime transport evolution in the BSR from 1997 to 2012 
 
 
This growth of the maritime traffic in the Baltic Sea is essentially explained by three 
factors:  
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- The world economic growth has led to an increase of the volume of maritime 
freight which is the main support of global trade; 
- The important geopolitical changes in the region have opened the eastern shore to 
the market economy and foster the development of new traffics, like manufactured 
goods to Russia.  
- Russian access to the world ocean is limited and has suffered from the port 
specialization inherited from the Soviet era. Russia needs the Baltic Sea to export 
its raw materials, principally oil product. 
In 2012, the total amount of cargo handled in the ports bordering the Baltic Sea was 
839.4 million tonnes. Around 42 % of the cargo was liquid bulk, 32 % other dry cargo 
and 26 % dry bulk. Measured by total cargo volume, Russia is the leading country in the 
BSR, with a growing market share of a quarter (25%), followed by Sweden with a fifth 
(21%). Approximately 13 % went through Finnish ports, and the rest (42 %) through 
Latvian, Polish, Danish, German, Estonian and Lithuanian ports. The largest Baltic Sea 
ports (Figure 2) in 2010 by cargo volumes were Primorsk, St. Petersburg, Gothenburg, 
Klaipeda and Riga[1].  
 
Figure 2: Baltic Sea main ports 
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So, Baltic ports have experienced an increase in their traffic excepted only of Fredericia 
(- 7 % ), Helsingborg (- 14 %) and Ventspils (- 23 % ).  The decline of Ventspils is 
easily explained by a reorientation of Russian exports, particularly oil exports to new 
Russian ports of the Gulf of Finland. Fredericia and Helsingborg, due to their location, 
face an intense competition from other ports, at the entrance of the Danish straits as 
Brofjorden and especially Gothenburg which is nowadays the main Swedish hub. The 
recent ex-nihilo creation of Russian ports (Primorsk, Ust-Luga) in the Gulf of Finland 
explains the explosion of their traffic over the period 1997-2011.  
Container traffic had the strongest growth followed by ro-ro cargoes and liquids, dry 
bulk increased only slightly and break bulk / other general cargo even decreased. 
2.2.3. Oil products, the major freight in the Baltic Sea 
Maritime oil transportation in the region is not recent. According to cargo groups, liquid 
goods present the highest transport volumes, their share is summing up to more than 40 
per cent. That mainly is raw oil and oil products, but also chemicals [1]. At present, 25 % 
of the vessels in the Baltic Sea are oil tankers or tankers carrying chemicals.  
In 2012, liquid bulk increased in volumes and totalled 319 million. The development of 
the maritime traffic in the Baltic Sea Region (BSR) is mainly due to the growth of 
Russian oils exportations. So, this build-up was mainly a result of growing liquid 
handling of Russian ports (+17%), in particular that of Ust-Luga, where the volumes 
grew more than four times compared to the previous year. Nearly 60 per cent of the 
tanker transport is Russian export going through the Russian ports of Primorsk, St. 
Petersburg, Kaliningrad and Vysotsk, but also in transit through Tallinn, Ventspils and 
Klaipeda (Figure 3). 
 
Figure 3: Baltic Sea ports cargo structure 
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 Oil traffic is nowadays more distributed between several ports even if Primorsk become 
a regional colossus, with 75 million tons of oil cargo in 2011 (25% of total Russian 
exports of oil). There are dedicated oil ports such as Primorsk, Kilpilahti-Skoldvik, and 
Butinge. Many ports have oil and oil products as the major cargo, including Ust-Luga, 
Gothenburg, Ventspils, Tallinn, Gdansk, and Vysotsk. In the southern ports of the 
Baltic, like Polish ports, liquid bulk is less dominant, and their activities are primarily 
comprised of dry bulk export and general merchandise import, with the exception of 
Gdansk, entrance door of oil products in Poland.  
The second largest group of cargoes is dry bulk (coal, iron ore, grain as well as 
fertilizers) which account for less than 30% of all transports. The dry bulk commodities 
are always a non-negligible part of the structure of the port traffic, especially on the 
Eastern shore. Also in this sector Ust-Luga developed strongly, although Riga still 
represented the biggest dry bulk handling port within the BSR. This significant share of 
bulks in the traffic, especially hydrocarbons, strengthened the role of the tramping1 in 
the BSR.  
The final group, called “other cargo”, includes break bulk and other general cargoes not 
included in the container and ro-ro segments. Here we find three sub-groups: Forestry 
products with about 50 per cent of the groups’ volume, then iron and steel with 25 per 
cent and other general cargo also with nearly 25 per cent. 
In sum, four features define the dynamics of the maritime traffic in the Baltic Sea: the 
increase in oil traffic based on the Russian exports, the upward movement of containers, 
the growth intra-Baltic ro-ro circulation and the concentration of traffic on certain ports, 
especially St. Petersburg [7]. 
- PORT DIFFERENTIATION AND REGIONALIZATION  
The Baltic regionalisation exists via the concentration of maritime connections on the 
ports of Hamburg and Bremerhaven which manifest the integration of the Baltic Sea in 
the global maritime networks.  
The maritime traffic is relatively diffused on the whole of the Baltic Sea, even if there is 
a distinction of maritime and port activities within the Baltic Sea, mostly between the 
south and the north shores.   
3.1. A HIERARCHIZED CONTAINERIZATION NETWORK 
Containerized cargo is transported via shipping lines, operated on a regular basis. It is 
characteristic of the insertion of Baltic ports in the regular maritime lines, therefore of 
their levels of integration in the world trade.  
The amount of containers shipped in the Baltic Sea is determined by the proximity of 
consumer markets with Russia being the key destination point of containerized cargo. 
This explains the confident leading position taken by the port of St. Petersburg in that 
1  In this form of service a maritime company rents a ship for a specific purpose, commonly 
between a specific port of origin and destination. This type of shipping service is notably used 
in the case of bulk cargo. 
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segment. Only a few ports handle large quantities of containers. The largest regional 
container port, Saint-Petersburg, stands only 10th in Europe, the second largest 
(Gothenburg) 20th. Due to geography, Baltic ports cannot reach the volumes of large 
Western Europe ports, which act as transshipment hubs. 
In 2012, the number of containers handled among Baltic Sea ports amounted to 9.4 
million TEUs, which equals an annual growth of 7%. The composition of the 20 largest 
container ports remained the same as in 2011 (Figure 4). St. Petersburg is clearly the 
undisputable leader in this segment with approximately 2.5 million TEUs handled (23 
million tons), while Gdansk recorded considerable and continued growth in container 
numbers handled. Empty outbound containers is a shared singularity in the region 
leading to a trend of general and bulk cargo being often sent in containers to reduce 
costs. 
  
Figure 4: Baltic Sea containerized traffic in 2011 
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 The analysis of the containerized traffic in the ports of the Baltic Sea in 2011 
distinguishes three types of ports in the region[8]: 
- Traditional regional importance ports as Gothenburg and Trelleborg whose 
location and the early opening of containerized goods explain the contemporary 
importance. For instance, the port of Gothenburg benefits from multiple 
advantages: location “before” the Danish straits, and privileged situation ; 
- Regional or national ports, mainly located on the western shore of the Baltic Sea. 
The often modest traffic of these ports must not minimalize their role in the 
regional economies, especially for the "distant" regions of the Gulf of Bothnia; 
- Ports of "Russia" are themselves made up of Russian, Baltic and Finnish 
(Hamina/Kotka) ports. This port’s range is also the most dynamic one in the BSR.  
- Year 2013 saw the continuing growth of containerized cargo flows in the region 
but important terminals were mainly located in the countries with larger consumer 
markets, and shipping lines tend to overtook smaller ports in their routes. 
3.2.  TOWARD A SUB-REGIONALIZATION OF BALTIC SEA 
3.2.1. SEVERAL DIFFERENT MARITIME FACADES 
The differentiation is mainly the result of the diversity of the ports’ hinterland, their 
dimensions, their economic characteristics or the type of goods concerned.  
In the Gulf of Bothnia, the traffic is less important than in the rest of the Baltic Sea. 
Two main factors explain this situation: the weakness of the regional market and the 
constraints to navigation, mainly in winter due to the freeze-up[2]. However, the 
maritime transport remains paramount and often constitutes the main or even the sole 
support of international flows of goods and passengers. 
The Scandinavian ports constitute a first group because they are in general at the end of 
regular maritime line and are rarely transit ports. The shipping lines are essential for the 
supply of the countries and for the export of national productions, including the wood. 
95% of containers received in the port of Copenhagen are for example used in the 
Greater Copenhagen region.  
Finally, the southern ports are of 2 types: 
- The German ports, near the straits, are ports dominated by ro-ro north/south 
flows. This is also the case of a large number of Danish ports. 
- The Polish ports are medium size ports whose hinterland is essentially national. 
Gdańsk and Gdynia have long constituted the exit door of industrial products 
routed through the axis Warsaw/Gdańsk and especially Lodz/Gdańsk. Today these 
axes are used in the context of institutionalized corridors and corridors of project. 
On the eastern shore of the Baltic Sea, ports specificities are clear and a particular 
network performs (Figure 5).  It also appears in the Danish Straits with a dense network 
of intra-baltic connections between Danish and Swedish ports.  
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 Figure 5: Baltic Sea containerization network. 
 
 
3.2.2. INTEGRATED CROSS-BORDER AREAS 
Intra-baltic shipping is also very important in the region, mainly using ro-ro vessels and 
ferries. Intra-baltic services mark clearly the Baltic paradox: when the Baltic economy 
becomes increasingly globalized, its transportation is regionalizing. This phenomenon is 
reinforced by the policies of maritime companies. For instance, second grand Nordic 
operator, the Danish company DFDS has successively acquired Lisco (Lithuania) in 
2001 and Latline (Latvia) in 2003.  
So, a number of ports in the Baltic Sea specialize in Ro-Ro cargo segment (Lubeck, 
Rostock, Trelleborg) and the effects of local level integration are particularly important 
within the Baltic area. A typology on the ro-ro connections in 2011 confirmed the low 
number of dependent ports on the Baltic scale. Most are located on the German 
coastline (Lübeck, Travemünde), as well as on the eastern facade (Ventspils, 
Riga, Liepāja, Klaipėda).  Within the Danish straits or in the Gulf of Finland, some 
other ports are more connected to the European scale: Hamina/Kotka, Rauma, Sundsvall 
or Gothenburg for instance.  
Most of the ro-ro connections are therefore engaged at the local level, particularly 
around three major areas: the Oresund (Figure 6), the region of the Gulf of Finland and 
the central Baltic. The intensity of the ro-pax connections in these regions is based on a 
strong functional integration.  
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Figure 6: Ro-pax lines in the Øresund 
 
 
3.3. THE EASTERN BALTIC PORT RANGE 
After the collapse of the USSR, half of the former Soviet port capacity of the Baltic Sea 
was located outside Russia. In the mid-1990s, Russia had to find a safe and cheap way 
for commercial relations [7]. First solution was to use the “soviet” ports located in the 
Baltic States and some Finnish ports. In a new political and competitive environment, 
Russia is now increasing port capacities in the Baltic Sea [9].   
The following factors in the eastern Baltic need to be taken into consideration: the 
geographic asymmetry of the cargo flow (approximately 90% of the cargos flow in the 
direction East to West); the relative homogeneity of production of the types of cargos 
(two thirds of all the cargos handled are coal and oil products, which have a very limited 
potential of additional value); homogeneity of the countries of origin. Russia is sharply 
developing the ports of its region, in order to decrease the cargo flow in other transit 
corridors. Furthermore, in 2012, several new ro-ro and container lines have been opened 
in the Baltic Sea[5].  
In reality, there is a Baltic ports range with its own characteristics and a specific 
organization, in which the ports have linked similarities with the combination of 
competition, complementarities and cooperation. From an endogenous way, the Baltic 
range represents itself by common characteristics and original interdependence. From 
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an external point of view, it is also characterized by its specific links with the main 
maritime ways. Today, this ports’ range still keeps particularities of the Soviet system:  
- The purpose of the port system remains mostly similar: exports of raw materials 
from Russia and the CIS countries and import of manufactured goods; 
- The substantial part of the cargos handled in the eastern Baltic ports is supposed 
to be shipped further on to Russia or other CIS countries (approximately 80% of 
all the containers handled in the ports of Latvia match this description). 
Increase in maritime traffic (Figure 2) has mainly benefited the ports of the Gulf of 
Finland where are localized the two most dynamic ports in the region: St. Petersburg 
and Primorsk, but also the new opened port of Ust-Luga. The investment-driven rapid 
development of the port of UstLuga has recently moved it to the second place by cargo 
turnover among the ports of the region, outperforming St. Petersburg by the total cargo 
turnover in 2013. Unlike the port of St. Petersburg, which continues to be one of the 
traditional leaders in the region and is an undisputable leader as a hub for containerized 
cargo, the current key player Primorsk experienced an outstanding growth in years 
2003-2007. The port specializes purely in oil cargo handling, which is supplied via the 
Baltic Pipeline System (BPS).  
Except the Russian ports, the ports of Riga and Klaipeda are the most dynamic in the 
region, using the Russian proximity but also different hinterland possibilities toward 
Belarus, Ukraine or Central Asia.  
The role of ports in the Baltic Sea Region is vital for the Russian Federation and other 
CIS countries, including the delivery of containers to the main consumption areas 
(Moscow region) and a few further destinations. For the reasons, Tallinn, Riga, 
Klaipeda and the Russian ports are emerging as the entry doors of the CIS. To 
encourage the container traffic, ports and railway companies are organizing block trains 
between the Baltic States and the CIS but also with Afghanistan and China. 
4. MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENT ON THE BALTIC SHORES 
Multi-modalism is closely aligned to containerization. It is the development of the 
transit system beyond the sea leg on a port-to-port basis to overland infrastructure [10]. 
On all shores of the Baltic Sea, multi-modalism is also developing in link with container 
transportation, and in link with port and maritime activities. 
4.1. DRY PORTS IMPROVEMENT IN THE BSR 
When containerisation is bumming, ports often meet with shortage of capacities for 
container storage areas. The concept of the dry port is based on a seaport directly 
connected by rail with inland intermodal terminals, where shippers can leave and/or 
collect their goods in intermodal loading units as if directly at the seaport. The seaport 
and the inland terminals are connected with high capacity traffic modes, such as rail, 
rather than only with road. Thus, a dry port is a port situated in the hinterland servicing 
an industrial/commercial region connected with one or several ports by rail and/or road 
transport and is offering specialised services between the dry port and the transmarine 
destinations. In addition to the transhipment that a conventional inland intermodal 
terminal provides, services such as storage, consolidation, depot, maintenance of 
containers, and customs clearance are usually available at dry ports [11]. Nowadays, with 
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to the development of container traffic, there is growing number of dry ports in the BSR 
in order to distribute containers into hinterland in a structured and optimal way, as in 
Sweden or in Poland. 
The concept has been implemented by the port of Gothenburg from which containers 
are transferred to the other parts of Sweden. The Port of Gothenburg is no railway 
operator but a very important driver for developing the Swedish intermodal system in 
general and rail based hinterland services in particular. The container shuttles connected 
to the port is the success story of Swedish rail-based intermodality. The system has been 
developed over a number of years, and currently 26 full train shuttles are operated by 
seven different railway operators. Most of the shuttles offer a daily frequency [12].  
Poznan dry port is an interesting example too. It is a distant dry port that supports the 
North range European ports in the supply of containers coming from the other 
continents and directed to Poland and neighbouring countries. There is close co-
operation of the local rail container terminals with the sea ports of Hamburg, 
Bremerhaven, Rotterdam or Antwerp in relieving their traffic congestion resulting from 
the excess of transhipment operations to be carried on a limited area in a very short 
time. Poznan is used as a dry port receiving large number of containers in order to 
distribute them throughout the country. It may be estimated that ca. 150.000 TEU are 
yearly transported on rails coming through Poznan container terminals. The main 
receiving regions in Poland are south of Poland and central part of Poland.  
In the same way, Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC), which owns the majority of 
stevedoring company Klaipedos Smelte shares, intends to transport more cargo by 
railway. MSC Vilnius has signed a letter of intent with Lithuanian Railways to establish 
a large container terminal at Vilnius Intermodal Terminal (VIT). VIT is being built near 
Vaidotai railway station through which container trains travel constantly. 
4.2. PORTS AND RAILWAYS IN THE EASTERN BALTIC 
Baltic States are mainly transit territories for goods coming from or going to post-soviet 
states. So, the transport system is based on the complementarities of ports and railways. 
4.2.1 TRANSPORT SECTOR AND TRANSIT 
The independence of the Baltic in early 1990 and EU enlargement of 1 May 2004, 
displaced the European Union border to the east, introducing a discontinuity in the area 
of the eastern Baltic. But it doesn’t juxtapose any difference in mesh or network, 
because they are largely inherited from the Soviet period. At late twentieth century, 
when the political discontinuities have moved, transportation networks have persisted. 
Transport contributes to keep territories strongly reached. 
Transport and logistics sector has a significant role in the economy of the Baltic States. 
Transportation and storage sector has traditionally been one of the key industries in the 
Baltic States, making a significant contribution to the wealth of the countries. 
Transportation and storage sector in Lithuania grew faster than the country's overall 
economy in 2012. The sector generated over 13% of the total GDP in Lithuania in 2012, 
which is the highest ratio across the Baltic States. In Latvia the figure reached 12%, 
while over 80% of international railway cargo flows in the country went through ports 
in 2012. 
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Transit is of key importance to the sector. In the port of Tallinn, 76% of freight handled 
in 2012 was transit. The port of Riga estimates transit to account for approximately 
70%-77% of all freight handled. In Lithuania, the port of Klaipeda is less dependent on 
transit traffic than other ports of the Baltic States In 2012, 42% of traffic was transit, out 
of which 78% came from Belarus. 
4.2.2. A SOVIET INHERITANCE: RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION 
The transit traffic is mainly supported by railway transportation. Amounts transported 
by rail (measured in million tonne-kilometres) are significantly higher than in the other 
countries. The following table clearly shows the regional specificity in terms of freight 
transport (Table 2): it is dominated by rail, especially for international circulation. Even 
if rail share in freight transport is decreasing, it is still higher than in the other EU 
countries. Road transport is yet minor and volatile. As statistics about road transport are 
not available, only rail transport is here analysed. 
 
Table 2: Part of rail in fret transportation (%) 
 1998 2000 2005 2009 
EU  19.7 17.7 16.5 
Estonia 67.3 62.7 64.6 52.7 
Latvia 76 73.5 70.2 69.8 
Lithuania 59.5 53.4 43.9 40.1 
Source: Eurostat, 2010.  
Main international rail freight flows in the Baltic States concern Russia, as a result of 
port transit activities. For instance crude oil exported by Tallinn-Muuga is carried by 
rail from Russia. We can notice a spatial differentiation of intensity and distribution of 
international rail freight: 
- In Lithuania, flows exist with most post-Soviet states;  
In Latvia, the distribution of flows is much more concentrated, with the absence of the 
Caucasus countries. In Latvia approximately 97 % of all transported cargo carried by 
railway is international cargo transit; 
- Estonia seems to be in an intermediate position. 
There is also a phenomenon of neighbourhood, for example between Lithuania and 
Belarus (Klaipeda exports Belarus fertilizers to EU and USA).In addition, traditional 
goods (metals, minerals, oil ...), a new kind of traffic considerably increases: container 
flows. 
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4.2.3. BLOCK-TRAINS RAPID DEVELOPMENT 
Ports, railway companies and new operators (shipping and stevedoring international 
companies) are setting up block-trains between the Baltic States and FSU or China. A 
block train, is a train in which all the wagons making it up are shipped from the same 
origin to the same destination, without being split up or stored en route. Block-trains 
enable “door-to-door” delivery, safety and easy border crossing as well as customs 
procedures (CIS/EU border in 30 min).  
The most successful pattern is the shuttle train Viking, launched in 2003, between 
Klaipeda (Lithuania), Odessa and Illichivsk (Figure 7), which carries about 40,000 
TEUs per year. Railways and shipping companies, ports of Lithuania and Ukraine, 
cooperate to simplify customs procedures, so trains can travel in 52 hours the 1,734 
kilometers that separate the two ports. Today, Georgia intends to join the Viking 
intermodal project. In addition, negotiations are underway with Moldova, Turkey, Syria, 
Azerbaijan, Finland, Sweden and Norway. 
The second good example is the Baltica transit, a twice weekly block-train service 
between Riga and Almaty (Kazakhstan). Transit time is 8-10 days. In Latvia, the train is 
operated by LDZ Cargo in cooperation with FESCO (Far Eastern Shipping Co.) for the 
Russian part. 
 
Figure 7: Block-trains between Baltic States and CIS countries 
 
 
Indeed, the prospect of a rapid development of transport potential sharpens ambitions of 
regional actors. Nowadays, many projects appear. AS Baltic Rail develops scheduled 
container trains from Šeštokai to St. Petersburg, Moscow and Central Asia. The choice 
of Šeštokai railway station is not trivial because it is the oriental terminus of European 
gauge railway lines. The idea is to make this technical constraint an asset for the 
development of network interoperability, particularly with the forthcoming opening of 
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the Rail Baltica. Reloading is combined with logistics much more profitable functions, 
especially because it will more and more be manufacturing products with high added 
value to distribute over large areas [13].  
The Rail Baltica project illustrates the importance of North-South corridor with further 
growing with economic developments in Black Sea and Mediterranean Sea countries. 
North-South transport corridor gives new links for East-West trade and supports 
economic development. 
So, eastern Baltic has a favourable logistical position with multiple railway connections 
to CIS and Asian countries. Regular container trains run to/from Russia, Belarus, 
Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Afghanistan and China. Furthermore, special 
container trains run several times per week, securing direct access to the continent. 
4.3. THE BALTIC SEA AND THE EURASIAN LANDBRIDGE  
Sea transport is the main way of goods’ transportation between Europe and Asia. It is 
mainly using the royal road, passing through the Suez Canal. Many alternatives are 
studied. Among them, a rail landbridge through Russia appears like the more realistic.  
4.3.1. LANDBRIDGE DEFINITION 
In the strictest sense the term applies to traffic that is transiting across a continent en 
route to overseas destinations [14]. So, The Silk Road can be considered as one of the 
first major landbridge.   
The Eurasian Landbridge can be defined as a mini or a micro Landbridge because it 
uses a landmass as a link in a transport chain involving a foreign origin and an inland 
destination (sometimes at the end of the landmass) [15]. In fact, the Trans-Siberian was 
the first mini-bridge to be in operation in 1967, linking harbours of the pacific coast to 
ports of Baltic and Atlantic coasts of Europe. Still, an -Eurasian Landbridge that covers 
Siberia and ends at the pacific coast of Russia or China is receiving serious 
considerations. Freight shipments by rail between Germany and China would fall into 
this category. The group of shipments that use the overland corridor for a portion of its 
length, such as the traffic between Baltic Sea and Central Asia, is more functioning like 
a micro-bridge. 
4.3.2. THE EAST-WEST FREIGHT CORRIDOR 
The beginning of the 21st century has brought renewed interests for the corridor, 
especially with the booming of Asian trade and the increasing pressure to ship 
containerized freight in a time sensitive manner over long distances. 
Despite of some challenges, the prospects of the Eurasian Landbridge remain positive. 
For China, an opportunity to develop the interior provinces and avoid congestion at the 
coastal ports could also be partially fulfilled by the Eurasian Landbridge. In January 
2008 a long distance service called the Beijing-Hamburg Container Express was 
inaugurated. The 10000 km service takes 15 days to link the Chinese capital to the 
German port, going through Mongolia, the Russian Federation, Belarus and Poland. The 
maritime journey covering the same markets would take about 30 days. The freight 
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corridor in its contemporary form could save about 15 days on the journey between 
China and Europe.  
A Eurasian landbridge might mainly use the Russian railways. One of the main Russian 
development projects is to utilize the country’s geographical position in order to create 
new international corridors and integrate Russian railway sector into Eurasian transport 
network [16].  
In fact, there are several corridor possibilities which with their numerous branches, 
forms an unified network, providing the foundation for the development of a gigantic 
economic area. The more important are the following ones: 
- The Trans-Siberian Railway is the principal railway link between European 
Russia and its industrial regions to the east. 
- The Northern Trans-Asian corridor is the second most developed. It runs from 
Lianyungang through China, Kazakhstan and Russia to Western Europe. 
- The Central Trans-Asian corridor runs from the Sino-Kazakh border to Almaty 
to Volgograd in Russia and on to Ukraine. This corridor is relatively 
underdeveloped now. 
Nowadays, direct overland shipments remain insignificant. Even if a rail landbridge 
could capture only a small share of the market, that would represent an important 
economic opportunity for the railways involved. In consequences, the northern 
corridors, going to the Baltic Sea, have received more attention despite the presumed 
time/ distance advantages. A part of the necessary infrastructure exists to ensure the 
setting of the corridor, particularly along the Trans-Siberian which is double tracked and 
electrified but some obstacles still exist. They can be grouped into three categories: 
- Technical: an extensive as the rail network appears on the map but there are a 
number of missing links or bottlenecks. The main one is the gauges difference, 
standard (1.435 m) and broad (1.520 m), which requires reloading or an 
adaptation of the equipment to gauge change. In any cases, this imposes 
additional delays.  
- Commercial: as much as time and distance advantages of the landbridge are 
evident, a critical factor is cost. Maritime transport is still most cost efficient 
than the intermodal solution. 
- Operational: there is a large number of operational difficulties. Customs 
clearance and border controls are seen as a potential bottleneck.  There are many 
countries involved in rail land segment that are politically, economically and 
culturally very different. The multitude of actors requires a level of multinational 
cooperation [17].  There has also to be a single bill of lading issued by the freight 
forwarder that covers the entire intermodal journey. 
Developing and improving intermodal links between the coastal regions and inland 
markets in both Europe and Asia is the first step. Thus ports in Europe extend their 
intermodal connections eastward, while Asian ports establish efficient intermodal links 
in adjacent markets. 
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4.3.3. EASTERN BALTIC OPPORTUNITIES IN THE EURASIAN LANDBRIDGE 
DEVELOPMENT 
In this context, the Baltic Sea is positioning itself as a potential privileged space for the 
development of intermodality:  
- Western "natural" terminus of the rail network inherited from the Soviet Union, 
they are now integrated into the European transport system; 
- Recent and contemporary developments of the Trans-European Networks induce 
the emergence of new transport opportunities like the emergence of multimodal 
logistics platforms. 
- Baltic ports are connected by an important feeder network to the Northern Range 
and the usage of a land segment can insure the continuity of a maritime segment. 
Moreover, combining sea and rail transport offers a response to land-locked Central 
Asia, using block-trains between the Baltic ports and this region. The northern route 
through the Baltic Sea has the constraint of transfer by ferry, but however avoids all 
transit through intermediate countries like Ukraine or Poland. This option provides 
opportunities to the Baltic States ports, primarily Klaipeda which ensures the shortest 
way.  
The eastern Baltic Sea countries due to the external circumstances have a unique 
opportunity to complete their mission of being an important linking element between 
two major economical unions in the frameworks of the Trans-continental international 
logistic chain [18].  
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Maritime transport in the Baltic Sea constitutes an important part of trade and services 
in the region.  Baltic shipping is constantly growing and some of the busiest shipping 
routes in the world go through the Baltic Sea. Cumulative cargo turnover has kept an 
increasing level even in the environment of global economic recession and it is 
dominated by bulks, mainly oil products. In fact, the cargo turnover of many Baltic 
ports is heavily dependent on Russian foreign trade transhipments through these ports 
(especially the Baltic States ports). The ports strategy and infrastructure are being 
developed with the hope of attracting Russian transit. In this context, Baltic Sea ports 
are now hierarchized. As it was shown, the maritime sub-regionalization is important 
and produces several ports facades with a very integrated one, the eastern Baltic range. 
Multimodality is much more linked to containerized traffic which is quite new in the 
region and quickly growing.  Baltic ports are welcoming more direct calls of line 
vessels. Some ports are not that well-connected to the global long distance shipping 
network and show limited opportunities to improve their connectivity. Some other ports, 
mainly on the eastern shore, are also developing their continental network with new 
direct intermodal rail service, mainly on the eastern shore. 
If the Eurasian landbridge is successful, it could have a major impact on international 
trade between two of the main trading blocs of the world, and provide a significant 
boost to the economies of the countries and regions through which it passes. It will not 
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only help reduce transit time and transportation costs but also mark the beginning of an 
era of region-wide cooperation and development. 
The multimodal transport via sea links has its own specificity in the Baltic Sea. Since 
seaports are involved in providing logistic services to transhipment cargo, hinterland 
characteristics remain fundamentally important in terms of logistics attractiveness. 
Major trade roots in Baltic Sea area are located in East-West direction. However 
political, technological and economic changes have created demand and opportunities 
for the development of North-South ties. 
Short-sea shipping, based on the dense ro-ro network and promoted in EU with the 
motorways of the sea, should be another approach of multimodality solution in the 
region. Such a logistic chain based on maritime transport could be an alternative for the 
road transport. At least, one other challenge remains to increase the share of multimodal 
transport solutions on short distances.  
This study is a first result of the construction of an important database on the Baltic Sea 
Ports which is associated with a cartographic work. Data gathered in this study will be 
used as background information in later stages of research on maritime and port 
activities in the BSR. It will be interesting to extend the research, essentially using the 
statistical database, to the supply of maritime transport services in the region because it 
reveals the organization of contemporary networks, but also to generate a diachronic 
analysis of the Baltic maritime transport. Another further research idea concerns the 
multimodal development in the region: the comparison between the case of eastern 
Baltic shore and corridors that develop between Poland and Central Europe could be 
very relevant. 
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Abstract 
Modernisation of the Polish fishing fleet may be based on the resultant of a number of 
different solutions applied by the EU countries in terms of energy efficiency. However, 
the solutions are subject to the existing possibilities or, in other words, to the barriers to 
improving the energy efficiency. The barriers may include market, financial, institutional 
and technical barriers as well as the barriers related with information. Each of them 
significantly affects the modernization process, and as consequence, the energy 
efficiency.  
This paper presents an analysis of the barriers that occur while energy efficiency 
improvement of the Polish fishing fleet, which is one of the oldest in Europe. The paper 
also includes the possibilities to address them having regard to the technical condition of 
fishing cutters and the provisions of EU and maritime organizations.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Polish fishing fleet is one of the oldest in Europe. An average age of a vessel equals 
to 30 years [1] (42 for fishing cutters and 24 for fishing boats [15]). However, it shall be 
remembered that many of them have been modernized in recent years. Therefore, their 
age does not directly reflect the technical condition [3]. Nevertheless, these vessels are 
usually operated inefficiently giving the relation of the amount of energy used during 
operation to the useful effect in the form of catch volume. Therefore, the assessment and 
the improvement of fleet energy efficiency becomes the inevitability taking into 
consideration changing legal requirements regarding both environment protection and 
energy efficiency itself, as well as the market which has become more competitive. The 
prospect of sustained high fuel prices has provoked widespread interest in finding energy 
efficiency strategies to mitigate the overall impact to the fishing sector [12].  
2. BARRIERS’ CLASSIFICATION 
The energy efficiency context varies from country to country. However, the study results 
presented by IEA show that many countries had similar drivers for pursuing energy 
efficiency and faced similar barriers to energy efficiency improvement. The said drivers 
are presented in Table 1 [8]: 
Table 1. Drivers and typical objectives of  
government energy efficiency policy/source OECD/IEA 
 
Driver Typical objectives 
Energy security - Reduce imported energy 
- Reduce domestic demand to maximize export 
- Increase reliability  
- Control energy demand growth   
Economic development and 
competitiveness  
- Reduce energy intensity 
- Improve industrial competitiveness 
- Reduce production costs 
- More affordable energy customer costs 
Climate change - Contribute to global mitigation and adaption 
efforts 
- Meet international obligations under the 
United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
- Meet supra-national (e.g. EU) accession 
requirements or directives 
Public health - Reduce indoor and local pollution  
 
It should be borne in mind that in order to achieve the above mentioned objectives, each 
country shall implement a number of actions focused on energy efficiency improvement 
in every sector. However, the actions are often hampered by market, financial, 
informational and technical barriers. All countries that aim at energy efficiency 
improvement should develop policies directed at overcoming them [8].     
In the case of vessel energy efficiency, the barriers are related with the implementation 
of technical and operational measures focused on the reduction of energy use. According 
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to IMO the barriers fall into three broad categories such as: technological, financial and 
institutional [13]. The latter two types are non-technical barriers.   
Taken the above analysis into consideration, the barriers may be divided as it is presented 
in Table 2 below.  
Table 2. Barriers to energy efficiency [8] 
 
Barriers 
Technical Non-technical 
- Lack of affordable energy 
efficiency technologies 
suitable to local conditions   
 - Insufficient capacity to 
identify, develop, implement 
and maintain EE investments. 
 
Market - Market organization 
- Prices 
- Transaction costs 
- Split incentives 
Financial - Up-front costs 
- Perception of EE investments 
as complicated and risky 
- Lack of awareness of financial 
benefits on the part of financial 
institutions 
Access to 
information 
- Lack of sufficient information 
and understanding […] to make 
rational consumption and 
investment decisions  
Regulatory and 
institutional  
- Lack of legal regulations and/or 
poorly developed legal act  
- Imposing high fees and taxes  
 
A different classification of the barriers was presented by Hannes Johnson. According to 
the author 6 barriers are as follows: 
1. Risk – energy efficiency investment may represent higher technical or financial 
risk than other types of investment. 
2. Imperfect information – companies may neglect cost-efficient measures because 
of a lack of information about them. 
3. Hidden costs – transaction costs such as costs for searching and analyzing 
information, as well as managerial costs due to staff training, monitoring regimes 
etc. 
4. Access to capital – insufficient capital internally, difficulties in raising external 
funds, internal capital budgeting procedures or short-terms incentives for staff.  
5. Split incentives –  refer to a situation in which the people benefiting from energy 
efficiency are not the people paying for it. In the shipping industry, it occurs 
when there is a disconnect between the vessel owner, who controls capital 
spending and energy conservation efforts, and the operator, who is responsible 
for fuel cost.   
6. Bounded rationality – individuals are constrained by time, attention and the 
ability to process information [9,13].  
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3. BARRIERS VS. ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT 
As Table 2 shows, the barriers regarding the non-technical aspect are varied, however, 
they merge and are interdependent. The results of the studies (cited by S. Backlund,     P. 
Thollander, J. Palm, M. Ottosson in the paper titled “Extending the energy gap”) 
conducted on this issue prove the statement to be true. They indicate that the barriers 
related with an access to capital have been stressed as important: technological diffusion 
often requires investment, and energy efficiency has been proven to rank mainly on 
investments and technological low on priority list. Bounded rationality is a barrier to the 
diffusion of energy-efficient technology; investment decisions are not always based on 
accurate information, but, because of time constrains and a lack of easily accessible 
information, on rules of thumb and tradition [2].   
The technical (technological) barriers are concerns over the ability of the energy 
efficiency improvement approach to work (especially in the marine environment) and/or 
provide the claimed benefits or if the approach requires the installation of equipment that 
would interfere with the normal working of the ship (e.g. cargo handling or stowage). 
IMO has distinguished the technological barriers as real or perceived. For example, wide 
spread reporting on a failure of new technology installation at an early stage which may 
delay future activities. […] Another issue to consider is that certain approaches are 
mutually exclusive or are only applicable to certain types of ships [13].      
It should also be borne in mind that to a great extend the concerns related with the 
technical aspect of activities aimed at energy efficiency improvement derive from the lack 
of knowledge on a particular issue and/or financial resources for a project. A very 
common cause constituting the technical barrier is also a lack of access to research results 
on the application of the most optimal solutions that would improve the energy efficiency 
of fishing vessels. 
Knowledge and access to information establish one of the most critical factors affecting 
decision making process on energy efficiency. Due to them an individual who is 
responsible for the implementation of new technologies and/or the development of 
existing ones is capable to make an informed decision which,  as assumed, shall lead to 
increased energy efficiency. The individual, apart from purely technical information, 
needs also estimates about the likely results  of the technical measures and the costs [9].  
Every investment decision is based on an analysis of risks related with the implementation 
of new technologies and/or the development of existing ones. Both high discount rates 
for energy efficiency investments and the rejection of particular energy efficient 
technologies may represent a rational response to risk. It may happen since these 
investments characterize with higher technical and financial risk. Another reason for 
occurrence of such situations is market or business uncertainty which encourages for 
short-period planning [13,14].  Risks may derive from a range of sources, including 
overall economic trends (e.g. inflation, interest rates), potential changes in government 
policy, trends in input and output markets (e.g. fuel prices), financing risk (e.g. the 
anticipated reaction of capital markets to increases in borrowings), and the technical risks 
associated with individual technologies (e.g. unreliability). […] It shall be highlighted 
that the risk of breakdowns and disruptions may overweight any potential benefits from 
reduced energy costs [14].   
National Chamber of Commerce, the largest independent business organization in Poland, 
conducted a research among small and medium companies on energy efficiency barriers. 
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The companies were requested to provide information on the reasons for failing to 
undertake actions aiming at increased energy efficiency or for failing to take further steps 
to improve the energy efficiency. The results are presented in Table 3 below.  
 
Table 3. Research results on energy efficiency barriers in Poland [10] 
 
BARRIER/OBSTACLE Percentage of 
companies for which 
the reason is very 
important or utmost 
important   
Accessible financial resources must be used for the most 
important investment.  
73% 
Lack of financial resources  for investments  66% 
Too long return on investment period in increased energy 
efficiency technologies  
64% 
Most of the potential for energy savings has already been used  49% 
Lack of knowledge on technology providers  49% 
Lack of knowledge on energy saving possibilities 48% 
Lack of time/excess of other duties 48% 
Responsibility for energy efficiency has not been established  45% 
Obtaining information on proper solutions is to expensive 
when compared with the benefits from increased energy 
efficiency 
41% 
Energy cost is not an important issue for the company 37% 
 
As it arises from the table above, the main barriers in the decision making process on 
energy efficiency improvement are the financial barriers [10]. A commonly cited barrier 
within the energy efficiency literature is the lack of access to capital or the lack of capital 
itself. This may be particularly applicable to smaller companies as fishing cutters’ owners. 
They have less ability to offer collateral and may only be able to borrow at high interest 
rates. This might prevent energy efficiency projects with a high rate of return from being 
undertaken [14].  
In many cases shipowners are not aware of financing opportunities from the EU funds, 
or, despite being acquainted with the issue, they do not apply for the EU grants due to a 
long process of fund obtaining as well as due to the formal requirements related with the 
granted funds. An another aspect is that firstly a project has to be financed by shipowners 
and then, upon having met all the requirements, they obtain reimbursement of cost 
incurred.  
At this stage of the analysis it should be also mentioned about a barrier that is related with 
shipping market cycles. Virtually all sectors of the shipping industry go through 
“boom/bust cycles. During “boom” times, when profits are high, shipowners have the 
funds to invest in energy saving technologies. However, they are reluctant to take a vessel 
out of service [..] for more than the minimum  regulatory period and may not make 
investments that would increase the time out of service. During the “bust” part of cycle, 
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when profits are low, shipowners are unwilling to invest due to no access to the capital 
required for the investment [13].  
Another issue related with the energy efficiency barriers refers to regulatory uncertainty, 
archaic legal acts that have not responded to changes in the technology development [6] 
or a lack of legal regulations as well as the standards and the norms that are imprecise or 
unsuitable for the present conditions and technologies. A perfect example of this state of 
affairs is the lack of Polish legal regulations on the energy efficiency issue regarding the 
Polish fishing fleet. The Polish legal system does not provide for any legislative solutions 
in that regard.  
However, both the European Union and IMO have implemented a number of regulations 
which constitute a valuable source for regulations aiming at overcoming the barriers, in 
particular in terms of the institutional barriers. A special attention, within the context to 
the Polish fishing fleet, should be paid to the Council Regulation (EC) No. 744/2008 of 
24 July 2008 instituting a temporary specific action aiming to promote the restructuring 
of the European Community fishing fleets affected by the economic crisis adopting the 
provisions regarding the modernisation of fishing fleet in terms of implementing 
techniques for fuel-efficient catches. The Regulation includes the provisions on the 
modernization of fishing fleet regarding the implementation of fuel saving techniques for 
fish catching. Provision 12 of the Preamble is significant and it reads that “(12) A 
Community contribution should also be provided for collective actions aimed at 
delivering expertise to vessel owners in relation to energy audits for vessels, and expert 
advice on the development of restructuring and modernisation plans and Fleet 
Adaptation Schemes” [4]. The provisions of the Directive 2012/27/EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on energy efficiency, amending 
Directives 2009/125/EC and 2010/30/EU and repealing Directives 2004/8/EC and 
2006/32/EC should also be referred to, particularly Art. 46: “A sufficient number of 
reliable professionals competent in the field of energy efficiency should be available to 
ensure the effective and timely implementation of this Directive, for instance as regards 
compliance with the requirements on energy audits and implementation of energy 
efficiency obligation schemes. Member States should therefore put in place certification 
schemes for the providers of energy services, energy audits and other energy efficiency 
improvement measures” [5]. 
Whilst the Directive 2009/28/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 
April 2009 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources and amending 
and subsequently repealing Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC refers to the 
renewable energy sources which are an alternative to the fossil fuels. According to the 
authors of the Directive while using the renewable fossil fuels it is possible not only to 
limit greenhouse gases emission generated during production and energy consumption 
processes, but also to reduce dependence of the European Union on imported fossil fuels, 
especially gas and oil [7]. And all the above may be obtained due to the development of 
technologies and innovations.  
When presenting the barriers’ issue regarding the implementation of the solutions related 
with the energy efficiency it should also be borne in mind that commencing on 1st January 
2013, Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP), according to Annex VI of the 
MARPOL Convention, became a mandatory document for vessels over 400GT. SEEMP 
constitutes an instrument the goal of which is to assist the shipowners at the energy 
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efficiency management of their fleet and to provide practical measures for efficiency 
improvement in terms of operation [11]. 
4. ONGOING PROJECTS  
Presently, there are two ongoing projects at the Maritime University of Szczecin under 
the Operational Programmes: "Sustainable Development of the Fisheries Sector and 
Coastal Fishing Areas 2007-2013", financed by the European Fisheries Fund „Energy 
audit performance for fishing vessels' groups in order to prepare operation management 
system in an environmental friendly manner” and "Sustainable Development of the 
Fisheries Sector and Coastal Fishing Areas 2007-2013", financed by the European 
Fisheries Fund. The projects are aimed at the development of guidelines and at research 
conducted on the Polish fishing fleet vessels in order to explain the energy efficiency term 
and to remove the barriers in the implementation of technological solutions as well as 
their adjustment to the legal requirements of the European Union and maritime 
organizations. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The energy efficiency improvement is a very significant issue. It shall be highlighted that 
with the reference to the Polish fishing fleet, the barriers in increasing energy efficiency 
mainly result from the lack of shipowners’ awareness in financing opportunities and 
opportunities related with cost reimbursement. Changing legal acts and regulations as 
well as the available catch limits also affect the activities related with the analyzed issue. 
Presently, however, the Polish legal system is focused mainly on the process of creating 
legal acts related primarily to the energy efficiency and its assessment in the residential 
industry. Therefore, in order to assess the fishing cutters energy efficiency accurately the 
regulations, in particular, of the European Union and IMO should be taken into 
consideration. Low technical awareness of shipowners and hindered access to technology 
are also relevant.  
The above mentioned issues cause that the Polish fishing fleet is modernized by 
companies inexperienced in improving the energy efficiency. Such actions result in the 
lack of anticipated effects in the scope of the increased energy efficiency of the vessels. 
The attempts to overcome the barriers are possible in individual cases where owners’ 
experience regarding the energy efficiency improvement is based on the activities related 
with other areas e.g. the residential construction sector. Nevertheless, making the fishing 
community acquainted with the tools at their disposal and indicating potential profits and 
benefits they may obtain upon having implemented the increased energy efficiency 
solutions on their fishing cutters shall definitely produce positive results for all interested 
parties.  
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Abstract 
Waterborne transport are not main driving forces among transport modes and to increase 
environmental and climate change by greenhouse gas emissions and other impacts of 
human activities as whole. However, the waterborne transport sector should evaluate the 
possibilities to contribute to reduction of anthropogenic GHG emissions to emphasize 
navigation as an environmentally sound mode.  Moreover, the waterborne transport 
could be observed as the GHG emitter on two ways as "high carbon" navigation and "low 
carbon" navigation depending on many reasons (fuel, propulsion system, ship building, 
etc.).  
In this paper we are presenting some research results including specially waterborne 
transport and navigation from the European Commission project under the title 
"SUPPORTING RESEARCH ON CLIMATE-FRIENDLY TRANSPORT" (Acronym 
REACT) in Seventh Framework Programme (2009-2011).  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The review and analysis includes all FP6 projects and up-to-now approved part (first half 
of 2011.) of FP7 projects in relation with REACT Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) in 
climate-friendly transport. 
An analytical classification has encompassed 374 FP6 projects and 309 FP7 projects or 
in total 683 projects. Five projects among these have been included in more than one main 
and-or specific research areas. Mainly, they have been classified in two or three main 
specific research areas.  
All projects have been considered by its SRA characteristics such as: main research area 
and specific research area.  
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Strategic Research Agenda represents an identifiable, coherent forward looking and 
adaptable framework for research at the beginning of the 21st Century.  SRA primary 
focus is provide the EU with strategic roadmaps for research to achieve the future vision 
of a green European transport system. 
Basic structure of the REACT SRA presents in Figure 1. 
Figure 1 - The higher levels of the hierarchical tree structure of the 
SRA. 
 
All the information included in to the Engineering and ICT pillar (main field) derived 
mainly from European Technology Platforms` or ETPs` documentation. The second pillar 
(main field), instead, was set up assembling different sources and REACT consortium 
expertise (Bresciani, C., et al., 2011 and www.react-transport.eu). It is in this second pillar 
that the research areas of policy, economy and multimodal or non-motorized means of 
transport (cycling, walking) are included.  
The second level of classification regards sectors. For the Engineering and ICT pillar 
(main field), sectors correspond to the transport modes: road, rail, water and air. For the 
Planning Social Sciences and Economy pillar, sectors refer to different measures of 
governance, acting on urban space, on people`s behaviour or on market: Planning and 
Systems, Social and behavioural measures, Industry and economy. 
Two further levels of classification are provided: Main research areas and Specific 
research areas (as presented in Fig.2 as an extract of the structure for the Waterborne 
sector). The "specific research area" is the most detailed classification available within 
the structure of the REACT SRA. 
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 Figure 2 - The structure of REACT SRA regarding the Waterborne 
sector 
 
 
The REACT SRA inherited from the ETP SRAs also the use of criteria and indicators to 
describe the research areas. They represent the means by which, through a consultation 
process, experts and stakeholders can express their evaluation into research areas and 
assign priority to them.  
 
1. MAIN FIELDS (PILLARS) 
For a better review and analysis of the effects on transport and climate change, a 
categorization of impacts on main field has been conducted.  
The Main Field is divided into two categories: 
Engineering and Information Technology (EIT) 
Planning, Social Sciences and Economics (PSSE) 
Relation between number of projects in the main fields is not proportional, as it is shown 
in the Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 - Relation between number of projects in the main field 
 
                 
 
This figure indicates that roughly more than two thirds of the projects are in the field of 
Engineering and Information Technology. Therefore, technological researches are much 
more common than researches in the field of Planning, Social Sciences and Economics. 
However, it is necessary to reach the balance between technological changes and 
behavioural aspects triggered by Planning, Social Sciences and Economics. 
In addition, funding details relating to project cost (PC) and project funding (PF) of FP6 
and FP7 projects are given in the Table 1. Projects, elaborated in this analysis, are referred 
to the specific research areas of the REACT SRA.  
Table 1 - Funding details of FP6 and FP7 projects 
 
FP6 FP7 Total (FP6+FP7) 
PC  
(106 €) 
PF 
 (106 €) % 
PC  
(106 €) 
PF 
 (106 €) % 
PC  
(106 €) 
PF 
 (106 €) % 
EIT 
2812.24 1572.132 88 1337.18 863.78 79 4149.42 2435.912 85 
PSSE 
371.92 206.06 12 354.24 243.23 21 726.16 448.29 15 
Total: 
3184.16 1777.192 100 1691.42 1107.01 100 4875.58 2884.202 100 
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2. ENGEINEERING AND INFORMATION TEHNOLOGY  
2.1. SECTOR – TRANSPORT MODE 
The distribution of FP6 and FP7 projects according to the transport modes is given in the 
Figure 4.  
Figure 4 indicates that roughly one half of the projects is in the sector / transport mode of 
Aeronautics. The second place belongs to the road transport with one fourth of total 
number of projects. Commonly, rail and water transport as most climate-friendly 
transport modes participate approximately with one fourth as same as the road transport. 
Table 2 gives an analysis of EC funding of FP6 and FP7 projects which belongs to 
different specific research areas of the REACT SRA within Engineering and Information 
Technology, as the first main research field. 
 
Figure 4 - Distribution of FP6 and FP7 projects according to the 
transport modes (in total 524 projects) 
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 Table 2 - Engineering and Information Technology – funding of FP6 
and FP7 projects 
 
Transport mode PC (FP6+FP7) (106 €) % 
PF (FP6+FP7) 
(106 €) % 
Road transport 1043.49 25 570.372 23 
Rail transport 462.02 11 264.37 11 
Water transport 525.23 13 325.30 14 
Aeronautics 2118.68 51 1275.87 52 
TOTAL: 4149.42 100 2435.912 100 
 
2.2.WATER TRANSPORT 
Main research approaches in water transport are given in the Table 3. 
 
Table 3 - Main research approaches in water transport 
Main research approaches Number of projects Percentage 
Vehicle 80 88 % 
Infrastructure/environment 11 12 % 
Total: 91 100 % 
 
In the sector of water transport, the VEHICLE is the most common research approach 
with the main research areas shown in the Figure 5. 
Funding of FP6 and FP7 transport projects which can be allocated to specific research 
areas in water transport of the REACT SRA is shown in Table 4. 
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Figure 5 - Water transport – Vehicle – Distribution of projects (in total: 
80 projects) 
 
Table 4 - Water transport – funding details of FP6 and FP7 
projects 
Main research 
approach Specific research areas 
PC  
(106 €) % 
PF 
 
(106 €) 
% 
VEHICLE 
Traffic Management 100.21 21 64.76 22 
Waste and emissions reduction 
systems 31.66 7 21.79 7 
Propulsion equipment  81.48 17 45.71 16 
Design and materials  198.15 41 123.60 42 
Energy management systems  67.31 14 38.60 13 
TOTAL: 478.81 91 294.29 90 
Infrastructure/ 
Environment TOTAL: 46.42 9 31.01 10 
 GRAND TOTAL: 525.23 100 325.30 100 
 
 
2.3.ROAD TRANSPORT 
Main research areas within road transport are indicated in the Figure 6. Table 5 also 
contains funding details of FP6 and FP7 projects related to specific research areas of road 
transport in the REACT SRA. 
 
Water transport - Vehicle - Main research areas
21; 26%
11; 14%
7; 9%
32; 40%
9; 11% Traffic management
Waste and emissions
management
Propulsion equipment
Design and materials
Energy management systems
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Figure 6 - Number of projects in Main research areas within road 
transport (in total: 134 projects) 
 
 
 
Table 5 - Road transport – funding details of FP6 and FP7 projects 
Main research 
approach Specific research areas 
PC  
(106 €) 
% 
PF 
 (106 €) 
% 
VEHICLE 
Advanced fuels and 
technologies 191.26 26 101.09 26 
Design and materials 85.36 12 50.5 13 
Hybrid energy and intelligent 
management systems 165.75 23 99.092 25 
Low emission vehicle 45.19 6 27.41 7 
Fuel cell vehicles and low 
carbon/hydrogen fuels 233.61 33 116.78 29 
TOTAL: 721.17 69 394.972 69 
Infrastructure/ 
Environment 
Infrastructure for cell vehicles 
and low carbon/hydrogen fuels 100.36 57 43.24 47 
Design and materials 60.82 35 36.99 41 
Vehicle infrastructure 13.34 8 10.77 12 
TOTAL: 175.52 17 91.00 16 
Driver TOTAL: 146.80 14 84.40 15 
 GRAND TOTAL: 1043.49 100 570.372 100 
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 Therefore, main research approach in road transport is VEHICLE.  
INFRASTRUCTURE/ENVIRONMENT is the second ranked research approach. 
2.4. RAIL TRANSPORT 
Main research approaches in rail transport, according to the number of approved projects 
in FP6 and FP7 calls, are given in the Table 6. 
 
Table 6 - Main research approaches in rail transport 
Main research approaches Number of projects Percentage 
Vehicle 39 68 % 
Infrastructure/environment 18 32 % 
Total: 57 100 % 
 
Main research approach is the VEHICLE, with main research areas given in the figure 7. 
 
Figure 7 - Rail transport – Vehicle – Distribution of projects (in total: 
39 projects) 
 
 
Rail transport - Vehicle - Main research areas
9; 23%
2; 5%
16; 41%
2; 5%
2; 5%
8; 21%
Traffic management
Propulsion equipment
Design and materials
Energy management systems
Traction equipment
Emerging technologies
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INFRASTRUCTURE/ENVIRONMENT is the second ranked research approach with the 
main research areas given in the Figure 7.  
Funding of FP6 and FP7 rail transport projects related to corresponding specific research 
areas in the REACT SRA is given in Table 7.  
 
Table 7 - Rail transport – funding details of FP6 and FP7 projects 
Main 
research 
approach 
Specific research areas PC  (106 €) % 
PF 
 (106 €) % 
V
E
H
IC
L
E 
Traffic Management 75.75 23 44.63 23 
Propulsion equipment 35.14 10 19.98 10 
Design and materials 113.67 34 64.64 34 
Energy management systems 24.36 7 13.10 7 
Traction equipment 11.82 4 5.38 4 
Emerging technologies 74.47 22 42.24 22 
TOTAL: 335.21 73 190.01 72 
In
fr
as
tr
uc
tu
re
/ 
E
nv
ir
on
m
en
t Methods and tools 24.04 19 17.34 19 
Design and materials 102.77 81 60.02 81 
TOTAL: 126.81 27 74.36 28 
 GRAND TOTAL: 462.02 100 264.37 100 
 
2.5.AERONATICS 
Main research approaches of the Aeronautics transport mode are given in the Table 8. 
 
Table 8 - Main research approaches in aeronautics 
Main research approaches Number of projects Percentage 
Vehicle 229 95 % 
Infrastructure/environment 13 5 % 
Total: 242 100 % 
 
The VEHICLE is the most usual research approach in the sector of aeronautics, as well, 
with the main research areas indicated in the Figure 8. 
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Funding analysis of FP6 and FP7 projects in the aeronautics transport mode, related to 
the corresponding specific research area in the REACT SRA is given in Table 9. 
 
Figure 8 - Aeronautics – Vehicle – Distribution of projects (in total: 80 
projects) 
 
Table 9 - Aeronautics – funding details of FP6 and FP7 projects 
Main research 
approach Specific research areas 
PC  
(106 €) 
% 
PF 
 (106 €) 
% 
VEHICLE 
Traffic Management 407.99 20 245.93 20 
Methods and tools 81.79 4 52.57 4 
Flight physics 284.71 14 174.56 15 
Propulsion equipment  780.04 39 464.29 38 
Design and materials  401.53 20 240.98 20 
TOTAL: 2038.2 96 1228.3 96 
Infrastructure/ 
Environment 
TOTAL: 80.48 4 47.57 4 
 GRAND TOTAL: 2118.68 100 1275.87 100 
 
Aeronautics - Vehicle - Main research areas
64; 28%
12; 5%
47; 21%
26; 11%
7; 3%
73; 32%
Traffic management
Methods and tools
Flight physics
Design and materials
Propulsion equipment
Energy management systems
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2.6.GENERAL FINDINGS 
Based on an analysis of the previous results, it can be seen that the VEHICLE is the most 
important common research approach for all transport modes. “Design and materials” is 
the common research area within the VEHICLE approach for all transport sectors. Figure 
9 indicates number of FP6 and FP7 projects in the “Design and materials” research area 
for road, rail, water and air transport. 
 
Figure 9 - Number of projects in “Design and materials” for all 
transport modes (in total: 137 projects) 
 
 
 
 “Traffic management” is common research area for rail, water and air transport.  
 “Propulsion equipment” and “Energy management systems” are also very important 
research areas in the VEHICLE research approach. They are represented in more than 
one transport or as given in the Figures 12 (“Propulsion equipment”) and 13 (“Energy 
management systems”). 
 
3. PLANNING, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND ECONOMY 
This Main research field contains 60 FP6 and 97 FP7 projects related to REACT Strategic 
research agenda in climate-friendly transport. Distribution of projects to research sectors 
is given in the Figure 10. 
 
 
Design and materials
16; 12%
16; 12%
32; 23%
73; 53%
Road transport
Rail transport
Water transport
Aeronautics
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Figure 10 - Distribution of FP6 and FP7 projects according to the 
research sector – Planning, Social Sciences and Economy (in total: 157 
projects) 
 
Table 10 shows a funding analysis of FP6 and FP7 projects which can be, by its research 
topics, distributed to various specific research areas of the REACT SRA within Planning, 
Social Sciences and Economics, as the second main research field. 
 
Table 10 - Planning, Social Sciences and Economics – funding of FP6 
and FP7 projects 
Sector 
PC (FP6+FP7) 
(106 €) 
% 
PF (FP6+FP7) 
(106 €) 
% 
Planning and 
systems 525.49 72 304.16 68 
Social and 
behavioural 
measures 
170.14 24 119.03 26 
Industry and 
economy 30.53 4 25.10 6 
TOTAL: 726.16 100 448.29 100 
 
 
 
Number of FP6 and FP7 projects per research sector
79; 50%
19; 12%
59; 38%
Planning and systems
Social and behavioural
measures
Industry and economy
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3.1.PLANNING AND SYSTEMS 
Main research approaches are given in the Table 11. 
Table 11 - Main research approaches within “Planning and systems” 
sector 
Main research 
h  
Number of projects Percentage 
Spatial planning 53 67 % 
Freight transport 23 33 % 
Total: 79 100 % 
 
The SPATIAL PLANNING is the most common research approach. 
The FREIGHT TRANSPORT, as the second ranking research approach, includes the 
main research areas. 
An analysis of funding of FP6 and FP7 projects in the sector of Planning and systems is 
given in Table 12. 
Table 12 - Planning and systems – funding details of FP6 and FP7 
projects 
Main 
research 
approach 
Specific research areas PC  (106 €) % 
PF 
 (106 €) % 
Sp
at
ia
l p
la
nn
in
g 
Integration of spatial planning, urban 
planning, transportation planning and 
economic policies 
263.01 65 139.73 62 
Land use taxation 0.95 0 0.95 0 
Alternative fuels distribution 
infrastructure planning 62.63 16 28.69 13 
Traffic planning 11.09 3 8.22 4 
Non-motorized mobility planning 9.93 2 7.25 3 
Public transport planning 46.60 11 31.34 14 
Motorway speed limits 12.74 3 8.05 4 
TOTAL: 406.95 77 224.23 74 
Fr
ei
gh
t t
ra
ns
po
rt
 Gathering of emissions’ information 
along supply chain 8.93 8 6.42 8 
New logistic concepts; logistic 
strategic agenda 79.60 67 54.91 69 
Supply chain, route planning, 
avoidance of empty trips 30.01 25 18.60 23 
TOTAL: 118.54 23 79.93 26 
 GRAND TOTAL: 525.49 100 304.16 100 
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3.2. SOCIAL AND BEHAVIOURAL MEASURES  
Main research approaches within this sector are given in the Table 13. 
Table 13 - Main research approaches within “Social and behavioural 
measures” sector 
Main research approaches Number of projects Percentage 
Innovative transport systems 3 5 % 
Pricing and taxation 8 14 % 
Education and campaigning 46 78% 
Trip avoidance 2 3 % 
Total: 59 100 % 
 
Therefore, main research approach within Social and behavioural transport measures is 
the “Education and campaigning. 
The PRICING AND TAXATION as the second ranking research approach includes the 
main research areas. 
Funding analysis of FP6 and FP7 projects in the Social and behavioural measures sector 
is given in Table 14. 
Table 14 - Social and behavioural measures – funding details of FP6 
and FP7 projects 
Main research 
approach Specific research areas 
PC  
(106 €) % 
PF 
 (106€) % 
Education and 
campaigning 
Awareness campaigns 112.39 84 78.36 83 
Sustainable transport (schools) 2.74 2 2.53 3 
Initiatives for climate friendly travel 
to office, school, public institutions 11.17 8 8.26 8 
Eco driving 7.32 6 5.12 5 
TOTAL: 133.62 78 94.27 79 
Pricing and 
taxation TOTAL: 21.59 13 14.96 12 
Innovative 
transport 
systems  
TOTAL: 10.73 6 6.86 6 
Trip avoidance TOTAL: 4.20 3 2.94 3 
 GRAND TOTAL: 170.14 100 119.03 100 
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3.3.INDUSTRY AND ECONOMY 
Main research approaches in the Industry and economy sector are given in Table 15. 
Table 15 - Main research approaches within “Industry and economy” 
sector 
Main research 
approaches 
Number of projects Percentage 
Subsidies and incentives 1 5 % 
Voluntary initiatives 
regulation 5 26 % 
Flexible measures 2 11 % 
Regulation 11 58 % 
Total: 19 100 % 
 
In addition, a funding analysis of FP6 and FP7 projects in the Industry and economy 
sector is given in Table 16. 
Table 16 - Industry and economy – funding details of FP6 and FP7 
projects 
Main 
research 
approach 
Specific research areas 
PC  
(106 €) 
% 
PF 
 (106 €) 
% 
Regulation TOTAL: 16.78 54 14.74 59 
Voluntary 
initiatives 
regulation 
TOTAL: 9.36 31 7.07 28 
Flexible 
measures  TOTAL: 2.66 9 1.93 8 
Subsidies 
and 
incentives 
TOTAL: 1.73 6 1.36 5 
 GRAND TOTAL: 30.53 100 25.10 100 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Work on the ship technologies in the shipping world could eventually lead to the “zero 
emission” vessel, as and when technologies will become available. The International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) is addressing the challenge to reduce emissions now, by 
working on possible new regulations, using instruments such as the Energy Efficiency 
Design Index (EEDI). This will need to operate within a framework of future carbon 
trading schemes that address the real cost of carbon to the environment (Waterborne TP, 
2011.). Regulating ship emissions requires a comprehensive knowledge of current fuel 
consumption and emissions, the understanding of their impact on atmospheric 
composition and climate, and projections of potential future evolutions and mitigation 
options (Eyring at al., 2010). 
In the Consultation, the highest overall priorities were given to the research area of the 
port operations followed by alternative propulsion systems, Innovative and hydrodynamic 
vessel concepts.  
The first ranked is “Port operations”; This specific research area has the soonest predicted 
implementation phase. 
The second ranked, Alternative propulsion systems is included in the main research are “ 
Propulsion equipment”. 
The applied research in this specific research area will continue to 2020 with the start of 
predicted implementation phase. Also, this specific research area has high impact on 
further development on waterborne transport with great expectation in expert’s opinions. 
The third ranked is in the frame of main research area “Design and materials”. This area 
has shortest of time period in applied research, round two years with the start of 
implementations before 2016. 
Third specific research is “shipping operations and training” according to the overall 
priorities, GHG reduction, cost efficiency, other effects and feasibility. However, the 
applied research will require long time period from ten years. 
The basic research requires very short time (1-2 years) for all the specific areas, except 
“Innovative and hydrodynamic vessel concepts” (3 years). 
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